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Introduction to the Second World Landslide Forum 
(Rome, FAO Headquarters, 2011, 3rd-9th October)

The World Landslide Forum (WLF) is a triennial mainstream conference aimed at gathering scientists, 
stakeholders, policy makers and industry members dealing with the management of landslide 
risk. The First World Landslide Forum, organized by the International Consortium of Landslides (ICL), 
UNESCO, WMO, FAO, UNISDR, UNU, UNEP, IBRD, UNDP, ICSU, WFEO, KU and the Japan Landslide 
Society, was held in 2008 at the United Nations University, Tokyo. The 1st WLF adopted the 2008 Tokyo 
Declaration “Strengthening the International Programme on Landslides with UNISDR”. 
The Second World Landslide Forum has the objective to further develop the outcomes of the First 
Forum in Tokyo 2008 by providing a global cross-cutting information and cooperation platform 
for all types of organizations representing academia, United Nations organisations, governments, 
private enterprises and individuals that contribute to landslide research, practice, education 
and decision making and are willing to strengthen landslide and other related earth system risk 
reduction strategies. The emphasis of this forum will be “Putting science into practice” with special 
attention given to actual implementation of technology and research in everyday applications and 
procedures with the direct involvement of researchers, engineers, private enterprises, stakeholders 
as well as policy and decision makers. 
The Second World Landslide Forum - WLF2 will discuss major impacts of landslides on the 
environment, including effects on people, their homes and possessions, farms and livestock, 
industrial establishments and other structures, and lifelines, including submarine ones. One of the 
major expected outcomes is to bridge gaps in understanding and communication between 
scientific researchers, industry, professionals and stakeholders. 
The Forum will thus consider implementing some key aspects. 

- A large participation of exhibitors, fostering interaction between industry and end-users.
- Maximize attendance and interchange between participants.
- Cross-cutting topical sessions, in some cases devoted to specific themes (e.g. interaction of 

landslides, land-use systems and food security) and encompassing the entire set of operational 
and scientific issues from risk assessment to risk management.

- Short courses to be organized for the benefit of professionals and consultants, and also by 
exhibitors.

The Forum will host, for five full days (3rd-7th, October), a series of Plenary and Parallel Sessions 
devoted to high-level interaction and discussion among key world players in landslide risk reduction, 
including stakeholders and end-users, together with researchers, engineers and industry. Pre and 
post conference field trips are also scheduled. 
The abstract submission and pre-registration of participants was quite successful with almost 700 
received abstracts and more than 1.000 pre-registered participants. Peer reviewed full papers will 
be published by Springer Verlag in a special book series.
The Second World Landslide Forum will be hosted by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of 
the United Nations in the Headquarters building in Rome. After Tokyo 2008, Rome is another exciting 
venue for the Forum, offering physical evidence of some millennia of interaction between human 
development and natural environment at the very centre of a country which continues to be highly 
affected by landslides.

Claudio Margottini Thomas Hofer
ISPRA  FAO
Forum Chair Team Leader (Watersheds and Mountains)
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Foreword 
ICL, IPL and the Second World Landslide Forum 

by
Kyoji Sassa and Paolo Canuti

The Second World Landslide Forum (WLF) is held at the headquarters of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), Rome on 3-9 October 2011. WLF is a triennial mainstream 
conference of the International Programme on Landslides (IPL) which is jointly managed by the 
International Consortium on Landslides (ICL), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO), the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Risk 
Reduction (UNISDR), the United Nations University (UNU), the International Council for Science (ICSU), 
and the World Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO). We wish to introduce objectives of 
ICL, IPL, WLF and 10th Anniversary of ICL.

Establishment of ICL and IPL
The International Consortium on Landslides was established during the UNESCO-Kyoto University joint 
symposium “Landslide risk mitigation and protection of cultural and natural heritage” on 21st–25th 
January 2002 in Kyoto, Japan. This symposium was organized as a milestone meeting of the IGCP 
(International Geoscience Programme) No.425 project “Landslide Hazard Assessment and Cultural 
Hertage“ which started in 1998. This project was very successful in co-ordinating and promoting the 
landslide research of its participating members. However, IGCP projects terminate after 5 years. The 
leaders of the IGCP-425 subprojects conceived of creating a stand-alone international scientific 
programme on landslides. UNESCO, WMO, FAO, UNISDR and the Goverment of Japan participated 
in this initiative to create a new international organization on landslides that could host the new 
international scientific programme on Landslides. Six representatives from different divisions of 
UNESCO, the deputy Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), technical 
advisor of UNISDR, and repersentatives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Japanese 
National Commission for UNESCO, in addition to the subproject leaders, were present. The Statutes of 
the new International Consortium on Landslides (ICL) were drawn up and adopted. The International 
Consortium on Landslides was established by the 2002 Kyoto Declaration “Establishment of an 
International Consortium on Landslides“ drafted by Dr. Badaoui Rouhban, Director for Disaster 
Reduction of UNESCO. 

During 2002, thirty-three member organizations were registered to ICL, and their representatives joined 
the first session of the Board of Representatives of ICL held at UNESCO headquarters in Paris on 19th–21th 
November 2002. At this meeting, the initial twenty-five projects of the International Programme on 
Landslides (IPL) were adopted. The core project (No.100) was “Landslides: Journal of the International 
Consortium on Landslides“, and No.101 “Landslide Risk evaluation and mitigation in cultural and 
natural heritage“ which continued some of the IGCP projects in parallel with IGCP-425. The International 
Programme on Landslides at this stage was a programme of ICL, with support from UNESCO, WMO, 
FAO, UNISDR. This programme has been developed into a joint global programme by ICL and five UN 
organizations and two global stakeholders for Science and Technology (ICSU and WFEO).

Development of IPL
The United Nations World Conference on Disaster Reduction (WCDR) was organized on 18th–22nd 
January 2005 in Kobe, Japan. ICL together with representatives of Flood Group organized a 
thematic sesssion “New international initiatives for research and risk migitaion on floods (IFI) and 
landslides (IPL)“ and participants agreed to establish a global network of reseach and learning 
on earth-system disasters, focusing on landsides. Based on this agreement, all partners joined in 
a Round Table Discussion at the United Nations Unviersity, Tokyo from 18th–20th January 2006 and 
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agreed to form a new International Programme on Landslides (the current IPL) in the 2006 Tokyo Action 
Plan “Strengthening Research and Learning on Landslides and Related Earth System Disasters for Global 
Risk Preparedness”. The current IPL is an international joint programme by the International Consortium 
on Landslides (ICL), the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO), the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
(FAO), the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR), the United Nations 
University (UNU), the International Council for Science (ICSU), and the World Federation of Engineering 
Organizations (WFEO). 

The IPL activities consists of: 1) IPL projects on research and capacity development which are 
proposed by ICL members, including IPL Awards for Success, 2) Identification of the World Centres 
of Excellence on Landslide Risk Mitigation (WCoE), 3) Publication of the full-color journal, “Landslides: 
Journal of the International Consortium on Landslides“, and new activities such as Landslide School 
Network for capacity development. The IPL is managed by the IPL Global Promotion Committee, 
which consists of all ICL member organizations (fifty-three, from thirty-two countries), five United 
Nations organizations (UNESCO, WMO, FAO, UNISDR, UNU) and two global stakeholders in Science and 
Technologies (ICSU and WFEO) with voting rights. ICL has exchanged Memoranda of Understanding 
(MoU) with UNESCO, WMO, FAO, UNISDR, UNU, ICSU and WFEO respectively to promote the 2006 
Tokyo Action Plan. 

The First and the Second World Landslide Forum
The First World Landslide Forum (WLF1) was held at the United Nations University, Tokyo, Japan on 
18-21 November 2008 with topics and objectives following the 2006 Tokyo Action Plan. WLF1 was 
a global cross-cutting information and cooperation platform for all types of organizations from 
academia, United Nations, governments, private sectors, and individuals that were contributing to 
landslide research and education and who were willing to strengthen landslide and other related 
earth-system risk reduction. It was organized within the scope of the Hyogo Framework for Action 
2005–2015, Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities to Disasters, adopted at the 
United Nations World Conference on Disaster Reduction held in Kobe, Hyogo, Japan in 2005. It was 
expected that the outcome of the First Landslide Forum would feed into the ISDR Global Platform 
for Disaster Risk Reduction because ICL is a thematic platform on landslides within the ISDR global 
platform. 
The First World Landslide Forum in November 2008 was organized to facilitate the Second General 
Assembly of ICL by utilizing the resources of ICL. By the Statutes of ICL, the Regular Session of the Board 
of Representatives of ICL is organized every year, with officers serving a term of 3 years. The General 
Assembly of ICL is organized every 3 years, in order to disseminate the activities and achievements 
of ICL and to promote international cooperation by inviting ICL members, ICL supporting members, 
all levels of organizations and individuals in the field of landslide risk mitigation. The First General 
Assembly of ICL was held at the National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., USA, in October 
2005, and the second general assembly was organized as the First World Landslide Forum in Tokyo, 
2008. The third general assembly is organized at the Second World Landslide Forum in Rome, 2011. 
The Third World Landslide Forum (the fourth general assembly) is to be held in Beijing, in 2014. 
Four-hundred and thirty people from forty-eight countries attended the first World Landslide Forum; 
the participation at this Second Landslide Forum is expected to more than double this number of 
people. 

10th Annivesary of ICL
ICL will meet for its 10th anniversary on 21st January 2012. Landslides are not a major component in 
most organziations and scientific disciplines; they involve many organizations and scientific fields. 
The necessity of landslide research and capacity building is vitally important for the development 
and sustainabiliy in mountainous countries and regions, and this necessity can only increase in the 
next decade of ICL in 2012–2022. We will discuss the strategic plan of ICL and IPL for the second 
decade from 2012 to 2022. We wish to invite participants of the Second World Landslide Forum to 
join this meeting. One of the targets of the meeting is to strengthen regional activities by establishing 
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regional landslide consortia. New leaders of potential ICL member organizations in each region 
are especially invited to join this discussion. Those who are willing to contribute to the landslide risk 
reduction in the global cooperation network of ICL and IPL are requested to contact the ICL and IPL 
Secretariat for participation and travel support if it is required.

We are deeply appreciative of all participants to the Second World Landslide Forum and the 
contributions from our partners of UNESCO, WMO, FAO, UNISDR, UNU, ICSU, WFEO and all of our 
colleagues in ICL for the development of IPL up to now. We request all organizations and individuals 
to support IPL for landslide-risk preparedness, either by voluntary contribution to IPL activities or by 
joining the ICL as a Thematic Landslides Platform in the UNISDR Global Platform for Disaster Risk 
Reduction.

Kyoji Sassa
Founding President of ICL

Paolo Canuti
President of ICL

ICL and IPL Secretariat

Kyoji Sassa:  ICL Executive director and Deputy Chair of IPL Global Promotion Committee
IPL office:  UNITWIN headquarters Buildings, Kyoto University Uji Campus, Uji, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan
ICL office:  The Association for Disaster Prevention Research, 138-1 Tanaka Asukai-cho, Sakyo-ku, 
 Kyoto 606-8226, Japan

Email: secretariat@iclhq.org
URL: http://www.iplhq.org/ and http://icl.iplhq.org/
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Organisers of the WLF2

The Second World Landslide Forum is organized by the Global Promotion Committee of the International 
Programme on Landslides (IPL).

IPL is a thematic platform on Landslides with UNISDR, promoting landslide research and capacity 
building for the benefit of society and the environment and including ICL, UNESCO, FAO, UNISDR, 
WMO, UNU, ICSU, WFEO, IUGS and many research and land management institutions.

Involved Institutions

Organisers
IPL Global Promotion Committee including:

International Consortium on Landslides (ICL)
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR)
United Nations University (UNU)
International Council for Science (ICSU)
World Federation of Engineering Organizations (WFEO)
Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA)
Earth Sciences Department, University of Florence (ICL-Europe)

 

Co-sponsors
International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS)

 

Under the auspices of
International Association for Engineering Geology and the Environment, Italian Section (IAEG)
Italian Association of Engineering Geologist (AIGA)
Italian Association of Geotechnique (AGI)
Italian Association for Mining Engineers, Environment and Territory (ANIM)
Italian Georesources and Environment Association (GEAM)
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International Organising Board

Irina BOKOVA (UNESCO Director-General)
Catherine BRECHIGNAC (ICSU President)

Jacques DIOUF (FAO Director-General) invited
Michel JARRAUD (WMO Secretary-General)

Maria P. LAFFARGUE (WFEO President)
Konrad OSTERWALDER (UNU Rector)

Bernardo DE BERNARDINIS (ISPRA President)
UNISDR Director

Chairpersons
Claudio MARGOTTINI (ISPRA, Forum Chair)

Paolo CANUTI (ICL President)
Kyoji SASSA (ICL Executive-Director)

Deputy chairpersons
Peter BOBROWSKy (IUGS Secretary General)

Deliang CHEN (ICSU Executive Director)
Peter LyTTLE (ICL Vice President, US Geological Survey)

Eduardo ROJAS-BRIALES (Assistant Director General of FAO)
Badaoui ROUHBAN (Director of UNESCO’s Section for Disaster Reduction)

yueping yIN (ICL Vice President, China Geological Survey)
 

Scientific Advisory Board

Representing Organisation
Irasema ALCANTARA-AyALA (Vice President of International Geographical Union - IGU)
Walter AMMAN (President Davos Forum)
Michael CROzIER (President of International Association of Geomorphologists - IAG)
Carlos DELGADO (President of International Association of Engineering Geology - IAEG)
Luca DEMICHELI (Secretary General of EuroGeoSurveys)
John HARDING (United Nations Secretariat to International Strategy for Disaster Reduction - UNISDR)
Srikantha HERATH (Senior Academic Programme Officer of the United Nations University - UNU)
Thomas HOFER (Forestry officer, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations - FAO)
yumio ISHII (Chair of the Committee on Disaster Risk Management of The World Federation of 

Engineering Organizations WFEO)
Derek MARTIN (Vice President for North America of International Society for Rock Mechanics - ISRM)
Howard MOORE (Senior Advisor, International Council for Science - ICSU)
Pedro SECO E PINTO (Past President of International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical 

Engineering - ISSMGE)
Luciano PICARELLI (Chairperson of the Joint Technical Committee on Landslides and Engineered 

slopes - JTC1 of ISSMGE, ISRM, IAEG)
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Kaoru TAKARA (Vice chairperson of the Intergovernmental Council of the International Hydrological 
Programme of UNESCO - IHP)

Kuniyoshi TAKEUCHI (President of GeoRisk Commission of International Union of Geodesy and 
Geophysics - IUGG)

Landslide experts
Giovanni BARLA (Politecnico di Torino, Italy)

R.K. BHANDARI (Consultant, India)

Christophe BONNARD (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland)

Nicola CASAGLI (University of Florence, Italy)

Leonardo CASCINI (University of Salerno, Italy)

Giovanni CROSTA (University of Milano Bicocca,  Milano, Italy)

Jordi COROMINAS (Technical University of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain)

Dave CRUDEN (University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada)

Thomas GLADE (University of Vienna, Austria)

Jerome DE GRAFF (United States Department of Agriculture , Fresno - Ca - USA)

Michel HERMELIN (Universidad EAFIT, Medellin, Colombia)

Ken HO (Hong Kong Geotechnical office, Hong Kong, China)

Jurgen KROPP (Potsdam Institute for Climate Change - PIK, Potsdam, Germany)

Richard M. IVERSON (United States Geological Survey - Vancouver, WA , USA)

C. F. LEE (Hong Kong University, China)

Jacques LOCAT (University of Laval, Canada)

Paul MARINOS (University of Athens, Greece)

Hideaki MARUI (Niigata University, Japan)

Hormoz MODARESSI (BRGM, Orléans, France)

Farrouk NADIM (Norvegian Geothecnical Institute - NGI, Oslo, Norway)

Gabriele SCARASCIA MUGNOzzA (University of Rome, Italy)

Wang SIJING (Tsinghua University, China)

Vern SINGHROy (Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canada)

Alexander STROM (Institute of Geospheres Dinamics, RAS, Moscow, Russia)

Ikuo TOWHATA (University of Tokyo, Japan)

Keith TURNER (Emeritus Professor Colorado School of Mines, Denver, Colorado USA)

Keizo UGAI (Gunma University,Kiryu,Gunma, Japan)

Roger URGELES (Institut de Ciències del Mar - CSIC, Barcelona, Spain

yasser el SHAyEB (Egypt)

Sergio SEPULVEDA (University of Chile, Santiago)

Mauro SOLDATI (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy)

Pasquale VERSACE (Calabria University, Cosenza, Italy)

Cees van WESTEN ( ITC, Enschede, Netherlands)

Kifle WOLDEAREGAy (University of Mekelle, Ethiopia)
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Logistic Committee 
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 Field Trips 
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Session L01
Landslide scenarios accounting for the climatic, 

geomorphological and geotechnical context

Conveners: L. Picarelli, V. Vilimek

Incoming climatic changes urge appropriate policies to face the new challenges posed by hydro-
meteorological hazards. These could display new and still unknown aspects related to the presumable 
modifications of weather parameters which will be different in the different countries, especially in 
mountain areas which are particularly sensitive to climate change. In addition, the consequences 
of climatic changes on slope stability will depend on the local geomorphological and geotechnical 
context. This suggests to differentiate the policies to set up for the best adaptation to the new situation.

The session is conceived to display a general and complete framework concerning potential landslide 
scenarios in typical regions of the world, accounting for either expected local climatic changes either 
local geomorphological and geotechnical contexts. For this reason, researchers and experts leaving 
and working in different contexts will be asked to describe the new challenges posed by climatic 
changes in such contexts.

The conveners hope that the session will provide an as wide and complete as possible scenario of 
the threats that local administrations and land managers will be called to face rising a wide and rich 
debate among landslide experts.



4
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L01WLF2 - Landslide scenarios accounting for the climatic, geomorphological and geotechnical context

The Second World Landslide Forum Abstracts
WLF2 - 2011– 0676
Rome, 2011

Analysis of long-term monitoring data to check landslides response to
climate change
Maceo-giovanni Angeli (1) , Paolo Gasparetto (2) , Francesco Marabini (3) , and Fabrizio Pontoni (4)
(1) CNR, Irpi, -, Perugia, Italy (angeli@irpi.cnr.it); (2) IQT Consulting srl, -, -, Rovigo, Italy; (3) CNR, Ismar, -, Bologna,
Italy; (4) Geoequipe STA, -, -, Tolentino, Italy;

The paper examines closely the results of long-term monitoring (lasting 10 years and still in progress) of
landslides located within the regions of Marche and Umbria, in Central Italy. The case-studies involve landslides
in different geomorphological (mountain, hill and coast) and geotechnical (rocky and clayey-detrital) contexts.
The analisys of the collected data in such a long lapse of time has allowed to identify an hypothesis regarding the
landslide mechanisms, especially with regard to the different hydraulics conditions of the slopes. Indeed,
long-term monitoring provided measurements of critical and different hydrologic situations. For each different
landslide, we have sought to identify the most critical hydrologic conditions (for instance, heavy rain or less
heavy but more persistent rain) in relation with the kinematics involved (continuous movement with
accelerations, seasonal movement, etc.). We have then analyzed the meteorological conditions that occurred
during the monitoring with respect to both the available historical records of rainfall, which in this area are
especially significant (over 100 years), and the climate change estimated in the area. In conclusion, the analisys
has allowed us to evaluate the evolution of the landslides under study in relation with the climate change locally
occurred and expected. The research aims to contribute to the debate about the possible actions that can be taken
in order to best adapt to the new climatic situations, taking into account that the landslides involve inhabited
areas.
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The Second World Landslide Forum Abstracts
WLF2 - 2011– 0564
Rome, 2011

Changing pattern in climate-driven landslide hazard: application to an
alpine site
Audrey Baills (1) , Nicolas Desramaut (1) , Rosalie Vandromme (1) , Audrey Hohmann (1) , Gilles Grandjean
(1) , and Olivier Sedan - Miegemolle (1)
(1) Brgm, Rnsc, Orléans, France (a.baills@brgm.fr);

Climate change in the next century will lead to a modification of various meteorological parameters such as
precipitation and extreme events spatial and temporal distribution. For rainfall induced landslides, the hazard
maps will be mainly influenced by the evolution of precipitation but other types of landslide may be impacted
differently by climate change. For instance rock falls main triggering parameters are frost-defrost cycles. Other
thresholds related to phenomena such as glacier or pergelic soil melting, sea level rising or change in land cover
vegetation should be considered from the perspective of an exhaustive review of climate change impacts on
landslide hazards. The aim of this work has been to develop a methodology for integrating climate change
scenarios and as far as possible the other global-change scenarios into hazard assessment. The influence of
climate change depends on the location of the test site and the type of landslide as they are not necessarily
triggered by the same factors. That is why we have focused on two main areas to apply the methodology: the
Alps and southern Norway. The approach is based on probabilistic hazard estimation using a GIS driven model
which is based on the computation of spatialized safety factors. From DEM data, land cover map, geology,
geotechnical data the computation program, etc.. and classifies hazard zones depending on different hydrology
contexts varying in time. The quality of the methodology is assessed using present and past climate conditions.
Moreover, uncertainty propagation has been assessed all along the project. The climate scenarios used for the
study are those computed under the SafeLand project work package 3.1 “Climate change scenarios for selected
regions in Europe”. This paper mainly concentrates on the Alps area and more specifically on five municipalities
of the Ubaye Valley: Barcelonnette, Enchastrayes, Faucon-de-Barcelonnette, Jausiers and Saint-Pons. The
geotechnical data were provided by Jean-Philippe Malet from CNRS, France, and climatic data were provided
Pasquale Schiano from CMCC- Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici s.c.a.r.l, Italy, in
collaboration with MPG – Max Planck Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaften e.V., Germany. The
SafeLand project is co-funded by the European Commission under the 7th Framework Programme for Research
and Technological Development, Area “Environment”, Activity 1.3.3.1 “ Prediction of triggering and risk
assessment for landslides". 
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Large reactivated earth flows in the Northern Apennines: an overview
Giovanni Bertolini (1)
(1) Emilia-Romagna Regional Authority, Emilia - Romagna Region, Basin Technical Survey, Reggio Emilia, Italy
(gbertolini@regione.emilia-romagna.it);

A quarter of the Emilia Apennine territory (Northern slope of Apennines) is covered by earth flows landslide
bodies originated during the Holocene, whose reactivation represents the main source of landslide risk. Few are
perpetually active -and evident- while the majority of them alternate periods of activity with periods of
dormancy lasting from a year to a century. Because of this the dangerousness of dormant earth flows is
underestimated causing the greater risk. Calculations based on 46 different landslides, whose movements are
monitored by 190 inclinometers, show that the majority of them (52%) reaches a depth ranging from 10 to 30
meters and about 12% of them exceeds 40 m. As regards dimensions, it may be estimated that at least 1300 of
them have a volume exceeding one million cubic metres. All considerations made herein are the result of studies
performed by the technical surveys of the Emilia-Romagna regional authority by direct experience and
observation of events which have occurred over the past few decades. Particular attention has been paid to the
survey of field evidences and cinematic indicators observable on the terrain or by means of field instrumentation.
Since twenty years, hundreds inclinometers have been placed by the administration on tens of these landslide
bodies, allowing us to follow closely the transition between dormancy and activity on many of them and often
acknowledging a typical, recurring succession of events that precede the new failure of the slope, as follows.
When a reactivation occurs, the movement often initiates in the source area, causing a retrogression of the main
scarp, which is the most unstable part of the slope. The displaced material undergoes a quick decline of its
mechanical properties, reaching the liquid state, thus producing earth/mud-flows moving downward as far as the
landslide body’s mid-section. The undrained surcharge triggers a series of listric and imbricate thrust faults
inside the underlying main landslide body. They come to light as steep, curve scarps dipping upslope, whose dip
(of the fault plane) becomes shallower with increased depth. They are transversely interrupted by long vertical
straight-slip fault, directed downslope. This pattern migrates valleyward, propagating the progressive failure
along the base of the ancient landslide, which may entirely reactivate by sliding. This experience teaches us that
the instability is often prepared, months and years in advance, by the overburden on the original landslide body,
due to the gradual superimposition of new earth/mud flows . Because of that, when the limit equilibrium is
reached, few precipitations may produce apparently disproportionate effects. Getting into the details, other
recurring features and behaviours have been observed and described: 1. a layer evidently enriched in highly
plastic clay appears on the main shear surfaces, showing a grain-size selection that is clearly shifted towards
finer fraction. This almost impermeable layer, some 1-2 cm thick, helps to retain water inside the landslide
(“bathtub” effect); 2. even where (and when) landslide material produce a complete earth flow, the prevailing
type of movement nonetheless remains a sliding advancement along the basal surface; 3. elongated ridges (or
“levees”) tend to form along both flanks of the earth flow, ascribable to alternating rates of movement; 4. the
first symptom of the landslide foot reactivation may be the extrusion of clay breccias along the toe line. In
general, the observation of past events has proved to be an useful mean for understanding which are the
conditions and behaviours that usually lead to the reactivation of an ancient landslide body. This knowledge
plays a fundamental role in all the activities aimed to the management of risk, like territorial planning, the
strategies for the assessment of their dangerousness, the implementation of preventive or after-event
consolidation works. 
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Triggering factors of landslides and determination of rainfall threshold: a
case study from North East India
Kuntala Bhusan (1) , and Dulal C Goswami (2)
(1) Scientist, North Eastern Space Applications Centre, Dept Of Space, Shillong, India (kuntalabhusan@yahoo.com); (2)
Retd. Professor, Gauhati University, Dept Of Environmental Science, Guwahati, India;

The North Eastern Region of India because of its relatively immature topography, fragile geologic base and
active tectonics is also vulnerable to landslide activities.The scenario is further accentuated due to harmful
human activities like encroachment of hill areas for settlement, infrastructure development and removal of forest
cover causing destabilization of slopes and their eventual failure in the form of landslides. Almost one fifth of
India’s landslide prone areas are located in the North Eastern Region. According to the Global Landslide
Susceptibility Map, most of the areas in North East India fall under medium to high and high category with few
hotspot areas along the Himalayan foothills. Landslides are of no concern if it takes place in uninhabited areas or
if the related damage and casualties are less. But many areas once considered to be safe are now becoming
hazardous. Guwahati, the capital of Assam and a major city in North Eastern Region of India is one such fast
developing city.The city is the main hub for political, administrative, industrial, educational, commercial and
many other activities in the entire North Eastern Region of India with a population of 1.6 million. The city spans
over 216.7sq.km area where low to moderately high denudational hills are exposed. The hills of Guwahati city
have slopes ranging between 15° to 25°and frequencies of landslides are more within such moderate slope
conditions.There are in total 28 sites scattered over the city affected by debris and complex slides of varying
magnitude in addition to few rockslides and rockfalls. So, there is a paramount need to understand the
geo-environmental set up especially the factors responsible for triggering landslide activities in recent years.
Thus the present research work was taken up to assess the role of soil properties, estimate the changes in land
use pattern and to determine the rainfall threshold in triggering landslide in the study area. A good number of
soil samples collected from various landslide affected areas were analysed to determine their consistency limits.
Liquid limit and Plastic limit are useful parameters for soil identification and classification. Almost 50% of the
soil samples analysed showed non plastic behaviour or had low values suggesting low strength of the soils.This
would mean an easy erodability of the soils under the action of flowing water and hence generation of debris.
The remaining 50% show a scattered distribution in the plasticity chart, thus indicating their variable
composition from clays and mud of low plasticity to clays and mud of high plasticity. Rainfall threshold for the
initiation of landslides was identified by analyzing rainfall data associated with historical landslide events. The
calculated threshold value is expressed as I = 28.7 D-0.89 where I is the hourly rainfall intensity in millimeters
(mm h-1) and D is the duration in hours.Compared to the global threshold, Guwahati needs less intensity of
rainfall for landsliding; moreover, with increasing duration, the required rainfall intensity becomes much less
than that of the global threshold.Finally, land use change over a period of 30yrs was quantified and a direct
correlation between hill slope alteration and increment in landslide incidences was observed. Average 50%
increase of settlements has been noticed on hill slopes and hill tops. During the 70’s only one landslide incidence
was reported, while during the 80’s and as well as the 90’s, the reported landslide incidences were eight times
higher in each decade. From 2000 onwards till 2008, landslide incidences reportedly increased fifteen times.The
city has recorded population growth of 51.36% in the year 1971, 78.83% in 1981, 29.51% in 1991 and 38.79%
in 2001. 
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Geotechnical and mineralogical characterisation of soils from landslide
scars, inferred sliding mechanism, case of Limbe, SW Cameroon.
Vivian Bih Che (1) , Philippe Trefois (2) , Kervyn Matthieu (3) , Gerald G.j Ernst (4) , Eric Van Ranst (5) ,
Christian Schroeder (6) , Patric Jacobs (5) , and Emmanuel Che Suh (7)
(1) Department of Geology and Environmental Science, University of Buea, Cameroon,Department of Geology and Soil
Science, Ghent University, Belgium, University Of Buea, Geology And Environmental Science, Buea, Cameroon
(chevivianbih@gmail.com); (2) Royal Museum for Central Africa, Tervuren, Belgium, Royal Museum For Central Africa,
Geology, Tervuren, Belgium; (3) Department of Geography Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
Department Of Geography, Brussel, Belgium; (4) Department of Geology and Soil Science, Ghent University, Belgium, Gent
University, Department Of Geology And Soil Science, Brussel, Belgium; (5) Department of Geology and Soil Science,
Ghent University, Belgium, Gent University, Department Of Geology And Soil Science, Gent, Belgium; (6) Soil mechanics
Laboratory, Free University of Brussels l, Soil Mechanics Laboratory, Soil Mechanics Laboratory, Brussels, Belgium; (7)
Department of Geology and Environmental Science, University of Buea, Cameroon., University Of Buea, Geology And
Environmental Science, Buea, Cameroon;

Inherent parameters of soil material, together with other parameters such as the geology of the parental rock, the
local terrain topography and morphology, as well as climatic and anthropogenic factors, play an important role
in conditioning slope failure. Changes in soil porosity, void ratio, moisture content, shear strength and
consistency variations, caused by weathering, modifies the slope stability. In this study, the mineralogical, and
index properties of soils from landslide scars in and around Limbe, SW Cameroon, were analysed to get an
insight of the role they play in the occurrence of shallow translational landslides. Laboratory results show that
bulk density vary form 1.11-1.60g/cm3, specific gravity from 2.76-2.98g/cm3, porosity from 43.48 -62.14%,
void ratio from 0.91-1.27, natural moisture content varies from 38.22 to 56.29%. Atterberg’s limits and grain
size analysis. Triaxial test performed on reconstructed samples give a cohesion and effective angle of internal
friction values of 42 to 67.9Kpa and 34.2 to 34.8, respectively, suggesting that calculated factor of safety will be
far bigger than 1 hence failure on these slope is due to another mechanism other than loading. We therefore
propose the presence of fracture permeability and the generation of high pressure at the saprolite soil interface as
the principle sliding mechanism. X-ray diffraction analyses indicate that the dominant mineral in the clay
fraction are halloysite, kaolinite and 2:1 clays while, sanidine, anatase, goethite haematite and magnetite abound
in the sand fraction. From these results it is observed that the soil from a geotechnical stand point, are highly
stable and failure is definitely generated as a result of the development of high pressure at the soil saprolite
boundary.
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A case study of rain-fall triggered landslides in the Northern-Central
Appennines (Italy): numerical analyses and field observations
Johann Facciorusso (1) , Claudia Madiai (1) , and Giovanni Vannucchi (1)
(1) Università Degli Studi Di Firenze, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Civile E Ambientale, Firenze, Italy
(johannf@dicea.unifi.it);

Rainfall-triggered landslides represent for the greater part of Italy a major cause of number of victims and
damages to structures, facilities and lifelines resting on or in the vicinity of the slope. An accurate estimation of
rainfall thresholds which can reactivate quiescent landslide or increase the ground movement rates of active
landslides is a crucial aspect in the context of hazard assessment and risk mitigation, especially for prevention
and warning activities. The paper presents a case-study of a landslide-prone slope in the Northern-Central
Appennines (Italy). The slope deposit, lying over a marley-arenaceous formation, shows a variable thickness
from a few meters to 30 m and consists of fine silty-clay, clay-sandy and silty-sandy soil in a variable amount.
Most recent geological and geotechnical surveys and field observations revealed the presence of quiescent and
active landslide areas with ground movements involving the shallowest layers of soil deposit. Therefore, deeper
analyses were conducted to map with greater accuracy such areas and delineate the most probable sliding
surfaces. For the purpose, limit equilibrium methods have been implemented and numerically solved and the
influence of ground water level was further considered. In order to establish a connection between rainfall
thresholds and landslides susceptibility, rainfall data were collected over approximately a period of five years
and related to ground water and ground movements measures from, respectively, 6 piezometers and 12
inclinometers.
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Recent changes in the frequency of rainfall triggering landslides: a case
study from the Vicenza Province (North-Eastern Italy) affected by the
November 2010 flood
Mario Floris (1) , Andrea D’Alpaos (1) , Anna De Agostini (1) , Giulia Tessari (1) , and Rinaldo Genevois (1)
(1) Department of Geosciences, University of Padua, Italy, University of Padua, Italy, Department of Geosciences, Padova,
Italy (mario.floris@unipd.it);

 From October 31 to November 2, 2010, an exceptional rainfall event hit the Vicenza Province (Veneto Region,
North-Eastern Italy) with a maximum cumulative rainfall of about 500 mm and a mean of 336 mm over the area.
This event represents one of the most intense and catastrophic historical floods of the last 100 years, together
with the November 1966 and October 1992 floods, which affected the pre-Alps and piedmont sectors of Veneto
Region and the remaining part of Northern and Central Italy. In the hilly and mountainous areas of the Province
the intense rainfall triggered hundreds of instability phenomena causing damages for about 80 millions of euro,
especially to the road network. Instabilities mainly consist of small to medium shallow landslides involving
eluvial/colluvial deposits and past landslides debris. In the alluvial plain area the main rivers overflowed their
banks causing damages for about a billion of euro to infrastructures, industrial activities and private buildings. In
this work the November 2010 rainfall event is analysed by processing rainfall and temperature data collected at
eleven meteorological stations located in the areas affected by the instability phenomena. Data consists of: (i)
daily rainfall measured during the period 1920-1989, (ii) five-minutes rainfall recorded from 1990 to 2010, and
(iii) minimum and maximum daily temperature from 1949 to 2004. The climate features of the study area are
typical of the pre-Alps sectors of North-Eastern Italy, but the analysis of the trend of the annual rainfall and
temperature, and of the distribution of monthly rainfall and temperature for different periods suggests that
something is changing in the last twenty years, possibly due to global and/or local climatic changes. In all the
considered meteorological stations a negative trend of the annual rainfall and a marked positive trend of the
mean annual temperature are present. It can be observed that in the last twenty years rainfall is more
concentrated in autumn (September, October and November) and in the same season the mean monthly
temperatures have no significant variations. Hence, in this period meteoric water available for infiltration and
run-off processes is increasing as well as the probability of rainfall-induced landslides. In winter and spring a
marked decrease of rainfall and increase of temperature suggest that in these seasons the availability of meteoric
water for instability processes have become limited. The hydrological-statistical analysis of the annual maxima
for durations of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours, and of 1, 2, 5, 10, 30, 60, 90, and 120 days highlights that frequency of
short and intense rainfall events is increasing in the last twenty years and the hydrological variables connected to
the instability phenomena triggered by the November 2010 event is the cumulative rainfall over n days.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that the November 2010 rainfall event is more intense and exceptional than
those occurred in 1966 and 1992.
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Quick clay landslides, landscape evolution, and climate change - a
perspective from British Columbia 
Marten Geertsema (1)
(1) Affiliation, British Columbia Forest Service, Prince George, Canada (marten.geertsema@gov.bc.ca);

Stream erosion is believed to be the most common trigger of retrogressive landslides in marine sediments. Both
Bjerrum in Norway, and Lefebvre in Quebec, Canada used a landscape evolution approach to map zones of earth
flow potential in sensitive clay areas. They were interested in stream incision. Bjerrum and colleagues defined
three zones of erosion for streams and related them to earth flow hazard. 1. A lower zone, no longer actively
downcutting, characterized by old slide scars, and localized cutbank failures in stream bends. This is a mature
zone and the danger of quick clay landslides is small. 2. An intermediate zone, where streams flow almost
exclusively on displaced landslide deposits, and in general, the streams are eroding back to their old levels. As
long as streams are cutting through old landslide deposits the risk of quick clay landslides triggered by erosion is
low. 3. An upper zone, at the original horizontal plateau where streams are cutting into undisturbed clay. It is at
the boundary between these zones 2 and 3 that the risk of retrogression was found to be the greatest. They called
this boundary the front of aggression. Each time an earth flow occurred, the intermediate zone would be
extended, moving the front of aggression upstream. Lefebvre described three phases of valley formation with
associated groundwater flow regimes. An early phase involves relatively shallow stream incision into deep mud
deposits where groundwater flow is not influenced by underlying (more pervious) till. An intermediate phase is
characterized by strong artesian pressures and thus favours large, retrogressive landslides. A late phase occurs
when streams have incised through the lower pervious till (if it exists) resulting in downward flows. Only small
landslides are expected during the early and late phases of valley formation. While Bjerrum's zones do not relate
directly to Lefebvre’s phases of valley formation, in both approaches the intermediate zones present the greatest
hazards for retrogressive flowsliding. It appears that Lefebvre’s valley formation approach is more applicable to
British Columbia than the front of aggression approach of Bjerrum because prehistoric landslides are already
well distributed throughout the area and large landslides are occurring in areas with previous retrogressive
failures. I examine prehistoric and historic quick clay landslide scars in two landslide rich valleys in
northwestern British Columbia. Streams in the Terrace-Kitimat valley are still incising deep glaciomarine
sediments and appear to be in the early and intermediate stages of valley formation, thus large landslides are still
occurring and more are expected. In constast, streams in the Nass Valley are incised into bedrock - early
evidence suggests most of the landslides are old, and more large landslides are not expected to be triggered by
bank erosion. Rapid incision in the Nass valley may have overwhelmed climatic influences, however in the
Terrace-Kitimat valley identified wetter climate regimes seem to correspond to higher earth flow activity. Here,
a future warmer and wetter climate, as predicted by most global circulation models, will likely lead to increased
landsliding.
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Recent landslides with economical and human losses in Medellin city
(Colombia)
Edilma Gomez (1) , and Manuel Villarraga (1)
(1) Inteinsa, Antioquia, Medellin, Colombia (edilma.gomez@inteinsa.com);

Medellin city is located in Antioquia in the Noreast of Colombia. This city is developed on a narrow valley
(Valle del Aburrá), surrounded by slopes with several inclinations, from high to low, and composed by in situ
and transported soils. In last tree years, the city has showed exceptional raining conditions, the highest in last 50
years. On the other hand, last 40 years the city has grow up especially in areas with high inclinations and
material of poor geotechnical characteristics. These conditions have triggered slope instability processes that
have resulted in economic losses and, especially, in human losses. This document describes the most relevant
processes studied by INTEINSA for public entities like “SECRETARÍA DE OBRAS PÚBLICAS” and
“SIMPAD”. Causes of processes are presented and connection with a disorderly human intervention is
discussed.
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The influence of deep seated gravitational slope deformation in the
activation of the large Maierato landslide in 2010
Alessandro Guerricchio (1) , Angelo Doglioni (2) , Gerardo Fortunato (1) , Elena Guglielmo (1) , Maurizio
Ponte (3) , and Vincenzo Simeone (2)
(1) University Of Calabria, Soil Defense Department, Cosenza, Italy; (2) Politecnico Di Bari, Engineering Faculty Of
Taranto, Taranto, Italy (a.doglioni@poliba.it); (3) University Of Calabria, Earth Science Department, Cosenza, Italy;

This work highlights as the impact of the old ancient deep gravitational deformations of the slopes, significantly
affects the existing landforms and drainage network in a large area of Vibo Va-lentia, which encompasses the
area of Maierato (Calabria – South west of Italy) is comprised. This was affected by the landslide of February
15, 2010. This event emphasizes the role of the deep gra-vitational deformations, as the major cause of Maierato
landslide, together with rainfall, and the particular structural displacement as cause of the large landslide of
Maierato of February 15, 2010. Despite this landslide reactivated masses partially dislocated by past
gravitational movements, it is classified as a breakaway phenomenon. The movement involved the evaporitic
Miocene limestone resting on Pliocene sandy clay and silt (not outcropping in the area) and Pleistocene gravel. It
occurred at the disturbed contact of the deep gravitational deformation with the large landslides and determining
the conditions that led to the activation of large Maierato landslide. This developed as a huge regressive multiple
scroll with a front of about 1.1 km and an average thickness of the mass of about 40 m. This then evolves into a
“flow” of large blocks of Miocene evaporitic limestone and calcarenites and Pliocene sandstones and dense
sands, in a disjointed mass of muddy fluid calcareous-clays. This biased the evolution from the initial slip into a
flow. The aquifer hosted in Miocene evaporitic limestone substrate is supported from below by im-permeable
Miocene clays. Locally, however, the water may be under pressure due to the interlayers of the Miocene
limestone-calcarenitic clay layers, due to irregularities in the sedimentary sequence, even and particularly to the
ancient deep gravitative deformations. Therefore, due to abundant rain-fall it may be generated high pore
pressure in the range of contact between the clay base and a large band of limestone. This can originate a strong
decrease of effective stress and a plasticity of the clay at the base the formation of evaporitic carbonates until the
collapse of the slope, causing the total loss of strength levels below the silty clay and limestone. The mechanism
that triggered the move-ment would rise, therefore, from the bottom that has been lightened by the strong
negative pressure, created a loss of strength in the lower part of the slope that reacted with a series of breaks and
de-tachments up to delineate the upper limit of the rupture zone. This type of mechanism is consistent with the
progressive deformations at the bottom of the slope, observed some days before the landslide. Therefore they
created the conditions for the collapse of evaporitic limestone and the overlying soils, a mechanism of multiple
rotational slide, followed by deep “disarticulation” of the landslide body itself. This can be considered a “debris
and rock flow” with a morphology of the landslide body, similar to a “wave”. The landslide activation was then
pushed by heavy and unusual rainfall in January and February 2010. The latest two winters were a lot more rainy
than to the standard, and very well spatially dis-tributed, thus favoring the infiltration but not the runoff.
Although these are not “exceptional” hy-drological events, these should be considered unusual. Therefore, the
particular rainy winters 2009 and 2010 combined with the stratigraphic structure, and maybe with water
discharged by loacal drains, favored the development of high pore pressure that caused the rupture of the
overlying rock mass and their collapse.
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Impact of climate change, threats of landslides hazards to the Murree,
foothills of Himalayas, Pakistan 
Khalida Khan (1) , Ghulam Rasul (2) , and Rabia Faridi (3)
(1) University Of The Punjab,, Centre For Integrated Mountain Research (cimr), Lahore, Pakistan (cimrpu@yahoo.com); (2)
Pakistan Meteorological Departments,, Islamabad, Pakistan; (3) University Of The Punjab, Cemb, Lahore, Pakistan;

Land sliding is a common phenomenon that prevails in different parts of mountainous areas of Pakistan that
constitute 58% of its national territory. Rigorous Earthquake of 7.6 magnitudes, October 8, 2005, generated
enormous landslides all over the Himalaya of northern Pakistan. Notably, study area is characterized by high
relief, deep gullies and scouring occurs due to surface runoff creating landslide problem. Due to unstable hill
slopes the phenomenon of mass movement is strong. Since landform provides natural control over rainfall,
infiltration and runoff when geological factors are constant (Roy, 2005). This research endeavor is to recapitulate
observed results in Murree, foothills by establishing affiliation among rainfall and forests; runoff, soil erosion,
sedimentation, tributary flow; aquifers; modified landuse, landslide potential. Landslide intensity in Murree
areas is predictable to be pessimistically impaired due to regional climate change such as temperature increases,
short lived occurrences, intense climatic events, reduced water accessibility and less soil humidity. To realize
climate change impact, it is imperative to investigate contributing factors that motivate landslide activities in the
area. Thirty nine years of climate data is processed. Firstly, derived average of dual years and produced Time
Series Model. It is observed that mostly terraces represent abrupt climate change in the area. Reconnaissance
survey and climate analysis revels that slope failure occurs mainly due to uncontrolled drainage and partially due
to climatological effects. As far as initiation of landslide is concerned, there are so many causes and it is almost
impossible to classify their causes (Robert & Allen 1988). Rainfall and temperature liaison analysis showed that
throughout temperature didn’t effect on the rate of rainfall but in humidity and rainfall correlation, analysis
totally justified the climatic phenomenon “within increase of humidity the amount of rainfall decreased”.
Although, forests and their hydrological function have been considered broadly in Europe and Asia but
integrated analysis with experiential projection is missing. For example, prior studies correlation among forests
and rainfall, water yields, soil erosion, landuse changes and landslide control is not studied vigorously in
Pakistan. Therefore it is fairly intricate to formulate applicable findings and in various studies such conclusions
still require supplementary trustworthy records to formulate further reliable mitigations. Climate charts further
suggests the landscape characteristics, and vegetation in the area. For detailed analysis, a landslide proclivity
map of a part of tectonically active Murree area is prepared by applying various contributed technical
parameters. Landslides’ understanding is examined by conducting classified surveys i .e. practical field survey,
instrumental readings, transformative studies and communicative appraisal. Study is concentrated on two
different geomorphic-geologic-anthropogenic landslides areas, identified in the field thirty-three landslide
hazards areas, these marked on the map and satellite image that affect major mountain roads. An integrated
approach is adopted for hazard rating and data is tabulated. A number of sensitivity inquiries were also carried
out for obtaining the most reliable outcome. For different study analysis SPSS tools has been applied. These
hazards impinge on its tourism prospects and resultantly socio-economic progress. The study reveals that
outcome of the landslide receptivity map is able to be used for the setting up moderate measures in the region. It
is anticipated that the facts and figures gathered will add to the conceptual understanding to the national strategy
in particular and regional in general for better addressing the landslides hazards towards climate change impacts
and land resource management.
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Mechanisms of rain-induced landslide events of 2008 in hills of Chittagong
City of Bangladesh
Younus Ahmed Khan (1)
(1) University Of Rajshahi, Dept Of Geology And Mining, Rajshahi 6205, Bangladesh (younus@ru.ac.bd);

Rainfall triggered landslides are common in the hilly areas of Chittagong City of Bangladesh. A series of
landslides occurred in August 18, 2008 and June 11, 2007 left about 140 people dead and many injured. Most of
the slides occurred at shallow depths (less than 2m) with infinite slope lengths. Landslides occurred mostly in
moderate to loosely compacted silty sandstone with alteration of shale beds of the Tertiary hills. Five landslides
have been chosen to study with a method of progressive failure analysis to investigate the effect of rainfall
induced pore-water pressure at the verge of failure. A hydro-geological approach for pore-pressure assumption
has been incorporated in the progressive failure analysis. The development of pore-pressure caused considerable
reduction in shear strength of slope material. Such reduction in shear strength initiated the failure locally inside
the potential failure plane and such failure has been propagated for entire slope. The back-calculated shear
strength parameters are found significantly lower than the laboratory determined values. In addition, this study
also observed that the improper human activities at or near the hill-slopes have added extra factor in causing the
failure. Alteration of slope geometry with proper drainage of rainwater can be a good measure in protecting
landslides in the area.
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Fluctuations of the pore pressures within quasi-stable slopes in
south-western Estonia and accompanying influence to the slope stability.
Marko Kohv (1) , and Tiit Hang (1)
(1) University Of Tartu, Geology, Tartu, Estonia (marko.kohv@gmail.com);

Pore pressure fluctuations are widely accepted as one of the most common landslide triggers. Ten automatic
piesometers were installed in quasi-stable slopes in south-western Estonia in order to measure pore pressures and
to characterize their seasonal variability. Piesometers were deployed in vertical clusters, six in clayey slope in
Sitsi test site and four in sandy Tammiste test site. Different hydrogeological setting caused disparity in pore
pressure distribution and dynamics between the two test sites. Pore pressures values, meteorological and
hydrological data were analysed with non-parametric correlation and cluster analysis in order to quantify their
influence to the pore pressures. Changes of external boundary conditions generate larger and faster pore pressure
changes in the clayey slope, whereas pore pressure fluctuations penetrate deeper into the sandy slope.
Temperature has the greatest effect to the pore pressures via evapotranspiration and phase change of the
precipitation (snow accumulation and thaw). Data from 51 groundwater monitoring wells, covering the period
from 1960 to 2009, were analysed in order to evaluate long-term changes of the artesian aquifer, underlying
quasi-stable slopes. The development (1960 – 1988), refilling and movement (1988 – 2009) of the
consumption-generated groundwater depression are evident from this analysis. Pore pressure field was modelled
with finite element groundwater model and used as an input for slope stability model. Spencers method, one of
the limited equilibrium methods was used for slope stability modelling. Factor of safety, the measure of slope
stability varies during the analysed period within 0,2 units in Sitsi and within 0,1 unit in Tammiste. Variability
of the slope stability is much larger if we consider long-term changes of the artesian aquifer. The amount of
precipitation has raised ca 25 % during the 1960 - 2000 period and concurrently the number of extremely dry
and wet days has gone up. Elongated dry periods may cause further dehydration and shrinkage of the uppermost
part of the glaciolacustrine clay that is widely distributed in south-western Estonia. The formation or deepening
of the water-conductive (micro)crack system enchases the infiltration to the clay slopes. Climate change in
Estonia manifests mostly by rising temperatures and increasing precipitation in spring and winter. This causes
generally thicker snowcover and earlier, probably more intensive spring thaws followed by higher pore pressures
in soil due to increasing infiltration and increasing erosion in river channels. Both phenomenas cause further
destabilization of the slopes in south-western Estonia. 
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The presumed effects of the expected climatic changes on the stability of
slopes in Far East region
S.g. Lee (1) , I. Towhata (2) , Y.p. Yin (3) , and K.k.s. Ho (4)
(1) University of Seoul, University Of Seoul, Dept Of Civil Engineering, Seoul, Korea (sglee@uos.ac.kr); (2) University of
Tokyo, University Of Tokyo, Dept. Of Civil Engineering, Tokyo, Japan; (3) China Geological Survey, China Geological
Survey, Beijing, China; (4) Civil Engineering & Development Department of the HKSAR Government, Civil Engineering &
Development Department Of The Hksar Government,, Geotechnical Engineering Office, Hong Kong, Hong Kong;

This paper describes the presumed effects of the expected climatic changes on the stability of slopes in Far East
region including China, Hong Kong, Japan and Korea. Far East region suffers from slope failures which mostly
associate with typhoons and seasonal rain fronts from June to September each year. It is well known that the
intensity of rainfalls tends to increase gradually due to the global climatic changes, so the trend and effect on the
slope stability in China, Hong Kong, Japan and Korea will be presented in this paper. In addition, the authors
describe the new challenges in technical and administrative viewpoints posed by climatic changes in Far East
region.
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A geotechnical explanation for the transition from creep to slides during
heavy rain falls in the eastern alpine foreland
Leopold Philip (1) , Draganits Erich (2) , Heiss Gerhard (1) , and Ede Kovacs (1)
(1) Ait – Austrian Institute Of Technology Gmbh, Health And Environment Department, Seibersdorf, Austria
(philip.leopold@ait.ac.at); (2) University Of Vienna, Department For Geodynamics And Sedimentology, Vienna, Austria;

A five years continuing study of the regional distribution of mass movements in the eastern Styrian Basin in the
Austrian alpine foreland indicates that fast mass movements develop preferably on slopes that showed creep
processes before. During this investigation more than two hundred areas of creep have been located by remote
sensing, geomorphological mapping and engineering geological measurements. In June 2009 the Styrian Basin
was seriously affected by the heaviest rainfall event since the beginning of weather chronicals in Austria in the
year 1800 (Auer et al., 2007). The pluviometric measurement showed that the amount of rain during a single day
reached values of the monthly average precipitation (Godina & Müller, 2009), i.e. more than 100 liters of rain
per square meter in 24 hours. This exceptional rain triggered many fast moving slides and flows causing a
number of damages on infrastructure. Based on the investigation of 102 landslides from the 2009 event we can
show, that 59 % of them are located in areas that have already been affected by creep before. We computed this
spatial relationship using a buffer zone of 500 meters around previously outlined areas with creep, because it is
hardly possible to discern the exact boundaries of areas of creep in fieldwork as also described in Highland &
Bobrowsky (2008). For the understanding of possible triggers for the transition from slow mass movements,
such as creep, to the fast ones, including slides and flows, it is essential to distinguish between these two types of
deformation processes. According to Highland & Bobrowsky (2008) creep is a very slow type of mass
movement that occurs typically on slopes with gradients between some 10-35°. The deformation velocity is very
low, usually not more than 1 meter per decade. In comparison, the deformation velocity of slides ranges between
meters per month and much faster (Highland & Bobrowsky 2008). It is important to notice, that in contrast to
slides, creep don`t necessary develop a rupture surface (Terzaghi, 1950). Creep is a land forming process that
may act at constant rates over a very long period of time. Already Haefeli (1967) realized that creep occurs at
much lower values of shear stress than the actual shear strength of the soil material. The shear stress where creep
starts to occur is called critical shear stress or boundary of creep (Prinz & Strauß, 2006). If a slope is deformed
by creep over a long period of time (decades or centuries), this deformation will generally result in a reduction of
the shear strength of the displaced slope material, possibly even resulting in the reduction of the original shear
strength below the residual shear strength of the former undeformed mass. During heavy precipitation events,
water – among other effects – acts as an additional weight-component in the displaced mass. Slope areas that
experienced deformation by creep and consequently have reduced shear strengths are in this case much more
vulnerable to form fast moving slides and flows than slopes that did not experience creep before. Additionally,
the high amount of precipitation in June 2009 (Godina & Müller, 2009) resulted in serious groundwater
saturation and the formation of unstable soil, which increased the susceptibility to develop fast moving
landslides.
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Recent mass movements related to inusual rainfall and cold temperatures
(2008-2010) in the western mediterranean. Tramuntana Range (Majorca,
Spain). landslide awarness
Rosa María Mateos (1) , Inmaculada Garcia-moreno (2) , Gerardo Herrera (3) , and Joaquín Mulas (3)
(1) Researcher, Igme, Balearic Unit, Palma De Mallorca, Spain (rm.mateos@igme.es); (2) Researcher, Igme, Balearic Unit,
Mallorca, Spain; (3) Researcher, Igme, Natural Hazards, Madrid, Spain;

Between 2008 and 2010, the island of Majorca (Spain) experienced the coldest and wettest winters of the last 40
years. Accumulated rainfall was twice the average and values of intense rainfall up to 276 mm /24 h were
recorded, very similar to those calculated for a return period of 100 years. Additionally, high precipitation
coincided with anomalous, low temperatures, with abundant snowfall and freezing in the highest zones of the
Tramuntana Range, in the northwest sector of the island. As a result, 34 mass movements were recorded on the
range, which seriously affected the road network in an area of great importance for tourism, as it welcomes 8.5
million visitors each year. 14 rockfalls, 1 rock avalanche, 15 landslides and 4 karstic collapses were inventoried.
The geological structure, formed by a series of NW-overlapping thrusts, determines the distribution as well as
the failure pattern of the movements. Thus, the northern face of the range registered 68% of the mass
movements: 9 rockfalls with planar failure took place as well as all the landslides recorded. Likewise,
south-facing slopes have been affected by longer-runout rockfalls with a wedge type failure. The thorough
analysis of the meteorological data shows that most of the movements have taken place after antecedent rainfall
over 800 mm. Additionally, the rockfalls have also occurred after several freeze-thaw cycles, being a
determining and unusual factor in this warm region. Intense rainfall >90mm/24 h also caused rockfalls. The
results aim to contribute to the design of an early warning system coordinating emergency, infrastructure
services and meteorological centres, in a region of high risk. Keywords: landslides, rockfalls, rainfall,
freeze-thaw cycles, high risk, early warning system
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Short term weather forecasting for shallow for landslide prediction
Paola Mercogliano (1) , Pasquale Schiano (1) , Bogdan Sikorski (1) , Veronica Tofani (2) , Filippo Catani (2) ,
Samuele Segoni (2) , Nicola Casagli (2) , Guglielmo Rossi (2) , Emilia Damiano (3) , Luciano Picarelli (3) ,
Lucio Olivares (3) , and Luca Comegna (3)
(1) CMCC, Euromediterranean Centre For Climate Changes, Impacts On Ground And Coast (isc) Division, Capua, Italy
(p.mercogliano@cira.it); (2) UNIFI, University Of Firenze, Department Of Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italy; (3) AMRA,
Analisi E Monitoraggio Del Rischio Ambientale, Napoli, Italy;

The paper describes the activities developed within the work package 4.1 of the UE/FP7 SAFELAND Project.
Meteorological hazards as severe rain and convective outbreaks can trigger rapid shallow landslides; usually
these phenomena give rise to severe soil impacts as life and properties loss in the most vulnerable areas. Some
expected effects of the climate changes: as the modification in the precipitation patterns (more extreme rain
events), in the amount of snow cover and in the ground temperatures, can alter the soil stability and can trigger
in the future more landslides and, in general, decrease the slope stability supporting the vulnerability growth.
The first scope of this research activity is firs of all to define a warning system for shallow landslide prediction,
at large and slope scale, based on the forecast precipitation (rain and snow. The numerical codes evaluating the
risk of shallow landslides after intense rainfall event have a very high resolution (order or 10 – 100 meters), then,
they generally run on circumscribed area, while meteorological model, also the most resolute run with about 3
km of horizontal resolution. This resolution gap requires the definition of tools to connect the different
simulation models (rain and soil instability) and the optimization of the numerical codes (accurate, robust, and
efficient). Different components contribute to the definition of the chain; it follows a brief description of them.
The first simulation models of the “chain” are represented by the Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP). Two
different kind of NWP models are used: the IFS global (by ECMWF), for global forecast at 20 km of horizontal
resolution and two version of the regional model COSMO-LM model one with 7 km of horizontal resolution and
forecast range up to 72 hours and a second one with 2.8 km of horizontal resolution and up to 24 hours of
forecast time range. This 2 step nesting is useful to provide forecast at the higher possible resolution. In order to
avoid inconsistencies, due to the big jump of resolution beetwen the atmospherical models and the soil stability
analysis, downscaling techniques have also been used. A tool to obtain downscaling of meteorological data in
GIS environment has been developed, this is able to take as input file with hourly precipitation forecast and to
produce as output raster file used as input for the code performing stability analysis. The evaluation of the soil
saturation, using the 2 different versions of COSMO-LM will provide a first and a second level of warning (the
second one more precise but available some hours after the first one). This data will be used as input into the
basin scale hydrological-stability or slope stability model which will take into account also the soil depth,
geotechnical parameters, soil permeability and slope gradient. The second scope of the research is to test this
new system producing a high number of test cases permitting to make an evaluation of the performances of the
system and to capture advantages and deficiencies. For this reason the “hydrometeorological simulation chain”
has been tested on the instrumented Cervinara site (from 6 to 10 February 2007, from 6 to 7 March 2007, from 3
to 4 April 2007) and on the Tuscan region (from 20 December 2009 to 6 January 2010, from 30 October 2003 to
1st November 2003) and on the Ischia isle (from 29 April 2006 to 1st May 2006). The test cases regard different
meteorological situations: advection rain events, with a long time period, convective rainfall happening in a short
time periods and also days in which the rainfall is not intense. The stability models work on regional and slope
scale and on soils with different properties.
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Meteorological and geomorphical context and debris flows occurrence in
the French Alps: a regional investigation
Irina Pavlova (1) , Vincent Jomelli (1) , Daniel Brunstein (1) , and Delphine Grancher (1)
(1) Cnrs, Meudon, France (pavlova@cnrs-bellevue.fr);

Among all factors resulting in debris flow initiation meteorological conditions and geomorphologic context are
considered as the most relevant. The general objective of this study is to determine with high accuracy triggering
factors of debris flows occurrence in the French Alps over the last forty years. Debris flows are often triggered
by intense and long duration rainy events from one hand and the special geomorphologic situation from another.
Both factors are quite well explored on the global scale or contrariwise for a very precise area. But for now we
have a poor knowledge and methodology about correct values and rainfall thresholds influenced by specific
geomorphic conditions on medium regional scale especially in the French Alps. For such a vast region
conception of factor’s interrelationship is indispensable in global climate change that could have an impact on
the activity of debris flow process. Our approach consisted of determining meteorological parameters
responsible for debris flow triggerings by combining a description of the debris flow catchment characteristics
with the probabilistic model based on multivariate statistical approach. Dates of debris flow events were
documented from direct observations and described by exact date. Catchment areas characteristics consisted of
morphometric (altitude of the area, exposure, mean slope and others) and geomorphologic (type of slope
process) data. Regional meteorological parameters (such as mean monthly temperature and precipitation) were
first computed from a Principal Component Analysis of observed meteorological data from four weather
stations. A binomial monthly logistic regression probability model was then fitted between the main principal
components and debris flow data base composed of nearly thousand debris flow events triggered between 1971
and 2008. Logistic probability model for triggered debris flow events were then provided considering different
geomorphological conditions. Results gave a comprehensive spatial distribution reflecting continentality,
atmospheric circulations and highlands. We clearly determined for instance enhanced debris flow activity form
south to north and from marble to calcite rocks that influenced rainfall thresholds values. In addition highlands
with glacial accumulation zone are impacted by climate changes give completely different results from
unglaciated debris flows triggering. 
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Climate variability and landslide occurrence in Apulia (southern Italy)
Maurizio Polemio (1) , and Teresa Lonigro (1)
(1) Cnr Irpi, Bari, Italy (m.polemio@ba.irpi.cnr.it);

Recent international researches have underlined the evidences of climate changes throughout the world such as
the rise of temperature and the variation of distribution and intensity of rainfall. The aim of this paper is to verify
if there are relations between climate changes and the occurrence of hydrogeological damaging events,
especially landslides, in Apulia. The Apulia region is partially a peninsula located in southern Italy and has an
area of 20.000 km2. Most of the region is flat, the few areas with relief are concentrated in the Subappennino
dauno and Gargano (maximum altitude 1,152 m asl). In the region it can be distinguished three different
geological domains: foreland, foredeep and the Apennine mountain chain. The foreland is made of cretaceous
limestones and it is represented by Salento, Murge and Gargano; the foredeep (Fossa Bradanica) is made of
carbonate sediments settled during Plio-pleistocene, while Apennine thrust-belt is made of a series of terrigenous
and marine deposits which settled in different basins that were stacked during the orogenic phase. At present
these sediments are chaotic and present poor geotechnical characteristics. Both climate and landslide data have
been obtained from available databases that have been expanded by authors. Climate data covers a period from
1877 to 2008; time series from 60 rain gauges of which 47 are thermometric were selected. The climate database
collects data about monthly temperature, rainfall and wet days, where a wet day is defined as a day in which
precipitation is equal or more than 1 mm. A complex statistical treatment was done to correct the anomaly in the
data before 1920, which consider as a wet day every day with any amount of precipitation. Climate indices
related to temperature, rainfall, wet days and rainfall intensity (as the ratio rainfall/wet days) have been
calculated for each month and for the hydrological year (from September to August of the year after), to obtain
only a set of data for the whole region. Landslide data came from historical archives and newspapers and it
covers a period from 1918 to 2006. In Apulia 237 landslide events were observed; landslide data were organised
on the basis of municipal monthly time series. Monthly and annual indices concerning climate and landslide
occurrence were defined and calculated. During the mean hydrological year the maximum number of landslides
occur in January; between December and February there is the 61% of total. January 2003 was the month with
the highest number of landslide events (61 events in the Subappennino dauno). The trend analysis shows an
increasing trend for landslides, despite the decreasing trend of rainfall and rainfall intensity and an increasing
trend of temperature and wet days, climate favourable conditions to the reduction of landslide occurrence. These
effects were justified highlighting the inappropriate land use in landslide prone areas. The regional landslide
distribution is not homogeneous: they are mainly concentrated on the Subappennino dauno, where the
geological, morphological and geotechnical features are particularly favourable to landsliding. A more detailed
analysis of climate and landslide occurrence data was conducted focusing on this regional zone. 
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Addressing Slope Stability Issues- Case Studies
Muhsin Elie Rahhal (1)
(1) Affiliation, Saint Joseph University, Clerc, Hazmieh, Lebanon (muhsin.rahal@usj.edu.lb);

In our natural environment, slope instabilities occur frequently. Many impressive landslides have recently
occurred in Lebanon. The mountainous topography and its different aquifers are among the principal reasons for
a landslide risk. The aim of this research is to highlight the importance of factors causing landslides. Specific
case studies will be presented. The slides are located in the central part of Lebanon known by “Massif du Liban”.
They are identical in nature as far as permanent and triggering causes are concerned. The permanent causes such
as geology, hydrogeology, topography, climate, vegetation, geomorphology and tectonics have a lot in common
for the different landslides. In fact, this region that is located between 800 and 1800 m altitude above sea level, is
subjected to a rate of rainfall ranging between 1100 and 1700 mm and has relatively the same climate. The
vegetation over this area is simply composed of plum trees and bushes. The slided soils have a clayey formation
(more than 50 % passing No. 200 sieve), and could be classified as sandy clay or silty clay. These soils are
considered geologically as quaternary deposits having a medium to high plasticity (average plasticity index is 19
%) and are characterized by an in-situ cohesion rarely exceeding 45 KN/m2. This upper clayey layer is overlying
a hard formation composed of compacted marly clay or limestone. This region is known for its tectonic activity
due to the fact that it is limited in the east by the major Dead Sea fault, and by many minor faults in the west.
Still, the main predominant factor triggering these slides remains water. No landslide has ever been registered
after the occurrence of an earthquake in Lebanon. Further analysis shows that the shape of the failure surface,
planar or circular, has been found related to the thickness of the superficial slided soil and to the angle of the
natural slope. As long as the thickness of the slided soil and the angle of natural slope do not exceed certain
values, a plane failure surface type will be predominant. 
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Relationships between Geological Structure and Mechanism of Landslides
on the rim area of Toga-Graben
Tosihide Sugimoto (1) , Tamotsu Nozaki (2) , and Hideo Sakai (3)
(1) Mlit Hokuriku Regional Development Bureau, River Department, Nigata, Japan (sufami3@voice.ocn.ne.jp); (2) Arcgeo
Inc., Department Of Engineering, Nigata, Japan; (3) University Of Toyama, Division Of Earth And Environmental Systemsl,
Toyama, Japan;

We studied the landslide from the viewpoint of its geological structure and hydrothermal alteration at the
landslide-prone area in Toyama Prefecture, central Japan. Our research was done by the topographical analysis,
field reconnaissance and other geological investigations including X-ray diffraction analysis. The study area
located at the proximity of boundary between so-called Hida Belt (consisting of Mesozoic-Paleozoic rocks) and
Green-Tuff Region (mainly consisting of Neogene volcanic rocks). Rocks in the Toga-Graben, which was
believed to be formed by the green-tuff movement, consist of more or less altered volcanic rocks underlain by
soft sandstone layer, and rocks of the basement consist of granitic rocks and gneiss, which are bounded by many
normal faults around the graben Wide parts along those faults are deteriorated by the hydrothermal alteration. As
a result of our investigation, it is clarified that many big composite-landslides are distributed at the western rim
area of Toga-Graben. We believe that their distribution and mechanism are deeply influenced by the geological
condition. There are five main landslide areas, and they are distributed along the right bank of the Toga valley.
Basement granitic rocks are associated with the facies of cataclasite, and many of the faults are associated with
deteriorated zone with clay or clay-seams due to the hydrothermal alteration, and it is noted that low angled ones
tend to be inclined toward the valley at the right bank. Those granitic rocks are unconformably overlain by the
Neogene sedimentary rocks and volcanic rocks in sequence except for the northern-most landslide area, and they
are also gently tilted toward the valley as a whole and make up dip slopes. Landslides of this area are able to be
classified into three types in relation to the rocks or the geological formations related to their sliding surface. The
sliding surface of Type A is formed in the clay-alteration zone which might have been formed along low-angle
faults, for the case of Type B, it is formed in the sandstone layer, and for the case of Type C, it is mainly formed
along the altered pyroclastic rocks. We did the X-ray diffraction analysis for the clay of the alteration zone and
the measurement of magnetic susceptibility. As a result, mica-minerals, chlorite and calcite were confirmed in
common with almost all specimens, and the magnetic susceptibility of the altered rocks clearly showed lower
value than that of intact rocks. It is inferred, therefore, that the basement rocks of this area were suffered a
couple of times by intrusion of dikes, green tuff movement and the following hydrothermal alteration, and
altered clay was formed in the granitic rocks and along the lower boundary of the Tertiary formations. As a
result of this investigation, it is inferred that landslides developed on the western rim area of the Toga-Graben
have been primarily caused by the discontinuities gently dipping toward the valley and clay along them due to
the hydrothermal alteration, that is, geological structure and hydrothermal alteration have given influence to the
occurrence of landslides in this area. 
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Potential future behaviour of a slow landslide in clay related to climate
scenario
Paolo Tommasi (1) , Luca Comegna (2) , and Luciano Picarelli (2)
(1) C.N.R. - Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Istituto Di Geologia Ambientale E Geoingegneria, Roma, Italia; (2)
Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli, Facoltà Di Ingegneria, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Civile, Aversa, Italia
(luca.comegna@unina2.it);

The landslide scenario of wide Mediterranean geomorphological contexts is characterized by the occurrence of
slow translational movements involving fine-grained deposits. In these cases, the corresponding displacement
field is strongly governed by the seasonal pore pressure fluctuations, in turn regulated by the environmental
conditions: the rate of displacement attains its maximum value during the wet season, while it progressively
slows down as the dry season approaches. Weather conditions are so responsible of the long-lasting motion of
the most of slow landslides, whose movements are often active from centuries. Even though the overall risk
associated to lifeline is essentially low, the long-term displacement is able to cause significant damages to
buildings, roadways, railways, bridges, aqueducts, tunnels and so on, first of all during significant acceleration
phases, that sometime occur. Incoming weather changes forecasted by the climatic scenario will strongly
influence hydrological cycles in the near future. For instance, concerning the Mediterranean area, the number of
rainy days should decrease, but the rainfall events would be more intense because precipitation will be
concentrated into shorter time intervals. Such undergoing changing rainfall regime should produce an impact on
the stability of slopes. In particular, it will potentially affect also the activity of landslides involving fine-grained
soils, that is generally influenced not by short and intense rainy events, but is normally governed by the
precipitations that cumulate over longer time periods (about some months), because of the low hydraulic
conductivity of the involved materials. Bearing on the available climate scenario, some analyses have been
performed to assess the potential future evolution of a slow landslide in the stiff clays that underlie the
pyroclastic slab supporting the ancient town of Orvieto (Central Italy) and whose monitoring has shown a clear
correlation between rainfall, piezometric regime and displacement. The methodology proposed to make such
evaluation could be an useful instrument for the land managers to estimate the long-term performance of
man-made works involved in slope movements and to plan appropriate measures of mitigation. 
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Research on Chuni landslide geological evolution process
Junfeng Wu (1) , Yunsheng Wang (2) , and Simeng Dong (3)
(1) Chengdu University of Technology, Chengdu University Of Technology, State Key Lab Of Geohazard Prevention And
Geoenvironment Protection, Chengdu, China (viris@126.com); (2) Chengdu University of Technology, Chengdu University
Of Technology, State Key Lab Of Geohazard Prevention And Geoenvironment Protectio, Chengdu, China; (3) Kyushu
University, Kyushu University, Graduate School Of Engineering, Fukuoka, Japan;

According to limited research in the past, Chuni landslide is a giant rock landslide located along the downstream
of Daduhe River, Luding County. Based on detailed site investigation, Chuni landslide developed in the
Kangding complex strata, composed of completely discomposed aggregated massive-block stone, debris and soil
or huge and non-disaggregated heavy weathering block accumulation, furthermore, there is sand layer found on
the top of landslide. The combination of steep rock mass structural planes which affected by the Luding fault and
Jinping fault was the controlling factor which leads to the formation of landslide, and earthquake was the
triggering factor. By measuring the age of samples from the landslides’ key positions though ESR dating
technique, it can be concluded that the formation time of Chuni landslide was 20.2±2ka B.P. Moreover, due to
the phenomenon of gully capture appeared in 7.1±2ka B.P, North gully. It is obvious to find the discrepancy of
the landscape of Chuni landslide from its beginning to the present situation. The ancient geological environment
in the landslide area can be reconstructed effectively by our study on its complicated evolution process. And
since the landslide position is on the Yingliangbao hydropower station reservoir, which is under construction. In
order to prevent it from damage, it is necessary to make an analysis on the causes of landslide as well as its
stability.
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Session L02
Landslides, land-use systems and food security

Conveners: T. Hofer

Landslides pose considerable risks to the environments, land use systems and the livelihoods of 
communities throughout the world. It is a stark fact that it is often the poorest and hungriest people 
who are the most seriously hit by these dramatic events. In developing countries, for example, 
marginalised people are often forced to settle and to cultivate land in hazard-prone areas due to 
population pressure and accordingly the effects of landslides on lives and assets can be disastrous. 
Also, there are a number of human activities, such as inappropriate road construction or misuse of 
land resources, which can trigger landslides. Landslide risk management needs to be considered 
part of overall land use planning and of the livelihood system.
Accordingly, the human dimension related to landslide hazards will get particular attention during 
that session. The session will be prepared and implemented in a very inter-disciplinary way and will 
cover a variety of aspects related to landslides, land use systems and food security.
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Landslides in Bududa, Uganda: geologic and societal implications
Yuri Gorokhovich (1) , Shannon Doocy (2) , Felix Walyawula (3) , Andrew Muwanga (4) , and Fernando Nardi
(5)
(1) Lehman College, CUNY, Department Of Environmental, Geographic And Geological Sciences, New York, Usa
(yuri.gorokhovich@lehman.cuny.edu); (2) John Hopkins University, Department Of International Health, Baltimore, Usa; (3)
Makerere University, Department Of Public Health, Kampala, Uganda; (4) Makerere University, Department Of Geology,
Kampala, Uganda; (5) HAREC, Modeling, Rome, Italy;

Bududa region in Uganda has a long record of landslide activity. Recent landslide in Nametsi village that
occurred on March 1, 2010 became the most fatal one for the past 50 years. It buried approximately 300 people
according to local authorities. More than 4,000 people from surrounding villages were displaced temporarily in
UN sponsored camp. By July 2010 Bulucheke camp population grew to the staggering 8,170 people who arrived
from 13 villages surrounding Nametsi because of the fear of future landslides. Currently, the government is
embarking on a resettlement program for the displaced people in Kiryandongo in western Uganda. Meantime, a
new scarp in the fenitised basement rocks is being developed above village Murwerwe, next to Nametsi village.
Absence of a geologic and hydrologic monitoring program, slope stabilization measures and land use planning
increase risk of future landslides and potential human losses. During July 2010 group of researchers from John
Hopkins University and City University of New York collected field data in Bududa and obtained high
resolution (0.5 – 0.6 m) images from World View and Quick Bird satellites to identify changes in the landslide
area before and after March 1 event. A geologic field survey and mapping of the March 1, 2010 Nametsi
landslide and surrounding areas was conducted with GPS equipment. Mapping of the slope area above the
adjacent village of Murwerwe revealed a newly developed scarp 0.5-2.0 m high, 25 m long and 9 m wide at the
apex. Visual observation also revealed a long crack perpendicular to the slope gradient. It stretches for
approximately 100 m and its width fluctuates from 0.05 – 0.15 m. The apex is located at the same elevation as
the apex of the fatal March 1, 2010 Nametsi landslide (2,076 m). The distance between the two is approximately
300 m along the convex slope which is completely covered with crop fields. The apex of the scarp is in the
upper- middle part of the concave slope which is a common location in many landslides. Considering the very
high slopes (up to 60 degrees) in the area, the location of the scarp signifies a critical situation where an excess
of rainfall could trigger another massive landslide. Using high resolution satellite imagery of the Nametsi area,
we estimated that at least 29 households are in eminent danger if a new landslide develops. Assuming that
geologic structure of the slope above Murwerwe is similar to nearby Nametsi, the potential landslide will affect
not only Murwerwe village but also nearby Masakhanu. Although it is difficult to predict a landslide event
without a detailed analysis of slope stability, the approaching rainy season which begins in November could
likely act as a triggering mechanism. Detailed landslide risk assessments or landslide monitoring programs
should be implemented throughout Nametsi and Orukosi Parishes and potentially in other at risk areas of
Bududa District. To avert further tragedy, populations should be given regular updates of landslide risk for their
communities and resettlement options should be made available. This study will apply advanced terrain analysis
techniques using largely available digital elevation models (DEM) and other remotely sensed spatial information
for the, geologic, hydrologic and geomorphic characterization of the ungauged study sites. In particular, the
DEM-based hydrogeomorphic modeling algorithm will evaluate slope stability in Bududa region and link it with
agricultural and other anthropogenic activities. Natural and anthropogenic characteristics of terrain will be
mapped using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Combination of these maps with modeling results and
population data will help to produce risk and vulnerability maps for the Bududa region. These maps can be used
to improve understanding of the distribution of risk zones and provide local administration with tools to manage
potential future disasters. 
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Assessment of the relationship between land-use and land-cover and
landslides during an extreme rainfall event in Guatemala
Alex Guerra Noriega (1)
(1) Director, Climate Change Research Institute, Guatemala, Guatemala (aguerra@cengicana.org);

In Central America mass movements are among the most relevant hazards. The loss of thousands of lives has
been associated with them in the past two decades. The best known cases have been the Hurricane Mitch-related
lahar (mudslide) at Casitas volcano in Nicaragua, 1998 which killed more than 2,500 people (Scott et al., 2005),
earthquake-related landslide at Santa Tecla in El Salvador, 2001 (574 lives lost) (Wisner, 2001), and debris
flows in Panabaj, Guatemala, during Hurricane Stan in 2005 (around 400 lives lost) (Connors et al., 2006). From
the 1st to the 10th of October 2005 high precipitation occurred related to Hurricane Stan in southern Guatemala,
southern Mexico and El Salvador. The lake Atitlán region in Guatemala was strongly affected by up to 230 mm
of rainfall in 24 hours, an extreme hydrological event. As a result, slope failures happened in thousands of
locations and rivers overtopped with water and debris of considerable size that caused material damage and the
human losses mentioned above (Guerra-Noriega, 2006). This study set out to answer the question of how
land-use and land-cover (LUC) was related to the occurrence of mass movements during an extreme rainfall
event. Two study sites of different volcanic geology were taken to test the hypothesis that LUC was not related
to landslide occurrence during Hurricane Stan in the Lake Atitlan basin, Guatemala. Slope failure data for the
statistical test (chi-square) was produced based on GIS and remote sensing. Frequencies of shallow landslides
and debris flows for three categories of LUC, namely forest, secondary growth and annual crops, were used.
While the literature indicates that deforestation is a major cause of landslides, results here show that LUC could
be statistically linked to landslides in one site but not in the other. LUC is not related to slope failure in the
geology classified as quaternary pumice ashes (Qp). Even though it covers only 5.92% of the country and a
relatively small part of the highlands (9 %), it is the predominant geology in the location of the two most
important cities in the country (Guatemala City and Quetzaltenango). Despite the fact that LUC does not seem to
influence the occurrence of mass movements in places with this geology, existing hazard levels are high and
considerably higher than those in the other type of geology studied (tertiary volcanic rock - Tv geology). Slope
failure during Hurricane Stan was more than three times higher in Qp geology than in Tv geology in the Atitlan
basin (1.78% compared to 0.54%). In the areas dominated by Tv geology, which occupies 11.48% of the country
and a significant part of mountain areas (24 %), LUC was found to be related to slope failure. The frequency of
landslides in areas used for annual crops was significantly higher than in areas covered by forests or secondary
growth. Data on other intervening factors in landslide occurrence is used to answer other questions such as
whether slope steepness is the most important factor and how other factors interact in landsliding. The findings
have implications for disaster risk and food security. One of them is that annual crops, on which a significant
part of the population in Guatemala depends, are likely to be impacted in any type of geology during an extreme
rainfall event. Another one is that forest (and secondary growth) protection can be a key measure for risk
reduction in some areas such as those with Tv geology but not in others such as that where Qp geology is found.
Although the findings can be considered robust due to the significance level chosen for the statistical test (0.05)
and the large sample size, applying the methods to other extreme rainfall events in the same sites or to areas
where rainfall intensity was different than that in Atitlán during Hurricane Stan would make the findings more
robust and their application to other places more reliable. 
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Land Resources Under Threat: Strategies and Options to Address Land
Degradation due to Landslides- in the Context of Bhutan
Phuntsho Gyeltshen (1) , and Chencho Norbu (2)
(1) NSSC, Nssc, Agriculture, Thimphu, Bhutan (p.gyeltshenn@gmail.com); (2) DoA, Moaf, Agriculture, Thimphu, Bhutan;

Occurrence of landslides pose a very serious threat to Bhutan. It causes both on-site and off-site impacts, of
which the latter extends beyond the political boundaries. At the source, landslides degrade arable land, posing
potential threat to food security. It destroys infrastructure, transport and service industries and brings misery to
the lives of people. Further down, water pollution due to the sediment loads generated by landslides can affect
hydro-power generation. This is a concern since the revenue from hydro-power is the biggest contributor to the
GDP (19.10%; 2008) of the country. Therefore, this phenomenon necessitates introduction of appropriate
interventions and communicate its hazards to the stakeholders. To achieve this, it has become crucial to: adopt
the cross-sectoral approach to address landslide issues, bring the communities on a forefront and jointly design
appropriate technologies to reduce landslides, understand in-depth about the local farming systems and the
geo-physical attributes of the landscape. The Government of Bhutan has been making continued effort to
mitigate landslides since 2004. This was mostly concentrated on introduction of bio-technical slope protection
measures and installation of retaining structures at the toe of the landslides. Besides, to curb other triggering
agents of landslides, efforts were also made to reduce ill effects of poor water management practices from
irrigation, drinking water and roadside drains. Furthermore, on-site practical demonstration on landslide
mitigation and media were employed as tools to create awareness and communicate landslide hazards to the
communities. Hitherto, the results have shown that: 1) mitigation of landslides depend not only on the type of
bio-technical slope protection measures placed, but also on the stage of landslide initiation and other
bio-geophysical factors and 2) on-site practical demonstration serves as good tool for communicating landslide
hazards in contrast to media. The latter is partly explained by the low literacy rate and limited accessibility for
information in the rural areas. While there are measures in place to address landslide issues in the country,
communication of hazards demand further recognition. Lastly, it may be recommended that there is an absolute
need to prepare the spatial hazard map for the country. This would be vital to facilitate to prepare for response
and mitigation of landslides. Key words: landslides, food security, mitigation, bio-technical, bio-geophysical,
Bhutan.
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Watershed management – an approach for landslide risk reduction
through integrated landuse planning
Hofer Thomas (1) , and Veith Claudia (2)
(1) Forestry Officer, Fao, Forestry Department, Rome, Italy (thomas.hofer@fao.org); (2) Forestry Consultant, Fao, Forestry
Department, Rome, Italy;

The problem: landslides pose considerable risks to the environment. They threaten the lives of people and
livestock and destroy land-use systems and agricultural production. This has heavy impacts on the livelihoods of
affected people, their economic situation and food security. It is a stark fact that it is often the poorest and
hungriest people who are the most seriously hit by these dramatic events. In developing countries, poor and
marginalized people are often forced to settle and to cultivate land in hazard-prone areas due to population
pressure and, accordingly, the effects of landslides on lives and assets can be disastrous. People and their
land-use systems, on the other hand, can influence the occurrence of landslides. Besides the physical causes and
triggers of landslides such as geological failures, erosion processes and heavy rainfall events, activities such as
forest harvesting, road construction, mining, unsustainable agricultural practices and overgrazing have been
found to have an impact on shallow landslides. Their influence on deep-rooted landslides is, however, minimal.
Recent developments such as population growth and the expansion of commercial agriculture have reduced the
availability of arable land. Impoverished farmers are increasingly forced to clear marginal lands on steep slopes
and reduce needed fallow periods. More and more animals graze on mountain pastures and in forested land.
Such inappropriate farming practices and the destruction of forests aggravate the pressure on the natural
resources and increase the likelihood for landslides. Ground cover is destroyed, soils get compacted and erosion
rates accelerate – all processes that increase the potential for natural hazards. The solution: most of the current
approaches in landslide risk reduction follow a mainly technical path and neglect the human factor. Integrated
approaches that take into account people and all aspects of local livelihoods, including socio-economic issues,
agriculture, pasture, forestry and hydrology are needed in order to address this complex problem. To organize
spatially the different land-uses and promote the implementation of suitable practices, one ideal approach is
watershed management. It allows addressing upstream-downstream linkages, such as landslides, and provides a
framework for sound land use planning. Based on risk and hazard assessment the landscape is divided into
different risk zones. By taking into account the risk level of a certain area, a specific land-use (e.g. forestry,
agriculture, settlement etc.) can be identified. Adapted land-use systems and adequate natural resource
management can reduce the potential for landslides and, especially, mitigate the processes leading to increased
landslide hazards, such as gully erosion. Watershed management always involves people and takes into account
socio-economic issues which are required in order to assure the sustainable management of different land-use
systems. Experience shows that often the underlying causes of unsustainable land-use are social or economic and
that sustainable land-use practices are not adopted because they are socially not acceptable and / or economically
not viable. Diversification of livelihoods, vegetation cover types and crop species – the mixing of different land
uses in general – increases the resilience of local farmers and may improve the way natural resources and
corresponding livelihoods can be rehabilitated after landslide events. Further, the sustainable management of
natural resources and the diversification of livelihoods increase people’s food security and have positive effects
on water resources. 
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Impact of French Colonialism on traditional Land Use in Western High
Atlas Mountains of Morocco
Daniel Maselli (1)
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The study area of Tagoundaft, an intra-montaneous basin ranging from 1300 to 1800 m.a.s., is located about 120
km South of Marrakech on the Northern slope of the Western High Atlas mountains of Morocco. The traditional
utilisation system is composed of three main pillars: agriculture, silviculture and pastoralism. Different cereals
like barley, wheat and corn as well as vegetables like potatoes, beans and onions are cultivated mostly on small
irrigated terraces yielding as much as the most fertile agricultural plots in the lowlands. On higher altitudes -
frequently far above the villages and the tree line - isolated rain fed plots rented from the national forest
department are cultivated after removing the shrub cover. These economically high risk surfaces only allow for a
harvest in years when rain and snowfall is sufficient and timely. Olive trees grow on the irrigated terraces and
almond trees on the rain fed plots. This allows for an optimised multi-level exploitation on the limited
agricultural surfaces. Walnut trees grow along rivers and creaks where water supply is secured during most of
the growing period. The steep slopes above or around villages were originally quite densely covered with oak
trees, junipers and a highly endemic cyprus tree forming impressive forests supplying fuel and construction
wood as well as complementary fodder during the dry and the cold periods of the year and hosting a dense
herbal cover. Goats are kept in herds an fed daily on these extensive pastures. At night the animals stay in open
stables nearby the villages where they deposit dung which is then utilised as a fertiliser particularly on the
irrigated plots. Before the French colonial power entered the region the described forests where of course owned
and managed by the indigenous communities. Aerial photographs show magnificent oak trees of more than 20
meters height and frequently up to 2 meters diameter. They covered large slopes giving hold to soils of more
than 1.5 meters thickness containing rich organic material on their top. Due to severe shortage in fuel wood for
heating and transport as well as construction wood for railways both in Europe and Northern Africa between
World War I and II the French colonial rulers declared all forests as state property and started selling the newly
‘national’ forests to external companies! Local people were then hired to cut their own trees to produce charcoal
for others. Heavy rainfalls - mainly in autumn and spring – caused severe soil erosion carrying away the material
accumulated over centuries. This process of deforestation continued after independence in 1956 through
Moroccan tradesmen from the cities who took over this lucrative exploitation of natural resources. This
deforestation thus was nothing else than a desheritage of the local population. The full tragedy for the traditional
agro-silvo-pastoral natural resource utilisation system appears through the understanding of the
interdependencies. The goat herds are not the mere ‘mobile capital’ as frequently referred to in literature but the
condition ‘sine qua non’ for high production on the irrigated agricultural surfaces. The dramatic deforestation
process has led to heavy soil erosion causing the drying up of sources and reducing drastically the productivity
of the extensive pastures forcing the farmers to overgrazing. As a further consequence the production of manure
considerably dropped causing then a drastic reduction of the traditionally high productive irrigated fields.
Consequently many of them had to be given up unless the farmers could afford digging pits and installing
private water pumps. This example shows how a previously more or less sustainable natural resource
management through local communities can through external exploitation over a limited period of time end in a
chronic over-utilisation and continuos degradation of the natural resource base.
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The effects of land-use changes on landslides occurrence in Sira watershed,
Iran
Baharak Motamedvaziri (1) , and Amir Eshaghi (1)
(1) Islamic Azad University, Science And Research Branch, Watershed Management, Tehran, Iran (bmvaziri@gmail.com);

Iran, similar to other developing countries, is suffering from natural hazards. Landslide is an example of natural
hazards that can result in enormous property damages and human casualties. In this research that has been done
in Sira watershed, the role of land use change and its relation to landslide has been investigated. From the point
of view of landslide potential, this area has been detected by using geographic information system (Arc-GIS
Software). It is concluded that the most important landslide points has been occurred in the areas which was
changed the land use. These changes are mainly in relation to replacement of forest to agricultural land. There
are different agents that cause the landslide. For this reason, different theme maps such as rainfall, elevation,
hypsometry, slope, aspect and road, river and fault buffer has been prepared. The final map is achieved by
composing different theme maps. By using this map, it is possible to classify the area regarding to hazard rate for
land use.
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Fodder tree utilization and its impacts on landslide control
Netra Prasad Osti (1)
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Fodder tree are main feeding resources in mountain and hills during dry period when other green forage and
grasses are not available (November to June). Tannin content in fodder tree leaves make less attack by insect and
pest which help to green during extreme dry season. Fodder tree are also a good source of firewood, furniture,
bedding materials for livestock and converted in to farm yard manure for organic farming in mountain and hills.
Farmers are more knowledgeable about the use of fodder tree and planted in their terrace raiser, boundary of
farmland and community managed forest. Awareness developed by various projects, planting of fodder tree
saplings in farmland increased and big watershed areas are protected for examples Gorkha, Magdi, Mustang,
Dhading, Nuwakot and Rasuwa districts of Nepal. This positive examples should be replicated in other frazil
ecosystem and further research works should be manage for better utilization of nutrients present in fodder tree
leaves with direct collaboration from related stakeholders and farmer communities.
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Landslides, Land-use Systems and Food Security
Saralavandanam Sattenapalli (1) , and Surya Parkash Gupta (2)
(1) Government of Andhra Pradesh, India, Collector & District Magistrate Office, Revenue, Hyderabad, India
(saralareddy007@gmail.com); (2) National Institute of Disaster Management,, National Institute Of Disaster Management,,
Geohazards Risk Management, Delhi, India;

Generally the land divided on usage categories like cultivation, human settlements, pastures, fallow lands, arable
lands, canals, hillocks etc. During ancient times, only tribal people used to settle in hilly terrains but now-a-days
urban agglomerations are also found on hill slopes. People prefer to live in these areas even much hinter lands,
due to scope for growth in vertical/horizontal way. Priority to settle on slopes is due to hike in land cost, hype of
real estate, change in land use, role of land mafia, urban pressures, proximity to work places, livelihood and
social and economic compulsions. Change in land use is the utmost important factor for settlement of people in
landslide prone areas. Majority of land alienated to software and other allied industries, SEZS, Corporate
educational institutions, corporate hospitals, golf courses, real estate firms run by private companies, transfer to
para statal agencies, tourism developmental activities, infrastructure developments such as Metro rails, air ports,
highways, flyovers, utilities and services etc. People living there are vulnerable to normal life such as no
connectivity for food chain, water, transport, communication, no access to health, education and good hygienic
conditions, all became hindrances to their social and economic life. Heavy rains, sudden fast draw-down from
water reservoirs and water leakage from utilities causes landslides in hill slopes particularly in monsoon period.
Due to increasing in population density and land slide damage, the urban areas suffer heavy damages and losses.
In high altitude areas people live near to land slide prone zones facing peculiar problem of inaccessibility to
communication, transportation and food security. The control of damage in fire accidents, reduction of casualties
is not feasible as only manual linkage is accessible for immediate relief. Governance is complicating in creation
of infrastructure while providing amenities, accessibility to livelihoods affected on linkage of welfare programs
results set back to developmental plans, vulnerability reduction is difficult in case of increasing population
density. Abundant gap in permissions and taxation and immediate relief in exigencies. Land use planning by
creating fool proof mechanism in water usage utilities, control blasting operations/debris in nearby areas,
creation of better alternative living environment in proximity to work places. In core areas 20% land reserved for
this people, through legislation of ‘slum identification, redevelopment, rehabilitation and prevention Act’,
covered security of tenure with a reserved quota to the people living on land slides areas and solid waste land fill
sites, other hazardous areas like canal bunds, tank beds, road margins, burial grounds etc shall be covered under
JNNURM, RAY, IAY, ACDP programs in phased manner. Permissions for settlement and expansions should be
discouraged by ULBs. Mentioning the people living in landslide prone areas as special category in UNIQUE ID
Card, not in a manner of HUCKO ID Cards of China, may provide flexibility to settle in better livelihood places
by giving top priority, by reserving land in SEZS for the people. Segregate accommodation to be provided for
families to avoid destruction in social life unlike dormitories. Equal priority for food security will be given to
these people in issuing of smart cards such as chronic hungers like children, pregnant women, old persons,
disabled and homeless in supply of essential commodities with a comprehensive approach for implementing of
Food security Act. Providing incentives and subsidies to go downs in protected areas near to land slides for PDS
and kept buffer stocks for immediate relief in emergency seasons. Separate calamity fund for ULBs to meet
exigencies while incessant heavy rains, fire accidents and other hazards. Training on mitigation and skill
development along with NSDC and MEPMA for better livelihoods would be good option.
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A neglected disaster: rural development and landslides in Eastern Nepal’s
Middle Hills 
Karen Sudmeier-Rieux (1) , Stephanie Jaquet (2) , Marc-henri Derron (3) , and Michel Jaboyedoff (4)
(1) PhD candidate, University Of Lausanne, Institute Of Geomatics And Risk Analysis, Lausanne, Switzerland
(karen.sudmeier@gmail.com); (2) MSc candidate, University Of Lausanne, Institute Of Geomatics And Risk Analysis,
Lausanne, Switzerland; (3) Senior researcher, University Of Lausanne, Institute Of Geomatics And Risk Analysis, Lausanne,
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Landslides have an underestimated impact on rural livelihoods in Nepal, with little attention received from
government, the international community, NGOs or researchers. Landslides are the leading natural hazard after
epidemics, killing over proximately 100 persons per year, compared to 77 for flooding according to official
statistics (MoHA, 2009). The most common landslides are shallow (<1 meter deep) ; they go unreported and
have significant negative impacts on rural livelihoods. They carry away productive agricultural terraces, destroy
irrigation systems and damage homes without necessarily causing fatalities. They are dispersed, can be difficult
to mitigate and receive considerably less media attention than floods, which often occur in highly concentrated
population areas. In Nepal, they are often considered mainly a naturally occurring phenomena with few
mitigation possibilities. They can be considered Nepal’s neglected disaster and perhaps the most severe setback
to rural development. This paper highlights current trends in Nepal’s rural development and explores the impact
of landslides on livelihoods. It seeks to answer the following questions: Who is being affected by landslides?
How are people being affected by landslides? What can be done about them? Six communities in
Central-Eastern Nepal were studied in detail; four of landslide-affected communities, and for comparison’s sake,
two are flood-affected urban areas. These areas were selected to contrast different types of landslide-affected
communities with different demographic compositions. The research links geological knowledge about the
growing landslide phenomena with a social analysis of affected populations within the context of rural
development. The study’s methods are interdisciplinary, combining a geological assessment of landslides, with
participatory social science research methods: risk- and resources mapping, focus group discussions, transect
walks and semi-structured household interviews. Results show that access to resources will considerably affect
how a community is able to cope with landslides and whether landslide mitigation is a priority alongside other
pressing livelihoods issues, especially food security. Of the six communities studied, a majority listed
development-related issues as their main priority ahead of landslide mitigation, in spite of high awareness of
landslide risk. Community involvement in landslide mitigation is a prerequisite for it to succeed, thus it is
important to understand community risk perceptions, priorities, coping strategies and livelihood options
alongside a technical understanding of landslide mitigation. Likewise, development projects and especially rural
road construction need to incorporate landslide risk reduction measures, or they will become wasteful
investments creating more risk than benefit. The study concludes that investing in skills training, organizational
and communication skills, agricultural extension and technical knowledge about landslides are highly
cost-effective means for disaster risk reduction in landslide prone areas. By examining landslide causes, the
social context and locally adapted landslide mitigation strategies, the goal of the research is to contribute to the
literature on integrated approaches to landslide risk reduction and assist donors, NGOs and local government to
enact policies and practices that effectively address the neglected landslide problem in Nepal’s Middle Hills.
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Rainfall Variability, Landslides and Food Security in Himalaya
Prakash Chandra Tiwari (1)
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In Himalaya, the nature of terrain and climate impose severe limitations on scale of resource productivity as well
as on efficiency of infrastructural facilities. As a result, biomass based subsistence agriculture constitutes main
source of rural food and livelihood even though the availability of arable land is severely limited and agricultural
productivity is low. Moreover, changing climatic conditions have stressed local agricultural and food systems
through, higher mean annual temperatures and melting of glaciers and snow, altered precipitation patterns, and
more frequent and extreme weather events. During recent years, pattern of Indian monsoon has shown sweeping
changes resulting into erratic rainfall and increased incidences of cloud bursts and flash floods and causing
hydrological disruptions and slope instability across the Himalayan Mountains. Himalaya being tectonically
alive and environmentally sensitive is highly vulnerable to these changes in precipitation pattern and
hydrological system which have increased severity, frequency and intensity of landslides in these young
mountains. The increasing incidences of slope failure and landslides are not only devastating the productive
agricultural land and disrupting natural drainage and conventional irrigation system, but are also disrupting road
network which constitutes the only means of transportation, distribution and supply of food to the villages
located in remote and fragile mountains. Long-term impacts of these changes are likely to increase vulnerability
of regional population to food insecurity through substantial decrease in production, availability and access to
food. Main objective of the paper is to (i) analyse the trends of changes in rainfall pattern, (ii) assess its impact
on slope instability and landslides, and (iii) interpret the linkages between landslides and food security with a
case illustration of Kumaon Himalaya in India. Relevant data pertaining to (i) precipitation pattern (including the
incidences of cloud bursts and flash floods) were collected from local weather stations; (ii) detailed study of
landslides, and assessment of their impacts on agricultural land, natural drainage, irrigation system and road
network were carried out through the digital interpretation of high resolution satellite data and field mapping
techniques; and (iii) the parameters of production, availability and access to food have been analyzed by
conducting comprehensive socio-economic surveys in selected villages using exclusively designed interview
schedules; and (iii) in order to identify and analyze the linkage between landslides and food security the data and
information thus generated were integrated using Geographic Information system (GIS). Study revealed that
both the number of rainy days and the amount of annual rainfall had decreased respectively, by 25% and 40%.
Whereas, the number as well as the duration of high intensity rainfall have increased respectively by 11% and
15% during the last 20 years. The frequency of cloud bursts and flash floods have also registered an increasing
trend. These changes in climatic conditions have disrupted geo-hydrological regime of Himalayan watersheds
and consequently increased the vulnerability of anthropogenic-ally modified slopes, particularly the cultivated
areas, to increased slope instability. Approximately 2.5% agricultural land is being devastated by landslides each
year and the proportion of irrigated land has declined by 7% due to disruption of water sources and irrigation
systems by frequent landslides. As a result, the production of food has decreased by as much as 25% during
1991 & 2010 undermining food security of 75% population mainly consisting of the poor and socially
marginalized communities. Furthermore, 57% villages located in Great Himalayan ranges of Kumaon have no or
very limited access to imported food, particularly during monsoon season due to extensive damage of road
network.
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Upland Uses and Lowland Effects – Understanding the role of highland
cultivation in Swat in the 2010 flood devastation in Northern Pakistan
Inam Ur Rahim Inam (1) , Henri Rueff Henri (2) , Daniel Maselli Daniel (3) , Mohammad Khursheed Khursheed
(4) , Mohammad Nafees Nafees (4) , and Urs Wiesmann Urs (5)
(1) University of Centrla Asia, Fresh, Management, Islamabad, Pakistan (inam.rahim@ucentralasia.org); (2) NCCR
(North-South), University Of Berne, Cde, Berne, Switzerland; (3) University of Central Asia, Niversity Of Central Asia,
Research, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan; (4) University of Peshawar, University Of Peshawar, Environmental Sciences, Peshawar,
Pakistan; (5) University of Berne, University Of Berne, Cde, Berne, Switzerland;

This paper reflects on how land use on mountain slopes may have contributed to the landslides and subsequent
2010 flood devastations in Pakistan. In the early 1980s international donors started promoting the cultivation of
potatoes and peas to improve mountain communities’ income replacing staple. Due to a tenfold increase in
returns - at least in the 1st years after the land use conversion - the local communities extended these crops to
grazing and forest lands. Our data shows that over the past 30 years, cultivation has extended to nearly 5 % of
the total geographical area in Naran uplands with approximate annual gross income of 2500 USD ha-1. The
consequential unintended negative impacts include the loss of key traditional grazing niches for mobile
pastoralists, increased stocking pressure on the remaining grazing areas, hindered transhumance, and reduced
access of transhumant herds to steam drinking water. The most devastating impact with regard to the floods was
the cultivation extension to steep slopes of up to 50º- against an acceptable 15º - without any proper
soil-conservation measures. This exposed the slopes to landslide and soil erosion during the pre-flood torrential
rains. Moreover, the steep slopes cropping is also spreading to the subalpine natural forests. Despite de-jure state
ownership, the local communities have a de-facto claim on natural subalpine forests. In order to avoid political
conflicts, the government pays 60% royalty on timber from these forests to the communities. Despite this, many
locals prefer to log illegally to have wood for timber and fuel, and grabbed land with virgin soil for cultivation
extension. Once the land is cultivated the law protects the ‘new owners’ from eviction. Such land tenure
promotes the illegal forest cutting and adds to the vulnerability of the ecosystems translating into landslides.
Hence, the well-intended poverty alleviation measures through cash crops promotion in poor mountain areas,
without a sound integrated socio-economic and ecological understanding and approach, can do more harm than
good. The reducing soil fertility of the aging land and desired high yields and good quality crop for the market,
further facilitate expanding the new highly profitable land use system to inappropriate areas. The tilling is thus
extending to steep sloped pastures and forests to get ‘virgin land’ regardless of possible long term negative
consequences. The 2010 July-August flood that originated in the Swat River watershed washed away most of the
newly tilled slopes in the highlands. While more precise data on the extent of the damages are still being
collected, there is enough evidence that a large number of illegal logs lying along the river banks and on the
slopes and topsoil from the cropped highland were carried down by the rain water creating a devastating mass of
water, trees and mud that destructed a lot of infrastructure. This mass washed away all the 9 major bridges
throughout the Swat Valley and contributed to the devastation and debris deposition in the lowland areas.
Ultimately the flood affected about 20 million people and created an estimated loss of $9.5 billion to
communication infrastructure, houses, lands and crops. There are good reasons to believe that the inappropriate
land uses and tenures enhancing illegal encroachment and tenure in the high mountain valleys of Northern
Pakistan have a critical role in amplifying the impact of the recent floods. In this sense, the un-regulated land use
economy aiming at income generation has probably contributed to increase the impact of the disaster. This calls
for a better understanding of highland-lowland interactive systems. Any disaster risk reduction initiative in the
aftermath of the flood will need to take this into consideration in order to avoid repeating mistakes and having
similar ill-developments in future. 
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Anthropogenic Activity Triggering Landslides in Densely Populated
Mountain Areas
Veerle Vanacker (1) , and Vincent Balthazar (1)
(1) Earth and Life Institute, University Of Louvain, George Lemaître Centre For Earth And Climate Research,
Louvain-la-neuve, Belgium (veerle.vanacker@uclouvain.be);

Flooding, landsliding and accelerated erosion are common hazards in tropical mountainous regions around the
world. Not only considerable financial costs are suffered, but also major ecological and environmental problems
often arise in a larger geographical area. Land cover modification and conversion have clear impacts on natural
disaster risks. Increasing population pressure, together with socio-economic development are forcing more
people to move to unstable hillside areas, thereby changing the impacts of natural disasters. Assessing the rate
and spatial patterns of landslides is challenging given the ruggedness and the inaccessibility of mountain areas.
Satellite data offer an inexpensive means of deriving complete spatial coverage of land attributes such as land
use and natural disasters in a consistent manner that may be updated regularly. Therefore, remote sensing
techniques are a privileged tool, even if they suffer from methodological challenges which have to be resolved
by appropriate pre-processing techniques. The aim of this study is to analyse the triggering factors of landslides
in two densely populated areas with different land cover dynamics. Landslide inventories and land cover data
were derived from optical remote sensing data for different periods in time. Multi-spectral images were
particularly useful for landslide mapping as they allow improving the 2D shape recognition of features,
particularly with processing techniques such as color composites, vegetation indexes, pan-sharpening, band
arithmetic or principal component analysis. Time series of land use and landslide data allowed us to analyse the
impact of anthropogenic vs. natural controlling variables of landslides in this mountainous terrain. Our results
indicate that the removal of primary forest significantly increased the landslide hazard. We observed an increase
of about 400% in the occurrence of landslides after deforestation and road construction. The colonization of this
region also enhanced the landslide risk. Our data suggest that the financial and environmental losses that are
associated with these landslides might induce some negative feedback mechanisms leading to deceleration of
deforestation rates. 
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Session L03
Wild fires and slope instability

Conveners: J. De Graff, S. Cannon, P. Van Lierop, M. Parise

The wildfires and slope instability session represents an opportunity to examine a unique aspect of 
wildfire as a natural hazard. A wildfire causes immediate effects when it occurs. There is a threat to 
life and property that may rapidly grow and affect a significant area until brought under containment 
and control. In the aftermath, there are changes to vegetative cover and soil conditions within the 
burned area. Weeks or months later, these changes are responsible for a delayed effect of wildfire; 
debris flows and rockfalls. There is again a threat to life and property. Significantly, these delayed 
effects can pose a threat to areas that escaped the immediate impacts of the wildfire. It is expected 
presenters at the session will focus some of the following issues: timing new or improved models and 
methods for assessing the likelihood, size, and path of debris flows and rockfalls following wildfire, 
approaches for preventing or limiting their damage and the persistence of this slope instability after 
wildfire. It may also examine our understanding of how wildfire and slope instability varies among 
climatic regimes or may be influenced by climate change.
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Remote Sensing and Geospatial Support to Burned Area Emergency
Response (BAER) Teams in Assessing Wildfire Effects to Hillslopes
Jess Clark (1) , and Randy Mckinley (2)
(1) Remote Sensing Specialist, United States Forest Service, United States Department Of Agriculture, Salt Lake City,
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The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service performs emergency assessments on all
wildfires that burn at least 500 acres (200 ha). The assessments are made by Burned Area Emergency Response
(BAER) teams, who identify potential hazards to public health and property caused primarily by the loss of
vegetative cover. An early step in the assessment process is the creation of a soil burn severity map that will be a
major factor in determining treatment locations and intensity. The Forest Service Remote Sensing Applications
Center (RSAC) and United States Geological Survey (USGS) Center for Earth Resources Observation and
Science (EROS) provide operational remote sensing support to BAER teams, providing them with pre- and
immediate post-fire imagery of burned areas. The Centers create a burned area reflectance classification
(BARC), a GIS-ready layer that is essentially a generalized index of environmental change particularly sensitive
to vegetation and soil surface changes due to fire. Adjustments to the BARC severity classes, if necessary, are
generally based upon ancillary information such as field sample points/ground truth, ocular aerial or ground
observations, and local expert opinion. Once the BARC classification is finalized it becomes the soil burn
severity map used for further modeling. Along with other environmental and terrain variables, the burn severity
information is a critical input to subsequent GIS modeling scenarios used to predict potential fire effects such as
increased surface water runoff, debris flows, and erosion. These map products help BAER teams focus their
limited time to the areas of most concern, such as slopes that have become unstable due to wildfire and the
values at risk below. The two Centers have been providing geospatial support to BAER teams since 2001. Since
that time, over 900 BAER teams have been supported and 28.5 million acres (11.5 million ha) have been
mapped. While this support is primarily to wildfires that burn in the United States, we have also been asked to
assist international efforts. Through the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) Office of
Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA), the Centers mapped wildfires in Honduras (2005), Greece (2007),
Australia (2009), Canada (2009), and most recently Israel (2010). Countries with significant wildfire seasons
could potentially do this work on their own using lessons learned by the United States over the last ten years. 
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Characterizing the Immediate and Subsequent Hazards Caused by
Wildfire Occurrence
Jerome De Graff (1) , Susan Cannon (2) , and Mario Parise (3)
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Wildfire is a unique natural hazard because it creates both an immediate hazard and the conditions for
subsequent hazardous events. Wildfires can pose immediate threats to life and property in that they may rapidly
spread and affect a significant area until brought under containment and control. In the aftermath, vegetative
cover and soil surface conditions within the burned area are changed. These landscape changes are responsible
for the subsequent hazards due to wildfire which include floods, erosion, debris flows, and rockfalls. During the
last few decades, our ability to limit the immediate destructive force of wildfires has increased. Our
understanding of fire behavior and its controlling factors has improved. Lightning detection networks now
identify possible ignitions points by recording the number, location and types of this common ignition source.
The roles of factors such as wind speed, slope, and fuel types enabled modeling of fire spread. This permits
assessment and alteration of fire fighting tactics to limit the size of the expanding fire. Use of these models is
enhanced by deployment of remote reporting weather stations within fire affected area. Aerial deployment of
thermal detectors to map the smoke-obscured boundaries of the advancing fire is available. These improvements
in real-time prediction of fire activity increase the effectiveness of the full range of firefighting tactics and
methods. Our improved predicative ability also plays a role in determining vegetation management strategies to
reduce the likelihood of catastrophic fire events. This is a particularly important factor as climatic conditions
appear to favor larger and more frequent wildfires in parts of the world that include expanding urban areas.
Similarly, our capability to prevent or limit the impacts from the later wildfire-induced slope instabilities,
specifically debris flows and rockfalls, is improving. Processing of satellite imagery from before and
immediately after a wildfire enables rapid mapping of areas where vegetative changes are greatest. How changes
in the landscape due to wildfire influence the hydrologic response to storm rainfall that results in
slope-instability processes are better understood. This increased understanding has enabled the development of
models for estimating the probability of debris-flow occurrence, the likely volume of such an event, and for
mapping the area that may be impacted by that volume of material. These models provide critical information
for the design and location of protective measures. Improved definition of the rainfall conditions that trigger
debris flows after wildfires enables emergency-response agencies to identify possible evacuation and
resource-deployment levels, and for weather networks to better provide early warning of debris-flow triggering
storms. Ongoing work is focused on refining the temporal and spatial predictive capabilities of debris flow
models and quantifying the effects of post-fire vegetative recovery and changes in sediment supply. Downslope
movement and accumulation of granular material including larger cobbles and boulders is known to occur during
and immediately after wildfires. Individual rocks rolling or bounding down slope are recognized as a hazard to
firefighter during fire suppression. Recognizing where an increased rockfall hazard exists following wildfires is
currently limited to assessing areas already known to be subject to this slope instability. The influence of
wildfire on rockfall hazard is a topic worthy of further study. 
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Timing of Increased Debris Flow Susceptibility Following Wildfire
Jerome V. De Graff (1) , Susan H. Cannon (2) , Joseph M. Gartner (2) , and Mario Parise (3)
(1) U S Forest Service, Clovis, United States (jdegraff@fs.fed.us); (2) U S Geological Survey, Denver, United States; (3) N
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Some watersheds recently burned by wildfires demonstrate an immediate increased susceptibility to debris-flow
occurrence. Based on information from several hundred burned watersheds throughout the world, post-wildfire
debris flows are most frequently generated through the process of progressive entrainment of material eroded
from hillslopes and channels by surface runoff, and occur in response to short-recurrence-interval storms with
periods of high-intensity rainfall. While the great majority of debris flows occur within the first two to three
years following wildfires, most of these debris flows are generated only a few weeks or months later during the
first rainy season. During this time, fire-induced changes to the hydrologic characteristics of the burned
watersheds are at their maximum, and little material has been scoured from the channels. While the immediacy
of increased debris-flow susceptibility in burned watersheds is apparent from this data, the degree to which it
persists beyond this two- to three-year period is much less clear. Increased debris-flow susceptibility following
wildfires appears independent of the vegetative community burned or underlying bedrock type. However, burned
watersheds with a coniferous forest cover can experience a delayed increase in debris-flow susceptibility arising
from infiltration-triggered landsliding. Trees are killed in burned watersheds either by being consumed by fire or
having their growth layers sufficiently heated that mortality occurs within one to two years after the wildfire.
The root network of forest vegetation on steep hillslopes increases the resistance to landslide occurrence. This
effect is especially important for hillslopes underlain by low cohesion soils. The stabilizing effect of root
networks begins to decrease once trees are killed by wildfire just as it does if they are harvested. Depending on
the species and climatic conditions, the stabilizing benefit of tree roots declines within 8 to 15 years following
mortality. It is during this period that an increased susceptibility to debris flows may again exist. A debris flow
produced from a wildfire-affected area in the Sierra Nevada of California provides an example of this process.
Research on slope stability after timber harvest by clearcutting and the effectiveness of post-fire erosion
mitigation efforts suggests that although this delayed increased susceptibility to debris flows can be reduced by
reforestation by coniferous species within one to two years following a wildfire, revegetation by grasses has a
negligible effect. Reforestation of landslide prone areas burned within the Sierra Nevada of California appears to
have limited the occurrence of landslide-triggered debris flows. 
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Post-Wildfire Landslides in Southern British Columbia 
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A number of post-wildfire debris flow and flood events occurred in the years following the extreme fire seasons
of 2003 and 2007 in the southern interior of British Columbia. Such events had rarely, if ever, been previously
documented in Canada, although post-wildfire erosion and mass movement events have often been reported in
more southerly latitudes in the southwest USA and in other parts of the world. A total of eight debris flows, six
debris floods, and two debris slides were documented after the 2003 fires. In one event, several houses were
destroyed. Most of the events occurred in response to short-duration, high-intensity convective rainstorms, and
severe burns with water repellent soils were implicated. However, at one fire, the events occurred during a
long-duration, low-intensity fall rainstorm two years after the fire, which may have included a snowmelt
component. Following another severe wildfire season in 2007, the BC Forest Service conducted a research
project on four large fires, to examine runoff, erosion, and mass movement processes following wildfire. In the
three years following these fires, six significant debris flow events were documented, including one which
caused a fatality, as well as two debris slides. Post-wildfire landslides occurred in three seasons: spring, summer,
and fall. Three types of weather event have triggered the landslides: spring snowmelt, high-intensity summer
rainstorms, and low-intensity, long-duration, fall rainstorms. Old roads, trails, and logging landings were
significant factors in some events. The most common initiating mechanism for post-wildfire debris flows was
high peak flows in the channels. Landslide-triggered (or infiltration-triggered) debris flows were less common.
This contrasts with the initiating mechanisms for debris flows in unburned forests in this region; most are
landslide-triggered, while runoff-triggered events are relatively rare. Most post-wildfire events occurred in
response to rainfall or snowmelt events with estimated return periods of less than five years. A variety of
hydrologic changes due to fire contribute to the prevalence of post-wildfire landslides and floods, including
water-repellent soils, loss of forest floor, and more rapid snowmelt following forest canopy loss. Some anecdotal
reports of debris flows or floods from earlier fires were investigated, but they were apparently rare before the
2003 fire season. Starting in 2003, a tendency toward more extreme fire seasons in British Columbia has been
noted, with unusually high burn severity fires occurring under conditions of prolonged drought and low soil
moisture. This trend, combined with a possible tendency toward higher intensity summer rainstorms, could
produce a greater incidence of fire-related landslides and floods in the future. The events following the 2003 and
2007 fires demonstrate that the likelihood of debris flows and floods in susceptible channels is significantly
increased following severe wildfire, even in this humid, northerly environment. A number of events have been
triggered by spring snowmelt or long-duration fall rainstorms, which is contrary to the common belief that
high-intensity summer rainstorms are responsible for most post-wildfire hazards, and suggests that a mechanism
other than water repellency contributes to increased runoff. The events related to old roads, and in particular to
drainage diversions by roads, landings, and trails, demonstrates that for risk reduction purposes, engineering
treatments such as road deactivation and improved drainage control may be at least as beneficial as broadcast
treatments such as mulching. 
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Rockfall and debris flow hazards after summer wildfires in Cerreto
Sannita, Benevento, Italy
Lucia Majorca (1) , Cinzia Civardi (2) , and Guido U. Guasti (3)
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Geobrugg, S.donato, Mi, Italy (guido.guasti@geobrugg.it);

Natural hazards are often strictly related. Wilfires transform large areas in highly dangerous slopes, with
unsustainable risks if roads, railroads, buildings are at the foot of such slopes. The casual relationship between
summer wildfire and rockfall and the efforts to mitigate the resulting hazards was carried out: in order to
minimize such hazards a stabilization system was put in place along a main road in the Province of Benevento,
Southern Italy, connecting Cerreto Sannita to Cusano Mutri. After summer wildfires, it became apparent that
continuous rockfall from the slopes was becoming increasingly dangerous. This rockfall was brought about by
the lack of vegetation (in the form of medium to tall trees acting as natural barriers and of surface grass serving
to control erosion). Sections of slopes were left bare after the fires meaning that the roots of the former
vegetation could no longer help to maintain soil in place. As such, a variety of factors could easily have triggered
the frequently jointed limestone outcropping to collapse, including seismic forces, heavy rain, wind, wild
animals, evolving from simple rockfalls to debris flow along main gullies, from the crest of the cliff to the road
underneath. Furthermore, it is likely that the high temperatures reached in the fires caused the change of stress
state itself, increasing the likelihood of single blocks falling. The adopted solution to restoring conditions of
basic safety along the road was implemented in two different steps. Firstly, climbers walked all along the slope
marking and counting all the unstable rocky boulders, and cleaning any blocks larger than 0,30 m3. In this step,
road traffic was periodically stopped. Larger blocks in inaccessible areas were treated with high resistance steel
mesh and rock anchors, with the aim of actively reinforcing the surface. In a second step, in areas where the
joints were so frequent that the drilling was a danger to the workers themselves, a passive protection measure
was adopted consisting of highly specialised and well performing rockfall barriers. Once safety was ensured by
means of the above solutions, further potential points of instability were directly treated with standard
techniques, with environmental impact given constant consideration, alongside the aesthetic perspective from the
vantage point of the road, allowing, for instance, vegetation growth. Consequences of further wildfires were
considered when choosing the type of coating designed to prevent the corrosion of the adopted measures’ steel
components. In the future, new fires in the cliffs are not expected to lead to further rockfall hazard in the sites
where the project has been implemented 
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A 10,000 year record of fire activity and fire-related sedimentation in the
Middle Fork Salmon River, Idaho, USA
Kerry Riley (1) , and Jennifer Pierce (2)
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Changes in climate influence the frequency and severity of fire and post-fire erosion, affecting landscape
morphology and aquatic habitat. Fire accelerates erosion by increasing the frequency and magnitude of debris
flows in small high-relief basins which contribute large amounts of sediment and woody debris to streams.
During the 1980’s the frequency, severity, and duration of large fires increased in the western United States
compared to few, small fires that burned during cooler decades of the mid-20th century. It remains unclear,
however, if recent fires and debris flows are extraordinary over Holocene timescales and what role fire plays in
long-term sediment delivery. In the Middle Fork Salmon River (MFSR) of central Idaho, USA, over 40% of the
watershed has burned in the last 30 years resulting in many (>15) large fire-related debris flows. These recent
debris flows appear to primarily result from increased surface runoff, rilling, and progressive sediment bulking
following high severity fires burning on densely vegetated slopes. The MFSR encompasses a range of
ecosystems including high elevation subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), spruce (Picea spp.), and lodgepole pine
(pinus contorta) forests, mid-elevation montane Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and ponderosa pine (Pinus
ponderosa) forests and low elevation sagebrush steppe (Artemisia spp.) allowing investigation of geomorphic
response across an ecosystem gradient. This study uses 14C dating of charcoal fragments in alluvial fans to
evaluate fire and fire-related sedimentation along this ecosystem gradient over the past ~10,000 years. The goals
of this study are to investigate: 1) the role of spatial and temporal variations in climate on the timing, frequency,
and severity of fire, and 2) the role of fire-related sedimentation on long-term (10^3-10^4) sediment yields.
Times of synchronous fires across ecosystems during the Holocene include: 700-1000, 1400-1600, 2800-3000,
6000-6800, 8000-9000 cal yr BP. Clumping of fires locally and at regional spatial scales suggest the timing of
fire is not random; over millennial timescales, fire activity and fire-related sedimentation have increased during
cooler and effectively wetter conditions of the late Holocene (~ last 3000 yr). The likely increase in fire
frequency, severity and synchroneity roughly corresponds to the introduction of lodgepole pine to high elevation
forests of the MFSR. An increase in fire activity across a range of ecosystems during the late Holocene suggests
overall higher fuel loads, combined with severe summer drought, likely triggered severe synchronous fires. In
contrast, millennial-scale dry conditions of the mid-Holocene are associated with relatively low fire frequency
and severity (inferred from the absence of large fire-related debris flows). We hypothesize that decreased
vegetation density and increased abundance of fire resistant species such as Douglas Fir may have led to
synchronous less severe surface fires and decreased fire-related sedimentation across all ecosystems. Fire-related
debris flows have had a substantial impact on basin-wide sediment yields in the MFSR. During the last 2000
years, fire-related debris flows are estimated to contribute ~119 ± 21 T/km2/yr of sediment to the main stem
MFSR. This estimate conservatively accounts for ~50% of long-term (6500 yr) sediment yields. Fire-related
deposits compose large amount (>70%) of total alluvial fan thickness in mesic forested ecosystems and
contribute less (>30%) in xeric less vegetated basins. We hypothesize that centennial scale intervals of increased
fire frequency and(or) severity occur during long-term intervals of relatively cool and(or) wet conditions leading
to increased fuel loads and when increased fuel load is coupled with annual to decadal-scale droughts necessary
to dry fuels (in higher elevation forests), widespread severe fire and accelerated fire-related sedimentation
occurs.
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Flexible Debris Flow Barriers in Fire Burned Areas
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 Numerous natural debris flow events in areas burned by wildfire in the USA and around the world have
demonstrated that flexible barriers properly designed to handle the complex forces present in a fluid/slurry
torrent can be effective at stopping debris flows and/or mitigating such hazards. Intensive research has been
conducted to identify the appropriate design parameters for such barriers and to identify specific engineering
criteria necessary for use in debris flow applications. Such research has included 1:1 laboratory testing with
small-scale, artificially generated debris flows, real-scale 1:1 field-testing as well as computer simulations
modeling the behavior of barriers during such events. A design model for debris flow barriers (based on a finite
element software program, but not included in the paper) has been calibrated and verified by real-scale
field-testing, under supervision/involvement of the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest Snow and Landscape
(WSL) and is the only known valid model for properly dimensioning a corresponding tested ring net barrier type
in debris flow applications. During the model’s development, it become clear that each application site where a
debris flow barrier would be considered requires that specific dimensioning be completed for each barrier as no
“one-size-fits-all” criteria exists for a properly designed solution. This research has led to an initial dimensioning
model for flexible barriers to be used for debris flow mitigation, which is currently being applied in numerous
cases. In California, this concept has been applied to several project cases involving debris flow sites along
sections of highway where wildfires have denuded the adjacent slopes of natural vegetation, making them very
vulnerable to debris flow. These barriers have been installed and impacted by actual debris flows, have been
cleaned out, and have been impacted by multiple subsequent debris flows. The performance of these barriers has
successfully prevented loss of the roadways by preventing scouring and washout, as compared to similar areas
with no such protection. The subsequent observations have provided invaluable information regarding
performance, design assumptions, and maintenance requirements including cleanout. 
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Quantified weather effect on wildfires in Greece
Constantina Tsagari (1) , Nikolaos Proutsos (2) , and George Karetsos (3)
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Mediterranean Forest Ecosystems And Forest Products Technology, Athens, Greece (contsagari@fria.gr); (2) Agricultural
Engineer (PhD Micrometeorology), National Agricultural Research Foundation, Institute Of Mediterranean Forest
Ecosystems And Forest Products Technology, Athens, Greece; (3) Forester (PhD Forest Ecology), Assistant Researcher,
National Agricultural Research Foundation, Institute Of Mediterranean Forest Ecosystems And Forest Products Technology,
Athens, Greece;

The meteorological conditions are the main and most variable factor affecting the start and development of
wildfires. Daily relative humidity, temperature and wind speed, determines the final magnitude of the burned
area in each fire incident, which increases as humidity decreases and temperature or wind speed increases. The
quantified effect of each meteorological factor has not been thoroughly studied, possibly because of the spatial
variability. Aim of present study is the investigation of the meteorological conditions effect on the forest fires
intense in Greece, which is measured by the average burnt area per incident. Meteorological and fire data from
30,465 wildfires all over Greece, covering the time period 1983-2006, were analyzed and each meteorological
parameter’s effect on the forest fire size was quantified, as percentage of the average burnt area per incident,
which for the Greek region is 35.1 ha. Measurements confirm that temperature decrease is more significant than
relative humidity increase or windspeed decrease for minimizing the intense of a forest fire. On the other hand,
windspeed increase is most significant even to temperature increase or relative humidity decrease for
maximizing the magnitude of the burned area after a fire. The quantified effect of the weather conditions on
forest fires intense shows that under dry conditions (relative humidity lower than 40%) the wild fires are about
37% more severe than the average, whereas at very humid (relative humidity greater than 80%) become 72%
less intense than the average. In hot conditions (temperatures greater than 35°C), wildfires become 167% more
intense than the average, when at relatively cold weather (temperatures bellow 20°C), they diminish their
magnitude by a mean of 74%. High windspeeds (greater than 9,1 Bf) increase wildfires severity by 563%, when
under windless conditions they burn, on average, about 48% less areas per fire incident. 
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Landslide inventory and susceptibility and hazard zoning

Conveners: J. Hervas, G. Legorreta, M. Van Den Eeckhaut, A. Trigila

The session is designed to gather and share information on landslide inventory, susceptibility and 
hazard zoning methods and projects at local, regional, national or global scale and in different 
physiographic, geological and climatic settings. With regards to landslide inventories, contributions 
concerning remote sensing and fieldwork methodologies for identification and mapping of landslides 
and their characteristics, morphometry, type or activity, or concerning landslide databases are 
encouraged. Landslide susceptibility and hazard zoning contributions could deal with all different 
aspects of hazard assessment and mapping. Studies on qualitative or quantitative landslide 
susceptibility or frequency modelling, or the linking of the two, as well as studies focusing on model 
performance and model validation are welcomed.
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GIS-based identification of the most influencing parametric classes in the
three most landslide-prone geologies of the Nepal Himalaya
Kiran Prasad Acharya (1)
(1) Ehime University, Ehime University, Department Of Civil And Environmental Engineering, Matsuyama, Japan
(kiran_acharya60@yahoo.com);

This study is mainly concentrated on identification of the most influencing parametric class/factor for occurrence
of retrogressive large-scale deep-seated landslides in the three most landslide susceptible geologies viz: phyllite,
slate, and schist of Central Nepal via GIS model. For this, the non-uniform distribution pattern of landslides is
considered as special condition in all three lithologies. Each of the three geologies are rasterized into unit square
kilometer blocks (USKB). Based on pixel calculation, landslide density is obtained for each block. The USKBs
are classified into four categories of landslide density score zones naming accordingly as none, low, medium,
and high which directly approach field condition of non-uniformity of landslides. Finally, the natural distribution
of pixels of employed configurations (i.e., Slope, relief energy, distance to thrust-faults, and drainage density) is
observed in different zones. The most influencing parametric classes/factors are determined based on in-situ role
of major topographic/geologic parameters in various zones of each geology. As a result, <0.5km distance to
thrust-faults in phyllite, 400m-800m relief energy in slate, and 4km2/km2-6km/km2 drainage density in schist
are found as the most influencing classes/factors for non-uniform occurrence of landslides. This study aiming
attention at identification of the most influential cause for deep-seated landslide incidences can provide better
insights for pinpointing possible sites of failure by only the confined important parametric classes/factors in
other similar geologies of Himalaya regions.
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Slope Inventory & Hazard Assessment in Putrajaya, Malaysia
Jimjali Ahmed (1) , Muhammad Mukhlisin (2) , Mohd Fairuz Md Isa (3) , Mohd Anuri Ghazali (4) , Mohd Nor
Alias (5) , and Mohd Raihan Taha (6)
(1) Business Director, Kumpulan Ikram Sdn Bhd, Geotechnical Department, Kajang, Malaysia (jimjali@ikram.com.my); (2)
Senior Lecturer, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Department Of Civil & Structural Engineering, Bangi, Malaysia; (3) Head
of Research, Kumpulan Ikram Sdn Bhd, Geotechnical Department, Kajang, Malaysia; (4) Senior Engineering Geologist,
Kumpulan Ikram Sdn Bhd, Geotechnical Department, Kajang, Malaysia; (5) Deputy Director, Putrajaya Corporation, Road
& Infrastructure Division, Putrajaya, Malaysia; (6) Head of Department, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Department Of
Civil & Structural Engineering, Bangi, Malaysia;

As part of establishing an effective slope management for Putrajaya, the federal administrative capital of
Malaysia, a slope and landslide inventory system was established. Three sites which show slope distress, one
with a major landslide that had occurred in 2007, were also chosen for detail study on hazard assessment. Aerial
photo were taken and airborne survey using Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) were conducted to provide
basic information for the slope and landslide inventory, and to produce base map and spatial layers for slope
hazard analysis. Detailed geological and geotechnical studies were performed on the chosen sites. Several
methods on hazard assessment on individual slopes were then compared. Geographical Information System
(GIS) was also used for the production of an area based landslide hazard assessment.
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Usage of ASTER Level 3A Stereo Data in Landslide Inventory Mapping:
Visual Determination Versus Field Work
Tolga Alkevli (1) , and Murat Ercanoglu (2)
(1) Ms., Mta, Remote Sensing, Ankara, Turkey (alkevli@mta.gov.tr); (2) Ass. Prof., Hacettepe Uni., Geology, Ankara,
Turkey;

Investigations related to natural hazards have become an extremely important issue among the geoscientists for
the last few decades. Particularly after the mid 1980’s, developments in computer technology, GIS (Geographic
Information Systems), and RS (Remote Sensing) have provided rapid and detailed analysis of different natural
hazards such as landslides, earthquakes, floods, and so on, in larger areas. Combined with the field observations,
these analyses may provide important knowledge in assessing natural hazards. Among the damages and losses
sourced from the natural hazards, landslides constitute one of the most destructive parts. Similar to many
countries in the world, Turkey, a landslide suffering country, faces this problem. In Turkey, landslides are of
great importance among the natural hazards, and the Western Black Sea region is one of the major landslide
prone areas. For this reason, in this study, we selected a landslide prone area in the Western Black Sea region,
and it is aimed to investigate the usage of ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer)satellite image in preparing landslide inventory maps. For this purpose, two and three dimensional
visual image interpretations were performed in different scales varying from 1/15000 to 1/50000. VNIR (Visible
Near Infrared) bands of the ASTER image were used in the analyses. Field studies were also carried out in the
study area to map landslides and to compare different landslide inventories. Based on the analyses, it was
revealed that the best result related to landslide inventory maps was found as stereoscopic (three dimensional)
image analysis at 1/15000 scale. ASTER Level 3A images were used to create stereo images, RGB (433) in
other words ASTER 3N (Nadir) and 3B (Backward) bands are able to used for stereo images. The smallest
mapped landslide was determined as 58885 m2, covering approximately 262 pixels. As a result of the
assessments, it is considered that ASTER satellite image can successfully be used in regional and medium scale
landslide inventory studies.
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The use of stereoscopic satellite images to prepare a landslide inventory
map
Francesca Ardizzone (1) , Federica Fiorucci (1) , Michele Santangelo (1) , Mauro Cardinali (1) , Alessandro
Cesare Mondini (1) , Mauro Rossi (1) , Paola Reichenbach (1) , and Fausto Guzzetti (1)
(1) Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche - Istituto Di Ricerca Per La Protezione Idrogeologica, Perugia, Italy
(Francesca.Ardizzone@irpi.cnr.it);

A landslide inventory map is essential for geomorphological studies, especially to understand the evolution of
the landscape processes and to evaluate landslide hazard and risk. Landslide maps, including geomorphological,
event based, and multi-temporal inventory maps, are commonly prepared through the visual interpretation of
stereoscopic aerial photographs, aided by more or less extensive field surveys, and by the compilation and
analysis of chronicle and archive information on historical landslide events. New remote sensing technologies
are proving very useful to detect, map and prepare landslide inventory map. For a study area in Umbria (central
Italy), where shallow landslides are triggered mainly by intense or prolonged rainfall, a landslide inventory map
was prepared using stereoscopic, optical images acquired by very-high-resolution satellite sensors. The
stereoscopic images, available in digital format, enabled to recognize, map and store, in a GIS environment,
landslide features. For the experiment we used: (i) panchromatic images acquired by the WorldView satellite
sensor on 8 March 2010, and (ii) panchromatic images taken by the GeoEye satellite sensor on 27 May 2010.
The satellite images have a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 50 cm, resulted adequate for landslide features
mapping. We also acquired ground information through field surveys in the period from March to May 2010 and
we prepared a landslide inventory map. A 3D software visualization system was used to map the instability
features instead of traditional stereoscopic instruments. The hardware and software system, allows a 3D
visualization of the territory, simplifies the acquisition of morphological information and directly allows the
digital mapping of the failures. The most relevant advantages of this technology are the ability to: (i) have a wide
vision of the study area, (ii) dynamically zoom in and out, (iii) change the contrast during the visual inspection,
and (iv) digitize during the image interpretation phase. The latter in particular increases the mapping accuracy
and avoids the traditional digitizing process, necessary in the case of classical photo-interpretation method
proved to be affected by errors. We present the two landslide inventory maps, the results of their comparison and
the relative frequency-size distribution of landslide area. 
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Overview of Landslide Risk Reduction Studies in Sri Lanka
R.m.s. Bandara (1) , and K.m. Weerasinghe (2)
(1) Head, National Building Research Organisation, Landslide Studies and Services Division, Colombo 05, Sri Lanka; (2)
Scientist, National Building Research Organisation, Landslide Studies And Services Division, Colombo 05, Sri Lanka
(kmweera@yahoo.com);

Sri Lanka, is located in the Indian Ocean between northern latitudes of 5°511 and 9°511 and eastern longitudes
of 79°401 and 81°551 approximately 24 km. to the southeast of India. Sri Lanka occupies an area of nearly
65,000 sq km stretching to 435 km from North to South and 224 km from West and East. The climate of Sri
Lanka varies from semi-arid to mild temperature. The mountains located in the central part of the island are
surrounded by low land that extends up to the shores. Those climatological and morphological variations
influence two monsoonal and inter-monsoonal periods. Country’s annual rainfall varies from 2500 mm to over
5000 mm in the south-western part of the island, while in the north-west and south-east, rainfall averages less
than 1250 mm annually. Mean annual temperature is 27° C in the lowlands of Sri Lanka and in the central
highland with an altitude up to 400 meter; the mean annual temperature is 15° C. The excessive rainfall and
varied climate has contributed to the excessive land degradation experienced by the mountainous region of the
country where rainfall is the major triggering factor of landslides. With the disastrous landslides that occurred in
mid 1980’s, the Government of Sri Lanka took the initiates of studying the landslide phenomena in the country
and as a result about 70% of the landslide prone districts have been mapped in terms of their landslide potential
and general guidelines for construction and development have been prepared in order to reduce the landslide
risk. Landslide early warning is issued for ensuring the safety of the people who live in the central highlands and
the mountainous communities are being educated on the measures they can take to halt or reduce the landslide
threat. Since recently, the country has also stepped into the mitigation of landslides that have imparted a threat
on human settlements, public thoroughfares, public buildings etc. This paper overview the Sri Lanka’s efforts in
landslide risk reduction studies in the country. 
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Landslide susceptibility maps for spatial planning in Lower Austria 
Rainer Bell (1) , Thomas Glade (1) , Klaus Granica (2) , Gerhard Heiss (3) , Philip Leopold (3) , Helene
Petschko (1) , Gilbert Pomaroli (4) , Herwig Proske (2) , and Joachim Schweigl (5)
(1) University Of Vienna, Department Of Geography And Regional Research, Vienna, Austria (rainer.bell@univie.ac.at); (2)
Joanneum Research, Digital, Graz, Austria; (3) Ait – Austrian Institute Of Technology Gmbh, Health And Environment
Department, Seibersdorf, Austria; (4) Office Of The Lower Austrian Provincial Government, Department Of Spatial
Planning And Regional Policy, St. Pölten, Austria; (5) Office Of The Lower Austrian Provincial Government, Geological
Survey, St. Pölten, Austria;

Landslides occur frequently in Lower Austria - a federal province of Austria. These landslides mainly cause
damage to agricultural land and infrastructure, but also threaten settlements and people. Therefore, the project
“MoNOE” (Method development for landslide susceptibility modeling in Lower Austria) is funded by the
provincial government. The main objective of this project is the development of methods to model susceptibility
for the two landslide types rock fall and slide for an area covering approximately 10,200km2, which is about 2/3
of Lower Austria. Together with the heterogeneous geology and the aim to implement the landslide
susceptibility maps in spatial planning strategies of the state this poses huge challenges towards the development
of new and suitable methods for modeling landslide susceptibility. Limitations are given by restricted (digital)
data availability for such large areas, e.g. geology is only available at a scale 1:200,000 for the entire study area.
Most important are reliable landslide inventories, since they have a major impact on the quality and reliability of
the final susceptibility maps. Therefore, all available digital landslide information was gathered and evaluated. It
turned out that only the landslide inventory based on the Building Ground Register of the Provincial Geological
Survey could be used for slide susceptibility modeling. Furthermore, it showed the need for preparing a new and
homogenized landslide inventory based on lidar DTM interpretation. Whereas slide susceptibility is modeled
using statistical approaches (Weights of Evidence and Logistic regression), rock fall susceptibility is modeled
based on two steps. First, rock fall release areas are determined by empirical slope thresholds depending on
geology (lithology as well as tectonics), followed by empirical and process-based run out modeling. Final rock
fall susceptibility maps and slide susceptibility maps will be combined to a final landslide susceptibility map. A
difference exists between the best scientific maps and the best maps for spatial planning purposes, which will be
analysed within the research project with the aim to provide end-user optimized landslide susceptibility maps.
This not only involves questions about the best resolution of the maps but also of the best number of
susceptibility classes and ideal colours for each class. This study was performed within the project MoNOE,
which is funded by the provincial government of Lower Austria. 
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A Case Study on Landslide Hazard Mapping in Changunarayan VDC,
Nepal
Bikas Chandra Bhattarai (1)
(1) Tribhuvan University, Tribhuwan University, Central Department of Environmental, Kathmandu, Nepal
(bikasbhattarai@gmail.com);

Hazard map of an area can be analyzed to predict the probability of occurrence of any damaging phenomena
such that mitigative measures can be applied to minimize the cost of damage or it can be used to avoid the
phenomena. GIS based landslide mapping has been carried out for a tectonically active region, Changunarayan
VDC which is under pressure of high construction activities. The measure factors used for the preparation of
hazard zonation map were aspect, relief, internal relief, landuse, drainage, geology and slope. Data used to
construct the landslide hazard maps were obtained from published works, topographical and geological maps,
satellite images and aerial photographs and other digital sources. A map compilation was accomplished using
Arc-view and ILWIS 3.5. Hazard map of the study area shows 15.13% area lies in the high hazard level, 53.87%
on moderate hazard level and 28.53% in low hazard level. With much of the lying in moderate hazard level. If
mitigative measures are not applied, the damage can be high. The low hazard zones are relatively safe for
developmental schemes while moderate hazard may have some local instability that can be mitigated. However
high hazard zone should not be neglected and preventive and mitigative measures must be implemented for
protection of geo-environmental stability of the area. 
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Improving landslide inventories with multi-temporal measures of ground
displacements retrieved through Persistent Scatterer Interferometry
Silvia Bianchini (1) , Francesca Cigna (1) , and Nicola Casagli (1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Department Of Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italy;

Landslide inventories can benefit from the contribution of multi-temporal satellite measures of ground
deformation derived through innovative remote sensing technologies. Space-borne Synthetic Aperture Radar
Interferometry (InSAR) and Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) are powerful tools for the detection,
measurement and monitoring of very slow surface displacements with centimetre and millimetre precision,
respectively. PSI techniques analyze long temporal series of satellite SAR data, and provide annual velocities
and time series of ground deformation for dense grids of point-wise targets, the so-called Persistent Scatterers
(PS). We exploit PSI measures for the identification of landslide-induced ground displacements at regional scale,
and for the assessment and/or updating of the boundaries, state of activity and intensity (in terms of deformation
velocity) of extremely slow and very slow landslides. The evaluation of these parameters plays a fundamental
role for the improvement of landslide inventories, subsequent hazard and risk mapping, and for the consequent
reduction of landslide impacts on the elements at risk. We selected the test site of Northern Calabria, a 3,900
km2 area located in southern Italy and extensively affected by landslide hazard. To analyze the deformation
history and detect ground displacements of the area, 154 SAR images acquired by RADARSAT satellite in
2003-2010 along ascending and descending orbits were selected, and then processed by e-GEOS with the
Persistent Scatterer Pairs (PSP) technique. RADARSAT data usually guarantee a very high spatial density of PS
targets (up to 100-150 PS/km2) and a better revisiting time (24 days) with respect to ERS and ENVISAT
analyses, improving significantly the chance of detecting landslide motions. The pre-existing landslide
inventories of Northern Calabria (i.e. PAI – Piano per l’Assetto Idrogeologico, Hydrogeological Setting Plan,
and IFFI – Inventario dei Fenomeni Franosi in Italia, Landslide Inventory in Italy), which originally included
more than 850 phenomena, were merged together and then updated through the integration of ancillary data (e.g.
topographic, geological, land use maps), conventional photo-interpretation of aerial and satellite optical images,
and the advanced radar-interpretation of 2003-2010 PSI measures. To evaluate the state of activity and intensity
of those landslides covered by PSI data, we used an innovative approach based on the exploitation of activity
matrixes and intensity scales, combining the information coming from the pre-existing inventories with
2003-2010 average velocities. This approach allowed the identification of new landslides (not previously
mapped through conventional geomorphologic studies), the modification of boundaries of pre-mapped
phenomena, and also the assessment (or updating) of their state of activity and intensity. Radar-interpretation
gave a fundamental contribution for landslide mapping in particular in urban and suburban contexts, where very
high density of radar benchmarks was identified. The case study of Northern Calabria highlighted the reliability
of the PSI-based approach for the updating of landslide inventories, confirming also its exportability to similar
geological and geomorphologic scenarios. This work was carried out within the SAFER (Services and
Applications For Emergency Response) project, funded by the European Commission within the 7th Framework
Programme under the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (EC GMES FP7) initiative.
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Lithotecnical input for debris flow triggering analysis: examples in Western
Alps (Italy).
Enrico Bima (1) , Sara Elisa Domenica Castagna (1) , and Giuseppe Mandrone (1)
(1) University Of Torino, Earth Science, Torino, Italy;

This study investigates rapid channelized debris-flow related to rainfalls in small alpine basins. Its goal is to
evaluate and to correlate different geological and technical aspects with predisposing and triggering factors that
can control these phenomena. The most studies place the triggering factor as short, intense rainfall often
associated with a certain quantity of rainfalls before the event. Based on the type of weather forecast, this type of
report allows users to issue warnings or even evacuation bulletins for high-risk weather conditions. This paper
tries to concentrate on other parameters, besides those concerning the climate, which act as predisposing factors
or indexes of certain phenomena both in terms of magnitude and recurrence interval. In fact, other authors tried
to associate different types of phenomena with: bedrock characteristics, geotechnical characteristics of deposits
in the source areas, basin morphometry, topography of source area and debris flow accumulations. The study
area is placed in southern Piedmont within the Maritime and Ligurian Alps. Starting from geological data, a
lithotechnical characterization of study area was realized, by attributing to each rock formation a GSI
(Geological Strength Index) value, according to Hoek & Brown failure criterion. GSI, both in its first
formulation than in its later modification for heterogeneous rock mass types such as flysch, represents a quality
index of rock masses, based on interlocking of rock pieces and on discontinuities surface quality. A
geomorphological approach to the study led to the identification of the alluvial fans, with their drainage basin, in
the study area, especially thanks to aerial photointerpretation techniques. In each basin was estimated the
percentage of outcropping substrate and its main mineralogical composition (silicate, carbonate, heterogeneous,
chalk). By combining the realized lithotecnical map with surface extent of alluvial fan, drainage basins and
substrate outcropping areas it was possible to relate morphological features of alluvial fans with mineralogical
and geotechnical characteristics of drainage areas. First results show that where the drainage basin is mostly
covered by detritic deposits the ratio between the fan area and the basin area is greater than in the other cases,
with a major percentage of substrate outcropping. In this situation, it can be observable that basins with a great
percentage of carbonate and heterogeneous rock masses outcropping, show the minor values of the same ratio.
Further considerations and analysis will be expected about this matter and moreover also the hydrogeological
and meteorological approach will be considered. In fact, the infiltration mechanism of precipitation water is
strongly connected to debris flow triggering and in order to understand how water infiltrates into the ground in
the study area will be planted on the field instruments for the measure of both the weather events than variations
of water in soil.
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Landslide Susceptibility Mapping by Fuzzy Operators in Calarasi Region
(Central Moldova)
Nicolai Boboc (1) , Zeynep Deniz Erdogan (2) , Tudor Castravet (1) , Murat Ercanoglu (2) , and Harun Sonmez
(2)
(1) Institute Of Ecology And Geography, Chisinau, Moldova; (2) Hacettepe University, Geological Engineering Department,
Ankara, Turkey;

Landslides and their consequences are of great importance in Moldova, and constitute one of the major
geo-hazards in the country. There are many regions affected by landslides in Moldova, located particularly in the
central part. In this study, it was aimed to assess landslide susceptibility in a selected area covering
approximately 332 km2 in Calarasi region. At the first stage, landslide inventory map was prepared by remote
sensing techniques and field mapping. A total of 103 landslides were mapped and verified during these studies.
Slope, aspect, topographical elevation, lithology, land-use and wetness index maps of the study area were
prepared, and were associated with landslide inventory map taking to consideration the Frequency Ratio (FR)
concept. In order to assess landslide susceptibility, fuzzy operators such as “fuzzy and”, “fuzzy or”, “fuzzy
algebraic product”, “fuzzy algebraic sum”, and “fuzzy gamma” were used. Totally 17 landslide susceptibility
maps were produced. To assess the performances of the so-produced maps, two fuzzy similarity relation indices
(rij; cosine amplitude and min-max approaches) were considered. Based on the results, the best performance was
gathered from the landslide susceptibility map produced by fuzzy gamma operator with level of 0.8.
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Rock slope failures driven by both gravitational deformation and
extensional tectonics
Halvor Bunkholt (1) , Tim Redfield (1) , Per Terje Osmundsen (1) , Thierry Oppikofer (1) , Reginald L.
Hermanns (1) , and John Dehls (1)
(1) Geological Survey of Norway, Landslide Department, Trondheim, Norway (halvor.bunkholt@ngu.no);

Troms County in Northern Norway is particularly well suited for integrated studies of landslide processes. Due
to the region’s high latitude the tree line lies between 200-600 meters above sea level; the area thus provides
premium exposures of bedrock discontinuities that are easily visible on aerial photographs and accessible targets
for field work. Currently 104 potentially unstable sites have been identified in Troms by combining remote
sensing methods with site investigation. The great majority cluster to the east of the Lyngen 'alps.' The geology
of the area comprises well-foliated, high-grade metamorphosed schists and other supracrustal rocks on both sides
of a horst block that contains the Lyngen Ophiolite. Along the eastern side of Kåfjorden, several west-facing
unstable slopes strike parallel to the fjord. From studies of orthophoto and through field work a remarkable
deformation pattern has revealed itself. Two clearly defined directions of extension are oriented roughly
perpendicular to each other. One direction of extension is parallel to the slope gradient and to the movement
vector of the unstable rock mass. The other extension direction is parallel to the strike of the slope. Our field
studies suggest that both deformation directions are utilizing pre-existing brittle to brittle/ductile fabrics
inherited from much older deformation events. For example, at the Staluvarri unstable slope an old normal fault
plane with pseudotachylite-filled tension cracks appears to control much of today's gravitationally-induced
failure. At Revsdalsfjellet, rockslide-related striations were observed to cross-cut older down-dip mineral
lineations that record a period of brittle faulting. In some places (e.g. Gavtavarri) down-dip movement has
resulted in large gliding planes, fractures and open cracks strike-parallel with the slope. This implies that
gravitational processes are responsible for the observed movement. However, morphologies similar to
horst-and-graben systems, relay ramps and normal faults are also clearly present in many of the unstable slopes -
morphologies usually known from extensional settings like rift zones. In particular the slopes Giilavarri,
Staluvarri and Gavtavarri exhibit well-expressed normal fault morphologies. A large normal fault cross-cut all
three mountains and captures the unstable areas including the main gliding plane in its hanging wall. These steep
fault planes commonly do not daylight. Within the unstable area delimited by the main gliding plane, fractures
several meters wide and many tens of meters deep have been opened up parallel with the slope gradient, and
long arrays of large sinkholes appear in the sediment cover both parallel and perpendicular to the strike of the
slope. These observations suggest that the extensional forces that have produced these deformation structures are
both parallel and perpendicular to the movement direction of the rock mass. Both directions may be explained by
a gravitational model. But as these structures also are observed on both sides of the large normal faults
mentioned above, they also occur in the rock volume behind the main gliding plane, in an area assumed not
affected by gravitational deformation related to the rock slide process itself. This implies that there is second
deforming force active, producing an extensional field strike parallel to the slopes. Three kilometers away, the
postulated neotectonic Normannvikdalen Fault is trending parallel to these large normal faults. We therefore
propose that some of these unstable slopes and their deformation morphologies not only are a result of
gravitational processes alone but may also be neotectonic forces deforming the mountain sides at a deeper level.
At some sites this deformation occurs on both sides of the main gliding plane. These types of unstable slopes
appear to self-destruct by disintegration of the rock mass, resulting in a lower likelihood for catastrophic failure. 
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A large landslide in the Southern Apennines of Italy, revisited in the light of
new data
Fabiana Calò (1) , and Mario Parise (2)
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Uncontrolled urban growth and not sustainable policies of environmental management led to heavily increase in
the last decades the landslide risk in many parts of the Italian Southern Apennines, where many urban centres
and infrastructures have been developed on unstable slopes mostly affected by slow-moving landslides. In such
contexts, recognition and mapping the spatial distribution, the typology and the state of activity of landslides
constitute useful tools in the strategies of landslide risk assessment and mitigation, and should be considered in
the decision process relevant to the urban and regional planning. In this work, we focus on the slope stability
conditions in the town of Calitri and its surroundings, in Campania region (Southern Italy), historically affected
by landslides induced and/or re-activated by meteoric and seismic events. The area is worldwide known for the
large mass movement triggered by the November 23, 1980 earthquake (Ms = 6.9), that destroyed a wide portion
of the ancient town and caused several fatalities. The same area affected by such landslide was also at least
partly re-activated during several previous seismic events, since the 17th century. In particular, we analyze the
current distribution of slope movements and investigate their state of activity through fieldworks and multi-year
air-photo interpretation and, as result, produce a updated Landslide Inventory map. The comparison between this
latter and the landslide inventory map realized by one of the Authors in 1995 allows studying the evolutionary
trend of mass movements in the last fifteen years. In particular, focusing on the large seismically induced
landslide, a dormant flow affecting its western flank and some active erosional areas can be at present
recognized on its body, highlighting that only local shallow phenomena usually linked to meteoric events
developed during the analyzed time interval. Furthermore, the availability of several sets of air-photos dating
back to the last fifty years allowed to perform a multi–temporal analysis of the gravitational phenomena in the
whole Calitri territory, with particular focus on the effect that the 1980 earthquake produced on the landscape in
general, and the landslides activity in more detail, pointing out the high susceptibility of this territory to mass
movements. Finally, the geomorphological analysis has been integrated with the re-interpretation of results
derived from sub-surface investigations (boreholes, inclinometers, piezometers) carried out by different parties
in different campaign surveys, soon after the 1980 seismic shock (1981-1984), and after the stabilization works
as well (1992-1994), allowing to explore the behaviour of the main Calitri landslide at depth. The first
monitoring campaign revealed that the landsliding area was still affected by significant deformation in the years
after the earthquake occurrence, while the latter one allowed to monitor the slope after the realization of
engineering remedial works. The critical analysis of the inclinometer measurements, together with the detailed
description of the litho-stratigraphic succession of the boreholes, allowed to present a new interpretation of the
landslide phenomenon, pointing out some points worth to be discussed. 
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Mapping potential of DSM extracted from high resolution satellite radar
imagery
Paola Capaldo (1) , Giulia Cecchi (1) , Mattia Crespi (1) , Francesca Fratarcangeli (1) , Andrea Nascetti (1) , and
Francesca Pieralice (1)
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Geographic Information System (GIS) and Remote sensing (RS) tools and methods can significantly improve
landslide inventory mapping, monitoring and assessment. The application of geospatial sciences has spread very
fast in the last years and one of the most request data input for landslide models algorithms are Digital Surface
Models (DSMs). At present, the data required for the DSMs generation can be acquired by several
sensors/techniques, among which airborne LiDAR, aerial photogrammetry, optical and radar spaceborne sensors
play the major role. In this respect, the availability of new high resolution spaceborne sensors offers new
interesting potentialities for DSMs generation, among which low cost, speed of data acquisition and processing
and relaxed logistic requirements, quite important for the areas where the organization of aerial flights can be
difficult for several motivations. In particular, the DSMs generation from SAR data offers the significant
advantage of possible acquisition during the night and in presence of clouds. In this respect, the goal of this
study is the evaluation of the mapping potential of DSMs extracted from high resolution imagery with a
radargrammetric stereo-mapping approach. At the moment, thanks to the very high resolution and the good
radiometric quality of the imagery acquired by novel radar satellites such as COSMO-SkyMed, TerraSAR-X and
RADARSAT-2 (up to 1 m GSD in Spotlight mode), the traditional radargrammetric stereo-mapping approach
became a serious alternative to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) interferometry for the Digital Surface Models
generation. Nonetheless, DSMs accuracy level is strictly related to image orientation quality and matching
strategy. In this work some topics related to image orientation and matching are investigated; possible solutions
are proposed and discussed on the basis of original model algorithms and applied to some examples and still
open problems are highlighted. The first section of the paper regards the definition of a geometric model for
stereo pair orientation of SpotLight and StripMap imagery. The rigorous model developed, performs a 3D
orientation based on two range and two zero-Doppler equations, allowing for the least squares estimation of
some calibration parameters, related to satellite position and velocity and to the range measure. Performed the
image orientation, a crucial issue is the definition of an image matching strategy to perform 3D surface
reconstruction. Generally we can distinguish two classic techniques to carry out the matching process, the Area
Base Matching (ABM) and the Feature Base Matching (FBM): these strategies do not appear suited to manage
the strong geometrical deformation and the complex and noisy radiometry of SAR imagery if employed
separately. Therefore, here we propose an advanced matching method based on a coarse-to-fine hierarchical
solution with an effective combination of geometrical constrains and an Area Base Matching (ABM) algorithm.
The suite for radargrammetric approach has been implemented in SISAR (Software per Immagini Satellitari ad
Alta Risoluzione), a scientific software developed at the Geodesy and Geomatic Institute of the University of
Rome “La Sapienza”. In order to exploit the stereo radargrammetric mapping techniques of SAR data two test
sites are selected. The first test site is a zone around Merano (Northern Italy), where SpotLight and StripMap
imagery were acquired by COSMO-SkyMed; the second test site is a zone of Hannover (Northern Germany),
where the High Resolution SpotLight imagery were acquired by TerraSAR-X; in both cases a LIDAR ground
truth was used. The results are presented and discussed. 
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Landslide susceptibility: predictive power of the MSUE conditional analysis
method in the Milia Valley (Tuscany, Italy)
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Over the last few decades, many researchers have produced landslides susceptibility maps using different
methods of statistical analysis applied to Unique Condition Units (UCUs). However, no one has emphasized
how the choice of representing the dependent variable (which is defined into the landslides inventory) can lead
to the construction of models with un-definable predictive power. Theoretically, the dependent variable should
be represented in the landslides inventory as the area where landslides have been originated, i.e., the depletion
zones ( or detachment zones, or rupture zones), since susceptibility assessment claims to identify under what
conditions landslides are generated. Due to the fact that the depletion zones are only partially visible, their
definition into an inventory map is highly subjective. Moreover, without a geophysical prospecting, there is not
the possibility to define how our representation differs from reality. This fact introduces unquantifiable errors in
the dependent variable and makes uncertain the results of the power prediction validation for the models so built.
In fact, the dependent variable is used both in the construction of models and in their validation. So, only a
certain dependent variable should be used into landslides susceptibility analysis. Among the systems of
representation of the landslides inventory that do not introduce large margins of subjectivity and therefore
unquantifiable errors, the Main Scarp Upper Edge method is the only that could be better adapted to the purposes
of the landslide susceptibility analysis. On the other hand, among the methods of statistical analysis used to
create landslide susceptibility maps, the conditional method appears to be one of the easiest to understand and to
read for non-specialists. Therefore, an attempt to assess the predictive capability of the MSUE-conditional
method and its advantages and limitations has been made. This method was used to evaluate landslides
susceptibility in the Milia Valley, an area of 101 Km2 in Tuscany (Italy). A detailed geomorphological mapping,
assisted by aerial photographs analysis, enabled us to build two landslide inventories using a time scale. The
1834 landslides related to a period before 1975 were used to create the models, while the 205 landslides related
to a period after 1975 were used to validate the models predictive power. All landslides have been classified on
the basis of the prevailing type of movement into slides, flow and rotational. For each type and temporal group
only the MSUEs were acquired in a GIS vector form. Five time invariant factors maps (lithology, slope angle,
aspect, distance to stream and to tectonic lineaments) were also developed in a GIS environment and
reclassified. A preliminary statistical analysis, performed by cross tabulation (contingency tables) between
MSUEs and determinant factors, was carried out in order to evaluate the most influencing factors. Finally, the
inventory landslides maps and the five landslide-related factor maps were processed using a model (scripts) in a
GIS environment. The procedure was applied separately to the most frequent landslides typologies and for each
different combinations of the five factors. The comparison between the distribution of landslides after 1975 and
the predicted distribution derived from susceptibility models (originated from the landslides before 1975)
established the power prediction of each model. The results of this analysis show how for the Milia valley the
MSUE-conditional method has a good predictive capability for the landslides belonging to slides typology,
while for the others it denotes limits presumably associated to the choice of MSUE as dependent variable in a
context where old and ancient landslides are presents.
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A framework for flow-like mass movements susceptibility analysis and
zoning at medium scale
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In the last few decades, several methods for landslide susceptibility analysis have been proposed in the scientific
literature. Generally, these methods differ among them depending on the scale (and related purpose) of the
analysis and, consequently, on the quality/quantity of input data and the adopted procedures (heuristic, statistical
and deterministic). However, owing to the complexity of the problem and the variability of the factors involved
in the analyses (passing from a case study to another), standardised methodological criteria are lacking. In that
respect, this paper shows the results of an ongoing research programme aimed at developing a standardised
criterion for landslide susceptibility analysis and zoning at medium (1:25,000) scale. To this aim, a general
framework embracing the contribution that both geological and geotechnical approaches can provide to this kind
of problems is firstly presented. The different steps described in the framework to fulfil a proper use of the
available input data within heuristic and statistical procedures are, then, applied to a well-documented case study
in the Campania region (southern Italy). The selected test site is located in the municipality of Nocera Inferiore
whose territory was affected, on March 2005, by some landslides among which a debris avalanche caused 3
fatalities. This landslide was triggered on a steep open slope within the Monte Albino massif which is
characterised by calcareous-dolomitic stratified and fractured rocks covered by up to 5-6 m thick in-situ and
reworked pyroclastic recent deposits. This context is also prone to further rainfall-induced flow-like mass
movements (i.e., hyperconcentrated flows and flowslides) involving the soil covers. On the basis of the proposed
framework, new thematic maps and a new landslide inventory map are firstly created (phase I) starting from the
controversial evidence reported in four different landslide inventory maps (at scales varying from 1:25,000 to
1:5,000) available for the area. This task follows a multidisciplinary approach involving expertises in geology,
geotechnics, historical data treatment, geomatics, and geostatistics. The reliable landslide inventory map,
produced in this first step of the analysis, is subsequently used (phase II) to analyse the susceptibility of the area
(extending for about 200 ha) with reference to both hyperconcentrated flows and debris avalanches. The
susceptibility analyses are carried out with the purpose of zoning (phase III) the slope areas prone to i) erosion,
which may originate hyperconcentrated flows (along channels) and ii) landsliding (over open slopes). Referring
specifically to phase II, all the analyses are preliminary carried out using heuristic procedures followed by, in the
case of hyperconcentrated flows, statistical models. In both analyses, the main factors and features predisposing
to erosion are the slope angle and the thickness of the soil cover. As for the hyperconcentrated flows, the results
of the different methods highlight the potential of an approach which moves from preliminary to intermediate
level of susceptibility zoning. In particular, the multivariate analyses offer a significant contribution for reducing
the uncertainties related to the final zoning map taking into account appropriate statistical indicators. As for the
debris avalanches, the lack of an adequate dataset of historical events did not allow the application of
statistically-based methods and, therefore, the susceptibility was only zoned at a preliminary level. The obtained
results highlight the potentialities offered by the combined use of different procedures in conceiving a
standardised criterion to be adopted in problems dealing with the analysis of susceptibility to rainfall-induced
flow-like mass movements. Moreover, they underline the role played by a statistically-based quantitative
approach on the reliability of the landslide susceptibility zoning.
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inventories in threshold assessments
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One of the challenges in the estimation of thresholds is the uncertainty in the occurrence (time and location) of
the landslide events that are used for calibration. This aspect can be significant in many inventories. For
example, in the Norwegian database of landslides, 3 044 events have an associated uncertainty of 12 hours or
more (up to 64 days). The usual procedure for dealing with these uncertainties has been to discard all events that
exceed an arbitrary limiting value. For example, the GeoExtreme project analysed a subset of the Norwegian
database but discarding all events with an uncertainty greater than ca. 5 days. The events included in their
analyses were used without any associated uncertainty. The present paper introduces a novel procedure for
incorporating the uncertainty in time in the estimation of thresholds. The procedure is as follows: (a) For each
landslide event in the inventory, produce a symmetrical probability density function (PDF) distributed in time
and bracketed by the value of uncertainty given in the inventory. The PDF can be uniform, triangular, or other
form, but its area must be equal to 1. (b) Assuming that the landslide events are not mutually exclusive, apply
the addition rule for estimating the union of the PDFs of all events. (c) Classify the resulting distribution
according to the level of total time-uncertainty (e.g., low, medium, and high). (d) Estimate thresholds for the
different levels of time-uncertainty. The procedure is illustrated using a dataset from the Nedre Romerike area in
South Eastern Norway.
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The use of PSInSAR™ and SqueeSAR™ techniques for updating landslide
inventories: Piedmont, Lombardy and Liguria case study
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Thanks to the measurement of ground deformation with millimetric accuracy and the reconstruction of the
history of deformations in the last 20 years Persistent Scatterer techniques have a high potential for landslides
studies. The PSInSAR™ technique developed by Ferretti et al. (2001) and the most recent SqueeSAR™
technique (Ferretti et al, 2009) allow to extract ground displacement information by means of traditional
permanent scatterers (PS) like buildings, rock and debris and also from the distributed scatterer (DS), which are
homogeneous areas spread over a group of pixels in a SAR image such as rangeland, pasture, shrubs and bare
earth. The SqueeSAR™ technique allows an increase of density of the point that register ground displacement
especially in non-urban areas, as alpine sparse vegetation landscape. In this work we analyze the advantages and
disadvantages of persistent scatter technique to update the Italian Inventory of Landslides (IFFI) using data from
ERS (1992-2001) and RADARSAT (2003-2009) satellites. The study area is located in North-Western Italy and
belongs to three regions: Piedmont, Brescia and Pavia Province in Lombardia, the Imperia province in Liguria.
Such wide area (29150 km2) is characterized by different geological, geomorphological and land use settings.
Inside the investigated area about 50’000 landslides are mapped in IFFI inventory. The alpine environment is
characterized by the presence of rock-falls/topples, complex landslides and deep seated gravitational
deformations (DSGSD). In the Langhe area translational rock-block slides and shallow landslides make up the
majority of landslides. The Apennines are affected by complex landslides and slow flow. Deep-seated failures
rotational slumps and complex slump-earth flows characterize the Imperia Province in the Liguria region. The
analysis of PS/DS data showed that the landslide detection depends by some factors: - scatterer distribution: the
presence of natural scatterers (i.e. debris in alpine area) generally increases the number of landslides suitable for
analysis. The presence of vegetation (i.e. Apennine and Langhe) limits the presence of PS/DS. . - geometry of
acquisition: the use of two geometries of acquisition (ascending and descending) can reduce the topographic
distortions of SAR image (layover and foreshortening) that affect steep slope areas (Alps). So it is possible to
detect more landslides. Moreover the availability of PS data in both geometries allow to estimate vertical and
E-W horizontal displacement components; - velocity of the landslide: SAR data analysis is suitable only for very
slow landslides with constant movement (DSGSD and complex landslides) that usually represent a small
percentage of all landslides. As consequence of these limitations the analysis showed that the landslides suitable
for a PSInSAR™ and/or SqueeSAR™ analysis are a percentage of total: 20-35% of landslides in the Alpine
Region and in Imperia Province and 7-13% in the other areas. Only few landslides not reported in the IFFI
database were detected in the study area The results showed that PSInSAR™ and SqueeSAR™ techniques are
suitable to study and post-monitoring the DSGSD in the Alps. Their state of activity or their boundaries can be
easily determinate by PS data: DSGSD show usually a range of movement of some mm per year with good
distribution of scatterers. SAR data analysis also improves the landslide inventory in terms of landslide areal
extent evaluation and state of activity assessment. Particularly in the Apennines movements were detected on
slow and large landslides previously classified as inactive or relict. Landslides inventories can be partly updated
by PSInSAR™ and SqueeSAR™ interferometry. Moreover a landslides inventory updating is a complex
operation in which traditional methods (aerial photo interpretation, field surveys, monitoring and collection of
historical data) must be in interoperability with PS (DS) data. 
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Tectonic control on the development of large landslides and Deep-seated
Gravitational Slope Deformations (DSGSD) in the Northern Apennines
(Italy)
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The Northern Apennines is an active NW-SE trending fold-and-thrust belt originated during the Late Cretaceous
to Present convergence between the European and African plates. The neotectonic movements in the Northern
Apennines are evidenced by earthquakes occurring in both inner and outer sides of the chain; surface and
subsurface geological data also indicate that the evolution of the last 1.0 My of the Northern Apennines is
mainly due to vertical movements (Argnani et al., 2003). Several geomorphic features support the evidence that
the Apennines experienced uplift since the Pliocene, with a remarkable increase in the uplift rate in Late
Pliocene and Middle-Late Pleistocene (Bartolini et al., 1982). The twofold increase of sedimentation rate in the
Po plain basin from Pliocene to Middle Pleistocene (Bartolini et al., 1996) represent additional proofs consistent
with increased Pleistocene uplift and erosion rates in the Northern Apennines. Recent studies, integrating
existing and new data, have accounted on the mechanism and on the 1 mm/yr rate of the uplift for the external
front of the Northern Apennines (Picotti and Pazzaglia, 2008). From the geomorphologic perspective, the
principal effects of the neotectonic vertical movements of the chain are the denudation processes that lead to the
evolution of the slope. The landslides are the main denudation processes, they transport the earth material from
the river catchment slopes to the streams. Nevertheless, the correlation between the landslides and tectonic uplift
is in turn related to the links between landslides and tectonic features, which often are poorly understood due to
their bad preservation caused from the prevailing argillitic nature of the outcropping rocks. In the area between
the Enza River and the Taro River valleys (Parma Province), the large landslides and DSGSDs, with a surface
more than 1x106 m2, were extracted from the Landslide Inventory Map of the Parma Province. Besides, a
structural-tectonic map, compiled from existing and new data, was made for the same area. Several geologic
cross-sections, perpendicular to the main Apennines structures, have highlighted the existence of uplifted
anticlines and antiforms related to the neotectonic evolution of the chain. The use of ESRI ArcGis 9.2 software
allowed to analyse the spatial relationships between landslides and geological features. The investigated large
landslides and DSGSDs constitute several clusters. Some of them coincide with areas characterized from
geological and structural features promoting the landsliding, whereas other groups of landslides and DSGSDs
align with the strikes of the uplifted structures. This work highlighted for the first time that in this sector of the
Northern Apennines the scenario of the landslides account for the tectonic features and activity of the chain.
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Five different methods for landslide hazard assessment were evaluated: Dempster-Shafer algorithm, decision
trees (J48 algorithm), decision trees (CART algorithm), weighing method, and logarithmic indexing method.
Methods differ due to different approach (e.g. supervised or unsupervised classification), data used (nominal,
ordinal, scale) and different parameters that are implemented inside each method (e.g. attribute weight
determination, generalization rate, number of categories). Each method listed above was used to define landslide
hazard assessment for the Medana Cadastral municipality (Goriska brda, W Slovenia). Its size is 3,3 km2.
Database consisted of several data layers with resolution 12,5 m: slope inclination, slope orientation, slope
length, plan curvature, land use, distance to watercourse, relative stream power index, and wetness index. Data
layer of landslide occurence was a basis for modelling. It represents locations of landslides that were registered
during heavy rain in 1998. We used this data layer as a source of learning instances for almost all methods with
the exception of weighing method as it doesn't need a learning instances to make a model. With other four
methods we actually tried to examine the locations of landslides. The results were compared in several different
ways. First part of evaluation was based on simple descriptive statistics analysis of landslide categories. In the
second part of evaluation we compared landslide categories with registered locations of landslides (learning
instances) and in the last part we used independent sample of landslides that were registered before the 1998
heavy rains. By calculating the Spearman coefficient we found that the degree at which landslide hazard maps
correlate varies. On average, all models attributed higher values to areas where landslides were recorded
(according to the learning the data layer) but on the other hand it should be noted that in all models (with
exception of Dempster-Shaferjevega model) all categories can be found in both, landslide and non-landslide
areas. In order to better assess the results of modelling based on the learning sample we divided landslide
categories into two groups, namely the group of higher landslide categories and the group of lower landslide
categories. Proportion of actual landslide occurence (data layer of 1998 landslides) was then calculated for each
group. Following this assessment, the best proven was the Dempster-Shafer method (the share of locations of
landslides in group of higher landslide categories was 91%), followed by the logarithmic indexing method
(88%), the CART algorithm (81%), the J48 algorithm (67%), and the weighing method (65%). Finally we
evaluated the results using a sample selected from the National database of landslides (2006) and samples of
landslides recorded by Grimsicar (1962). We performed the validation despite the fact that the latter independent
sample only consisted of 7 landslides, however the test of independent samples is important. The maps were
standardized on the value 0–100 before the analysis. Following this assessment the best method was the
weighting one (with an average value for cells with landslides 57), the logarithmic method of indexing (57),
followed by the Dempster-Shafer algorithm (40), CART (35) and J48 (13). Further evaluation of the methods
using more independent data is needed. 
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Modelling landslide hazard, soil redistribution and sediment yield of
landslides on the Ugandan footslopes of Mount Elgon
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In this study, the LAPSUS-LS landslide model, together with a digital terrain analysis of topographic attributes,
is used as a spatially explicit tool to simulate recent shallow landslides in Manjiya County on the Ugandan
slopes of Mount Elgon. Manjiya County is a densely populated mountainous area where landslides have been
reported since the beginning of the twentieth century. To better understand the causal factors of landsliding, 81
recent landslides have been mapped and investigated. Through statistical analysis it was shown that steep
concave slopes, high rainfall, soil properties and layering as well as human interference were the main factors
responsible for landslides in the study area. LAPSUS-LS is used to construct a landslide hazard map, and to
confirm or reject the main factors for landsliding in the area. The model is specifically designed for the analysis
of shallow landslide hazard by combining a steady state hydrologic model with a deterministic infinite slope
stability model. In addition, soil redistribution algorithms can be applied, whereby erosion and sedimentation by
landsliding can be visualized and quantified by applying a threshold critical rainfall scenario. The model is tested
in the Manjiya study area for its ability to delineate zones that are prone to shallow landsliding in general and to
group the recent landslides into a specific landslide hazard category. The digital terrain analysis confirms most
of the causal topographic factors for shallow landsliding in the study area. In general, shallow landslides occur at
a relatively large distance from the water divide, on the transition between steep concave and more gentle
convex slope positions, which points to concentration of (sub)surface flow as the main hydrological triggering
mechanism. In addition LAPSUS-LS is capable to group the recent shallow landslides in a specific landslide
hazard class (critical rainfall values of 0.03-0.05 m day-1). By constructing a landslide hazard map and
simulating future landslide scenarios with the model, slopes in Manjiya County can be identified as inherently
unstable and volumes of soil redistribution can yield four times higher than currently observed. More than half
of this quantity can end up in the stream network, possibly damming rivers and causing major damage to
infrastructure or siltation and pollution of streams. The combination of a high population density, land shortage
and a high vulnerability to landslides will likely continue to create a major sustainability problem.
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Integration between satellite data and conventional monitoring system in
order to update the Arpa Piemonte landslide inventory 
Alessio Colombo (1) , and Luca Lanteri (1)
(1) Arpa Piemonte, Arpa Piemonte, Geologia E Dissesto, Torino, Italy;

One of the main score of Arpa Piemonte (Regional Agency for Environmental Protection) is to maintain an
efficient framework about the hydrogeological instability of the Piemonte region. SIFRAP (the landslide
inventory of Piedmont region) have it's roots in the IFFI project, that contributes to the production of a national
homogeneous landslide information system. Also after the term of the project, Arpa Piemonte is maintaining the
landslide inventory up-to-date and it is working to improve the level of knowledge. The inventory is organized
into three different levels of knowledge, depending on the available information. The first level, that defines a
basic landslide classification (shape, location, state of activity and typology) was completed after the end of the
IFFI project, and it has allowed to reach a basic level of knowledge on the whole region. Now the activity is
pointed to improve the knowledge on the more serious phenomena where detailed examination is needed. A first
step is based on the analysis of monitoring data. Arpa manage several devices installed all over Piemonte to
monitor landslides that occur close to facilities or built-up areas. The network includes about 300 monitored
sites, up to now. The monitoring network includes many sites with few, mostly conventional instruments
(inclinometers, piezometers, extensometers, and topographic benchmarks). Thanks to Space borne radars we
were able to increase the potentialities of the monitoring network in order to update and improve the knowledge
on the instability framework into the whole region. In Piemonte we realized, in 2007, a PSInSAR™ survey over
the entire region (~ 25'000 km2) using data sets from ERS-1 and ERS-2 radar satellites, covering the time span
from 1992 to 2001. The survey used about 390 radar scenes and identified about 2.5 millions PS. In the
framework of a EU project (Alcotra Risknat), in 2010, we covered an Alpine area of about 13'000 km2 using
data sets from Canadian RADARSAT satellite, covering the time span from 2002 to 2009. The survey was made
using a newly patented processing algorithm (the SqueeSAR™) and identified more than 2 millions PS. The
monitoring data was coupled with detailed morphological analisys, carried out mainly by air-photo interpretation
and, in second place, with some aimed field survey. Also the analysis of the geotechnical database of Arpa has
allowed to obtain a more exhaustive geo-mechanical framework. The results of this integrated approach are
extremely good, the benefit-cost ratio is favourable and the interferometric radar technique proved extremely
useful for: identification of formerly unknown slow-moving landslides; proper definition of large alpine deep
seated gravitational deformation; definition of the state of activity; landslides zoning; landslide monitoring;
detailed investigation of large landslides. The comparison of data from different monitoring system has allowed
to obtain an important cross-validation, especially for the brand new Squeesar™ technique, where there are few
case studied. The data are stored in a geographic PostGIS database and they can be accessed by different
instruments. Furthermore, some tools was developed in order to allow data analysis and plotting data directly
with an open source GIS. The potential of this tools made it possible to create an environment, practical,
efficient and extremely dynamic in which all data can be effectively post-processed in order to provide the
information necessary for understanding the phenomenon. A proper webGIS service allow to access to all the
data. The main service is available from the institutional website of Arpa Piemonte and now also from the
RISKNAT project geoportal. The webGIS service allows to browse, in addition to landslide geometry and
location, even a set of basic information of 34'000 phenomena and for about 180 phenomena, up to now, it is
possible to download a detailed form in pdf format.
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Regional and local approaches on landslide susceptibility assessment in the
region located between the Buzau and the Slanicul Buzaului valleys,
Romania
Mihaela Constantin (1) , Martin Bednarik (2) , Marta - Cristina Jurchescu (1) , Koji Ishida (3) , and Kei Higuchi
(4)
(1) Institute Of Geography, Romanian Academy, Bucharest, Romania (mihaela.constantin@gmail.com); (2) Comenius
University, Faculty Of Natural Sciences, Department Of Engineering Geology, Bratislava, Slovakia; (3) Public Works
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The Sibiciu, Panatau and Saratel basins are located in the Buzau Mountains and the Buzau Subcarpathians
between the Buzau and Slanicul Buzaului valleys. Characterized by geological deposits consisting mainly of
interbedded sandstones and clays in mountain area and marls, clays and sands in the hilly area, the region is
affected by many landslides of different depths and magnitudes. Both regional and local landslide studies were
conducted in the region. Landslide susceptibility maps (scale 1:10,000) using the bivariate statistical analysis
and the index of entropy to assign weights to the conditioning factors (geology, slope, aspect, curvature and land
use) involved in the landslide occurrence were elaborated for the basins mentioned above. The model was
validated, the rate of success was calculated and five landslide susceptibility classes from very high to very low
were delineated. Local studies were focused on two landslide sites: the Colti Church landslide and the Maguricea
landslide. The measured surface displacements using one digital extensometer were correlated with the
characteristics of the rainstorms events that occurred during the monitoring period in order to establish local
rainfall thresholds for the landslide initiation in the case of the Colti Church landslide. In the case of the
Maguricea landslide, a complex automatic and optical fiber (OTDR) system was set-up. This measurement
system using optical fiber is the first system installed on a test site in Europe. The obtained data by means of
conventional extensometer indicate slow movements in landslide scarp area. An optical fiber sensor was placed,
the results starting recently to be compared with those yielded with the help of conventional sensor. Until the
present day, differences of 0.1-1mm/day were registered between the two extensometer types. Offering the
possibility to measure a wide landslide area and not being affected by thunderbolt and lightning-induced surge,
improving optical fiber systems will continue to be studied in the future.
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Factor selection procedures in a Google Earthtm aided landslide
susceptibility model: application to the Beiro river basin (Spain)
Dario Costanzo (1) , Edoardo Rotigliano (1) , Clemente Irigaray (2) , Jorge D. Jiménez-perálvarez (2) , and José
Chacón (2)
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A procedure to select the controlling factors connected to the slope instability has been defined. It allowed to
assess the landslide susceptibility in the Rio Beiro basin (10 km2) over the north-eastern area of the city of
Granada (Spain). Field and remote (Google EarthTM) recognition techniques allowed to generate a landslide
archive consisting in 212 phenomena. To discriminate between stable and unstable conditions, the diagnostic
area has been chosen as the one limited between the crown and the toe of the landslide. Univariate tests, using
both association coefficients and validation results of single parameter susceptibility models, allowed to select
among the 15 geo-environmental variables only the good predictor variables, which have been combined in
unique conditions units. According to the results of the contingency tables, for each landslide typology, the
factors were ranked from I (the best predictor) to XV (the least predictor), depending on the value of the
association indexes. Susceptibility maps for the five best models were prepared. In order to verify both the
goodness of fit and the prediction skill of the susceptibility models, two different validation procedures were
applied and compared. Both procedures based on a random partition splitting of the landslide archive for
producing a test and a training subset. One method is based on the analysis of the shape of the success and
prediction rate curves, quantitatively analyzed exploiting two morphometric indexes; the second method is based
on the analysis of the degree of fit. The relative error, considered between the intersected target landslides by the
different susceptibility classes, was used to estimate the predictive skill of the maps. The degree of fit was
computed for each susceptibility class confirming the very good predictive performances of the five
susceptibility models and of the actual procedure followed to select the controlling factors.
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Landslide hazard assessment from the large to the small scale
Federica Cotecchia (1) , Francesca Santaloia (2) , Piernicola Lollino (3) , Giuseppina Mitaritonna (1) , Claudia
Vitone (1) , and Mario Parise (2)
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Landslide hazard assessment should result from the interpretation of the relationships between the failure
process and the landslide factors. At the slope scale, the quantitative assessment of the landslide susceptibility
and the prediction of the landslide occurrence in space and time (landslide hazard assessment) is based on the
interpretation of the landslide mechanism affecting the unstable slope. The analysis of the slope instability
mechanism is instead rarely taken into account for landslide hazard assessment at the small scale (regional
scale), which is nowadays mostly based upon heuristic and statistical approaches. Moreover, the understanding
of the slope failure mechanisms should be mandatory to a rational planning and design of the mitigation
measures. The exportation to the regional analyses of the geo-mechanical interpretation of the landslide
processes resulting from site specific studies represents the main inspiring principle of the methodology for
quantitative landslide hazard assessment that is described in this paper. This methodology has been designed
within a research project developed and validated for the Daunia region (Apulia, Southern Italy), but the results
obtained can be of reference for landslide hazard analyses in other similar geological and morphological settings.
The study area is located at the eastern sector of the Southern Apennines where slopes are made of tectonised
and fissured soils and rocks. The slopes are mainly affected by slow to very slow deep landslides, which cause
several structural damages and economic losses to the urban areas located nearby. The small scale landslide
hazard assessment methodology proposed in the paper is based on extensive geo-mechanical studies of the
landslide processes at the large scale across the whole study region. In particular, site specific analyses need to
be carried out at different levels, from phenomenological studies to slope numerical modelling, and landslide
mechanisms representative for the overall study region need to be sorted out. Afterwards, the internal and the
external factors of landsliding and their interconnections at the small scale are defined for the representative
slope mechanisms. In spite of the geological variability of the Daunia landscape, a limited number of typical
geo-mechanical settings and failure slope mechanisms has been identified in the study area due to both the
similarity in soil and rock mechanical behaviour of the different geological units and common hydraulic regimes
existing in the slopes affected by the instability processes. According to the proposed methodology, all the
results coming out from the whole analysis can be reported into guidelines (Regional Landslide Manual), to be
used in land management processes as a reference for the interpretation of the landslide mechanisms existing in
the region, and implemented in a GIS system, where the landslide hazard assessment can be predicted for any
single territorial cell of the region. The paper presents briefly the described methodology as it has been
developed in Daunia, through the different steps and levels of analysis. It also describes the
geo-hydro-mechanical set-ups and the types of slope failure mechanisms identified as representative in Daunia,
along with the corresponding predisposing and triggering factors. Afterwards, some of the results of the
analytical studies aimed at defining the failure mechanisms active in the slopes examined are discussed. 
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Dynamic Probing as an easy and practical tool in geotechnical
characterization of shallow landslide source areas: results, problems and
perspectives in Northern Tuscany (Italy)
Giacomo D’amato Avanzi (1) , Susanna Duchi (1) , Yuri Galanti (1) , Roberto Giannecchini (1) , Diego Lo
Presti (2) , and Daria Marchetti (1)
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In Northern Tuscany intense and long time rainfalls produce many shallow landslides, mostly soil slip-debris
flows, which often cause victims and severe damage. Aiming at contributing to the characterization of the source
areas of shallow landslides, this research deals with the geotechnical characterization, by means of low cost
dynamic penetration tests (Dynamic Probing, DP), of the debris slope cover of the Macigno Fm. (Tuscan Nappe
unit of the Tuscan Domain). This formation, composed of quartz and feldspar sandstones altering with layers of
siltstone, constitutes the main Apennines ridge and underlies hundreds of square kilometres of Northern
Tuscany. Most of shallow landslides triggered by critical rainfall events really involve the slope cover of the
Macigno Fm., which mainly consist of sand and gravel with a minor portion of pelite. The knowledge of
physic-mechanical properties of this material is fundamental to understand the triggered mechanisms of the
shallow landslides. Therefore, in order to determine the typical values of relative density (Dr) and shear strength
angle (φ’), the results of 220 tests were analysed. These tests were subdivided into 91 Medium Dynamic Probing
(DPM), 41 Super Heavy Dynamic Probing (DPSH), 74 Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) and 14 samples with
direct shear tests. The penetration resistance obtained by DPSH and DPM tests was related to the strength
parameters of the debris cover by means of empirical relations. These relations consider the most typical soil
categories (silty sand, gravelly sand and sandy gravel) and take into account for the Energy Ratio of the
instruments used and the stress conditions of sites. Distribution and variability of shear strength angle and
relative density were analysed and related to soil type, test type and probing depth. In general, the Dr and φ’
values show an increase in scattering around the mean values with the increase in grain size and sorting; DPM
tests show this trend more clearly then DPSH tests. The presence of pebbles in a silty sand material, even in low
percentage, probably can cause a significant increase of N (number of blows, coming from DP), and
consequently in the Dr and φ’ values. Furthermore, at the low depth commonly investigated by Dynamic Probing
(usually less then 5-6 m in order to investigate the cover materials involved in shallow landslides), Dr and φ’ of
each soil type do not show significant increase with depth. In order to validate the results, the values of Dr and
φ’ obtained by DP tests were also compared to the results obtained in similar deposits by SPT. This comparison
showed small differences: in detail, the SPT provided slightly higher friction angles than DP tests and therefore
they seem to be less conservative. Moreover, the φ’ values obtained by DP tests were compared with those
resulting from direct shear tests (when available), performed on undisturbed samples taken in the same soil type,
close to the DP test sites, at the same depth and stress conditions. The comparison evidenced a good linear
correlation between the values resulting from these different tests, so confirming the satisfactory and repeatable
results of DP tests. Therefore the DP could be an effective, simple, practical and inexpensive tool for the
geotechnical characterization of potentially unstable slope covers. In this way actual and reliable parameters may
be achieved, on which shallow landslide susceptibility and hazard maps can be based. 
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Advance in the mapping of the 1717 AD Triolet rock avalanche deposit
(Mont Blanc massif, Italy) using cosmogenic exposure dating
Philip Deline (1) , Naki Akçar (2) , Susan Ivy-ochs (3) , Vasily Alfimov (3) , Irka Hajdas (3) , Peter W. Kubik
(3) , Marcus Christl (3) , and Christian Schlüchter (2)
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The nature of the granitic deposit which largely overlaps the bottom of the upper Val Ferret (Mont Blanc massif,
Italy) over 2 km has been discussed since the 19th century. This extensive deposit was attributed to either
glacial, or a 1717 AD rock avalanche, or complex mixture of glacial, earlier rock avalanche and 1717 AD rock
avalanche origin. It has been shown by Porter and Orombelli in 1980 that it was actually the deposit of one of
the largest rock avalanches of the Alps, occurred on September 12th 1717 AD. A rock volume larger than 10
million m3 and a huge volume of ice from the Triolet Glacier were mobilized and travelled more than 7 km
downvalley. This mass composed of ice and sediment destroyed two small settlements causing 7 casualties and
loss of their life stock. Accumulations of granitic boulders and irregular ridges over a distance of 2 km on the
floor of the upper valley terminate with a 5-m-high arcuate front. A reconstruction by Deline and Kirkbride in
2009, based in particular on radiocarbon dating, proposed (i) a smaller lateral extension of the rock avalanche in
the valley, with the preservation of some Lateglacial moraines, and (ii) the occurrence of another event prior to
1717. Cosmogenic exposure dating questions this recent model of two recent Holocene rock avalanches and a
Lateglacial moraine complex. 10Be dating was in particular performed on nine boulders in the extensive granitic
boulder deposit, whose eight yield ages between 290 ± 20 and 460 ± 110 years, of which seven could correspond
to 1717 AD. Our exposure ages correlate well with the existing chronology from dendrochronology and
lichenometry, and the radiocarbon analysis of the majority of wood samples; older 14C ages from a peat bog in
the upper part of the valley can be explained either by the aging of the peat samples due to the input of reworked
organic matter from a torrent basin, or by the stop of the 1717 AD rock avalanche at the present limit of the peat
bog. The consistency of the 10Be dates suggests that the whole granitic deposit presently lying on the floor of
the upper Val Ferret results from the 1717 AD rock avalanche, with a total rock volume of 10-15E06 m3, and a
likely similar volume of ice. As it was already underlined by Porter and Orombelli, the importance of large rock
avalanches has to be emphasised to help prevent major risk induced by this highly destructive process in highly
anthropic valleys. In this perspective, and even for the most recent period, the contribution of the cosmogenic
exposure dating to the geomorphological analysis of landslide/moraine complex is valuable – especially where
landform assemblages are complex. 
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Slope analysis for rockfall hazard and risk assessment along transportation
corridor
Derron Marc-henri (1) , Jaboyedoff Michel (1) , Michoud Clement (1) , Horton Pascal (1) , and Queyrel Adrien
(2)
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Laser scanning technologies provide high resolution digital elevation models (HRDEM) over numerous
mountainous areas affected by rockfalls. As shown by Loye et al (2009), a detailed slope analysis of these DEM
can be used to detect potential rockfall source areas. Such procedures do not provide any information on the
probability of block release or cliff activity. In the present work, we propose to fill this gap, linking an analysis
of the slope distribution to the probability of block release. These results are used to draw up true hazard maps,
taking into consideration both probabilities, ie block release and propagation. The Ormonts valley in the Swiss
Alps is used as test site because of its steep valley flanks over a 1st category road and a railway track. First, a
slope analysis of the DEM is done to detect potential rockfall source areas. In this procedure, the slope angle
distribution is decomposed in Gaussian populations corresponding to geomorphic units. Slopes in the cliff unit
are considered as potential rockfall source areas. Using the statistical characteristics of the cliff unit, a
probability of block release is attributed to each cell of the DEM included in a source area. This probability is
then used as input data for the model of rockfall propagation Flow-R (Horton and Jaboyedoff 2008) to draw
hazards maps. Finally a risk assessment is performed along the roads and railway track taking into consideration
the hazard, vulnerability and exposure of elements at risk. 
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Landslides along the north-west coast of the Island of Malta
Stefano Devoto (1) , Sara Biolchi (2) , Viola M. Bruschi (3) , Matteo Mantovani (4) , Alessandro Pasuto (4) ,
Daniela Piacentini (5) , John A. Schembri (6) , and Mauro Soldati (1)
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This paper presents the outputs of field surveys and aerial photo intepretation carried out along the north-western
coast of Malta, which is characterized by the presence of limestone cliffs overlying clayey slopes. The
investigated area extends on a surface of 15 km2 and it is situated between Paradise Bay and Il Pelegrin
promontory. Elevation ranges from the sea level to about 120 m of altitude. This stretch of coast is deeply
controlled by a linkage of different factors such as tectonic, geology and last but not least landslides, which
make up a predominant geomorphological feature in this area. The Maltese archipelago is composed of Tertiary
limestones, clays and marls capped by very thin superficial deposits, such as red soils or colluvial sediments. In
the north-western part of Island of Malta, two geological units are dominant and influence the types of landslides
that occur: Upper Coralline Limestone and Blue Clays Formation. The Upper Coralline Limestone inland
produces a barren grey pavement, bordered by vertical cliffs of varying heights, which range from a few meters
to over 30 m. The underlying Blue Clays forms gentler and sometimes terraced slopes that in some cases reach
directly the sea. The different mechanical behaviour of clays and limestone favours the development of
impressive lateral spreading phenomena, which occur in particular at Ghajn Tuffieha Bay, at Anchor Bay and
along the western sector of Marfa Ridge. The landslide deposits are widespread and the blocks are scattered on
the large terrace which slopes gently towards the sea. Other types of landslides are earth flows, earth slides,
affecting clayey slopes, as well as rock falls and topples, which are favoured primarly by persistent fissures and
cracks of tectonic origin enlarged by lateral spreading phenomena. In order to recognize, inventory and map
coastal slope movements, a geomorphological survey was conducted at a scale of 1:5000. This phase of research
also included a check of the existing bibliography and maps as well as investigations aiming at the recognition of
ductile and fragile features, which are crucial in slope stability studies and analysis. Geomorphic information
deriving from land surveying was integrated and controlled by aerial photo intepretation using 26 images taken
in 1957, 2004 and 2008. Field surveys permitted to observe directly landforms, processes and deposits whereas
orthopotos helped to understand their evolution and to map particular morphological features of landslides
identified on the ground such as cracks, related to limestone fragile behaviour. Parallel to structural
escarpements, vertical fissures and cracks situated on karst plateau can exceed 200 m lenght. In order to evaluate
the style of movement and the state of activity of lateral spreading phenomena, several monitoring technique
were applied. In particular two GPS networks have been active since 2005 and rock spreads monitored can be
classified as extremely slow, according Cruden and Varnes classification (1996). All surveying data were
digitized at a scale of 1:5000, compiled and stored in a AutoCAD Map® software and mapped using the
symbology of the legend proposed by the Italian Working Group for Geomorphological Mapping of the Italian
Geological Service (1994). The final product is a detailed geomorphological map at a scale of 1:7500 and
includes the coastal area beetwen Paradise Bay and Victoria Lines fault. The production of this map represents a
useful and comprehensive tool for identifying geomorphological risk along the coast and the future integration
with displacements recorded by satellite interferometry analysis will permit to assess and produce a coastal
landslide hazard map at the same scale. 
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Quantitative geomorphological analysis based on wavelet transforms
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The identification and quantitative study of large landslides constitutes a paramount problem, which claims for a
careful and detailed, if possible, geomorphologic analysis. Numerical geomorphic analyses represent an
interesting approach to these kind of studies, allowing for a detailed and pretty accurate identification of hidden
topographic anomalies that may be related to large landslides. Geomorphic numerical analyses herein presented,
are performed on the Digital Terrain Model (DTM). These are based on the 2D continuous wavelet transform
(Antoine et al., 2003; Bruun and Nilsen, 2003, Booth et al., 2009) aimed at constructing a hierarchical Digital
Terrain Model. The hierarchical representation of the DTM, can provide evidences of anomalies or singularities
of the land surface, which are not directly evident from the DTM as it is, or from a simple slope and curvature
analysis. In particular, 2D wavelet transform preserves the average values of the elevation at different scales, and
this is particularly suitable for grid-based DTM. The grid-based DTM can be assumed as a matrix, where a
discrete wavelet transform (Daubechies, 1992) is performed columnwise and linewise, which basically represent
horizontal and vertical directions. The significant outcomes of this analysis are low-frequency approximation
coefficients and high-frequency detail coefficients. The detail coefficients in particular are analyzed, whereas
sudden and wide variations of these coefficients are related to the variations and discontinuities of the DTM.
Detailed coefficients are therefore 2D-plotted both on the horizontal and vertical direction, thus allowing to
visualize and quantify potential anomalies of the land surface. Moreover, a further level wavelet analysis can be
performed on the matrix of the approximation coefficients, which represent a smoothed representation of the
land surface. This allows for the construction of a further level detail coefficients matrix, which can provide
further information about the land surface. In this kind of approach, the choice of a proper wavelet is a tricky
point, since it conditions the analysis and then their outcomes. Therefore multiple levels as well as multiple
wavelet analyses are guessed. Here the introduced approach is applied to some interesting cases study of south
Italy for which detailed DTMs are available. These analyses show the performance of results in terms of
different wavelets and different DTM resolutions. Moreover, the wavelet transforms are performed on multiple
levels, thus trying to address the problem of which is the level extent for an accurate analysis fit to a specific
problem.
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Probability of areal failure and landslide susceptibility of slow-moving,
intermittent earth flows
Angelo Donnarumma (1) , Paola Revellino (1) , Gerardo Grelle (1) , and Francesco Maria Guadagno (1)
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Assessment of the landslide susceptibility and identification of potentially landslide-prone areas have
experienced extensive advance in the scientific literature. A variety of methods have been developed including
deterministic, probabilistic and statistical approaches. The statistical analysis is widely used mainly in
large-scale previsional studies, as it allows for a better understanding of the relations between landslide
phenomena and predisposing factors, guarantying a lower degree of subjectivity with respect to heuristic
methods. However, a key issue is represented by the definition of predictive models founded on rigorous
statistical bases. The assumptions on which these models are based, are only partially satisfied when the
statistical analysis deals with discrete variables such as for example the slope angle. In this case, methodologies
adopted are usually based on the assumption that the landslide susceptibility monotonically increases with
increasing slope angle. Nevertheless, even thought in geomorphologic environments dominated by intermittent
slow movements (such as earth flows) landslide evolution is mainly connected with the slope steepness, it has to
be taken into account that high slope angles do not always produce earth flows. High gradients can be often due
to the presence of stony layers within sequences, which influences the behavior of the masses. Based on the
above considerations, the paper introduces a methodology to estimate the susceptibility to develop intermittent
earth flows, involving structurally and lithologically complex sequences and showing visco-plastic mechanisms
of failure. In particular, a spatially distributed model to predict potential instable areas has been applied to a pilot
area of the Benevento province in Southern Italy, with the aim to calculate the probability of areal failure. The
model applies statistical-mathematical algorithms to slope angle data obtained from a statistically significant
landslide sample. Since the study area is characterized by a complex lithological setting, landslide distribution
has been analyzed within four-groups of homogeneous litho-technical unities. The analysis has shown an
interval of slope angles ranging from 9° to 12° where the largest occurrence of landslides can be found. In
addition, the low frequency of instabilities on steeper slopes can be explained by a deficit of susceptible and
potentially involving materials, partially due to the presence of stony sequences. Consequently, the probability
of areal failure has been calculated only on slope angle range already affected by existing landslide phenomena.
Results obtained show that the methodology applied is able to evaluate the landslide susceptibility of areas
characterized by intermittent failure mechanisms. Moreover, since the methodology has been developed to
analyze spatial domains which are homogeneous with respect to the set of variables that came into play, it could
be applied in similar geomorphological environments. 
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Assessment of landslide susceptibility using landslide map in Japan
Shoji Doshida (1) , and Takashi Inokuchi (2)
(1) Researcher, National Research Institute For Earth Science And Disaster Prevention, Disaster Prevention System Research
Center, Tsukuba, Japan (sdoshida@bodai.go.jp); (2) Principal Senior Researcher, National Research Institute For Earth
Science And Disaster Prevention, Disaster Prevention System Research Center, Tsukuba, Japan;

 The slope where the landslide occurred move easier than the surrounding slope, because the slip surface was
formed under the slope. The slope where the landslide occurred is called the landslide topography. We think that
by analyzing the landslide topography we can assess the landslide hazard. National Research Institute for Earth
Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) published the landslide map in Kyushu Island, Sikoku Island and the
main island in Japan. The objective of this research is to clarify geological and geomorphological features of
landslide topography in some areas by analyzing the landslide map of NIED for the assessment of landslide
susceptibility. Two methods exist in the assessment of landslide susceptibility that used by landslide map. One is
the method of individual landslide assessment for re-activity, the other is the method of the wide area landslide
assessment used by the features and distributions of landslide. In this research, we analyzed landforms in Ojiya
area, Niigata Prefecture, Japan for individual landslide assessment and in Sikoku island, Japan for the wide area
landslide assessment. The reason to select these area is as follows. In Ojiya area, many landslides occurred in
2004 Chuetsu earthquake, and the landslides are already mapped in detail. Sikoku Island seem to be
comparatively easy to show geographical and geological landside features because the geologic structures is
simple, and landslide distribution is different in each geological units. For individual landslide assessment, we
classified the landslide into 4 class by the destruction in the landslide body. The method of classification is that
Type 1 of landslide is occurred the deep-seated destruction (10m or more) in landslide body at Chuetsu
earthquake event, Type2 is occurred the shallow destruction (1m -10m), Type 3 is occurred the surface
destruction (1m or less) and Type 4 is no destruction. we compared the above evaluation with individual
geographical features of landslide. There is a possibility to assess the individual landslide at earthquake hazard.
For wide area landslide assessment, we analysis Sikoku island. The Shikoku Island is composed of the plane
area of 11 % and the mountain area of 89 %. The landslide topography is distributed only in the mountain area.
The geological setting of the mountain area can be classified into five kinds. The geological setting is composed
of the accretionary complex of 54 %, the metamorphic rock of 24 %, sedimentary rock of 13 %, the plutonic
rock of 6 % and the volcanic rock of 2 %. We calculated the total landslide area ratio (landslide area divided by
total area) in each geological setting, the accretionary complex is 3.6 %, the metamorphic rock is 13.4 %,
sedimentary rock is 6.2 %, the plutonic rock is 0.7 % and the volcanic rock is 3.7 %. We can assess the landslide
susceptibility used by the total landslide area ratio. We showed the concrete example of each methods of
landslide assessment in this research. In the future, we want to assess the landslide susceptibility that accuracy is
more high-resolution and better by adding some parameter respectively. 
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Landslide susceptibility mapping by using GIS in Safaroud watershed ,
Iran
Amir Eshaghi (1) , and Baharak Motamedvaziri (1)
(1) Islamic Azad University, Science And Research Branch, Watershed Management, Tehran, Iran
(amir.eshaghi@gmail.com);

In a country with diverse geological conditions, topography, climate and land-use such as Iran, which is active in
terms of seismicity, landslides are the important. In this research, in order to identify areas prone to landslides in
Safaroud watershed which is located in north of Iran, Landslide susceptibility map has been prepared. For this
purpose, theme maps including lithology, elevation, slope, aspect, rainfall, land-use, rivers, faults, roads,
earthquake acceleration and landslides distribution, is prepared by use of geographical information system (GIS),
topographic maps, aerial photographs and field study. The relationship between the factors and the landslides
were calculated using multivariate linear regression models. Result showed that lithology, distance from road,
distance from faults, distance from rivers, elevation, slope and rainfall play a major role in landslide occurrence
in study area. Using the regression model and GIS application, landslides hazard zoning map has been prepared
and study area has been categorized as very low, low, medium, high and very high susceptibility.
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Susceptibility assessment of shallow landslides in Giampilieri (North-East
Sicily, Italy)
Carlo Esposito (1) , Carla Iadanza (2) , Gabriele Scarascia Mugnozza (1) , and Alessandro Trigila (2)
(1) Sapienza University Of Rome, Department Of Earth Sciences, Rome, Italy (carlo.esposito@uniroma1.it); (2) Ispra –
Italian National Institute For Environmental Protection And Research - Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy;

North-East Sicily is strongly exposed to shallow landslide events. On October, 1st 2009 a severe rainstorm
(225.5 mm of cumulative rainfall in 9 hours) caused flash floods and more than 500 landslides, which struck
several small villages as Giampilieri, Altolia, Molino, Pezzolo, Scaletta Zanclea, Itala, with 31 fatalities, 6
missing persons and damage to buildings and transportation infrastructures. Landslides, mainly consisting in
earth and debris translational slides evolving into debris flows, triggered on steep slopes involving colluvium
and regolith materials (thickness 0.3-2m) which cover the underlying low permeable metamorphic bedrock of
Peloritani Mountains. In this area catchments are small (about 10 square kilometres), elongated, with steep
slopes, low order streams, short time of concentration, and discharge directly into the sea. In the past landslides
occurred at Altolia in 1613, at Molino in 1750 and 1805, at Giampilieri in 1791, 1918, 1929, 1932 and on
October 25, 2007. The aim of this work is to define a susceptibility model for shallow landslides using a
multivariate statistical analysis in Giampilieri area. A detailed landslide inventory map has been produced, as the
first step, through field surveys coupled with the observation of high resolution aerial colour orthophoto taken
immediately after the event. About 1,000 scar areas have been identified; most of them have planimetric
dimensions ranging between tens to few hundreds of square meters and form clusters in the upper part of the
chutes, where they evolved in flows. The landslide inventory map has been produced with particular focus on the
identification of the detachment area, the transportation channel and the depositional area. The spatial hazard
assessments has been focused on the detachment areas. Preliminary analyses, performed in a GIS environment,
took into account the following parameters: i) lithology; ii) land use; iii) slope; iv) aspect; v) total, plan and
profile curvature; vi) upslope contributing area; vii) contrast in permeability. Particular attention was addressed
to implement the land use information, derived from the Corine Land Cover, by identifying active and
abandoned agricultural terraces, widespread in the study area. The morphometric and hydrologic parameters has
been derived from a detailed DTM 1x1m of the area. Square grid cells of 2x2m were adopted as mapping units
for the preliminary analyses. The latter consisted of a first phase addressed to identify the Landslide Index for
each type of considered landslide related to each parameter. A more detailed analysis was then carried out by
adopting a multivariate statistical approach, according to the logistic regression technique where the independent
variables were treated as dummy variables. The most significant outcome is the strong influence of the land use,
as it resulted the strongest predisposing factor; in particular, abandoned agricultural areas are more prone to
landslide, other factors being equal. The above described study represents a preliminary step for a more
complete and detailed hazard analysis (e.g.: changing the mapping units and/or the statistical approach and/or
introducing new parameters, such as the recently burnt areas), necessary to support a risk analysis.
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Mapping a nation’s landslides: a novel, multi-stage methodology for
landslide mapping and inventory within the UK.
Hannah Evans (1) , Catherine Pennington (1) , Claire Foster (1) , Hannah Cullen (1) , and Colm Jordan (1)
(1) British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham, Uk (hann@bgs.ac.uk);

Through the combination of new technologies and traditional mapping techniques, the British Geological Survey
(BGS) has developed a novel, multi-stage methodology for mapping landslides. 3-D aerial photograph
interpretation (using SOCET for ArcGIS), variable-perspective 3-D visualisation of topographic features (using
Geovisionary™) and field mapping with digital data capture (using BGS•SIGMAmobile) are all being utilised to
accurately map landslides within the UK. Historical references and existing literature are also consulted to
augment the data gathered and georeferenced ESRI ArcGIS polygons are derived for each landslide. These
landslide polygons are published on BGS 1:50,000 geological maps and are also available as BGS digital data
products through DiGMap50 and DiGMap10. Data collected during landslide mapping are uploaded directly
into the BGS National Landslide Database and include information on landslide location, type and style,
geology, approximate age, dimensions, triggers, damage caused, slope angle and aspect as well as environmental
factors such as vegetation conditions and surface hydrology. This maintains a systematic, nationally-uniform
inventory of landslides. Selected information from the database is now freely available through the BGS’s online
GIS - GeoIndex (http://www.bgs.ac.uk/geoindex/). The formation of a rapid response team means that new
landslide events can be mapped within days, if not hours, of their occurrence, resulting in a dynamic database
that is continuously added to. Repeated monitoring of selected landslides - for example those at Hollin Hill,
North Yorkshire and Aldburgh, Yorkshire - using terrestrial LIDAR, dGPS and walkover surveys also allows the
database to be frequently updated. 3D geological modelling using Geological Surveying and Investigation in 3D
(GSI3D) software is also applied in certain areas, supplementing the methodology. To-date the novel landslide
mapping methodology developed by the BGS has been applied to several locations in the UK including the area
covered by the BGS 1:50,000 Isle of Wight, Sheffield, Chesterfield, Derby, Market Rasen, Bath, Richmond,
York and Egton geological map sheets as well as to numerous individual inland and coastal landslides. The
long-term aim is to extend this methodology to other areas of the UK, in order to allow the BGS to better
characterise and understand the country’s landslides and to carry out regional studies investigating the links
between geology, geomorphology, engineering geology, geotechnics and palaeoenvironmental evolution. This
will provide a wealth of data for scientific research, hazard assessment and infrastructure planning. The novel
methodology developed by the BGS is also suitable for application in an international context. 
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Geomorphology hazard assessment of Giampilieri and Briga river basins
after the rainfall event on the October 1, 2009 (Sicily, Italy)
Luca Falconi (1) , Danilo Campolo (2) , Gabriele Leoni (3) , Silvia Lumaca (2) , and Claudio Puglisi (1)
(1) Enea - Italian National Agency For New Technologies, Energy And Sustainable Economic Development, Rome, Italy
(luca.falconi@enea.it); (2) Consultant Geologist, Messina, Italy; (3) University Of Roma Tre, Geology Department, Rome,
Italy;

On the night between 1 and 2 October 2009, the Ionian coast and the Peloritani Mountains (Messina province,
Sicily) have been affected by a sudden downpour, accompanied by strong winds and lightning. It is estimated
that more than 200 mm of rain fell in seven hours (according to Sicilian Agrometeorological Informative Service
– S.A.I.S). This meteoric event triggered about a thousand of debris/mud flows. Peloritani is a continual range of
mountains along the Ionian coast and is characterized by narrow and steep catchments of small size (5-10 km2).
These catchments have also high relief energy (up to 1000 meters drop in about 5 km) and few minutes of
concentration time. The morphology of the Peloritani were influenced especially by metamorphic lithology,
complex geostructural conditions related to the orogenic tectonics and recent tectonic uplift, active in the area
since the late Miocene. These morphological and hydrological conditions has meant that, triggered by heavy
rainfall on October 1, 2009, the flows reached valley’s bottom and fluvial gravitational fans, in few minutes and
with great energy. Urban areas located along the Ionian coast was overrun, causing heavy damage and casualties.
Giampilieri Superiore, Briga Superiore and Scaletta Zanclea, small villages 10 kilometres southward from the
city of Messina, were the most injured areas. A practical application of landslide hazard assessment in the area
of Giampilieri and Briga villages is proposed in this paper. Study approach follows and improves Enea-Roma
Tre methodology developed in other case studies and presented in other papers. Localise source, transportation
and run out areas of debris flows, has been the first task of the study, followed by velocity and intensity
assessment of the past events. Subsequently source areas, run out, velocity and intensity of potential events have
been investigated. An inventory map of more than 1000 debris flows was produced, through geomorphological
and morphometric survey and aerial photos analysis. The inventory was focused on identifying Discriminating
Parameters (necessary but not sufficient conditions like slope angle in the niche zone and lithology on which the
rupture surface is imposed) and Predisposing Factors (factors affecting on the slope instability like
geomorphological, geological, lithotechnical, hydrogeological and land use). Each factor has been mapped and
implemented as a layer in a GIS project. Through GIS overalying of these factors, which is assigned a degree of
susceptibility through a susceptibility function, the susceptibility map of the area it was obtained. Starting from
an empirical approach available from literature (Rickemann, 1999) and comparing volume and run out of past
events, a site specific formula was obtained. Once identified the higher susceptibility areas and estimated the soil
thickness, the volume and the run out distance of potential events were assessed. Velocity measurements with
Johnson & Rondine (1984) method were realised in different points of occurred phenomena and in the same
points the energy released was calculated. These results were then applied to some potential events allowing to
model the expected energy in each morphological part of potential debris/mud flows. Complementary to the
definition of return times and rainfall thresholds, this study is therefore a necessary basis for an efficient
assessment of debris flow hazard. Moreover it is necessary for subsequent phases of vulnerability of exposed
elements assessment, and, ultimately, for the definition of reliable risk scenarios, indispensable basis for identify
sustainable risk mitigation measures.
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Zoning and mapping landslide hazard in the Castelnuovo di Garfagnana
region (Tuscany, Italy)
Paolo Roberto Federici (1) , Alberto Puccinelli (1) , Giacomo D'amato Avanzi (1) , Francesco Falaschi (2) ,
Roberto Giannecchini (1) , Daria Marchetti (1) , Alberto Pochini (1) , Franco Rapetti (1) , and Adriano Ribolini
(1)
(1) Università Di Pisa, Scienze Della Terra, Pisa, Italy; (2) Autorità Di Bacino Del Fiume Serchio, Lucca, Italy;

ISPRA (Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research) and Tuscany Region Administration
recently promoted a research project, aimed at assessing and zoning landslide hazard. The project considered the
region of the map n. 250 «Castelnuovo di Garfagnana» (Geological Map of Italy at 1:50,000 scale), mainly
including the middle and upper Serchio River basin (Italy). The selected area, about 630 km2 wide, exhibits
peculiar geological and geomorphological features, severe climatic conditions (1500-2000 mm of rainfall/year,
on average) and high seismicity, which cause widespread landslide hazard for population and facilities.
Following a multidisciplinary approach, the data coming from geological, geomorphological and
geo-engineering characterization were transformed into GIS-oriented layers and matched with the actual
landslide distribution, which was mainly concerned with the most representative landslide types (slide and
complex slide-flow movements). Conditional analysis was firstly applied, aiming at evaluating the importance of
the considered instability factors. Then an advanced statistical method (Logistic Regression) was applied, to
evaluate the effectiveness of the predisposing factors and to provide the hazard ranking of the mapping units. So,
the methodology proceeded step by step, as follows: - on site, 1:10,000 scale geomorphological survey, aerial
view interpretation and performing of the landslide inventory map; - geo-engineering investigation and in situ
and laboratory tests, to analyse physical and mechanical properties of rocks (discontinuity characterization,
compression strength, rock mass classification) and soils (grain size, consistency); - organization of the spatial
distribution of the considered factors in different layers, each related to a specific factor. The spatial overlay of
the layers and their matching with the landslide distribution lead to connections between different instability
factors and landslide occurrence; - GIS supported statistical analysis (spatial analysis, conditional and
multivariate analyses, neural network technique), so allowing to supply hypothetical connections with an
objective and quantitative response; - construction of a final landslide hazard map at 1:50,000 scale. In this map,
basing on the stability probability, the landslide hazard is ranked into five classes (very low, low, middle, high
and very high hazard). At present, the final map depicts spatially defined landslide susceptibility areas, and no
estimate is given about the time of occurrence. The next steps of the research will confront these results with the
critical rainfall thresholds for triggering landslides and with the rainfall infiltration models, in order to realise
early warning systems and protect population, villages and activities.
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Mapping Mass Movement Susceptibility across Greece with the use of
GIS,Artificial Neural Network and Statistical Methods
Maria Ferentinou (1) , and Christos Chalkias (1)
(1) Harokopion university of Athens, Harokopion University Of Athens, Geography, Athens, Greece (mferen@hua.gr);

In this paper Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology is used to map the spatial zonation of mass
movement susceptibility in national scale via artificial neural network (ANN), and spatial statistical modeling
applying susceptibility index sij and Logistic Regression. For this purpose 16 potential factors were identified to
map mass movement susceptibility across Greece mainland. Among these, 7 factors: elevation, slope,
precipitation, geology, land cover, terrain forms and seismic acceleration, were the most important factors,
according to integrated susceptibility index and standard deviation criterion. Mass movement susceptibility maps
were produced from the frequency ratio, logistic regression and artificial neural networks. The output mass
movement susceptibility map produced according to Logistic Regression (LR) model showed 85.33 % in
prediction accuracy of the total area of Greece. The susceptibility index model showed (sij) 71.62% and
Artificial Neural Network (ANNs) showed 60%. The combined map of all three methodologies gave a
prediction of 74.67%. These percentages refer to medium high and very high susceptibility zones. The map
obtained from logistic regression is more accurate than the other models. Accuracies of the two other models can
be evaluated relatively similar. The applied methodologies gave reasonable predictions. Additional and more
detailed data sets could improve the results. Future work will focus on regional scale in order to further refine
the proposed models in landslide prone regions.
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The assessment of potential debris-flow hazard in Serra do Mar (São Paulo,
Brazil)
Marcelo Fischer Gramani (1) , Bianca Carvalho Vieira (2) , and Oswaldo Augusto Filho (3)
(1) Ipt, Laboratório De Riscos Ambientais, São Paulo, Brazil; (2) Usp, Departament Of Geography, São Paulo, Brazil
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The debris flows are kind of gravitational mass movements that can be characterized by expressive volumes of
material mobilized, the wild run-outs reaches and destructiveness. These processes occur less frequently
compared to the slopes landslides, but their magnitude causes further social, economic and environmental
damages. Their occurrence is associated with rainfall events of great magnitude in the range of 300-400/1day
and 600-700 mm/2days, especially in the Serra do Mar, Mantiqueira and Geral (the biggest three mountains
ranges at south and southeast Brazil). In this region (Serra do Mar), the debris flow reaches areas with gentle
relief, with different types of occupations, as urban and residential, industrial plants, pipelines, electric power
transmission line, water reservoirs, etc. Thus, the goal of this research was the assessment of potential
debris-flow hazard, in the basin scale, at the Serra do Mar (State of São Paulo), using the ranking of all basins
according of the debris-flow hazard. The methodological procedures were based on a phenomenological model
for the debris flow triggered in the geological and geomorphological natural conditions in Brazil. This model is
based on the occurrence of debris flow associated with the landslides, especially shallow landslides, more
common in Serra do Mar. This material is mobilized to the drainage lines, where there is the specific volume of
water, generating a viscous mass, which adds material through the reworking of deposits in the drainage. Based
on this model, it was defined, in qualitative analysis, the debris flow potential hazard parameters for six basins
(Mambu, Pilões, Jurubatuba, Rio Claro, Água Branca e Rio Grande), with 2 to 10 km2 area. In this research, to
improve the influence area of the trajectory and water dam location, the six basins were divided into 15
sub-basins. The indicators were considered: (a) total area above 30° of the basin/sub-basin (e.g. landslides
susceptible areas); (b) inverse of circularity (e.g. the time of water concentration is controlled by the basin area);
(c) basin amplitude (the larger the amplitude, the greater the energy potential available for the outflow of the
mobilized material); (d) average slope of thalweg (the higher the average slope, the greater will be the transport
capacity); (e) deposits along the drainage (the greater the deposits along the drainage, the greater the volume
available for reworking). In the field, were mapped the drainage conditions and the structures and old
debris-flow deposits. These parameters were transformed into dimensionless index, and it was considered the
lowest value obtained for each parameters. The dimensionless indexes were corrected, assigning the same
weight for each parameter. The sum of the indexes, in relative form, was used as indicators of the potential
generation for each basin. These results of this qualitative evaluation was compared with a semi-quantitative
evaluation, based on empirical formulas to determine the volumes of material transported association of peak
flow events. The results showed that the Marcolino sub-basin (Pilões basin) presented the lowest critical index
(1.0), and the Jurubatuba Basin, the largest index (1.44). Although the qualitative analysis has indicated the
potential debris-flow hazard greater Jurubatuba Basin, the semi-qualitative analysis indicated that the sub-basins
of the Alto Rio Claro and Rio Grande as the greater hazard, due to the volumes of coarse material transported by
the debris flow next of water dam. These results obtained by qualitative analysis can be use to indicate the
different hazard degrees in basin scale, to reduce the damage caused by these processes, as well as support the
monitoring and implementation of structural measures to protect of the installations located in the Serra do Mar.
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Landslide inventory and mapping on pyroclastic volcanic terrains: a first
step into landslide warning systems in Mexico
R. J. Garnica-peña (1) , and I. Alcántara-ayala (1)
(1) Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Instituto De Geografía, ., Mexico City, Mexico (garnica@igg.unam.mx);

Landsliding is one of the major hazards in Mexico, however, efforts have not been fully developed in order to
produce a landslide national inventory. Main reasons are associated to poor quality of historical data in addition
to lack of enough research to generate coherent inventories in time and space. In this paper we present the results
of mapping landslides that have occurred on pyroclastic terrains in the municipality of Teziutlán, which also
have been used to develop a landslide inventory. The latest can be considered the first step into developing a
landslide warning systems for the region of interest. Teziutlán, located 300 Km to the East of Mexico City in the
Puebla province, has suffered the impact of landsliding since the decades of fifties during the last century. A
major disaster took place however, on October 5th, 1999. Official numbers indicate a loss of 109 lives on a
landslide that took place around midday after a period of intense cumulative rainfall that in only six days
practically registered 50% of the total annual precipitation of the rain gauge. Field mapping based on
geomorphological techniques, as well as identification of landslide areas by utilizing remote sensing, have been
the main inputs to produce a landslide inventory of Teziutlán. Quaternary pyroclastic flows from the Humeros
caldera –belonging to the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt- are the main materials overlaying sedimentary rocks
from the Mesozoic, which have given rise to residual soils with high clay content and hence high potential for
mass movement processes. The produced inventory has been used to choose an area to monitoring landsliding
and also has been used by local authorities to develop a strategy to prevent landslides disasters during the rainy
season. It is important to mention, moreover, that efforts are being made in order to monitor the selected slope in
real time, as a first step to develop a rainfall induced landslide warning system that could be used within the
region.
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Landslide susceptibility assessment at Maierato (VV) after the February
2010 large landslide
Paola Gattinoni (1) , and Laura Scesi (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Milano, Diiar, Milan, Italy (paola.gattinoni@polimi.it);

A large landslide formed at Maierato (Vibo Valencia District), Southern Italy, on February 15, 2010, at 14:30
local time, when a rapid failure occurred after several days of preliminary movements. The landslide has an area
of 0.3 km2, a runout distance of 1.2 km and an estimated volume of about 10 Mm3. The landslide caused about
2,300 inhabitants to be evacuated with high economic losses. The present paper covers: (1) identification of the
landslide mechanism and its triggering factors based on the analysis of the boring core specimens and landform
features, as well as the available video of the event, (2) evaluation of the original slope stability (before the
event) using a finite-element model based on shear strength reduction method, and (3) definition of the main
flow paths through 3D groundwater modeling. The aim of the paper is to explain the mechanism of occurrence
of the February 2010 landslide, in order to assess the landslide susceptibility in the whole urban area of
Maierato, and then to propose the relevant risk mitigation actions. The 15 February landslide was a
manifestation of a larger deep seated gravitational movement. In fact, all the Municipaly of Maierato stands on a
big paleolandslide being a part of the previously cited deep seated gravitational movement, of which the
February, 2010, landslide was the more recent reactivation. The presence of other older landslides suggests that
the area has a high susceptibility to deep-seated landsliding, which may be linked to its geological and structural
setting, in particular to the presence of very weak rocks and to the changes in groundwater level. More in detail,
the main preconditioning factor is the presence of weak rocks (both the evaporitic limestone and the Miocenic
sandstone), with a stratigraphic succession characterized by alternating more permeable rocks (i.e. limestone and
Miocenic sandstone) and impermeable ones (i.e. Miocenic and Pliocenic clays). Actually, the rupture developed
within the Miocenic sandstone (characterized in the landslide area by a very poor cementation), at a depth of
around 60-70 m. As the slope stability modeling allowed to verify, the instability was triggered by large changes
of the pore-water pressure due to the rising of the groundwater level. Actually, the heavy and prolonged rainfall
(having a return period of more than 100 years) brought about a great recharge to the deep and the shallow
aquifers, generating pressure in the aquifer layers, especially within the Miocenic sandstone, which during the
motion could have undergone liquefaction. As a result, the kinematism of the event was at first put down to a
roto-translational sliding in a SW direction, then evolving in a flow along the Scotapitri River, as a consequence
of the high water content. This conceptual model of the event was reconstructed by the coupling of the
geotechnical and groundwater flow modeling. In particular, the slope stability modeling was carried out
considering different groundwater level, in order to identify the groundwater conditions triggering the instability.
Finally, the landslide susceptibility for the whole urban area of Maierato has been inferred based on: (1) the
geological conceptual model reconstruction which allowed to identify the weak rocks levels distribution, (2) the
main groundwater flow directions identified through the 3D modeling. The worry for a new backing of the main
scarp and for the development of new ruptures brings about the necessity to install, in addition to a draining
system, a monitoring system both for the surface and in depth displacements and for the groundwater levels.
Data and information arising from the monitoring will allow to define the displacement values and the
pluviometrical/piezometrical thresholds useful in an alarm system.
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Challenges with landslide inventories
Marten Geertsema (1)
(1) Bc Forest Service, Research Department, Prince George, Canada (marten.geertsema@gov.bc.ca);

Landslides are not easy to inventory. They can occur over a wide range of velocities, at different scales, and in a
variety of materials. Factors that present challenges for landslide inventories include the following attributes:
type, state of activity, age, size, detectibility, geometry, and complexity. The purpose of the inventory should
govern the type of mapping method used. For example, cataloging damage after a single event storm, requires a
different inventory and mapping system than that used for for corridor studies, for general slope stability
mapping, or for sediment delivery to streams. 
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The Susceptibility map for shallow landslides initiation in the Emilia
Mauro Generali (1) , and Marco Pizziolo (2)
(1) consultant, Regione Emilia Romagna, Servizio Geologico, Sismico E Dei Suoli, Bologna, Italy; (2) technical, Regione
Emilia Romagna, Servizio Geologico, Sismico E Dei Suoli, Bologna, Italy (mpizziolo@regione.emilia-romagna.it);

The Emilia Romagna Region (RER) is one of the most landslides affected region of the world. The regularly
updated 1:10’000 Landslides Inventory Map (LIM), managed by the Regional Geological Survey, counts more
then 70’000 landslides. Nowadays most land-use planning are based on LIM but this has several intrinsic
shortcomings, mainly due to its scale and its forecast significativity. In this work we present the methods we
used to realize a susceptibility map for the whole RER Apennines (~11’000 Km2) but with high detail level,
such to be used up to municipality or local scale 1:5’000. Due to the characteristics of the most common
landslides, we developed two different procedures: one for the areas “outside” the LIM mapped landslide and
one for the landslides already mapped in the LIM. The aim of the first procedure was to identify the triggering
areas for the next landslides, while for the LIM landslides, we focused on the evaluation of their reactivation
susceptivity. In this work we present the first of these procedures. For this statistical analysis we used Bivariate
Logistic Regression methods. As our aim was the prediction of triggering phenomena, we calibrated the model
on the depletion areas, selected via a semi-automatic GIS procedure. The results of the two procedures can be
joined together and the resultant maps are very useful for LIM updating and land use planning; nevertheless they
have to be used by experienced users, for this purpose the model advantage and shortcomings will be discussed. 
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Landslide susceptibility mapping using AHP method in Yadak-Tevil
watershed, NE Iran
Mohammad Ghafoori (1) , Gholam Reza Lashkaripour (1) , Naser Hafezi Moghaddas (2) , and Safura Zamani
(3)
(1) Professor, Ferdowsi University Of Mashhad, Geology, Mashhad, Iran (ghafoori@um.ac.ir); (2) Associate Professor,
Ferdowsi University Of Mashhad, Geology, Mashhad, Iran; (3) Msc student, Ferdowsi University Of Mashhad, Geology,
Mashhsd, Iran;

Abstract: Landslides often occur at specific area under certain topographic and geologic conditions. In recent
year, the population growth and the expansion of settlements over hazardous area have increased in the
Kopet-Dogh Basin in NE Iran. The Kopet-Dogh formed as an intercontinental basin in NE Iran and SW
Turkmenistan, and contains more than 6000 m of Mesozoic and Cenozoic sediments. Landslides form major
natural hazards in hilly train in the area, and caused extensive damages to road, human dwellings and
agricultural lands. The mountainous terrains such as Yadak-Tevil watershed area in Kopet-Dogh mountain
physiographic province are characterized by steep slopes, fractured and folded, and high relative relief
weathered rocks. In this study a landslide susceptibility map of Yadak-Tevil watershed was prepared using the
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) with the help of Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Data gathering
and data access are two important aspects in the case of devising GIS based methodologies for landslide
susceptibility mapping.In the present study seven factors namely, lithology, distance from fault, distance from
drainage, slope, slope aspect, land use and distance from road were considered to be the main contributory
factors for landslides. The study area was classified into five classes of relative landslide susceptibility, namely,
very low, low, moderate, high, and very high. Results of this study show that the analytical hierarchy method is
precise method for evaluation of landslide potential due to the use of binary comparison affecting factors and
considering numerous factors for landslide evaluation at the same time in comparison to the other prevalent
method. The results indicate that the percentage of high hazard class is 67 percent in AHP method. 
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Historical and geomorphological data for an Integrated regional and local
natural hazards assessment: The Debris flows inventory OF the Aosta
Valley Region (NW-Italy) 
Marco Giardino (1) , M. Armand (2) , M. Palomba (1) , M. Cignetti (3) , W. Alberto (4) , and S. Ratto (5)
(1) University of Torino, ., Department Of Earth Sciences, Torino, Italy (marco.giardino@unito.it); (2) University of Torino,
., Natrisk Inter-department Research Centre, Torino, Italy; (3) University of Torino, ., Imageo Srl, Spin-off Company,
Torino, Italy; (4) Department of Earth Sciences, ., University Of Torino, Aosta, Italy; (5) Regione Autonomad’Aosta, .,
Centro Funzionale, Torino, Italy;

The Aosta Valley (NW-Italy) is a small alpine Region (area = 3262 km2) where debris flows frequently occur,
often interacting with human activities and structures. For a best debris flow hazard assessment, a research
project has been carried out with the construction of a debris flows inventory on a regional scale, by combining
historical data (1900 to present), technical maps and geomorphological analyses. A complex methodology for
data collection and analysis has been organized in two different stages. As a first step, aerial photointerpretation
and Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) analyses were conducted in the Aosta Valley Region to obtain a complete
alluvial fans inventory and to identify the most affected sectors by debris flows. As a second step, data on debris
flow events occurred in the Region have been collected from different sources, such as bibliographic and
historical data, municipality hazard maps for land planning restriction and drainage basin technical studies. For
each inventored debris flow, aerial photointerpretation have been performed to validate geomorphological and
historical data, mostly collected during major regional flood events. Finally, the selected debris flow events have
been formally organized in a GIS to perform spatial and statistical analysis. Application of the methodology to
the complete Aosta Valley Region dataset included the overcoming of some difficulties, such as: 1) correct
identification of repeated events from different sources, 2) exact recognition of small phenomena by
photointerpretation and 3) mapping problems related to the rapid landforms obliteration. The preliminary
analysis of the selected debris flow events led to the identification of about 200 single phenomena, thus
successfully upgrading a regional database for management of natural instabilities (DB “Catasto Dissesti”).
Knowledge on natural hazards related to debris flow has been improved at a regional scale by the production of a
1:100.000 geotematic map. Collected data also allowed important improvements to local knowledge on debris
flows, through the recognition of multiple occurrences in the same alluvial fan: estimation of their magnitude
and temporal occurrence led to more precise hazard assessment, useful for proper land planning. Finally,
geological, geomorphological and climate factors have been recognized and evaluated, responsible for
controlling typical activation thresholds and peculiar debris flow characteristics in different sectors of the Aosta
Valley Region.
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Triggering factors of mass movements in mountain catchments with high
rates of deforestation
Guns Marie (1) , and Vanacker Veerle (2)
(1) FNRS research fellow, Université Catholique De Louvain, Earth And Life Institute, Louvain-la-neuve, Belgium
(marie.guns@uclouvain.be); (2) Université Catholique De Louvain, Earth And Life Institute, Louvain-la-neuve, Belgium;

In Ecuador, as in many tropical mountain regions, the demographic growth in the early 20th century and the
agrarian reforms of the 1960s have forced people to look for new agricultural land. Numerous inhabitants
migrated to marginal steep uplands which are highly sensitive to soil erosion. This migration induced rapid land
cover change, including massive deforestation of primary forest. While various authors have shown that long
dated land cover change influences the extent and frequency of mass movements, few studies have realised
detailed chronosequential analyses on the impact of recent land cover change on mass movements. The main
purpose of this work was to analyse the triggering factors of mass movements in two Andean catchments with
different land cover dynamics. For the Llavircay catchment (25 km2), deforestation mainly started in the
mid-20th century while deforestation started few decades earlier in the Ingapata catchment (5km2), located just
two kilometres upstream. Mass movement inventories and land cover maps were created by interpretation of
aerial photographs and conducting field surveys. In total, 335 mass movements (reactivation excluded) were
identified between 1963 and 2010 in the two catchments. During the same period, half of the primary forest
(824ha) has been degraded or harvested in the Llavircay catchment and all of it (172ha) in the Ingapata
catchment. Due to the small size of the mass movement samples, traditional statistical techniques are difficult to
implement. An alternative statistical approach was developed by repeating rare event logistic regressions on
different endogenous stratified samples to analyse the main factors controlling mass movement occurrences. Our
results show that forest conversion to agricultural land highly influences the occurrence of mass movement. The
construction of an asphalt road between 1995 and 2010 significantly altered the slope stability in the Ingapata
catchment. Importantly, we observe no correlation between the degradation of forest and the spatial pattern of
mass movements. This suggests that a significant reduction in the density of trees in forests does not lead to a
measurable increase in mass movement occurrence. Besides, our analysis of 50 soil samples randomly taken in
the two catchments indicates that a linear relation (r^2=0.62) exists between bulk density and the time elapsed
since deforestation. This suggests that major changes in soil properties after deforestation play a role in
accelerating mass movement activity. 
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New developments in harmonized landslide susceptibility mapping over
Europe in the framework of the European Soil Thematic Strategy
Andreas Günther (1) , Paola Reichenbach (2) , Jean-philippe Malet (3) , Javier Hervás (4) , Claire Foster (5) ,
Miet Van Den Eeckhaut (4) , and Fausto Guzzetti (6)
(1) BGR, Federal Institute For Geosciences And Natural Resources, Hannover, Germany (a.guenther@bgr.de); (2)
CNR-IRPI, National Reserach Concil, Research Institute For Geo-hydrological Protection, Perugia, Italy; (3) CNRS/EPGS,
School And Observatory Of Earth Sciences, Institute De Physique Du Globe, Strasbourg, France; (4) JRC, Institute For
Environment And Sustainability, Joint Reserach Centre, European Commission, Ispra, Italy; (5) BGS, British Geological
Survey, Nottingham, United Kingdom; (6) CNR-IRPI, Research Institute For Hydrogeological Protection, Italian National
Research Council, Perugia, Italy;

In the context of the European Soil Thematic Strategy, and the formulation of a draft of a European framework
directive devoted to the sustainable protection of soil, landslides are recognized as one of eight soil threats
requiring harmonized spatial hazard indication assessments. For each soil threat, the Soil Information Working
Groups (SIWG) of the European Soil Bureau Network (ESBN) outlined a set of common criteria for the
delineation of priority areas based on available pan-European data at continental scale (Tier 1), and higher
resolution evaluations within these areas incorporating additional spatial information (Tier 2). The initial work of
the SIWG of ESBN on the landslide threat was most recently put forward by a landslide experts group
coordinated by JRC Ispra. This contribution outlines the general specifications of Tier-based, nested
geographical assessment applicable to landslide susceptibility at European and national scales. Since a
homogenous coverage of landslide location information over Europe is missing, a heuristic assessment scheme
exploiting a reduced set of landslide conditioning factors (namely slope angle, lithology and land cover) derived
from common pan-European data sources is proposed for generic susceptibility evaluations at the 1:1 million
scale (Tier 1). The assessment is calibrated on national levels through bivariate parameter class analyses utilizing
available information on landslide locations for selected European countries holding national-level landslide
inventories. Further improvements on Tier 1 regarding specific assessments for different landslide types and
geomorphologic settings are presented in a case study over France. For higher resolution assessments in areas of
elevated landslide susceptibility as delineated by Tier 1, a multivariate landslide susceptibility assessment
approach is proposed using additional information on landslide controlling- and triggering factors, together with
multitemporal landslide inventories (Tier 2). As an example, a Tier 2 assessment employing small administrative
areas as mapping units is presented.for Italy. Ongoing work is mainly related to the delineation of model
calibration regions over Europe utilizing geomorphographical, climatological, and seismotectonical data. We
conclude with recommendations on further work to be carried out to conduct Tier-based, harmonized European
landslide susceptibility assessments in the context of the European Soil Thematic Strategy. 
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Systematic mapping and hazard and risk classification of unstable rock
slopes with the potential of forming rock avalanches in Norway
Reginald L Hermanns (1) , Lars H Blikra (2) , Einar Anda (3) , Aline Saintot (1) , Halgeir Dahle (1) , Thierry
Oppikofer (1) , Luzia Fischer (1) , Halvor Bunkholt (1) , Martina Böhme (1) , John Dehls (1) , Tom R Laukens
(4) , Thomas Redfield (1) , Per T Osmundsen (1) , and Trond Eikens (5)
(1) NGU, Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse, Landslide Department, Trondheim, Norway (reginald.hermanns@ngu.no); (2)
ÅTB, Åknes Tafjord Beredskapsenteret, Stranda, Norway; (3) The county of Møre og Romsdal, The County Of Møre Og
Romsdal, Molde, Norway; (4) NORUT, Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse, Landslide Department, Tromsø, Norway; (5)
UIO, Uio, Institutt For Geofag, Oslo, Norway;

Historically, large rock slope failures impacting into a fjord and causing a several tens of meter high
displacement waves have been one of the natural hazards in Norway claiming most of lives. Since 5 years the
Norwegian Geological Survey has started a systematic mapping approach to characterize unstable rock slopes
prone to cause catastrophic failures so that future events can be recognized before they happen and society can
adapt to the hazard. So far systematic mapping has been carried out in 3 of the 19 provinces in Norway and 265
unstable slopes have been found. These first provinces have been defined based upon historical analyses of large
rock slope failures causing disasters in the last centuries. As most provinces in Norway include high mountain
terrain and have known unstable slopes or deposits of large collapses it is likely that this number will raise
significantly when systematic mapping will be carried out in the 16 remaining provinces. In the past years have
four of the investigated sites been classified as high risk objects based mainly upon their high deformation
velocities and a high number of people living in the hazard area. At those sites continuous monitoring systems
using multiple instrumentations in combination with early warning systems have been installed. 58 sites are
monitored periodically on a yearly or multi-yearly interval mainly using differential GPS, but also satellite and
ground based InSAR and LIDAR technology is applied. Mapping is carried out with a risk approach focussing
only on those sites where settlements or transportations routes can be affected. Due to the expected large number
of unstable rock slopes prone to fail catastrophically in Norway a classification system for hazard and risk is
implemented for future work. In this system the hazard area is defined as the area effected by the primary
rockslide event and secondary effects. This includes defining various scenarios of catastrophic collapse as slope
deformation in general varies significantly over the entire unstable rock slope making various scenarios of
critical volumes and run-out distances possible. To each of these scenarios the secondary effects are evaluated,
such as displacement wave in case that the rockslide hits a water body or the up-damming of the valley with
upstream and potential downstream flooding. Most difficult to define is the likelihood of the event to happen in
future as globally only very limited instrumental data exists on catastrophic rock slope collapses impiding
temporal prediction. We base our evaluation on a combination of three observations: a) the state of activity
(rockslide velocity in the deforming slope, rock fall activity), b) a structural and kinematic slide analyses
including an analyses of where and how much deformation has occurred in the past and c) a regional analyses of
frequency of failures on geologically and morphological similar slopes. Based upon these observations the
likelihood is defined as very high, high, medium, low or very low. This qualitative classification is than
connected to a quantitative classification given by the Norwegian building law although we are aware that not
enough scientific knowledge exists today to predict the collapse of a large rock slope quantitatively. However
this step is necessary in order to make our mapping products a tool for regional and urban planning. The risk
estimation finally is a combination of the estimation of likelihood of a future event with a rough estimation of
how many victims can occur in the hazard area in case that no mitigation measures are taken. All sites will be
grouped in three classes as: 1) no mitigation measures are necessary, 2) periodic monitoring required, and 3)
continuous monitoring in combination with mitigation is necessary.
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Residual strength measurements for some British Clays
Seyyedmahdi Hosseyni (1) , Nobuyuki Torii (2) , and Edward N. Bromhead (1)
(1) Kingston University, Faculty Of Engineering, Civil Engineering, Kingston Upon Thames, UK
(M.Hosseyni@kingston.ac.uk); (2) Kobe University, Graduate School Of Engineering, Civil Engineering, Kobe, Japan;

Since Skempton presented his theory of residual strength in clay soils in 1964 (with a consolidation of ideas in
1985), a huge body of results for the residual strength of many clays has been published. Nowhere is this more
marked than in Britain. The datasets available have been derived from a variety of methods, including back
analysis, laboratory tests on natural and reconstituted soils. Laboratory tests have included tests with broadly
unlimited deformation (e.g. ring shear tests), tests on sampled shear surfaces, tests with slip surfaces pre-formed
mechanically in the laboratory, and tests on undisturbed specimens (for example, reversal tests in the shear box).
It has been observed (for example, by Bromhead and Ibsen, 2004) that very many of the landslides investigated
around the South and East coasts of England are compound landslides with extensive sub-horizontal basal shear
surfaces in locations that conform to the bedding. In some strata (e.g. Barton et al., 2006) the basal shear occurs
in a thin stratum of noticeably higher plasticity than above or below. It has also been observed that similar
bedding control is exerted on the position of compound landslide basal shear surfaces in inland landslides, most
noticeably in connection with failures of cut slopes for transportation infrastructure (roads and railways).
Experience suggests that the results from a back-analysis are dominated by the properties of these strata where
the bedding-controlled basal shear surface constitutes a significant fraction of the total length. The paper
presents an analysis of the data from back analyses, supplemented with some of the more reliable laboratory
testing that has specifically recorded as being on samples from bedding-controlled basal shear surfaces, and
compares datasets from a number of stiff fissured overconsolidated clays of very different ages. Inferences are
drawn from these results about the mode of formation of what are taken to be sedimentologically-controlled
weak horizons occurring throughout the geological record. 
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Digital rockfall and snow avalanches susceptibility mapping of Norway
Jan Høst (1) , Marc Henri Derron (2) , and Kari Sletten (3)
(1) Special adviser, Geological Survey Of Norway, Trondheim, Norway (jan.host@ngu.no); (2) Researcher, Université De
Lausanne, Institut De Géomatique Et De L'analyse Du Risque, Lausanne, Switzerland; (3) Senior Scientist, Geological
Survey Of Norway, Trondheim, Norway;

Norway is prone to a variety of different landslide types. Despite this fact, inferior efforts has been undertaken to
establish a national overview of which areas can be considered safe and which has a potential landslide hazard.
As a consequence, many municipalities have allowed construction of buildings and infrastructure in landslide
hazardous areas. In 2007 Geological Survey of Norway initiated a project to develop susceptibility maps for
rockfall and snow avalanche, on the basis of a 20 x 20 meters digital terrain model covering the whole country.
The GIS algorithms were developed in a consensus driven approach involving universities, research institutes,
consultancies and several public authorities. The presentation will demonstrate the applied methods and present
the product of the analysis. Furthermore we will discuss strengths and weaknesses of the products, and ideas to
further improve this kind of rough overview landslide susceptibility mapping.
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1:50000 Landslide Map by aerial photo interpretation in whole Japan
Takashi Inokuchi (1) , Shoji Doshida (2) , Shoji Doshida (2) , Shoichiro Uchiyama (2) , Fumitake Shimizu (3) ,
and Norio Oyagi (3)
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 Landslide disasters have been taking our precious lives and assets by occuring in various locations each year. It
is necessary for us to acknowledge the high risk slope locations and situations as possible landslide occuring
sites for preventing and mitigating landslide disasters. We publicizes the "Landslide Maps" by carrying forward
landslide mappings on various locations in Japan because the area where the landslide occurred move easier than
the surrounding area. We introduce this "Landslide Maps" and describe the tasks for the future in this paper.
Since 1982, National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) has issued printed
"Landslide Maps" as a reference for research laboratories and institutions concerned with landslide study. The
"Landslide Maps" illustrates the state of landslide topography and its distribution. Landslide topography is a
general term of landforms induced or being induced by landslide movement. On the Landslide Maps, objects of
interpretation and depiction are Jisuberi, landslide failure, large-scale slope failure and bed-rock creep. The other
objects, such as solifluction, surface creep, surface slide, debris flow, and rock fall are not shown on the maps.
The word "Jisuberi“, landslide in Japanese, means continuous and gradual mass movement on slopes. However,
landslide in English has slightly different meaning; it comprises a variety of mass movements on slopes:
rock-falls and debris flows, for example. The landslide topographies are extracted by using 1:40,000 aerial
photographs, and described in the topographical map of 1:50,000 usually. A minimum size of the landslide
extracted is about 100m. About 300,000 landslides, distributed in 4/5 of Japanese whole land, are extracted in
the "Landslide Maps" now. Features of the "Landslide Maps" are, 1. High quality, wide area, and standard
landslide interpretation, 2. Showing actual shape of landslides and separating a landslide scarp and a
moved/moving mass, 3. Displaying landslide movements at initial stage, and 4. Identifying the degree of
dissection for a scarp. An example of site prediction on landslide disaster is that Aratosawa Landslide caused by
Iwate-Miyagi Inland Earthquake in 2008 reflect past landslide landform area, and the "Landslide Map" indicated
the past landslide landform area. The "Landslide Maps" has been opened to the public as the raster and vector
data in Web site (http://lsweb1.ess.bosai.go.jp/). The raster data is the maps (PDF files) and the vector data
formats are SHP and KML, so the vector files can be imported to many Geographical Information System
software easily. We think that tasks for the future on "Landslide Map" are 4 themes. First is covering all
landslides in Japan. 2nd is Risk assessment of landslide (Hazard mapping) using by the "Landslide Maps". 3rd is
giving a record of landslide movement to each landslide. Final is integration with various slope disasters. 
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Analyses of landslide hazard evaluation (LHEF) factors using polynomial
interpolation
Milorad Jovanovski (1) , and Igor Pesevski (2)
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This paper describes one method for the analysis of input parameters necessary for preparation of Landslide
Hazard Zonation Maps. The method is based on the quantitative approach, where four Landslide Hazard
Evaluation Factors are grouped into four ranges of values. Since the various parameters are not equally
important for estimation of Total Landslide Hazard Evaluation Factor (LHEF), importance ratings are allocated
to the different value ranges. Importance ratings for Lithological types (LT), Ground water level (GWL), Slope
Angles (SA) and Soil Debris Cover (SDC) are defined using polynomial interpolation. With this procedure, each
evaluation factor is extrapolated using the interpolation charts. For Lythological Types, an arbitrary value from 1
to 6 is used as a basis for correlation with ratings. The charts are helpful for borderline cases and remove
impression that abrupt changes in rating occur between evaluation categories. Based on correlation between
adequate parameters and rating, the Total Rating Hazard Evaluation Factor can be calculated. For LHZ classes
an arbitrary value from 1 to 6 is used as follows: Class 0 are Stable Zones; • Class 1 is for Very Low Hazard
zones; • Class 2 is for Low Hazard zones; • Class 3 is for Middle Hazard zones; • Class 4 is for High Hazard
zones; • Class 5 is for Very High Hazard zones; • Class 6 is for Active landslides. This approach can serve as a
basis for preparation of Landslide Hazard Zonation Maps. Unique condition units was developed by combination
of geological map (lithological units), slope angle map, map with thickness of soil debris and groundwater
conditions. The resulting total score contains the essential elements regarding the evaluation of the degree of the
exposition to the risk for the analysed area.
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Landslide hazard assessment for the Toktogul region of Kyrgyzstan,
Central Asia
Namphon Khampilang (1) , and Malcolm Whitworth (1)
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The Toktogul hydroelectric and irrigation scheme is the largest in Central Asia. The area is associated with
numerous deep-seated slope deformations, landslides, disruptions to superficial deposits and long run out debris
flows. Although landslides have been identified in the Toktogul area, no detailed landslide inventory is available
to assist in the risk assessment for the Toktogul area. The project is reliant upon the use of remote sensing for the
detection and delineation of landslides. The provision optical satellite such as ASTER combining with high
resolution satellite images such as SPOT 5 and IKONOS, and topographic data will therefore be integral to the
project, whereby the data will contribute to the generation of the landslide inventory together with landslide
recognition and classification, and then provide part of the spatial dataset for the GIS based spatial landslide
hazard modeling in the Toktogul region of Kyrgyzstan. The project methods include 1) detect and map
landslides at all scales using high resolution imagery and DEM data; and to generate a GIS landslide inventory
database for the area from this image analysis, 2) ground truth this landslide inventory using field
reconnaissance, 3) integral morphological, lithological, structural, land use integrate hydrological and seismic
data within a GIS environment. DEM data from SPOT will form an important component of this dataset, and 4)
derive statistical landslide hazard models through the integration of landslide inventory with the GIS datasets.
The result will be shown in form of landslide inventory map including GIS database at various scales and
landslide hazard model showing area of landslide prone and level of hazards will be mapped as well.
Consequently, this mapping result will be used to assist in making rational decisions regarding local evacuation
plan in areas susceptible to slope failure.
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Using remotely sensed information for near real-time landslide hazard
assessment
Dalia Kirschbaum (1) , Robert Adler (2) , and Christa Peters-lidard (1)
(1) NASA, Nasa Goddard Space Flight Center, Hydrological Sciences Branch, Greenbelt, Usa
(dalia.b.kirschbaum@nasa.gov); (2) ESSIC, University Of Maryland, Earth System Science Interdisciplinary Center, College
Park, Usa;

The increasing availability of remotely sensed precipitation and surface products provides a unique opportunity
to explore how landslide susceptibility and hazard assessment may be approached at larger spatial scales. A
prototype global landslide hazard assessment framework has been developed to evaluate how landslide
susceptibility and satellite-derived precipitation estimates can be used to identify potential landslide conditions
in near-real time. Preliminary analysis of this algorithm using a newly developed global landslide inventory
dataset suggests that forecasting errors are geographically variable due the resolution and accuracy of the current
susceptibility map and the application of satellite-based rainfall estimates, particularly in complex topographic
settings. An empirical intensity-duration rainfall threshold is currently used to identify when extreme
precipitation may trigger a landslide. The threshold relationship uses Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis data (TMPA) for near real-time precipitation inputs. Results
indicate that the empirical triggering threshold should be derived regionally to better account for regional
variations in weather and climate. This research is currently working to improve upon these identified challenges
through considering higher spatial and temporal resolution landslide susceptibility information and testing
different rainfall triggering scenarios at regional and global scales. Satellite-derived surface products such as
topography and land cover are tested within a susceptibility framework to identify the optimal set of variables
that can provide both a higher resolution and more homogenous picture of landslide susceptibility globally.
Results from regional statistical testing emphasize the need to better account for antecedent rainfall conditions in
addition to instantaneous values. Research is underway to incorporate additional modeled or satellite-based soil
moisture information. The availability of local, regional, and global landslide inventories are critical for
accurately evaluating this system. While both static and event-based inventories are available for parts of the
world, there still remains a dearth of comprehensive landslide information for sufficient testing. We are working
to collect and process inventory information for validation purposes. Through the revised system, this research
aims to use remotely sensed information to provide a more dynamic picture of landslide hazards at the global
scale. Both current satellite-derived precipitation and future missions such as the Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) mission will provide critical inputs to extend near real-time precipitation information for
landslide hazard assessment. The revised framework has the potential to serve as a “nowcasting” system which
can identify hazardous regions as well as forecast future activity based on existing surface moisture and
numerical weather forecasts.
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Definition of hazard scenarios using remote sensing for the Alp di Roscioro
rock slope instability, Canton Tessin, Switzerland. 
Andrew Kos (1) , Florian Amann (1) , Phillip Schaer (2) , and Tazio Strozzi (3)
(1) ETH Zurich, Geological Institute, Earth Sciences, Zurich, Switzerland (kos@erdw.ethz.ch); (2) BSF Swissphoto AG, -, -,
Regensdorf, Switzerland; (3) Gamma Remote Sensing AG, -, -, Gümlingen, Switzerland;

The definition of hazard scenarios, through the combined application of high resolution remote sensing, in situ
monitoring and field investigations for the Alp di Roscioro rock slope instability are presented. The Alp
d’Roscioro is an unstable rock slope in Canton Tessin, Switzerland, which entered a critical phase of instability
in early 2010 leading to the evacuation of an industrial complex located at the foot of the slope. Since 1989 the
instability has been monitored by Cantonal authorities following the discovery of large tension cracks behind the
main scarp. In 2002, approximately 150K m3 failed in the highly fractured southern section, with renewed
activity taking place in the northern section in 2010, resulting in a failure of between 10-20K m3 of rock.
Detailed change analysis of the Alp di Roscioro surface topography was performed, using high resolution
DTM’s derived from aerial and terrestrial LIDAR acquired in 2005, 2009 and 2010. Spatial displacements were
measured between 2005-2007 using ground-based interferometric synthetic aperture radar (GB-InSAR), and
again in 2010 using a new portable radar interferometer (GPRI). Additional displacement data from point
measurements using automatic crack extensometers, and a total station prism network were made available by
Cantonal authorities. Although a key parameter for defining hazard scenarios is based on the distribution and
volume of (unstable) rock mass compartments, the latter being an important input parameter for run out analysis,
great uncertainty exists because the way in which the rock mass will fail, in the future, is not known (e.g. gradual
versus en masse). Therefore, in an attempt to understand the latter, the role and contribution of remote sensing at
the Alp di Roscioro is discussed with respect to establishing a model that describes possible failure scenarios
(e.g. based on structural predisposition and controls, and kinematic mechanisms). Preliminary model validations
are presented using three dimensional discontiuum modeling. 
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Geoinformatics for landslide vulnerability zonation mapping in the Nilgiris
Mountain, Tamil Nadu, India
Kumaraswamy.k Dr. (1)
(1) Professor and Head, Bharathidasan University, Department Of Geography, School Of Geosciences, Tiruchirappalli 620
024, India (kkumargeo@gmail.com);

Landslide has become a frequently occurring phenomenon in the Udagamandalam region of the Nilgiris
Mountain of Tamil Nadu because of the sloppy terrain and high intensity rainfall. Landslide occurs both in
remote, unpopulated and also in the populated regions as well. The features that influence landslides, among
several factors, are soil type, orientation of slope, slope angle, proximity to drainage, vegetation cover and
intensity of rainfall. In this paper, an attempt has been made to predict rainfall induced landslides in
Udagamandalam region using Geospatial technology. Here, the landslides especially during monsoon rainy
seasons are common. The areal coverage of the study area is approximately 873 sq.km. Two types of landforms
are identified in the study area - first with high peaks, steep slope and escarpments with or without soil cover,
with radial drainage pattern and the second of gentle mounds with thick soil cover upto 40 metres depth. In the
hilly region, the plantation cropping and horticulture are widely practiced. Hence, deforestation, formation of
new settlements and changing land use practices are dynamic for the past several decades. Remote Sensing (RS),
Global Positioning System (GPS)and Geographic Information System (GIS), together called geoinformatics, are
well suited for landslide studies. A number of thematic layers such as slope map, aspect map, Landuse /
Landcover map, drainage map, geology, geomorphology and lineament maps are prepared from Survey of India
topographic maps in 1:50,000 scale and satellite image information while GPS based ground verification details
are incorporated to the thematic layers in ArcGIS platform for analysis and interpretation. Slope constitutes a
significant parameter as its stability forms the basis for the frequency and intensity of the landslide. Changes in
landuse / vegetation thickness influences landslide behaviours appreciably. The multi stage remote sensing data
provides ample scope for intensive study of dynamic landuse characteristics in this region. Increasing habitation
cover, plantation cropping, local mining, construction of small water storing systems, increasing length of road
network and vehicles, poor maintenance of roadside vegetation and roads, illegal deforestation are some of the
causes for increasing number of landslides in the region. Drainage network is another parameter influences
landslide characteristics and dynamics. The drainage density and volume and duration of water storage are
significant parameters for landslide occurrence. Lineament and fault network, intensity and direction pose great
threat, especially along transport lines / roadsides. Further, the elements like aspect factor and intensity and
duration of seasonal monsoon rainfall provide sufficient grounds for the occurrence of landslides in the area.
Ranking and weightage were assigned to create overlay map. Soil samples were also collected from the locations
in the region where landslides had occurred earlier. Soil investigations were carried out for ground truth
information. The landslide susceptibility maps are prepared. The areas susceptibility for landslides is identified
with all factors based on total weightage. The output shows the possible landslide areas, which are grouped for
preparation of landslide vulnerability zonation map to restore and sustain the ecology of the study area. Suitable
and appropriate management strategies are suggested after extensive ground truth and social survey conducted in
different villages of the region. Among others, the suggestions like afforestation and biodiversity gap filling in
barren and road sides, construction of suitable water retaining and discharging structures, planned and controlled
growth of settlements and road network etc are site and eco specific recommendations for the study area. 
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A multitemporal kernel density estimation approach for landslide
susceptibility assessment
Maurizio Lazzari (1) , and Maria Danese (1)
(1) CNR, IBAM, Tito Scalo, Italy (m.lazzari@ibam.cnr.it);

The aim of this work is to propose a new method for landslide susceptibility evaluation based on spatial statistics
techniques and in particular on density measures that study spatial concentration and relationships between
landslide phenomena. Different methodological approaches exist in literature for this topic: • heuristic qualitative
approach, particularly suited for regional surveys at small scale; • statistical quantitative approaches for medium
scale surveys. Some of these are: predictive modelling through application of data driven multivariate statistical
analysis, experience driven bivariate statistical analysis, predictive modeling through application of probability
and favourability functions; • deterministic approach for detailed studies at large scale, without entering at the
level of the engineering geological site investigation. Such small scale studies are used by consulting firms or
local planning agencies for detailed planning of infrastructural works. One of the most used is the one proposed
by Yin and Yan (1988) and Van Westen et al. (1993). This statistical method is based on the selection of
different critical factors (such as lithology, land cover, slope, aspect, land curvature, distance from fault and
distance from rivers) to describe and model landslide phenomena and on the calculation of a susceptibility index
that expresses how much each single factor weights and contributes in landslide hazard. The first limit of results
obtained in this way is connected to the global character of the estimate: we are not able to take correctly in
count first order properties of landslides distribution. The second limit is connected to the impossibility to have
informations about the susceptibility due to interactions between nearest landslides, that is second order effects
in landslides distribution. For these reasons this work proposes a new GIS-based method, that combines the
statistic bivariate method and an approach based on kernel density estimation (KDE), that was used and
calibrated properly for landslides study. This is one of the instrument of spatial statistics that is able, at the same
time, to identify first order effects in a distribution and also second order effects, thanks to the presence in the
estimate of the smooth parameter, the bandwidth. The aim is to obtain a detailed landslide hazard zonation, more
sensible to local variations of parameters and of relationships between them. The new model was tested in the
sample area of Potenza municipality, located in Basilicata region along the main axis of southern Apennine,
particularly interested by landslide events during last fifty years. In order to evaluate the relevance of results the
proposed method has been calibrated in a sample area of Basilicata region (southern Italy) comparing the results
in different multitemporal landslide scenarious. The new proposed method permitted to obtain the following
advantages: • the approach is local with a consequent susceptibility value in the landslide zones, representative
of the actual effective susceptibility; • for each parameter a variable susceptibility based on the distribution of
the same parameter has been obtained; • greater relation between the susceptibility obtained starting from the
various parameters. In conclusion, through the local approach more reliable information on all the territory have
been obtained. However, the work could be integrated and improved deepening the relative aspects to the
incidence of the local parameters and in particular including in the analysis the distribution of hydrological data.
The use of spatial analysis for the reconstruction of hazard scenarios is shaped like a innovative tool of terrain
analysis, as it considers the effects of first and second order, linked to a not stationary phenomenon, whose
properties vary inside of the studied region, allowing therefore to map, in more realistic way, with an local
approach, the landslide susceptibility.
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Analysis of landslide susceptibility using Monte Carlo simulation and GIS
Heon Woo Lee (1) , Hyuck Jin Park (1) , Ik Woo (2) , and Jeong-gi Um (3)
(1) Sejong University, Dept. Of Geoinformation Engineering, Seoul, Republic Of Korea; (2) Kunsan National University,
Dept. Of Coastal Construction Engineering, Kunsan, Republic Of Korea; (3) Pukyung National University, Dept. Of Energy
Resouce Engineering, Pusan, Republic Of Korea;

Since the landslide is one of the repeated geological hazards and causes a terrible loss of life and properties in
Korea, many different researches have been carried out to evaluate the hazard and the susceptibility of landslide.
However, the previous studies were mainly focused on the statistical relationship between several causative
factors and landslide occurrence. In addition, the physical landslide model has been suggested to evaluate the
factor of safety in previous studies but the deterministic approach has been utilized. However, applying the
deterministic model in regional study area can be difficult or impossible because of the difficulties in obtaining
and processing of large spatial data sets. With limited site investigation data, uncertainties were inevitably
involved with. Therefore, the probabilistic analysis method such as Monte Carlo simulation has been utilized in
this study. The GIS based infinite slope stability model has been used to evaluate the probability of failure. The
proposed approach has been applied to practical example. the study area in Pyeongchang-gun, Gangwon-do has
been selected since the area has been experienced tremendous amount of landslide occurrence. The geometric
characteristics of the slope and the mechanical properties of soils like to friction angle and cohesion were
extracted from 1:5000 topographic maps and 1:25,000 soil map. The Monte carlo simulation has been used to
evaluate the probability of failure in the simulation procedure. In addition, in order to evaluate the effect of the
grounwater, the ground water level has been changed. Furthermore, coefficient of variation (COV) values in the
uncertain parameters were varied from 10% to 30% in order to evaluate the effect of the uncertainty. The
analysis results showed that the probabilistic analysis method can reduce the effect of uncertainty involved in
input parameters. 
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Landslide inventory and susceptibility mapping in the Río
Chiquito-Barranca Del Muerto watershed, Pico de Orizaba volcano,
México.
Gabriel Legorreta Paulin (1) , Marcus Bursik (2) , Irasema Alcántara Ayala (3) , José Lugo Hubp (3) , José Juan
Zamorano Orozco (4) , and Maria Teresa Ramírez Herrera (5)
(1) Instituto de Geografía, UNAM, Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México, Laboratorio De Análisis Geo-espacial,
México, D.f., México (legorretag@igg.unam.mx); (2) University at Buffalo. SUNY, The State University Of New York,
Geology, Buffalo, Usa; (3) Instituto de Geografía, UNAM, Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México, Departamento De
Geografía Física, Mexico, D.f., México; (4) Instituto de Geografía, UNAM, Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México,
Departamento De Geografía Física, México, D.f., México; (5) Centro de Investigaciones en Geografía Ambiental,
Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México, Centro De Investigaciones En Geografía Ambiental, Morelia, México;

In volcanic environments, stratovolcanoes have great potential to produce landslides and debris flows due to
their high relief energy. Their volcanic activity can trigger large voluminous landslides along stream systems;
however, they are rather infrequent. On the other hand, small but hazardous non-magmatic landslides occur
continuously during volcanic repose. In Mexico, Pico de Orizaba volcano has the greatest potential threat for the
formation of landslides and debris flows triggered by non-magmatic activity because of its large area of
weakened rocks that remain at high altitudes and high seasonal rainfall. The Río Chiquito-Barranca del Muerto
watershed on the southwestern flank of Pico de Orizaba volcano is selected as a case-control study area. This
chapter provides an overview of the on-going research project from the Institute of Geography at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) that seeks to conduct multi-temporal landslide inventories and
produce landslide susceptibility maps by using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). First, the project aims to
derive a landslide inventory map from a representative sample of landslides using aerial photography and field
investigations. Next, Multiple Logistic Regression (MLR) is used to examine the relation between landsliding
and several independent variables (elevation, slope, contributing area, land use, geology, and terrain curvature)
to create the susceptibility map. The implementation of a landslide inventory and susceptibility mapping
techniques is presented and discussed.
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An overview of a GIS method for mapping landslides and assessing
landslide hazards. A case-control study in Pico de Orizaba volcano, México.
Gabriel Legorreta Paulin (1) , Marcus Bursik (2) , and José Lugo Hubp (1)
(1) Instituto de Geografía, UNAM, Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México, Departamento De Geografía Física,
México, D.f., México (legorretag@igg.unam.mx); (2) University at Buffalo, SUNY, The State University Of New York,
Geology, Buffalo, Usa;

In Mexico, numerous GIS-based applications have been used to represent and assess slope stability. However,
there is not a practical and standardized landslide mapping methodology under the GIS system. This poster aims
to illustrate a comprehensive methodology to characterize areas that are prone to slope instability. The Río
Chiquito-Barranca del Muerto watershed on the southwestern flank of Pico de Orizaba volcano, the highest
mountain in Mexico, was selected as a case-control study area. The study area has a combination of several
contributing factors to landslides such as high rain fall during the wet season, rock types, high degree of
weathering, and steep slopes. The methodology encompasses three main stages of analysis to assess landslide
hazards. Stage 1 builds a historic landslide inventory; stage 2 calculates the susceptibility for the watershed; and
stage 3 calculates the landform hazard for the watershed. The technique and its implementation of each stage in a
GIS-based technology is presented and discussed. 
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Susceptibility maps for shallow landslides using different modelling
approaches
Leopold Philip (1) , Heiss Gerhard (1) , Petschko Helene (2) , Bell Rainer (2) , and Glade Thomas (2)
(1) Ait – Austrian Institute Of Technology Gmbh, Health And Environment Department, Seibersdorf, Austria
(philip.leopold@ait.ac.at); (2) University Of Vienna, Department Of Geography And Regional Research, Vienna, Austria;

Landslide susceptibility maps can form a powerful tool for preventive spatial planning on a regional scale.
Therefore, it is of high importance to identify a landslide susceptibility model, or combination of models, that
result in robust and reliable susceptibility maps. This study focuses on the comparison of different modelling
approaches and is part of the research project “MoNOE” (Method development for landslide susceptibility
modelling in Lower Austria). The main objective of the project is to design a method for landslide susceptibility
modelling for a large study area (about 10.200 km2) and to produce landslide susceptibility maps which are
finally implemented in the spatial planning strategies of the Lower Austrian provincial government. To reach
this objective two different statistical models, Weights of Evidence (WofE) and Logistic Regression (LR) are
applied and compared. Methods and models are developed and tested within three test districts of Lower Austria.
The optimised methodology will finally be applied to the entire study area. Input data comprises lithology at a
scale of 1:200,000, land cover (derived from satellite images, 10m x10m resolution, lidar DTM and its derivates
(rescaled to 10m x 10m resolution), distance to geological structures, distance to rivers, distance to very old
landslides and topographic wetness index. Two different landslide inventories were used within the three test
districts: the Building Ground Register of the Geological Survey of Lower Austria, which contains only point
information, and a newly prepared landslide polygon inventory based on the interpretation of the multiple
hillshades of the lidar DTM with 1m x 1m resolution. The WofE method was applied using the “Spatial Data
Modeler” Toolbox for ArcGIS. Logistic regression was carried out using a combination of ArcGIS and the
OpenSource statistics package R. In both approaches both landslide inventories were used in deriving landslide
susceptibility maps. Thus, not only the final results of the different models using different landslide inventories
can be compared but also the capabilities of the different software solutions. Preliminary results showed that the
large study area and very heterogeneous geology pose a huge challenge. Thus, modelling strategies had to be
modified to meet these challenges. First satisfying solutions for the three test districts could be developed. The
comparison of the first modelling results using WofE and LR and identical input parameters in the MoNOE
project showed quite similar results. Nevertheless, in spatial details differences can be observed, which might
cause distinct consequences when implemented in the spatial planning strategies. The first results are statistically
significant and show satisfactory validation rates, even though the differences in spatial details must be still
carefully analysed. This study was performed within the project MoNOE, which is funded by the provincial
government of Lower Austria. 
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Developments in landslides inventory and registry in Slovakia
Pavel Liscák (1) , and Stefan Kácer (2)
(1) State Geological Institute of Dionyz Stúr, Dept. Of Engineering Geology, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
(pavel.liscak@geology.sk); (2) State Geological Institute of Dionyz Stúr, Information Systems Division, Bratislava, Slovak
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Slope deformations represent the most dangerous exogenous geodynamic phenomenon in the Slovak Western
Carpathians, posing a threat for humans and their property and natural environment. The case of the Handlová
landslide in 1960/1961 and several others have shown that stabilization of active slope deformations is far more
expensive than preventive measures. Another important finding has been the fact that the slope movements are
recurrent in the areas of old landslides, mainly. In the light of the above the next logical step in the research into
slope deformations was their inventory; this effort has contributed to a development of prominent school of
Czechoslovak engineering geologists dealing with landslides around Nemcok and co. The inventory project
lasted over 30 years and the results of this stage were about 15000 identified slope deformations throughout
Slovakia. The next important project of “Atlas of Stability of Slopes in SR at 1:50 000 scale” (hereinafter Atlas)
covered a period from 1997 till 2006; it was based upon the previous inventory; nevertheless the number of the
identified landslides increased significantly to 21190 covering 5.25% of the area of Slovakia. Atop of this the
added value is estimation of the territory susceptibility to slope deformation. Department of Geological
Information Systems is holder of a project “Geological Information System” (GeoIS) which started at the end of
2005 and its mission is to develop a web application, providing access to spatial geological information -
regional geological, engineering geological, hydrogeological, geochemical and geophysical maps. One important
service named Landslides was provided to the public in May, 2010. The Geofond register keeps evidence of
documented slope deformations in Slovakia. As a groundwork of digital layers serve the data from the above
project Atlas. To each slope failure an attribute table with information about the landslide is assigned to: the
identification number in the register of landslides, geomorphological unit, engineering geological area, source of
information, type of slope deformation, degree of activity, geological formation, geological setting,
hydrogeological conditions, size, slope, endangered objects, the cause, remediation, etc. The applications and the
Map server that are based on ESRI technologies ArcGisServer ver.10 are available on the web address:
www.geology.sk. In the year 2010 we have evidenced numerous landslides in the Eastern Slovakia, generated by
excessive precipitation in the late spring. For the first time in the history of systematic inventory of geological
phenomena in Slovakia we made use of very precise levelling of 551 slope deformations based on GPS
technology. Based upon the quality and intensity of the satellite signal we divided the data into 6 classes of
accuracy. For instance, Class 1 represents the data recorded with the highest possible precision of the instrument,
with an average error of up to 1,5 m, assuming the availability of signals from more than 5 GPS satellites and
additional signals from the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service EGNOS. The accuracy was
close to 0,5 m level (173 slope deformations were recorded). GPS data measured in the field were converted into
GIS format; however, the original lines measured in the field were retrieved in the "raw" form, it means they
contained errors and various variations due to sudden changes in the quality of the record ("jagged" lines during
the loss of satellites under the trees etc.); thus they were not appropriate for the final drawings into GIS database.
Therefore it was necessary to make additional corrections, particularly those in classes 2 and 3 of the recording
quality. Thus additionally smoothed lines were converted into closed polygons representing the final shape of
the landslide. For each polygon there were assigned the tabular data. The final GIS database consists of 66 data
fields.
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high-resolution landslide hazard probability maps derived from
dendrogeomorphic analyses in Pra Bellon landslide (Southern French Alps)
Lopez Saez Jérôme (1) , Corona Christophe (1) , and Berger Frédéric (1)
(1) UR.EMGR, Cemagref, Mountain Ecosystem Research, Saint Martin D'hères, France (jerome.lopez@cemagref.fr);

A major obstacle for landslide hazard zoning is the lack of data with satisfying spatial resolution or precision
over medium to long timescales and on a continuing basis. Traditionally, the temporal distribution of landslide
events is estimated at supradecadal timescales and derived from large inventories of historical archives such as
narrations, paintings, engravings and other artwork, terrestrial or aerial photographs, remote sensing series or
incidental statements. However, difficulties are normally numerous in accessing, extracting, organizing,
databasing and analyzing such data because they have not usually been collated for scientific use. Problems may
involve conscientiousness of the observer, editing and recording process issues and the haphazard nature of
recorded events in both time and space. On forested shallow landslides, dendrogeomorphology may allow
accurate hazard zoning. Indeed, trees undergoing small and slow movements may survive reactivation events
and conserve externally visible evidence of past events in the form of topped, tilted, or S-shaped stems, scars on
the stem surface or root breakage. The impact of such external damage is recorded in the tree-ring record and
dendrogeomorphic techniques have successfully been applied in the past to reconstruct landslide histories on
sites lacking long and complete archival records. The purpose of this study therefore was to map the probability
of reactivation for a landslide located in the Ubaye Valley (French Alps) using dendrogeomorphic analysis.
Through an exhaustive sampling of 403 Mountain pines (Pinus uncinata Mill. Ex Mirb) we (i) reconstruct a
chronology of past landslide reactivations, (ii) determine the spatial extent of past events, (iii) derive a
high-resolution (1/10 000) landslide return period map and finally (iv) map the probability for a landslide event
to occur in 5, 25 50 and 100 years. The dendrogeomorphic analyses of 1563 increment cores allowed the
identification of 1256 growth disturbances related to past landslide events. 17 major events and 5 minor events
were reconstructed between 1911 and 2010 amongst which 13 were documented in the historical archives.
According to this reconstructed chronology, the landslide return periods range from 14 years in the central part
of the landslide to 155 years at landslide boundaries. The hig-resolution probability maps derived from the
Poisson distribution reveal that the probability for a centennial event to occur is 0.94 in the central part of the
landslide and 0.61 at the boundaries. This contribution demonstrates that dendrogeomorphic analyses of growth
disturbances in trees clearly have significant potential and that they are a powerful tool for the prediction of
landslide triggering in areas where archival data are lacking.
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Road slope hazard assessment and mapping using airborne laser scanning
data and orthophotos: Malaysia experienced
Roslan Majid (1)
(1) Public Works Department, Slope Engineering Branch, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (roslanm@jkr.gov.my);

Over the years, a visual approach has been used in road slope cataloguing and hazard assessment in PWD
(Public Works Department) Malaysia. This method is quite laborious, time consuming and prone to human error.
Paper forms are used to fill in the slope attributes while kilometer posts along the roads are used as benchmark
with relative to the slope location. But recently, the use of Geographical Information Technologies (GIT) for
cataloguing and inventorising assets has increased due to the rapid development in commercial GIS modeling
software and the quick access to data obtained through Global Positioning System (GPS) and remote sensing.
Realizing these facts and its ability to improve on slope management, PWD Malaysia in 2010, has acquired road
slope data through airborne laser scanning (LiDAR) and middle range digital camera thus producing Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) and orthophotos. At the same time, PWD also developed and customized a GIS based
system using commercial off the shelf software to incorporate and manipulate this spatial data. With this system,
PWD are able to catalogue the slope digitally and at the same time, analyze and rank the slope according to the
level of hazard and eventually published the slope hazard maps through the internet. With these maps the slope
can be monitored more systematically and annual slopes maintenance program can be planned and managed
properly. In other words, besides hazard, the risk to people and property and being taken care considerably. In
this paper, I would like to emphasize on the methodology used to produce road slopes hazard map using airborne
laser scanning data and orthophotos which utilize GIS Geographic Information System and GPS (Global
Positioning System) technology.
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Integrating spatial multi-criteria evaluation and expert knowledge for
national-scale landslide susceptibility analysis: application to France
Malet Jean-philippe (1) , Puissant Anne (2) , Mathieu Alexandre (1) , and Van Den Eeckhaut Miet (3)
(1) Cnrs, Institut De Physique Du Globe De Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France (jeanphilippe.malet@eost.u-strasbg.fr); (2) Cnrs,
Laboratoire Image, Ville, Environnement, Strasbourg, France; (3) Jrc, Institute For Environment And Sustainability, Ispra,
Italy;

Information on landslide susceptibility and hazard at the national scale is of fundamental importance for the
design and implementation of risk management policies and the prioritarization of the allocation of resources.
Lack of such information in Europe and the implementation of the European Union’s Thematic Strategy for Soil
Protection (Commission of the European Communities, 2006a; 2006b) let to an initiative of JRC (Joint Research
Centre, European Commission) to setup a European Landslide Expert Group in order to identify the areas in
Europe where landslides are likely to occur (Hervás et al. 2007;
http://eusoils.jrc.ec.europa.eu/library/themes/Landslides/). In this context, this work presents the method
developed for the creation of the ‘Tier 1’ landslide susceptibility map for France at a 1:1M scale, where
susceptibility is defined as the spatial probability of occurrence of an event. The method is applied by
differentiating three categories of landslide types, namely slides, falls and flows. More specifically, the method
combines a weighting-rating procedure of both factors and classes of factors using a spatial-multi-criteria
evaluation technique (SMCE) and an objective calibration of the weights based on statistics on the distribution
of observed landslides per slope angle, lithology and landcover classes. The quality of the nation-scale map is
evaluated with references (1) to the French landslide inventory map and (2) to regional or local susceptibility
maps available in the literature or created for planning purposes. 
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Applications of GIS techniques for landslide susceptibility assessment at
regional scale
Goffredo Manzo (1) , Samuele Segoni (1) , Veronica Tofani (1) , Alessandro Battistini (1) , and Filippo Catani
(1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Earth Sciences Department, Firenze, Italy;

The proposed experimental study is aimed at evaluating the landslide susceptibility in Sicily region (Italy), that
has an extension larger than 25.000 km2, using a multivariate statistical model as the Logistic Regression. The
susceptibility model has been implemented in a GIS environment by using ArcSDM (Arc Spatial Data Modeller)
a software extension to ArcMAP-GIS useful for developing spatial prediction models through regional datasets.
Landslide locations of the study area were retrieved from the national inventory database; a newly developed
algorithm was used to automatically extract the scarp area from the whole landslide polygon. From the many
different landslide susceptibility factors which influence landslide occurrence the following five factors were
chosen on the basis of detailed analysis of the study area and univariate statistical analysis: slope gradient,
lithology, land cover, a curve number derived index and a pluviometric anomaly index. All the regression
logistic coefficients and parameters were calculated using a selected landslide training dataset. Through the
application of the logistic regression modelling technique the final susceptibility map was derived for the whole
area. The results of the analysis were verified using a landslide validation dataset and compared with the
probability model. On average, the 81% of the area affected by instability and the 80% of the area not affected
by instability was correctly classified by the model.
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A GIS method for obtaining geologic bedding attitude maps from
interpretation of stereoscopic images
Ivan Marchesini (1) , Federica Fiorucci (1) , Michele Santangeolo (1) , Mauro Cardinali (1) , Mauro Rossi (1) ,
and Fausto Guzzetti (1)
(1) Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche - Istituto Di Ricerca Per La Protezione Idrogeologica, Perugia, Italy
(ivan.marchesini@irpi.cnr.it);

Landslide susceptibility models are important tools for planners and a fundamental step for the definition of
landslide hazard and risk. To obtain such models it is necessary to determine a number of variables describing
the geological-geomorphological setting of an area. One of the parameters that enter into these models is the
arrangement of layers (bedding attitude, BA). This variable is traditionally obtained through the extrapolation of
information from geological maps. This method has the clear limitation of using local measures that rarely
represent the general bedding. The photo-interpretation is a valuable tool for obtaining such information in a
more extensive way; moreover, by this method, observations are less influenced by local anomalous data (local
folds) and make easy to detect the widespread BA. Bedding attitude is detectable both by photointerpretation of
(i) aerial photographs and (ii) VHR stereoscopic satellite images. By this method a map of bedding traces (BT) is
produced. The BTs are represented by linear elements that are distributed in parallel bands, assuming a straight
line or wavy pattern. On the photographic image these linear elements can appear as a relief or depression,
depending on the different resistance to erosion of the layers. The traditional approach up to now has allowed to
obtain BA maps by a visual estimation arrangement of BTs on the stereo-model. Through the comparison
between bedding planes and the slopes, it is possible to define six BA classes: horizontal, less inclined than the
slope, inclined like the slope, inclined more than the slope, sub-vertical and overturned. With the aim of
obtaining quantitative estimates of BA from BT we have developed a simple GRASS GIS script which uses in
input the BTs and a DEM to assign the bedding to every BT in a semiautomatic way. In this work we used
optical stereoscopic images to obtain a BT map by means of photointerpretation techniques. We obtained BA
maps: (i) by the traditional approach (ii) by the script developed in Grass. Results of the two elaborations are
compared.
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Comparing the performance of different landslide susceptibility models in
ROC space
Milos Marjanovic (1)
(1) Palacky University, Faculty Of Science, Geoinformatics, Olomouc, Czech Republic (milos.marjanovic01@upol.cz);

This research addresses relatively small, but extensively analyzed NW terrains on Fruska Gora Mt. in Serbia. In
some previous occasions, aforementioned area was modeled for landslide susceptibility by means of various
methods, from simple through advanced approaches, i.e. heuristic Analytical Hierarchy Process analysis,
Conditional Probability, Fuzzy sets, Deterministic model SINMAP©, and machine learning approaches, using
Decision Trees, Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machines techniques, resulting in as many models of
landslide susceptibility. Herein, a comparison of these is proposed by means of ROC-space analysis (Receiver
Operating Characteristics), including evaluation by metric parameter Area Under Curve (AUC), but also
descriptive interpretation of the models’ performance in ROC space. In addition, some scalar metrics including
accuracy, error-rate, and kappa-index were considered, but only to underline the superiority of ROC approach.
ROC is a cut-off independent performance estimator, which involves the inspection of False Positives (FP), True
Positives (TP), False Negatives (FN) and True Negatives (TN) from contingency table (in this case,
cross-tabulated landslide inventory classes with appropriate classes of susceptibility models). ROC space is
generated by plotting the cumulative TP-rates (TP / (TP + FN)) vs. FP-rates (FP / (FP + TN)) for every model,
resulting in a set of ROC curves. The performance is evaluated by relating AUC to the entire plot area, so that an
AUC equal to one (absolute classification) has the best performance, while an AUC as low as 0.5 results in a
very poor performance. Every curve in the ROC space can also be described for its performance by analyzing its
position to absolute classification. In the scope of landslide assessment, excess in FP is less adverse than excess
in FN (overestimation of landsides goes in favor of safety, unlike underestimation of landslides), which is why
classifiers with higher TP-rate (lesser FN) are more appreciated (their curves are approaching absolute
classification very fast) even if their AUC is somewhat smaller. Two cases of comparisons were evident:
machine learning-based models mapped the instances directly into classes of referent inventory map (discrete
classification), while all other methods mapped landslide susceptibility on relative scale (from high to low,
scoring classification). In the case of latter, only the high susceptibility class (ranged in the same fashion in all
models) entered the performance evaluation, so that comparison remained straightforward despite the class
discrepancy (the problems of comparing scoring and discrete classifiers in a multi-class environment).
Expectedly, advanced modeling approaches reached higher performance than the simple ones, at cost of ease of
data preparation and processing, and hardware and time expenditures. 
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Analysis of landslide inventory before hazard mapping: the
multidisciplinary study of the Torrio landslide (Northern Apennines, Italy) 
Giulio Masetti (1) , Giuseppe Ottria (1) , Franco Ghiselli (2) , Aldo Ambrogio (3) , Gianluca Rossi (4) , and
Lanfranco Zanolini (4)
(1) Cnr - Istituto Di Geoscienze E Georisorse, Pisa, Italy; (2) Regione Emilia-romagna, Servizio Difesa Del Suolo, Della
Costa E Bonifica, Bologna, Italy; (3) Geoinvest S.r.l., Piacenza, Italy; (4) Regione Emilia-romagna - Servizio Tecnico Dei
Bacini Degli Affluenti Del Po, Piacenza, Italy;

The Torrio landslide is a mega-landslide located in the Northern Apennines of Italy in an area characterized by a
complex geology, the Aveto valley, at the boundary of the Emilia-Romagna Region with the Liguria Region.
This landslide of ancient genesis damaged villages and roads several times and it is still active even if with slow
movements. Since 1922, the Torrio villages were included in the "List of inhabited centres to be transferred"
according to the Italian National Law No. 445/1908 which is still in force. The Torrio landslide is one of the
greatest mass movements of the whole Northern Apennines, involving an area of about 3 km2. Despite being
historically known since 1600, the Torrio landslide is little studied, so much so that it is generally reported as a
single landslide and as a single active complex landslide is recorded in the “Atlas of unstable inhabited centres
of Emilia-Romagna” published in 1993 and also in the 2010 last update of the Landslide Inventory of the
Emilia-Romagna Region. In this contribution we present the results of a multidisciplinary study targeted to the
definition of the overall geometry of the Torrio landslide and its genetic mechanisms. In particular, data from
geological and geomorphological surveys, brittle structure analysis and multitemporal aerial photo interpretation,
have been integrated with the results of two geophysical prospecting techniques. The electrical resistivity
tomography was used to characterize and map the lithological units involved in the Torrio landslide along two
main profiles oriented respectively parallel (2625 m) and transversal (725 m) to the landslide itself. The 2D
surface seismic refraction survey was performed along five lines for a total length of about 4 km to integrate the
resistivity survey and map the “bedrock” within the village surrounding area. The main result is that the Torrio
mega-landslide is a composite landslide corresponding to the superposition of three major landslide bodies
identifiable for different genetic mechanisms, timing of emplacement and state of activity. The oldest landslide
body, the "Pian di Bosco rock block slide", involved mainly the Helminthoid Flysch (marly-calcareous
turbidites) and is characterized by a sliding surface at 120-130 m of depth. This rock block slide, possibly
developed during the Lateglacial age (Late Pleistocene-Holocene transition), represents an element of the
landscape pre-existing the other two, more recent, Holocene landslides, of which it controlled the emplacement.
The "Torrio debris flows" are represented by ancient landslides from the old valley-head, involving
marly-calcareous turbidites (Vico and Helminthoid flysch), evolved in debris flows along with the polygenic
breccias of the Casanova Complex. The depth of the main sliding surface of the "Torrio debris flows" has been
directly checked by a borehole reaching the bedrock at 105 m bgl. The borehole has been equipped with an
inclinometer whose data allow to define multiple sliding surfaces inside the landslide body. The "Ciapa Liscia
landslide", characterizing the upper portion of the Torrio valley, consists of a huge pile of large blocks of
basaltic pillows and breccias. This rock slide developed along a upward concave sliding surface reaching the
maximum depth at about 250 m bgl. The "Ciapa Liscia landslide" superposed onto both the "Torrio debris
flows", causing their reactivation, and the " Pian di Bosco rock block slide". The "Torrio debris flows" and the
"Ciapa Liscia landslide" are directly responsible for damages to the buildings of Torrio villages. The research,
which resulted in detailed data on this composite landslide, provides a more reliable definition of the current
landslide inventory which represents the cognitive framework as an essential tool to achieve the landslide hazard
and risk assessment mapping according to the Emilia-Romagna Region legislation (Regional Law No. 7/2004). 
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Comparison between different methods for shallow landslides susceptibility
mapping: an example in Oltrepo Pavese (Northern Italy)
Claudia Meisina (1) , Davide Zizioli (1) , and Francesco Zucca (1)
(1) University Of Pavia, Department Of Earth And Environment Sciences, Pavia, Italy (claudia.meisina@unipv.it);

Shallow landslides are triggered by intense rainfalls of short duration. Even though they involve only small
portions of hilly and mountainous terrains, they are the cause of heavy damages to people and infrastructures. On
a regional scale physically-based models have been extensively used to determine both the timing and the
localization of shallow landslides. Statistical spatial models, such as Weight of Evidence, Fuzzy Logic, Logistic
Regression, and Neural Networks, have also grown in number in the recent years to predict shallow slides
occurrence. Oltrepo Pavese, which is located in the Northern Apennines of Italy and extends over about 1100
km2, has historically suffered from widespread damage from landslides. Recent winters have been very rainy
and snowy, followed by rainy springs characterized by intense and localized weather events. The April 27th and
28th 2009 the north-eastern sector of Oltrepo Pavese experienced extreme rainfall event. On April 28th a
rain-gauge station recorded 150 mm of rain in 48 h (20% of the annual average amount). The effects on the
landscape were widespread erosion (arable and grassland), gully erosion (grassland and vineyards), shallow
landslides and floods. Due to the shallow landslides several buildings were completely destroyed and a person
was found dead buried by the ruins of his house. Some days after the event a photogrammetric flight was done at
low altitude and high-resolution in order to map the existing landslides. In order to understand the main causes
that triggered the landslides, several field surveys were carried out and samples for laboratory investigations
were collected. The identification of shallow landslide prone-areas is a necessity to plan mitigation measures.
Thus, the principal aim of this study is to compare different landslide susceptibility zonation models for
predicting areas prone to shallow landsliding using both physically distributed landslide models and artificial
neural networks. Different physically-based models have been used: SINMAP and SHALSTAB take into
account the infinite plane slope stability model coupled with a steady state topographic hydrologic model, the
Transient Rainfall Infiltration and Grid-based Regional Slope-Stability (TRIGRS) couples an infinite-slope
stability analysis with a one-dimensional analytical solution for rainfall infiltration. Necessary geotechnical and
hydrological parameters were obtained coupling samples laboratory analysis and in situ measures; soil thickness
was estimated using an empirical model while distribution of rainfall intensity was analyzed by performing a
spatial interpolation. Different neural network models were applied to the study area. The models were
employed to analyze specific factors present in the study area that contributed to landsliding in the 2009 event:
geological formations, land cover, slope angle, profile curvature, topographic wetness index, topographic
ruggedness index, slope position index, landform classification etc . The resulting information can then be
utilized in the prediction of areas that may face landsliding in the future. The predictive capabilities of these
models were finally evaluated using a threshold-independent quantitative method (the ROC plot). Our results
demonstrate a good agreement between predicted shallow landslide hazard and the inventory map derived from
surveys. Among the physically distributed landslide models TRIGRS presents the best performance (area under
the ROC plot = 0.8). ANN technique were found promising for future studies in shallow landslide susceptibility
zonation (area under the ROC plot = 0.9). 
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Landslide inventory in the area of the City of Zagreb: Evaluation of
effectiveness of using topographic derivative maps
Snježana Mihalic (1) , Hideaki Marui (2) , and Osamu Nagai (3)
(1) Croatian Landslide Group, University Of Zagreb, Faculty Of Mining, Geology And Petroleum Engineering, Zagreb,
Croatia (smihalic@rgn.hr); (2) Project Leader of Japanese-Croatian Project, Niigata University, Research Center For Natural
Hazards And Disaster Recovery, Niigata, Japan; (3) Research Promotion Officer, International Consortium On Landslides,
Tokyo, Japan;

One subset of activities of Japanese-Croatian joint research project titled ‘Hazard mapping and development of
guidelines for the application in urban planning’ will be implemented in the pilot area in the City of Zagreb in
order to develop landslide inventory, landslide susceptibility assessment and hazard zonation Results of
scientific investigation will be applied into the system of urban planning and construction. The objective of joint
research is to develop a method for mapping landslides remotely in the hope that public safety officials will be
able to implement these maps to create more useful measures for landslide risk prevention. At the beginning of
this paper geological setting, geomorphological and hydrogeological conditions of hilly area of the city of
Zagreb are described in order to understand conditions for landslide distribution. The City of Zagreb is located in
the north-west of Croatia, i.e. in the western part of the Pannonian Basin. Total area of the City of Zagreb is 220
km2 and it is placed below the forest area of Mt. Medvednica (in the north) and it stretches in the flood plain of
the Sava River (in the south). Landslides present a dominant geomorphological process in all catchments of Mt.
Medvednica streams. Approximately 45% of the urban area is placed in the hilly area in which landslides are
main geological hazard. The pilot area of the Croatian-Japanese project encompasses middle and lower part of
catchments located in the area composed of Upper Miocene and Quaternary sediments. Upper Miocene deposits
are stratified engineering soils (marls, silts and sands) with moderately to slightly inclined bedding (10-20°),
overlain by younger deposits or deposits from weathered zone. Quaternary deposits are heterogeneous mixtures
of fine grained soils without foliation, mostly impermeable. Geological contact between Miocene sandy silt soils
and Quaternary clayey soils is highly susceptible to sliding. Preparatory causal factors of slope instabilities in
this zone are the following: ground conditions related to engineering properties of soils; geomorphological
processes (fluvial erosion of the slope toe); physical processes (intense, short period rainfall); and man-made
processes of different types (mainly loading of the slopes, defective maintenance of drainage systems, water
leakage from water supply system, vegetation removal etc.). The most frequent triggering causal factors are
rainfalls or man-made processes. Preliminary project results concerning effectiveness of using topographic
derivative maps generated from high resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEM). Analyses of Digital Elevation
Models (DEM) derived from Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) scanning and from stereo pairs of aerial
images are used to obtain preliminary project results. LiDAR data are taken for the testing area of 24 km2 in the
very recent period of 2011. DEM from the different periods of landslide activity are derived by Leica
Photogrammetry Suite (LPS) software for few known landslides. Field checking of selected location was
undertaken to collect more detailed data. Results of remote sensing and fieldwork methodologies for
identification and mapping of landslides and their characteristics, morphometry, type or activity are presented in
the second part of this paper. Landslides in the hilly area of the City of Zagreb are dominantly small and shallow
movements of superficial deposits along contacts with unweathered soils. Despite this, they cause significant
economic losses by damaging houses and urban infrastructure. Local authorities (i.e. the City of Zagreb)
introduced measures for managing landslide risk caused by intensive construction activities and increase of
density of population. Current practice of landslide risk prevention in the City of Zagreb will be shortly
presented in this paper to illustrate needs of development of landslide inventory and landslide zoning in the form
of maps and GIS data bases. 
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Combining Multiple Change Detection Indices for Mapping Landslides
Triggered by Typhoons
Mondini Alessandro (1) , and Chang Kang-tsung (2)
(1) Cnr, Irpi, Perugia, Italy (alessandro.mondini@irpi.cnr.it); (2) Univ. Of Idaho, Moscow, Id, Usa;

An important part of landslide research is the interpretation and delineation of landslides, which has increasingly
been based on high-resolution satellite images in recent years. Using pre- and post-event FORMOSAT-2 satellite
images as the data sources, this study presents a new method that combines four change detection techniques for
mapping shallow landslides triggered by typhoons in Taiwan. The four techniques are normalized differential
vegetation index (NDVI), spectral angle, principal component analysis, and independent component analysis.
We apply the multiple change detection (MCD) technique to map landslides triggered by two typhoons of vastly
different magnitudes. Comparisons are then made between MCD results with landslide inventory maps compiled
by using a single index (change in NDVI) in one case study and visual analysis in another. Comparison results
show that MCD can perform better than change in NDVI in dealing with old landslides and landslides with
non-homogeneous spectral responses. MCD is also able to detect small landslides, which are often missed by
visual analysis. Additionally, landslide maps prepared by MCD include runout features of sediment deposits
from debris flows. A relatively fast processing chain, MCD is expected to become a useful new tool for
emergency management after a typhoon event, which occurs on average four to five times a year in Taiwan.
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Landslide inventory in 1:10 000 scale in Poland – benefits and dilemmas of
a national project
Teresa Mrozek (1) , Antoni Wojcik (1) , Ziemowit Zimnal (1) , and Dariusz Grabowski (2)
(1) Polish Geological Institute – National Research Institute, Carpathian Branch, Cracow, Poland
(teresa.mrozek@pgi.gov.pl); (2) Polish Geological Institute – National Research Institute, Warsaw, Poland;

Damages related to landslides triggered by tremendous rainfall in southern Poland in 1997 pointed to a vital need
for an improved system of data acquisition, natural hazard awareness building and developing mitigation
measures. After several years of struggle and compelled changes in legislative acts, a national landslide
inventory project was launched in 2008. This project, known as the Landslide Counteracting System (SOPO in
Polish) is meant to provide support in the field of environmental protection and public safety as well as mass
movement mitigation. The end-users of the project are administrative bodies (at country, regional and local
levels), environmental protection inspectorates as well as non-governmental organizations acting in the area of
constructing works, transportation, estate and property trade and education-research activities. The project has
been commissioned by Ministry of Environment and financed by the National fund for Environmental Protection
and Water Management, and is supervised by Polish Geological Institute – National Research Institute in the
framework of geological survey tasks. The SOPO project combines both geomorphologic (historical)
inventories, being the sum of a number of landslide event over time in a given region, with landslide-events that
are associated with a particular trigger. Large-scale inventory (1:10 000) is carried out using both the
interpretation of aerial photographs (including digital ones) and extensive field investigations that use an array of
techniques and tools pertaining to geologic and geomorphologic mapping supported by engineering geology
and/or geotechnical engineering. Thus, the project logistics involves a stage-by-stage field surveying and
mapping of landslides and landslide-prone terrains, according to a standardized methodology described in a
project guidebook. Information on triggering events and landslide-related damages are also compiled as
attributes in documentary forms. Because the project focuses on acquisition, storage and management of data
related to mass movements the gained information is handled within a GIS supported database. The first stage of
the project implementation involved pilot surveying and database testing and followed by a systematic landslide
inventory, starting from the most threatened municipalities in the Polish flysch Carpathians. The results of the
initial years of the on-going project showed that the number of landslide bodies significantly exceeds a presumed
and estimated ones. This unquestionable advantage of the project allowed to update the landslide prone areas in
examined municipalities, yet was not appreciated by local communities, property owners or policy makers. The
extreme weather conditions of May and June 2010 gave rise to extensive landsliding in the Carpathians and their
foreland. The adverse effects of those events woke again a general demand for a better recognition of potentially
threatened areas. In order to respond to this particular situation the project was carried out parallel and as a
register of recent events (and related damages) and as a standardized mapping procedure in municipalities. In the
most affected areas, modern remote sensing techniques (e.g. airborne laser scanning) have been used to register
and trace the dynamics of landslide processes. 
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Landslide and subsidence assessment in the Kivu (East
DRCongo)-Rwanda-Burundi Region
Sadiki Ndyanabo (1) , Ine Vandecasteele (2) , Jan Moeyersons (2) , Philippe Trefois (2) , Ilunga Lutumba (3) ,
Louis Nahimana (4) , Innocent Badriyo (5) , Walere Muhindo (6) , Kalegamire Dunia (1) , and Marie Christine
Simbizi (7)
(1) RECO, Official University Of Bukavu, Geology, Bukavu, D R Congo (stephan_ndy@yahoo.fr); (2) RECO, Royal
Museum For Central Africa, Geomorphology And Remote Sensing, Tervuren, Belgium; (3) RECO, Kigali Institute Of
Education, Geography, Kigali, Rwanda; (4) RECO, University Of Bujumbura, Geology, Bujumbura, Burundi; (5) RECO,
Volcanic Observatory, Geophysics, Goma, D R Congo; (6) RECO, Catholic University Of Graben, Agronomy, Butembo, D
R Congo; (7) RECO, National University Of Rwanda, Gis And Remote Sensing Training And Research Centre, Butare,
Rwanda;

The aim of this study is to assess areas subjected to geomorphologic hazards in the Kivu (East
DRCongo)-Rwanda-Burundi region and to identify responsible factors (Natural as well as human factors). The
region is located on the western branch of the Eastern Rift Valley which is prone to tectonic activity. The
triggering mechanism of landslides in the region is very complex because of the interweaving of causal factors.
The accented topography, the ground condition, the climate and the land use contribute considerably to the
increase of geomorphologic hazards the last few decades and the amplification of both the frequency and impact
of hazardous. According to the hazards database of Royal Museum of Central Africa, from 1950 to 2010, 29
cases of landslides have been noticed in Kivu with more than 268 persons killed and 1017 affected; 6 in Rwanda
with 24 persons killed and more than 2000 affected. This study presents landslides and subsidence related to
cortical deformations (Faults) and those related to human activities (artisanal mining including). It will also
show results of the field trip conducted by RECO members during their geomorphology training in the region of
Kivu-Rwanda-Burundi, like some cases of landslides identified in Bujumbura. The vulnerability of the people as
well as the frequency of events can be reduced by applying landslide remedial measures and encouraging further
research in vulnerability mapping and sensitization for sustainable hazards mitigation. 
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The geological hazard prevention map of Catalonia 1:25 000. A strategic
contribution to geohazards mitigation
Pere Oller (1) , Marta González (1) , Jordi Pinyol (1) , Marcel Barberà (2) , and Pere Martínez (1)
(1) Institut Geològic De Catalunya, Àrea D'enginyeria Geològica, Barcelona, Spain (pereo@igc.cat); (2) Geocat Gestió De
Projectes, Departament De Geologia, Barcelona, Spain;

We present the Geological Hazard Prevention Map of Catalonia 1:25000 (MPRG25M). The high density of
urban development and infrastructures in Catalonia requires geo-thematic information for planning. As a
component of the Geoworks of the Geological Institut of Catalonia (IGC), the strategic program aimed at
acquiring, elaborating, integrating and disseminating the basic geological, pedological and geothematic
information concerning the whole of the territory in the suitable scales for the land and urban planning,
geo-hazard mapping is an essential part of this information. The MPRG25M is a multi-hazard map at 1:25000
scale conceived to be used for land use planning. It includes the representation of evidence, phenomena,
susceptibility and natural hazards of geological processes. These are the processes generated by external
geodynamics (such as slope, torrent, snow, coastal and flood dynamics) and internal (seismic) geodynamics. The
information is displayed by different maps on each published sheet. The main map is presented on a scale of
1:25000, and includes landslide, avalanche and flood hazard. The procedure followed in this map consists of (1)
catalogue of phenomena and evidences, (2) susceptibility determination and (3) hazard determination. The
catalogue of phenomena and evidence is the base of the further susceptibility and hazard analysis. It consists of a
geomorphologic approach and it comprises bibliographic and cartographic search, photointerpretation, field
survey and population inquiries. In a second step, areas susceptible to be affected by the phenomena are
identified from the starting zone to the maximum extent determinable at the scale of work. Their limits are
drawn taking into account the catalogue of phenomena, geomorphological indicators of activity, and from the
identification of favourable lithologies and morphologies of the terrain. This phase includes the completion of
GIS and statistical analysis to support the determination of the starting and run-out zone. Finally hazard is
estimated on the basis of the analysis of the magnitude and frequency (or activity) of the observed or potential
phenomena. Each hazard level contains some considerations for prevention. These considerations inform about
the need for further detailed studies and advise about the use of corrective measures. Several complementary
maps on a 1:100000 scale show hazard caused individually by different phenomena in order to facilitate the
reading of the sheet and understanding of the mapped phenomena. Two additional maps for flooding and seismic
hazards, represented on a 1:50000 scale, are added to the sheet. The map is intended to enable government and
individuals to have an overview of the territory, with respect to geological hazards, identifying areas where it is
advisable to carry out detailed studies in case of action planning. At the same time a database is being
implemented. It will incorporate all the information obtained from these maps. In the future it will become the
Geological Hazard Information System of Catalonia (SIRGC). 
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Some selected Aspects of landslide studies in mountainous terrain of
Himalayas
Ashok Pachauri (1)
(1) Center of Disaster mitigation, Earth Sciences, IITR, Indian Institute Of Technology, Center of Disaster Mitigation,
Roorkee, India (pachauri1945@yahoo.com);

Landslides in Himalayan mountainous terrain in India represent the best sample sites for landslide research and
investigations. The mountainous terrain of Himalayas is one of the most illustrative example on the earth for
study of such disasters. Lot of work has been done on landslides here. This paper presents some of the aspects of
landslides. This also highlights the role of geomorphology and fault activity in active seismological zones of
Himalayas. The classification of terrain followed by slope maps and weighted rating systems for landslide
hazard zonation maps are presented with some examples and limitations of the study. The velocity modelling for
landslides has been a new line of research that has been initiated in India. This has helped open a new line of
work as well as possible scope for future research. Himalayas are divisible in three natural zones from south to
north and terrain classes often confirm to this along with tectonics and geology. These longitudinal zones define
a set of geological conditions of the terrain falling in each of the three category of Outer Himalayas, Lesser
Himalayas and Higher Himalayas. The fault system separates each of them. The buffer zones of a few kilometers
houses many landslides of Himalayas. The seismographic occurrence of landslides caused during earthquakes
leaves much to be analysed towards mitigation of the disaster. 
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Jogyura Landslide: Impact of Main Boundary Thrust, A case study from
the Central Himalaya, India
Anita Pande (1) , and Deepak Kumar (2)
(1) Associate Professor, Kumaun University, Geography, Nainital, India (anni_pan@rediffmail.com); (2) Junior Research
Fellow, Kumaununiversity, Geography, Nainital, India;

The Himalaya mountain range, driven with a variety of large number of faults that cut the mountain arc into
differentially moving segments, and divided by deep and active thrusts, is a region of highly sensitive to tectonic
instability. The fragile litho structural set-up and unscientific anthropogenic intervention becomes highly
vulnerable to the land degradation processes. The Main Boundary Thrust defines the boundary of the Lesser
Himalaya against Outer Himalaya. The boundary thrusts that tectonically subdivide the Himalayan province into
latitudinal zones are characterized by multiple splitting of rock formations and high degree of crushing and
shattering of rocks, and are thus particularly vulnerable to extensive erosion and frequent landslides. The
transverse faults are responsible for even greater mass-movements in the Outer and Lesser Himalayan domains.
Present study comprises a case study of landslide occurred at the Jogyura locality in the Central Himalaya. This
slide took place during monsoon period in 1992 consequent to which 20 to 25 hectares of agricultural and forest
land had been degraded and washed away at a time. Presence of ‘cart-track’ along this tectonically sensitive area
had also exaggerated the vulnerability of the terrain which had been washed away during the first devastation.
The area is now experiencing frequent slides through out the year. The existence of several springs in the slided
area appears to be acting as a lubricant to slide down the regolith and the bed rocks of limestone. In the Jogyura,
Patikhet and Silmoria villages an area of 50 to 60 hectares is affected by the landslides. On an average 1 to 2
hectares of land is being swept away every year. The landscape of Jogyura village is appearing as an island as
the surrounding areas are covered by the slided material. The sensitivity of the area can be judged by the land
conservation measures adopted by Soil Conservation Department (planted 25000 tea plants but single tea plant
did not survive) which did not prove successful due to instability of the area. The efforts by Forest Department
(coir netting in the watershed) also proved futile. Rambans Plants (agave americana) are being planted in the
affected area by the inhabitants for land conservation. Overall observations reflect the existence of the unstable
Main Boundary Thrust (M.B.T), presence of Nehal River adjacent to the toe of landslide; regular and heavy
discharge in the slided area, highly jointed rocks, low vegetation cover, high monsoon precipitation, thin soil
cover and anthropogenic activities are responsible for the landslide problem in the area. Periodic mass
movements and consequent flash floods are supposed common natural events along the slopes of the greatly
weakened-shared, shattered and locally crushed rocks on the junctions of the Great Himalaya, the Lesser
Himalaya and Outer Himalaya 
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Engineering Geomorphological mapping for landslide risk reduction in
Hong Kong
Steven Parry (1) , Jonathan Hart (1) , and Alexander Moore (1)
(1) Georisk Solutions Ltd, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong, Hong Kong (sparry@georisksolutions.com);

Since the launch of the Government programme to reduce landslide risk from natural terrain, there has been an
increase in interest in landslide hazard assessment and subsequent mitigation. Whilst Hong Kong has
considerable experience and expertise in the assessment and upgrading of man-made slopes, this is not
necessarily the case for natural terrain. Landslide hazard assessments are complex problems which require a
comprehensive understanding of geomorphological processes, terrain evolution, and landslide dynamics. Key
uncertainties with respect to natural landslides in Hong Kong include; the adoption of an appropriate design
source volume, i.e. consideration of magnitude and frequency; an assessment of secondary entrainment material;
and the identification of hazards not readily apparent in existing landslide data sets which may not be evident
from API derived landslide databases in particular high magnitude events such as large rock avalanches and
channelised debris flows. Engineering geomorphological mapping is, in the Authors’ opinion, the key to
reducing such uncertainties. The paper will show, with examples and case histories, types of engineering
geomorphological maps, the factors that need to be considered and the use of engineering
geological/geomorphological models. These approaches allow relative age of the landscape to be developed and
the identification of both landforms and processes related to different climatic events i.e. associated with the
geological past; allow realistic assessments of run out and entrainment potential; and enable the identification of
all hazards.
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Some of the Recent Landslides in Nilgiri District of Western Ghats, India 
Ganapathy Pattukandan Ganapathy (1)
(1) Associate Professor, V I T University, Centre For Disaster Mitigation And Management, Vellore, India
(seismogans@yahoo.com);

Landslides are one of the natural hazards that affect large part of India especially the Himalayas, the
Northeastern hill ranges, the Western Ghats, the Nilgiris, the Eastern Ghats and the Vindhyas, in that order.
Increase in population and rapid urbanisation has led to expansion of construction activities in hilly terrains and
has catapulted frequency of landslides to dramatic proportions in recent decades. Most importantly, there has
been paradigm shift in the policy of Government of India towards prevention and mitigation as against the
traditional policy of response and relief in post-disaster situation. Vulnerability to landslide hazards is a function
of a site’s location (topography, geology and drainage), type of activity, and frequency of past landslides. The
lessons of landslide hazard areas by restricting, prohibiting, or imposing conditions on hazard zone activity.
Unprecedented rains triggered about a hundred landslides within an area of 250sq.kms in the district during
1978. Nearly 200 landslides were recorded during 1979 and causing loss of life and severe damage to property.
Though the Nilgiri and other mountainous areas are known to be susceptible to landslides, occurrences of such
magnitude were unknown earlier. A total of 28 landslides of medium to large size occurred on 14 November,
2006. In the recent times casualities and damage due to landslides have increased in the Nilgiri Hills. More than
110 landslides were reported within five days from 10 to 15 November, 2009, and taken away about 80 human
lives, also the vast damage reported on houses, roads and railway lines. The landslides from Mettupalayam to
Udhagamandalam (Ooty) were studied in six different segments. Segment I (between Burliyar – Katteri
junction), Segment II studied between Katteri– Coonoor towns – Udhagamandalam – Yellanalli – Lovedale –
Udhagamandalam. Segment III between Kunjappanai – Kotagiri – Udhagamandalam through Kattabettu.
Segment IV between Kattabettu – Coonoor. Segment V analysed between Katteri – Kundha road. Segment VI
studied between Kizkaikatti to Lovedale junction. A detailed damage survey has been taken in these areas and
the infrastructure, property, human and cattle loss were estimated. These landslides taught the very clear lesson
for the need and urgency of landslide planning in Nlgiris among the scientific community and planners. The
present paper discuss about some of the recent landslides of Nilgiris district and the year 2009 monsoon
triggered landslides, their damage to property. Also emphasize the need of regulating landuse through
Microlevel Hazard Zonation studies to minimise risks due to landslides in urbanized areas.
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Landslides on the territory of Chuvashia (Russia), their types and regional
development factors 
Nikolay Petrov (1) , and Inna Nikonorova (1)
(1) Chuvash State University, Department Of Physical Geography And Geomorphology, Cheboksary, Russia
(petrovnf@gmail.com);

The report covers the types and mechanisms of landslides on the territory of Chuvashia (Russia), their
relationship to geological and geomorphologic features, age and stage of development of the slopes of river
valleys and gullies and ravines systems. Factual report provides the scientific rationale for nomenclatural rank
landslide taxa identified in accordance with the principles listed in the publications of authors, including the
writings of “The First World Landslide Forum” (Tokyo, Japan, 2008). On the example of the slopes of the main
rivers (the Volga, Sura, and their tributaries) described the factors that determine the variety and intensity of
development of landslides and other slope processes. These include: 1) genetic types of slopes with critical
geometrical parameters, 2) the geological structure (half-rocky rocks, dispersed, clay rocks of the Permian,
Jurassic, Cretaceous, Neogen and Quaternary systems), 3) structural and tectonic features (the conditions of
occurrence, fracture, deformation rocks), and 3) hydrogeological and hydrological features determining the
variability of shear characteristics of soil displacement zone, the role of hydrodynamic and hydrostatic pressures
in slope stability, 4) endogenous and exogenous processes that affect the slope (seismic activity, weathering,
etc.), 5) the climatic conditions that variously manifested on the slopes of different exposures and genetic types
(origin), 6) human activities. There are presented slides of all four groups, differing in the mechanism (extrusion,
especial, slip and flow) on the right bank of the Volga landslide height of 100m or more in the Upper Permian
rocks. There is a simple internal structure and mechanism of landslides (one-block and some multi-block and
single storey) and complicated (most of the multi-block - and stacked floor) landslides. The profile of complex
multi-stage sliding slopes often is of two or three "terraces ". There are represented some species: on the
morphology of landslides from the front to circus, by the age and stability - from modern (moving, pause, and
stop) to long (stabilized) and old (open or buried). Dominated by landslides sliding head unit rotation, at least -
is reset. Landslides extrusion and suffusion are rarer. Landslides flow is mainly local, such as mud-stream, often
confined to the trough sink. Information on the frequency of their development is extremely small. According to
available data, the cycles are measured in many decades. In connection with a significant difference between the
parameters of the peak and residual strength of terrigenous-carbonate rocks, landslides, slip 1-st order proceed
rapidly (meters per day) and suspended (Novoselsky and Solianoye district in Cheboksary). The landslides of
Valley River Sura are characterized similarly. Height up to 70 m they are composed predominantly clay strata of
Middle and Upper Jurassic (settlement Poretskoye) and the Lower Cretaceous (Alatyr sity). These clays have
plasticity and respond to erosional trimming the base of the slope river prolonged creep. As a result, it has been a
slow secular shift in the mechanisms of sliding and extrusion forms a complex step-undulating and hilly slope
with obvious signs of plastic deformation. Landslides occur almost continuously, but slowly (centimeters per
year), pausing during the dry seasons. The difference between the parameters of the peak and residual strength
from them is insignificant. Landslides are common in the basins of small rivers in the form of local entities in
weak rocks (Mesozoic weathered clay, loess-like water-saturated sandy soil) in the field of meandering rivers.
Detailed information about the features of their development is presented in the report. 
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Landslide inventories for reliable susceptibility maps
Helene Petschko (1) , Rainer Bell (1) , Philip Leopold (2) , Gerhard Heiss (2) , and Thomas Glade (1)
(1) University Of Vienna, Department Of Geography And Regional Research, Vienna, Austria
(helene.petschko@univie.ac.at); (2) Ait – Austrian Institute Of Technology Gmbh, Health And Environment Department,
Seibersdorf, Austria;

Landslide susceptibility maps are an essential prerequisite for preventive spatial planning in areas threatened by
landslides. When implemented in spatial planning processes an estimation on the reliability and the quality of
these maps forms a valuable information for local and national authorities. The most important data for landslide
susceptibility modelling is a landslide inventory. The quality of the resulting susceptibility maps is highly
dependent on the quality of the information stored in the inventory; especially the accuracy of the location of
landslide points or polygons is decisive for the results. In this study several available inventories for the study
area, which covers about 2/3 of the federal province of Lower Austria (10,200km2) are tested whether they meet
the requirements of statistical modelling approaches. Furthermore, a new, homogenised inventory was mapped
on the basis of a high resolution lidar DTM (1m x 1m) and existing inventories. Amongst the existing
inventories different types of information on landslides are stored, according to the specific institute’s purpose
for the archive. For example, the Building Ground Register (BGR) of the Geological Survey of Lower Austria is
a database of about 2,000 landslide related entries that is connected to a point-shape file. This archive contains
reports from damage on houses, streets or agricultural land by landslide events that were archived since 1953.
Other existing inventories such as the GEORIOS Database (Geological Survey of Austria) or the hazard zone
plans of the Austrian Service for Torrent and Avalanche Control collect data on the spatial extent of landslides
from different sources such as field checks, geological maps or older analogue archives. However, checks of
these inventories by visual interpretation of hillshades of the DTM showed that often the spatial location and
delineation of these entries is quite imprecise what would have adverse effects on modelling results. Finally, it
was decided that only the BGR inventory can be used for statistical landslide susceptibility modelling and that
there is the need to create a new and homogenised inventory based on landslide mapping using hillshades of the
lidar DTM. Before usage the BGR inventory had to be carefully checked and updated. This was done for three
test districts of Lower Austria by analysing the reports stored in the data base. First results besides the
optimisation for modelling include important information on the past events, that were collected from the
reports: e.g. in the district Waidhofen/Ybbs 71% of the landslides were triggered by rainfall, 72% occurred on
grasslands, 27% on landfills, 69% are smaller than 3500m2 and 59% were first-time failures. The landslide
inventory based on lidar DTM interpretation was prepared for the same three test districts according to a
specially developed strategy. This strategy was designed to be able to perform mapping for the entire study area
to create a sufficiently complete and concise landslide inventory optimised for statistical modelling. Following
the completion of the mapping a refinement of this strategy was aimed with tests on the minimum requirements
of inventory data for statistical modelling. Finally, both landslide inventories were compared to each other and
the suitability for state-wide landslide susceptibility modelling was assessed. This study was performed within
the project MoNOE, which is funded by the provincial government of Lower Austria. 
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Minimal standards for landslide susceptibility and hazard maps
Gerlinde Posch-troezmueller (1) , and Richard Baek (2)
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Carinthian Government, Department 15 Environment, Klagenfurt, Austria;

Within the scope of the EU program INTERREG IV A (Italy/Austria), the project MassMove - with partners
from the regional governments of Carinthia (Austria), and of Friuli Venezia Giulia and Veneto (Italy) - aims at
establishing guidelines for the compilation of landslide susceptibility and hazard maps. Alpine regions have
repeatedly been affected by natural geological hazards. Because of the enormous damages and possible
catastrophic events, a reduction of the risk potential is highly desirable. Powerful tools for such a program are
susceptibility and hazard maps. Although a variety of methods for hazard assessment exist, no guidelines for the
compilation of landslide susceptibility and hazard maps have been established up to now. In order to develop
such guidelines, various study areas in the partner regions Carinthia (A), Friuli Venezia Giulia and Veneto (I) are
being systematically surveyed within MassMove. In a first step, the study areas were selected on the basis of
various criteria, which included the variability of the phenomena (shallow landslides, earth flows, rock falls), the
documentation of past events, as well as the existence of different geological formations and processes. The
systematic investigations included: 1. Collection and digital registration of basic data: DEM, topographic data
including slope inclination classes, exposition, cliffs, land use, geological maps, inventory maps and
engineering-geological characteristics of the geological units. Landslide inventories were also updated and
compared, and known mass movement structures were recorded. 2. Data processing and evaluation: Parameters
used for describing mass movements were defined for the categories geology, geomorphology, topography,
hydrogeology, vegetation, and anthropogenic influence. Existing database structures were evaluated and a
meta-database for the documentation of the results within MassMove was developed. 3. Recording of relevant
structures (by field work and/or remote sensing): Geological and detailed engineering geological mapping was
carried out as well as remote sensing using Lidar (terrestrial and airborne), multitemporal aerial photography and
infrared thermography. Computer simulations of shallow landslides and rock falls are currently being carried out
by experts. 4. Hazard assessment on the basis of well-known methods and models: After clarifying and defining
the methods, landslide susceptibility and hazard maps are being created. The results are in the process of
evaluation. 5. Glossary: A glossary of landslide-related technical terms has been established to ensure better
communication and understanding. This systematic work is the basis for the definition of guidelines for landslide
susceptibility and hazard mapping. The guidelines should describe the minimum requirements of input
parameters and outputs, the used methods should be optional. The presentation of the results of MassMove
concerning landslide susceptibility and hazard maps is determined by the requested aim and scale of the project.
Further information on the project, the progress reports and the glossary may be found on the web
(www.massmove.at).
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Debris flow risk assessment in the Aguas Calientes village (Cusco, Perù)
Claudio Puglisi (1) , Luca Falconi (1) , Azzurra Lentini (2) , Gabriele Leoni (3) , and Carlos Ramirez Prada (4)
(1) ENEA - Italian National Agency for new technologies, energy and sustainable economic development, ".", Utpra-prev,
Rome, Italy (puglisi@enea.it); (2) GSF - Geology Without Borders, ".", Rome, Italy; (3) Roma Tre University, ".",
Department Of Geological Sciences, Rome, Italy; (4) INC - National Institute of Cultural Heritage, ".", Cuzco, Perù;

Practical application of landslide risk assessment in the area of Aguas Calientes village, which is near the Machu
Picchu site (Cusco, Perù), is proposed. The location of the village, (1600 inhabitants in 2002 and 1500 daily
tourists) makes it a strategic part of the Cusco tourist circuit and an important area for the Peruvian economy.
The village is located on an alluvial fan and is regularly hit by floods and debris flows that come from upstream
creeks (Aguas Calientes and Alcamayo) and by floods of the Vilcanota river. As a consequence of natural
conditions and recent urban expansion, some structures are subject to damage, particularly the new
neighbourhood near the banks of Alcamayo creek. Debris flows, in April 2004, killed 11 people and, in January
2010, caused severe damage. The UNESCO has recognised the hazard for the archaeological structures and for
residents and visitors and in 2008 they threatened to expel Machu Picchu from the list of World Heritage Sites
unless measures were taken to limit the potential damage. The study carried out in the framework of a FORGEO
project was focused on localising source areas and run-out of debris flows in the Alcamayo catchment, tributary
of the Vilcanota River and on assessing their intensity. In this valley outcrop granite rocks covered by a thick
layer of soil and fractured bedrock. Because the elevations vary between 2050 m a.s.l. and 3950 m a.s.l. and the
catchment is small (3,7 km2), the area shows steep slopes (average 42 degrees) and the time of concentration is
few minutes. The debris flows show the source areas distributed throughout the catchment and located at
altitudes between 3060 m and 2060 m a.s.l., where the soil cover thickness ranges from 0.5 m to more than 5 m.
Failure surfaces is developed especially at the contact between soil and bedrock. The census was focused on
identifying, Discriminating Parameters (slope angle in the niche zone and lithology on which the rupture surface
is imposed) and Predisposing Factors (geomorphological, geological, lithotechnical, hydrogeological and land
use) that contribute to the quantification of slope susceptibility. Each factor has been mapped and implemented
as a layer in a GIS project. Overlay of all layers generates a subdivision of the area into Homogeneous Land
Units, which is assigned a degree of susceptibility through a susceptibility function. Then on the basis of a
detailed DEM areas with different potentials to be affected by debris flow run-out were mapped. On the basis of
a past debris flow event and use of an empirical formula, run out distance and velocity of potential events
triggered in high susceptibility sample areas were estimated. For some of these areas was calculated the potential
run out, defined on the basis of a detailed DEM and aerial photointerpretation. In particular, the southern part of
the fan is characterised by four former drainage lines that have a direct relationship with the Alcamayo creek.
Under the centrifugal force effect, water and debris can overflow and overrun old sewer lines. These areas have
been attribute higher levels of run-out susceptibility. Velocities of potential debris flows in this areas were
predicted according with the 2004 event velocity, estimated using the Johnson & Rondine (1984) method.
Assuming a density of 2000 kg/m3 for the debris material 2-5*10E5 kJ of energy could impact that points by
each of the high susceptibility areas. An exposure map was developed including the location of elements at risk
and assigning a relative value index to different structures and infrastructures. GIS overlay of run out
susceptibility and exposure maps results in a risk map of Aguas Calientes village. All shallow areas of the fan
show an high risk level and the railway station is affected by the highest risk. These critical conditions have been
further worsened by the rapid urban growth.
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Modeling landslides’ susceptibility by fuzzy emerging patterns mining and
evaluation
Anna Rampini (1) , Gloria Bordogna (2) , Monica Pepe (1) , Massimo Antoninetti (1) , Alessandro Mondini (3) ,
and Paola Reichebach (3)
(1) CNR, Irea, Milano, Italy; (2) CNR, Idpa, Milano, Italy; (3) CNR, Irpi, Perugia, Italy;

In this contribution an approach to model landslides susceptibility of a territory is proposed, based on a novel
supervised learning technique that, on a set of classified data used as training data, identifies fuzzy emerging
patterns. Many approaches have been proposed and applied in the literature, mainly based on statistical
classification, physical landslides models, fuzzy logic. Fuzzy emerging patterns are a generalization of emerging
patterns which are a combination of attribute values that occurs mostly in a class, which barely appear in the
remaining classes; so the presence of a pattern in an item (an element or instance, of the database) gives some
evidence about the class the object should belong to. Many authors propose algorithms to extract and use
emerging patterns for supervised classification. Mainly two families of emerging pattern–based classifiers have
been proposed: the first makes a lazy discovery, since in the classification stage, the classifier searches for
patterns contained in the object ; in contrast, the second family, searches all emerging patterns in the training
stage, and later uses them to classify. We use this second approach to identify fuzzy emerging patterns on
training data. In our application two sets of fuzzy pattern are identified, a positive and a negative set. The
positive set contains the fuzzy patterns that characterize the territory with respect to its disposition to landslide
occurrences. Conversely, the negative set comprises the fuzzy emerging patterns that characterize the disposition
to stability of the same territory. We mine these two sets of fuzzy emerging patterns separately from two subsets
of the training data; the training data contains items or instances which correspond to units, i.e., homogeneous
area of a given territory. The units are described by some thematic layers of information that constitute the
attributes, and they assume a value for each attribute. Moreover each unit is classified into two classes
(susceptible or not to landslides) depending on the percentage of its area that was actually affected by a landslide
in the past. We divide the training data set into two subsets corresponding with the two distinct classifications.
Once these patterns are identified we can use them to classify the territory. The classification associates with
each unit two degrees, a degree of favour and a degree of disfavour to the occurrence of landslide. Based on
these degrees we generate a susceptibility map to landslides and a certainty degree of this classification, that
reflects the hesitation margin associated with the decision process. The originality of the proposal is twofold: 1)
the identification of fuzzy emerging patterns allows building an explicit and comprehensible modelling of the
factors that favour and disfavour landslide events, that can aid the expert geologist to integrate their knowledge
on the phenomenon of landslides. 2) each basin is classified with a degree of susceptibility and an associated
hesitation degrees that expresses how certain and indubitable is the obtained classification. For example two
distinct basins can be classified with the same high degree of susceptibility s1=s2=0.8 but different hesitation
margin, e1=0.9 and e2=0.1. This means that while we can be almost sure that basin 1 has a high susceptibility to
landslide, for basin 2 we arrived to the same susceptibility but we doubt on its truthfulness, since the available
mined knowledge, expressed by the fuzzy emerging patterns, is contradictory. These second situation must be
tell apart by revising the available knowledge with new training data and new analysis. 
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Analysis and interpretation of PSInSAR data for landslides mapping over
large area: Giampilieri (Messina) case study
Federico Raspini (1) , Sandro Moretti (1) , and Nicola Casagli (1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Department Of Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italy (federico.raspini@unifi.it);

In the last decade Persistent Scatterer InSAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry) technique has improved
its capability and its potential as land deformation measurement tools, providing precise measures of ground
motions, demonstrating its suitability for detection and mapping of extremely to very slow moving landslides,
both at a regional and local scale. In particular, available PSI data provide estimates of yearly deformation
velocity, referred to both historical (1992-2001; ERS images) and present (2003-2009; ENVISAT images)
scenarios, allowing both spatial and temporal characterization of the pre-existing landslide phenomena. In the
late afternoon hours of October 1st 2009, a high intensity storm hit the Ionian coast of Sicily, particularly
affecting the south-western part of the province of Messina, between the Peloritani Mountains ridge and the
coastline. During of the night, the persisting rainfall in the coastal areas between Galati and Scaletta Zanclea
(115 mm of rain in 3 hours recorded at Santo Stefano di Briga rain gauge) triggered slope failures, mainly
shallow soil slides and debris flows on an area of about 40 km2. The worst damages were reported in the villages
of Giampilieri, Scaletta Zanclea, Guidomandri, Pèzzolo, Altolìa, and Itàla. Landslides blocked many roads
systems as well as the railway and main highway. The assessed number of fatalities caused by landslides and
inundation amounts to 37 (including 31 deaths, six missing persons), with 122 injured people and the evacuation
of 2.019 people. In the framework of the post-disaster activities leaded by the Civil Protection Authority, a
detailed analysis of the pre-existing landslides affecting the whole territory hit by intense rainstorm was
performed by the Earth Science Department of the University of Florence (Centre of Competence of the Italian
Civil Protection for geohazards), exploiting the contribution of Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (PSI)
technique and photo interpretation. Coupling and integrating deformation measurements extracted by means of
PSInSAR technique, thematic maps (topographic and geological maps) and optical data (ortophoto, VHR optical
satellite images and multi-temporal aerial photo), it is possible to identify twenty-six sites characterized by high
hydro-geological hazard (Hotspot mapping). On the basis of available multi –interferometric data these sites
were assessed as the most critical in terms of hydro-geological hazard, both for the type of instability events and
/ or extent of the detected phenomena and / or deformation velocities and / or presence of elements at risk. The
outcomes of this integrated study, together with a proper urban planning will support future implementation of
best strategies for risk mitigation, land use planning and consequent reduction of potential consequences on
population, infrastructures damages and economic and social losses. 
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Tree growth anomaly as an indicator for landslide activity: spatial mapping
using high density airborne LIDAR data
Khamarrul Azahari Razak (1) , Alexander Bucksch (2) , Michiel Damen (1) , Cees Van Westen (1) , Menno
Straatsma (1) , and Steven De Jong (3)
(1) University Of Twente, Itc, Department Of Earth Systems Analysis, Enschede, Netherlands (razak@itc.nl); (2) Delft
University Of Technology, Optical And Laser Remote Sensing, Delft, Netherlands; (3) Urecht University, Department Of
Physical Geography, Utrecht, Netherlands;

The characterization of tree growth anomalies caused by landslides is a key component in the assessment of
landslide activity of the forested landslides. These anomalies, also known as drunken trees, are visible in the
stem bending and tilting of the tree stem. To relate tree anomalies to landslide activity, identification of
disrupted trees over the rugged terrain is crucial. High resolution airborne LIDAR data are capable of revealing
landslide morphological features and have shown their value in forestry for tree characterization, where the
focus is on basic tree characteristics, but the tree shape is not considered. Dendrogeomorphological studies
showed the effects of mechanical disturbance caused by earth-surface processes on the tree growth. However,
due to the labour intensiveness of dendrogeomorphology, the analysis is spatially limited. This study aims at the
characterization of drunken trees using high density airborne LIDAR (HDAL) data with respect to tree height,
density, orientation and inclination, and relates these parameters to landslide activity. We analyzed two HDAL
datasets with point densities of 140 and 170 points per m2 acquired over two landslides; a flow-like landslide
beneath 100 years old forest which is characterized by Callovo-Oxfordian marls in the Barcelonnette Basin
(Southern French Alps) and a retrogressive landslide located in the Trieves area (Western French Alps) and
characterized by the occurrence of Quaternary glaciolacustrine clays. Data analysis consisted of two steps.
Firstly, we delineated single trees using TreeVaw software, which gave tree height and position for all dominant
trees. The point output was gridded into maps of tree height and density and compared to a morphological map
of the landslide area that was based on visual interpretation of 25 cm LIDAR-derived openness map. Results
showed significant differences in tree height and density between the different morphological units. Secondly,
we applied the SkelTre-skeletonization method to extract the tree inclination and orientation of selected trees
over the landslide area. The SkelTre algorithm computes a so-called skeleton, a line-like description of the
center lines of the stem and the main branches of the tree from a 3D point cloud. The line element at breast
height was analysed for tree orientation, inclination and bending, which was subsequently compared to field
survey data. Tree inclination was predicted better than tree orientation, which can be explained by the difficulty
in the determination of tree orientation of trees with a low inclination. We also analyzed the spatial distribution
of extracted tree anomalies towards landslide processes under forest. Additionally, we coupled with local
topographic-based analyses for evaluating landslide activity. Cross- and along-section analyses based on high
density airborne LIDAR data have shown clear indications of landslides and non-landslides. The results indicate
that high density airborne LIDAR is a promising technique for extraction of tree growth anomalies in forested
landslides. We observed that the dissimilarity of tree height, unusual pattern of tree distribution and irregularities
of tree structures were able to provide a better understanding of drunken tree phenomena. A limitation for
area-wide implementation of this method comes from the low accuracy of the automatic single tree delineation
methods, which necessitates manual delineation of point clouds that represent a single tree. However, new
developments in single tree delineation based on full waveform airborne LIDAR could solve this issue. Another
challenge is to distinguish tree irregularities from landslide processes and other processes such as windfall,
solifluction, or dying. We conclude that tree irregularity pattern can be effective bio-indicator for recognizing
forested landslides thus, improving the reliability of landslide inventory. 
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Landslide susceptibility mapping using GIS and remote sensing data, Rize
province, NE Turkey
Selcuk Reis (1) , Ali Yalcin (2) , Mustafa Atasoy (1) , Recep Nisanci (3) , Temel Bayrak (4) , and Semih Ekercin
(5)
(1) Aksaray University, Engineering Faculty, Dept Of Geodesy And Photogrammetry, Aksaray, Turkey
(sreis@aksaray.edu.tr); (2) Aksaray University, Engineering Faculty, Geological Engineering, Aksaray, Turkey; (3)
Karadeniz Technical University, Engineering Faculty, Dept. Of Geodesy And Photogrammetry, Trabzon, Turkey; (4)
Gumushane University, Engineering Faculty, Dept. Of Geodesy And Photogrammetry, Gumushane, Turkey; (5) Aksaray
University, Engineering Faculty, Dept. Of Geodesy And Photogrammetry, Aksaray, Turkey;

The Northeast part of Turkey is prone to landslides because of the climate conditions, geologic, and
geomorphologic characteristics of the region. Especially, frequent landslides in Rize province often result in
significant damage to people and property. Therefore, to mitigate any damage arising from landslides and
helping the planners in the selection of suitable locations to implement development projects especially in large
areas, it is necessary to assess scientifically susceptible areas. In this study, the analytical hierarchy process
(AHP), the statistical methods were used to produce susceptibility maps. Especially, AHP gives best results
because of allow better structuring of various components, including both objective and subjective aspects and
compare them in a logical and thorough way method, which involves a matrix-based pair-wise comparison of the
contribution of different factors for landslide. For this purpose, lithology, slope angle, slope aspect, land cover,
distance to stream, drainage density, and distance to road were considered as landslide causal factors for the
study area. The processing of multi-geodatasets was carried out in a raster GIS environment. Lithology was
derived from the geological database and additional field studies; slope angle, slope aspect, distance to stream,
distance to road and drainage density were invented from digital elevation models (DEMs); land cover was
produced from remote sensing imagery. In the end of study, the results of the analysis were verified using actual
landslide location data. The validation results showed satisfactory agreement between the susceptibility map and
the existing data on landslide locations.
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Landslide hazard assessment based on geomorphological information; a
case study in northern Spain
Juan Remondo (1) , Jaime Bonachea (2) , Viola Maria Bruschi (3) , and Antonio Cendrero (4)
(1) Professor, Universidad De Cantabria, Earth Sciences And Physics Of Condensed Matter, Santander, Spain
(remondoj@unican.es); (2) Researcher, Universidad De Zaragoza, Earth Sciences, Zaragoza, Spain; (3) Researcher,
Universidad De Cantabria, Earth Sciences And Physics Of Condensed Matter, Santander, Spain; (4) Full Professor,
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This work analyzes and discusses how the geomorphological information on the slope processes represents a
sound basis to make quantitative and reliable landslide hazard predictions. It has been carried out in an area in
northern Spain, extensively studied in previous works. Usually, susceptibility assessments are based on an
exhaustive knowledge about the behaviour of the geomorphic processes and on the relative importance of the
conditioning factors. Hazard assessment, in addition, requires the prediction of the frequency and magnitude of
future events. The methodology used for hazard assessment includes: a) landslide susceptibility zoning, b)
understanding the relationships between magnitude and frequency of the landslides to compute an empirical
magnitude-frequency function, c) analysis of the landslide frequency trends in connection with the potential
triggers of instability processes (human and natural), d) designing reasonable scenarios of future landslide
frequency (and magnitude) to construct hazard models, e) evaluating the hazard models obtained by applying
different strategies and utilizing long time series of landslides. Thus, different hazard models have been obtained
and evaluated from systematic multi-temporal cartographic inventories of the landslides occurred in the recent
past. The better the geomorphological information the more certain and reliable will be the assessments. The
hazard models obtained constitutes a sound basis for further landslide risk analysis. Usefulness of
Geomorphology to improve landslide hazard assessment, mapping and validation is highlighted in the
manuscript.
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Probabilistic Landslide Hazard Analysis for El Salvador
Carlos Eduardo Rodríguez Pineda (1) , and Jairo Edmundo Yepes Heredia (2)
(1) Associated Professor, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Civil Engineering, Bogotá, Colombia
(crodriguezp@javeriana.edu.co); (2) MSc., Universidad Nacional De Colombia, Civil Engineering, Bogotá, Colombia;

A new method for assessing landslide hazard was proposed and implemented in El Salvador. In this method
hazard is defined as a conditional probability of failure due to rainfalls or earthquakes which are in turn
dependent on the slope susceptibility. Rainfall-induced landslide probability was obtained as the product of the
probability of occurrence of a critical rainfall, the probability of landslide given that critical rainfall and a
susceptibility factor. The probability of occurrence of the critical rainfall was obtained from an analysis of
historical cases in El Salvador and using I-D-F curves; the probability of slope failure given the critical rainfall
was obtained from a statistical analysis of rainfall-induced landslides in volcanic soils in Central America;
finally, the susceptibility factor is based on a exponential function of the slope angle which was obtained from
statistical analysis of landslide events. The earthquake-induced landslide probability of failure was calculated by
multiplying the probability of occurrence of a given acceleration due to earthquakes by the probability of the
slope failure given that earthquake by a susceptibility factor. The probability of occurrence of a given
acceleration at the slope was obtained by considering the location of different seismic sources, the recurrence
function for each of those sources and appropriated attenuation relationships for El Salvador; the probability of
slope failure for a given earthquake was obtained by statistical analysis of magnitude-landslide distance values
from historical earthquakes worldwide; susceptibility was defined as an exponential function of slope angle.
Total probability was obtained considering probability and susceptibility functions for different slope failure
mechanism, this is, coherent and disrupted slides, and flows, as proposed by Keefer (1984); and using
conditional probability for conditioned events. The application for El Salvador evaluates landslide hazard for
cells of 1 km x 1 km; topographical, rainfall and seismicity data was obtained from the SNET in El Salvador.
Probability of failure for rainfall-induced and earthquake-induced landslides, and total probability of failure was
calculated for the whole country, spatial hazard distribution was plotted and hazard maps for each case were
obtained. Hazard maps fit very well with rainfall-induced and earthquake-induced distribution of historical
landslides in El Salvador and can be used as a risk management tool. 
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Investigation, risk assessment and mitigation of large scale landslides in the
Moselle Valley, Germany 
Dr. Michael Rogall (1)
(1) Geological Survey, Engineering Geology, Mainz, Germany (michael.rogall@lgb-rlp.de);

Abstract For more than 30 years, the engineering geology department of the Geological Survey of
Rhineland-Palatinate in Germany is working on the investigation, risk assessment and remediation of landslides
and rockfalls throughout the state. One of the main regions affected by slope instabilities is the Moselle valley in
the western part of the state. The densely populated region is one of the main touristic areas in Germany and well
known for its picturesque towns and the famous Riesling wines. Vineyards cover large areas of the slopes along
the river and are an important economic factor for the state of Rhineland-Palatinate. Since slope instabilities can
cause large damages in the vineyards and towns as well as on highways and railroads, the knowledge of potential
dangerous areas is essential for land use planning, infrastructure measures as well as the prevention of natural
disasters. Although the steep slopes of the Moselle river often show signs of instabilities, the extensions, depths
and mechanisms of the old landslides are virtually unknown. Therefore, the German Geological Survey began to
investigate and map the landslide areas in the Moselle valley. The research showed, that large areas of the slopes
are covered with old deep seated landslides. Most of the landslide masses are relatively stable, but can be
reactivated after periods with long and heavy rainfalls or by building activities. The extensions and typical
buildups of the landslides are presented as well as the latest landslide inventory map and the solutions for
mitigation and remediation measures.
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Evidence of a changing size-frequency distribution of landslides in Kyrgyz
Tien Shan, Central Asia - Applications and Limitations of Data Mining
Methods
Schlögel Romy (1) , Fernandez-steeger Tomas M. (2) , Braun Anika (3) , and Havenith Hans-balder (4)
(1) University Of Liège, Department Of Geology, Liège, Belgium (romy.schlogel@gmail.com); (2) Dr., Rwth Aachen,
Lehrstuhl Für Ingenieurgeologie Und Hydrogeologie, Aachen, Germany; (3) Rwth Aachen, Lehrstuhl Für Ingenieurgeologie
Und Hydrogeologie, Aachen, Germany; (4) Dr., University Of Liège, Department Of Geology, Liège, Belgium;

There is a strong possibility that environmental change (whether climate or land use) will be manifest as changes
in the size-frequency distribution of landslides. Here we present evidence for this from western Kyrgyzstan,
Central Asia. Remote sensing and spatial analysis as well as Data Mining methods have been applied to map
mass movements in the central part of the Maily-Say Valley and to detect recent landslide activations. The
evolution of the landslide activity over the past 50 years has been analysed on the basis of three digitised
landslide maps of 1962 and 1984 and 1996 and two new inventories for the years 2002 and 2007. The
geomorphologic features contained in the catalogues represent the landslide bodies observed from remote
imagery of the corresponding year. Each mapped landslide can be considered as the result of a series of slope
failure events. Size-frequency analyses applied to the five landslide inventories show that both the number and
size of unstable slopes are increasing from 1962 (162 objects) to 2007 (208 objects) and the power-law exponent
is decreasing over time. This changing power-law exponent could indicate that landslide-related hazards are
increasing. Landslide detection methods were used to define the evolution of slope instabilities. Choosing
appropriate thresholds, the image subtraction method based on NDVI allowed us to detect accurately new sliding
activation in these two zones. This confirmed the results of the more extensive survey that there is a systematic
shift in power law exponents and size-frequency distributions for Central Asian landslides. Another aim of this
reasearch applied to the Maily-Say Valley was to evaluate if and how Data Mining with its wide range of tools,
may support automatic landslide recognition e.g. from remote sensing data, susceptibility mapping or knowledge
discovery regarding the causes of landslides. In contrast to classical modelling attempts or statistical analysis is
Data Mining output-driven. This means that each successful strategy is allowed if it fulfils the previously
defined aims and respects the requirements of the applied tools. In this sense Data Mining is a strategy for
knowledge discovery and data modelling and not a method or technique.
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Working with landslide inventories and susceptibility maps in Lower
Austria
Joachim Schweigl (1) , and Wolfgang Straka (2)
(1) Federal State Of Lower Austria, Bd1 - Geological Survey, St. Pölten, Austria (joachim.schweigl@noel.gv.at); (2) Boku
University Vienna, Department Of Civil Engineering And Natural Hazards, Vienna, Austria;

Public landslide inventories are an essential tool for efficiently dealing with problems related to or caused by
natural hazards. This is no less true for landslide hazard, susceptibility, or risk maps that are derived from such
inventories. However, only a few complete as well as consistent landslide inventories covering areas > 1000 km²
are available, even in industrialized countries. In Austria, the Geological Survey of Austria and the Forest
Engineering Service in Torrent and Avalanche Control, both in Vienna, are collecting landslide information on a
nation-wide scale. In each case, the information is held in a GIS database containing polygons representing areas
prone to or affected by landslides, and is based on data collected during field mapping or work on events causing
actual damage. It may contain the date of actual events, but hardly any further information. In the Federal State
of Lower Austria, more specific information, on landslides causing human and economic loss, is collected by the
Geological Service of the regional government, and added to their GIS, on a regular basis. Each landslide is
represented as point data only, because most landslides are < 100 m maximum dimension, and the data are
linked to the land register. The database was set up immediately after 1945, and replaced by the GIS in 2000,
after which all data since 1980 were added in digital form, whereas all data before 1980 were converted to image
and portable document format. This digital inventory of past events has been finalized in 2010. At present, a
total of c. 2000 landslides having caused damage to infrastructure, buildings or persons are reported. Other
landslides, including those having effected economic loss in the order of less than 1000 Euros, are not included.
The regional landslide inventory contains information on: Type of landslide, type of process, date of (main)
event, date of registration, reporter, municipality, cadastral municipality and plot number, land use, slope
inclination and direction, geological unit, soil or rock description, maximum width and length of the landslide,
likely trigger, typical features (e.g. tension cracks), estimated depth and volume, pictures, description of damage,
and urgent protection or stabilization works. In some cases a history of a complex landslide is included. The
inventory is mainly used to inform planning of and reporting on construction and zoning. In emergency
situations, while early decisions naturally have to be based on field work, there is another purpose in consulting
the inventory when it comes to evaluating the larger situation and planning for long-run security. In 2008, a pilot
project was set up in order to create the first landslide susceptibility maps (scale 1:25000) for selected areas, and
two engineering consulting companies as well as the University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna,
were contracted to independently produce the maps and guidelines for respective procedure. A total of 12
municipalities, located in various geological units, were covered by this study, some of them by all three
contractors, for the purpose of comparing their approaches. In addition to the data mentioned above, archived
information and personal knowledge of other institutions (primarily municipal offices) as well as airborne
photographs and 3D laser scan data were used. The susceptibility was evaluated only on infrastructure and urban
settlement zones by heuristic approach. In this paper three different types of landslide susceptibility maps will be
presented and guidelines for the production of such maps will be discussed, with emphasis on the advantages
and handicaps in practice.
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Endogenic influence on relief processes and landslide susceptibility
assessment in the Peloritani Mountains, Sicily
Salvatore Scudero (1) , and Giorgio De Guidi (1)
(1) University of Catania, University Of Catania, Geological Sciences, Catania, Italy (scu.sal@libero.it);

This work investigates the relationship between the structural-geology heritage and the superficial phenomena of
the relief evolution for the Peloritani Mountains, southern sector of the Calabrian Arc (Italy). This area
experienced a long deformation history characterized since Palaeozoic time by two orogenic cycles, an intense
neogenic phase and is still subjected to an active geodynamics. The stress fields which have acted in the area
drew a dense net of mechanical discontinuities (faults, fractures, joints) that together with the weathering prone
metamorphic rocks, play a determinant role on the instability phenomena with different mechanisms. Detailed
field surveys of the discontinuities allowed to discriminate among their different origin. Some of them are linked
to the tectonic stress fields succeeding in the area, some others are due to a “release” process of the lithostatic
load. This latter takes place when the confining pressure is low and allows the joint formation or expansion; the
depth does not exceed the some tens of meters. This kind of discontinuities are frequent in the study area, and
their formation is controlled either by pre-existing structures in rock fabric such as foliation or cleavage planes,
and by the orientation of the stress field at the time of the formation of the joints. The formation mechanism is
also driven by the erosion and by processes of denudation of slopes consequent to the regional uplift acting in
the entire North-eastern Sicily since Middle Pleistocene time with rate even greater than 1.0 mm/year. The
discontinuities have been surveyed in order to map their frequency and measure their strength characteristics.
Weathering processes act more intensely on a deeply fractured rock, originating an in situ layer of variously
degraded material. Its thickness is not always inferable, but it is on the order of about ten meters. Weathering
profiles show a high spatial variability with differences in rock fabric and rock strength but they are always
controlled by the occurrence of mechanical discontinuities even though chemical and physiscal processes act
subsequently. The weathering process becomes a leading factor in the slope instability and the mapping of the
area with different weathering grade allows the comprehension of specific types of landslide. Also the spatial
variation of the weathering grade of the rock masses has been mapped. A patchy layer of loose, heterogeneous
and often weathered material, with variable thickness, covers the slopes. It originates through cyclic transport
and deposition processes (slope wash, creep and landslides). This deposit, also known as colluvium, mobilized
in October 2009, together with portions of weathered rock, when hundreds of shallow landslide, triggered by an
intense rainfall event, hit a 20 km2 area. Those events caused 35 fatalities, the nearly total devastation of several
villages in Messina province (Sicily) and severe damages to public heritage and local economy. In conclusion,
the analysis of the spatial distribution of the discontinuity density, of the weathering of the rock masses together
with the colluvium thickness demonstrates the heavy structural control on the landslide occurrence. It allows the
formulation of a geomorphologic model of cyclic evolution of the relief and the assessment of the landslide
susceptibility, that is of fundamental importance for a good management of the territory. 
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Risk assesment and landslide hazard zonation along Renuka Valley,
Himachal Pradesh, India
Anuj Sharma (1) , and Naval Kishore (1)
(1) Panjab University, Geology Department, Chandigarh, India;

Landslides are one of the most prominent geo-environmental problems in the hilly terrain of Himalayas causing
enormous loss of life and property. The area around Dadahu in Sirmur district of Himachal Pradesh, India
(falling between the rivers Jalal and Giri; both tributaries of the Yamuna) was studied for the vulnerability of
landslides on behalf of the inhabitants. In order to understand landslide hazard effectively, the various
characteristic of landslides are studied which include climatic influence, geological and geographical
phenomena. Geologically the area is characterized by the presence of carbonaceous phyllite and dolomitic
limestone of Infra-Krol Formation which is tectonically overlying the Subathu and Dagshai Formations along
the Krol Thrust. The Main Boundary Thrust runs parallel to Giri River and due to this several numbers of active
and old landslides are observed in this area. The active tectonics in this area have resulted in the upliftment of
this region developing steep slopes towards north resulting liner belt of landslides on both sides of river. This
paper focuses on the landslide hazard zonation and risk assessment at various parameters and scale. The satellite
data will provide excellent inputs which is helpful in the preparation of different factor maps. The risk map of
this area will help in delineating various degrees of risk involved in different hazards zones.
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Incidences and Impacts of Landslides over the World During the year 2009
Shikha Sharma (1)
(1) student, Panjab University, Geography, Chandigarh, India (sharma7021@gmail.com);

Abstract: Landslides are the most common and universally accepted collective term or slope movements of the
mass movement’s type. The term has sometimes been considered unsuitable as the part of the word denotes
sliding. Landslides constitute a major geologic hazard in South Asia. The paper includes the distribution of
landslides in the world and also the distribution of landslides in India and the portrayal of various levels of these
geo-hazards, and their zonation is prerequisite for: (a) Projection damage scenarios, (b) Reliable risk analysis, (c)
Planning and execution of any environmental friendly developmental activity and (d) Mitigation of
hazard-related miseries. In this paper the study would incorporate secondary as well as primary data sources.
The analyses would be based on various qualitative and quantitative studies. The study would follow the
methodology to prepare a data-base which includes the data and time of occurrences, locations, causes, damage,
death toll, insured, property damages, economic loss and source of information. The paper also contains the
socio-economic impacts of landslides and categories of economic losses due to landslides. In this paper the
historical data-base has been presented. The maps and the tables are used for detailed analysis. The aim of the
study was to prepare a data-base on the occurrences of landslides and assess their impacts on society and the
environment during the year 2009 and also to suggest appropriate measures of landslide risk reduction. To
conclude, there is scarcity of systematic landslides data bases. The present study is an attempt to collect and
compile landslides data base based on web news and news papers. It has been indicated that the landslides are
widely distributed frequently occurring phenomena in hilly terrains causing huge loss of life, property and
environment. An analysis of the data indicates that 233 cases of landslides have been reported on the net
resources across the globe and 48 incidences in India. Landslide costs include both direct and indirect losses
affecting private and public properties. 
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Large scale deep-seated loess slide investigation and mechanism study at
the edge of loess plateau of Baoji city, Shaanxi province, China
Jusong Shi (1) , Shuren Wu (2) , and Ling Shi (2)
(1) engineer, Institute Of Geomechanics,cags, Beijing, China (shijusong@126.com); (2) Institute Of Geomechanics,cags,
Beijing, China;

Baoji City in Shaanxi province is one of the most landslide hazards affected city in China. There are nearly 36
large scale loess slides occurred at the northern slope of Baoji City, which 18.4 km long, 0.5-0.9 km wide at the
edge of loess plateau. The stability of those slides not only directly affect the safety of Baojixia Project Canal
and the Longhai railway, but also threat the security of nearly 0.1 million people and urban infrastructure in
Baoji City, which seriously constraining the city socio-economic development. With the help of DEM, Quick
bird imagery at the scale of 1:10000, all the slides were mapped and divided into 3 type that: accient, old and
new slides, according to the geological age of slides. In order to understand those slides,field landslide and
detailed engineering geological investigation and typical landslide exploration were carried out, which drilling
was used to find the deep-seated loess slide slip surface and the structure characteristics of slide mass combined
with high-resolution shallow artificial seismic exploration and high density resistively survey used for buried
fault and deep-seated loess slide slip surface detection. The drilling and geophysical survey reveal that: 1.those
slides were developed in near flat multiple dual structure formation which incuding loess formation - paleosol
series, river terraces dual structure and the underlying Pliocene lacustrine mudstone and sandstone; 2.the slide
have multi-rotating slip surfaces with a depth of a front anti-tilt, the central flat, nearly vertical fracture plane of
the rear in the Pliocene lacustrine mudstone or conglomerate mudstone interface; and 3.there are buried active
faults and artesian groundwater in the slide mass. Based on the investigation, this paper will analysis the
formation and evolution mechanism of those large scale deep-seated slides from slope evolution, rock and soil
characteristics, the role of active faults and ground water, try to help understanding those slides and initiate
further research on large-scale landslide in northwest China Loess Plateau.
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Mathematical Modeling Applied to Prediction of Landslides in Southern
Brazil
Lúcia Silva (1) , João Araújo (1) , and Nelson Fernandes (1)
(1) Ufrj, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil (luciaflrj@hotmail.com);

Mass movements are natural phenomena that occur on the slopes and are important agents working in landscape
development. These movements have caused serious damage to infrastructure and properties. In addition to the
mass movements occurring in natural slopes, there is also a large number of accidents induced by human action
in the landscape. The change of use and land cover for the introduction of agriculture is a good example that
have affected the stability of slopes. Land use and/or land cover changes have direct and indirect effects on slope
stability and frequently represent a major factor controlling the occurrence of man-induced mass movements. In
Brazil, especially in the southern and southeastern regions, areas of original natural rain forest have been
continuously replaced by agriculture during the last decades, leading to important modifications in soil
mechanical properties, especially in terms of cohesion, and to major changes in hillslope hydrology. In these
regions, such effects are amplified due to the steep hilly topography, intense summer rainfall events and dense
urbanization. The state of Santa Catarina in recent decades has been the scene of several incidents of mass
movements such as the catastrophic event in November 2008 that devastated the area of Morro do Baú. This
event took place in a rural area with intensive agriculture in the state of Santa Catarina, where many catastrophic
debris flows were triggered after a long rainy period. In this area, the natural forest has been replaced by huge
banana and pine plantations. In this study, based on field mapping and modeling, we characterize the role played
by geomorphological and geological factors, as well as land use and/or land cover in controlling the spatial
distribution of landslides in the Morro do Baú area. In order to attain such objective, a digital elevation model of
the basin was generated with a 2,5m grid in which the topographic parameters were obtained. In parallel, a
recent satellite image, prior to the event, was used to generate the land use and/or cover map. The spatial
distribution of the scars from this major event was mapped from another image, obtained immediately after the
landslide event. Numerical simulations with the SHALSTAB model were carried out in the basin and the results
compared to the original location of the scars in the field. The results, although preliminary, suggest that the
replacement of the natural rain forest by huge banana plantations in this environment, associated with its steep
slopes and the patterns of intense rainstorms, played a major role in defining the spatial distribution of landslide
scars and the magnitude of the debris flows generated. The combination of field mapping with the numerical
simulation of future land use and/or land cover scenarios may contribute to the definition of better land
management practices in such environment.
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Topographic data and numerical debris-flow modeling
Jošt Sodnik (1) , Tomaž Podobnikar (2) , Urška Petje (1) , and Matjaž Mikoš (2)
(1) Vodnogospodarsko Podjetje Kranj, Kranj, Slovenia (jost.sodnik@vgp-kranj.si); (2) University Of Ljubljana, Faculty Of
Civil And Geodetic Engineering, Ljubljana, Slovenia;

Debris flows are a disastrous type of landslides occurring occasionally in many countries of the world, triggered
mainly by earthquakes, heavy short-termed rainfalls, caused by typhoons, cyclones, and thunderstorms, and
prolonged steady rainfall. In some countries, debris-flow hazard assessment is regulated by national or local
legislation. Different methods may be used, but there are some common bases for the procedures used.
Debris-flow hazard assessment may be just in a written form (debris-flow scenarios, estimation of damages) or
in a cartographic form (hazard maps with several hazard zones shown in different scales). In any case, source
areas of future debris flows should be recognized, and a step towards that is a susceptibility map of debris flows.
Such a map will help to estimate real debris flow hazard only if a real(istic) debris-flow scenario is assumed.
Part of such a scenario is not only recognition of a source area but also estimation of a debris-flow magnitude. In
many cases such magnitudes can only be empirically determined on the basis of historical data available in the
region. Why we need an estimation of a debris-flow magnitude? This is in a way needed to estimate realistic
run-outs and delineate safe areas from endangered ones. If we want to separate endangered areas into several
hazard zones according to set debris-flow parameter values (i.e. flow depths & flow velocities), we should step
away from empiric run-out determination and use mathematical modeling to determine hazard areas. If we want
to do that we need furthermore specific rheological characteristics of the debris material and a very good
representation of the terrain (slope surface, torrential fan, and torrential channel). In the first step, we have
evaluated publically available DEMs (DEM5 & DEM12.5) in Slovenia as a basis to prepare numerical square
grids (5 x 5m and 15 x 15 m) for two-dimensional modeling of possible debris flows on selected torrential fans,
using the model Flo-2D. From the debris-flow numerical modeling point of view we showed that buildings that
are not shown on DEMs should be modeled, because they have large influence on the flow field close to them.
The approach to introduce buildings into the numerical grid model by simply defining them as blocked (dry)
cells proved to be better solution than raising the roughness coefficient in these cells to account for flow
obstruction by buildings. This approach makes possible debris-flow modeling between structures with all details
(local flow accelerations, flow afflux). The advantage is also that all computing cells next to the existing
structures stay at their original heights and no smoothing effects of the numerical grid is needed to incorporates
structures into terrain and therefore the accuracy of the results is higher. In the second step, we have tried to
evaluate the usefulness of LIDAR data for numerical debris-flow modeling in comparison with before
mentioned DEMs. Using LIDAR data one can treat original data and decreases their resolution to the one of the
numerical grid (e.g. 5 x 5m) or use the original data with their original resolution and generates adequate
numerical grid. Nevertheless, the negative side of using LIDAR data are highly increased computational times.
The factor between computational times to event duration goes from 15 (for DEM5 data) to 60 (for LIDAR
data). From our numerical results it seems obvious that the usage of more precise LIDAR data for numerical
debris-flow modeling is justified. Better quality of input topographic data assures higher accuracy of results and
therefore also accuracy of hazard maps produced in such a way. The LIDAR data promises better representation
of torrential channels on torrential fans (narrow, deep channels) and computed results (velocities, depths) are
generally better estimated and therefore delineation of a hazard area into corresponding zones is of higher
accuracy for a selected debris-flow scenario.
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Landslide impact in Europe: weaknesses and strengths of databases
available at European and national scale
Daniele Spizzichino (1) , Claudio Margottini (1) , Alessandro Trigila (1) , and Carla Iadanza (1)
(1) ISPRA, Italian National Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy
(daniele.spizzichino@isprambiente.it);

Landslides represent a major threat to human life, property, buildings, infrastructure and natural environments in
most mountainous and hilly regions of the world. The distribution of landslide hazards over Europe is strongly
linked to the initial geological and relief conditions of the continent. Mountainous areas, such as the Alps, the
Scandinavian Peninsula and also the southern part of Europe are most prone to landslides. The purpose of this
work is to present the results of the analysis on main events and available landslide databases in Europe. This
activity has been carried out by ISPRA during the implementation of the EEA technical report 2010 “Mapping
the impacts of natural hazards and technological accidents in Europe - An overview of the last decade”. The
major landslide phenomena occurred in Europe have been collected from the analysis of global disaster
databases, such as the EM-DAT, and those provided by NatCatSERVICE, the International Consortium on
Landslide and the Geological Survey of Canada as well as by review of the scientific literature and web press
news. Actually a European database of landslide occurrences and impacts doesn’t exist. For the period
1998-2010, almost 120 major landslides were recorded. These events, which often occurred at multiple sites for
the same triggering factor, claimed a total of 383 fatalities and damaged or destroyed an extensive amount of
infrastructure including roads and houses. Potential impacts are often aggravated by an incorrect land use
management or uncontrolled urbanisation. An enquiry on national databases of EEA countries carried out by
ISPRA with support of Eurogeosurvey counted a total of 712,089 mass movements over the whole Europe. It is
evident that national databases provide a much more detailed picture of the distribution, frequency and impact of
landslides. However these inventories are not harmonized and homogeneous with regard to resolution and level
of information, and often not available to the public. As landslides are generally local phenomena, it is
particularly important to gather knowledge on past events, hazard and related risk at a local level, fully involving
local stakeholders in the process. This work provides, for the first time at the European scale, an assessment of
the limits and potentialities of global and national landslide inventories. The availability of homogeneous and
updated landslide inventories at national and European level, remains key factor and fundamental tools for
land-use planning and management, vulnerability reduction and resilience improvement. Therefore, the need is
evident for the development of a better knowledge base and a more comprehensive overview of landslide
impacts at the European scale. There is thus a need to enhance cooperation at European level in order to reduce
the impact of landslides in Europe.
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A Simplified Approach towards Mapping of Large-scale Landslide
Potential Areas in Difficult Mountainous Terrains of Nepal
Manita Timilsina (1) , Netra Prakash Bhandary (1) , and Ryuichi Yatabe (1)
(1) Graduate School of Science & Engineering, Ehime University, Department Of Civil & Environmental Engineering,
Matsuyama, Japan (manitatimilsina@gmail.com);

Large-scale landslides are very common in Nepal Mountains. Steep topography and extreme relief provide high
potential for such failures while dynamic geology and adverse climatic condition play vital role in the
occurrence or reactivation of such mass movements. Moreover, large-scale landslides are the major source of
small-scale failures. Thus, for the proper management of landslide hazards in Nepal, quantification of such
large-scale landslide potential areas is very essential because 80% of its topography is subjected to landslides
and slope related failures causing tremendous loss each year. The literature on landslide hazard assessment
within past few decades indicates various developments from less specific heuristic approach to sophisticated
deterministic approach. In spite of such development, regional landslide studies like susceptibility mapping or
hazard mapping that are preliminary step in coping with landslide hazard still seems a step too far for Nepalese
authorities. So, this paper provides an overview of various landslides studies that have been carried out in Nepal,
their drawbacks and indicates an urgent need of simple and reliable alternatives for the mapping of large-scale
landslides. A regional perspective is provided upon the spatial distribution of large-scale landslides along the
mountains of Central Nepal encompassing major highways of Nepal. Based on the spatial distribution of
landslides a simple methodology to identify the large-scale landslide potential area using bivariate statistical
approach is shown that can be a useful tool in extreme mountainous environment where landslide occurrence
mechanisms are complex and poorly known. Thus, in this study a methodology to identify large-scale landslide
potential in regional areas is explained with the use of GIS in a practical and cost effective way.
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Hazard Zoning in Areas with major deep-seated landslides - Case study
Tobler Daniel (1) , and Keusen Hans Rudolf (1)
(1) Geotest, 3052, Zollikofen, Switzerland (daniel.tobler@geotest.ch);

A thorough assessment of the prevailing hazards and risks in a specific region is imperative for any kind of
development activity that has a spatial impact. This is particularly important in disasterprone areas, like narrow
valleys with landslides and rock fall. Today, a number of tools and instruments are available to analyse, visualize
and evaluate major hazards and risks. In the past few years, Switzerland developed a number of such
instruments. These serve as an indispensable basis for an integrated disaster reduction approach, which is not
only being discussed presently in Switzerland, but equally at the international level. The methodology fulfils
many of the demands but also gives rise to a number of problems and disadvantages. This refers to the
production of the instruments as well as the implementation and transformation of the hazard information into
practical use. The large, deep-seated landslide in Lauterbrunnen, Switzerland, endangers part of the village as
well as the main entrance to the whole valley. A mass of about 20 million cubic meter is situated at the left
valley entrance and moves with an average of 1 - 2 cm a year. Measurements all over the 30 to 40 ha landslide
area show an increase of movement in springtime (snow melt) and a decrease in autumn. In the steep frontal part
of the sliding mass two large spontaneous landslides have been recorded (secondary processes). These events
buried the two lifelines (main road, railway) for several days. Fortunately there were no fatalities. Following the
abnormally intensive snowmelt in spring 1999 the movement increased thirtyfold. Important infrastructures
within the landslide were destroyed. A complex monitoring system, consisting of inclinometer drillings,
tachymetric measures, pore water pressure measurements, has been installed to understand the landslide’s
behaviour and hazard potential in detail. At the same time the authorities start to elaborate the hazard map of the
valley. Through extensive field investigations, analyses of monitoring data and conclusions by analogy from
other large landslides the relevant scenarios for the hazard assessment have been formulated. In 2003 the first
draft of the hazard map existed. During the next years the Swiss authorities issued a uniform guidance for the
assessment of landslide hazards. Different types of landslides have to be evaluated separately. In the
Lauterbrunnen area three types exist: shallow rapid landslide, rapid deep slides and slow deep-seated landslides.
The overlay of these processes leads to a very complex and highly sophisticated hazard assessment. Interactions
with a nearby creek, which is prone to debris flows tightened the situation even more. In 2011 a revised hazard
map has been published (April 2011). This product is based on today’s hazard assessment methods. The
presentation explains the new guideline for landslide assessment and connects the theory with the case study of
Lauterbrunnen. It focuses on the hazard assessement and methodology of scenario definition in this landslide
prone area. 
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INSPIRE and landslides
Robert Tomas (1)
(1) JRC INSPIRE Team, Eu Joint Research Centre, Spatial Data Infrastructure, Ispra, Italy (robert.tomas@jrc.ec.europa.eu);

INSPIRE is a European Directive that lays down general rules to establish an Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in Europe. It has been designed primarily for the purposes of Community environmental policies
and policies or activities which may have an impact on the environment. The Directive has been transposed into
national legislation by 15 May 2009. In some countries INSPIRE is embedded in government acts whereas in
other countries the infrastructure will primarily target the Environmental community. The INSPIRE components
include Metadata, Interoperability of Spatial Data and Spatial Data Services, Network services (discovery, view,
download, transformation, invoke), Data and Service sharing and Coordination and measures for Monitoring &
Reporting. The detailed technical provisions for the issues above is laid down in Implementing Rules (IR),
which are being developed in close collaboration with Member States’ organisations and other stake-holders.
The data scope of INSPIRE covers 34 data themes listed and defined in the Directive in three Annexes. While
the Implementing rules for data themes in the Annex I (Reference data) where already published
(COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) No 268/2010), data specifications for data themes of Annex II&III are
being developed now. The development is carried out by INSPIRE Thematic Working Groups (TWG) – selected
experts nominated by various environmental communities - stakeholders under the coordination of the DG-JRC
INSPIRE team. The TWGs follow the INSPIRE methodology and the INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model
developed in advance. Both of these framework documents are based on the international standards for spatial
information (ISO 19100 series). This presentation will give a short overview of the main aspects of INSPIRE,
but mainly will be focused on the explanation of the current “State of the art” of the development of the data
specifications on Natural Risk Zones (NZ) which also includes landslides. The INSPIRE NZ data model – the
main part of the data specification - is developed in a generic way in order to be able to accommodate all major
types of natural hazards. Since this Conference falls in the period of public review and testing of the INSPIRE
NZ data specifications Version 2.0 the main aim of the presentation is to draw attention of the landslide
community (mainly data providers) to the INSPIRE specifications process.
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Landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk mapping in the area of
Mailuu-Suu, Kyrgyzstan.
Almaz Torgoev (1) , and Hans-balder Havenith (2)
(1) Geopribor, Institute Of Geomechanics And Development Of Subsoil, Academia Of Sciences Of The Kyrgyz Republic,
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan (torgoeval@yahoo.com); (2) Géorisques et Environnement, University Of Liege, B-4000 Liege,
Belgium, Departament Of Geology - B18, Liege, Belgium;

For the territory of Kyrgyzstan landslides are among the most dangerous and damage causing natural hazards.
The biggest amount of landslides can be observed in the south of Kyrgyzstan, where geotechnical properties of
rocks, soil types, seismic activity, topographical factors and climate conditions cause increased landslide
activity. For the purposes of social development planning and georisk mitigation measures there is a need for the
evaluation of landlside activity both at regional and local scale with labour- and cost- effective approaches. GIS
and Remote Sensing are promising techniques encorporating the possibility to upgrade existing databases and
consider the last achievements in mapping of landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk. The target area of this
study is situated in the south of Kyrgyzstan, in the valley of Mailuu-Suu River, where former mining activity
resulted in the creation of several uranium waste tailings. In a lot of cases these tailings are situated close to the
river and are very prone to destruction by slope processes. The aim of this research is the assessment of landslide
susceptibility, hazard and risk by applying and testing different approaches currently developed by the
international scientific community. Landslide susceptibility mapping was based on Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), Discriminant Analyses (DA) and Newmark Displacement (ND) approaches using as input information
slope angle, land cover, structural geology and soil type maps of target area. The map of slope angles was
created on the basis of a DEM extracted from ASTER stereopair, the land cover map was created on the basis of
Landsat 7 satellite imagery, structural geology map was created based on photogeological interpretation of aerial
imagery and the map of rock and soil types was designed on the basis of an existing geological map of the region
combined with available geotechnical information. Landslide hazard mapping was done using four
multitemporal landslide inventories (1962, 1977, 1984 and 2003) extracted for the target area based on
photointerpretation of aerial stereopairs. The latest inventory for 2007 created by photointerpretation of
Quickbird high-resolution imagery was used for validation studies and comparison of the results of susceptibility
mapping. Intitial attempts of qualitative estimation of landslide risk for infrastructure, roads and uranium waste
tailings was performed. These analyses included estimation of upstream flooding areas using a high-resolution
DEM extracted from aerial stereopairs. Futher perspectives of current activity include the possibility to improve
landslide susceptibility and hazard mapping using the modelling of different factors for having more reliable
input maps used in analyses. The results of this modelling will be used for susceptibility mapping using
Newmark Displacement approach, which finally will result in more reliable estimation of landslide susceptibility
in target area.
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Landslide hazard assessment in the Göta Älv river valley to limit
consequences of climate change on society
Marius Tremblay (1) , Karin Lundström (2) , Victoria Svahn (1) , Charlotte Cederbom (2) , and Göta Älv
Working Group (3)
(1) Swedish Geotechnical Institute, -, Geotechnical Design And Landslide Safety, Goteborg, Sweden; (2) Swedish
Geotechnical Institute, -, Land Use Planning And Climate Adaptation, Linkoping, Sweden; (3) Swedish Geotechnical
Institute, -, -, -, Sweden;

The Swedish Government has commissioned the Swedish Geotechnical Institute (SGI) to perform a
comprehensive inventory of the landslide potential in the Göta Älv river valley, taking predicted climate changes
into consideration. Landslide scars are frequent along the entire river bank, and several landslides in quick-clay
have resulted in casualties and severe damages on buildings and infrastructure during the last century. Moreover,
higher average precipitation and increased occurrence of extreme rainfall events are some expected climate
changes in Sweden during the coming 70-100 years. To prevent extensive floodings and damages of cities and
infrastructure around Lake Vänern, it is necessary to allow controlled overflow from Lake Vänern through the
river Göta Älv. An overflow in the river, in turn, leads to increased risk for erosion and landslides along the Göta
Älv valley. The project runs over three years (2009-2011) and include several parallel side-projects. The
submarine river topography has been mapped by multi-ray sonar and automatic stations measuring
slope-inclination, groundwater- and porewater pressure and water level has been installed around and in the
river. However, there is a need for improving the mapping methods of the river, including data gathering and
risk estimation. The outer and inner erosion potential of the Göta Älv is not fully known and more information
regarding the river floor and shores are required. Hence, analysis and measures of erosion and sediment
transportation, combined with the bathymetric and topographic conditions, are performed. Moreover, new
methods for landslide risk analyses that include the impact of climate change on geotechnical conditions (e.g.
porewater pressure) are evaluated. One of several challenges in the project is to make realistic estimates of the
landslide risk in the extensive study area, and new methods for estimating the probability of landslides and
subsequent consequences are being developed. The probability estimates are based on reliability analysis for
selected transects across the river bank and subsequent projection of the performance function into areas with
similar geological and hydrological setting. Social, economic and environmental consequences of landslides are
weighted and evaluated in a matrix-based decision tool. Additionally, cost estimates of preventive reinforcement
measures are provided. Finally, different risk levels are obtained in a risk matrix and transferred into a gridnet
map. Another challenge is to account for the change in landslide probability over time. A continuous change
over time due to climate change is considered as well as a variation in uncertainty over time. A special GIS
platform has been designed for collecting existing data and data produced in the project. The platform contains a
mixture of background data, e.g. topography and geology, and overlying dynamic data. Dynamic data include
geotechnical data, environmental data, existing landslide database and project analyses. Part of the data will be
available to the public after the project has finished. 
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Landslide susceptibility mapping at national scale: the Italian case study
Alessandro Trigila (1) , Nicola Casagli (2) , Filippo Catani (2) , Giovanni Crosta (3) , Carlo Esposito (4) , Paolo
Frattini (3) , Carla Iadanza (1) , Gabriele Scarascia Mugnozza (4) , Samuele Segoni (2) , Daniele Spizzichino (1)
, and Veronica Tofani (2)
(1) ISPRA, Italian National Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy
(alessandro.trigila@isprambiente.it); (2) University of Florence, ., Department Of Earth Sciences, Florence, Italy; (3)
University of Milano-Bicocca, ., Department Of Geological Sciences And Geotechnologies, Milano, Italy; (4) University of
Rome “Sapienza”, ., Department Of Earth Sciences, Research Centre For Geological Risks, Rome, Italy;

Landslide risk in Italy is particularly high due to a densely populated and urbanized territory. Landslide
susceptibility maps are key tools for land use planning, management and risk mitigation. The aim of the work is
to present the methodology adopted by ISPRA with the University of Florence, University of Milano-Bicocca
and University of Rome "La Sapienza" for the development of a Landslide susceptibility map of Italy at
1:1,000,000 scale. This research is carried out in the framework of the European Thematic Strategy for Soil
Protection and in particular in the activities of the JRC European Landslide Expert Group dealing with the
definition of guidelines for delineating landslide prone areas in Europe and the development of preliminary
models for landslide susceptibility assessment at European and national scale. The Italian Landslide Inventory -
Progetto IFFI and a minimum set of conditioning factors have been used for the realization of the Landslide
susceptibility map of Italy: a) slope angle map derived from digital terrain model with cell size 20x20m; b)
lithological map obtained from the geological map of Italy 1:500,000; c) land use map (Corine Land Cover). The
Italian landslide inventory, which contains 485,004 mass movements covering an area of 20,721 km2 (6.9% of
the Italian territory), has been subjected to a quality analysis with the aim of assessing the completeness,
homogeneity and reliability of data, and identifying representative areas which may be used as training and test
areas for the implementation of landslide susceptibility models. Similarly, this analysis has allowed the
identification of critical areas in which data are incomplete or not very accurate. An analysis of the DEM
20x20m has been also carried out in order to assess the accuracy and reliability of the morphometric parameters,
through a comparison with other DEM: LiDAR (1m resolution) and SRTM (80m resolution). In order to
implement the susceptibility models, plain areas of the Italian territory have been excluded applying slope angle
and elevation thresholds to the DTM and physiographic domains of homogeneous geology and geomorphology
have been identified. Landslides of the IFFI database have been divided into three main classes in order to take
into account specific sets of conditioning factors for each landslide type: a) rock falls; b) slow mass movements,
c) rapid debris flows. Bivariate statistical analyses have been performed to assess the frequency distribution of
contributing factors on the landslide area. After the definition of the mapping units, the susceptibility models
have been calibrated and validated over the whole Italian territory. Landslide susceptibility map of Italy at
1:1,000,000 scale can be an important support for the implementation of pan-European landslide susceptibility
map and a useful tools for the EU policies and measures finalized to the landslide risk reduction and mitigation.
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Case event system for landslide susceptibility analysis
Paraskevas Tsangaratos (1) , Ioanna Ilia (1) , and Dimitrios Rozos (1)
(1) Laboratory of Enginering Geology and Hydrogeology, National Technical University Of Athens, Mining And
Metallurgical Engineering, Athens, Greece (ptsag@metal.ntua.gr);

Landslides are considered as a geological disaster that has unfavorable effect on lives and properties, generating
both direct and indirect economic and human losses every year. Compared to other geological disasters,
landslides are considerably smaller in scale more dispersed, but more disastrous in many cases. The presented
methodology is based on a case – event system, which uses spatial analysis functions and artificial intelligence
techniques to evaluate potential instability problems concerning natural or artificial slopes. The methodology
allows the user to examine new cases or areas of interest and compares them to previously recorded cases of
instability problems that occur in the research area. Specifically, each case event referred to a landslide event is
assumed to occupy a small unit area named as unit cell, described by a set of spatial and non – spatial
parameters. Geomorphologic (altitude, slope orientation and slope inclination), and lithological parameters as
well as parameters referring to human interventions (distance from roads), are included in the model as causative
factors responsible for landslide manifestation. These factors form the necessary evidence layers that the method
needs. Each one of the above mentioned factors along with the recorded case events, are introduced in GIS,
providing the necessary evidence thematic layers in digital format, producing grid files with cell size 20x20m,
appropriate for statistical and further analysis. By implementing a distance function, the system evaluates the
distance between each unit cell of the research area and the previous landslide events. This distance is accounted
with a similarity index which corresponds to the probability of slope instability for each cell unit. The produced
susceptibility map includes the classes of potential instability, based on the similarity index. The classes consider
the parameters that contribute to the potential instability in the research area as well as the previously recorded
cases of landslide instability. Each parameter and the distance index, affect potential instability in a different
way and therefore they obtain different weights defined by expert knowledge and data mining techniques. The
effectiveness of the methodology is evaluated in Kimi, Euboea, Greece, an area experienced substantial landslide
events, where a well documented and formulated database of previous cases existed. To validate the developed
model, control points were used. It is about past landslide events that have not been included in the model and
are used as test data set. The outcome of the implementation is satisfactory, making the developed methodology
a valuable tool for urban planning and development. 
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Mapping of landslides under dense vegetation cover using object-oriented
analysis and LiDAR derivatives
Miet Van Den Eeckhaut (1) , Norman Kerle (2) , Javier Hervás (1) , and Robert Supper (3)
(1) Joint Research Centre (jrc), European Commission, Institute For Environment And Sustainability, Ispra, Italy
(miet.van-den-eeckhaut@jrc.ec.europa.eu); (2) University Of Twente, Faculty Of Geo-information Science And Earth
Observation, Enschede, Netherlands; (3) Geological Survey Of Austria, Vienna, Austria;

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and its wide range of derivative products has recently become a powerful
tool in landslide research, particularly for landslide identification and landslide inventory mapping. In contrast to
the many studies that use expert-based analysis of LiDAR derivatives to identify landslides, only few studies
have attempted to develop computer-aided methods for extracting landslides from LiDAR. All these automated
attempts have been carried out in a pixel-based analysis. So far, it has not been tested whether object-based or
object-oriented analysis (OOA) could be an alternative to pixel-based analysis when using high resolution
topographical data such as LiDAR. Therefore, this study focuses on the application of object-oriented
segmentation and classification using LiDAR derivatives such as slope gradient, curvature and difference in
elevation (2 m resolution). The aim of this contribution is to highlight the possibilities of using this combination
for recognition and classification of landslides in densely vegetated areas, where spectral data do not allow
accurate landslide inventory mapping. The test areas are the Flemish Ardennes (Belgium) and Vorarlberg
(Austria), two regions affected by deep-seated landslides. In a first phase, a relatively qualitative procedure
based on expert-knowledge and basic statistical analysis of a sample was developed for a test area in the Flemish
Ardennes. The procedure was then applied without further modification to a validation area in the same region.
The results obtained show that OOA using LiDAR derivatives and edge detection allows recognition and
characterization of profound morphologic properties of deep-seated landslides. Main scarp, landslide boundary
and landslide segments (polygons) were successively classified. Overall about 70% of the landslides of an
expert-based inventory were also included in the object-oriented inventory. Ongoing work focuses on improving
the segmentation and automating of the classification procedure. This study is part of the SafeLand project
funded by the 7th Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development of the European
Commission.
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Landslide databases in Europe: analysis and recommendations for
interoperability and harmonisation
Miet Van Den Eeckhaut (1) , Javier Hervás (1) , and Luca Montanarella (1)
(1) Joint Research Centre (jrc), European Commission, Institute For Environment And Sustainability, Ispra, Italy
(miet.van-den-eeckhaut@jrc.ec.europa.eu);

For landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk assessment four types of data layers are required: landslide
inventory data, conditioning and triggering factors, and elements at risk. The landslide database storing attributes
allocated to individual landslides is the most important. It should give insight into the location, timing, type, size
and activity of landslide phenomena, the failure mechanisms, the causal factors, and the damage that has been
caused. In Europe, many countries have or are creating national and/or regional landslide databases. Yet, little is
known on their format, structure, content, completeness, language and accessibility, and hence on their
possibility to perform national or even transnational (e.g. major river catchment or continent-wide)
susceptibility, hazard or risk assessment. This study presents a detailed analysis of existing national landslide
databases in Europe and proposes improvements and recommendations for interoperability and harmonisation in
agreement with the EU Soil Thematic Strategy and its associated Proposal for a Soil Framework Directive, and
with INSPIRE, the European Directive establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European
Community. The analysis is part of the SafeLand project funded by the 7th Framework Programme for Research
and Technological Development of the European Commission. A detailed questionnaire on landslide database
information was created and sent out to the competent person in 37 European countries. Thirty-three countries
replied to the survey. Twenty-one countries currently have or are constructing a national landslide database.
Seven other countries only have regional databases while six countries report that they currently do not have a
landslide database. In total the databases contain more than 636,000 landslides, of which about two thirds are
located in Italy, but also France, Norway, Slovakia, Austria, and UK have more than 10,000 landslides in their
database. European landslide databases are generally created in the official language of the country and 50% of
the databases contain other natural hazards (e.g. floods, sinkholes). About half of the databases contain less than
50% of all landslides in the country, but a positive observation is that 80% of the databases are updated at least
once a year or after a major event. The spatial data are almost always collected with traditional methods such as
field surveys, and analysis of aerial photo interpretation and historical records. They are stored in maps with a
scale varying between 1:10,000 and 1:500,000. Currently, interoperability of databases is hampered in several
ways. In addition to the language differences, all countries use, for example, a different classification system for
landslide type and activity. As 63% of the countries use a classification system adapted from Cruden and Varnes
(1996) it should be possible to define a limited number of major landslide types and activity classes to be used in
all landslide databases. Other problems with regard to interoperability are the facts that currently only half of the
national inventories have a digital database where spatial and alphanumeric information is linked, and that
accessibility is generally restricted. 
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From landslide inventories to landslide risk assessment; an attempt to
support methodological development in India.
Cees Van Westen (1)
(1) UNU-DRM Centre for Spatial Analysis & Disaster Risk Management, University Of Twente, Faculty Of
Geo-information Science And Earth Observation (itc), Enschede, The Netherlands (westen@itc.nl);

The recent census in India revealed that India is now housing 17% of the world’s population, and India is on the
way to become the most populated country. Landslides are an increasing concern in India due to the rapid
population expansion in hilly and mountainous terrain. Landslides affect vast areas within India, in particular in
the Himalayan chain in the North and Eastern part of the country and the Western Ghats in the Southwest. The
Geological Survey of India (GSI) has been designated as the nodal agency for landslides by the Indian
government, and they are responsible for landslide inventory, susceptibility and hazard assessment. Until
recently their landslide susceptibility assessment was based on a heuristic approach using fixed weights or
ranking of geofactors, based on guidelines of the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS). However, this method is
disputed as it doesn’t provide accurate results. This paper gives an overview of recent research on how the
existing methods for landslide inventory, susceptibility and hazard assessment in India could be improved, and
how these could be used in (semi)quantitative risk assessment. Due to the unavailability of airphotos in large
parts of India, satellite remote sensing data has become the standard data input for landslide inventory mapping.
The National Remote Sensing Center (NRSC) has developed an approach using semi-automatic image analysis
algorithms that combine spectral, shape, texture, morphometric and contextual information derived from high
resolution satellite data and DTMs for the preparation of new as well as historical landslide inventories. Also the
use of existing information in the form of maintenance records, and other information to generate event-based
landslide inventories is presented. Event-based landslide inventories are used to estimate the relation between
temporal probability, landslide density and landslide size distribution. Landslide susceptibility methods can be
subdivided in heuristic, statistical and deterministic methods. Examples are given on the use of these methods
for different scales of analysis. For medium scales a method is presented to analyze the spatial association
between landslides and causal factors, including those related to structural geology, to select the most
appropriate spatial factors for different landslide types, and combine them using the multivariate methods. For
transportation corridors a method is presented for quantitative hazard and risk assessment based on a landslide
database. Deterministic methods using several dynamic slope-hydrology and slope stability models have been
applied to evaluate the relation between landuse changes and slope stability in a steep watershed. The paper ends
with an overview how the susceptibility maps can be combined with the landslide databases to convert them into
hazard maps which are subsequently used in (semi) quantitative risk assessment at different scales of analysis,
and how the results can be used in risk reduction planning. 
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GIS analyses of shallow and deep-seated landslides in Japan
Hiromitsu Yamagishi (1)
(1) Ehime University, Center For Disaster Management Informatics Research, Matsuyama, Japan (hiroy@sci.ehime-u.ac.jp);

GIS is one of useful technologies for analyses of variable landslides. In Japanese, The term “Landslide” imply
not only failures (hokai) due to heavy rainfalls and earthquakes, but also, deep-seated large-scale landslides
(jisuberi). The “hokai” is difficult to predict where and when it is occurring, but “jisuberi” which is inventoried
by aerial photographs, is easy to predict palces of the recurrences. In this paper, we are discussing GIS analyses
of “hokai” triggered by heavy rainfalls, and “jisuberi” of Hokakido and Shikoku, both of which have been
already opened in public. GIS analyses of recent Heavy rainfall induced failures in Japan Japanese Islands are
composed mostly of fragile rocks because of young geololy and fracturing due to tectonic deformation and
earthquakes. Therefore, Japanese Islands are prone to variable types of landsliding caused by earthquakes, and
heavy rainfalls are also due to climate of Monsoon zone. Actually, recent heavy rainfalls triggered many “hokai”
and also intensive earthquakes triggered numberless “hokai” and “jisuberi”, likely to Mid_Niigata Earthquake in
2004. We are using GIS for analyzing such shallow landslides (“hokai”) in 1983 at Hamada, Shimane, in 2003 at
Hidaka, in 2004 at Izumozaki, Niigata, and in 2004 Niihama, Ehime, in 2009 at Houfu, Yamaguchi and in2010
at Shobara, Hiroshima. For the above failures, we have analyzed the failure distributions related specially to
topography such as slope degrees using 10_DEM from GSI. As the results, the relationship to slope degrees, the
highest failure densities are 40o-70o degrees with exceptions, while the highest failure numbers are 25o to 40o
degrees, although they depend on the analyzed areas. Deep-seated landslide maps in Japan In Japan, deep-seated
landslide maps have been completed in Hokkaido by H. Yamagishi (1993; Hokakido Jisuberi Distribution Map
by Hokkaido University Press) and in Honshu, Shikou and Kyushu, National Research Institute for Earth
Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED ) has been providing not only hardcopy maps, but also digital maps from
the site http://lsweb1.ess.bosai.go.jp/en/index.html GIS analyses of deep-seated landslides in Hokkaido H.
Yamagishi has published the database of the landslides (deep-seted landslides; “jisuberi”) of Hokkaido in 1996,
based on the landslide distribution maps above with CD. The number of the “jisuberi” is more than 12,000 sites.
The database is providing the attributes of each landslides by EXCEL data which is composed of landslide
number, provincial division, height, length, width and areas, movement direction, forestry etc. The above
hardcopy map has been digitized and will be opened soon. Therefore, we are doing analyzing several statistics of
scales, relationship to geology (Geo_DB:Geological Survey of Japan; http://iggis1.muse.aist.go.jp/en/top.htm)
GIS analyses of deep-seated landslides in Shikoku NIED has been already providing Digital Landslide
(deep-seated landslide; jisuberi) Maps for Shikoku Islands also. The number of the “jisuberi” in Shikoku Island
is more than 30,000 sites. The Shikoku Island is geologically composed of Izumi Group, Sanbagawa Group,
Mikabu Group and Shimanto Group. In particular, they are mostly concentrated into the Sanbagawa Group
which is composed of metamorphic rocks such as sandy schists. We are doing GIS analyses of the landslides,
such as relationship to geology and the cultural heritages etc. 
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Enlargement of the destructive effects of rock falls by the plastic behavior
of volcanic soils: examples from Tenerife and Madeira islands
Jorge Yepes (1) , and Martín Rodríguez Peces (2)
(1) Professor, Universidad De Las Palmas De Gran Canaria, Department Of Civil Engineering, Las Palmas De Gran Canaria,
Spain (jyepes@dic.ulpgc.es); (2) Professor, University Complutense Of Madrid, Department Of Geodynamics, Madrid,
Spain;

On 16 November 2009, following a week of heavy rainfall, a massive rocky block of olivine-pyroxene basalt fell
from the rocky scarp of the Bailadero (Tenerife Island) impacting on the TF-134 regional road, close to the KP
1+500m. The collision broke the block into several pieces and triggered the slide of a section of about 15m
width of the embankment on which the road was supported. The block had a volume of about 150m3 and an
estimated dry unit weight of 25 to 30kN/m3. The vertical distance between the road and the source area of the
block is 110m. The first 25m are related to a vertical scarp and the following 85m are a natural slope covered by
a dense forest. The travel distance of the block prior to impact was 110m, measured in plan, and other additional
110m after the impact. During the path, the block dragged the vegetation and a soil layer of about 50cm thick in
a corridor of about 20m width. The visual aspect produced by the trace of the block is similar to a firewall. The
field surveys and aerial photographs show that this type of phenomenon is very common on the slopes of
Tenerife and Madeira Islands exposed to rain, particularly in the old basaltic rock masses. In both cases, the
forest is a laurissilva of Myrico fayae and Ericetum arboreae with a size between 10 and 15m in height, while the
soil can be regarded as an alteration layer which is rich in organic matter. The initial grain size analysis indicates
a soil composed of sand and gravel with 5% of silt and clay. The erosive efficiency of the process and the low
fines content of the soil suggest the existence of very expansive clay minerals of the group of the
Montmorillonite-Smectite, which have developed by the weathering of the basalt. These clay minerals are
susceptible to swelling during the wet season, resulting in an isotropic and very open crystalline fabric
(flocculated structure). The dynamic load caused by the rock fall would have triggered the sudden collapse of the
mineral fabric, resulting in a dense and anisotropic structure (scattered structure) with the clay minerals oriented
in a plane parallel to the topography, as well as a significant reduction of the shear strength parameters of the
soil. The loss of resistance underwent by the clay minerals would be the determining factor for which the soil
developed a semi-fluid consistency, causing the sliding of the block along the slope and amplifying the
destructive effect of the rock fall. The layer of soil which developed a semi-fluid consistency was thin (<0.5 m
thick). The rest of the ground remained with a semi-rigid and plastic consistency. However, this thin layer was
enough to slide the block. The process describe above seem to be in agreement with the mechanism described
recently to explain the landslides developed in quick clays. Taking into account the hazard of this type of
processes and the existence of a lot of segments of road extending through the old basaltic rock masses, it is
recommended to develop a comprehensive geotechnical and mineralogical characterization of the alteration
soils. This study would be very useful to perform hazard maps and to improve the landslide risk mitigation and
the land-use planning on volcanic terrains.
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GIS-based landslide susceptibility mapping using logistic regression in
Karabük, Turkey
Ünal Yildirim (1)
(1) Affiliation, Afyon Kocatepe University, Geography, Afyonkarahisar, Turkey (yildirimunal@yahoo.com);

The Karabük area is prone to landslides because of the climate condition, geologic, and geomorphologic
characteristics of the region and there is still a great danger of further landslides in the region. Therefore, it is
vitally important to prepare a landslide susceptibility map of the region. During the last few decades, studies on
management of landslides have significantly increased, which can help in planning and mitigation of landslide
hazard in the region. One of the requirements in this direction is the availability of an accurate landslide
susceptibility zonation (LSZ) map. LSZ maps categorize a region according to their potential stability or
instability based on a number of factors categorized into preparatory factors such as lithology, geomorphology,
and triggering factors such as seismicity, rainfall, etc. The study area is located in the Karabük Province, western
Black Sea Region Turkey and covered around 582 km2 on the Standard Topographic Map (STM) in 1/25,000
scale in Zonguldak F29-d1, F29-d2, F29-d3 and F29-d4. Elevation various from 200 to 1680 m above mean sea
level and decreases from west to east. Annual average temperature is 13.1 0C, with an average summer high of
23.4 0C in July and average winter low of 3.0 0C in January. Annual precipitation averages 510 mm of which
29% occur winter. The overall climate of the study area can be classified as Black Sea climate. Main stream in
the region is Filyos River. The drainage pattern of the area is dendritic and controlled by both slope of the
surface and the characteristics of the parent flysch material. The population of Karabük City was 167.550 in
2009 and still rising due to many attractiveness for rural people thus necessitating the growth of new residential
areas. However, landslides have occurred regularly in precipitation periods in the study area. Therefore,
landslide susceptibility analysis is needed before the selection of the location new residential areas A remote
sensing and Geographic Information System (GIS) based study has been carried out for landslide susceptibility
zonation in the Karabük, part of Bolu Mountain. Logistic regression model has been applied for landslide
susceptibility zonation of the study area The logistic regression model involves four main steps. The first step
involves identification of categories of the causative factors responsible for the occurrence of landslides. The
second model estimates the relative contribution of these categories causing slope failures and establishes a
relation between the categories and the landslides. Then, based on a statistical test, significant or the most
influential categories are selected, and finally, the model predicts the probability of landslide susceptibility in a
region. A spatial database was constructed including seventeen layers of information. Topographical, geological
data and satellite images were collected, processed, and constructed into a spatial databaseusing GIS and image
processing tools. There were nine factors considered for landslide susceptibility mapping and the frequency ratio
coefficient for each factor was computed. The factors chosen that influence landslide occurrence were:
topographic slope, topographic aspect, topographic curvature and distance from drainage, all from the
topographic database; lithology and distance from lineament, taken from the geologic database; land cover from
Aster satellite image; the vegetation index value from Aster satellite images; and precipitation distribution from
meteorological data; landslide inventory map from The General Directorate of Mineral Research and
Exploration (MTA) and fieldwork. All above factors and landslides were entered into GIS medium using
ArcGIS 9.3.To make a general assessment of the produced map of the study area, the final map was classified
into five susceptibility classes; very low, low, moderate, high, very high. The landslide susceptibility map shows
good performance and can be used for landslide hazard mitigation efforts by local governmental authority.
Keywords: Landslide Susceptibility, Logistic Regression, Karabük, Turkey 
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Session L06
Landslides and extreme weather

Conveners: H. Fukuoka, G. Scarascia Mugnozza

Most landslides are associated with heavy rainstorms, while the frequency of extraordinary severe 
rainfall events associated with numerous landslides are apparently increasing in most countries for these 
decades. This session is devoted to the advances in mechanism, mapping and hazard assessment 
of landslides induced by extreme weather conditions. Topics include recent developments in regional 
and global monitoring of precipitation, based on ground-based radar network and satellite sensors, 
enables larger area landslide prediction and early warning when combined with regional or global 
databases of various geophysical properties. On the other hands, field observations, laboratory 
experiments, and numerical simulation have provided various aspects of landslide dynamics, this 
session will present papers focusing on empirical, probabilistic or hydrological models of landslide 
triggered by rainfall. This session also focuses on predictions of landslide location, size and time of 
failure, magnitude-frequency relationship, and assessment of the run out area, which are important 
indicators for improved hazard and risk mitigation.
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Quantitative analysis of debris flow volume triggered by rainstorms in the
North-Eastern part of Sicily (Italy) by GIS subtractive analysis of
multitemporal DEMs debris volume
Giuseppe Tito Aronica (1) , Claudio Puglisi (2) , Gabriele Leoni (3) , and Nathalie Morey (4)
(1) Department of civil engineering of Civil, University Of Messina, Civil Engineering, Messina, Italie; (2) ENEA, Enea,
Roma, Italie; (3) Roma Tre, University Of Roma Tre, Roma, Italie; (4) Department of Physics - Sec. Informatics, University
Of Messina, Physics, Messina, Italie (nathalie@informatica.unime.it);

The past few decades, the North-Eastern part of Sicily (Italy) has been severely effected by rainfalls inducing
devastating landslides. The 1st of October 2009, after a very rainy season, a violent rainstorm poured down
Giampilieri, in the south of Messina with damages to property, buildings, roads, bridges and moreover, loss of
human life. Earlier, in 2007, a similar event occurred in this area with only material consequences. In this region,
most of catchments are small, with a steep slope, and characterized by short concentration times. These
characteristics make those basins prone to debris/mud flow formation. The main focus of this work concerns the
analysis of debris volume that has been carried out during this event through the definition of methodologies and
determination of techniques that can be applied to evaluate assessment, define crisis scenarios and predict
situations of possible slides. Here, a series of open-source GIS-based algorithms using spatial analysis has been
used in order to perform the calculation of debris flows volume moved during rainstorm. The volume of debris
material has been estimated by comparing data collected before and after the event. Pre-event data has been
provided by existing contour line maps while post-event data was issued of a high resolution digital elevation
model elaborated by a LIDAR technology produced immediately after the event. The study points out the
importance of establishing a standard of data in the specific case of the landslide risk analysis field. The
calculation process faced coordinate transformation problems between data using different projection systems
and moreover datum types. In the specific study, LIDAR data used global datum while existing geo-data
information, which is the case of most national geo-information, used a local one. For this specific study, the
volume of debris was determined using the difference between the land elevation before and after the event. The
main troubles were that elevation was referred to as ellipsoid in the global datum system while as geoid for local
one. Debris flow volume results were matched with the alimentation area elaborated during a terrain analysis
survey effectuated a few days after the disaster. Knowing the exact volume of past events is a fundamental step
to assess the run out of potential future phenomena in the Messina area. In fact, by comparing the volume and
run out of past events (Rickemann, 1999), it’s possible to identify empirical site-specific formulas to estimate
run out distance of potential events. Moreover the calculated volume and run out help to estimate the intensity
(energy) of potential phenomena and to assess risk for establishing policies of land planning and for civil
protection activities. 
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Mechanism of the recent catastrophic landslides in the mountainous range
of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
André Avelar (1) , Ana Luiza Coelho-netto (2) , and Willy Lacerda (3)
(1) Dr, Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro, Geography, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil (andreavelar@acd.ufrj.br); (2) Prof, Federal Univ
Of Rio De Janeiro, Geography, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; (3) Prof, Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro, Civil Engineering, Rio De
Janeiro, Brazil;

Catastrophic mass movements have occurred in January 12, 2011 in a large area (950 km2, approx.) of the
mountainous range of Rio de Janeiro (Petropolis, Teresopolis and Nova Friburgo municipalities) that in
association with flooding have promoted at least 850 dead people and destruction of residences, roads, bridges
etc. Spatially non-uniform but heavy thunderstorms (max. rain intensity ~50 mm/h) occurred on January 11th
(~100 mm/day) and 12th (~150mm/day)and triggered thousands landslides on steep slopes converging large
amounts of organic and bloc rich debris materials into the river channels, hence extensive avalanches down
valley. This mountainous area is characterized by gneiss and granite rocks with thin soil layer originally covered
by Atlantic Rain Forest where the large valley bottom were used for agriculture since 19th century while the
slopes and small floodplains concentrated the dense urban use since 1950. By field works it has been observed
predominately translational landslides and debris flow types although also have some circular slides and rock
fall. Initial studies show the translational landslides occurred in the saprolite soil with 1 to 3 m depth and more
than 30 degree slopes. Debris flows were initiated in the small catchments with much steeped slopes and run out
along the valley bottom where colluvial soils are present. This study focuses geological analysis and correlation
between soil properties and geotechnical behaviour trying to explain this catastrophic mass movement
mechanism and processes. 
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The I-A-D threshold function: accounting for Antecedent precipitation in
the Intensity-Duration power law form
Jose Cepeda (1)
(1) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (ngi), Natural Hazards Division, Oslo, Norway (Jose.Cepeda@ngi.no);

A new function is proposed for estimating thresholds for rainfall-triggered landslides: I = α1 (An^α2) (D^β),
where I is rainfall intensity in mm/h, D is rainfall duration in h, An is the n-hour or n-day antecedent
precipitation, and α1, α2, β and n are threshold parameters. A novel optimisation procedure for estimating the
threshold parameters is proposed using Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis. The new threshold
function and optimisation procedure are applied for estimating thresholds for triggering of debris flows in the
Western Metropolitan Area of San Salvador (AMSS), El Salvador, where up to 500 casualties were produced by
a single event. Two thresholds were estimated: a lower threshold for debris flows having volumes greater than
3000 m3 and an upper threshold for debris flows greater than 200 000 m3. The new thresholds show an
improved performance compared to the traditional formulations, indicated by a reduction in false alarms from 51
to 5 for the 3000 m3 thresholds and from 6 to 0 false alarms for the 200 000 m3 thresholds.
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Landslide inventories at Barcelonnette (France), Norangselva and Nedre
Romerike (Norway) for estimating rainfall thresholds
Jose Cepeda (1) , Jean Philippe Malet (2) , and Alexandre Remaitre (2)
(1) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (ngi), Natural Hazards Division, Oslo, Norway (Jose.Cepeda@ngi.no); (2) Institut De
Physique Du Globe De Strasbourg (ipgs), School And Observatory Of Earth Sciences (eost), Strasbourg, France;

The characterisation of precipitation conditions for triggering of landslides is a key component in the design and
implementation of early-warning systems and in the estimation of hazard maps for current and future climate
scenarios. Physical modelling of those triggering conditions may be usually feasible for individual slopes, but
not for local or regional scales, where practical difficulties generally arise due to the lack of estimates of
spatially distributed hydraulic and mechanical parameters, and to complexities of ground conditions on
susceptible slopes. In those situations, where the implementation of a physical model is not feasible, the
preferred approach is to formulate empirical relationships between measurements of precipitation and
occurrence of slope movements. This paper presents 3 different empirical models applied to 3 datasets of slope
movements from France and Norway. This contribution presents some of the experiences of Work Package 1.3
“Statistical studies for precipitation-induced landslides” as part of the SafeLand project funded by the 7th
Framework Programme of the European Commission. The implemented empirical models were: antecedent
precipitation, intensity-duration, and a recently introduced intensity-antecedent precipitation-duration form. The
models were optimised using classification trees and discriminant analyses. The datasets of mass movements
included inventories of events as well as hourly or daily observations of precipitation. The types of events in the
inventories were predominantly soil slides and debris flows, and a few rock slides and rock falls. The locations
of the datasets were: the Barcelonnette basin (France), the Norangselva catchment (Norway), and the
Nedre-Romerike area in south-eastern Norway. The results indicate that the occurrence of soil slides and debris
flows can be predicted using precipitation observations. On the other hand, models fail to predict rock falls and
rock slides, presumably due to the predominant influence of other triggering factors (e.g., wedging of vegetation,
influence of freeze-thaw cycles on fractures, seismic activity). Soil slides are controlled by antecedent
precipitation ranging between 7 and 46 days. On the other hand, debris flows are controlled by instant
precipitation characterised by triggering durations of less than10 hours. In this case, real-time monitoring is
required for a successful implementation in practice. Two main challenges were identified for a reliable
calibration of thresholds: inventories should be complete in order to identify at least the time and location of
initiation, as well as the type of landslide according to international conventions; and the selection of locations
for rain gauges should ensure that the monitored values are representative of precipitation conditions in initiation
areas. Finally, this contribution presents a simple but innovative procedure to incorporate the uncertainty in the
time of occurrence into the estimation of thresholds.
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Flood and gravitational phenomena in the Scura Valley (Mt. Reatini –
Central Apennines – Italy). Meteorological-climatic analysis and
geomorphologic evolution.
Paolo Maria Guarino (1) , Riccardo Massimiliano Menotti (2) , Guido Motteran (1) , and Roberto Serafini (3)
(1) researcher, Ispra, Difesa Suolo, Rome, Italy (paolomaria.guarino@isprambiente.it); (2) researcher, Ifac-cnr, Fisica
Applicata, Sesto Fiorentino (florence), Italy; (3) technician, Ispra, Difesa Suolo, Rome, Italy;

The Scura Valley, which has an east-to-west course, involves the eastern slope of Reatini mountains complex.
The Scura torrent travels it in its entirety, and flows into the Velino river after having crossed the built-up area of
Sigillo (621 m a.s.l.), a hamlet in the Commune of Posta (province of Rieti). The head of the valley is closed by
mt. Porcini (1982 m a.s.l.), mt. Iaccio Crudele (1920 m ), and mt. Elefante (2015 m ); to the hydrographic right,
mt. Brecciaro (1954 m) and mt. Ritornello (1907 metres); to the left, mt. di Cambio (2081 m) and Colle dei
Tratturi (1448 m), and slopes down towards the Velino river valley: a hydrographic basin of more than 15 km2.
In the high part of the valley, which is modelled by a group of glacial circles, the chaotic morainic deposits are
formed of medium-fine elements which are little or scantily cemented, and are characterised by the presence of
very large masses. In the middle and low parts, the sides are covered with detritus and cones which consist of
mostly loose heterometric elements. The alluvial deposits present along the sides and on the valley bottom are
represented by masses, more or less evolved pebbles, sands and silts. The main tectonic lineaments that have an
Apennine tendency control the geological attitude, and contribute to delineating the morphology of the area. The
calcareous and calcareous-dolomitic platform succession (Massiccio) outcrops in the high and central parts of
the Scura Valley, as does the Umbro-Sabine pelagic succession, which consists of limestone and marly
limestone. Proceeding towards the valley of the Velino, the marly-calcarenitic complex marks the passage
between carbonatic and terrigenous sedimentation (upper Eocene – Upper Miocene). The Olevano-Antrodoco
regional tectonic line joins up the Meso-Cenozoic basin and platform domains with the Miocene flyschoid
deposits. The valley was involved in extreme alluvial phenomena: in 1999, an event triggered a very large
landslide to the hydrographic right and caused the destruction of the intake stucture of the San Giuseppe spring.
On December 8th and 9th 2010, a flood occurred that produced numerous and widespread erosion processes at
the foot of both slopes, debris-flows and the moving of enormous quantities of detritus. The watercourse deeply
cut into the left slope of the valley, thus reactivating the landslide movement that had been triggered off in 1999.
In the middle-low part, the bank erosion of the Scura torrent carried away in large part the morphological terrace
to the hydrographic left, cancelling out the route and temporarily isolating the locality of Le Casette. In several
points, the torrent deviated its course, invading and destroying the route and the footpaththat ascend from Sigillo
towards the head of the Scura valley. The reinforced-concrete embankments, which had been built to safeguard
Sigillo, intercepted and restrained the alluvial material, but were unable to prevent the water and fine sediments
from invading the built-up area. Luckily, the realisation of the embankments in the inhabited stretch limited the
damage to the houses. The cause of this event was attributable to extreme meteorological conditions. In the final
days of November and in the early days of December 2010, abundant snowfalls occurred on the Reatini
Mountains, accompanied by intense and prolonged rainfalls. At the same time, the temperature plummeted to
-15°C (Terminillo, Micigliano, Antrodoco and Leonessa meteorological stations). On December 5th, 6th and
7th, the temperatures rose rapidly: this thermal rise favoured the melting of the snow that had accumulated in the
higher parts of the valley, and the intense concomitant rainfalls determined the aggradation and debris-flow. 
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Snow melt modelling for improving the forecasts of rainfall
threshold-based landslide triggering
Gianluca Martelloni (1) , Samuele Segoni (1) , Filippo Catani (1) , and Riccardo Fanti (1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italy (gianluca.martelloni@unifi.it);

During recent years in the Northern Apennines (central Italy) a relevant number of landslides were triggered by
rapid snow melt. Hence, the need to integrate snow precipitation and melting processes within existing statistical
models for landslide prediction. For this purpose, a dynamical model is proposed which takes into account the
buildup and melting of the snowpack in time. This model is based on two equations: the conservation of mass
(input-output balance) and an empirical equation for modeling the snow density variation. From the conservation
of mass, a differential equation of snowpack depth can be obtained and it is discretized, while the second
equation is an empirical discretized function for the density variation in time. The model is then divided in two
modules depending on whether a thresholds temperature is exceeded or not. The first module accounts for the
accumulation of solid rainfall in the snowpack and the second one for the snow melting. The main originality of
the model is the use of an empirical functional based on chemical kinetics depending on air temperature, rainfall
amount and depth and density of the snowpack, while other factors like wind, air humidity, atmospheric pressure
and radiation are not considered since not available in our case study. In the present form, the model depends on
13 empirical parameters including a threshold temperature between snowfall and rainfall and the density of
newly fallen snow. To assess the optimum values of the empirical parameters, we used an heuristic optimization
algorithm (optimized flexible modified simplex) to minimize the errors between outputs of the model and
experimental measures retrieved from a network of sensors located in the study area. The study of static and
dynamic sensitivity analysis shows a good robustness of the model. In the study area this work was coupled to a
statistical models for landslide prediction based on rainfall thresholds and improvements were achieved: several
landslides (36 in four years), triggered by snow melting (and thus missed by the standard rainfall based warning
system), were correctly detected. In addition, false alarms were reduced due to re-distribution of water input in
the ground. 
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The impact of extreme precipitation events on debris-flow initiation in
Norway
Nele Kristin Meyer (1) , Anita Verpe Dyrrdal (2) , and Regula Frauenfelder (3)
(1) University Of Oslo, International Centre For Geohazards, Oslo, Norway (nkm@ngi.no); (2) Norwegian Meteorological
Institute, Oslo, Norway; (3) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Oslo, Norway;

The research project InfraRisk deals with the impact of extreme weather events on the Norwegian transport
infrastructure. One of the main topics of the project is the quantification of the cause-effect relationship between
extreme weather events and the initiation of debris flows. Debris-flows occur often in conjunction with extreme
precipitation events and are among the most destructive processes for transport lines in Norway. Yet, region
specific threshold values for debris flow initiation are not available for many regions, even though such
information is important, for example, to issue warnings. To gain information on such critical trigger conditions
for debris-flow initiation, a spatio-temporal analysis of past datasets is conducted on a regional level using
common GIS techniques and statistical approaches. In the extremely wet western part of Norway (up to 4000
mm/year) precipitation peaks occur mainly during autumn storms. In the dryer eastern part (for example less
than 800 mm/year in Oslo), intensive summer rainstorms cause frequently high precipitation sums over short
durations. In higher elevations and during wintertime, however, precipitation is often cumulatively stored in
extensive snow packs of up to several meters depth. Such accumulations in form of snow can lead to a
remarkable time delay between the actual (extreme) precipitation event and the release of water to the ground.
While this normally prevents debris-flows to occur during wintertime, it also provides more water for runoff and
infiltration during the snow melt in spring. To capture this time delay we estimate the actual supply of water by
combining precipitation data with temperature data, thereby calculating the actual amount of water able to
infiltrate the soil. An analysis of the event statistics compared to the annual distribution of water supply for the
return period 1961-1990 reveals that debris-flows in the eastern part of Norway tend to occur during the snow
melt season in spring, while the frequency of debris-flows in the west has its peak during autumn. In the northern
parts, however, the occurrence of debris-flows seems to be largely independent from the seasonal patterns of
average water supply. There, debris-flows occur more frequently in late autumn and winter. Especially the latter
results are somewhat counter-intuitive and demand for further examination of individual events. Special
consideration will be given to effects of heavy rainfall on existing snow packs or frozen/oversaturated ground
material in winter, and to the impact of evapotranspiration on soil saturation in summer. We chose the corridors
along three important railway and highway connections as main study sites for further examination. Inventories
on past debris-flows compiled from reports of the Norwegian road and railway authorities are analyzed.
Accordingly, daily data on water supply were extracted from a 1 km*1 km grid for the time of two weeks in
advance of each event. First results indicate that the very last day prior to a debris-flow (LDP) usually shows the
highest supply of water. However, the analyses also showed that the antecedent ground conditions in the days
prior to the LDP are of importance once the final increase of water supply occurs. In order to capture the
hydrological conditions prior to debris-flows a range of intensity-duration thresholds for the amount of supplied
water are estimated from the data and compared to existing rainfall intensity-duration thresholds taken from
literature. Preliminary results show that the calculated water supply thresholds are in the same order of
magnitude as the rainfall intensity-duration thresholds calculated in other studies. However, regional differences
between the examined corridors are evident and will be further analyzed. 
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 Spatiotemporal hazard assessment of rainfall-induced shallow landslides in
Italy
Lorella Montrasio (1) , Roberto Valentino (1) , Gianluca Losi (1) , Angela Corina (2) , Lauro Rossi (3) , and
Roberto Rudari (3)
(1) University of Parma, Department Of Civil, Environmental, Territory Engineering And Architecture, ., Parma, Italy; (2)
Department of National Civil Protection, ., ., Rome, Italy; (3) CIMA Research Foundation, International Centre On
Environmental Monitoring, ., Savona, Italy;

The use of real-time early warning systems for shallow rainfall-induced landslides is attracting the attention of
the scientific community, even if effective landslide warnings are far from reality in most landslide-prone areas.
Some of these systems, which are based on empirical precipitation thresholds for landslide occurrence, are
starting to be used more and more as a tool in territory administration, since they allow a “dynamic” (time
varying) monitoring on regional scale and environmental management. It is clear that the most innovative
systems require coupling between rainfall amounts, hydrological models, and slope-stability models, without
disregarding the interaction between the different aspects of the problem. The paper deals with the application,
on a regional scale in the Italian territory, of a physically-based stability model (SLIP - Shallow Landslides
Instability Prediction). The SLIP model has been firstly developed at the Department of Civil Engineering of
University of Parma since 1997, to describe the triggering mechanism of soil slips. More recently the SLIP
model has been adopted by the Department of National Civil Protection as a prototype early warning system for
rainfall-induced landslides in Italy, using rainfall data and geospatial datasets. The model, which is based on the
limit equilibrium method, is deliberately simplified, in order to evaluate the safety factor of a slope in function of
the geotechnical characteristic of soil, of geometrical features of the slope and of rainfall depth. A back analysis
concerning the occurrence of some recent case-histories of soil slips in the Italian territory is carried out and the
main results are shown. The main features of the SLIP model are briefly recalled and particular attention is
devoted to the discussion of the input data, which have been collected through a Geographic Information System
(GIS) platform. Results of the slope-stability analysis on national scale, over a one year time interval (October
2009 – October 2010), are finally presented. The results predicted by the SLIP model are analyzed in terms of
safety factor (Fs) maps, corresponding to some particular rainfall events. The paper shows the comparison
between observed landslide localizations and model predictions. Notwithstanding an improvement in terms of
accuracy is needed, the application of the model on the study area guarantees a good agreement between the
instability condition and the expected date and localization of the considered events. The obtained results
suggest that the output of the SLIP model could be used to define different levels of “dynamic” susceptibility. If
coupled with a model of forecast rainfall, SLIP could be the basis for the development of an early-warning alert
system against the phenomena of interest, especially if adopted as a local scale tool, in the framework of an alert
system at a wider scale. 
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Recommending regional rainfall threshold values for early warning of
landslides; a challenge and a requirement
Udeni P. Nawagamuwa (1) , Rajinder.K. Bhasin (2) , Oddvar Kjekstad (2) , and N.M.S.I. Arambepola (3)
(1) Senior Lecturer, University Of Moratuwa, Department Of Civil Engineering, Moratuwa, Sri Lanka
(udeni@civil.mrt.ac.lk); (2) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Norway; (3) Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, Thailand;

In recent times landslides have increased both in frequency and intensity and have caused catastrophic and
disastrous damage to life and property and posing great problems and serious challenges to man and his
development process. Regional landslide hazard prediction and warning are still difficult targets to be achieved
and a hot topic in the research of landslide hazards. A review of available literature emphasizes the role of
precipitation as an important control on the initiation of slope failures and provides evidence that landslides are
often triggered by meteo-climatic events that are in excess of some thresholds. Therefore, it is indeed necessary
to investigate the possibility of interpreting landslide events in terms of the rainfall patterns immediately
preceding the slide event. This can be further enhanced by taking the geological formation too in to account.
Rainfall threshold values vary from region to region due to differences in exiting soil characteristics and
climatological patterns in different areas. Therefore, a complete study of the rainfall patterns in landslide prone
areas and their records of landslides will help predict reasonable threshold values of rainfall and use them as a
tool for landslide forecasting. This paper is prepared in order to address the needs mentioned above and it
includes the data and methods for recommending threshold values adopted by countries, such as Bhutan,
Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam. These
countries are participating in a Multi-year regional cooperation project implemented by Asian Disaster
Preparedness Center (ADPC) Thailand in collaboration with Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) with
financial assistance from the government of Norway. Data for the analysis were gathered through workshops,
discussions among partner countries, and communications with partner institutions. Research method in this
study did not include direct observations and the results produced are analyzed entirely from the data provided
by partner institutions of project target countries. A new approach is proposed considering normalized
cumulative rainfall from 6 days beyond a certain landslide till the day of occurrence. Data from several countries
such as Sri Lanka, India etc are shown very promising outputs as per the application of the proposed
methodology. However, it is clearly evident that the extreme rainfall could trigger devastated landslides and in
countries such as Nepal, Bangladesh, etc and the same methodology seems to be effective for rainfall of 3 days
preceding the event till the landslide occurrences as it provides satisfactory relationships. It was observed that
the collection of rainfall and other related data from partner countries is a very challenging task. Though this
paper gives some concepts of early warning and threshold limits, it should be emphasized that proper data
collection is very vital in delivering better predictions. It is recommended that more regional efforts must be
made on this important subject. 
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Defining rainfall thresholds for early warning of rainfall-triggered
landslides: the case of North-East Sicily
David Johnny Peres (1) , and Antonino Cancelliere (1)
(1) University Of Catania, Department Of Civil And Environmental Engineering, Catania, Italy (djperes@dica.unict.it);

Extreme rainfall is the main cause of landslides and, depending on the magnitude of the rainfall event and the
geomorphological characteristics of the landslide-prone area, its occurrence can lead to debris-flows, causing
higher damage than floods. Empirical rainfall thresholds of landslide triggering have been proposed by
researchers and used as a basis of early warning systems activated throughout the world. The present work
shows the results of an analysis aimed to formulate, in an empirical fashion, the landslide triggering conditions
for the north-eastern region of Sicily, in which a catastrophic debris-flow has caused 37 deaths, on October 1,
2009. More specifically, we have investigated the possibility to exploit annual maxima of rainfall for fixed
durations, available in the annual reports of the Water Observatory of the Department of Water and Waste of
Sicily Region. Calibration of rainfall thresholds has been carried out using the National Research Council’s AVI
database of historical information on landslides. Also the FLaIR model (Forecasting of Landslides Induced by
Rainfall), proposed by Sirangelo and Versace (1992), and used as a basis in the realisation of several early
warning systems in Italy, has been implemented and tested on the case study. The results of the work can find
application in view of the development of a landslide early warning system in the area.
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A regional real time landslide warning system based on a set of spatially
variable rainfall thresholds
Samuele Segoni (1) , Alessandro Battistini (1) , Ascanio Rosi (1) , Guglielmo Rossi (1) , and Filippo Catani (1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Earth Sciences Department, Florence, Italy (samuele.segoni@unifi.it);

In the Tuscany region (23,000 km2, Central Italy) landslides triggered by rainfall are a recurring phenomenon.
We set up a regional warning system for the occurrence of landslides, based on intensity – duration rainfall
thresholds. Since a single regional threshold would be affected by a too large uncertainty, the region was
partitioned into 25 alert zones and for each of them an independent set of empirical intensity – duration rainfall
thresholds was defined analyzing the rainfall measurements connected to the triggering of 2132 past landslides.
Rainfall data were retrieved from a regional network composed by 332 automated rain-gauges. The thresholds
were defined with a semiautomatic procedure which avoids subjective interpretation, one of the main recurring
drawbacks affecting the definition of empirical thresholds, as much as possible. We also carried out a
semiautomatic calibration procedure that makes use of rainfall events that did not result in landslides. The
proposed approach minimizes the false alarms, allowing an effective use for civil protection purposes. The same
rain-gauge network used for the calibration of the thresholds was integrated in the regional warning system.
Each rain gauge provides hourly rainfall measurements and the data are stored on a protected FTP site managed
by the Region authority. The same FTP hosts also rainfall forecasts. A specific procedure was programmed in
the PHP language in order to continuously access the FTP site, download new data (if present), store them on a
MySQL database and update in near real time the rainfall path of each rain-gauge. A WebGIS system based on
the OpenLayers technology allows the real time monitoring of all the rain-gauges measurements and forecasts,
which are constantly compared with the rainfall thresholds. Depending on the overcoming of the latter, the
WebGIS interface uses an intuitive color mapping to provide an overview of the alert level currently associated
to every rain gauge or expected in the next hours. By clicking over a rain gauge link, its rainfall path can be
visualized and compared with the respective thresholds. 
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Session L07
Landslide instrumentation and monitoring

Conveners: R. K. Bandari, L. Cascini, D. Peduto

The Session will equally embrace all aspects of slope and landslide instrumentation and monitoring 
of other mass movements, including early warning towards landslide risk management. Authors are 
invited to submit papers based on well investigated slopes and landslides deploying instrumentation, 
techniques and methodologies fashioned according to the geo-environmental setting, catchment 
characteristics; landslide scale, complexity and typology; magnitude and rate of rainfall, slope 
displacements and piezometric variations; and the landslide kinetics. Coverage on topics such as 
instrumentation of first-time/reactivated/seasonal/fast-moving/deep-seated/multi-tier/earthquake-
induced landslides, slopes involving Glacial Lake Outburst Floods and landslides in unsaturated 
soils is welcome. Special consideration will be given to papers reporting validated case histories 
of innovative instrumentation and techniques developed for early warning and for evaluating the 
efficacy of landslide control measures as well as to integrated approaches to landslide monitoring 
including remote sensing techniques (active, passive, space borne, airborne, ground-based). 
Critiques on selection of instruments and design of instrumentation schemes with inbuilt reliability 
checks are also welcome.
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Retrogressive Slope Failures in Natural Slope – a Case Study
Abdullah Che Hassandi (1) , and Hussin Ghazali (2)
(1) WCOE member, Public Works Department, Slope Engineering Branch, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
(hassandi@jkr.gov.my); (2) Kumpulan Ikram Sdn Bhd, Bussiness Development, Kajang, Selangor;

A study has been carried out to investigate a slope, in a granitic formation, that has been slowly but constantly
moving since a small part near the toe of the natural slope was regraded in 1986 to make way for road
construction. The gradient of the slope averages approximately 20 degrees and the length extend more than 1 km
from the road to the peak of the slope. Another feature of the slope is the high ground water level, especially at
the toe of the cut slope where it meets the road and particularly during rainy seasons. A gabion wall that was
constructed to prevent the movements has moved onto the road and the road has to be realigned slightly to
prevent encroachment of the landslide mass. Many scars on the slope surface suggest retrogressive failures are
taking place. Investigation has been carried out to identify the cause and the extent of the failures so that an
effective solution can be found. Site investigation was carried out by means of conventional procedures and
geophysical procedures, namely – seismic and resistivity surveys to identify the different grades of weathering
of the rocks and residual soils for the purpose of analysis and identifying the locations of the slip planes. Site
investigation together with the geophysical procedures data shows the relatively shallow water table and three
distinct layers of subsoil material exist below the ground surface. Rain gages, piezometers, soil moisture probe,
and inclinometers were installed to correlate rainfall and the slope movements. The inclinometer showed the
location of the slip surface approximately nine meter below the ground surface. Correlation between the pore
pressure build up and with the slope movements indicated that initiation of movement occurs quite consistently
at a certain pore water pressure value. The movements were slow but powerful enough to lift and propel the
gabion wall forward. The data gathered will be used to provide effective solutions to the slope movements and
predict the quantum of the movements.
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Umka Landslide – First Automated Monitoring Project in Serbia
Biljana Abolmasov (1) , and Svetozar Milenkovic (2)
(1) Faculty Of Mining And Geology, Geotechnical Department, Belgrade, Serbia; (2) The Highway Institute, Geotechnical
Department, Belgrade, Serbia (tozony@gmail.com);

Terrain deformations caused by the landslide appearance, not only exert the influence directly onto the stability
and security of road traffic operations, but also endanger the security of the population living nearby.
Reestablishment of pre landslide conditions call for extensive financial funds. That is why it is necessary to
recognize all potential landslides at an early stage of appearance, through their recording, investigation and
monitoring in order to prevent the sliding processes phenomena of larger proportions. In the past decade, there
has been a gradual introduction of systematic monitoring on the largest slides in Serbia by establishing a
network of monitoring facilities. The first manual monitoring system was instaled near Belgrade on Umka
landslide including survey bench marks, inclinometers, piezometers, triaxial deformeters et al. As the rapid
adoption of new technologies continues - the natural evolution of equipement for landslide monitoring has
started. The technological evolution of GPS based systems creates the potential for automated remote collection
of accurate, high resolution data and represents step foreward that will increase speed, precision, cost
effectivenes and overall quality of landslide investigations. This paper presents first results, features and benefits
of introducing automated approach in order to provide high quality data as a base for detailed landslide
investigations.
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Applying GPR and 2D resistivity methods for shallow landslides
characterization - a case study
Biljana Abolmasov (1) , and Aleksandar Ristic (2)
(1) Ass.Professor, University Of Belgrade, Faculty Of Mining And Geology, Department For Geotechnics, Belgrade, Serbia
(biljana@rgf.bg.ac.rs); (2) Ass.Professor, University Of Novi Sad, Faculty Of Technical Sciences, Department For
Automatics And Informatics, Novi Sad, Serbia;

We will present a procedure to estimate the characteristics of small shallow landslides based on the application
of ground penetrating radar (GPR) and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). According to the authors’ best
knowledge, existing procedures based on either conventional or non-invasive geophysical methods, observe
almost exclusively large and deep landslides. Main advantages of proposed procedure are efficiency and
applicability for small shallow landslides whose number and impact on environment is dominant. Verification
has been done on a small shallow landslide in the village of Vinca, near Belgrade, Serbia. The proposed
procedure is realized in two simultaneous steps. First, from high resolution raw data obtained by GPR survey,
lithological composition of landslide are estimated up to 4m deep. The rupture surface is defined and its depth is
estimated at 1.7m. Second, ERT technology confirmed and integrated the results obtained by GPR survey. It was
noticed that, there was good correlation between data obtained by mentioned technologies. The interpretation of
results obtained by proposed procedure clearly shows its usability for investigation of small shallow landslides. 
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The Infrared Termography as a tool to predict muddy-debris flow
triggering
Vincenzo Adorno (1) , and Antonio Rizzo (2)
(1) Consultant geologist, Naturaltech, Naturaltech, Catania, Italy (adornenzo@gmail.com); (2) Consultant Engineering,
Consultant Engineering, Consultant Engineering, Messina, Italy;

This paper describes a pilot study on the use of thermographic technicque in slope stability analysis.
Thermography is a non-destructive test to detect the properties or the interior conditions of a body from its
temperature variations measured at the surface. The study is developed to define a methodological approach for
the analysis of clayey slopes using both IR Thermograpy technique and hydrogeological and geomorphological
surveys. The investigated areas are located near the town of Messina (Sicily, Italy), recently stricken by
numerous muddy debris flows. The aim of this research was 2: 1. observe, with IR thermal camera installed on
fixed location, the temperature variations (∆T) on slopes mainly constituted by clayey soils. As ∆T’s depend
mainly from the saturation degree of the soil and, then, from its variation over time, the observations may be
used to forecast the hydraulic conditions that may lead to the triggering of new events 2. observe any surface
movements in real time with an advanced TIR motion detection software to identify suspicious displacements.
Unfortunately, due to lack of funding has not been able to investigate further the change in temperature (point 1).
Therefore, research has been possible to focus more on study of surface movements with the motion detection
technique applied to the TIR (point 2). In any case, the second technique was found to be interesting to capture
rate of suspicious movements in real time turned out to be particularly useful where it is not possible to directly
install monitoring instrumentation. 
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In situ and remote long term real-time monitoring of a large alpine Rock
slide
Federico Agliardi (1) , Giovanni B Crosta (1) , Rosanna Sosio (1) , and Gregorio Mannucci (2)
(1) 1, Università Degli Studi Milano-bicocca, Scienze Geologiche E Geotecnologie, Milano, Italy
(federico.agliardi@unimib.it); (2) 2, Arpa Lombardia, Settore Suolo E Risorse Naturali, Milano, Italy;

Large rockslides in alpine valleys can evolve into rock avalanches causing extraordinary hazards where
morphological conditions and elements at risk occur. The evolution of these phenomena is controlled by
lithological, structural, hydrological and meteo-climatic factors. As a consequence, their activity can be highly
variable in time and subjected to acceleration and deceleration periods as a consequence of external factors,
particularly snow melting and heavy rainfalls. Suitable monitoring data are then required to constrain rockslide
kinematics, establish correlations with triggering factors, and predict future displacements, velocities and
accelerations, and eventually possible final collapses. More than traditional monitoring activities, remote sensing
represents an important tool aimed at describing local rockslide displacements and kinematics, at distinguishing
rates of activity, and providing real time data suitable for early wearning. Here we analyze a long term
monitoring dataset collected for a large rockslide (Ruinon, Lombardy, Italy). The rockslide (Crosta and Agliardi,
2003; Casagli et al., 2010) consists of a compound movement of about 13 Mm3 of phyllite along deep sliding
surfaces, and after decades of activity entered a significant accelerating stage since 1997. Available data result
from a ground-based monitoring network (wire extensometer, GPS, and distometric baselines) as well as from
remote sensing techniques (PS-InSAR: Permanent Scatterers, GB-InSAR: ground based interferometry, data by
ELLEGI-Lisalab) covering a 11-year time period. Ground-based data are densely spread over the rockslide and
provide the longer and more continuous time series of displacements. Permanent scatterers data covers a total
time window of about 18 years by exploiting different imagery (ERS1-2, Radarsat) and provides distributed
information widespread over the entire landslide surface, including the slower slope sectors located at higher
elevation and externally to the main active area. GB-InSAR measurements span over 5 years and cover about
50% of the rockslide area and a larger upslope sectors, allowing a comparison with PS-InSAR data. We analysed
GB-InSAR data (image acquisition interval: about 14 minutes) in the form of multi-temporal maps of
cumulative or incremental displacements. We set up a virtual monitoring network by selecting about 200 slope
locations considered representative of specific kinematic features of the related sub-domains. For each location,
we extracted a time series based on about 5500 images (one every 6 hours). 135 continuous time histories (i.e.
covering the entire 5 monitoring years) have been validated against ground truth and analysed, allowing a further
rockslide rezoning depending on: cumulative displacement and rate of displacement in consequence of specific
meteo-climatic triggering events. In this way, we identified different behaviors for sectors characterized by
outcropping bedrock, fine or coarse debris cover, or located close to large open fractures. One of the challenges
of the work is to define criteria aimed at recognizing displacement patterns which can be assumed as landslide
reactivation (“events”), and, for each pattern, to establish correlations with the triggering rainfalls. Based on such
spatially-distributed, improved information, we employed different modelling approaches to establish new
velocity and displacement threshold for early warning purposes. We also discuss the advantages and limitation
of the adopted data and approaches, and the suitability of different descriptors to predict landslide evolution to
failure.
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Development of WILMS: Well Inform Landslide Monitoring System
Fauziah Ahmad (1) , Ahmad Shukri Yahaya (1) , Mohd Azam Osman (2) , Wong Poh Lee (2) , and Ahmad
Badri Ismail (3)
(1) Disaster Research Nexus, School of Civil Engineering, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Engineering Campus, 14300 Nibong
Tebal, Seberang Perai Selatan, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Engineering Campus, Penang, Malaysia (cefahmad@eng.usm.my);
(2) School of Computer Science, Universiti Sains Malaysia, 11800 USM, Universiti Sains Malaysia, School of Computer
Science, Penang, Malaysia; (3) School of Material and Mineral Resources, 14300 Nibong Tebal, Seberang Perai Selatan,,
Universiti Sains Malaysia, School of Material and Mineral Resources, Penang, Malaysia;

Slope monitoring system was installed for the purpose of monitoring the hill development for student
accommodation which houses 3 main blocks of hostels. This was implemented under a special programme
known as Healthy Campus which covers all aspects conducive to student, staff and environment. A full package
of pilot study has been conducted by a group of experts in the field to run a monitoring and mitigation system for
USM hostels. WILMS (Well-Inform Landslides Monitoring System) is a real-time web monitoring system
which integrates the use of SMS (Short Messaging Services) and MMS (Multimedia Messaging Services)
technology to inform and to alert users of different needs about the presence of a pessimistic change in land
stability. The uniqueness of this application is that it makes monitoring job easier, without needing constant
human power while maintaining accurate data acquisition continuously and reducing human errors. Based on the
collected data, WILMS is able to intelligently forecast future results and to give early notifications which
indirectly minimize the risk taken as early measures can be taken. On the other hand, this method is another way
of offering a cheap solution as well as to attain and maintain the sustainable land. WILMS also establishes a
secure communication while preserving proper data transfer between data acquisition tools, servers, computers
and mobile devices via wired and wireless.
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Use of seismic dilatometer (SDMT) in landslide research and practice
Sara Amoroso (1) , Ferdinando Totani (1) , and Gianfranco Totani (1)
(1) University of L'Aquila, University Of L'aquila, Department Of Structural, Water And Geotechnical Engineering, L'aquila,
Italy (sara.amoroso@gmail.com);

This paper shows the use of the seismic dilatometer (SDMT) in landslide diagnosis and monitoring. The quick
KD-DMT method, developed by Totani et al. (1997) for detecting active or old slip surface, was recently applied
in a research programme on stability conditions of natural slopes shaped in colluvial cover formations in
Abruzzo region (Chieti, Atri, Abruzzo National Park, Gagliano Aterno). The introduction of the seismic
dilatometer allowed to investigate natural slopes constituted by non-penetrable soils (Totani et al., 2009) through
the shear wave velocity Vs. The paper illustrates the capability of SDMT to identify remoulded zones, symptom
of instability, and slip surfaces in the investigated slopes. Moreover, the papar presents the possibility to use the
DMT blade as a piezometer, to monitor rapidly the variation of the ground water level in relation to weather
trend.
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SAR interferometry for landslides risk assessment at local scale: the case
study of Castagnola (Northern Apennines, Italy)
Francesco Antolini (1) , Veronica Tofani (1) , Chiara Del Ventisette (1) , Guido Luzi (1) , Nicola Casagli (1) ,
and Sandro Moretti (1)
(1) Università Degli Studi Di Firenze, Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra, Via La Pira 4, 50121, Firenze, Italy
(francesco.antolini@polito.it);

Landslide risk assessment at local scale implies the full knowledge of the landslide behaviour and its state of
activity. This is particularly important in large-size landslides or complex slope movements, which are
characterized by different displacement patterns in different portions of the failing mass. Generally the
conventional monitoring techniques - both geotechnical and topographic - only provide accurate information on
a given number of points on the slopes affected by instability. In this case single-point data cannot be considered
representative of the behaviour of the whole landslide mass. Remote sensing monitoring systems can overcome
most of these spatial limitations. In this work we describe the application of remote monitoring techniques based
on radar interferometry (PSI and GB-InSAR) to assess the state of activity and the associated risks of the
Castagnola landslide located in Northern Apennines (Liguria, Italy). The ongoing slope instability affecting the
Castagnola area is a complex and still poorly understood phenomenon which in the last few decades has
undergone numerous reactivations leading to damage to buildings and civil infrastructures. Following a
geomorphological field characterization and an aerial photo interpretation of the site, we have analyzed and
compared the past long term evolution of the ground movements using Persistent Scatterers Interferometry
technique (PSI) from a set of ERS 1/ERS2 space-borne data acquired in 1992-2001 and the recent landslide
displacements obtained from Ground-Based Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (GB-InSAR) surveys. The
results of the space-borne inteferometric data analysis have been compared both with the deformation measured
at the head of 10 inclinometric tubes and with the openings of some cracks on buildings. The GB-InSAR
monitoring has been carried out in three distinct campaigns from October 2008 to March 2009. The
interpretation of the results has allowed to derive a multi-temporal deformation maps of the landslide, showing
the up-to-date displacement field and the mean landslide velocity. In particular, the results of the GB-InSAR
surveys, have shown that the E and the SE landslide sectors during February and March 2009, have been
characterized by maximum deformation rates, one order of magnitude higher than the mean deformation rates
recorded with the PSI technique in the period 1992-2001. On the basis of the outcomes of GB-InSAR
monitoring, the pre-existent boundaries of the Castagnola landslide (Casagli et al., 2008) have been updated. The
new landslide boundaries obtained could be directly exploited as a new tool for risk assessment and territorial
planning of the Castagnola area. This example of landslide “back-monitoring” demonstrates that the integration
of PSI data, which provide long deformation time series, in-situ investigations, which provide information on the
ground conditions at depth, and GB-InSAR monitoring represent a useful tool for landslides risk assessment
purposes. This type of analysis gives information on spatial and temporal deformation pattern and is
fundamental for evaluating the possible landslide evolution, defining deformation thresholds, and setting real
time monitoring systems for early warning purpose. In this framework the GB-InSAR monitoring system can be
hence considered as an effective early warning tool for risk management, able to provide near real time
information which can be employed in civil protection actions and plans.
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Conventional and innovative techniques for the monitoring of
displacements in landslide affected areas
Loredana Antronico (1) , Luigi Borrelli (1) , Dario Peduto (2) , Gianfranco Fornaro (3) , Giovanni Gullà (1) ,
Luca Paglia (3) , and Giovanni Zeni (3)
(1) Cnr-irpi, Uos Di Cosenza, Rende (cs), Italy (antronico@irpi.cnr.it); (2) Università Di Salerno, Salerno, Italy; (3) Cnr-irea,
Napoli, Napoli, Italy;

Landslide phenomena are widespread all over the world and affect different geo-environmental contexts in terms
of climate, lithology, soil cover, slope morphology, vegetation with increasingly high societal and economic
impact. In recent years, the multidisciplinary approach in the study of landslides has directed the scientific
community towards the use and integration of satellite techniques. Among these, great attention deserves
space-borne differential SAR interferometry which, although successfully tested with reference to different
natural hazards, still needs detailed studies to fully exploit its applicability in landslide studies. Indeed, the
DinSAR techniques, despite their limitations – mainly due to the rigidity of both frequency and geometry of data
acquisition, and to the loss of signal coherence in scarcely-urbanized areas – offers several advantages, among
which: worldwide coverage, a rich image dataset since 1992 and accuracy suitable for the monitoring of
slow-moving phenomena. Of course, the set-up of the monitoring systems, also with reference to the types of
instruments, depends on the work scale and on the extension of the area to be monitored. With reference to the
territory of Calabria region (southern Italy), this work shows a methodological approach for the joint use of
geological-geomorphological studies and conventional/innovative monitoring data in densely urbanized areas at
high landslide risk. To this end, a test area representative of the typical geo-environmental contexts of Calabria
and extensively affected by several active landslides involving urban areas, has been selected. These landslides
have been studied and monitored via ground-based techniques for many years. The different steps of the work
concerned : i) low- and full- resolution Envisat image processing, for the period from August 2003 to January
2010, ii) comparison and interpretation of DInSAR data with the support of geomorphological studies carried
out in the study area as well as GPS and inclinometric monitoring. The obtained results, thanks to the validation
of remote sensed data via an unprecedented availability of ground-truths, provide a further step towards the
integrated use of DInSAR data within landslide risk mitigation strategies. 
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Remedial works on the Smrecje Landslide, Croatia
Željko Arbanas (1) , Vedrana Vratonja (2) , Petra Domlija (3) , and Martina Vivoda (4)
(1) Croatian Landslide Group, Faculty Of Civil Engineering University Of Rijeka, Department Of Hydrotechnics And
Geotechnics, Rijeka, Croatia (zeljko.arbanas@gradri.hr); (2) Institute IGH, Regional Unit Rijeka, Department Of
Geotechnics, Rijeka, Croatia; (3) Institute IGH, Regional Unit Rijeka, Department Of Geotechnics, Zagreb, Croatia; (4)
Croatian Landslide Group, Faculfaculty Of Civil Engineering University Of Rijeka, Department Of Hydrotechnics And
Geotechnics, Rijeka, Croatia;

Smrecje Landslide was occurred on the county road near Gerovo village in Gorski kotar region, Croatia, before
more than 10 years. The slide location is forming in clastic formations of shale, sandstone and marl rock masses
from Triassic age. The landslide was overtaken 150 m long part of the road construction. The instability was
evidenced in long term creep process with deformation increments associated with the seasonal water content
oscillations in the clayey cover. Integral remedial works weren’t executed during long time period of creep
deformation, excluding emergency measures of pavement reparation with new asphalt layers adding.
Deformations increase on the pavement construction was reaching unacceptable values during 2008. caused
complete remediation of the landslide. Investigation works were executed and the remediation measures were
designed. Investigation works were included investigation drilling, soil and rock mass samples taken,
geophysical measurements using seismic refraction technique so as geological and geotechnical location
mapping. In the paper we will present description and genesis of Smrecje Landslide, results of the conducted
investigation works so as designed remediation measures. Based on the designed measures, the remediation
works were constructed in the spring 2009. The effects of the remediation measures will be observe in the long
time monitoring on the installed monitoring equipment.
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Setup of a landslide monitoring system on the Philippine Island of Leyte
near the village Malinao (Municipality of St. Bernard)
Christian Arnhardt (1) , and Olaf Neussner (2)
(1) Research Associate, Rwth Aachen University, Department Of Engineering Geology And Hydrogeology, Aachen,
Germany (arnhardt@lih.rwth-aachen.de); (2) Chief Advisor for Disaster Risk Management, Deutsche Gesellschaft Fuer
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Natural hazards are part of everyday life in the Philippines. With the occurrence of volcano eruptions,
earthquakes, floods, storms, taiphoons and landslides, the bandwidth of natural hazards is manifold. Landslides
are frequent in the Philippines and are triggered especially by rainfall and to some extent by earthquakes. One of
the biggest landside occurred in February 2006. In Southern Leyte a huge rock avalanche destroyed the village
Guinsaugon (municipality of St. Bernard). The disaster happened after ten days of heavy rainfall and a minor
earthquake of magnitude 4.3 on the Richter Scale. Over 1,100 people perished when the village of Guinsaugon
was overwhelmed directly in the path of the landslide. In 2010 new cracks and scarps were observed at a slope
near the small village of Malinao. This village lies about 5.0 km in the north of the Guinsaugon landslide with
similar topographic and geological settings. Due to the new cracks and deformations along a slope about 850m
away from this village, the analysis of the potential landslide risk and the threat for the village Malinao became
of main interest. In cooperation with the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) and the
Department of Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology (LIH) of the RWTH Aachen University, a landslide
monitoring system was installed in this area in November 2010. In the frame of the joint project “SLEWS - A
sensor-based landslide Early Warning System”, a prototypic monitoring system for the detection of movement
processes and deformations in landslide areas was developed at the LIH. It combines the modern technology of
wireless sensor networks with low cost but precise micro sensors (MEMS). The developed wireless sensor
network for landslide monitoring is characterized by a self-organizing (ad-hoc), energy-saving structure, with
bi-directional wireless communication in real-time. The installed system near the Malinao slope consisted of 5
sensor nodes, each with an acceleration-, tilt-, and pressure sensor. A data-collection point (gateway) was placed
nearby the nodes but outside the potentially affected moving area. For long-range data transmission to the
control center at the municipal hall of St. Bernard (about 15km away from moving area), the gateway was
connected with a WLAN-repeater of the already working Flood Early Warning System (FEWS) supported by
GIZ. First data from the potential landslide area arrived at the municipal hall in St Bernard at November 23rd.
Via internet-connection it was possible to transfer the data to the MySQL database in Aachen for further data
processing. Until the end of December the data analyses showed no significant hints on movement activity. On
January 2, 2011, several landslides happened in St. Bernard after heavy rains pounded the area. There was no
slide near Malinao but the municipal mayor decided to relocate the residents of Malinao permanently. With this
development the sensors were moved to another village within St. Bernard, named Tambis 2. The sensors are
producing and transmit data since February 2011 from the new location. This field work showed that the
developed monitoring system could be installed very fast in the landslide area and could be integrated in the
existing network structures in the Philippines. A further positive aspect was the trouble-free combination of the
SLEWS landslide system with the FEWS-system supported by GIZ. Problems at the beginning could be solved
and a data transfer from the landslide area to the database at the University of Aachen was possible. 
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Rockfall monitoring in urbanized areas: the case study of Monte San
Martino (LC)
Diego Arosio (1) , Laura Longoni (2) , Monica Papini (2) , and Luigi Zanzi (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Milano, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Strutturale, Milano, Italy; (2) Politecnico Di Milano, Dipartimento Di
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Among the many natural hazards in mountainous regions, rockfalls are frequently occurring phenomena
characterized by their suddenness and difficulty of prediction. In the last decades such events have threatened
human settlements as well as transport routes in several alpine valleys. Reliable forecasting of rockfalls is a
challenging task, because of the lack of clearly noticeable forerunners in addition to the geological and
geo-mechanical complexity of the rock movements involved. Conventional monitoring systems still present
some drawbacks, since most measurements are generally carried out at isolated locations as well as on the
surface only. In recent years, the technological advances have allowed to improve the monitoring approaches
providing useful devices able to collect and process information related to the slope evolution. In particular,
sensor networks offer the possibility to monitor the rock mass behavior both on the surface and in the
subsurface, thus increasing the extent of the area that can be examined and improving the knowledge of the inner
state of the rock mass. The main aim of our work is to investigate the relationship between freeze-thaw cycles
and fracture propagation within a rock mass by means of a microseismic monitoring network. Several studies
claim that numerous rockfalls occurred in fractured rock masses were triggered by these cycles (whose role may
be particularly significant in the pre-Alpine area). As a matter of fact, during seasonal freezing, fracturing
processes start with the breaking of internal structures inside the rock mass, and result in seismic signals that can
be recorded with suitable sensors. Consequently, microseismic monitoring may become a powerful tool to
develop a predictive capability based on temporal changes in the rate of microseismic activity and/or on
temporal changes in the recorded waveform characteristics. This paper describes the preliminary results gathered
by means of a monitoring network deployed at Monte San Martino, a 300-meter high rock face threatening the
city of Lecco (northern Italy). This rock mass is highly fractured and unstable, and in 1969 a 15-hundred m3
failure has occurred causing 7 fatalities and destroying several houses. The network consists of 8 Micro-Electric
Mechanical System (MEMS) accelerometers, 3 geophones and 2 crackmeters. Data acquisition started in May
2010 and, up to now, more than 10000 events have been recorded. To help data interpretation, which is
underway, we collected meteorological parameters with a climatic station placed close to the lower part of the
rock face. In the near future, further investigation will be performed in the laboratory to evaluate the specific role
of the two different physical phenomena involved in freeze and thaw cycles, namely ice segregation and
volumetric expansion. This will help to gain insight into mechanical and dynamic processes that contribute to
generate the seismic activity.
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New real-time landslide monitoring system in Polish Carpathians
Zbigniew Bednarczyk (1)
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The first in Poland, fully automated real-time landslide monitoring and warning system has been implemented in
Beskid Niski Mountains. The project was conducted in the region of high landslide risk and financed by EU
funds. A public road, a new bridge, private buildings and other important infrastructures are situated in the area.
Six landslides located over the road and the river had complicated engineering geology conditions with active
mass movements and depths of 7-18m below the natural terrain level. Standard inclinometer measurements
detected cumulated displacements of 13-157mm in three years time. Geotechnical layers were composed mainly
of soft clayey soils interbeded by stiff sandstones. Landslides were characterized by shallow groundwater level
and high soil saturation. Partial stabilization of active landslides area was implemented at the end of 2009.
Ground movements of 1-27mm were, however, detected by inclinometer measurements in some parts of the
landslides after that time. Displacements significantly accelerated in May–June 2010, during heavy
precipitations and the flood in southern Poland. Monitoring equipment installation was completed in July 2010.
Three field landslide monitoring stations and one meteorological station were installed. Landslide
instrumentation contained 3D inclinometers - 60 sensors to the depths of 14-16m, three uniaxial in-place IP
sensors, two automatic VW pore pressure and groundwater level transducers equipped with water temperature
sensors. The meteorological monitoring covered real-time monitoring of precipitation, air pressure, air humidity,
and air temperature. All data will be transferred to the Internet and then to the central servers. Real-time
monitoring which will be conducted for the next two years should lead to better recognize of landslide processes
nature and predict alarm warnings levels. Special software for data interpretation and recognition of high-risk
conditions will be used. It will allow sending SMS alarm messages to the road owner. Project results
implementation will be conducted under agreement signed between Poltegor-Institute and Gorlice Local Road
Administration.
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Ground water investigations using optical and microwave remote sensing
data in Solani watershed, Uttarakhand, India
Ahmed Bennia (1) , S.k. Srivastav (2) , and R.s Chatterjee (2)
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This report describes general hdrogeological set for the Solani watershed. Satellie imagery obtained from
Landsat-7ETM+ has been analysed to prepare the groudwater prospects map. It is observed that from the
previuos studies optical remote sensing data is not sufficient to map all groundwater parameters at a great level
of accuracy. By using SAR interferometry techniques, paleochannels, geomrphic units, lineaments, could be
identified and delineated at a reasonable level of accuracy In this study following aspects have been covered
drainage map, geology, geomorphology, depth to water table map, water table contour map, EC distribution map
etc. From these thematic maps ground water prospects map, has been prepared. As seen in these maps, the depth
to water table in this area ranges from 2m from ground level to more than 100m; the EC of ground water varies
from 284µS/cm to 2000µS/cm. Five different prospect zones: excellent, good, moderate, low and runoff zone are
identified according to the integration of thematic maps. It is seen also that northern part of Solani is having low
ground water potential than southern part; land is more suitable in southern part of Solani.
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Landslide monitoring using Wireless Sensor Network
Matteo Berti (1) , Alessandro Corsini (2) , Francesco Ronchetti (2) , Alberto Rosi (3) , Franco Zambonelli (3) ,
Guido Bernardi (4) , Fabrizio Bertocchi (4) , Paolo Mora (1) , and Alessandro Simoni (1)
(1) 1, Università Di Bologna, Dip. Scienze Della Terra, Bologna, Italy (matteo.berti@nibo.it); (2) 2, Università Di Modena,
Dip. Scienze Della Terra, Modena, Italy; (3) 3, Università Di Modena, Dip. Scienze E Metodi Dell’ingegneria, Modena,
Italy; (4) 4, Cae S.p.a., Bologna, Italy;

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consists in networks of small-scale, power-limited computer-based sensor
nodes with a wireless communication module. The advantages of these systems include the connectivity to any
possible sensor, the reasonable cost of components, the set up simplicity and the possibility of easy web
integration. Sensor networks are attracting an increasing interest due to the potentials of application in a variety
of monitoring scenarios, such as traffic flow, wildlife control, as well as the monitoring of geological objects like
volcanoes and glaciers. Pioneer application on landslide areas are encouraging but the difficulties encountered in
real field applications have so far hampered the spread of WSN technology in this field. In the framework of the
WISELAND research project (Integrated Airborne and Wireless Sensor Network Systems for Landslide
Monitoring; Italian Ministry of Education, 2007 ) two WSN systems were designed and deployed in the field.
The major problems of power consumption, long-term duration of the network, and reliability of the
communication modules were addressed by dedicated hardware development. The specific objective of the
designed were: 1) To develop a unified sensor interface suitable for all the most common sensors used in
landslide monitoring (pressure sensors, load cells, borehole inclinometers, clinometers, wire extensometers,
crackmeters) 2) To minimize power consumption by developing power-efficient WSN nodes 3) To design a
versatile node packaging that allow quick installation/removal 4) To test the reliability of the WSN technology
in real-field applications The systems were deployed in 2010 in two complex earthflows of the Northern
Apennines of Italy (Silla-Montecchi and Cà Lita landslides). The Silla-Montecchi WSN system consists of 10
autonomous nodes, 7 of which connected to a geotechnical sensor (3 tiltmeters, 2 crackmeters, 2 pressure
sensors). The Cà Lita system consists of 9 autonomous nodes, 8 of which connected to a geotechnical sensor (1
crackmetrs, 1 surface wire extensometer, 2 pressure sensors, 2 tiltmeteres). In both cases, sensors were chosen to
simulate the monitoring of scattered houses threatened by a reactivating landslide. Data are acquired every 30
minutes, routed through the network to a master node and send to a central server via radio (Silla-Montecchi) or
GPRS (Cà Lita) transmission. The WSN systems work regularly since they were installed. The percentage of
data successfully transmitted is higher than 95% and apparently it is not affected by meteorological conditions
(at least during the test period from June to November 2010). Battery life is in the order of 3 months for WNS
nodes which supply a sensor, and about 5 months for individual nodes that act as transmission bridge. WSN
systems required very little field maintenance and seem to be an effective technology for landslide monitoring
and early-warning. 
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Monitoring concepts and requirements for large landslides in Norway 
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In general we seek to reduce landslide risk by avoid building in hazard areas by doing hazard mapping and
proper planning. For existing buildings and infrastructure with unacceptable hazard we normally try to perform
physical mitigation. In some occasions, physical mitigation is impossible, difficult, or economically too costly
due to the size and complexity of the landslide. For some of the large rockslides in Norway, which can lead to
large catastrophes and major consequences for life and property, the government has therefore opened for
establishing monitoring and early warning to reduce the risk. The Norwegian building code has strong
requirements to the monitoring and the permanent handling of the early-warning system. However, there exist no
guidelines or handbooks that define specific requirements for the type and level of investigations and the
monitoring systems needed in order to perform reliable early-warning of large landslides. On the basis of the
high-risk related to large rockslides and tsunamis, our requirements have been relatively extensive. It had to be
stressed however, that the final design of the investigations and monitoring systems needs to be based on the
local conditions. In Norway, early-warning systems have been established at 4 different rockslides at Åknes,
Hegguraksla and Mannen in western Norway and Nordnes in northern Norway. The level and progress of
investigations have been quite different depending on the individual municipality in charge of the projects. On
the basis of the complex nature and large consequences for the individual rockslides, relatively strong demands
have been given from the geologists for the investigations. The following main recommendations have been
given: (1)Detailed geological field mapping; (2) Mapping of surface displacements; (3)Geophysical profiling
were practical possible; (4)Deep drillings, logging and investigations of subsurface displacements; (5)Core
logging, sampling and rock mechanical and geotechnical analysis; and (6)Analysis and modelling (stability,
run-out and tsunami modelling) The monitoring system has been design in order to achieve a high level of
robustness and redundancy, and at the same time giving different type of data which is the basis for analysis and
decisions during a future event. The main principles for the design are based on the following main criteria: (1)
Surface and subsurface sensors that give acceptable knowledge on deformations. The sensors needed to cover all
important sectors or parts of the unstable area, and need to cover both local deformations across different
fractures and the total displacements. The system need to include selected localities for subsurface measurements
in boreholes. (2)Sensors giving information about controlling mechanisms for the deformation. This includes
sensors for pore pressure and a full-scale climate station. (3) A high level of redundancy. The design included
the need of backup systems for all critical areas and landslide sectors. Several areas and single localities are thus
covered by different methods and sensors. The infrastructure including power-supply system and data
communication from the site is designed to fulfill the demand of redundancy (backup systems). Examples will
be given from large rockslides situated in different climatic conditions in Norway. 
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Landslide analysis by exploiting long-term deformation time-series
generated via the two-scale SBAS-DInSAR technique
Manuela Bonano (1) , Fabiana Calò (2) , Michele Manunta (2) , and Giovanni Zeni (2)
(1) Sapienza, Università Di Roma, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Civile, Edile Ed Ambientale, Rome, Italy; (2) IREA-CNR,
Institute For Electromagnetic Sensing Of The Environment, National Research Council, Naples, Italy (calo.f@irea.cnr.it);

Landslides threaten many regions in both developed and developing countries, often resulting in high
socio-economic impacts on the affected communities. In such a context, the risk management plays a significant
role, and focuses on defining appropriate prevention and mitigation strategies. To this aim, a deep understanding
of the landslide kinematics is needed and can be effectively reached if long-term monitoring data are available.
Multi-pass space-borne Differential Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (DInSAR) allows to remotely
investigate the behavior of mass movements on long time intervals by benefiting of large dataset of SAR images
covering the same area and acquired at different epochs. By exploiting the phase differences (interferogram)
between two SAR acquisitions, DInSAR is able to retrieve ground deformation with centimeter to millimeter
accuracy. Compared to traditional ground measurements used in landslide studies, the DInSAR technique
presents significant advantages due to its capability to provide information on wide areas, preserving a high
spatial resolution and a good accuracy. More recently, several advanced DInSAR techniques have been
developed for generating deformation time-series that allow studying the temporal behavior of the investigated
phenomena. Among these techniques, we apply the Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) approach for investigating
ground deformation at two spatial scales, referred to as regional and local scale (Berardino et al., 2002; Lanari et
al., 2004). In particular, at regional scale the SBAS technique exploits averaged (multi-look) interferograms to
produce deformation maps of wide areas (100 x 100 km) at low spatial resolution (about 100 x 100 m); at local
scale, single-look interferograms are exploited in order to generate maps at full spatial resolution (about 5 x 20
m), allowing to focus on local deformation affecting single elements at risk. At both scales, time-series showing
the temporal evolution of surface displacements are generated. Furthermore, the SBAS technique allows
producing long-term time-series by exploiting SAR data, geometrically compatible, acquired by different
sensors (Bonano et al., 2011). In this work, developed within the framework of the DORIS FP7-EU project, we
investigate ground landslide deformation occurred in Umbria region (Central Italy) during the last 20 years; in
particular, we exploit both descending and ascending ERS-1/2 and ENVISAT SAR images spanning the
1992-2010 time interval. Our two-scale SBAS analysis allows detecting active landslides over all the study area,
and further giving more insights on the spatial and temporal pattern of localized phenomena. Results show the
effectiveness of such interferometric analyses in landslide applications, and suggest as the development of
integrated monitoring systems, based on the joint use of ground measurements and DInSAR data, can
significantly improve the landslide risk management; this latter can further benefit by the availability of
improved temporal and spatial resolution SAR systems, as the Italian COSMO/SkyMed constellation. 
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Predicting landslide failure by time series of displacement
Francesca Bozzano (1) , Ivan Cipriani (1) , Federica Esposito (2) , and Paolo Mazzanti (2)
(1) "Sapienza” Università Di Roma, Mm.ff.nn, Department Of Earth Sciences, Rome, P.le Aldo Moro 5, 00185, Italy; (2)
NHAZCA S.r.l., spin off, “sapienza” Università Di Roma, Department Of Earth Sciences, Rome, Via Cori Snc, 00177, Italy;

Forecasting the time of failure is a key point for landslide hazard mitigation. Semi-empirical methods for the
prediction of landslide time of failure based on time series of displacement has been developed since ’60.
Therefore, continuous displacement monitoring can be considered a basic requirement for these approaches. A
continuous long term monitoring of a slope by Terrestrial SAR Interferometer, allowed us to identify and
analyze 10 small sized rotational and translational landslides occurred between January 2009 and March 2010.
The landslides’ size ranged from 10^1 to 10^3 m^3 and they showed a typical creep behaviour, with the
displacement starting from 72 to 12 hours before the collapse. The precise instant of collapse was detected by
TInSAR data (collected with a sample rate of 5 minutes) and was confirmed by pictures captured by an
automatic camera. For each phenomenon, an analysis of the pattern of displacement was performed. A filtering
technique based on a Low-Pass FIR Equiripple filter was applied, in order to minimise the noise and to compute
derived parameters of displacement (velocity and acceleration). Back-analyses of these landslides by the
Fukuzono approach was performed starting from the time series of displacement and velocity. For each
landslide, times of failure based on an incremental dataset (starting from the tertiary creep just to the last
available data before the failure) were computed and compared with the real time of failure. By such analysis the
forecast capabilities (in term of time before failure) of the Fukuzono approach can be quantified. A temporal
prediction of at least 1 hour has been achieved for all the analyzed landslides. Furthermore, this study
demonstrated the importance of high data sampling rate in order to obtain early and precise prediction of
landslides time of failure. 
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Impact pressure measurements in shallow landslides 
Bugnion Louis (1) , and Wendeler Corinna (2)
(1) SLF, Slf, Avalanches, Debris Flows And Rockfall Research Unit, Davos Dorf, Switzerland (bugnion@slf.ch); (2)
Geobrugg AG, Geobrugg Ag, Protection Systems Against Natural Hazards, Romanshorn, Switzerland;

Among the large family of landslides, shallow landslides or hillslope debris flows make up a particular category
that is sparsely documented and studied. They distinguish themselves with small failure depths or equivalently
small volumes (up to 2 m or 200 m3 respectively). They release on steep slopes during intense rainfall and
despite their small size they can reach high velocities. The failure process is fast and its location mostly
unpredictable. Their evolution from failure to deposition is in the order of dozens of seconds which makes their
observation particularly difficult. Runout distances are usually smaller than a hundred meters, while if the slide
is channelised by the terrain and is able to entrain material, runout distance may be multiplied several times and
the flow will be regarded as a debris flow. Due to their high bulk density and speed, shallow landslides represent
a serious hazard to people, buildings and infrastructures such as roads or railway lines. The potential of damage
is materialised through the pressure that they exert on objects during impact. The impact pressure results from
halting deflecting of flowing material encountered by an object. This pressure is dependent on the kinetics and
material properties of the flow as well as the geometry of the flow-object pair. Relationships defining impact
pressure as a function of the aforementioned parameters are of great importance in mitigation studies
delimitating hazard zones and in the design of protection measures like reinforced buildings, retaining walls or
flexible barriers. Systematic study of full-scale shallow landslides and their interaction with obstacles was
carried out at the Veltheim test site in Switzerland. Debris mixtures with volumes of 50 m3 were released down
a 30° degrees steep and 40 m long slope on the hillside of a disused quarry. Mean front velocities between 5 and
11 m/s were measured, while maximum flow heights 25 m downstream of the release mechanism ranged
between 0.3 and 1.0 m. Thirty meters downstream of the release mechanism two square-shape obstacles were
installed perpendicular to the flow. They had sides of 12 and 20 cm respectively, with their lower side 5 cm
above the ground. Strain-gauge sensors built in the obstacles recorded the forces experienced during the impact.
In addition to the pressure measurements, distance sensors hung above the test slope measured flow depths over
time and permitted the computation of flow surface velocities through a correlation of the signals from the
distance sensors. More than 20 releases were performed, which with the instrumentation setup in addition to the
analysis of mixture samples allowed for a detailed characterization of the flows. The dependency of the impact
pressures on the flow parameters was evaluated from the flow front to the tail. Likewise the comparison between
the pressure signals obtained from the small and the large obstacles provided useful information about the
structure of the flow. The impact pressure exerted on rigid obstacles by full-scale shallow landslides could be
measured and related to other flow parameters by a simple formula. It was tested for a wide range of flows with
surface velocities varying between 2 and 13 m/s and applies only for cases where the flow depth is within the
same order of magnitude as the obstacle size. 
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The Ancona early warning centre, instrumentation and continuous
monitoring of the landslides
Stefano Cardellini (1)
(1) Geologist, Comune Di Ancona, Ancona Monitoring Centre, Ancona, Italy (carste@comune.ancona.it);

The “Grande frana di Ancona” is an deep-seated landslide reactivated in 1982 after a long period of
precipitation. The landslide involves clay and silty clay layers (Pliocene-Pleistocene), fractured with different
OCR parameter, alternated with thin sand levels. Overlapped sliding zones are active (maximum depth: 100-120
m, maximum depth 1982 event is 75 m bgl). All the investigations aimed at the consolidation preliminary design
in 2000, but the plan concluded that a final consolidation was impossible. Ancona Administration decided then
to “live with the landslide” reducing nevertheless the risk for the people living there. In 2002 a regional law was
specifically issued for the people living in the landslide, to give Ancona Administration the responsibility of
creating an Early Warning System and an Emergency Plan for people. It’s active a surface monitoring system
based on 7 total stations and 33 geodetic GPS integrated by a subsurface in place geotechnical system based on 3
DMS multiparametric columns installed down to 95 m depth. Surface Monitoring system The combination of
the different instruments: GPS, Automatic Robotic Stations and the clinometric sensors allows us to monitor in
the 3D (3D, X, Y, Z) a great number of points previously identified, to keep them under supervision with
different measuring technical and from different control positions. The adoption of the geodetic GPS at dual
frequency assure an high quality of the GPS measures, and a greater versatility at all the system. The measuring
cycle is set up on 30 minutes, but in emergency or after a long rainy period, the system can operate on every
points of the dual frequency GPS net also in Real Time RTK, and with the 7 Automatic Robotic Stations.
Geotechnical monitoring (DMS) The in place Geotechnical Monitoring System DMS (patents and trade mark
CSG srl -Italy) was installed in February 2009. It is maden by n°3 Modular Dynamic System columns positioned
inside borehole 100 m depth. Each column is formed by n°85 Biaxial Inclinometric modules, n° 2 Piezometric
Sensors, n°85 Temperature Sensors for a total active length of 85 metres with instruments. Digital compasses are
also on board. DMS columns have been preassembled and installed in site with DMS REELER, connecting the
required number of modules, each containing one or more geotechnical-geophysical sensors and the electronic
boards for data collection and transmission. The modules are linked by special 2D flexible joints that allow
strong, continuous adaptability to bends and twists of the borehole, whilst maintaining rigorously the orientation
with respect to a reference system defined during installation. Precipitation monitoring A wheater station allow
ro monitor the rain precipitation and temperature at hourly interval Transmission system The transmitted data
coming from different sensors, are collected according to the two following procedures: a) I and II Level Net:
data transmission in real time through a WiFi Standard HyperLan to the Town Monitoring Centre. b) III Level
Net and, DMS system, wheater station: data transmission through periodic GSM in CSD mode. Early Warning
Management Inside the Monitoring Room of the Ancona Early Warning Centre a staff of 8 people control the
monitoring data, verify the data flow, cross-check carefully the SMS warnings from the surface and borehole
monitoring systems, verifiing and comparing the data also with the rain events and potential triggers. Personal
on duty control the data also during the night and weekend 365day/y. The staff was trained specifically for the
overall instrumentation allowing in this way to be ready in case of transmission, maintenance to the software and
remote control unit in all wheater conditions. Thanks to the new software developments is not stricly necessary
to be inside the monitoring room: staff on duty can have both access to the remote control units by rugged
portable PC by GSM or by VNC and FTP connections. The DMS Early Warning software visualizes the
subsurface data at the monitoring centre and wherever an Internet connection is possible. The software by
compact check panel allows the contextual control of displacement (E-W, N-S, Module diagrams, on Polar and
Azimuthal plots) as well as the variations of the water table levels and temperature; time history of each
multiparametric module, and displacement-velocity are also displayed at selected intervals. A new sotware
integrating subsurface and surface monitoring will be developed and tested in Ancona inside the FP7 European
project 2009-2012. Only whenever the situation requires the Coordinator starts the Civil Protection Plan. 
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Landsliding events triggered by rainfalls in the Enna area (South Italy)
Francesco Castelli (1) , and Valentina Lentini (2)
(1) “Kore“ University of Enna, University Of Enna, Faculty Of Engineering And Architecture, Enna, Italy
(francesco.castelli@unikore.it); (2) University of Catania, University Of Catania, Departmen Of Civil And Environmental
Engineering, Catania, Italy;

The factors affecting slope stability are various, and virtually most are closely interconnected. Among these,
meteoric events (or rather, the effects induced by these) are of primary importance, both as predisposing
elements, and above all, as triggering factors. The influence of rainfall on landslides differs substantially
depending upon landslide dimensions, kinematics, material involved, etc. Detailed models describing
hydrological phenomena at hill-slope scale are complex and expensive due to the fact that many field
investigations and surveys are needed. Alternatively, simpler conceptual or empirical models can be used. These
models directly correlate rainfall and landslide occurrence and may give satisfactory results both in hazard
analysis and real-time forecast. Empirical thresholds are defined collecting rainfall data for landslide meteoric
events and for events without landslides. In the present paper, the application of a hydrological model correlating
the rain-fall amount and landslide occurrences is reported. Model application refers to 19 well documented and
monitored landslide events occurred in the Enna area (South Italy). The application is extended from 1989 to
2005. The main objective is to perform a back-analysis in order to verify the reliability of the proposed scheme.
The empirical thresholds described in this paper are a fundamental element of the implemented real-time
warning systems. 
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Integrated geophysical-geotechnical sensor networks for landslide
characterisation and monitoring
Jonathan Chambers (1) , Philip Meldrum (1) , David Gunn (1) , Paul Wilkinson (1) , Andrew Merritt (2) ,
William Murphy (2) , Jared West (2) , Oliver Kuras (1) , Edward Haslam (1) , Richard Ogilvy (1) , Peter Hobbs
(1) , Catherine Pennington (1) , and Chris Munro (1)
(1) British Geological Survey, Geophysical Tomography, Nottingham, United Kingdom (jecha@bgs.ac.uk); (2) University
Of Leeds, School Of Earth And Environment, Leeds, United Kingdom;

Landslides are often the result of complex, multi-phase processes where gradual deterioration of shear strength
within the sub-surface precedes the appearance of surface features and slope failure. Moisture content increases
and the build-up of associated pore water pressures are invariably associated with a loss of strength, and thus are
a precursor to failure. Consequently, hydraulic processes typically play a major role in the development of
landslides. Geoelectrical techniques, such as resistivity and self-potential are being increasingly applied to study
landslide structure and the hydraulics of landslide processes. The great strengths of these techniques are that they
provide spatial or volumetric information at the site scale, which, when calibrated with appropriate geotechnical
and hydrogeological data, can be used to characterise lithological variability and monitor hydraulic changes in
the subsurface. In this study we describe the development of an automated time-lapse electrical resistivity
tomography (ALERT) and geotechnical monitoring system on an active inland landslide near Malton, North
Yorkshire, UK. The overarching objective of the research is to develop a 4D landslide monitoring system that
can characterise the subsurface structure of the landslide, and reveal the hydraulic precursors to movement. The
site is a particularly import research facility as it is representative of many lowland UK situations in which weak
mudrocks have failed on valley sides. Significant research efforts have already been expended at the site, and a
number of baseline data sets have been collected, including ground and airborne LIDAR, geomorphologic and
geological maps, and geophysical models. The monitoring network comprises an ALERT monitoring station
connected to a 3D monitoring electrode array installed across an area of 5,500 m2, extending from above the
back scarp to beyond the toe of the landslide. The ALERT instrument uses wireless telemetry (in this case
GPRS) to communicate with an office based server, which runs control software and a database management
system. The control software is used to schedule data acquisition, whilst the database management system stores,
processes and inverts the remotely streamed ERT data. Once installed and configured, the system operates
autonomously without manual intervention. Modifications to the ALERT system at this site have included the
addition of environmental and geotechnical sensors to monitor rainfall, ground movement, ground and air
temperature, and pore pressure changes within the landslide. The system is housed in a weatherproof enclosure
and is powered by batteries charged by a wind turbine & solar panels. 3D ERT images generated from the
landslide have been calibrated against resistivity information derived from laboratory testing of borehole core
recovered from the landslide. The calibrated images revealed key aspects of the 3D landslide structure, including
the lateral extent of slipped material and zones of depletion and accumulation; the surface of separation and the
thickness of individual earth flow lobes; and the dipping in situ geological boundary between the bedrock
formations. Time-lapse analysis of resistivity signatures has revealed artefacts within the images that are
diagnostic of electrode movement. Analytical models have been developed to simulate the observed artefacts,
from which predictions of electrode movement have been derived. This information has been used to correct the
ERT data sets, and has provided a means of using ERT to monitor landslide movement across the entire ALERT
imaging area. Initial assessment of seasonal changes in the resistivity signature has indicated that the system is
sensitive to moisture content changes in the body of the landslide, thereby providing a basis for further
development of the system with the aim of monitoring hydraulic precursors to failure.
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A novel fiber-optic sensing system for monitoring debris flows
Chung-ray Chu (1) , Ching-jer Huang (1) , and Tsung-mo Tien (2)
(1) National Cheng Kung University, Department Of Hydraulic And Ocean Engineering, Tainan, Taiwan
(n8896106@mail.ncku.edu.tw); (2) Chung-shan Institute Of Science And Technology, Taoyuan, Taiwan;

Landslides and other related activities, such as rockfalls, debris avalanches, and debris flows, usually produce
ground vibrations and loud noises. Monitoring ground vibrations is accepted as a reliable way to detect the
occurrence of such natural hazards. Various sensors have been utilized to record ground vibrations generated by
debris flows. Among these sensors, geophones are most widely installed in systems monitoring debris flows.
However, ground tremors generated by the landslide-related disasters are significantly smaller than ground
vibrations caused by earthquakes, and have a higher frequency range. Consequently, these tremors can only be
detected within a relatively short distance. Although this shortcoming can be overcome by installing sensors
close to the origins of disasters, deploying long cables results in high signal attenuation and transmission
uncertainty in mountainous regions. Fiber optic sensors have recently been devised to detect various physical
signals. Thanks to their light weight, immunity to electromagnetic interference, high sensitivity and very low
optical loss, fiber-optic sensors can be potentially utilized to monitor landslides and the related disasters, which
usually occur in mountainous regions far from available electricity. Furthermore, the fiber optic sensors can be
multiplexed, offering the possibility of large numbers of sensors supported by a single fiber optic line. If the
sensors are well distributed, a fiber-optic sensing system for monitoring regional composite landslide-related
hazards can be established. This study presents a novel fiber-optic sensing system for monitoring debris flows.
The ground vibrations caused by debris flows were sensed by a FBG Accelerometer (Gavea Sensor GS 6500)
and the associated light source, data logger and photo detector are provided by a Braggscope (Fiber Sensing FS
5500). Four FBG Accelerometers were deployed along the Ai-Yu-Zi Creek and the Chu-Shui Creek,
respectively; and the Braggscope was located at the front data-receiving center, a small house built near the
place where electric power supply is available. Both creeks are located in Nantou County, Taiwan. After the
setup of the system, artificial seismic sources were produced near each sensor either separately or
simultaneously, to test the sensitivity of the sensors and the functioning of the system. The received data were
analyzed to show that the received signals own the correct frequency character and thus confirm the applicability
of the monitoring system.
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Rockfall Full Scale Field Tests 
Alberto Clerici (1) , Ezio Giuriani (2) , Danilo Cambiaghi (3) , Antonio Isceri (4) , Giorgio Vassena (2) , Egidio
Marchina (2) , and Luca Cominoli (2)
(1) University of Brescia, University Of Brescia, Dicata, Brescia, Italy (alberto.clerici@ing.unibs.it); (2) University Of
Brescia, Dicata, Brescia, Italy; (3) University Of Brescia, Mech. Dept., Brescia, Italy; (4) University Of Brescia, Mech-
Dept., Brescia, Italy;

Rockfall along slopes represents an environmental risk that occurs frequently in mountainous regions. In this
phenomenon are directly involved infrastructures (railways, ordinary roads and highway), but also residential
areas as well as individual structures are interested in prevention and defense. Among the different types of
action available to reduce the risk of rockfall, protection defenses are widely adopted. The elasto-plastic steel
barriers are the most frequently used, while greater resistances are given by reinforced earth. In any case, these
devices have the goal of limiting the effects of rockfall utilizing the transformation of kinetic energy into
deformation energy with development of elastic and plastic deformations. The high performances requested to
fixed barriers bring to high construction costs. At present, notwithstanding their widespread use and high safety
expectancy, there is, especially for reinforced earth, the lack of a clear guidelines for their design and for the
indication of laboratory tests to determine the performance of the components of the barrier. At the same time,
there is a lack of procedures relevant to monitor the different realization phases as well as indications on
full-scale tests on the finished structures. University of Brescia has developed a special “test field” in Pezzaze
(near Brescia) and in 2010 started a research activity with the aim of studying the phenomenon of rockfall both
on elasto-plastic passive defenses and on reinforced earth. Theoretical studies have demonstrated that rotational
energy of rockfall can not be considered negligible (15%÷20% of the total energy) with respect to the
translational one; the tests allow body rotation that is particularly relevant also in terms of the rolling mass
behaviour on the barriers. The tests were carried out on an artificial test channel characterized by constant
section, regular profile and a slope of about 100%. The rigid body is a reinforced concrete sphere (density equal
to 30 KN/m3, not exceeding the density of natural rocks) with a diameter of 1.5 m, which allows to reach high
energies (about 5 MJ). Along the test channel were arranged different release points of the rigid body in order to
have different energies on reinforced earth. An automatic camera allows to control step by step every phase of
the launch and of the impact too. This system provides also the speed before and during the impact. The
possibility of considering rotational energy of the falling body underlines the originality of this “field test” that is
suitable to test both elastic-plastic barriers and reinforced earth, also with subsequent events and to verify the
capacity to maintain performance after more impacts. Current researches on reinforced earth barriers have the
goal of investigating the following items: quantification of the rotational energy in terms of different going up
heights along the defense structure; quantification of the absorption capacity of the kinetic energy due to
deformation resulting from subsequent impacts; research of innovative solutions on the composition of the
reinforced earth with the aim of reducing their volumes maintaining high absorption capacity. 
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Testing the applicability of ground-based interferometric SAR in several
“typical” landslides of Emilia Romagna Apennines with a civil protection
perspective
Alessandro Corsini (1) , Giuseppe Ciccarese (1) , Francesco Ronchetti (1) , Eleonora Bertacchini (2) , Matteo
Berti (3) , Giovanni Truffelli (4) , Mauro Generali (5) , Marco Pizziolo (5) , Angela Gallucci (6) , Giampiero
Gozza (6) , Antonio Monni (6) , and Valeria Pancioli (6)
(1) University Of Modena And Reggio Emilia, Earth Sciences, Modena, Italy (alessandro.corsini@unimore.it); (2)
University Of Modena And Reggio Emilia, Civili And Mechanical Engineering, Modena, Italy; (3) University Of Bologna,
Earth Sciences, Bologna, Italy; (4) Emilia Romagna Region, Servizio Tecnico Bacino Affluenti Del Po, Parma - Reggio
Emilia, Italy; (5) Emilia Romagna Region, Geological Survey, Bologna, Italy; (6) Emilia Romagna Region, Civil Protection
Agency, Bologna, Italy;

Typical landslide of Emilia Romagna comprise large earthslides -- earthflows whose body is partially covered by
trees, meadows and sparse buildings. Less frequently, they are rockslides that are also partially covered by
vegetation. In spring 2010 the Agency for Civil Protection of Emilia Romagna Region (Italy) decided to
intensify surveillance of several landslide risk areas. Among other measures, a GB-InSAR test application
campaign was kicked off on several slopes hosting buildings, roads and lifeline, with the aim to test the
applicability of this relatively novel technology in such radar-hostile environmental conditions. Owing to a close
collaboration between universities and operative offices of Emilia Romagna Region, more than 10 landslides
were monitored in spring 2010 and winter 2010-11 seasons using a IBIS-L system, with measuring campaigns
spanning from 10 to more than 30 days each. Radar repositioning was also tested, by returning after months to
the same site and in the same installation rig. Results showed that the technique permits to recognize moving
areas in a spatially distributed manner in most of the test sites. Nonetheless, they also made evident that at very
low displacement rates - i.e. few mm during the survey period - and in presence of predominantly vegetated
grounds, processing routines can affect movement quantification significantly, as a sound atmospheric correction
is made difficult by the lack of coherence continuity and by the difficulties in discerning stable and moving
points unambiguously. On the contrary, at displacement rates of tens of mm during the survey period, and with
less densely vegetated slopes, processing has a very low impact on estimated rates, making displacement maps
sound and helpful for hazard analysis. Linking data from subsequent campaigns was also somehow problematic,
even in slopes with a large number of building on the scene, as possible phase cycle slips would have occurred,
that are difficult to unwrap due to lack of spatial continuity of coherent zones from stable to moving zones. The
paper deals with the various results and comments them on a civil protection perspective, with the aim to
highlight pro and cons evidenced by the experimentation 
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Landslide deformation monitoring with terrestrial SAR: six years of
experience of the Institute of Geomatics
Michele Crosetto (1) , Oriol Monserrat (1) , Guido Luzi (1) , María Cuevas (1) , and Marta Agudo (1)
(1) Institute of Geomatics Av. Carl Friedrich Gauss, 11, Parc Mediterrani de la Tecnologia E-08860, Castelldefels, Institute
Of Geomatics, Active Remote Sensing Unit, Castelldefels, Spain (michele.crosetto@ideg.es);

The paper will describe the results obtained at the Institute of Geomatics with an advanced close-range remote
sensing tool, which is called Ground-Based Synthetic Aperture Radar (GB-SAR). In the last years the
ground-based (i.e. terrestrial) radar techniques have received an increasing interest for monitoring fast
movements on smaller scale and with better spatial resolution than those offered by the satellite-based SAR
techniques. The paper will describe the results of different data analyses performed at the Institute of Geomatics
in the last years including monitoring of landslides or dams (continuous and discontinuous mode). The GB-SAR
device consists of a continuous-wave step-frequency transceiver working at C band (5.955 GHz of central
frequency, wavelength = 5.03 cm), and a couple of antennas (transmitting and receiving) mounted on a slide
which moves along a rail in order to synthesize the antenna aperture. One of these examples is the monitoring of
a landslide located in the Central Spanish Pyrenees. The results come from GALAHAD, “Advanced Remote
Monitoring Techniques for Glaciers, Avalanches and Landslides Hazard Mitigation”, a project of the EU 6FP
(www.galahad.it).
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Multidisciplinary and multitemporal analysis of San Martino Sulla
Marrucina landslide (Central Italy)
Elisa Damiano (1) , Daniele Giordan (2) , Paolo Allasia (2) , Marco Baldo (2) , Nicola Sciarra (1) , and Giorgio
Lollino (2)
(1) G.d'annunzio University Digat, Chieti, Italy (elisa.damiano@irpi.cnr.it); (2) Cnr Irpi, Turin, Italy;

During the spring 2001, a huge slope instability event occurred in San Martino Sulla Marrucina (Chieti Province,
Apennines), and it quickly involved some areas close to the town and its road network. The landslide affects an
area of about 2 km2 and involves clayey and sandy conglomerates of Upper Pliocene and Lower Pleistocene
lithotypes. Geognostic surveys demonstrated the existence of several movement surfaces between few meters
and over 40 meters of depth. The landslide involves a volume of about 100 Mm3 of soil, and it was highly active
from 2001 to 2004 when a main crown over 20 meters high and over 1,5 km long was formed. Nowadays it is
almost quiescent: instrumental measures carried out since 2006 have given topographic displacements that are
less and less prominent, whose cumulative values are smaller than 1,10 m for the horizontal displacements and
smaller than 0,35 m for the vertical ones. Geomorphological and instrumental evidences show that the activity
has been characterised by chiefly vertical movements. The San Martino landslide is actually a local reactivation
of a wider quiescent landslide: historical and cartographical evidences demonstrated how it has been
characterised by a retrogressive evolution and how, it has been affected by different minor gravitative events
during the last eighty years. A multi-disciplinary research has been carried out to investigate the structure of the
landslide, its triggering causes, and to develop a risk scenario and to analyze the whole landslide susceptibility of
the all municipality territory. A multitemporal approach has been carried out to reconstruct main
geomorphologic and topographical changes occurred on the studied slope in the last eighty years. Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) have been used to match many different data sets that have been generated from
detailed field and aerophotogrammetric surveys and from instrumental measures and investigations (GPS RTK,
LiDAR and geognostic surveys). Sets of Digital Terrain Models (DTM) have been extracted by LiDAR,
cartographic and photogrammetric data have been compared. In this way the research led to a preliminary
evaluation of altimetric and volumetric changes occurred on the slope during the 1967-2009 period allowing, in
particular, to reconstruct the slope setting before and after the 2001 major event. Inclinometric and GPS data,
collected in the 2004-2009 period, have been used to identify and characterise the recent landslide evolution. A
preliminary mass balance has been realised comparing 1987 and 2006 DTM, that gave negative values showing
the current unstable area is undergoing subsidence. A preliminary geodynamic model suggests a deep kinematic
conditioning: it has been introduced the concept of “depocentral area” which controls the slope dynamics and in
general explains the subsidence behaviour of the area. Two depocentral zones have been recognised. The first
one affects the kinematic response of an area located just below the main crown and caused an important
subsidence during the high active phase and, at the same time, it could trigger its retrogressive evolution. The
second one is locates in an area that is external to the landslide area: its activity conditions the pattern of
superficial slope features, whose distribution is not consistent with the maximum slope vector of the pre-event
scenario. Further study will focus on the genesis and evolution of these depocentral zones. If predisposing and
triggering factors active in this area will be fully understood, it will also be possible to assess its landslide
susceptibility, and to define possible future impacts over the inhabited areas. 
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Monitoring slow-moving landslides using spatially adaptive least squares
image matching 
Misganu Debella - Gilo (1) , and Andreas Kääb (1)
(1) University Of Oslo, Institute Of Geosciences, Oslo, Norway (m.d.gilo@geo.uio.no);

When earth surface masses move they often deform leading to change in shape, size and orientation in addition
to position. When monitoring mass movements using repeat images, a technique that accommodates this
deformation is preferable. Least squares image matching (LSM), which is widely used in photogrammetry and
computer vision to register images and to measure parallax, models both geometric and radiometric distortions
and produces very precise estimates. The technique is also applied to measuring displacements in Earth surface
mass movements although much less frequently. However, only one spatial transformation model, i.e. affine
model, is widely used. Extensions to other models such as projective and higher order polynomial are very
limited even in photogrammetry and computer vision let alone mass movements. The pattern of movement (or
deformation) of the earth surface masses may, in some cases, require the use of more advanced spatial
transformation models. The spatial variation of the patterns of movement may even require spatially adapting the
geometric models. This study therefore presents an algorithm which uses the LSM with spatially adaptive and
advanced geometric models to estimate horizontal displacements of slow-moving landslides. Pairs of high
resolution optical images over slow-moving landslide and rockglacier creep are orthorectified and co-registered.
Image matching is applied first using the conventional normalised cross-correlation (NCC), then using the LSM
algorithm with image-wide single geometric model, and finally using the LSM with spatially adaptive geometric
models. Three geometric models are included in the adaptive algorithm; namely, affine, projective and
second-degree polynomial. The algorithm is spatially adapted in such a way that for each template the model
that produces the lowest sum of squared error (i.e. intensity deviation between the reference and the matching
templates) is used. The algorithm is tested on artificially deformed image pair and implemented on real
bi-temporal images of rock sliding. The results of the adaptive algorithm are compared with that of the
conventional NCC-based image matching and LSM with image-wide single geometric model. The results show
that LSM estimates horizontal displacement of mass movements from repeat optical images with greater
precision and reliability compared to the conventional NCC. The second degree polynomial is found to be
performing best as it models the deformations more realistically. However, locally adapting the transformation
model resulted in a slightly better accuracy. In addition to the production of more realistic displacement maps,
LSM is capable of producing important deformation parameters such as rotation, scaling, and shearing that may
have important implication for mass movement hazards. 
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Gravitational instability analysis of the Prato Carnico village
Marco Del Fabbro (1) , Roberto Meriggi (1) , and Nicola Stefanelli (2)
(1) University Of Udine, Dipartimento Di Chimica, Fisica E Ambiente, Udine, Italy; (2) Civil Defence, Palmanova, Italy;

The paper reports the results of in situ tests and monitoring performed to characterise the development of the
gravitational phenomenon present in the slope where the village of Prato Carnico stands. The alpine village is
located in the Pesarina Valley (northern Friuli region) on the alluvial fan formed by the solid transport of two
streams which flow along the sides of the small town and on its southern part it is bounded by a road located on
the top of the steep slope that descends towards the Pesarina Torrent. The gravitational movement has been
known since the 1850s when static problems of buildings with damages, cracks and splits were reported;
however, first signals of very relevant settlements of the road were registered in the 1950s. As the road that
crosses the village is the only way of communication of the Pesarina Valley, many studies were performed
during the years in order to find causes of instability, but in spite of the numerous analyses and in situ
investigations carried out, certain and shared conclusions were never reached. During the period between 2003
and 2008 on behalf of Civil Defence, the Department of Georesources and Territory of the University of Udine
performed a comprehensive analysis of geostatic phenomena of the Prato Carnico town. During the first stage
stratigraphic data, lithological descriptions and topographical locations of about 50 boreholes drilled in the last
32 years were gathered and homogeneized. Afterwards a wide in situ monitoring investigation was carried out
for 5 years and several series of data were recorded for: deep and superficial displacements, piezometric levels,
geophysical and geochemical analyses, monitoring of structural damages and cracks using mechanical
crackmeters. The analysis on the measured data allowed to create a 3D model of subsoil, to identify the main
preferential paths of groundwater seepage, the boundaries of the subsidence area and finally the relationships
between rainfall and increment in superficial and deep displacements. Besides, geochemical analyses confirmed
the gypseous nature of the bedrock on which the alluvial fan was formed. The results of seepage and limit
equilibrium stability analyses, which were performed on some representative stratigraphical sections, were
compared with monitoring data: they highlight some interesting and significant aspects that characterise the
kinematical mechanism of the slope. Pore water pressures inside the slope remain almost unchanged during
heavy or extended rainfall events. Superficial and deep displacements are not subjected to alternated cycles of
quiescence and reactivation according to the pluviometric regime, but they show a constant increase over time.
Generally, possible critical surfaces are characterised by high safety factors associated with low probability of
failure and moreover their position is not always consistent with inclinometer monitoring measures. The
mapping of differential settlements, of superficial and deep displacements, of cracks in buildings brought to an
accurate identification of the subsidence area, which is located close to the road. The results of the interpretation
of stratigraphic sections and geophysical investigations highlight the fact that this wide bedrock subsidence basin
was formed just above a morphological depression and was filled up with weathered gypseous sandstone and
sandy silt. The slow and constant sinking of the cover may be ascribed to the progressive collapse of the voids,
which were created through karstification within the gypseous rock mass and which attract loose material from
above, thus causing vertical and horizontal movements. Moreover the progressive soil mass stress relaxation
may locally create gravitational movements of rotational and translational type independently from pore water
pressure variations or other causes that may alter the equilibrium.
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Terrestrial laser scanning for the Montaguto landslide (Southern Italy)
Domenico Denora (1) , Lia Romano (1) , and Giulia Cecaro (1)
(1) Apulia Basin Authority, Adb, Puglia, Bari, Italy (domenico.denora@adb.puglia.it);

The evaluation of the landslide surface movements is often difficult because of the inaccessibility of these
impervious areas. For this reason, a powerful tool for monitoring is the laser scanning technology (TLS). The
landslide monitoring by TLS is complementary to terrestrial SAR interferometry and traditional monitoring
techniques. While SAR interferometry is useful for rapid detection of the displacement velocity of monitored
points, laser scanning technology also allows the displacement volume quantification. These analysis provide
important informations for planning hazard management actions. Experimental surveys were performed for the
Montaguto landslide (Campania, Italy), the greatest of Europe, by means of laser scanner Riegl LPM-321, with
measurement range up to 6000 meters. Differential volume maps from different surveys were obtained. The
complex morphology of the Montaguto landslide, located in the Cervaro river valley, had required a viewshed
analysis for the selection of the base station locations. Detailed laser scanner acquisitions were conducted on the
foot landslide zone, because of the presence of strategic mobility. 
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Continuous monitoring and near-real time processing of GPS observations
for landslide analysis: a methodological framework
Deprez Aline (1) , Malet Jean-philippe (1) , Masson Frederic (1) , and Ulrich Patrice (1)
(1) Cnrs, Institut De Physique Du Globe De Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France;

The objective of this work is to present a methodology developed for the near-real time characterization of
displacements using permanent GPS stations installed on landslides. The GPS is a radio-navigation, timing and
positioning system with a wide set of applications. By tracking the electromagnetic waves that the GPS satellites
are sending continuously, the system can obtain the antenna position (Longitude, Latitude, and Height, or X, Y,
Z coordinates). The use of the phase measurements allows determining the relative positions of points located as
far as several hundred kilometres apart with an accuracy of 2-5 mm in planimetry and 5-10 mm in altimetry.
This accuracy allows the fast detection of weak displacements and, thus the survey of the temporal evolution of
crustal deformation and natural hazards (volcanoes, tectonic faults, ice glaciers, landslides). In France, several
GPS receivers have been installed on active landslides (e.g. La Clapière rockslide, Avignonet and Villerville
rotational slides, Super-Sauze and La Valette mudslides) since a few years. These landslides show very different
displacement rates (ranging from a few centimetres to several meters per year) and different kinematic regimes
(e.g. continuous displacement of nearly constant rate or succession of periods of acceleration/deceleration). All
landslides are part of the French ‘Observatory of Landslides’ (e.g. OMIV), a collaborative structure aiming at
collecting the same type of kinematic, hydrologic and seismic observations on landslides and at disseminating
the data to the scientific community (e.g. http://eost.u-strasbg.fr/omiv). For the monitoring of landslides where
the required degree of accuracy is millimetric, GPS has been mainly used for repeated measurements, as a
complement to conventional geodetic methods. Permanent monitoring is still not usually performed
operationally, mostly because of the cost of the GPS system compared to conventional deformation monitoring
techniques. In addition, if GPS measurements can reach a millimetre-level of accuracy for long observation
sessions (typically 12h), their accuracy decreases with the duration of the observation sessions, because of errors
introduced by variations of the satellite constellation and multi-path effects at the sites. Moreover, one
millimetre-level accuracy requires sophisticated a posteriori data processing techniques. However, to acquire a
very precise 3D coordinate that can be used as a reference for other monitoring techniques and to develop
early-warning systems based on real-time displacement analysis, permanent GPS with automatic transmission of
the data is certainly the only solution that can be used on very constraining sites with either difficult
accessibility, absence of long-term stability of the slopes around the landslide, or absence of direct visibility. The
objectives of this work are (1) to present the permanent GPS monitoring system and data transfer system
installed on several landslides in France, (2) to present the automatic processing of the data using the
GAMIT/GLOBK analysis package, and (3) to define quantitatively the contribution of permanent GPS
observations for the fast detection of small displacements. 
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Integrated monitoring of lateral spreading phenomena along the north-west
coast of the Island of Malta
Stefano Devoto (1) , Emanuele Forte (2) , Matteo Mantovani (3) , Arianna Mocnik (2) , Alessandro Pasuto (3) ,
Daniela Piacentini (1) , and Mauro Soldati (1)
(1) Università Di Modena E Reggio Emilia, Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra, Modena, Italy; (2) Università Di Trieste,
Dipartimento Di Geoscienze, Trieste, Italy; (3) Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche, Istituto Di Ricerca Per La Protezione
Idrogeologica, Padova, Italy;

Investigation on slow-moving landslides, such as lateral spreading, is generally limited to a purely descriptive
geomorphological approach without consistent monitoring aiming to define the kinematics and the triggering
mechanisms of the phenomena. Nevertheless, despite slow deformation rates, it should be emphasized they can
be highly hazardous for engineering structures, since they may act over long periods of time. Moreover, these
phenomena may evolve into faster movements, which can determine catastrophic failures (i.e. block slides) or
they can favour a series of collateral landslides (i.e. slides, flows, falls and topples) occurring at the edges of the
areas affected by spreading. In this context, the coupling of traditional and innovative monitoring techniques
makes up a reliable solution for the detection and survey of active deformations due to rock spreading, with
promising perspectives in terms of hazard assessment and mitigation. Along the NW coast of the Island of Malta
(central Mediterranean Sea), there are exemplary cases of lateral spreading phenomena that develop due to the
super-imposition of rock types (limestones and clays) showing different mechanical behaviour. In particular, at
Il-Prajjet extensive rock spreading phenomena have been recognized, mapped and monitored with the aim of
assessing the hazard conditions of one of the main tourist attractions of the Maltese Islands, an amusement park
which was developed in the early Eighties on the film set where the movie “Popeye” was shot. The site of
Il-Prajjet consists of a narrow inlet along the NW coast of Malta, whose origin is linked to the presence of a
direct fault affecting a limestone plateau (Upper Coralline Formation) overlying clayey material (Blue Clays
Formation). The northern margin of the plateau at Il-Prajjet is characterized by a vertical escarpment - 20-25 m
high - which runs in an E-W direction, approximately parallel to the fault. At this site a GNSS network has been
working since 2006 and tape extensometers were installed at the end of 2009. GNSS monitoring is taking place
with reference to eight benchmarks located on rock masses and blocks detached due to rock spreading and block
sliding. Considering the extremely slow rate of deformation, the static relative positioning technique was
employed in order to achieve more accurate results. Surveys have been carried out twice a year at the end of the
wet and dry seasons, in order to investigate the relationship between recorded displacements and rainfall. Since
the very beginning, it was clear that rock spreading was active over a large area, and the series of readings
carried out showed significant displacements. Results collected over a 49 months (October 2006 - November
2010) indicate that coastal landslides are active at Il-Prajjet, with total planar displacements ranging from 2.7 cm
to 5.8 cm and lowering of blocks up to 10.2 cm. To support the monitoring results, interferometric analyses
(satellite SAR) and geophysical investigations (GPR) were carried out. The interferometric analyses took into
account ERS radar images, to evaluate the deformation eventually occurred before the realization of the GNSS
control network, and images acquired from ENVISAT and Terra SAR-X satellites, in order to define the present
state of deformation and to integrate and validate the results achieved with the monitoring system. GPR data
were acquired using 300 and 500 MHz shielded antennas. The investigation was concentrated on blocks showing
significant vertical and planar displacement in order to obtain a precise imaging of the rock mass and to
reconstruct the 3D discontinuity network. The integration of results obtained with this multi-technical integrated
approach have been of fundamental importance for describing quantitatively the evolution of lateral spreading
affecting Il-Prajjet, as well as defining its future scenarios, which are essential for the assessment of landslide
hazard.
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Comparison among displacements evaluated by GPS, mobile and fixed in
place inclinometer probes in two deep clayey landslides
Caterina Di Maio (1) , Roberto Vassallo (1) , Margherita Vallario (1) , Stefano Calcaterra (2) , and Piera
Gambino (2)
(1) University Of Basilicata, Department Of Structures, Geotechnics, Engineering Geology, Potenza, Italy; (2) Ispra, Servizio
Geologico D’ Italia - Dipartimento Difesa Del Suolo, Roma, Italy;

Surface and deep displacements were evaluated in two slow landslides in a clayey slope of the Italian Southern
Apennines by GPS and by inclinometer measurements. The landslides under examination develop in a slope
facing the valley of the Basento river, in a site called Costa della Gaveta, east of Potenza, Southern Italy. Their
displacements cause severe damage to houses and infrastructures. The highway and the railway, whose tunnel
crosses one of the accumulation zones, need frequent maintenance and strengthening, besides continuous
monitoring by extensometers, inclinometers and topographic measurements (Di Maio et al., 2010). Furthermore,
some buildings have been evacuated and other structures removed. In 2004, the local public administration
(Basilicata Region) provided funds for a geotechnical investigation. Eleven continuous boreholes were equipped
with piezometers, and eleven more core-destruction boreholes were equipped with inclinometer casings. In
2006, fixed-in-place inclinometer probes, with continuous data acquisition, were installed in two of those
casings, in correspondence to the slip surfaces detected by previous periodical inclinometer measurements. In
the same period, a GPS network for the measurement of surface displacements was designed and installed by the
Geological Survey of Italy – Geophysical Service (ISPRA - Institute for Environmental Protection and
Research), in collaboration with the University of Basilicata (Calcaterra et al. 2010). Six GPS permanent stations
and ten non-permanent ones were installed. On the basis of inclinometer and GPS data, the displacement field
was analyzed. Di Maio et al. (2010) reported, for one of the two landslides, that the displacements detected by
inclinometers are uniform above the slip surface and their rate decreases from upslope to downslope. The
Authors showed that the displacements could be considered uniform in each entire transversal section of the
channel and that their decrease in the longitudinal direction can be interpreted as an effect of the increase of
transversal sections areas, the “soil discharge” being roughly constant. Calcaterra et al. (2010) compared the
displacements obtained by using different instruments. On the basis of data collected until the beginning of
2010, they showed that, due to the earth slide particular kinematic features, a satisfactory monitoring of the
landslide evolution can be obtained by a few fixed-in-place probes installed around the deep slip surfaces.
Furthermore, they showed that surface displacements resulting by inclinometer measurements are close, but not
equal, to the surface displacements evaluated by the GPS stations in correspondence to the inclinometer casing
top or in the vicinity. This paper adds new data collected in 2010 and 2011 and analyzes the causes of
differences between surface displacements evaluated by inclinometers and those evaluated by GPS on various
types of stations. Furthermore it reports new displacement profiles ascertaining the validity of those predicted on
the basis of fixed-in-place probes. Finally, the paper shows the usefulness of superficial displacement
measurements (in our case by GPS) in monitoring landslide when, for some reason, deep instruments go out of
use.
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Application of different techniques of interferometric Persistent Scatterers
data analysis to landslide deformation detection and monitoring
Diego Di Martire (1) , Massimo Ramondini (1) , and Domenico Calcaterra (1)
(1) Federico Ii University Of Napoli, Department Of Hydraulic, Geotechnical And Environmental Engineering, Naples, Italy
(diego.dimartire@unina.it);

Landslides are one of the most common natural hazard in Italy, causing many casualties and damage. Therefore,
a regular and continuous monitoring is required in order to avoid catastrophic events. One of the most useful
monitoring systems to study natural hazards is the Remote Sensing technique, in particular the DInSAR
(Differential Interferometry SAR) technique. In recent years, it has been shown that this method has proved to be
successful in the assessment of natural hazards. This study has been focused on the analysis of the
interferometric PS (Persistent Scatterers) data aimed at assessing the basic morphometric elements of landslides
with two different techniques. The analysis has been carried out by combining the terrain deformation
components measured by different acquisition geometries (ascending and descending orbits). In order to validate
the movements identified, conventional monitoring measurements have been compared with SAR technique. In
relatively recent years, a growing number of studies were aimed at demonstrating the potentialities of SAR
systems in the Earth observation by means of Advanced-Interferometry Techniques (A-DInSAR) methods, the
so called Persistent Scatterers Interferometry (PSI). PSI is a radar-based remote-sensing technique to measure
and monitor land deformation. PS data from European satellites ERS 1/2 and Envisat for the 1992-2008 period
have been obtained through an agreement with the Italian Ministry of Environment (MATTM). Moving from
these premises, the present paper deals with unstable slopes characterized by very slow movements (velocities in
the order of mm/year to cm/year) at Calitri, a small town in Campania region. Calitri is known for the large
landslide re-activated by the 23 November 1980 earthquake that destroyed a large sector of the historical centre.
The site has been selected on the basis of its geological, geomorphological and geotechnical characteristics, as
well as of the availability of data from previous traditional monitoring campaigns (inclinometers, piezometers
and topographic measurements). Availability of ascending and descending PS data allowed us to get better
information about the geometry of identified landslides. The combination of the average values of velocities
along the LOS (Line of Sight) obtained from two different acquisition geometries (ascending and descending)
allowed the identification of the horizontal (E-W) and vertical (Zenit and Nadir) directions of the LOS velocity
vector. PS data resampling with a regular grid was necessary, identifying the synthetic PS by means of a specific
procedure. The same PS data have been analyzed by means of another approach employed by Campania Region
within the Tellus Project (Campania PODIS Project, PON ATAS 2000-2013, of the MATTM). This method is
based on the hypothesis that shallow displacements occur along the direction of the maximum slope angle.
Following this approach, the LOS velocity vector was decomposed by means of a morphometric correction;
information on hillside aspect and slope can be obtained from DTM. The combination of such information with
LOS vector allows to decompose the radar data along the real direction of movement. In this way deformation
data are more easily assessed and the ambiguity of the positive or negative value of the LOS displacement can be
removed.
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IBIS, an innovative radar for monitoring engineered and natural slopes 
Paolo Farina (1) , Lorenzo Leoni (1) , Francesco Babboni (1) , Francesco Coppi (1) , Lorenzo Mayer (1) , and
Pier Paolo Ricci (1)
(1) IDS SpA, Ids Spa, Georadar Division, Pisa, Italy (p.farina@ids-spa.it);

The need for effective monitoring systems for both engineered and natural slopes is a critical component in risk
management practices for urbanized areas threatened by active landslides, critical infrastructure management
and mineral resources production. Ground-based interferometric radar technology has emerged in the last ten
years as a leading edge tool for this purpose. The success of interferometric radar technology is attributed to its
ability to rapidly measure slope movements with sub- millimeter accuracy over wide areas in any weather
conditions, obviating the need to install artificial reflectors. As a result, slope monitoring radar is effectively
used to get a better understanding of the spatial distribution of slope movements and for the provision of alerts in
the event of progressive movements that can potentially lead to slope failure as well. Slope stability monitoring
radar is today commonly used by prominent mining groups internationally, by civil protection authorities in
developed countries and also by academics for the provision of high level consultancy to end users involved in
landslide risk management. Historically especially in the mining industry, radar systems have been designed
with parabolic dish antennas that are mechanically moved to achieve a full scan of the observed area. These
designs presented the following constraints: • limited working distance from the target resulting in the need to
move the radar frequently to cover the entire active wall • consequent difficulties in historic data retention on the
slope behavior, • limited spatial resolution owing to dish footprint size, • stability problems induced by strong
wind • potential reliability problems caused by numerous moving parts. IDS have overcome the above
mentioned limitations with the introduction of an innovative radar system, known as IBIS. Owing to the unique
radar technologies used in its design and its high reliability connected to highest military standards used for its
production, IBIS is able to significantly improve the performance of slope monitoring radar by providing higher
spatial resolution, longer working distances and faster acquisition time. In addition to its alarm generation
capability for rapid slope movement, long-term monitoring can be provided as well, facilitated by the erection of
permanent installations remote or through precise re-positioning of the system after re-deployment and data
stitching of different surveys. The low power consumption of IBIS is advantageous in that the system is able to
be powered by solar panels with the generator used only as a back up. The main technical features of the IBIS
system will be presented in this paper along with recent case studies for different applications around the world,
from landslide monitoring to slope monitoring in very large open pit mines. 
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An experimental landslide monitoring on a project of Olympic building
“Sochi-2014”
Ksenia Fedotova (1) , German Postoev (2) , and Andrey Kazeev (2)
(1) Sergeev Institute Of Environmental Geoscience Ras, Geoinformatics, Moscow, Russia; (2) Sergeev Institute Of
Environmental Geoscience Ras, Soil Mechanics, Moscow, Russia;

In view of holding winter Olympic Games in Sochi in 2014, at present time is building a combined (highway
and railway) road from Adler to Olympic projects (ski jumps, alpine skiing tracks and etc.) in Krasnaya Polyana
(Red Glade). The aim of our study was to identify technologies for effective landslide monitoring for the
"Combined road” project. The territory of the combined road rout is located on the southern slopes of the Main
Caucasus ridge, in the river Mzymta valley, mainly on its left bank. Landslides are common throughout the left
shore slope. The most widely-distributed type of landslides here are shift-slides and debris flows. Sometimes
develop modern block-type compression-detrusion landslides, mostly at head parts of shift-slides, making
complex deforming mechanism of compression-shift. The most dangerous are relatively superficial landslides of
above-mentioned types which affect the weathering zone on watered slopes of the river Mzymta valley. Due to
tight schedule of works (August 2010, 1 month), mostly important criteria for choosing a landslide as an
experimental object were: the activity of landslide deformations during the period of measurements, the
availability of area for drilling and monitoring, the importance of information for builders at the project. In result
of the work a conclusion about the effectiveness of applied methods in landslide monitoring system was to be
obtained. Among main indications of activity were considered a presence of a clear landslide circus contour with
a crack-wall and circus boarders. Fresh landslide cracks and local landslide hearths of the second order also
should present. An additional indication of activity is underground and surface watering of considered area. The
territory of experimental monitoring was located in the southern part of Esto-Sadok village, on the left bank of
sliding slope of river Mzymta. In this area the construction of the combined road was expected to be created on a
high (about 20m) embankment. Previously it was supposed to build a road on piers with the possible partial cut
of natural slope. The main monitoring method of landslide displacements was extensometer based on a complex
of deep benchmark equipment, developed by SIEG RAS, operating in automatic mode and designed to measure
the linear movement of soil, the accumulation of obtained information and transfering it to informational center
via GSM connection. Also on the landslide a borehole was equipped for high-precision inclinometric
observations, which allow to determine the depth of slipsurface and also to observe landslide displacement
dynamics. Inclinometric measurements were performed in visit mode. As a duplication control method of
landslide displacement was equipped a laser measuring line. On the site the unit was fixed in native area of the
slope, the target was set directly on the landslide. An attempt to identify landslide displacement vibrations were
carried out observation using seism-acoustic monitoring. The article contains a comprehensive landslide
displacement monitoring data. According to the results main monitoring methods, which allow controlling the
landslide deformations development with high accuracy, are extensometer and inclinometer. According to
received results of investigations and observations, the displacement of the landslide passes by single body of
7-8m thickness, with an average velocity of about 1 mm/day, increasing up to 3 mm/day explained mostly by
additional watering of the slope deposits in the rainy days. In sum, all applied methods for landslide control on
the experimental area, showed to be effective in measuring parameters, which reflect the state and dynamics of
the landslide activity.
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Technological and Methodological Advances in the Application of
Spaceborne DInSAR for Landslide Monitoring
Gianfranco Fornaro (1) , Davide O. Nitti (2) , Raffaele Nutricato (2) , Fabio Bovenga (3) , Dario Peduto (4) , and
Leonardo Cascini (4)
(1) IREA-CNR, National Research Council (cnr), Institute For Electromagnetic Sensisng Of The Environment (irea), Napoli,
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Salerno, Dept. Of Civil Engineering, Salerno, Italy;

Multipass Differential Interferometry Synthetic Aperture Radar (DInSAR) is today a well established technique
for ground deformation monitoring in many areas of natural risk analysis. Compared to classical geodetic
techniques such as leveling and GPS it provides advantages in terms of costs, coverage, data accessibility and
availability of data archives. Application to different areas of the risk management such as monitoring of
volcanoes, tectonic movements, urban areas and infrastructure and slope instabilities, has been already
successfully demonstrated. As far as the landslide monitoring is concerned, the monitoring of surface
deformation via the DInSAR technique may provide useful information regarding the spatial and temporal
distribution of slow moving landslides and their kinematics characteristics. However, among all the DInSAR
applications, landslides monitoring is particularly critical due to the presence of vegetation and to the occurrence
of the phenomena in areas typically characterized by slope variations. Accordingly, the interpretation of the
measurements can be affected by variations of the direction of the surface movement as well as of geometric
distortions induced by the topography variations. Classical applications of the DInSAR techniques has been
carried out in the past on medium resolution data acquired by the ERS, Envisat and Radarsat sensors. The new
generation of high-resolution X-Band SAR sensors, such as TerraSAR-X and the COSMO-SkyMed
constellation allows acquiring data with spatial resolution reaching metric/submetric values. Thanks to the finer
spatial resolution with respect to C-band data, X-band InSAR applications appear very promising for monitoring
single man-made structures, also isolated, thus giving more chances to provide displacement records for
landslide investigation in particular where C-band data show low density of coherent scatterers. This work aims
to describe the advances in terms of methodological development for the interpretation of DInSAR
measurements for landslide monitoring and to provide a “view” on the improvements associated with the new
generation high resolution SAR sensors. In particular a DInSAR data interpretation approach based on the joint
use of remote sensed data and simplified geomorphological models is discussed. This procedure, tested via the
application of a Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) (two-scale analysis) approach to data acquired by the medium
resolution satellites, allows the estimation of the vector ground displacement, thus improving the result
interpretation. Furthermore, the recent results of the application of a Persistent Scatterers Interferometry
technique, namely the SPINUA (Stable Point INterferometry over Unurbanized Areas) algorithm, to data
acquired by the COSMO-SKYMED satellite constellation in areas of the Italian territory are presented. 
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Application of the Frequency Domain Electromagnetic Method survey in a
landslide area
Gen Furuya (1) , Tatsuo Katayama (2) , Akira Suemine (3) , Takayuki Kozato (2) , Takahiro Watanabe (2) , and
Hideaki Marui (1)
(1) Niigata University, Research Center For Natural Hazards & Disaster Recovery, Niigata, Japan
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Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Uji, Japan;

Understanding the distribution of landslide mass is important for the clarification of landslide mechanism.
Geophysical exploration has been normally used to evaluate the structure of landslide mass. Typical geophysical
explorations carried out in the landslide investigation, are electrical prospecting and seismic exploration. In
recent years, Two-dimensional imaging survey by resistivity method, one of the electrical prospecting, has been
used in the landslide area also. Two-dimensional imaging survey by resistivity method enables us to obtain deep
exploration data, basing on the electrode spacing. However, this kind of survey has some disadvantages, such as
requiring a lot of electrodes, taking long time in the measurement due to the layout of wire, and difficulties in
setting the electrodes on hard surface. Another electrical prospecting approach is the electromagnetic method.
Compared with the resistivity method, the electromagnetic method has advantages of high sensitivity to
underground resistivity, easy in measurement, and good applicability at the hard surface. Acknowledging the
advantage of electromagnetic method, in this study we tried to apply the Frequency domain electromagnetic
method (FDEM) to a landslide area, aiming at examining the applicability of this method to detecting the
landslide mass. Specification of the FDEM used is as follows: Number of measurement channels and frequency:
16, 2 to 364 kHz; Maximum depth of prospecting: approximate 30 m; Measurement: controlled by PC with the
fastest measurement time being 1 min/ point on a ground surface. We performed the survey on Nishi-ikawa
landslide of crystalline schist area, Shikoku Island, in Japan. Some geological survey, such as drilling,
movement monitoring by the pipe strain-gauge, groundwater flow investigation by the one-meter depth ground
temperature method, had been performed. We performed the survey along three lines with a total length being
approximately 250 m. Spacing for measurement point is approximately 10 m. Comparing the one-dimensional
resistivity profiles obtained by the FDEM to those results obtained from drilling (core decision records and
standard penetration tests), from pipe strain-gauge measurements, and 1-m depth ground temperature method
(for distribution of veins of groundwater flow), we found that low electrical resistivity of the FDEM is generally
consistent with the sliding surface, although those area of wet land, or with veins of groundwater flow showed
low electrical resistivity also. Therefore, we conclude that the FDEM is a useful method in determining the
extent of landsliding mass. 
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Application of the PS-InSAR technique for the post-failure landslide
deformation monitoring at Lubietova site in Central Slovakia.
Vladimir Greif (1) , and Jan Vlcko (1)
(1) Comenius University Bratislava, Faculty Of Natural Sciences, Department Of Engineering Geology, Bratislava, Slovakia
(greif@fns.uniba.sk);

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar data from ERS and ENVISAT sensors were utilized in the analysis of
the post-failure deformations in the area of Lubietova town in Central Slovakia. The catastrophic landslide of
1977 together with surrounding landslides in the Lubietova area were analysed with the help of persistent
scatterers (PS) technique in order to evaluate recent and past deformations of the unstable slopes. Although
long-term precise geodetic monitoring of the 1977 landslide revealed differential deformations inside the sliding
mass, due to the lack of the PS located inside the landside caused by temporal decorrelation, unfortunately these
records could not be directly compared. The adjacent landslides with sufficient number of PS were analysed by
transformation of the line of sight displacements recorded by the sensors to the slope vector direction. Moduli of
displacement rates in the slope direction were determined by the transformation of 1D LOS PS velocity rates in
the accumulation zones of landslides L2 and L3. The velocities for the active areas of the L2 landslide were less
than 3 mm/year while in the L3 landslides it reached less then 20 mm/year. The later displacement rates must be
approached with caution, since these were based only on ERS and ENVISAT descending orbits data with a
scaling factor near 7. This procedure allowed identification of the precise boundaries of the actively moving
landslide parts and the updating of the landslide inventory for the Lubietova area.
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Rock fall source areas detection based on terrestrial laser scanner data
Marta Guinau (1) , Antonio Abellan (1) , Joana Mencos (2) , David Garcia-sellés (1) , and Josep Anton Muñoz
(2)
(1) RISKNAT research group and GEOMODELS research institute, Universitat De Barcelona, Dept. Geodinàmica I
Geofísica, Barcelona, Spain (mguinau@ub.edu); (2) GEOMODELS research institute, Universitat De Barcelona, Dept.
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A structural geological assessment is a preliminary and necessary step in rock fall hazard analysis. Classical
methods for structural assessment are expensive, time-consuming and require access to remote and dangerous
areas. Currently, different research groups are using Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) datasets to provide detailed
information for structural analysis. Going a bit further, the emphasis of this research is on identifying potential
source areas considering the spatial distribution and orientation of the discontinuities computed through the TLS
point cloud and their interaction with the slope aspect and slope inclination. Since the high density of
information obtained through TLS requires automatic processing methodologies, our Institute (GEOMODELS)
is developing an algorithm to characterize discontinuity sets from TLS point clouds. This methodology is
divided into 4 basic steps: (a) the distribution of the points into boxes in order to speed up the computing time;
(b) the performing of a planar regression to find continuous surfaces, allowing to find two parameters
(coplanarity and coliniarity) which represent the plane adjustment at the terrain surface; (c) the filtering of those
surfaces which have not geologic interest (vegetation, random points, etc). (d) an user defined cut off of the
discontinuity sets based on their dip and dip direction. Finally, since TLS data acquisition is normally affected
by occlusion and biases, we validated our results using field measurements and observations. After this
processing, we obtain a point cloud where each point contains the dip and dip direction from the surface to
which it belongs. Also, we can group the points into families and save each familly set in a different file. After
the application of this algorithm, we are following two different approaches for the analysis of the rockfall
susceptibility: (a) Firstly, we carried out a simplified model of the structural settings that characterize the rock
slope. This conceptual model, created using GOCAD software, contains the main families of discontinuities
embedded into a cube of 100m dimension. This model allowed for a preliminary interpretation of the main
failure mechanisms (toppling, wedging, sliding, etc) as a function of the geometrical relationship between the
discontinuities and the slope orientation. (b) Secondly, we increased the complexity of the model through the
representation of all the discontinuity planes extracted from the point cloud through the above explained
methodology. Using the software GOCAD, we can reconstruct surfaces from the point cloud of each
discontinuity set. The intersection of the different planes allowed for a more detailed computation of the
different failure mechanisms as a function of the slope orientation. Differences between both models are
discussed in the publication, pointing out how local deviations of the main discontinuity sets are the final
responsible of the failures observed in the slope. The obtained results are of paramount importance for rockfall
susceptibility and hazard assessments and for the application of rock fall simulation models. 
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Preliminary Study of Using Unconventional Photogrammetry to Evaluate
the Earthwork Volume – a Case Study of the Landslide Occurred on the
Cidu Section of Formosan Freeway
Cheng-yang Hsiao (1) , Pao-shan Hsieh (1) , and Shu-yuon Chi (2)
(1) Research Engineer, Sinotech Engineering Consults, Inc., Geotechnical Engineering Research Center, Taipei, Taiwan
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“Unconventional Photogrammetry” is a measurement methodology which does not require "Camera Calibration"
and can use regular consumer camera. The calculation of its “internal and external parameters" is more
complicated and less precise than "Traditional Photogrammetry". But when disaster occurs, Unconventional
Photogrammetry can use readily available photos to reconstruct its 3D terrain data very quickly. By comparing
this reconstructed terrain data with the terrain data before the disasters, we can quantify the changes in elevation
during disasters. In this paper, we chose a large-scale slope failure event which occurred on the Cidu section of
Formosan Freeway on 2010/04/25 at 14:33 and used “Unconventional Photogrammetry” to reconstruct terrain
data from two different periods(after the event and when the collapsed earth has been cleared). We estimated
that the earthwork volume of the landslide was around 225,078.5 m3; and this is close to the result published by
Ministry Of Transportation And Communications R.O.C(2010a). It shows that this method is indeed feasible
and is able to effectively, economically, rapidly, and quantitatively measure the terrain elevation variations
before and after disasters.
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Experiences of debris-flow monitoring and warning at catchment scale in
the Pyrenees
Marcel Hürlimann (1) , Claudia Abancó (1) , and Jose Moya (1)
(1) Technical University Of Catalonia, Department Of Geotechnical Engineering And Geosciences, Barcelona, Spain
(marcel.hurlimann@upc.edu);

Data measured at debris-flow monitoring stations are of great importance to improve the understandings of
triggering, flow behaviour and accumulation of torrential processes like debris flows, debris floods and
hyperconcentrated flows. All this information is fundamental for the installation of an efficient early warning
and alarm system (EWAS) in a hazardous torrent. Such kind of EWAS could be an important tool in the risk
reduction of torrential processes. The objective of this study is the conceptual definition of a simple, independent
and portable EWAS at catchment scale. Since summer 2009, a debris-flow monitoring station at Senet, Central
Pyrenees, has been recording several hazardous torrential processes. The sensors installed include four
geophones, an ultrasonic device, a video camera and a meteorological station. In this study, two types of data
have been comprehensively analysed for the definition of an EWAS: i) rainfall measurements for an early
warning, and ii) ground vibration data for an imminent alarm. The critical rainfall amount for generating debris
flows or other torrential processes has been studied and several types of rainfall thresholds have been defined.
Such rainfall thresholds can be easily implemented into a future alert system. The thresholds have been
compared with other thresholds published at catchment, local and regional scale. On the other side, the ground
vibration data recorded by the geophones have been analysed for the detection of dangerous torrential processes
in the channel. The adequate interpretation of these data has been a difficult task, but finally some guidelines to
establish correct thresholds regarding critical ground vibration could be proposed. The general framework of the
proposed EWAS contains two parts: two geophones and a raingauge. An independent power supply by solar
panels, a datalogger and a remote connection for sending of warning messages are other necessary components
of the system. Two different warning phases can be divided: first, when a rainfall threshold is surpassed, an early
warning can be sent to the responsible of the EWAS by SMS. Second, when also the ground vibration threshold
is exceeded, an acoustic alarm and/or a warning light will be turned on downstream the torrent at the elements at
risk. In addition, an SMS will be sent to the responsible of system. Our first experiences of the possible
implementation of the proposed EWAS at Senet test site are promising, but also indicate the complexity
regarding the triggering of hazardous torrential processes, the definition of reliable thresholds to avoid false
alarms and the difficulties related to technical shortcoming.
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The Behavior of Engineered Slope Under Variable Seepage Conditions in
Sandy Soils
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 Slope failures are one of the significant disasters which causes lots of human casualties and huge financial
losses every year. Previous research on the slope failure has indicated that most accidents are closely related to
the pore water pressure in the slope due to rainfall during the rainy seasons or stormy weather conditions. It
would be therefore appropriate to consider the effect of pore water pressure in the design of slopes. As the
existing slopes are generally reinforced by plants and other slope protecting measures, their boundary conditions
are highly complicated. In this paper an attempt to develop a new modeling and analysis technique of slopes is
proposed by including pore water pressure and adopting the coupled finite element method. Non-reinforced and
reinforced slope models are considered. Representative analysis showed that the numerical modeling considering
pore water pressure is appropriate in slope stability analysis. Flow behavior in the slopes is identified for various
hydraulic boundary conditions. It is also shown that the effects of pore water pressure on slope stability is
significant. This paper presents a new approach of risk evaluation method on the reinforced slopes with
reinforcement. In other to perform this study, the existing stability and risk evaluation methods are reviewed and
analysed in terms of rainfall, ground condition, and so on drain conditions. According to the characteristic of the
reinforced slopes improved by internal and external reinforcement, the nineteen influence factors are determined
in order to develop new risk analysis model based on 'Interaction matrix' approach suggested by Hudson(1991).
Using new approach of slope risk analysis model, the weighting values for interaction factors are analysed and
determined. Based on new slope risk evaluation approach, the slope risk index, namely SRI (Slope Risk Index)
is are developed in this study to apply the evaluation of the reinforced slopes. In order to verify the SRI, total 15
cases are studied and analysed. The analysed results are compared and evaluated. According to the results, it is
deduced that new slope risk evaluation method (SRI approach) is very useful and a reliable method in practice to
evaluate the existing slopes.
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Assessing of spatio-temporal factors influencing landslides using PSInSAR
data
Mateja Jemec (1) , Magda Carman (2) , and Marko Komac (3)
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At Geological Survey of Slovenia, the PSInSARTM data were used for assessing spatio-temporal factors which
influence on landslides and small, long lasting ground deformations were defined in the Skofjelosko Cerkljansko
area (North-western part of Slovenia) during the years 1992 to 2000. In total, 67 ERS scenes acquired between
1992 and 2000 by the ERS1 and ERS2 sensors along descending orbits were used for the interferometric
analyses of the Skofja Loka and Cerkljansko area. About 2787 PS were identified, with a coherence value
between 0.58 and 0.96 in time series of 67 displacement data. The line of sight direction displacement rates vary
from + 7,26 to – 18,75 mm/yr and are relative to a reference point located in the town Železniki and assumed
motionless. The time series of the measured displacement allows us to identify areas in which there is a
significant time dependent component to the deformation field and enables the analysis of the deformation
evolution of the PS over time. Skofjelosko Cerkljansko area has a complex geological structure from
Carboniferous and Permian (shales and quartz sandstones), Permian (quartz conglomerates, sandstones and
shales), Triassic (dolomite and limestones, pseudozilian formation –dark grey claystones with green tuff and
tuffite and sandstones intercalations), Jurassic and Cretaceous (shaly calystones and marlstones) and fluvial
sediments dating from the Quaternary period. It is characterized by a number of settlements, very diverse
morphology that reflects several geodynamic processes, active tectonics with numerous faults and thrusts, which
produce a complex ground deformation pattern. These factors make the studied region particularly threatened
with geological risk. Two types of PS analyses were performed: Standard Permanent Scatterers Analysis (SPSA)
and Advanced Analysis (APSA). The SPSA is suitable for mapping the territory at a regional scale, in order to
identify unstable areas that deserve further detailed studies. With APSA it is possible to search for nonlinear
motions and for PS with variable characteristics in time, significantly increasing the PS density. Based on the
terrain properties and displacement of permanent scatterers in line of sight basic statistical properties (mean,
min, max, standard deviation, variance) were calculated in radius 10m around each PS points for main
preparatory factors (lithology, land use, slope, aspect, distance from geological structures and distance from
water) for mass movements. In case of land use the majority of PS points coincide with man-made object
(houses, etc.) while the most represented lithological unit is quaternary sediments. In both cases houses are the
most stable permanent scatter which are often built in flat terrain of fluvial sediments. Nevertheless, in terms of
landslides, softness and permeable rocks are more interesting for further research. These are the beds of shaly
claystone, pseudozilian beds, marlstone and the mixed rock which represent around 30% of all PS
measurements. Based on expert decision of susceptibility of lithological units to the landslide occurrence the PS
points were classified according to lithological units in 6 landslide susceptibility classes. Value 1 represents
areas with negligible landslide occurrence potential and value 6 areas with very high landslide occurrence
potential. More than half PS points were classified into the third class with low susceptibility and 30% of points
belong to sixth class with very high susceptibility to landslide occurrences. The remaining 20% of permanent
scatterers were classified in the class with very low and medium high landslide occurrence potential. Among all
2787 PS measurements, several clusters of PS points with similar temporal displacements at several locations
throughout research area have been detected. For these groups of points it can be said that are spatially related
and that their displacements indicate on slow slope movements, namely creeping.
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Evaluation of Temperature Effects on Strain Measurements with DTSS
Gerhard Kapeller (1) , Rafael Rocha (2) , Luiz Lacerda (2) , and Markus Aufleger (1)
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Distributed Fiber Optic Sensing can be used as a new innovative system for landslide monitoring by means of a
short, strong light impulse sent into a fiber. Temperature, as a very strong tracer, is evaluated by Distributed
Temperature Sensing (DTS) by analyzing the temperature dependent Raman scattering. Based on the
temperature evaluation actual hydraulic subsoil conditions due to rainfall can be investigated. Distributed
Temperature and Strain Sensing (DTSS) uses the Brillouin part of the scattering for strain investigations. With a
fiber length up to 10 km deformations of landslide-prone hill slopes can be monitored. But Brillouin scattering is
besides strain also dependent on temperature. This paper deals with temperature effects on strain when using
DTSS. This is an important issue given that at test sites heating or cooling of the cable due to meteorological or
geothermal effects may influence fiber optic measurements. For this investigation a tight buffer fiber was
chosen. After a reference measurement the fiber is strained to 8000 -- in a 3.1 m long bench device. Two tests
were chosen to show possible temperature effects. In the first test a constant temperature is imposed in a
reference section of the fiber of about 10 m. This condition was achieved with an adjustable heating oven. The
temperature inside the oven was recorded with the external temperature sensor of DTSS. The temperature in the
strained section of the fiber was changed from 10 to 45 °C in steps of 5 °C by using water in a 5 x 5 cm
cross-section canal. The strained fiber was placed in the center of this canal. The external isolation of the canal
ensured constant temperature over the measuring time. Nonetheless, two conventional temperature sensors were
used to monitor the water temperature every 5 seconds. Each temperature condition in the canal was kept for 10
minutes to obtain the average strain measurements. In the second test the water temperature around the strained
section was kept constant and equal to 23 °C. But the temperature at the reference section was changed from 25
to 45 °C in steps of 5 °C. The tests performed in laboratory show the influence of the varying temperatures
which may be encountered in test sites. Suggestions are given for temperature compensations for strain
evaluation, and also for conditions which should be avoided during field measurements.
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Measurements of Hydraulic Subsoil Processes by means of Distributed
Fiber Optic Temperature Sensing (DTS)
Gerhard Kapeller (1) , Thomas Etzer (1) , and Markus Aufleger (1)
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Up to now the monitoring of subsoil processes, e.g. rainfall infiltration and degree of saturation is restricted to
single spots of hillslopes. Consequently a densely distribution is missing. Moreover, current instrumentations
can not account for soil and topographic heterogeneities. But, these informations are essential for the
understanding and investigation of landslide processes in more detail. The work presented is a field application
of Distributed fiber optic Temperature Sensing (DTS). By means of the heat-up method different subsoil
processes due to rainwater infiltration as well as the actual degree of saturation can be evaluated. The main
advantage compared to conventional methods is the high spatial and temporal resolution. Moreover, its
robustness and a maximal total fiber length of up to 10 km indicates suitability for long-time monitoring and
early warning for local and regional landslide risk management. In an actual research project two test sites of
about 1200 m2 in the Austrian Alps (Löhnersbach and Heumöser Alp) are instrumented. Therefore, in summer
2009, fiber optic cables were installed meandering in two different levels with a distance of 0.2 m. The sites are
characterized by different expositions and soils, but similar inclination of about 25 to 35°. A variety of artificial
as well as natural rainfall were already investigated successfully in summer 2010. It is the task of the research
work to demonstrate that at the first a distributed measurement (one measurement value each meter) of important
hydraulic parameters is possible. 
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Analysis of potential rock mass movement through microseismic
monitoring
Emmanuelle Klein (1) , Cristina Occhiena (2) , Marina Pirulli (2) , Clemence Dünner (1) , Pascal Bigarré P (1) ,
and Claudio Scavia (2)
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The evolution of rock slope major instabilities is governed by intrinsic characteristics (morphology, geology,
condition of fracture, etc.) and by outside forces (precipitation, seismic activity, etc.), which raise serious
difficulties for risk prevention and management. For these reasons, integration of different monitoring systems is
usually adopted for improving the knowledge of processes and mechanisms involved in a large-scale movement.
Since one of the main objectives of rock slope monitoring concerns the possible destabilization of the analyzed
area, the knowledge of fracture formation and evolution represents a fundamental aspect. In this regard, it is here
evidenced that the integration of a microseismic network into an early warning system represents a promising
method of investigation. In fact, it can contribute to locate unstable areas and identify boundary fracture zones
that are microseismically active. However, the microseismic technique rises several issues. The site
configuration often limits the emplacement of seismic sensors; which are generally located on surface, in an
environment that is both naturally very noisy and largely fractured, resulting in a strong attenuation of the
microseismic waves. Besides, difficulties for processing and interpreting the recorded signals can be encountered
due to the complex geological structure of the rock slopes. To evidence the potential of this approach, but also its
limits, the microseismic location tool SYTMISauto is here presented and applied to the analysis of the
microseismic data recorded at the Ruines de Séchilienne (France) active rock slope, where a complex monitoring
system based on an integrated technological platform which combines microseismic, geotechnical,
hydrogeological and meteorological measurements together with three dimensional displacement measurements
were set-up in 2009 on the western edge of the existing large active zone. The microseismic network, which was
designed in order to avoid the above explained limits, is made of four 3-component geophones and four
1-component geophones which are installed in two underground available structures: a vertical borehole and a
long sub-horizontal gallery dug into the slope, to guarantee a 3-D distribution and to constrain the hypocenter
location procedure. The analysis of data recorded by this microseismic system was carried out with the following
main purposes: (1) to check if any microseismic activity can be directly related to the in-depth rock mass
movement (e.g. shear failures along a sliding surface, opening of fractures, etc.), and (2) to identify possible
correlations between the microseismic activity and data recorded by the others monitoring systems installed on
the Séchilienne study site. Obtained results showed that despite the non-optimal spatial distribution of sensors,
the location of microseismic events coming from the active zone should be relatively accurate if the events are
detected by all sensors with an acceptable signal to noise ratio (i.e. >10). The results also showed the importance
of polarization angles that undoubtedly help to constrain the 3D location process, especially if no reliable S wave
can be picked. Besides, the analysis of a series of 32 calibration blasts permitted to derive two optimal velocity
models (a 1-D model and a 3-D model) and evaluate the confidence with which polarization angles can be
measured and used in the 3-D hypocenter location procedure.
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Slope disaster monitoring system using battery-operated wireless sensor
network
Keigo Koizumi (1) , Kenji Hirata (2) , Kazuhiro Oda (1) , Yukishige Fujita (3) , and Sadayuki Kamide (4)
(1) Osaka University, Graduate School Of Eng., Global Architecture, Suita, Japan (koizumikeigo@civil.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp);
(2) Nagaoka University of Technology, Graduate School Of Eng., Mechanical Engineering, Nagaoka, Japan; (3) Earth Watch
Corporation, Engineering, Monitoring, Suita, Japan; (4) West Nippon Expressway Kansai Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Engineering, Road Technology, Ibaraki, Japan;

Natural disasters such as unexpected heavy rainfalls and earthquakes cause severe damages to infrastructures,
e.g., slope disasters along roads and railways. Health monitoring of civil structures which have been used for
several decades becomes an important issue in order to provide adequate maintenances. It is necessary to
develop a monitoring system that can be applied to a large scale man-made construction for detecting structural
deformations to prevent severe damages. This paper focuses on slope disasters along expressways that play an
important role as a main lifeline for emergency basis. Enhancing surveillance for the expressway toward
unexpected disasters is considerably important. To deal with this problem, an advanced sensing technique with a
relatively low-cost that can be applied to a large scale structure is required. And low power consumption
functionality is quite essential to realize a long term monitoring in an outdoor environment. We develop a
distributed wireless sensor network system that can be applied to a large scale slope along the expressway and
detect deformations due to heavy rainfalls or earthquakes in an early stage. The sensor node consists of a
wireless communication device utilizing an intermittent mode, which is significantly effective to reduce energy
consumption, and an acceleration sensor that is used as an inclination meter developed by the MEMS (Micro
Electro Mechanical Systems) technology. The developed wireless sensor network which consists of 14 nodes is
conducted for a slope having horizontal length 100 [m] and height 40 [m] along the Chugoku Expressway for 8
months. As the results, a robust network can be constructed by using a mesh network, although the
communication environment at each point changes because of various obstacles when the wireless
communication devices are used on the slope. In particular, multi-point monitoring on a slope is useful for not
only building a robust network but also observing the slope accurately. It is confirmed that it takes at least one
day to establish a steady network connections when the mesh network is constructed on a field site far from the
base station . On the other hand, once the entire network is established, the network is not interrupted during the
4 months which is the life period of the two C-size batteries. By using the MEMS sensor, we can accurately
detect the angle variation over the meaningful angle range. Based on the filed test on Chugoku Expressway,
advanced 9 sensor nodes are installed on a slope along the Maiduru-Wakasa Expressway. The sensor node
consists of wireless communication device, acceleration sensor by MEMS and small sensors for monitoring of
water condition in the slope. And the battery life is improved from 4months to three years. This paper contains
the first report of this field monitoring. 
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Detection of rock slope instabilities using a portable radar interferometer
(GPRI).
Andrew Kos (1) , Tazio Strozzi (2) , Andreas Wiesmann (2) , and Charles Werner (2)
(1) ETH Zurich, Geological Institute, Earth Sciences, Zurich, Switzerland (kos@erdw.ethz.ch); (2) Gamma Remote Sensing
AG, -, -, Gümlingen, Switzerland;

The spatial detection of landslides is often problematic because failure may only be noted when it reaches an
easily detectable state, for example when surface morphological features develop, or in the worst case failure
occurs unexpectedly with apparently little warning. Traditional methods such as those utilizing laser distance
metering (e.g. total stations etc) or in situ methods such as tilt meters, extensometers etc, are limited by their
capability to measure single points only. Therefore, to attain large area coverage, and to reduce the uncertainties
related to the ‘geological extrapolation’ between measured points, a great deal of instrumentation is required.
Furthermore, during periods of critical failure on a rock slope, instruments delivering point measurements in
near-real time may become inoperable because the progressing slope failure leads to an exceedance of
instrument tolerances, and reflectors and prisms may become damaged or lost. In such situations, the rock slopes
are often too dangerous to undertake instrument re-installation. Ground-based remote sensing is an increasingly
attractive alternative to traditional methods, due to its high precision and sensitivity to measuring displacements
in a spatial and temporal context. The Gamma portable radar interferometer (GPRI), is an FMCW radar with a
fan-beam antenna array that rotates around a central axis. The GPRI combines great portability, high precision
and a rapid sampling rate of 10 degrees per second. The GPRI has been used to periodically monitor a rock wall,
where millimeter-scale displacements of an unstable (30 x 50 metre) rock slab have been detected. The wall has
a history of rock fall activity that directly endangers a roadway in Canton Graubünden, Switzerland. In another
case study, millimeter-scale displacements measured over a long period (~12 months) were detected on an
apparently stable rock wall. The results of small-scale detection of rock slope instabilities using GPRI will be
presented, together with a discussion of its application to monitoring critical situations involving rock slope
failure.
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Landslide hazard monitoring for impact mitigation in the Eastern
Himalayan state of Sikkim, India
Akhouri Pramod Krishna (1)
(1) Professor, Birla Institute Of Technology (a Deemed University), Department Of Remote Sensing, Mesra, Ranchi 835215,
India (apkrishna@EWCA.EastWestCenter.org);

As a pronounced form of water induced hazard in a typical high energy environment of Sikkim state, landslides
have by far been the worst form of geo-hazards. Intense rainfall, cloud-bursts, steep topographies, host terrain
geological/tectonic characteristics coupled with other anthropogenic and natural factors lead to this hazard
frequently. There are various parts of the state which face this problem. But the areas of particular concern from
the vulnerability and risk point of view are those which have relatively dense settlements as well as other
infrastructures particularly the road networks. Many studies have been done in the state from field level site
specific investigations, remote sensing and GIS based studies leading to hazard, vulnerability and risk zonation
as well as mitigation efforts including bio-engineering techniques. Now, there is a need to identify chronic areas
for monitoring with time-series consideration in terms of seasonality. It has been demonstrated internationally
that proper management of slopes on sound scientific principles is desirable for the mitigation of landslide
hazard to great extent. For quantitative assessment of the extent of mass movement and to predict the deposition
profile, there is a necessity to model the mass movement process and slope stability analysis. Digital terrain
models have been used in some of the studies to mark out the unstable slope area as well as the failure surfaces.
For quantifying the extent of a potential or real disaster, a number of instrumentation techniques can be
employed such as tape extensometer, electronic distance meter, tilt meter, borehole extensometer, inclinometer,
piezometers etc. For proper landslide mitigation and control, there is a necessity to monitor chronic landslides
for surface movements. Now-a-days, Total Station, GPS and Brunton compass are employed suitably for such
monitoring requirements. This study focuses on a few typical and chronic areas of Sikkim state frequently facing
this problem. Further, the study seeks to demonstrate how to have best monitoring practices leading to sound
landslide management towards mitigating the impacts. 
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Monitoring displacements on the Mannen rockslide in western Norway
Lene Kristensen (1) , and Lars Harald Blikra (1)
(1) Aknes Early Warning Centre, Stranda, Norway (lk@aknes.no);

In Norway, four rockslides are so far considered as high-risk objects with implementation of real time early
warning systems. They are all located above steep glacial-eroded fjords or valleys and numerous rock
avalanches have occurred in these environments since deglaciation and in historical time. The risk assessment is
based on geological and structural mapping and measurement of current rates of displacement. The most
recently instrumented rockslide in Norway is Mannen, a 1295 m high mountain above the steep valley
Romsdalen on the west coast of Norway. Approx. 100 mill. m3 of the plateau and frontal side towards
Romsdalen is bounded by deep clefts indicating some past movements, while a block of approximately 15-25
mill m3 has been lowered 15-20 m from the plateau. The upper part of this block has been measured by periodic
GPS-measurements showing yearly movements of 5-6 cm dipping 45-50° down against ENE. The Geological
Survey of Norway (NGU) and the County governor have estimated that the yearly probability of a 2-3 mill. m3
rock avalanche from Mannen is around 1/100. Modelling work suggest that a landslide of such magnitude would
destroy the road and railroad at the valley bottom as well as several houses. Furthermore, the landslide may dam
the river Rauma, with a subsequent risk of dam collapse and flooding downstream of the river. The risk
evaluation thus concluded that the mountain should be subjected to real-time monitoring and early warning. The
Åknes Early Warning Centre is responsible for the operative monitoring of the Mannen rockslide. As a national
centre for monitoring large rock avalanches, the centre is responsible for, or involved in monitoring of all four
Norwegian rockslides where early warning systems are required; the other three being Åknes and Hegguraksla,
western Norway and Nordnes in Troms, northern Norway. It is known that rock avalanches are usually being
pre-warned by accelerated movement, opening and widening of cracks and increased rockfall activity.
Therefore, the monitoring of Mannen is focused on identifying such processes using state of the art technology.
Installation of a monitoring network on Mannen was initiated in July 2009 and almost completed in October
2010. The instruments used are: 2 lasers, 7 traditional extensometers, a network of 8 differential GPSs, 4
tiltmeters, a meteorological station and a DMS borehole instrument, that in real time measures detailed
displacement for every meter from 0 to 120 m depth. The borehole instrument allows for determining the
landslide sliding plane(s). At the valley bottom below Mannen, a permanent ground based interferometric radar
system provides daily spatially distributed measurements of displacement and these measurements has proven to
compare well to INSAR measurements from satellites. Here we present the first results of the monitoring. The
measurements demonstrate how the movement is more complex than suggested by the proposed geological
models. Rates of displacement vary significantly within short distances and also according to the time of year.
Most, but not all, instruments show a higher velocity of the landslide in spring and autumn, possibly controlled
by snowmelt and increased precipitation. The DMS borehole instrumentation and core logging suggest that
movement takes place in several weakly defined sliding planes from 28 m to about 74 m. In a 1 year period, the
two lasers have measured 25-30 mm displacement, while one of the extensometers has measured 12 mm
displacement in a 2 months period corresponding to 72 mm/yr. The INSAR measurements and the borehole
instrumentation improve the understanding of the dynamics of the complex landslide body, and the dense and
diverse network of instrument measuring displacements allow for realtime evaluation of the landslide activity.
Both elements are necessary in order to issue warnings in advance of a catastrophic failure. 
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The value of small-scale sprinkling experiments using chemical tracers to
understand hydrological behaviour of active landslides.
Dominika Krzeminska (1) , Thom Bogaard (1) , Taha Debieche (2) , Vincent Marc (2) , and Jean-philippe Malet
(3)
(1) Water resources section, Delft University Of Technology, Water Management, Delft, The Netherlands
(d.m.krzeminska@tudelft.nl); (2) Laboratory of hydrogeology, University Of Avignon And Pays Des Vaucluse, Avignon,
France; (3) School and observatory of Earth Sciences, University Of Strassbourg, Strassbourg, France;

The unsaturated zone buffers precipitation and thus controls ground water recharges. In unstable slopes this
affects the onset of slope displacement. The importance of fast preferential flow in the subsurface, both in the
unsaturated and saturated zones, is recognized in literature, but its quantification remains difficult. Laboratory
determination of soil hydraulic properties is not well fit to quantify the hydrodynamics of this complex double
porosity system. Also the in-situ auger hole tests have a limited spatial dimension and basically test matrix soil
hydraulic characteristics. This paper presents the results from 1x1 m2 sprinkling experiments with added
chemical tracers carried out in highly heterogeneous black marls mudslide of Super-Sauze, in Southern French
Alps. The aim of the experiments was to study the hydrodynamics within three morphologically different units
of the landslide: crumbly, compacted (stable), fissured compact formation (active area). Special attention was
given to characterise and quantify the preferential flow patterns (through the fissure system). Infiltration
processes were monitored with hydrological observations and hydrochemical tracers (Br- and Cl-). The
experiments were performed in duplex for two days with 8 hours sprinkling period. The observations are
generalised into hydrological concept of the behaviour of landslide hydromorphological units. The use of
combined hydrological and hydrochemical observations proved very important to understand and to quantify the
matrix and fissure flow in the different landslide parts. This work shows the potential of innovative, in-situ,
small-scale experiments assessing the hydrological triggering mechanisms of an active landslide. This
understanding of landslide behaviour is indispensable for designing reliable early-warning systems. 
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Simple Instrumentation and Monitoring of two Historical landslides in a
part of Western Himalayan Region of India
Kishor Kumar (1)
(1) Senior Scientist, Central Road Research Institute, Geotechnical Engineering, New Delhi, India
(kishornhrm@yahoo.com);

Landslides are among the major hydro-geological hazards that affect large parts of India, especially the
Himalayas and other hilly areas. A majority of these have been occurring along the life lines of communications.
Most of the earlier as well as newly constructed highways are seriously affected by the landslides and like
phenomena. During every monsoon season, the old landslides are recurring and some new additions are always
there. There are cases of landslides which are several decades old and have caused considerable loss of property
and life. In a few cases, landslides have attained a situation where conventional remedial measures did fail
repeatedly and there was no other option but to live with them with wait and watch approach, particularly during
monsoon season. There are two such landslides, namely Patalganga and Kaliasaur, on National Highway No. 58,
at 256 and 147 kilometer respectively which are over four decades old and still active. In both the cases, based
on the detailed geological, geomorphological and geotechnical studies, probable mechanisms of landslides have
mostly been ascertained and a scheme of instrumentation was suggested. However, due to cost implications and
the difficult site conditions the scheme was not implemented, instead simple instrumentation and monitoring has
been suggested. In this scheme, over 65 numbers of specially designed steel pedestals have been installed, on
both the slopes , in predefined locations and monitored in a regular interval with the help of Differential Global
Positioning system (DGPS) and Total station. Although, monitoring of the slopes in both the cases is still
continuing, two years duration of it has helped to analyze the risk foreseen in carrying on wait and watch
approach. It has also helped to provide a scheme of measures to prevent the landslides for their long term
stability. The paper will discuss both the cases of instrumentation and monitoring and the results achieved so far.
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Seismometric monitoring of hypogeous rock mass failures due to
gravity-induced slope deformations involving a karstified slope
Luca Lenti (1) , Salvatore Martino (2) , Antonella Paciello (3) , Alberto Prestininzi (2) , Stefano Rivellino (2) ,
and Carlo Romagnoli (4)
(1) The French Institute of Science and Technology for Transport, Development and Networks (IFSTTAR), 58 Boulevard
Lefebvre, 75732 Paris Cedex 15, Paris East University, Paris, France; (2) CERI, Research Centre on Prevention, Prediction
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Results of a research activity dealing with the seismometric monitoring of rock mass failures affecting a
karstified slope are here presented. The slope, composed of Mesozoic limestones, is located in Central
Apennines about 80 km far from Rome and hosts the Peschiera Springs drainage plant of the Rome’s aqueduct
(average discharge 10 m3/s). The analysed slope is involved in gravity-induced deformation processes,
responsible for many morphological evidences such as scarps, trenches, sinkholes and tension cracks. These
landforms were recently mapped by the use of a LIDAR radar remote survey as well as by in-field observations
and are indicative of slow, intense and pervasive slope-scaled gravitational deformations ascribable to different
evolutionary stages. The devised geological-evolutionary model of the slope reflects a complex deep-seated
gravitational deformation, which initiates as a sackung phenomenon and continuously evolves from a rock mass
spreading to a rock-block mass deformation. Starting from September 4th, 2008 four accelerometric stations
(GA, C1, F1 and C6) instrumented by triaxial accelerometers (EPISENSOR KINEMETRICS), were installed by
ACEA-ATO2 S.p.A. within the tunnels of the drainage plant, in order to record both seismic events and
hypogeous collapses. The four accelerometers were connected to a digital data-logger (K2 KINEMETRICS)
equipped with a GPS device for absolute local timing. A specific software, implemented through SAC (Seismic
Analysis Code) and Fortran codes on Unix platform, allowed to distinguish the events on the basis of their
physical properties (i.e. energy, time duration, kinetic parameters and frequency content). More than 1000 events
were recorded. About 800 of them were recognised as earthquakes, mainly related to three local sources (about
30 km far from the Peschiera slope) : L’Aquila Basin (a seismic sequence with a main shock of Mw=6.3 was
recorded since April 2009), Aterno Valley-Gran Sasso-Laga Mountains and Reatini Mountains; PGA values of
these seismic events vary in the range 3x10-5 g – 6x10-3 g. The other events were distinguished in: i) vibrational
emissions, due to cracking or to sliding on pre-existing joints; ii) collapses, consisting in dislodgement of blocks
from hypogeous caves. More than 85% of the recorded collapses show maximum PGAs at station C1, while
about 80% of the crack events show maximum PGAs at station GA; these results are in good agreement with the
evolutionary model of the deformational processes affecting the slope, which differentiates an eastern sector
(station GA), characterised by an intensely jointed rock mass, and a western sector (station C1), where the
highest deformations occur close to the main released the rock mass bands which correspond to a concentration
of hypogeous caves. The frequencies of occurrence of the seismic events and of rock mass failures are generally
strongly correlated; nevertheless, many hypogeous instabilities can be directly associated to the continuous slope
deformations, since no related seismic events were recorded by the accelerometric array. The trend of the
cumulative Arias intensity derived for the hypogeous instabilities shows a time variable rate which can be
considered as a useful tool for monitoring the deformational process of the slope as well as for managing the
associated geological risk by the use of alert or alarm plans. 
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Experimental and numerical analysis of a slope reinforced with piles
Stefania Lirer (1) , Massimo Ramondini (1) , and Gianfranco Urciuoli (1)
(1) University Of Napoli Federico Ii, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Idraulica, Geotecnica E Ambientale, Napoli, Italy
(stelirer@unina.it);

The use of rows of vertical piles to stabilise unstable soil masses or to prevent excessive movements is a well
developed engineering practice. Piles are installed with a certain spacing through the potentially sliding mass,
and embedded in the stable layer underneath. Each pile behaves as belonging to a linear discrete structure able to
transfer part of soil pressure from the unstable layer to the lower stable formation, the interaction among piles
being governed by the existence of the well know arching effects among them. The complex interaction between
the piles and the sliding soil is obviously a key design issue as it controls shear stresses and bending moments
within the piles. A estimate of this interaction is the only way to reliably quantify the stabilising contribution of
the piles (Zeng et al., 2002; Ellis et al, 2010). The analytical approaches available in literature to this aim (e.g.
Ito and Matsui, 1975; Poulos, 1995) are usually and necessarily oversimplified, leading to quite different results
because of very different geometrical and mechanical hypotheses. As a consequence, in design practice
numerical analyses are usually carried out to solve each single problem, without a clear reference framework.
While the influence of some of the relevant factors is already well understood (for instance the role of spacing,
pile stiffness and soils strength), for others (for instance number and position of rows, Lirer et al. 2008) there is
still a lack of knowledge. The numerical analyses presented in this paper will try and focus on this latter key
aspect, and follow a large experimental activity undertaken some years ago at the University of Napoli Federico
II (Italy). The experimental activity carried out in an instrumented trial field of steel piles in a mudflow,
summarised in Evangelista et al. (2004) and Lirer et al. (2005), allowed to collect a large number of data which
have inspired the subsequent numerical analyses. Data on soil displacements and soil-pile interaction were
retrieved for a period of 4 years. The additional stabilising shear force along the sliding surface (T) of the piles
was evaluated by processing the piles displacement profile given by inclinometer measurements, as well as via
numerical 2D and 3D analyses considering an infinite slope (Lirer, 2003). The analyses shown in this paper
(carried out with FLAC 2D and 3D) are the logical continuation of this piece of work, being referred to an
indefinite slope 300 m long reinforced with piles. The numerical results (obtained by changing piles geometrical
properties, spacing between piles, bending stiffness of piles and stiffness of the soils) were compared with the
simple approach proposed by Ellis et al. (2010) for the estimation of the force required to give a desired increase
in factor of safety of a slope.
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Slow clayey landslide monitoring by integrated techniques
Piernicola Lollino (1) , Francesca Santaloia (1) , Francesco Mancini (2) , Claudia Ceppi (2) , and Federica
Cotecchia (3)
(1) IRPI - National Research Council, CNR, IRPI, Bari, Italy (p.lollino@ba.irpi.cnr.it); (2) Technical University of Bari,
Technical University Of Bari, Department Of Architecture And Urban Planning, Bari, Italy; (3) Technical University of Bari,
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Daunia Apennines (Southern Italy) are affected by widespread landslide activity, which mainly takes place in
terms of reactivation processes within clayey units belonging to Flysch formations, that are made up of
interbedded tectonised and fissured soils and rocks. The soils are severely disturbed as a consequence of tectonic
or past gravitational processes and therefore are characterised by extremely poor mechanical properties.
Landslide reactivations range from slow to very slow (Cruden & Varnes 1996) and occur in terms of variations
of the rate of displacement of deep landslide bodies along pre-existing shear bands present in the slopes. They
are generally associated to seasonal variations of the piezometric regime, that represents in such cases a
predisposing factor of instability. The social and economic development of the urban centres throughout the
region has been significantly influenced by the instability processes, whose frequency is proved by the large
amount of damages affecting urban structures and infrastructures, that gives evidence to the high level of hazard
generated by landsliding in the same area (Cotecchia et al. 2010). This work focuses on the kinetics of the
landslide evolution process that takes place along the southern slope of the urban area of Bovino (FG). As
reported from previous studies this kind of process can be considered as representative of a specific class of
landslide mechanisms within the Daunia region and constitutes the main issue to be addressed in this
investigation. The landslide can be classified as a deep compound slide, whose length is comparable with the
width. The sliding surface is about rotational and becomes flatter in the accumulation zone. Due to very low rate
of landslide displacement, different methodologies for measuring the slope deformation have been applied in the
attempt to strengthen the reliability. So far, a 2 years-long time series of data provided by an integrated system of
sensors was available for further processing. In particular, standard inclinometer measurements, episodic GPS
relative positioning and multi-temporal surveys by terrestrial 3-D laser scanner have been performed across this
period and data provided by these techniques have been compared and incorporated in the processing
environment. Data acquired by the sensors result to be fairly consistent and provide information on the
displacement rates of the most active areas within the whole landslide process as well as on their seasonal
variation. The superficial displacement detected by the authors appear to be consistent with rates provided by the
satellite-based Permanent Scatterers technique, which were recently released by the Italian Cartographic
Database. Moreover, the trend of the displacement rates seems to be related to the pore pressure variations as
recorded at depth by means of continuous piezometer measurements. The study highlights the need for an
accurate integration of monitoring techniques to detect the mechanism of slow landslides, particularly for those
characterised by slope displacements of few cm/year, and interpret the current stage of evolution of the landslide
process.
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Analysis of the use of InSAR data for mapping and monitoring of landslides
in mountainous areas: the Upper Gallego Basin (Pyrenees of Huesca,
Spain).
Juan Carlos García López-davalillo (1) , Gerardo Herrera García (2) , Davide Notti (3) , Mario Hernández Ruíz
(2) , Jose Antonio Fernández Merodo (2) , Inmaculada Álvarez Fernández (4) , and Celestino González Nicieza
(4)
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The exploitation of satellite SAR interferometry has shown, in the last 20 years, a considerable improvement due
to the development of new InSAR PSI techniques processing and to the launch of sensors with a better spatial
and temporal resolution. One of the most interesting application of InSAR techniques is the possibility to
mapping and study slow landslides processes. In this paper we present an analysis of the potential and limitation
of InSAR techniques for mapping, studying and monitoring landslides. The analysis has been cast from the
recent research results conducted by the IGME in the upper basin of the Rio Gállego in central Pyrenees (Spain).
The area under study has an extension about 40 km2 and is affected by many types of landslides with high
density. At the basin upper part, the Tena valley, more than 25 major relict-landslides are present, which are
affected by slow movements (creep and/or seasonal flow acceleration) that are reactivated by anthropogenic
causes. These movements affect both road infrastructure and the ski resort of the region. The study of radar data
obtained from temporal images series from different sensors (ERS 1 and 2, ENVISAT, TerraSAR-X,
ALOS-PALSAR), different spectral bands (X, C and L bands) has allowed to analyse ground movement
occurred in the area from 1995 to 2010. For this purpose we combine InSAR data with available
geo-information to update the pre-exiting landslides database. In some detailed case studies we compare the
SAR time series with rainfall or groundwater data in order to evaluate the temporal resolution of SAR techniques
and to understand well landslides kinematics As a result of this analysis we present the main advantages and
limitations of each of the sensors, bands and processing techniques. It is also reported a discussion in which it is
evaluated the utility or not of the use of InSAR methodology to study landslides over a certain area. 
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Near real-time 3D surface deformation model of a landslide retrieved via
Robotized Total Stations measurements: application to Montaguto
landslide (Southern Italy)
Andrea Manconi (1) , Paolo Allasia (1) , Daniele Giordan (1) , Marco Baldo (1) , Giorgio Lollino (1) , and
Angelo Corazza (2)
(1) Cnr, Irpi, Torino, Italy (andrea.manconi@irpi.cnr.it); (2) Dipartimento Della Protezione Civile Nazionale, Rischi
Idrogeologici E Antropici, Roma, Italy;

The identification and interpretation of surface displacements plays an important role in landslide monitoring
activities. In this context, the use of Robotized Total Stations (RTS) is frequently preferred due to its relatively
simple installation (especially in emergency conditions), its straightforward operational use and data processing,
as well as its limited costs compared with new-generation instruments employed for topographic surveys. By
using RTS is possible to retrieve with sub-centimetric accuracies changes of the x, y and z coordinates of a set of
targets (prisms) considering a local reference system. Moreover, depending on the number of prisms and on the
availability of power supply, the measurements sampling rates vary from tens of minutes to hours. This means
that the use of RTS may allow following the temporal evolution of a landslide phenomenon in near real-time.
However, since RTS measurements occur only at the point targets, the spatial representation of surface
displacements is intrinsically limited. In this work, we present a procedure that allows retrieving a 3D model of
the surface displacements considering punctual RTS measurements. The latter are opportunely pre-processed
and then implemented in near real-time on maps of the 3D velocities and/or accelerations of the phenomenon,
including also the 3D vectors representative of the intensity and direction of motion. The procedure may
consider different interpolation algorithms (e.g. nearest neighbor, bilinear, triangular, etc.) and includes also the
possibility to take into account as input a set of constraints, which may involve geological and/or structural
discontinuities. In addition, the overlay of the 3D model on a DTM and/or on a updated picture of the monitored
area allows improving the understanding and the interpretation of the landslide kinematics. We discuss a real
application to an active large-scale landslide located in the area of Montaguto (Southern Italy, ca. 100 km
northeast from Naples). Indeed, in the spring of 2010 the landslide’s toe reached the bottom of the valley with a
velocity of about 6 meters/day, damaging the Naples – Bari railway and the main road linking all the towns of
the valley. During such an emergency phase, the Italian Civil Protection Department (DPC) immediately started
work to mitigate the effects of the landslide and restore the traffic and train circulation. In this scenario, we
provided support to the DPC for the monitoring activities building a network of three RTS mainly that was
aimed at ensuring the safety conditions for the workers involved during the emergency phase. The use of our
straightforward 3D representation of the surface deformation simplified the understanding of the evolution of the
landslide phenomenon and received positive feedbacks from DPC operators.
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The GANDERBERGER LANDSLIDE (South Tyrol, Italy): mitigation of
residual risk by real-time monitoring
Gianluca Marcato (1) , Martina Stefani (2) , Matteo Mantovani (1) , Alessandro Pasuto (1) , Volkmar Mair (2) ,
and Ludwig Noessin (2)
(1) IRPI-CNR, U. O. S. Di Padova, ., Padova, Italy; (2) Provincia Autonoma di Bolzano-Alto Adige-Südtirol, Ufficio
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An analysis of the Ganderberger landslide was carried out on the basis of geomorphological and geomechanical
survey and mapping. The aim of the study is the evaluation of residual risk scenarios and its mitigation by means
of monitoring and data interpretation using Saito and Fukuzono techniques. The test site is located in South
Tyrol (Austria), on the orographically left bank of the Passer Torrent, 40 km north of Bolzano. The catchment
has an alpine climate, with large snow cover in winter and snow melting and rainfall events in summer.
Therefore, the outflow of the torrent can be extremely high. From a geological point of view, the test site is
located in so-called Ötztal-Stubai complex, belonging to the Austroalpine unit. As regards the rock types, alpine
metamorphites, from green schists to amphibolite facies, are found. On the basis of historical archives analysis it
was found that the same slope was involved in a rock avalanche event dating back to 1401. The landslide
deposits created a 35 m deep lake, damming the Passer Torrent, creating the Passeirer Wildsee or Kummersee.
This lake, as his second name (lake of grief) suggests, caused trough several dam breaks damages and
devastation down the valley reaching even the town of Meran, situated approximately 26 km southwards in the
Adige Valley. Disastrous breaks are known from 1419, 1503, 1512, 1572, 1721, 1772, 1773 and 1774. In 1774
the lake leaked completely out. Other parts of the slope activated in recent times: in the lower part of the area,
close to the settlement of Hahnebaum and to the national road SS44bis, a shallow landslide occurred and
reactivated 1951, 1962 and 2000, causing damages and interruption of the national road. On the basis of a new
investigation campaign in the framework of the Interreg project MONITOR II, financed by the South East
Europe Programme 2007 – 2013, it was found that the whole flank of Ganderberger western slope (3.75 km2) is
involved in a deep landslide phenomenon. Laterally, the landslide is bordered by tectonic features, while in the
upper part a huge ridge borders the landslide crown. The depth of the sliding surface is estimated in the order of
150 m. The sharp crown that borders the landslide at the altitude of 2000-2400 m a.s.l. is characterized by
several joint surfaces, with possible wedge failure mechanisms. In particular, the western ridge is divided into
three sectors with noticeably different indications of subsidence and displacement. The orientation of the joint
planes and evidence of vertical movements of a distinct rock block allow a potential rock avalanche to be
hypothesized (up to the volume of 4.5 x 105 m3). Due to the conditions of the slope, the mitigation of the
landslide risk is carried out by means of a monitoring system. In order to define the overall movements of the
slope a number of GPS benchmark were installed in 2007. Periodic measurements in the past years have shown
that the whole area is still moving at an average rate of 3-5 cm per year. In the main scarp, 6 automatic wire
extensometers were installed during autumn 2010 across active tension cracks. The datalogger controlling the
system is transmitting via GPRS and its managing data software is set with 3 different thresholds, stored and
analyzed each 15 minutes. A geophone and a pluviometer have been also installed in the area. 
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Long-term monitoring and analysis of slow slope movements in the
Northern Apennines
Gianfranco Marchi (1) , Gianluca Benedetti (2) , Michela Marchi (1) , and Guido Gottardi (1)
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Emilia-Romagna is a densely built and populated region in the north-central Italy, where over 70,000 landslide
bodies cover one-fifth of the hilly and mountainous territory. The Emilia-Romagna Plain makes up the
northernmost sector of the Po Plain, which represents the largest alluvial plain in Italy. The Po Plain is composed
of the deposits laid down by the Po River and its tributaries; the left tributaries come down from the Alps, and
the right ones both from the Alps (to the West), and from the Apennines (to the East). The majority of known
landslides in the hilly areas originated as earth-flows after the last glacial maximum and grew during the rainiest
periods of the Holocene through the superimposition of new earth-flows. Reactivation of these large landslides is
one of the main problem the technicians of Emilia-Romagna need to face. In fact, despite the luckily negligible
number of human casualties caused by reactivation of such earth flows (thanks to the generally slow
displacement velocity of this type of landslides), the cost of this situation is staggering. In this paper numerous
case histories of slow landslides in the Emilia-Romagna region are described and their long term monitoring is
presented. The collection of a long period monitoring data, recorded in some cases even over 12 years, has been
possible because of the interaction of the landslides with sensible structure and infrastructure, such as gas pipe
net, big diameter water pipes, important connection roads, railways and buildings. In particular, the recent
important development of the gas and water pipes in the region is cause of concern for the geologist and
engineers involved in these works. Data clearly show and confirm the well know issue that intense and/or
prolonged precipitation play a major role as triggering factors in reactivating the landslide bodies, but also the
importance of snowmelt is suggested by the time distribution of landslide events. In conclusion, these case
histories provide a good database suitable to introduce some general structural precaution, herein presented, to
be adopted in order to guarantee the possible co-existence between human activities and these phenomena.
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Landslide Monitoring in Serbia
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Serbia is well known for its conspicuous number of various types of landslides, formed prevailingly in the
weathering crust of Neogene sediments, wherein the clays, marls, marly clays and sands alternate each other.
Unstable slopes with great number of landslides capture very large areas especially along the river banks of
Danube and Sava. Basic cause of such numerous occurrences, most frequently spacious and deep landslides, is
attributed to complex geological and morphological evolution of the terrain. Immediate pretext, however, in our
time is quite often the consequence of human activity. From then and onwards their activity was growing
gradually, causing more and more complex problems which were often culminating even with overall traffic
break-down along motorways or complete destroying of the structures. In Serbia, landslide monitoring is one of
those methodology activities that everyone agrees is necessary, but always seems to be a lower priority than
other aspects of investigation. This is a complex aproach in slope instability problem solving comprising of
measurement and analysis of landslide dynamics as well as changes in the factors that cause landslides. It
implies the following activities: installing measuring devices, taking measurements and finally, data processing.
Prior to monitoring commencement, the monitoring objectives, data to be collected, appropriate devices, timing
and duration of measurements as well as analysis methods is to be defined. This paper presents the basic
principles and the most recent monitoring results for some of the deepest and most spacious landslides in Serbia,
including inclinometers, piezometers, observing of the displacement of surveying marks and triaxial
deformeters, together with correlatrion with precipitacion data. Precise data on the depth and mechanism of
sliding processes and cause effect links of soil water-saturation and landslide activity level have been obtained
through the long-standing monitoring. In that way more objective assessment of hazards and risks has been made
possible, along with the establishment of priority repair rating. Moreover, certain stages of repair measures
implementation are being evaluated including future stages towards further implementation. 
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Landslide mapping and monitoring using Persistent Scatterer InSAR in the
framework of Terrafirma project
Sandro Moretti (1) , Francesca Cigna (1) , Federico Raspini (1) , Geraint Cooksley (2) , Marie-josée Banwell (2)
, and Hugo Raetzo (3)
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Persistent Scatterer InSAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry) is demonstrating its suitability for
detection and monitoring of extremely to very slow moving landslides, ranging from regional to local scale.
Integrating conventional instrumentation for the analysis of landslide-induced deformation, this advanced
technique allows both spatial and temporal characterization of landslide phenomena, improving the quality of
landslide maps, resolving the temporal variability of slope movements, and also assessing their state of activity
and intensity. The exploitation of Persistent Scatterer (PS) techniques within landslide analysis has been recently
promoted by several European initiatives, such as the Terrafirma project, a pan-European ground motion hazard
information service supported by the European Space Agency's GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and
Security) programme. Terrafirma Stage 3 was launched in December 2009 and has as its aim the sustainability
of the terrain motion service. This stage features a new focus on several thematic lines for terrain motion
analysis: Tectonics, Flooding, Hydrogeology (ground water, landslides and inactive mines) and the innovative
Wide Area service, aimed at measuring land deformation at pan-European scale. Terrafirma Stage 3 consortium
is lead by Altamira Information, with the Dutch Geological Survey leading the Flood Theme, the Italian
National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology leading the Tectonics Theme, the University of Firenze
leading the Hydrogeology Theme, and the German Space Agency leading the Wide Area Mapping task. As in
previous stages, the services are based on advanced interferometry products, mainly PS methodologies; however
they exploit additional data sources, including non-EO, coupled with site-specific expert interpretation.
Terrafirma services are delivered to civil protection agencies, disaster management organisms, and coastal, rail
and motorway authorities to support risk assessment and mitigation. Part of the Hydrogeology theme, Landslide
services cover mountainous areas affected by slope instability, providing Landslide Inventory (LSI) and
Landslide Monitoring (LSM) products. LSI generally operates at regional scale and integrates pre-existing
landslide inventories with PS measures and multi-temporal aerial and/or satellite optical imagery. This
integration aims at assessing similarities and differences in landslide spatial distribution and activity with respect
to PS data, improving qualitative and quantitative information of each mapped phenomenon, and also mapping
those phenomena not previously identified through conventional in situ investigations. LSM operates at local
scale and relies on long term monitoring of movements induced by specific slope movements, using both PS
data and conventional in situ networks, e.g. inclinometers, extensometers, topographic leveling, GPS. Within
LSM analyses, PS data are well suited for assessing the temporal evolution of landslides affecting built-up areas,
by providing precise measures of ground motions without necessity of positioning any targets on the ground or
any physical contact with the slope. Besides the use of PS data, single-interferograms (conventional InSAR) are
also exploited to analyze the temporal variability of landslide-induced motions with a step-wise approach; use of
single-interferograms allows analyzing not only motion velocities exceeding the limitation of the PS approaches
(i.e. few tens of cm/yr), but also deformation trends significantly differing from the deformation model (e.g.
linear) used during the multi-temporal PS processing (e.g. non-linear and/or accelerated motion). Validated LSI
and LSM case studies are presented, showing the essential contribution of PS and InSAR data for the detection
and analysis of landslide-induced movements at both regional and local scale, and demonstrating their
fundamental role for the improvement of hazard and risk management strategies.
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Landslide displacement monitoring from multi-temporal terrestrial digital
images. Case of the Valoria landslide site.
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The aim of this work is to present a low-cost method to measure the displacement of some points on the
landslide surface. The method uses a sequence of terrestrial oblique digital images. The Image Acquisition
System consists in a remote connected digital camera which is controlled by a software. Images are taken
periodically from DSLR camera, with sensors which work in the optical frequency range (RGB). The camera is
fixed on a stable pillar, inside a transparent box and it takes the pictures of the landslide in any weather
condition. We need some fixed reference points in order to rectify the image and to correct little natural
displacement of the image plane with respect to the landslide. Some “well distinguishable” optical targets are
used in order to recognize the displacement field. The image sequence is analyzed with an home-made digital
image correlation software. The time-lapse of the photos depends on the landslide velocity and is related to the
IFOVlin resolution of the optical system (the real length covered by a single pixel). Some preliminary tests
permitted practical calculation of IFOVlin resolution in varying distances and according to used lenses and
camera features. The use of colored targets was evaluate in order to get the maximum accuracy of measurements
and to improve the auto-matching function between every image. Taking pictures with bracketing function was
proved to help the target searching phase for different weather conditions. The possibilities of the method are
evaluated with reference to a sequence of images taken at the Valoria landslide site (Northern Apennines, Italy). 
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Monitoring of rainfall induced landslides at Ulu Klang Malaysia
Muhammad Muklisin Muklisin (1) , Alfi Rahmi Alfi (2) , Sri Atmaja P. Rosyidi Rosyidi (3) , and Mohd. Raihan
Taha Taha (4)
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Ulu Klang is among the most risky areas in Malaysia which is in front with rapid landslide occurrences
particularly at the hillside areas. Due to it is an urban area with highly density of population, the impacts of these
tragedies is unfavorable to human life, building, public and utilization facilities. The causes of landslides in
slopes are attributed to a number of factors. However, in case of Malaysia with tropical season, from the
previous studies, the main factor on slopes failure and landslides at numbers site in Malaysia are predominantly
caused by storm water activities and rainfall. Lack of storm water planning and design are identified as the one
of important causes inducing the landslides, e.g., Taman Zoo View, Kampung Pasir landslide events. Moreover,
rainfall is known to be one of the most significant triggering factors for landslides. In recent years, the increase
in the frequency and intensity of rainfall events has also brought significant landslide disasters in Malaysia.
From 1993 to 2008, there were 13 major landslides (both in cuttings and natural slopes) reported near to or
within densely populated cities in Malaysia. These landslides resulted in nearly 100 fatalities. The rainfall
infiltration could result in changing the suction and the moisture of soil, raising the unit weight of soil, and
reducing the shear strength of soil. Therefore, to assess the potential susceptibility to landslide, a monitoring of
rainfall-induced landslide is essential stage of landslide investigation in Malaysia. The aim of this study is to
observe the effect of rainfall induced the landslides at the Ulu Klang area. The rainfall data used in the analysis
was collected from the two rain gauge stations of JPS Ampang and Empangan Genting Klang which both are
located in the study area. The rainfall parameters observed were the maximum rainfall intensity, duration and
antecedent rainfall for the landslide events during the period of 1993 to 2008. In this study the effect of
antecedent rainfall induced slope instability was analyzed for the 13 landslide events. The results showed that the
antecedent rainfall predominantly contributed to the landslide at Ulu Klang. However, in some landslide events,
other causes, i.e., deforestation due to development activities in hillside areas, un-engineered walls and
man-made slopes, are to be found as a main reason of landslide occurrences instead of rainfall intensity.
Keyword: rainfall induced landslide, antecedent rainfall, monitoring, rainfall intensity. 
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Spatio-temporal evolution of Ground displacement of the Tena Landslide
(Spain)
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The scope of the European program DO SMS (INTEREG IVB) is dedicated to the observation of the
spatio-temporal evolution of ground displacement. We present here our results from the Tena landslide (Spain).
This landslide is located in the upper Tena valley (Spanish Pyrenees). It affects highly fractured Paleozoic
metamorphic rocks and is characterized by a relatively deep rupture plane (≥40m) with a relatively steep slope.
Combining geotechnical tools and remote sensing acquisition precise ground displacement maps were
established for a period between 1994 and 2010. Displacements are measured using stereopairs of multitemporal
aerial photography, DGPS measures and self-build DEM (spatial resolution ~1m). Using the multi-temporal
couples the optical correlation (Casson et al., 2003) was performed using the method defined by Ayoub et al.
(2009). Correlation informations are used for quantifying ground displacement for each point in the studied area.
Once the correlation of conjugated point was achieved, the north horizontal component and the east component
of the displacement were calculated. The 3D displacement was defined after having calculated the last
component by differentiation of multi-temporal DEM's but also by using Permanent Scatterers in differential
SAR interferometry. These results point out to a new landslide history. An initial period in which the upper part
of the Tena instability flowed westward and mainly consisted in debris avalanches (Varves, 1978) lasted from
1994 to 2003. The second period commenced with the construction in 2004 of a car park for the ski station and
is marked by the deviation of the slide mass parallel to the direction of the car park. Drilling and
geotechnical/geophysical data including inclinometer measurements, electrical profile, terrestrial RADAR data,
DGPS measurements enable us to identify the principal landslide rupture plane at ~40m to the surface. Recent
extensometer and DGPS data show that the morphology of the landslide is in fact more complex with the
presence of small superficial imbricated landslides and soil creeping. These second order landslides seem to
correlate with seasonal changes and are in adequacy with differential interferometric measurements performed
with ALOS RADAR images. The differential Radar of Stable Point Network methodology was described by
(Ferretti et al., 2000) and well known as the Permanent Scatterers in differential SAR interferometry. Upward of
the car park we have identified a high subsidence zone with downward average displacement of ~8 mm/y. The
analysis of the temporal series indicates nonlinear displacement rates. Higher order periods of rapid ground
motion are generally correlated with rainfall events (high frequency) whereas lower order fluctuations could be
related to seasonal variations. In certain cases, however, changes in displacement rates are not related to climatic
events and could be interpreted as results of the seismic activity of the active Arudy – Bagnères-de-Bigorre area.
An other interesting aspect of this study is the fact what we can used this type of studies as preliminary
observation to define the more stable site to build anthropic unities like road, building, dam etc. We can thus
decrease the damage related to the ground movements by measuring possible existing displacements before any
construction.
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Large uncontrolled avalanches pose a hazard to both people and infrastructure. Timely warning of potential
avalanches can save lives and reduce damage to the infrastructure. However, access to the potential landslide
area can be difficult and electronic monitoring equipment installed at the site may fail. This paper presents a
radar system for remote monitoring using interferometric measurements. The radar can be installed several
kilometres away from the potential landslide area and movements in the landslide can be monitored with an
accuracy better than 1 mm. The data can be presented remotely in real time and a warning can be issued
automatically to the relevant authorities if movements are registered. ISPAS installed the first permanent radar
for monitoring a rockslide area in 2006 and the second radar in 2009. The paper presents the technical solution
and experiences of the remote monitoring of the landslide areas in Tafjorden and Åkerneset, Norway.
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The case history of the Bagnaschino landslide, from Early Warning to site
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The highway n°164, in 1994, was struck by a complex composite landslide activated in Bagnaschino (Torre
Mondovì, Cuneo) due to flood events. In the km 1+400 the landslide invaded the carriage way, involving a
surface of about 150,000 m2 and a volume of 1.2 million m3. The element at risk are the regional highway S.P.
164 and a potential lake formation. By a lithological point of view the bedrock belongs to the Axial Perm
Carboniferous and it’s composed by in particular gneissic, sericitic and phyllitic schists, sericitec quartz,
paragenetic rocks. Wide outcrops of prasinites and ofiolites are also present. The geomorphologic structure is
particular influenced by the litology and especially from the tectonical grade. In many areas we notice evident
indications of deep gravitative morphogenesis (crowns and scarps, zone of accumulation of large paleoslides)
which lead to suggest that the current slopes are in a condition of limit-equilibrium and are predisposed to slow
movements or to run out processes ( total or partial), triggered by rain/snows melting and river erosion at the
foot. In order to continuously monitor the stability conditions, the Cuneo County established a borehole
monitoring plan in 2008 with DMS column 60m long. The instrumentation was installed for a monitoring stage
in a borehole (28th October 2008) connected to a local control unite equipped with a solar cell power supply and
a GSM data transmission. Later in 2010 a new DMS system was installed for Early Warning by means of 2
columns. DMS (patents CSG Srl Italy) is a multiparametric system for the stability monitoring of slopes,
excavation fronts and engineering works; the column is like a spiral cord composed of a sequence of hard
tubular modules connected to each other by special flexible 2D-3D junctions. Thanks to it’s unique structure the
column is able to copy any deformation, working in continuous for Early Warning functions. Correlation
between DMS column and rain data allowed to identify critical events that have reactivated the landslides, along
the sliding surface at 7m blg, with direction 30° NE. During the observation period, it was possible to monitor in
continuous different kinematics and different weather conditions. The DMS column allowed to investigate 6
triggering events (the last during the recent events in March 2011) and their relative period of stasis, with a clear
delay time after rain events or snows melting. The continuous monitoring of the landslide allowed to notice
weak deep creep in the interval 30-40m blg in addition to considerable shallow movements. The activation of
deep movements is delayed respect to shallow movements, with well defined behaviour. Moreover with the
DMS system was possible to calculate the site specific rainfall threshold curve that show the limit stability
condition related to the rain intensity and duration, increasing the knowledge of the geological and kinematic
model of the landslide for Early Warning. 
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C/X-band interferometry applied to slope instability monitoring in the
Daunia mountains, Italy
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Thanks to the all-weather, day-night capability to detect and quantify accurately small ground surface
deformations, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometry (InSAR) techniques are attractive for landslide
hazard investigations. In particular, multi-temporal InSAR techniques allow to detect and monitor millimetric
displacements occurring on selected point targets exhibiting coherent radar backscattering properties (mainly
buildings and other man-made structures). In the present work we apply the SPINUA (Stable Point
INterferometry over Un-urbanised Areas) multi-temporal processing technique [1] to the Daunia region located
in Southern Apennines, Italy. This region includes several small hill-top towns affected by slope instability
problems and is of particular interest for the Civil Protection – Regione Puglia Authority, which is one of the end
users of the deformation maps derived by multi-temporal interferometric analysis of satellite data. This site was
already investigated in the past though interferometric analysis [2] by using C-band ERS-1/2 SAR data provided
by ESA. In this work we present results obtained by processing SAR data acquired by the ENVISAT ESA
satellite (C-band, medium spatial resolution) as well as by the TerraSAR-X satellite (X-band high resolution)
launched by DLR in 2007. Thanks to the finer spatial resolution with respect to C-band data, X-band InSAR
applications appear very promising for monitoring single man-made structures (buildings, bridges, railways and
highways) as well as areas where C-band data show low PS density. This is the case, in particular, of the Daunia
region which is scarcely urbanised. Indeed, the results obtained with X-band data suggest that many more
man-made and natural targets behave as persistent scatterers than in C-band. Moreover, thanks again to the
higher resolution, it should be possible to infer reliable estimates of the displacement rates with a number of
SAR scenes significantly lower than in C-band within the same time span or by using more images acquired in a
narrower time span. Finally, with shorter wavelengths the sensitivity to LOS displacements is increased together
with the capability of detecting very low displacements rates (as the pre- and post-failure movements related to
landslides are expected to be). The displacements maps obtained by processing both C- and X-band SAR data
will be presented for a selected number of towns affected by slope instability. Results will be commented with
particular attention paid to the advantages provided by the new generation of X-band high resolution
space-borne SAR sensors.
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Application of a multiplet-location coupled technique to microseismic data
for identification of rock slope active surfaces
Cristina Occhiena (1) , Marina Pirulli (1) , and Claudio Scavia (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Torino, Department Of Structural And Geotechnical Engineering, Torino, Italy;

In rock slope analysis, formation and growth of microcracks, which are usually due to local concentration of
stresses, are typically identified as predisposal factors to rock instabilities. In particular, microcracking causes
the spatial localization of the damage and can lead to both the progressive formation of macroscale
discontinuities (faults) and the collapse of the rock material. Once a suitable monitoring system is installed, the
correct analysis and interpretation of microseismic signals can therefore provide information about (a) size and
location of recorded events, and (b) deformation and rupture mechanisms of the medium crossed by the acoustic
waves. Main approaches to the analysis of microseismic data and to their correlation with rock fracturing
processes can be classed in three categories: (1) the counting of the number of events prior to failure, (2) the
localization of the hypocenter of source events, and (3) the whole waveform data analysis. Focusing on the third
category, a way to proceed consists in the determination of fault plane solutions of microseismic source events
from first motion data. While, the aspect that is here discussed concerns the advantage of grouping microseismic
events with high waveform similarity despite differences in the origin time and the magnitude. Such clustering
of events is referred to as a “multiplet” and the grouped events are considered to be related to identical shear slip
on a fracture or neighbouring sub-parallel fractures. The technique for microseismic multiplet identification,
based on correlation theory and coherency, has, therefore, been here adopted to analyse a set of microseismic
data. Then, the application of a location technique has allowed to obtain from identified multiplets further
information on rock slope fracturing process and possible collapse. Coherency, commonly used in signal
processing, is largely employed in many fields since it is adaptable to different requirement, depending on the
aim of the research under development. In the frame of microseismic monitoring activity, its uses to identify
multiplets of similar appearing events has been here applied to a set of events recorded in the period November
1st, 2007 - April 7th, 2008 by the microseismic monitoring system installed on the Matterhorn Peak, in the
context of the “Permadataroc” project by CNR-IRPI Torino (Italy). The microseismic monitoring system
installed on the S-W flank of the Matterhorn Peak, close to the J.A. Carrel hut, at 3829 m a.s.l., is made of an
acquisition system, which is placed inside the hut, five triaxial geophones with a natural frequency of 100 Hz, a
gps receiver and a power supply group connected to solar panels. Computing of the coherency for each recorded
pair of events has allowed a systematic selection of similar events with identification of one multiplet of similar
appearing events. In fact, using a coherency threshold equal to 90% (100% means identical events) a class of 9
event, with a very similar waveform and which were recorded in different days of the investigated recording
period, was identified. Afterwards, the hypocenter location for the 9 events classed as multiplet with the software
NonLinLoc (Lomax et al., 2000) has evidenced the presence of a cloud of hypocenter points aligned along a
planar surface whose attitude is very close to that of a set of discontinuities surveyed on site (i.e. 85/052). Taking
into account that signals recorded at different time in the same point of a net are similar only if they originated
from the same source or from similar sources, the obtained results have then evidenced the presence of an
weakness zone in the fractured rock material and its trend in the slope deformation and state of activity. Further
developments of the work are envisaged, in particular the application of the methodology to new data coming
from the Matterhorn and other sites to validate the first obtained results.
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Portable Ring Shear Apparatus and its application
Maja Ostric (1) , Kyoji Sassa (2) , Bin He (3) , Kaoru Takara (4) , and Yosuke Yamashiki (3)
(1) PhD student, Kyoto University, Graduate School Of Engineering, Kyoto, Japan (ostric.maja@gmail.com); (2) prof,
International Consortium On Landslides, Unitwin, Kyoto, Japan; (3) associate prof, Disaster Prevention Research Institute,
Dpri, Kyoto, Japan; (4) prof, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Dpri, Kyoto, Japan;

The ring-shear apparatus was designed initially to investigate the residual shear resistance under the drained
condition along the sliding surface at large shear displacements in landslides because it allows unlimited
deformation of the specimen. Sassa et al have developed undrained high speed ring shear appatus (DPRI-5, 6, 7)
to reproduce a rapid landslide motion after failure and to measure the genrated pore pressure and the shear
resistance mobilized on the sliding surface during motion. It needs a high electricity and the great capacity of
servo-montor of 37 kW to shear soils at a high velocity up to 2-3 m/sec in the center of sample. High velocity
required big motor and consequently much bigger size of apparatus. However, the series of test results presented
that the generated pore pressure and the mobilized shear resisitanc at the steady state motion is hardly affacted
by the velocity, but they depend on the shear discplacement. A new Croatia-Japan Joint Project “Risk
identification and land-use planning for disaster mitigation of landslides and floods in Croatia” was initiated in
2009. The group planned to develop much inexpensive and transportable undrained ring shear apparatus to be
used in different counter part organizations with a standard electricity availble anywhere. This paper presents the
outline and initial test results of the developed portabl e ring shear appratus. The developed portable ring-shear
apparatus (ICL-1) has weight of app 100 kg, maximum heigh of 95 cm, and dimensions 50x 50 cm and is set on
a handcart. The sample box is 100 mm inner diameter and 140 mm outer diameter. The singnificant reduction in
dimensions of the latest aparatus was possible because of smaller shear velocity and new loading system in
which the normal stress is loaded by pulling the centeral axis of the apparatus. The large and tall loading frame
to give vertical load is not necessary. The shear velocity of ICL-1 is only 5.4 cm/s. 200 W servomoter is used for
normal stress loading and 400 W servo-motoer is used for shear stress loading. Electricity is sigle phase 100 V
or 200 V. Beside the smaller dimensions, ICL-1 can succeed to maintain undrained condition up to 1 MPa of
pore water pressure. While the undrained condition is possible up to 300-350 kPa of pore water pressure in DPRI
5, 6 and 7. This became possible because of new loading system with a short loading axis and higher precision
of upper and lower ring height and the smooting of inner and outer rubber edge heigh. The initial series of test
are implemented to examine the presicion and performance of drained and undraiend speed control tests and
shear stress control tests including cyclic loading tests using the granitic sands. Thereafter, this apparatus was
applied to examine the dyamic shear behaviour of drilled core which was taken from the sliding zone (around
180 m deep) of the Aratozawa large-scale landslide induced by the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland Earthquake and
other large-scale landslides in Croatia and Japan. The shear box is smaller than DPRI-5, 6, 7 and the necessary
volume of sample for one test is app. 300 cm3 which is suitable for limited ammount of samples that are taken
from drilled cores. 
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Application of Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) to the assessment of the
evolution of diachronic landslides
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(1) University of Granada, Granada University, Civil Engineering, Granada, Spain;

During the diachronic evolution of landslides changes in the geomorphology of the slopes may be detected and
assessed by using high resolution digital models. The slope deformation is detected by sequences of scanning
along a time period. In this paper results obtained combining TLs digital models and Global Navigation Satellite
Systems in the detection and assessment of reactivations and differential displacements of two slides located at
the SW of Sierra Nevada (Spain) between 2008 and 2010. In the first landsslide a maximum value of downward
movement of 1,8 m at the crown was measured, until below the middle part of the mass 1,3 m of maximum
advance was established with a maximum displacement gradient of 1.04 m/year. In the second landslide
downward displacements with gradients between 0,32 m and 0,56 m/year were established corresponding to
rupture movements in incipient to initial stages of evolution. The combined use of TLs and GNSS permitted a
quantification and mapping of complementary terrain features which are considered of interested in the
forecasting of further activity and slope evolution of these landslides. The high resolution and accuracy of the
applied techniques offer wide possibilities in the spatial location of the slope movement and also in forecasting
its diachronic activity. 
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The characterization and study of a complex landslide site in Northern
Italy
Roberto Passalacqua (1) , and Rossella Bovolenta (1)
(1) DICAT, University Of Genoa, Dep.t Of Civil, Environmental And Architectural Engineering, Genova, Italy
(passalacqua@dicat.unige.it);

A large area (circa 5 sq.kms) in the north-east sector of the Genoa Province (Liguria - Italy), is subjected to a
diffused and continuous kinematic phenomenon. It is sited on a top-valley gentle slope (mean angle 11°) and
downgrades directly from the south-side faces of the Northern Appennines summits, which locally arrive at 1800
meters a.s.l. From the geological and morphological points of view, the topmost sediment is a pliocenic glacial
till and its body of widely assorted sediments had been reckoned as a large relict landslide. The loose-soils'
thickness spans from few meters up to 90, before of reaching the bedrock formations (argillites, sandstones,
mudstones, ophiolites and diabases in pillows). On this endangered site a small town and six of its surrounding
hamlets are located. In consequence of the widespread and locally differential movements at ground level, many
buildings and structures are damaged. The State Institutions, Land Authorities, as well as some of the private
Citizens, are applying their economical efforts in the rehabilitations and the assessment/control of the active
phenomena. Investigations and studies have underlined that the main trigger actions are represented by the
seasonal rain/snow falls on the watershed and that the kinematic phenomenon is heavily influenced by the
subsoil features. The present research deals with the characterization and study of this complex landslide, with a
particular attention to the geotechnical and hydrological aspects. Because of the rather large territorial
dimension, one of the relevant issues is to find the proper techniques to assess an affordable but reliable site
recognition over all its extension and to distribute spatially the loose-soils' depths information and the pertinent
geotechnical/hydrological parameters, which are usually gathered at spot locations. Since the buried bedrock
spatial morphology, depth and steepness have a key role, the Nakamura and seismic array techniques were used
to investigate the micro-tremor characteristics and to correlate the emerging data to the properties of the shallow
geotechnical and geophysical structures. The noise measurements were made at more than 70 points, placed on
different parts of the loose-soil body and of the surrounding exposed rock formations. Some of the recordings
were carried out in proximity of those boreholes which reached the bedrock depth, with the aim of assessing the
shear wave velocity values of the glacial till materials. By using the spectral-ratio techniques, a good image of
the resonance frequencies of the loose-soils was obtained. Moreover, an array set-up of six seismic stations
allowed the study of the Rayleigh and Love wave dispersion. Besides, the whole watershed was analyzed and
tested in order to better understand the zone from the hydrological point of view. Information about the water
table were obtained studying the extensive zone by a suitable model. Finally, the whole set of data were spatially
distributed, by selecting the most appropriate interpolators among those normally available within a
Geographical Information System (GIS) platform. GIS is a very useful and effective tool for the integration and
analysis of georeferenced information, both to perform wide scale monitoring, management, planning, and to
support risk analyses. In particular, the overall model was developed in GRASS, a free and open source GIS
environment, whose main characteristic is to allow the direct analysis of existing algorithms and procedures, as
well as the implementation of additional features that can then be re-used and updated by its users' community.
The resulting site characterization shows a good conceptual fit with the ground level movements, as these were
rendered by a Permanent Scatterers' Interferometry analysis on SAR images (PSInSAR) yet carried out on this
very site by Others. 
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Monitoring of landslide dynamics with LIDAR, SAR interferometry and
remote sensing. Case study of Klodne landslide (Southern Poland)
Zbigniew Perski (1) , Antoni Wojcik (1) , Piotr Nescieruk (1) , Andrzej Borkowski (2) , and Tomasz
Wojciechowski (3)
(1) Polish Geological Institute - National Research Institute, Carpathian Branch, Krakow, Poland
(zbigniew.perski@pgi.gov.pl); (2) Wroclaw University Of Environmental And Life Sciences, Institute Of Geodesy And
Geoinformatics, Wroclaw, Poland; (3) University Of Silesia, Department Of Fundamental Geology, Sosnowiec, Poland;

The Klodne landslide is located in the central part of Polish Carpathians in Beskid Wyspowy Mountains, east of
the city of Limanowa. On June 1st 2010 after heavy and long-lasting rainfalls the Klodne landslide was triggered
affecting the area that was considered as stable. Most of the landslide movement occurred within few days and
destroyed 17 houses and two farm buildings. Landslide activity that occurred in 2010 caused in southern Poland
significant material losses and damages to infrastructure and settlement. Therefore, the aim of presented work
was to develop a set of methods for fast and low-cost evaluation, mapping and monitoring of active landslides.
Modern satellite, airborne and terrestrial remote sensing sensors theoretically allow to complete that task with
high accuracy and large spatial coverage. With the example of Klodne landslide the authors compare the
airborne data acquired prior to the landsliding (aerial sterophotograps and photogrammetric DEM) with newly
acquired data (aerial photographs and LiDAR DEM) of July 2010. The analysis allows to measure horizontal
and vertical displacements and roughly estimate the volume of the colluvium. High Resolution satellite SAR
(Synthetic Aperture Radar) data acquired by TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X system in September, October and
November were used for interferometric analysis to measure the small scale displacements that occurred in
different parts of the landslide. The further monitoring of Klodne landslide activity is continued in 2011 using
new SAR data acquisitions and repeated terrestrial laser scanning campaigns. According to data analysis the
horizontal displacements in upper part of the landslide between June and July 2010 reached 85 m. During the
same period the vertical displacements varies from -20m to +8m in various parts of the landslide. In autumn
2010 the displacement velocities measured with SAR interferometry show -0.76 mm/day to +0.57 mm/day. The
observations are to be continued in the spring 2011 right after snowmelt season to get a better insight into the
landslide dynamics. 
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Landslides and hydroclimatic conditions in the Hutná catchment area
(central Slovakia)
Roberta Prokešová (1) , Alžbeta Medvedová (2) , and Zora Snopková (3)
(1) Matej Bel University, The Research Centre Of Matej Bel University, Banská Bystrica, Slovakia
(roberta.prokesova@gmail.com); (2) Matej Bel University, Geography, Geology And Landscape Ecology, Banská Bystrica,
Slovakia; (3) Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, Banská Bystrica, Slovakia;

Slope deformations are the most dangerous geodynamic phenomena in the Western Carpathians. This goes
especially for landslides that represent almost 78 % of slope deformations in this region (Kopecký et al. 2008).
Landslides as a final stage of slope failure evolution are evolved mainly on hilly terrains that frequently reach
the inhabited areas. The most important natural triggers leading to the first-time failures as well as reactivations
of suspended and/or dormant landslides in all the Western Carpathians landslide-prone areas are hydroclimatic
factors (e.g. prolonged or intense rainfalls, frequently combined with a rapid snowmelts). Despite the clear link
between landslides and rainfalls there are still many uncertainties in the forecasting of both, the first-time
failures and reactivations. Similarly, relation between increase of movement rates and precipitations in active
landslides are rather complex. This is true mainly for landslides with a sliding surface in depth > 10 m. Our
contribution presents preliminary results obtained from the Hutná catchment area in the Central Slovakia, where
several landslide reactivations have been recorded in the last decades as consequence of weather anomalies. The
majority of these landslide bodies reach the inhabited areas thus continuously threaten individuals living here.
We are focusing on evaluation of hydroclimatic conditions that preceded the reactivation events to better
understand relationships between precipitation, catchment antecedent hydrological conditions and acceleration
of movements. The main interest is devoted to the biggest and relatively well-instrumented Lubietova landslide.
Its most catastrophic reactivation took place in February and March 1977, when peak velocity reached 6–10 m
per day. Monitoring carried out irregularly since 1988 by the Geological Institute of Dionyz Stur indicated
degraded efficiency of stabilisation works realised in 1977 (Mika 1999). The steady extremely slow creep
motion (average movement rates up to 0.015 m per year) was interrupted by several acceleration events until
now. While a creep phase is usually considered to be a preparatory stage of progressive failure, acceleration
events should indicate some degree of destabilization in the slope. This can be related to the rising of
groundwater table due to rainfall anomaly or to any other external stimulus. Therefore monitoring have been
realised with a higher frequency since 2007 to better understand landslide dynamics and recognize whether the
acceleration phases are related to the rainfall anomalies or rather to other controlling factors.
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The Use of Electrical Resistance Tomography for Investigation of Berzhita
Landslide, Tirana Area, Albania
Hamza Reci (1) , Ylber Muceku (2) , and Idriz Jata (3)
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The resistivity method is used to study the sliding layer and sliding surface at the region of Berzhite, Tirana area,
Albania. The landslide of Berzhita, is of "Rock slide" type and an old one. It has the form of a wing chair with
dimensions 350m along the sloping topography and 150-160m on the other direction. In order to study in detail
this landslide, parallel to Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) technique, geotechnical methodologies have
been used; Engineering mapping on scale 1:500; Geotechnical investigations such as drilling, soil sampling and
laboratory tests for geotechnical parameter studies. Two Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) profiles has
been carried out perpendicular to each-other in order to see the the depth of the sliding block and the sliding
surface in two directions. To realize a good resolution of resistivity image of the subsurface we have used 30
simultaneously electrodes connected by a multicore cable, with three different geometrical configurations of the
arrays; Wenner, Dipole-Dipole and Gradient. The resistivity measurements are carried out with the WDJD-3
Multi-Function Digital DC Resistivity/IP meter. The resistivity images consist on the true resistivity values of
geological formations of the subsurface along the profile and toward depth. The length of the profiles is 90 m
with 3 m distance between electrodes with maximum depth of investigation 17 m. From the inversion of
measured apparent resistivity values, the true resistivity values of the subsurface have been taken through the an
inversion interpretative methodology. The true resistivity images of the subsurface, show a good agreement with
other geotechnical methods used. From the interpretation of the ERT profiles, we see the same situation on three
geometrical array used. In profile 1, which is along the topography of the slope the geological situation of the
subsurface, is as follows; From the surface up to a depth 5-6 m, the geological formations with high resistivity
values are present, which show the presence of the sliding layer composed from soils and sandstone blocks. In
the depths 6-11m, we see the presence of a layer with very low resistivity values corresponding to the water
layer and clay content, which is also the sliding surface of the landslide. Below this depth, we have the presence
of a geological formation with high resistivity values which shows the presence of sandstone bedrock. The
extension of the layers along this profile is parallel to it and in accordance with the slope of topography. The
profile 2 is perpendicular to the first one and the three geological layers mentioned above are present with a
dipping contact trend between their interfaces toward to the end of profile. The sliding block thickness increases
from the beginning of the profile 2-3 m, up to 5-6 m at the end of it. Below this depth still is present the
geological formation with very low resistivity values related with water content layer and clays which is the
sliding surface. The bedrock which is sandstone is below the sliding plane and represented by very high
resistivity values. The ERT techniques used to study this landslide shows us the sliding block and sliding surface
in both direction toward the slope of the topography and the same height giving the dimensions of the sliding
layer and the surface topography of the sliding plane. 
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Inclinometer monitoring of extensive landslide zones affecting
infrastructures. Case studies from Western Greece.
Nicholas Sabatakakis (1) , Spyridon Lainas (2) , and Natalia Spanou (3)
(1) Professor, University Of Patras, Geology, Patras, Greece; (2) Engineering Geologist, University Of Patras, Geology,
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During last decades, landslide activity in Greece is highly increased as a result of expanded urbanization and
development (transportation routes, dams and reservoirs, industrial and urban activities), continued
deforestation, wildfires and extreme meteorological events. About 20% of the occurrences have been recorded
during the last ten years, all having serious socio-economic consequences, resulted in a significant increase of
total economic losses. In order to mitigate problems, reduce hazard and damage potential, detailed geological
and geotechnical investigation should be thoroughly conducted. In the most serious cases landslide evolution has
to be monitored in detail and be connected to the most common causal and triggering factors. Large-scale
landslides in areas with similar geological and geotechnical conditions were selected, all located in
Olonos-Pindos Geotectonic Zone. Intense fracturing, faulting and weathering of Upper Cretaceous and Eocene
Transitional and Flysch formations of this Zone, which are some of the most landslide-prone geological
formations in Greece, often cause extensive mass movement events of different types. Analyzed cases represent
deep and currently active landsides that are located near inhabited areas or they affect major infrastructures.
Τhey have been activated several times in the last thirty years, so the evaluation of their activity and velocity is
of major importance for urban development and transportation’s safety. Comparison between recent and past
aerial photographs showed significant changes of the landscape pattern caused by intense erosion, as well as the
landsliding activity. Ground water table depth and inclinometer monitoring was conducted covering periods
from one up to ten years combined with detailed engineering geological mapping and geotechnical investigation
focusing on finding the depth of failure surfaces, estimating critical mechanical properties and measuring rate of
movement. It was concluded that instability was occurring inside zones of intensively sheared and weathered
rockmass. The estimated shear strength parameters for the weathered zone of flysch obtained from back analysis
were quite similar to residual ones which can be taken on the fine grained flysch material. This can be deemed to
be necessary since the existing shear zone in reactivated landslides has reduced the size of coarse grained but
aggregated portion of weathered flysch (progressive aggregate breakdown). The long term displacements on the
shear zone result in the residual shear strength of the fine material (silt and clay) which thus can be considered as
the lower limit of the shear strength operating in such landslides. In addition, after comparing landslide
reactivations with precipitation data and main earthquake events it was found that some reactivations were
triggered by intense rainfall and seismic activity.
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COLLABORATIVE DISASTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM An
exploratory for Landslide in Malaysia
Mohammad Salem Almohaifer (1) , Dramane Mohamed A. Islam (1) , Abul Kalam Azad (1) , and Abdul
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A disaster management system has active, unpredictable, and complex characteristics due to dynamic conditions
with a high level of uncertainty. Non-Government Organizations (NGO) and Government organizations from
different jurisdictions and sectors with different responsibilities at regular times create an emergent and complex
system in response to disasters. Although being mostly demanded, the collaboration initiatives between
government agencies that specifically designed to address risk management before a disaster happens is lacking
in effectiveness. In the Malaysian perspective, there are organizations, such as the Public Works Department
(PWD), Department of Mineral and Geosciences (DMG) and Centre of Remote Sensing (MACRES) that are
involved in mitigation and preparedness of landslides disasters, but results are not encouraging due to the need
of effective collaboration among these organizations. It is natural for humans to collaborate while dealing with
complex problems. In this regard, we consider this process of effective collaboration in the context of
information systems. Investment in the information technologies and systems, and its utilization can play a
critical role in creating a complex socio-technical disaster system to coordinate organizations and jurisdictions in
dynamic settings. We propose a simple model for collaboration that helps us to realize a successful risk
management in disasters. A model of Collaborative Disaster Management System is then rendered based on an
extended model of management of information systems. 
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Slope Stability Assessment and Monitoring of a Vulnerable Site on
Rishikesh-Uttarkashi Highway, Uttarakhand, India
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Landslides are frequently occurring phenomenon in the Himalayas, in the Northern part of India. There were
many landslide disasters in the recent past which have taken lives and caused extensive damage to properties and
public utility services. It is an imperative task to assess the slope instability and evaluate the risk where lives and
property are at danger. A vulnerable slope on Rishikesh-Uttarkashi road has been studied for slope stability
assessment. The slope instability is evident by road subsidence and development of cracks in few houses. A
comprehensive geological and geotechnical investigation was carried out along with slope movement
monitoring. The paper describes the findings of the study. Topographical and geological mapping was carried
out to know the slope geomorphology of the area. This has indicated a very old landslide zone comprising of
shallow overburden material overlying highly weathered phyllite rocks. The geological investigation indicated
that besides the unfavourable geological conditions, sub-surface water seepage is the main cause for inducing
slope instability in the area. Geotechnical investigation was carried out to evaluate the slope stability under static
and dynamic conditions. Based on the findings of the investigation a scheme of control measure has been
worked out. There are six houses on the slope which have shown distress manifested by development of cracks
on the walls and floor subsidence. A monitoring scheme was planned to monitor the horizontal and vertical
movement of the slope using Electronic Distance Meter from a far distance outside the unstable zone. Electronic
Distance Measurement technology uses a ground-based, high-precision survey instrument that emits a laser
pulse to measure the time the laser beam travels from the instrument to a reflector prism installed on the moving
object. Fixed points were installed on roof top of the houses which could be seen from the observation point
without any hindrance. A rain gauge was also installed at site to collect rainfall data. Monitoring data of the last
two years shows that there was no considerable movement in the year 2008 and 2009, but a movement of the
order of 50 mm (vertical) and 30 mm (horizontal) has been observed in the year 2010 which can be explained by
the excessive rainfall recorded in the last monsoon season. Attempt has been also made to monitor the crack
development in the houses. The monitoring study is being continued to assess the vulnerability of these houses
against the slope instability. 
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Underground Landslide Displacement Monitoring: A new MMES based
device
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Within the environmental monitoring field automatic monitoring systems have acquired a primary importance in
these last few years and have been diffusely applied in all the activities connected with territorial engineering. In
order to design and set up an efficient monitoring system it is necessary to appropriately define the main
objectives (i.e. displacement control, stress and geometry variation, etc.) which preludes the definition of the
physical entities to be measured and recorded and, therefore, the choice of mechanical and/or electronic
apparatus most suitable for those measures in terms of precision, resolution, repeatability and reliability. In these
latest years, the widespread diffusion of cellular phone coverage and wireless data connection have pushed the
development of communication technologies aimed to remote data transmission and energy efficient apparatus
(solar energy, etc.) that reduced the costs involved in the post installation system management for most of the
monitored physical entities. One of the most critical aspect relates to the automated monitoring of underground
displacements. Up until now, the underground monitoring of moving slopes is carried out using inclinometers
that require the presence of at list one operator for the measurements of displacements along a vertical borehole;
such measures are carried out using a biaxial servo-accelerometer device that is repeatedly lowered and
recovered from the borehole. Such operation prevents the possibility of an automated monitoring and, in
response to this need, some Authors have proposed the installation of automated mechanical systems which
often prove themselves extremely expensive and poorly reliable. Another proposed solution, which is still
widely applied, is based on the installation of fixed inclinometer probes (inclinometer chain) positioned around
the predetermined sliding surface (or shear belt); however, this solution presents its own drawbacks, mostly
related to the large measurements approximation and to the high cost of the inclinometer probes frequently lost
in place after few months of monitoring. In order to overcome these problems, a new Modular Underground
Monitoring System (MUMS) has been studied and developed. The system is modular, having the possibility to
accommodate various sensors such as pore pressure cells, extensimeter, load cell etc. which can be installed in
the same borehole and are connected and communicate along a single cable with a readout unit located at the
borehole head; the readout unit interrogates these sensors alternatively, recording and eventually transmitting
their response. The main purpose of the MUMS is the automated measurement of the underground
displacements along the whole length of a borehole. The operating principle is analogous to that of inclinometric
probes but, instead of having a single probe to be inserted and moved along the borehole, this system has several
Micro Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) units that remain in place underground and are referred as nodes.
The distance of these nodes is functional to the requested precision, the presumed duration of monitoring and the
estimated velocity of the landslide. The readout unit of the MUMS can be equipped with a data transmission
system, either radio or GSM. Each MUMS apparatus has an on board memory that backs up the measured data
accordingly to its capacity. The unit is powered up by a battery which can be associated with a photovoltaic
panel for the recharge. This paper describes the functionality of the MUMS apparatus, examines its reliability
and precision and deals with the errors that should be considered and resolved during data processing. 
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Application of Monitoring Data for Prediction the Time to Failure and Risk
Management
Zieaoddin Shoaei (1) , and Karim Karam Soltani (2)
(1) Soil Conservation and Watershed Management Research Institute, Theran, Iran (z.shoaei@cgiar.org); (2) Madan Zamin
Consultant Co.;

During the past decades, excavation in open mine has been planned based on “more extraction with low cost”.
This resulted to poor management of excavation and consequently, slope instability in many open pit mines.
Anguran zinc and lead open mine that has been excavated since 1960, is one of the examples of improper
management that has encountered to several instabilities in its northern and western flanks. The economic
importance of the operation of this mine and high risk of landslide occurrence became one of the main concerns
of the local governor. The investigation has been done through detail field study together with high precision
monitoring of unstable blocks. It was found that the main landslide in this mine is a creep type of motion that
caused by overlying a block of hard limestone on a low strength clay bearing schist. It was also concluded that in
a creep type of landslide, independence of the rate of motion from its excitation factor such as rain is a good
indicator for predicting the time of rapid failure and for controlling the risk by proper evacuation.
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High resolution InSAR monitoring of Landslides.
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Radar interferometry (InSAR) techniques using images from several radar satellites are increasingly being used
in slope stability assessment. During the past year there were at least twenty five media reports of landslides,
some fatal, occurring in various areas in Canada. In most cases these landslides affect both rural and populated
areas, as well as and strategic energy, transportation and communication corridors. In this paper, we provide
examples of using high resolution InSAR techniques to monitor several types high risk landslides with different
triggering mechanism and favourable geological and geotechnical conditions. We will present the results of high
resolution (1 and 3m) RADARSAT-2 and TerraSAR X (1m) images for monitoring several active coastal
landslides, deep seated landslides and retrogressive thaw flows on permafrost terrains. The use of high resolution
has increased our coherent targets detection thereby improving our motion accuracy. Our results also provided
insights into the factors controlling the genesis and evolution of slope instabilities in the various geological and
terrain settings 
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Mapping and monitoring landslide surface features through
object-oriented analysis of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) imagery
Andre Stumpf (1) , Uwe Niethammer (2) , Sabrina Rothmund (3) , Alexandre Mathieu (4) , Jean - Philippe Malet
(4) , Norman Kerle (5) , and Manfred Joswig (2)
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The surface features of active landslides reveal important insights into the pattern of deformation and influence
hydrological processes that determine the behavior of the landslide. Especially, tension cracks and fissures may
modify the pore-water response considerably and their integration into hydrological models can yield more
reliable kinematic forecasts and estimates of the hazard level. Systematic mappings of the distribution and
evolution of fissures and cracks have been difficult in the past, whereas the recent wide-spread of low-cost
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) provides a feasible solution to acquire imagery with sufficient spatial and
temporal resolution. This study focuses on the adaption and application of advanced object-oriented image
analysis techniques to UAV imagery with ground resolutions of 5-10 cm and thereby targets an efficient
semi-automatic mapping and characterization of geomorphological features. Multi-temporal VHR optical images
of the Super Sauze landslide (South French Alps) were acquired with an UAV for the period 2008-2010 and
reveal the pattern and development of geo-indicators of landslide activity. Especially, surficial fissures are
expressions of the distribution of stress and strain within the landslide and proxies for analyzing the kinematics
and rheology of the material. The highly textured landslide surface (composed of blocks of different sizes, of
small gullies and open channels, and of lobes) creates a challenging domain for the application of automated
fissure detection. Based on well known algorithms for edge detection, morphological filtering, texture analysis,
image segmentation and shape analysis, an image processing chain that enables the semi-automated mapping of
surface fissures is proposed. Topographic information and generic knowledge on the geomorphological
processes are incorporated in the workflow to efficiently distinguish the different structures. Three detailed
fissure maps (1:500 scale) produced for the period 2008–2010 through geomorphological field mapping are used
to validate the automatic detection. Different types of fissure are observed (strike-slip fissures, concentrating
fissures in traction, transverse compression ridges and thrust fissures, bulges), characterized and explained from
a mechanical point of view. Such fissures must be distinguished from superficial cracking caused by swelling
and shrinkage of the clays, which are not part of the analysis. The processing chain results in multi-temporal
fissure maps; the fissure pattern (abundance of fissures, direction of fissures, synthetic of anthitetic distribution
of fissures) is portrayed from the main scarp to the toe of the landslide and associated to the topography of the
bedrock. All observed open fissures occur at the boundary of in-situ stable crests covered by the landslide
material. The high image resolution also allows mapping the vegetation patterns and characterizing the relative
distribution of gravel sizes at the surface via windowed measurements of the grey values entropy. In general the
semi-automatic analysis of the UAV imagery provides a cost-efficient, objective and transparent way for the
monitoring of hazardous sites and geomorphological features in general. 
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Integrated landslide monitoring for early warning based on innovative
technologies: evaluation of results from the SafeLand/TEMPEL network of
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Landslides are one of the major natural threats to human lives, settlements and infrastructure, causing enormous
human suffering and property losses. The best way to restrain such high losses on property and lives is through
effective land-use planning, based especially on a good knowledge of the landslide susceptibility, hazard and
risk within specific areas as a part of mitigation. However, this ideal approach is, due to several natural,
historical or political reasons in many places impossible. E.g., many human settlements and infrastructure lines
had been built in landslide-prone areas or on dormant landslide bodies decades before the establishment of
detailed hazard zone maps. In most cases it is not possible to resettle people living in such areas. Consequently it
is the goal of stakeholders to guarantee a safe daily life of the people concerned. A good knowledge about
structure, dynamics, triggers, history and possible magnitude of such high-risk landslides is an important task to
be able to evaluate actual hazard and, eventually, to alert people before a catastrophic event in advance. This
knowledge is obtainable only through a complex approach consisting of investigations by many different
interdisciplinary methods and techniques, long-time continuous monitoring of deformation and triggering factors
and by establishing early warning systems/centers. The most commonly used early warning parameters are pore
water pressure and displacement. However recent research has shown that other parameters exist, which might
give indications on impending triggering even a longer time before an actual displacement is measureable on the
landslide surface. Since most of the European landslide events are intimately related to precipitation and to
influence of underground water on slope stability (pore-water pressure, change of water flow regime, saturation),
registering temporal changes of the geoelectric parameters seems to be a promising method for monitoring of
landslides. Therefore research was started to evaluate temporal changes of geoelectrical properties of the
subsurface as possible indicators of future failure of high risk landslides; such additional indicators would be
beneficial to any effective early warning system. With geoelectric investigations it is possible to determine the
distribution of the specific electrical resistivity of the subsurface, which mainly depends on porosity, water
saturation, conductivity of pore fluid and clay content. Other geoelectric parameters, promising progress in
landslide monitoring, could be derived from self potential (SP) and induced polarisation (IP) measurements.
Since hardly any time series of permanent geoelectric, displacement and hydrological monitoring data coupled
together exist for different types of landslides, several long-periodic monitoring experiments were started within
the projects SafeLand (FP7) and TEMPEL (Austrian Science Found) at several landslides of different types. At
the test sites of Gschliefgraben (A), Bagnaschino (I), Hausruck (A), Rosano (I) and Ancona (I) innovative
permanent geoelectric monitoring (using the Geomon4D tool) and high resolution displacement monitoring
using the DMS device (differential monitoring of stability, patents CSG S.r.l, Italy), high resolution automatic in
place inclinometer colums, were applied together with other traditional parameter in frame of actual early
warning projects. Additionally complex structural investigation (remote sensing, airborne and ground
geophysics) were performed to investigate the underlying triggering processes. A preliminary comparative
evaluation of the results coming from these test sites will be presented. The outcome clearly highlights the
potential capabilities of geoelectrics as a pre-alarm parameter, which, in combination with DMS and
precipitation monitoring, could result in an effective sensor platform for early warning systems for landslides. 
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Application of SqueeSAR™ to the characterization of deep seated
gravitational slope deformations: the Berceto case study (Parma, Italy).
Andrea Tamburini (1) , Sara Del Conte (1) , Luigi Lopardo (2) , Claudio Malaguti (2) , Gianfranco Larini (2) ,
and Paolo Vescovi (3)
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SqueeSAR™ SAR interferometry is today one of the most advanced technologies for surface deformation
monitoring capable of overcoming most of the limitations of conventional differential radar interferometry. It
exploits long temporal series of satellite radar data, acquired over the same area of interest at different times, to
identify “natural radar targets” where very precise displacement information can be retrieved. Thanks to its
capability to detect millimetre level displacements over long periods and large areas, SqueeSAR™ analysis can
be considered complementary to conventional geological and geomorphological studies in landslide detection
and monitoring, supporting the performance of landslide inventories at regional scale. The availability of surface
displacement time series for all the radar benchmarks identified makes it also possible to change the scale of the
analysis from regional to local, allowing an in depth study of the evolution of single instability phenomena,
supporting the design of traditional monitoring networks, and even verifying the efficiency of remedial works.
The above approach was applied to study the Berceto deep seated gravitational slope deformation (DSGSD)
(Parma, Italy) by processing satellite SAR data relevant to the 1992-2000 time span. By combining results
obtained in both ascending and descending acquisition geometries, it was possible to retrieve both vertical and
E-W components of surface displacements. The results of the analysis suggested that the evolutional model
proposed for the Berceto DSGSD is nevertheless more complex than expected. Further investigations
(geophysical surveys and borehole investigations) were then carried out in order to gather more subsurface data.
Moreover a new ground based monitoring system was designed, in order to integrate the results obtained by
satellite radar interferometry and improve the knowledge of the landslide dynamics. In this paper, the results
obtained with the SqueeSAR™ technique will be presented. A correlation with the results of the geophysical
investigations will be proposed, with a preliminary interpretation of the surface displacement trends in the upper
part of the slope. 
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In context of global climate change and the continuous extension of settlement areas in the many alpine regions
especially due to tourism, an increasing conflict between land use and natural hazard prevention can be
observed. This also includes deep seated landslides, which if activated can cause considerable damage to
settlements and infrastructure and even can endanger lives. To date the hazard potential of slow deep seated
landslides often is underestimated. Due to economic reasons such potentially dangerous instable slopes often are
only monitored sporadically. The alpEWAS project (“development and testing of an integrative 3D early
warning system for alpine instable slopes”) is currently developing a low cost 3D monitoring and early warning
system for landslides based on three cost efficient and innovative continuous measurement systems: Time
Domain Reflectometry (TDR) for the detection of subsurface movements in boreholes, low cost global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) and reflectorless video tacheometry (TPS) for highly precise and extensive
measurements of surface movements. These measuring systems and further sensors including e.g. a weather
station and piezometers are integrated into a wireless geo sensor network based on customary and therefore cost
efficient WLAN (802.11g) hardware. Organizationally the geo sensor network is subdivided into several so
called sensor nodes which operate fully autarkic. A central computer centre manages all system operations, e.g.
data collection and logging and controlling of the sensor nodes. All collected data is stored in an open-source
MySQL database, through which it can be accessed and visualized in a WebGIS interface. The analysis of the
spatially and timely highly resolved data will enable to identify dependencies between triggering factors (e.g.
precipitation) and the movement of the landslide. This, together with numerical analyses of the landslide will
allow the definition of threshold values for the continuously monitored triggering factors, thus establishing an
early warning system. In case of a likely event, the stake holders can be notified via Email or SMS, enabling
them to timely induce counter measures or evacuate the affected region. In 2008 the alpEWAS geo sensor
network was installed at the Aggenalm landslide in order to prove the functionality and reliability of all system
components. To date all measuring systems and the network infrastructure are operational. The integrated data
analysis and WebGIS environment is still in development.
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Monitoring and modelling of rainfall-induced landslide in volcanic soil
slope: case study of Cadas Pangeran landslide in West Jawa, Indonesia
Adrin Tohari (1) , Khori Sugianti (1) , and Katsumi Hattori (2)
(1) Research Center For Geotechnology, Indonesian Institute Of Sciences, Engineering Geology, Bandung, Indonesia
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Rainfall-induced landslide disasters often occur in many volcanic soil slopes in Indonesia every year. In order to
reduce such disasters, a better understanding of mechanism leading to the landslide is necessary. For this
purposes, a long-term monitoring and numerical modeling of an active landslide in Sumedang, West Java,
Indonesia was conducted. Monitoring instruments consisted of jet-fill tensiometer nests, a tipping-bucket
rain-gage, stand-pipe piezometers and inclinometers. Results of continuous monitoring of the pore-water
pressure response of the soil slope to rainfall showed the development of perched water table within the shallow
soil profile, and a significant rise of groundwater table in the middle part of the slope. Meanwhile, the
inclinometer records identified that the on-going slow moving landslide, involving multiple sliding at a
maximum depth about 15 m. Based on the field data, a two-dimensional numerical modeling was conducted to
evaluate the effect of rainwater infiltration on long-term stability of the slope. The numerical results indicated
that the total rainfall of 550 mm with intensity of 80 mm/day is the triggering hydrological condition to
reactivation of the landslide.
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Performance of correlation of terrestrial images for landslide monitoring
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The objective of this work is to present the applicability of image correlation techniques (applied to very-high
resolution terrestrial optical photographs and to very dense Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) point clouds) to
monitor the displacement of continuously active landslides. The method has been developed to characterize the
kinematics of very active landslides with cumulated displacement of several decimeters per year. The monitoring
system consists in a high resolution optical camera installed on a concrete pillar located on a stable crest in front
of the Super-Sauze landslide (South East French Alps) and on repeated TLS acquisitions over the period
2008-2009. The data are processed with a cross-correlation algorithm applied on the full resolution images
(photographs and DEMs produced from the TLS data) in the acquisition geometry. Then, the calculated 2D
displacement field is ortho-rectified with a back projection technique. The method allows to characterize the
heterogeneous displacement field of the landslide in time and space, and to produce displacement maps. The
performance of the technique is assessed using as reference differential GPS surveys of a series of benchmarks.
The sources of error affecting the results are discussed. Because the proposed methodology can be routinely and
automatically applied, it offers promising perspectives for operational applications like, for instance, in early
warning systems. 
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Some possible causes of movement of an ancient clayey landslide
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This paper deals with an ancient and active landslide of Southern Italy whose displacement field is reported in a
companion paper presented at this conference. Its geometry and main kinematic characteristics were described
by Di Maio et al. (2010). The source area is almost empty and the areas of the transversal sections increase in the
downslope direction. The displacements evaluated by inclinometers decrease from upslope to downslope and, in
each borehole, are practically uniform from the slip surface to the ground surface. Such uniformity can be
extended to each entire transversal section of the channel. This hypothesis is supported by data found in the
literature on similar landslides and by mechanical considerations. In fact, the large displacements of this ancient
landslide and the regularity of the evaluated slip surface suggest that only the residual shear strength is available.
Accordingly, the results of stability analyses show that the mobilized strength on the slip surface is close to the
residual strength determined by laboratory tests on the material extracted from the landslide body. Shear stresses
equal or lower than the residual strength were estimated above the slip surface within the landslide. Furthermore,
from laboratory tests, the peak strength resulted much higher than the residual one. So, within the landslide,
shear stresses are lower than shear strength. These considerations would imply that creep is negligible in the case
under study. In order to verify this, laboratory direct shear tests were carried out at various normal stresses, by
applying different shear forces, each held constant over a long time, to study the soil creep behaviour in the
stress range evaluated within the landslide body. The results reported in this paper show that such shear stresses
are out of the domain of intense creep, so justifying uniform displacements above the slip surface. So, the results
clearly indicate that creep is not among the major causes of displacements. Neither pore pressure distribution
seems to be the main cause of the landslide activity. On the other hand, part of the accumulation zone has been
subjected to intense river erosion in the past, as clearly shown by the toe morphology. The paper tries to analyze
whether these effects are still responsible of current displacements.
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Deciphering the kinematics and evolution of large, active landslide by
multi-temporal airborne LiDAR data: a 4D analytical and monitoring
strategy
Guido Ventura (1) , Giuseppe Vilardo (2) , Carlo Terranova (2) , and Eliana Bellucci Sessa (2)
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The use of airborne LiDAR in the remote sensing of gravity-controlled flows (e.g. landslides, lava flows,
avalanches) is undergoing a fast growth because the acquisition of high resolution 3D information on terrains
affected by instability phenomena allows us to identify and bound sliding zones and to determine volumes of
removed or accumulated material. However, poor attention has been devoted to the characterization of the flow
kinematics and detailed, quantitative analyses of topographic changes are virtually lacking. In addition, landslide
studies usually avoid the information revealed by internal deformation features. We present results of a
multi-temporal analysis of airborne LiDAR data (four aerial missions) collected between 2006 and 2010 on the 3
km long, complex and active Montaguto landslide (Italy). High resolution, LiDAR-derived Digital Terrain
Models are constructed from data acquired on May 2006, July 2009, April 2010 and June 2010. The joint
analysis of DTMs-derived thematic maps descriptive of the spatial distribution of selected morphometric
parameters (slope, edges enhance, surface roughness, residual topography) and the statistical analysis of the
temporal variations of such parameters allow us to reconstruct and track the 4D evolution of the landslide. We
delimit the boundary of the area affected by gravity-controlled processes in different times, recognize zones of
uplift and subsidence, estimate the volumes of removed and/or accumulated material, and determine the average
rate of vertical and horizontal displacement (e.g., retreat rate of the crown and advancement rate of the toe). We
also map the deformations structures (scarps, cracks, folds) affecting the landslide in different times; some of
such structures represent precursors of impending instability processes and provide new insights on (a) the
sliding mechanisms (e.g. flow vs. fall), (b) the flow rate and rheology, (c) the identification of future sliding
prone areas, and (d) the formation of ridges and natural dams. Various types of activity and geometries are
recognized. Zones in which the topographic features change with time due to artificial drainage and earth
handling/removal work are also analyzed. The LiDAR-derived information and results are discussed in light of
the available geological information and permit to decipher the kinematics of the landslide and to propose a new,
4D monitoring technique. The approach proposed here provides new insight on the use of airborne LiDAR in the
multi-temporal analysis and surveillance strategies of landslides and other gravity-controlled processes. The
monitoring of the effects of the landslide motion and the recognition of topographic features indicative of
possible future instability (e.g., cracking preceding sliding phenomena) may give a support to the
implementation of man-made activities aimed to restore security conditions of areas exposed to landslide risk.
The LiDAR multi-temporal analysis has shown the potential to identify critical areas and local targets where
ground-based monitoring systems may be positioned (e.g., Total Topographic Station, ground based radar
interferometers, piezometers and inclinometers). 
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Resolving landslide-bedrock interaction by Nanoseismic Monitoring
Marco Walter (1) , and Manfred Joswig (1)
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Applying the method Nanoseismic Monitoring (Joswig, First Break, 2008) at differing slope instabilities in the
Alps, we were able to detect, to localize and to identify seismic signals caused by varying slope dynamics. The
method has been successfully applied at two slope instabilities in the Alps which both consist of soft rock
sediments, mostly clayey material, but whose dynamic processes differ significantly from each other: at the
slow-creeping Heumoes slope in the Vorarlberg Alps, Austria, with movement velocities of a few cm per year
and at the fast-moving mudslide in Super-Sauze, French Alps, with displacements of up to 40 cm per day. At the
mudslide in Super-Sauze, we observed fracture processes within the unstable slope with magnitudes of -3.2 ≤ Ml
≤ -1.3 during several field campaigns between 2008 and 2010. At the slow-creeping Heumoes slope, we could
identify the same type of signals caused by initial fracture processes with magnitudes of -2.5 ≤ Ml ≤ -0.7 by the
permanent seismic monitoring since July 2009. At both slopes, the spatial occurrence of fracture processes is in
accordance with significant changes of the bedrock’s topography where obviously specific stress relief takes
place. At Super-Sauze, single crests, which are hidden by the slope material today and which are orientated in
direction of the entire slope’s movement, canalize the unstable material. Here, the spatial occurrence of the
fractures correlates with parts of the mudslide showing the highest movement velocities at the surface. At the
Heumoes slope, an increase of the bedrock which is perpendicular to the moving direction of the entire slope
marks a barrier so that the clusters of observed fractures occur in slope areas with lower displacements at the
surface. On both sites, the complex hydrologic behaviour of the respective slope material plays the decisive role,
not only regarding the temporal occurrence of the observed fractures, but also concerning the general
deformation behaviour of these weak sediments. Triaxial tests on the original slope materials show that material
deformations take place in dependence of the water saturation of the material. Only in a certain range between
~20 % and ~30 % water saturation the material deforms in a brittle manner (Maquaire et al., 2003), what is
needed to explain the seismically observed fracture processes. We therefore assume that the fracture processes
observed in Super-Sauze are generated within the first meter of the mudslide as the water saturation in that area
varies seasonally, while the material below is completely water saturated the whole year. At the Heumoes slope,
the water saturation of the much more heterogeneous material varies not only with the season, but also
permanently in vertical and lateral direction, what restricts a reliable estimation of the source depth of the
observed fractures. The fact that the water saturation of the clayey material leads to specific deformation
behaviour of the entire respective slope could be supported by the seismic observation of signals caused by
superficial fissure development at the mudslide in Super-Sauze. The temporal occurrence of these signals
correlates well with higher slope displacements measured with permanent GPS-stations and the opening of
existing fissures measured by extensometer devices. Additionally, we observed in Super-Sauze seismic signals
caused by rockfalls which frequently occur in the source area of the mudslide. 
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From satellite remote sensing to borehole investigation and monitoring of
landslides: a case study from the Daunia Apennines, Southern Italy
Janusz Wasowski (1) , Caterina Lamanna (1) , Giuseppe Gigante (2) , Domenico Casarano (1) , and Pierpaolo
Limoni (1)
(1) CNR-IRPI, Cnr, Irpi, Bari, Italy (j.wasowski@ba.irpi.cnr.it); (2) Professional, Geologist, - Puglia, Alberobello, Italy;

This work considers the instability of slopes in a 16 km2 catchment area traversed by a 11 km long mid-slope
road SP99bis, in the municipal territory of Rocchetta San Antonio. Although the local topography is
characterized by low slope inclinations and the area receives relatively modest amount of precipitation (total
annual rainfall typically varies from 600 to 750 mm), landsliding is common because of the widespread presence
of clay materials with relatively poor geotechnical properties. In fact, in recent years the road has been
repeatedly damaged by landslides and is currently closed to traffic. Here we build upon an earlier study which,
using high resolution multispectral satellite imagery (IKONOS) acquired on-demand in early spring 2006
following a particularly wet winter period, resulted in the recognition of numerous landslides and sites with
features indicative of drainage conditions deleterious for the local slope stability (ponded water, wet areas,
concentration of roadway runoff). Importantly, the remotely sensed data provided focus on the landslides
affecting the road and on their close association with poorly drained sites. This information helped to plan the
subsequent subsurface investigation and borehole monitoring aimed at detailed landslide assessment that was
necessary to identify future slope stabilisation measures. In particular, during 2007-2008 period several tens of
continuously cored boreholes were drilled and instrumented with piezometers and inclinometers. The borehole
monitoring, which began in 2009 and is still ongoing, revealed significant seasonal and shorter term variations of
piezometric levels. Using the daily rainfall records it is shown how closely these variations are related to the
local precipitation pattern. Significantly, it is also demonstrated that the origin of many wet areas mapped from
the IKONOS imagery is linked to the seasonally persistent high groundwater levels revealed through the
piezometer monitoring. Furthermore, by combining the piezometer and inclinometer monitoring data we indicate
a temporal relation between the high groundwater levels and periods of increased landslide activity. The
remotely sensed data on the close spatial association of landslides and wet areas, integrated with the information
from the in situ controls and subsurface monitoring, point out that the slopes traversed by the SP99bis road are
poorly drained and marginally stable. Thus even relatively moderate rainfall events (e.g. several tens of mm of
rain in few days) can lead to landslide re-activations. The re-activations typically occur in the second half of fall
and winter periods characterized by higher groundwater levels. Finally, we emphasize that the outcomes of this
investigation, and in particular the data from piezometer monitoring combined with satellite-derived map of
poorly drained areas, have already been used to guide the design of more adequate slope and road SP99bis
drainage systems. This demonstrates the practical applicability of high resolution multispectral satellite imagery
in engineering geology landslide investigations.
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Landslide forecasting and early warning system
Hong Zhao (1)
(1) Guilin Jing Da Technology Co., Ltd., Guilin Jing Da Technology, Guilin Jing Da Technology Co., Ltd., Guilin, China
(z8648@163.com);

The forecasting and early warning system for landslide is to embed and fix the warning instrument with wire
rope into surface layer along a few hundred or thousand meters of the mountain which can avoid the disturb of
human and animals. This warning system will calculate distortion degree, soil moisture content and temperature
of the mountain automatically when the mountain has a movement. This early-warning system combines the
Takashi Saito landslide theory with measure parameter to judge and predict abnormal conditions through
warning specialist system. Also, this system will send out the results through mobile phone signals, radio
transmitter or forecast messages. The system can predict each stages of mountain deformation, such as the stable
stage, the creep deformation stage, the constant stage, the accelerating deformation stage, the clinical slide stage
and landslides sliding stage. This apparatus can monitor automatically and use for 3 to 5 years which is
battery-powered. This system had obtained effective data and forecasted accurately after installation.
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GIS applications developments

Conveners: S. Angelini, E. Jensen, R. De Amicis

The geographical information applied to Earth Sciences and thematic Cartography paves a new 
way to the management of events associated with slope instability and landslide risk lato sensu in 
both the identification of their causes, reduction of their risk and management of their effect also 
in emergency situations through the real time analysis as well as applications of civil defence. If 
the analysis opportunities that the Geographic Information Systems offer enable, on one hand, a 
moderate optimism concerning the issues related to events forecast – also thanks to the increasing 
availability of data and to the spreading of geomatic knowledge – on the other hand, an adequate 
organisation of the available data, their validation and their correct interpretation is essential so that 
the work of the technical expert is increasingly qualitative, and less quantitative.

This session aims to involve research and development work of information technology so as to support 
geoinformation, adequately manage and store geographic data, also historic, with the purpose of 
identifying new systems of data analysis and discuss suggestions that can support research.
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Weights of evidence versus deterministic method for landslide susceptibility
mapping. Prahova Subcarpathians, Romania 
Iuliana Armas (1) , Florica Stroia (2) , and Laura Giurgea (2)
(1) Unibversity of Bucharest, University Of Bucharest, Faculty Of Geography, Bucharest, Romania; (2) University of
Bucharest, University Of Bucharest, Faculty Of Geology And Geophysics, Bucharest, Romania;

Landslide susceptibility mapping is necessary for landslide risk management and land use planning, which
demands that the disaster prone areas be properly demarcated. Susceptibility maps reflect the relative spatial
probability of landslide occurrence and do not explicitly incorporate the temporal aspect of movement. In recent
years the interest in this topic has increased greatly and many approaches have been developed worldwide. The
present work aims to assess the landslide susceptibility of a hilly area, using two methods: the weight of
evidence statistical method (WOE), which is based on bivariate statistical analysis, and the deterministic
approach based on the infinite slope model. To document the efficiency of this quantitative methods, a landslide
prone area along Prahova Subcarpathian Valley was chosen, where landslide hazard interacts with human
settlement and activities. Relevant thematic maps representing various parameters (e.g., slope, aspect, lithology,
groundwater table, soil texture, distances from built environment, land use and geotechnical background) that are
related to landslide activity have been generated using GIS techniques. In this study we used the log–linear form
of the Bayesian probability model because weights are easier to understand and interpret compared to the
probability expression. For a particular landslide susceptibility parameter weights were calculated based on: •
The probability of the known parameter being present with landslide events • The probability of the known
parameter being present without landslide events • The probability of the known parameter being absent with
landslide events • The probability of the known parameter being absent without landslide events. The final
susceptibility logit map was obtained by combination of weights of selected conditionally independent
parameters. The infinite slope model, based on an infinite slope form of the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion,
was integrate with a raster-based GIS (ILWIS), resulting in maps of factor of safety (FS) on a resample 10 m2
pixel level. Soil properties were represented by soil thickness, unit weight density, and cohesion and friction
angle. The next step of the analysis was to apply the stability model in different scenarios of hydrological
conditions. The values obtained were in good agreement with the field observations. Validation curves were
obtained using the random-split strategy. The Landslide susceptibility map derived from the WOE method has
been compared with that produced from the deterministic method and the results analyzed. Results show that the
main controlling factors in the evolution of landslides are the slope gradient, saturation condition and lithology.
Beside these, factors like morphography (slope aspect and flow direction) or human intervention (land use,
roads, buildings) can interfere.
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Landslide susceptibility mapping: A comparison of logistic regression and
neural networks methods in a small Sicilian catchment
Elisa Arnone (1) , Annalisa Di Piazza (1) , Leonardo V. Noto (2) , and Goffredo La Loggia (3)
(1) PhD, Università Di Palermo, Dica-unipa, Palermo, Italy; (2) Assistant Professor, Università Di Palermo, Dica-unipa,
Palermo, Italy (valerio@idra.unipa.it); (3) Full Professor, Università Di Palermo, Dica-unipa, Palermo, Italy;

The susceptibility assessment concerning the estimation of where landslides could be expected remains one of
the most useful approach in the analysis of landslide hazard. The use of statistical methods together with the GIS
technologies is currently the most efficient tool in a static susceptibility mapping over large areas. The
correlation between the physical phenomenon and its triggering factors based on past observations is the key
point of such analysis. Many methods exist in scientific literature to capture and modeling this correlation.
Among these, the logistic regression and the neural networks methods have provided successful results in many
applications. A comparison between both the methodologies is given in the present study, by discussing the
results of the susceptibility analysis conducted on the same study area by using the two different approaches. A
small basin located in the eastern Sicily has been used to carried out the analysis, where a number of historical
events have been documented over the years. The success and prediction rates have been used to analyze the
results.
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Landslide hazard in the Marche Region (Central Italy): a GIS based
statistical analysis.
Carlo Bisci (1) , Domenico Aringoli (1) , Piero Farabollini (1) , Marco Materazzi (1) , and Gilberto Pambianchi
(1)
(1) University Of Camerino, School Of Environmental Sciences, Camerino, Italy (carlo.bisci@unicam.it);

Some results of a research aimed to individuate and evaluate hydrogeological hazard connected to gravitational
processes and to prevent and/or mitigate landslide risk is presented. The above study has been carried out in an
area strongly modified by human activities: the Marche Region (Adriatic Side of Central Italy), ca. 9000 km2
wide. It ranges between the Conca R. and the Tronto R. basins (respectively to the N and to the S) and is
bounded by the Apennines to the W and the Adriatic Sea to the E. GIS techniques were adopted in order to
create a thematic geodatabase, easy both to use (query, print etc.) and to update, containing information on
orography, hydrography, geology, mass movements, land use etc. The study, based upon detailed
geomorphologic investigations, allowed to recognize and map some 19000 gravitational phenomena, covering
1390 km2 (ca. 16.7% of the whole Region). It aims to identify active gravitational processes, with a special
attention for those affecting built-up areas: for each of such phenomena, special forms (called IFFI and
predisposed by the Italian Geological Survey) were filled. Taking into account the Italian laws (L.183/89 and
L.267/98), gravitational phenomena were classified according to hazard (four classes, from moderate to very
high) and then reclassified according to type and risk (same classes). Statistical analyses allowed to detect the
influence of geological and morphometric factors on the spatial distribution of mass movements and, therefore,
to potential slope instability.
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A proposed landslide susceptibility map of Canada based on GIS
Peter T. Bobrowsky (1) , and María José Domínguez-cuesta (2)
(1) Researcher, Geological Survey Of Canada, Landslides And Geotechnic, Ottawa, Canada; (2) PhD. Full Proffesor,
Universidad De Oviedo, Geología, Oviedo, Spain (mjdominguez@geol.uniovi.es);

Canada is a large country (close to 10 millions km2), with significant environmental diversity and affected by a
great variety of natural hazards. Landslides are especially damaging (it is estimated that more individuals have
died in Canada from landslides than all other natural hazards combined, during the past 150 years) and are
widespread across the Canadian territory. Despite this extensive occurrence, the exact location of instability is
not homogeneous across the country and depends on several factors. Based on expert knowledge it is known that
there is a wide range in scale and diversity of environments, especially as it pertains to landslide problems.
Bearing this in mind we have recognized and differentiated the following regions: 1) the vast territory (> 4
millions km2) occupied by the Canadian Shield (CS), a very stable environment where instability problems are
not as abundant as in other areas; 2) an area up to 300,000 km2 located just south of the Hudson Bay (Hudson
Bay lowlands, HBL). Finally, the remaining terrain has been distinguished between: 3) the areas where the slope
is lower than 1 degree (low relief areas, L) and 4) the high relief areas, those where the slope is greater than 1
degree (high relief areas, H). Given the above, a proposed landslide susceptibility map of Canada is presented in
this study. The final map has been constructed based primarily on GIS, by considering digital layers of relevant
national information including: slope angle, aspect, precipitation, permafrost, surficial geology, vegetation,
distance to rivers, distance to coast (lakes and oceans) and bedrock lithology. These variables have been
categorized into several classes depending on their greater or lesser favourability to influence slope instabilities.
The values assigned to each class are not equal for the whole country and it varies depending on the scale
environment considered (CS, HBL, H or L). The 1:5 million scale final map provides an excellent tool for
visually illustrating regional slope instability susceptibility across the country. It can be considered as a first
approximation for individuals interested in pursuing more detailed investigations.
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Database of unstable rock slopes of Norway
Halvor Bunkholt (1) , Bobo Nordahl (1) , Reginald L. Hermanns (1) , Thierry Oppikofer (1) , Luzia Fischer (1) ,
Lars Harald Blikra (2) , Einar Anda (3) , Halgeir Dahle (4) , and Stine Sætre (4)
(1) Geological Survey of Norway, Landslide Department, Trondheim, Norway (halvor.bunkholt@ngu.no); (2) Åknes-Tafjord
Beredskapssenter, Åtb, Stranda, Norway; (3) Møre og Romsdal Fylkeskommune, Regionalavdelingen, Molde, Norway; (4)
Fylkesmannen i Møre og Romsdal, Kommunal Beredskapsavdeling, Molde, Norway;

In Norway large rockslides with fatal consequences have occurred several times in pre-historic and historic
times. In 2011 it is 100 years since a fatal rock slide occurred in Troms County in northern Norway killing 14
people. Four times the last 100 years rock avalanches have hit fjords and lakes, and subsequent tsunami waves
have destroyed entire villages killing 188 people. As the Norwegian Building Act place restrictions on land use
that can be affected by rock slope failures and their secondary effects, a national database to store information on
potential unstable slopes have been requested. As a response the Geological Survey of Norway has developed a
database for unstable rock slopes since 2008. In this context the objects included in the database are commonly
larger than 0.1 million m3. The database structure has been optimized to fulfill the following main goals: (1) to
serve as a national archive for potential unstable slopes for use in hazard and risk analysis, aerial planning, and
mitigation work as well as research; (2) to serve as a robust and easy to use database during field mapping of
unstable rock slopes. The database currently includes 285 objects, identified either from remote sensing data
such as e.g. InSAR or orthophoto, geological field mapping or inherited knowledge from the local population. A
joint effort between key persons in landslide research in Norway has led to a comprehensive list of Norwegian
terms that are used to describe rockslide features. This list is based on international nomenclature and builds up
the database structure. Each object is mapped with at least one main point and classified according to the
knowledge level of the slope. All other data for the object are related to this point, such as “observation points”
containing all observations made in the field, (e.g. orientation and displacement measurements), “lineaments”
containing structural or morphological lineaments, “measuring stations” containing dGPS data, extensometers,
lidar scans and so on. All data that are collected from remote sensing or in the field are regarded as 1st order
data. Aerial data such as delimiting polygons for the unstable zones, run-out distances and susceptibility- and
hazard areas are added as detailed analysis are carried out. These data are regarded as 2nd order data as they
emerge from detailed analysis of the 1st order data. Additional data such as bathymetry, high resolution digital
elevation models, InSAR and/or terrestrial laser scanning data and more are also stored and linked to the main
point. The database will be published online in 2011. The web interface will provide different data levels to be
accessible for users according to different needs. For aerial planning and open public access, a simplified map
service will present the main information, whereasfor research purposes all data will be available, . This is
solved by filtering so that only the 2nd-order data such as e.g. susceptibility and hazard maps from run-out
analysis or polygons defining the unstable areas are available. For field mapping purposes a reduced version of
the database structure with easy to use drop down menues has been defined in order to simplify the work
processes in field.
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Using the information system and multi-criteria analysis in the geological
risk management in São Paulo 
Eliene Coelho (1) , and Luciana Pascarelli (2)
(1) PMSP, São Paulo City Hall, Habisp, Sao Paulo, Brazil (eliene.coe@gmail.com); (2) PMSP, São Paulo City Hall,
Technical Advisory Service And Works, Sao Paulo, Brazil;

The mass movement processes are natural and part of the erosive / depositional cycle responsible for setting the
landscape of the earth's surface. However, when the occurrence of a geological process effects humans or their
property, it comes to light the concept of geological accident that implicates, besides the physical process that
causes instability the consequences attributed to it. The first reports of such accidents in the City of São Paulo
are related to urban expansion. More fragile areas, such as slopes and of stream banks, began to be occupied
without proper planning, and the increasing number of people affected by landslides revealed the existence of
considerable portion of the population in at- risk settlements. In 2010, the Municipality of São Paulo, through the
Institute for Technological Research, prepared the "Analysis and mapping of risks associated with landslides in
areas of slopes and stream-bank washouts in the favelas of São Paulo Municipality." More than a geotechnical
survey, the largest mapping ever created in Brazil focused precarious-settlement areas with high
social-vulnerability population. In these locations, any type of event, even small, can cause significant damage to
the community, given its low-risk perception, and response and recovery capacity. The risk estimate has been
qualitatively analyzed, from field observations integrating the analysis parameters contained in a risk-assessment
form, with the support of aerial images. The 407 areas investigated were subdivided into at-risk sectors. For each
sector, there were evaluations of (1) natural parameters on the type of soil / rock and vegetation, and of (2)
occupational parameters of interference levels on terrains, and the presence of infrastructure and basic sanitation.
Added to observed signs of instability, the evaluated parameters resulted in 1,179 at-risk sectors, with specific
levels of criticality. Mapping was performed using Habisp - Information System for Social Interest Housing in
the City of São Paulo - as a tool for registration and geo-referencing, which combines spatial and non-spatial
information about the precarious settlements of the city. In the system, there have been included data related to
social, economic, legal and urban aspects of precarious settlements in the Municipality. The need for accurate
information on the housing situation in urban areas, associated with new technologies, and with technical
expertise of the Municipality officials, led to the Habisp creation, with the main objective of guiding the actions
of public managers regarding the city's housing policy. Whereas the geological risk is a determining factor for
assessing the housing condition in an area, and that most of these coincide with those of greater social
vulnerability (favelas), the tool usage provided not only the creation of a consistent database on the City’s risk,
but also the creation of an odds ratio that can interact and be added to the other system data, enabling the
multi-criteria decision-making. Today, the delimitation of the studied areas and the key attributes that were part
of the evaluation can be accessed by staff and local government managers. The location of at-risk sectors and the
probability rate of landslide occurrence are also available to universities, research centers, NGOs, and others
interested in the subject on www.habisp.inf.br. Considering the complexity of the social interest housing
problems in São Paulo and the multiplicity of initiatives and programs in the many spheres of power, the
creation and use of this system provide: greater security in the data sources, standardization of accumulated
knowledge; crosschecking of several actions undertaken or planned for a given area; and, particularly, its use as
the information representation in cartographic databases, allowing more complex spatial analysis that are
necessary for the structural planning of the city. 
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Landslides and spatio-temporal processing of geographical information
Raffaele De Amicis (1) , Federico Prandi (1) , Giuseppe Conti (1) , Diego Taglioni (1) , Stefano Piffer (1) ,
Marco Calderan (1) , and Alberto Debiasi (1)
(1) Fondazione Graphitech, -, -, Trento, Italy;

Civil Protection operators and PAs, engaged in environmental monitoring and management need complex
spatio-temporal processing of Geographic Information (GI) as support to decision-making during planning,
training and in case of emergency. Monitoring and mitigation of natural disasters requires technologies capable
to manage frequently updated repositories and dynamic data. In particular when dealing with risks related to
landslides operators need to be able to access different data sources to better understand the phenomena and to
be able to take the best decisions. To do so it is necessary to filter out GI that refer to a given spatial location and
match both the temporal coverage of interest as well as the required temporal resolution. This is very true in case
of landslides where situation awareness and knowledge on the history of the site, play a key role in the
management of the emergencies. Operators need both to be able to monitor in real time data available from
sensors as well as the history of displacements of the site. This requirement should lead to reconsider current
data models, taking into account time as one of the main variables. Analysis of spatio-temporal data, key to
ensure proper management of GI of relevance for environmental crisis, is especially challenging. It requires tools
for representation and manipulation of all three aspects of the geographical data: thematic, temporal and spatial.
Due to increased speed, space, and graphical performances modern computers offer new opportunities to
properly visualize the temporal variation of spatial data. The work presented in this paper shows the first results
of the project BRISEIDE - BRIdging SErvices, Information and Data for Europe, a Pilot B, funded by the ICT
Policy Support Programme (ICT PSP). The project tries to bridge the aforementioned gap by building on top of
existing SDIs to provide users with more complete and adequate data and processing tools capable to handle the
time dimension in several emergency-related scenarios including, most notably, landslides. BRISEIDE develops
Web Processing Services for spatial analysis and it integrates them within existing open source frameworks.
BRISEIDE is deploying several operational pilots addressing environmental risk management and civil
protection scenarios, whereby operators can access processing services through an interactive web-based 3D
client capable to allow management, authoring, interaction, filtering of existing data through orchestration of
web processing services. The project mobilizes a value-chain of stakeholders to validate the pilots from a
technical, organizational and legal standpoint. The services deployed in the context of BRISEIDE will be used to
better plan and coordinate response to emergencies caused by hydrogeological disturbances. In fact to prevent
disturbances it is essential to know their position, their movement mechanisms, causing factors and possible land
reclamation works. This paper analysis the three central issues typical the spatio-temporal management. The first
concerns the meta information describing the temporal properties of the data; with regard to this, an extension of
the current models has been needed to ensure a complete description of the different types of time properties.
The second pivotal issue is related to the process functionalities involving the time dimension. In particular we
have considered the features that can relate time with space features. This has required considering both time as
a magnitude, for instance the time required to move along a path, and as a temporal series, for instance when
considering changes in observations over time. The last issue regards the visualization of the results. This has
required development of a 4D framework capable to provide access to advanced representations of temporal
analysis through Geovisual Analytics tools. 
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Project KNOWLAND - Open Source Software serving real-time landslide
mapping and hazard assessment
Pietro Domenico De Cosmo (1) , Andrea Suma (2) , F. Javier Gracia (3) , and Franco Mantovani (2)
(1) University of Padua, University, Geoscience Dpt, Padua, Italy (pietrodomenico.decosmo@unipd.it); (2) University of
Ferrara, University, Earth Science Dpt, Ferrara, Italy; (3) University of Cadiz, University, Environmental And Marine
Sciences Dpt, Cadiz, Spain;

Procedures for managing landslide hazards are limited by the inadequate transfer of information about the
geology, geomorphology and dynamic evolution of unstable terrain. Such limitations are becoming increasingly
unnecessary, owing to recent advances in information technology (for both hardware and software). Indeed, as
we intend to demonstrate with Project KNOWLAND, current technology has the potential to provide real-time
evaluations of hazard and risk. Project KNOWLAND has combined commercially-available hardware with open
source (OS) software to design and test a new system for the real-time management and control of hazards from
mud flows and slow slope movements. The project was developed in two field areas (Olvera, in the Cadiz
Province of Andalucia, Spain, and Oliveto Lucano, in the Matera Province of Basilicata, Italy) and consists of
three stages. (1) Geological, geomorphological and morphodynamic data were stored in the field using an Ultra
Mobile Personal Computer (UMPC) and OS software for digitization and data acquisition; (2) using
specifically-developed protocols, the data (as a DBMS database) were integrated with GIS and WebGIS Open
Source software via an area server (using High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA)); and (3) with OS
software, two- and three-dimensional simulations were generated of previous mud flows and slow slope
movements (combining archive data from field accounts, orthophotos and aerial photographs). The simulations
provided forecasts of recent slope movements using only archive data. The results agreed well with the observed
distribution of slope movements that have occurred since the archive data were obtained. Importantly, the OS
software used for data acquisition and processing are freely accessible at no cost. There thus already exists the
potential for low-cost, real-time evaluations of landslide hazard. Moreover, when combined with GIS data on
vulnerability, this potential can be extended to the real-time evaluation of landslide risk. 
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Lahar, Floods and Debris flows resulting from the 2010 Eruption of
Eyjafjallajökull: Observations, Mapping, and Modelling
Esther H. Jensen (1) , Jón Kristinn Helgason (1) , Sigurjón Einarsson (2) , Gudrún Sverrisdóttir (3) , Ármann
Höskuldsson (3) , and Björn Oddsson (3)
(1) Icelandic Meteorological Office, Devision Of Processing And Research, Reykjavík, Iceland (esther@vedur.is); (2) Soil
Conservation Service Of Iceland, Hella, Iceland; (3) University Of Iceland, Institute Of Earth Sciences, Reykjavik, Iceland;

Historic, post-eruptive debris flows of remobilised volcanic ash are rare in Iceland, being restricted to explosive
eruptions. Volcanic ash slurry from the southern slopes of the ice-capped Eyjafjallajökull volcano on 19 May
2010 is the first lahar observed in Iceland since the 1947 Hekla eruption. This study focuses on the volume of
sediment transported, the size and hydrological behaviour of watersheds, and the resulting erosion. Our analysis
is based on: (i) direct measurements of the 19 May lahar; (ii) direct measurements of ash fallout; (iii) aerial and
ground-based imagery; (iv) topographic data from an airborne LIDAR survey; (v) airborne synthetic-aperture
radar; and (vi) precipitation data. The volume of the lahar in the Svadbælisá channel was estimated at 200,000
m3. This flow originated from crown and flank failures, similar to slab avalanches, with water-saturated,
fine-grained ash as the slip surface. Several ash-laden floods occurred in Svadbælisá and neighbouring channels
during the summer of 2010. None, however, were as saturated as the 19 May lahar. An increased number of
small debris flows were also recorded some blocking roads to farms. Precipitation during the summer of 2010
was not higher than average and therefore does not explain this increased erosion. Large quantities of volcanic
ash mantle the lower slopes of the ice-cap. Ash in the ablation zone is expected to be transferred down-slope in
the next few years inducing the erosion to the root of the mountain endangering homes and infrastructure.
Fieldwork during the summer of 2010 has resulted in a map showing the volume of ash above and below the
ablation zone of the main catchments and recorded erosion events. This data was used to assess the hazard and
the need for immediate actions. 
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Three-dimensional modelling of rotational slope failures in complex terrain
with GRASS GIS
Martin Mergili (1) , and Wolfgang Fellin (2)
(1) BOKU University Vienna, Department Of Civil Engineering And Natural Hazards, Institute Of Applied Geology,
Vienna, Austria (martin.mergili@boku.ac.at); (2) University of Innsbruck, Faculty Of Civil Engineering, Unit Of
Geotechnical And Tunnel Engineering, Innsbruck, Austria;

Landslides starting from unstable slopes threat people, buildings and infrastructures in many parts of the world
and are therefore intensively studied. Computer modelling is a popular method for determining which areas are
more susceptible than others. On the one hand, engineers use advanced models to identify hazardous slopes,
mostly based on longitudinal sections. On the other hand, relatively simple models are employed in combination
with Geographic Information Systems (GIS). So-called infinite slope stability models are particularly popular for
GIS-based slope stability analyses. They serve as suitable approximation for the identification of shallow
translational slope failures. Strictly spoken, infinite slope stability models are only valid for cohesionless soil
and constant slope inclination. They are inappropriate for deep-seated rotational failures. However, more
complex approaches still hardly exist in combination with GIS. The main reason for this situation is that infinite
slope stability models rely on the simple overlay of maps and therefore attract geoinformation scientists, whilst
advanced slope stability models are often geometrically complex and their implementation in raster-based GIS is
a challenging task, even if simple spherical or ellipsoidal slip surfaces are assumed. Only few attempts have been
made to develop GIS-based three-dimensional applications of such methods, though this would be essential for
the identification of potentially unstable slopes in complex terrain. The work presented here is understood as an
attempt to overcome this problem, to merge the two philosophies and to come up with a GIS-based, spatially
distributed model for slope stability going beyond the widely used infinite slope stability concept. This goal is
achieved by involving engineers and geoinformation scientists in a common initiative. A GIS-based model for
rotational slope failures was introduced, working as raster module r.roststab under the Open Source GIS package
GRASS GIS. For a given slope or catchment, a large number of potential ellipsoidal slip surfaces is tested, each
of them randomly determined by a Monte Carlo Simulation of the coordinates of the centre as well as the length
and orientation of the axes. The factor of safety for each slip surface is computed using the revised Hovland's
method. In addition to the ellipsoidal slip surfaces, also boundaries between regolith and bedrock layers are
tested. Finally, a factor of safety and – if applicable – the depth of the deepest slip surface are assigned to each
raster cell, according to the most unfavourable case among all tested surfaces relevant for the considered cell.
The model was tested for a landslide-prone catchment in the Ligurian Alps (Northern Italy) and performed
satisfactorily. However, further tests with more extensive sets of measured geotechnical parameters are required.
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Physically-based modelling of granular flows with GRASS GIS
Martin Mergili (1) , Katharina Schratz (2) , Alexander Ostermann (2) , and Wolfgang Fellin (3)
(1) BOKU University Vienna, Department Of Civil Engineering And Natural Hazards, Institute Of Applied Geology,
Vienna, Austria (martin.mergili@boku.ac.at); (2) University of Innsbruck, Faculty Of Mathematics, Computer Sciences And
Physics, Department Of Mathematics, Innsbruck, Austria; (3) University of Innsbruck, Faculty Of Civil Engineering, Unit Of
Geotechnical And Tunnel Engineering, Innsbruck, Austria;

Computer models, increasingly in combination with Geographic Information Systems (GIS), play an important
role in up-to-date studies of travel distance, impact area, velocity and energy of granular flows (e.g. snow or rock
avalanches, flow-like landslides, flows of debris or mud). Simple empirical-statistical relationships or
semi-deterministic models are frequently applied in GIS-based modelling environments. However, they are only
appropriate for rough overviews at the regional scale. In detail, granular flows are highly complex processes and
fully deterministic models are required for the simulation of such phenomena. One of the most advanced theories
for understanding and modelling granular flows is the Savage-Hutter Model, a system of differential equations
based on the conservation of mass and momentum. Satisfactory solutions of the equations exist for a number of
idealized topographies, but not yet for arbitrary terrain. No attempts to integrate the model with GIS were known
up to now. One of the main reasons for this situation is that the available solutions of the Savage-Hutter Model
are formulated in Eulerian and curvilinear flow-following coordinates. Whilst this description, chosen by
engineers, physicists or mathematicians, is adequate for the problems to be solved, it seems to discourage
geoinformation scientists. The work presented is understood as an initiative to integrate a fully deterministic
model for the motion of granular flows, based on the Savage-Hutter theory, with GRASS, an Open Source GIS
software package. The major goal is to come up with a freely available, three-dimensional tool applicable to the
simulation of mass flow velocity, travel distance and impact area. An existing solution of the Savage-Hutter
model, a Non-Oscillatory Central Differencing (NOC) Scheme developed for geometrically simple slopes or
valleys running out into a horizontal plane, was applied. In order to make the concept compatible with a
raster-based GIS environment, the curvilinear coordinate system used in the NOC Scheme had to be transformed
into a Cartesian system. The model was implemented with GRASS GIS as raster module r.avalanche. The
potentials of the model are highlighted, employing the Valpola Rock Avalanche (Northern Italy, 1987) as test
event. The involved topography comes close to the idealized topography the NOC scheme used is based on.
Furthermore, digital elevation models before and after the event were available, so that the starting volume could
be reconstructed. Further reference data was extracted from satellite imagery and from the Italian Landslide
Inventory, and geotechnical parameters derived from earlier works were applied. The Valpola Rock Avalanche –
travel distance, depth distribution of the deposit, flow velocity – was in general well reconstructed, but some
critical points and limitations became apparent as well. The choice of appropriate cell size and time step length
are vital to the functionality of the model. With its current design, the model r.avalanche is only applicable to
mass movements with straight flow lines and topographies coming close to those prescribed by the NOC
Scheme used. Devising a numerical scheme for arbitrary topography as well as including some futher extensions
to the Savage-Hutter Model (e.g. entrainment) would be important steps towards a more generally applicable and
more advanced model.
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Maps of landslide areas whit technical G.I.S.: the use of high resolution
DTM
Mauro Palombella (1)
(1) Geologo, Libero Professionista, Molfetta, Italy (geologo_palombella@virgilio.it);

This work describes a organizing of landslides data and to propose to develop research in information
technology with the aim to improve the analysis and representation of the landslides areas. GIS techniques were
used in a ‘test area’, by a play of transparency on the layer of orthophotos and of hillshade, to underline
physiographic aspects of the area and the represented landslides. Moreover, it is shown that the use of
high-resolution DTM in the mapping of landslide hazard, improves the visual interpretation to give a useful
contribution to the analysis and photo interpretation. 
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A GIS-aided method for an assessment of the sliding susceptibility of
volcaniclastic soils in Campania (Italy)
Sebastiano Perriello Zampelli (1)
(1) Università Di Napoli Federico Ii, Dip. Scienze Della Terra, Napoli, Italy (perriell@unina.it);

Historical records and recent events testify that, in a significant part of Campania, landslides that originate on
carbonate slopes covered by volcaniclastic soils and terminate at their foot or at gully outlets are frequent,
following critical rainfall events. Such landslides can be classified as complex, occurring initially as debris
slides, but rapidly evolving into debris avalanches and/or debris flows. While debris slides cause a relatively
small risk at the source locations (the sites of initial sliding failure), the consequent debris avalanches and/or
debris flows that often evolve from them constitute a serious threat to people and structures along their paths,
especially where they become channelled and travel long distances, after becoming more fluid and bulking in
gullies. The consequences of such landslides in the foothill zones have too often been catastrophic: in addition,
during the last decades the associated risk has been growing, due primarily to increased, often uncontrolled
urbanization. The localization of the initial sliding areas (i.e. “sources”) on the slopes depends on both the spatial
distribution of characters of the soil cover and the spatial distribution of the triggering rainfall events. It therefore
appears reasonable to separate the two aspects of the problem, and focus on the former one, in order to attempt
an assessment of such volcaniclastic soils' sliding susceptibility in the event of landslide-triggering rainfall. In
this paper some results of the application of a method aimed at such an assessment are presented. The method,
called SL.I.DE. (from SLiding Initiation areas DEtection), is intended as a practical engineering-geological tool.
It was developed as an alternative to physically/process-based models, which are based on numerical modelling
of the processes of rainfall, infiltration, unsaturated/saturated flow, pore pressure increase and shear strength
decrease in a continuous (while not necessarily homogeneous) soil cover. Such models, based on the infinite
slope assumption, are in fact inapplicable to slope areas where the soil cover is discontinuous. To this regard, it
has widely been recognized that the majority of debris slides in the studied area originated very close to
interruptions of the continuity of the soil cover, such as rocky cliffs and track cuts: this implies a significant role
for soil cover discontinuities in reaching limit equilibrium conditions. Another spatial factor controlling soil
cover stability is planform curvature which, where concave upwards (i.e. in “hollows”), controls surface and
subsurface flow convergence. Several investigations have shown that, following rain storms, pore water pressure
increases more rapidly in hollows. The SL.I.DE. method is based on the concept that, for a spatially
homogeneous soil cover and a spatially homogeneous landslide-triggering rainfall sequence, different values of
threshold slope gradient for limit equilibrium conditions exist, depending on morphological characters of the soil
cover, such as its continuity and planform curvature. According to the method, a carbonate slope area can be
considered as susceptible to shallow landsliding, in case of slide triggering-capable rainfall sequences, where it:
1) is covered by volcaniclastic soils, and has a slope angle ≥ 45°; 2) is covered by volcaniclastic soils, and is
within 10 m of either bedrock outcrops or centerline of roads and tracks, and has a slope angle ≥ 30°; 3) is
covered by volcaniclastic soils, and has a slope angle ≥ 35°, and has a ground planform upwards concavity ≥ 0,1.
The method relies upon DEMs and a GIS workflow, whose details are presented. Comparison to past landslides'
source areas on sample carbonate slopes is provided, and a discussion on the identification of slope areas that
could be considered as susceptible to sliding in the event of critical rainfall in the future is presented. 
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Application of the computerised cartography to the territory management:
the geomorphological map of palaeolandslides in the Velino river Valley
(Central Apennines, Italy)
Marco Petitta (1) , Fabrizio Millesimi (2) , Piero Farabollini (3) , Serafino Angelini (4) , and Riccardo M.
Menotti (5)
(1) Università "la Sapienza", Roma, Italy; (2) Arpa - Lazio, Rieti, Italy; (3) Università Di Camerino, Camerino, Italy; (4) Lac
S.r.l., Firenze, Italy; (5) Cnr, Ifac, Firenze, Italy (R.M.Menotti@ifac-cnr.it);

The geomorphological cartography explained in this work is the result of a process of synthesis resulting from
detailed geological and geomorphological and hydrogeological researches and from numerous land surveys
carried out during the past ten years. The choice of the study area can be explained by the presence of important
and complex phenomena involving the upper course of the Velino river, such as palaeo-landslides,
mass-movements and debris flows, subsidence phenomena, etc. In particular, these phenomena involve several
towns (Posta, Micigliano, Sigillo, Villa Camponeschi), as well as a fundamental route (State Road 4), following
the ancient consular road, named Salaria, roman in age. The informations deriving from the land surveys has
been integrated and controlled by photo-interpretation (related at 1982 and 2000 aero-photographs). The result
has been implemented by the 2006 cartography, which was obtained from the ortho-rectified images, subject to a
“spreading” over the digital model of the terrain that was obtained from the regional topographical cartography
at a scale of 1:10,000, promoted by the Lazio Region. Even if they have well-known limits of representation that
derive from the approximate restoration of the basic regional maps that were realised in the 1980s, the latter
represent a very up-to-date control instrument, depending on a critical analysis of the information. All the data
have been computerised by exploiting the tools made available by the ESRI platform, through the development
of an innovative logical pattern for the geomorphology, since the aforesaid data were treated by considering
forms, processes and deposits on the basis of the prevailing morphogenetic agent. In this way, the problems
deriving from the contiguity and superimposition of several polygonal forms in logical contrast and topological
conflict have been overcome. Hopefully, several representational limits will be overcome once the set-up valid
for the published printing has been made ready, since the instruments currently available have several technical
limitations in the raster process and, in spite of the information present is correct, it does not yet respect several
qualitative standards typical of Italian graphic representation. Several graphic improvements typical of the
Italian publishing language and cartographic tradition will be the topic of the subsequent phase. Despite Italian
tradition imposes extreme attention on the graphic aspect, it is very important to note that the territorial
computer-related systems facilitate an analysis of the coverings, depending on the substrate on which they are
imposed, and make it possible to define a model according to which the forms, processes and deposits evolve
over time, infact the whole upper valley of the Velino river is annually subjected to deep changes due to the high
energy of relief and extreme weather conditions: knowledge and proper analysis of these phenomena can
contribute significantly to the right land management, giving due importance to the prevention and the screening
to be daily carried out. 
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Different approaches of rockfall susceptibility maps in Lower Austria
Herwig Proske (1) , Klaus Granica (1) , and Christian Bauer (1)
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Within the frame of the ongoing project MoNOE (Development of Methods for Modelling Natural Hazards in
the Province of Lower Austria) the generation of an indicative multi-hazard map to be used as a scientific
reference for regional policies of land use management is one of the main objectives. To assess which areas
within large mountainous regions are potentially endangered by rockfall in a fast and cost-effective manner, the
applicability and reliability of two relatively simple GIS-based approaches have been analysed. With regard to
rockfall susceptibility mapping two main aspects have to be taken into account, namely the definition of
potential source zones and their propagation zones. The presented test area is situated at the northern rim of the
Alps with peaks reaching approx. 1.900 m asl in the southernmost part, characterized mainly by different
carbonates with intercalated clastic sediments and flyschoid sediments. To the north crystalline rocks of the
Bohemian massiv (granites and gneiss) are as well included in the test area. Zones of intense tectonics and high
relief energies due to the deeply incised drainage network favour different types of mass movements like
landslides, debris flows and rockfalls. As most of the minor rockfall events are not registered in existing
inventories, statistical approaches for the identification of source areas are leading nowhere. Therefore an
empirical approach was selected benefitting a lot from the available 1m-LiDAR-DTM. Threshold slope values
for potential rockfall release areas were attributed to different lithological units according to field observations
and the interpretation of Remote Sensing Data (Orthofotos). Land cover data, additional morphometric
parameters (e.g. curvature) and the specific tectonic situation were taken into account as well. The area wide
modelling resulted in a total of approx. 8,3 km2 of potential rockfall source areas (0,63 % of the test area), most
of it situated in the Calcareous Alps. Assessment of the runout zones from the potential release areas was
performed by means of the CONEFALL software (Jaboyedoff, 2003) and refined using the SAGA module Rock
HazardZone (Wichmann, 2006). CONEFALL implements the cone method in a GIS environment and allows the
estimation of the maximum runout length (including rough estimation of velocities and energies) in 3D by
assuming a given aperture angle centered on the source point. The SAGA module Rock HazardZone takes into
account the local relief to calculate the magnitude of divergence yielding more realistic results. The calculation
of potential pathways is implemented as a random walk in conjunction with a Monte Carlo approach and allows
for calibrating the amount of modelled divergence by several parameters. The process-based calculation of the
runout distance permits the input of a friction coefficient which depends on surface cover characteristics, i.e.
material properties, micromorphology and obstacles on the slope. This model therefore allows for the high
potential of the LiDAR-DSM with respect to the evaluation of the protective functions of forests. Field
verifications in selected regions indicated that the combined use of the two applied methods in most cases
provided sufficient degree of accuracy. Further investigations and more detailed modelling have to be
accomplished in the identified high hazard zones. Compared to previous works the results improved
significantly using the LiDAR data. However additional efforts have to be made with regard to the generation of
more detailed and reliable geological base maps for the identification of potential source areas. This work step
has to be attached high importance to, as the whole propagation modelling procedure is based on the results of
the source area identification. 
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Management and publication of a continuously updated catalogue of
geo-hydrological events with consequences to the population in Italy.
Paola Salvati (1) , Ivan Marchesini (1) , Vinicio Balducci (1) , Cinzia Bianchi (1) , and Fausto Guzzetti (1)
(1) Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche - Istituto Di Ricerca Per La Protezione Idrogeologica, Perugia, Italy
(paola.salvati@irpi.cnr.it);

Landslides and floods are widespread and recurrent phenomena in Italy, where they cause extensive damage and
pose a severe threat to the population. To provide an estimate of geo-hydrological risk in Italy, a catalogue of
landslide and flood events that caused damage to the population was compiled from a variety of different
sources. These include the review of existing digital catalogues of historical events, supplemented by an
extensive search of archive, bibliographical and chronicle sources. The new catalogue covers the 1943-year
period from 68 AD to 2010, and lists 3,226 landslide events and 2,624 flood events that have resulted in deaths,
missing persons, injured people, and homeless. For each event in the catalogue, different type of information
was collected on the main physical features, as the precise or approximate date and site of occurrence, triggering
mechanism , temporal and spatial evolution, and on the exact damage to the population, as the number of death,
injured, missing and homeless. The research of geo-hydrological events and their consequence is a difficult, time
consuming expensive, and uncertain operation. When this information is available many application are possible
to determine the spatial and temporal frequency and the type and distribution of the damage. Such statistics are
the basics for qualitative or quantitative risk evaluation which is fundamental in the land use planning and in
civil protection fields. The management of data such as those described above must be made on storage systems
that can provide guarantees of stability, security, interoperability, high capacity and high performance. It is also
desirable that the system is able to handle geo-referenced data and that they are immediately available in the
form of mapping services. For this purpose CNR IRPI has put in place a relational database based on
PostgreSQL / PostGIS (an enterprise-class SQL database server with geographic extensions), a system for
publishing data through standard OGC services (based on GeoServer) and a WebGIS (developed in-house and
based on the services themselves). The system is implemented in 13 virtual machines on two host servers. To
ensure high performance and capacity the database has been built using a logic of replication and load balancing.
The data are edited by the operators, who access by alphanumeric and GIS clients, to the "master" database that
is placed on the first host. An asynchronous replication is triggered when there is even a small change in the
"master" database. The database replication takes place on two "slave" that are placed on a second host machine.
A pooler for PostgreSQL placed between a battery of six GeoServers and the two “slave” database distributes
the load of geographic call executed by GeoServers. A load balancer handles incoming calls to the six
GeoServer nodes. The WebGIS, in turn, queries and publishes the information layers provided by the load
balancer. This infrastructure, in addition to ensuring high capacity and performance, ensures that the data is
replicated on two separate physical machines, so that there is no risk of data loss in connection with possible
damage to hardware. The implemented system allows automatic updating and publication of maps relating the
sites where landslide and flood events occurred causing damage to the population. 
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A Geographical Information Archive for the estimation of landslide hazard
and specific risk, in Monte Castello di Vibio municipality, Umbria, Central
Italy
Michele Santangelo (1) , Mauro Cardinali (1) , Francesca Ardizzone (1) , Paola Reichenbach (1) , and Fausto
Guzzetti (1)
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The Umbria Region, in Central Italy has a long history of mass movements. Landslides, in Umbria, range from
fast moving rock falls and rapid moving debris flows in the mountain areas, to slow moving failures in the hilly
part of the region. We performed a method to evaluate the landslide hazard and risk in 79 urban areas in Umbria
and for these areas we determined qualitative landslide risk levels. For each urban area the methodology has: (i)
identified the extension of the study area, (ii) ascertained the landslide hazard and (iii) identified the vulnerable
elements for which the specific risk had to be evaluated. We recently revised the methodology and realized a
Geographical Information Archive (GIA), using the software ArcGIS 9.3.1, ArcMap module. The study area is
about 5 km2, in the municipality of Monte Castello di Vibio (Perugia). We carried out a multi-temporal
landslide inventory (MLI) by stereoscopic analysis of 5 sets of aerial photographs (1941, 1954, 1977, 1985,
1996) at different scales. We stored the MLI in a geodatabase of 14 feature classes (spatial reference: ED50 /
UTM zone 33N). Landslides were classified according to: typology, depth of the slip surface (shallow or deep
seated landslides), frequency (recurrence of slope failures detected on aerial photographs of different age),
velocity (rapid, slow and fast moving landslides), and intensity (combination of velocity and estimated volume).
The procedure requires to define the hazard in terms of an evolution of the landslides observed in the past 50/60
years. This involves the identification of possible evolutionary scenarios of instability (Landslide Hazard Zones)
(LHZ), which estimates the area of possible expansion of existing landslides or of possible occurrence of new
landslides, according to: the intensity and type of movement, the degree and type of activity of failures, the
morphology of the slope. We defined LHZs related to slow, rapid and fast moving landslides as polygon
features. The attribute tables of the LHZ feature classes contain information on typology of the landslide,
estimated depth of the slip surface, estimated volume, estimated velocity and recurrence of the landslide. The
intensity value was obtained automatically by the fields of volume and velocity. The Hazard is expressed by a
positional index (PI) in which each digit contains information about velocity, volume (i.e. intensity) and
recurrence of the landslides. We mapped the vulnerable elements of the municipality on a orthophoto map of
2006 (National Cartographic Portal, Italian Ministry of Environment, http://www.pcn.minambiente.it/PCN/)
distinguishing polygonal and linear elements (buildings and roads) and classified the elements at risk according
to their typology. The information was stored in 2 feature classes in the same geodatabase. The intersection
between LHZ and vulnerable elements layers gave 4 specific risk layers containing information about slow,
rapid or fast moving landslides and elements at risk (polygonal or linear). We obtained a complex attribute table
containing the specific risk PI as the combination of hazard and vulnerability values. The GIA consists in 22
digital files containing information on landslides, vulnerable elements, hazard and risk zoning. This approach
allows to keep records of every step of the adopted procedure, and allows to build a number of queries about
landslides, LHZs and specific risk. We think this kind of Archives can be a very useful tool to municipality
planners for: (i) the risk management depending on different types and intensity of landslides, and different kind
of elements at risk, (ii) evaluating the direct or indirect damage to the population and (iii) contributing to the
evaluation of the total risk. 
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Mathematical and GIS-modeling of Landslides in Kharkov region of
Ukraine
Oleksandr Trofymchuk (1) , Iurii Kaliukh (2) , Iryna Trofimova (3) , and Anna Glebchuk (4)
(1) Grand Ph.D., Professor,Deputy Director, Institute Of Telecommunications And Global Information Space Of National
Academy Of Sciences Of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine (itelua@kv.ukrtel.net); (2) Grand Ph.D., Professor, Senior Research
Scientist, Institute Of Telecommunications And Global Information Space Of Nasu, Department Of Natural Resources, Kyiv,
Ukraine; (3) Ph.D., Executive Scientific Secretary, Institute Of Telecommunications And Global Information Space Of Nasu,
Kyiv, Ukraine; (4) Ph.D., Junior Research Scientist, Institute Of Telecommunications And Global Information Space Of
Nasu, Department Of Natural Resources, Kyiv, Ukraine;

Objectives of the research were to determine the landslide- hazardous slopes over Kharkov region of Ukraine, to
develop a database containing the engineering-geological information relevant to descriptors (passports) of
landslide sites, to develop targeted GIS on landslides in Kharkov region. Input data included the geographical
coordinates of landslide sites’ relief; data on slope gradients, meteorological data; hydrological and geological
characteristics related to underground waters; physical-mechanical properties of soils. The Ukrainian software
LANDSLIP07, which realizes a simulation of stress-strain state of slides and slopes, was a modeling tool. The
mathematical models, developed by Prof. Shakhunyants, Prof. Maslov, were applied for a calculation of the slide
pressure and the coefficient of stability. The software LANDSLIP07 has been tested at the Geotechnical
laboratory of Polish company “Turów” in 2010 during the special Polish-Ukrainian meeting. At test runs a
coefficient stability of selected slopes was calculated using the LANDSLIP07 and Canadian software
GEOSLOPE followed by a comparison. The simultaneous tests under the LANDSLIP07 and GEOSLOPE have
given the comparable results for the coefficient of stability (error less 1 %) on the testing sites of Kharkov
region, Ukraine. The database and targeted GIS on landslides in Kharkov region has been developed. The
targeted GIS includes multi-layer information on relief, slope gradients, hydrographic network, road network,
landslide sites etc. Descriptors consists of: location; geological structure; types of rocks in cut, gravity energy of
slope; features of slope watering; hydrodynamic conditions; landslide mechanism; temporal indexes of landslide
evolution (duration of landslide cycle, preparation stage, phase of general activation, landslide age, landslide
state); basic factors, which determine the evolution of landslide process; monitoring of landslide process (trends
in landslide evolution, sufficiency of landslide exploration, blasted objects, presence of constructions stabilizing
a landslide, monitoring tasks); calculable indexes of landslide slope; engineering defense and recommendations
on using a landslide slope, and others. The following maps of the Kharkiv area have been developed: the map of
hydrographical network; the map of the territory gradation after the angle of slope; the map of the relief; the map
of landslide site locations; the map of evolution of landslides over the territory; the map of landslide locations in
relation to the settlements; the map of landslide locations in relation to the road network; the diagrammatic map
of distances of landslide sites from the roads; the map of a seismic zoning the territory with the period of
repetition one time during 5000 years for the average soil conditions and 1% probability of exceeding of
calculated intensity during 50 years; the map of underflooding of landslide sites. 
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Evaluation and zonation of landslide hazard of Northern Tehran district
Ali Uromeihy (1) , and Mahsa Sharif (2)
(1) Dr., Tarbiat Modares University, Engineering Geology, Tehran, Iran (uromia@yahoo.co.uk); (2) Mis, Azad University,
Geology, Tehran, Iran;

Tehran is the country’s most densely populated district which is located on the southern part of Alborz
Mountains. Many sensitive infrastructures such as dams, roads, power lines and residential blokes are located
within the area. In this paper the potential of landslide hazard for North Tehran was evaluated and a hazard
zonation map based on ARC-GIS method was prepared. Several parameters such as lithology, slope degree,
slope orientation, distance from faults and earthquake deduced acceleration were considered as main factors. The
quality parameters of the defined effecting factors were quantified by the above named software where the data
layers were divided into smaller classes. In the next stage, specific weights were assigned to each class and the
hazard potential values were determined. Finally they were presented as a landslide hazard zonation map of the
area. It was found that slope angle of 16-35 degrees, slope orientation to the west, lithology of sedimentary
rocks, distance of less 2 km from fault and earthquake acceleration of over 0.5g has great effect on the
distribution of landslide in the area.
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Two integrated models simulating dynamic process of landslide using GIS
Chunxiang Wang (1) , Hideaki Marui (1) , Gen Furuya (1) , and Naoki Watanabe (1)
(1) Niigata University, Research Institute For Natural Hazards And Disaster Recovery, Niigata, Japan
(chunxiangwang@hotmail.com);

Slope failures are a wide variety of processes that result in the downward and outward movement of
slope-forming materials. The materials may move by sliding, flowing, falling, toppling, or spreading. The
various types of slope failures can be differentiated by the kinds of material involved and the mode of
movement. Two major modes of slope failures: landslides and debris-flows are simulated by two integrated
models using GIS to represent the dynamic process across three dimensional terrains. Landslides occur when
earth material moves downhill after failing along a shear zone. Debris flows can be differentiated from
landslides by the pervasive, fluid-like deformation of the mobilized material. The formation of debris flows most
often occurs as a result of a landslide partially or completely mobilizing into a debris flow. GIS-based revised
Hovland’s 3D limit equilibrium model is used to simulate the movement and stoppage of a landslide. Sliding is
defined by a slip surface which cuts through the slope, causing the mass of earth to move above it. The factor of
safety will be calculated step by step during the sliding process simulation. Stoppage is defined by the factor of
safety much greater than one and the velocity equal zero. GIS-based depth-averaged 2D numerical model is used
to predict the runout distance and inundated area of a debris flow. As raster grid networks of digital elevation
model in GIS can be used as the finite difference mesh, the continuity and momentum equations are solved
numerically using the finite difference method. The simulation displays the propagation and deposition and
deposition of a debris flow across the complex topography. The two GIS-based integrated models are able to
provide effective tools for hazard mapping and risk assessment. 
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Session L09
Advances in slope stability modelling 

Conveners: K. Ho, F. Catani, G. Iovine, A. Ledesma

Slope modelling traditionally refers to the analysis of detail-scale slope stability under specific and 
known boundary conditions. Many methods have been proposed and used in the last thirty years to 
cope with the related problems and, lately, new numerical solutions have been developed to improve 
our ability to model the behavior of a given slope, both in two and three dimensions. However, even 
more recently, new advances in constitutive models/computational methods, software engineering, 
field and laboratory instrumentation, quantitative geomorphology and hydrology seem to have 
set the stage for a new breakthrough in slope modelling, making it possible to positively face the 
challenge of going from slope-specific to basin-scale analysis and from limited time frames (single 
event approach) to continuous, near real-time applications. Recent advances in slope modelling 
are not confined to analyses concerning the conditions prior to the onset of landslides or complete 
detachment of ground mass, but also the simulation of post-failure dynamics. Numerical models 
have evolved to assess the runout of landslide debris, which have practical applications in hazard 
and risk assessments.

This session encourages researchers and practitioners of slope modelling to present their models, 
theories, results and practical applications involving the use of advanced methods which incorporate 
novel aspects in either algorithms, approaches, field and remote sensing data assimilation for models, 
real-world applications both at the slope-specific and the basin-scale as well as the simulation of the 
post-failure dynamics.
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Challenging complex processes in 3D rockfall modelling
Federico Agliardi (1) , Giovanni B. Crosta (1) , Paolo Frattini (1) , and Silvia Imposimato (2)
(1) Università Degli Studi Di Milano - Bicocca, Dipartimento Scienze Geologiche E Geotecnologie, Milano, Italy
(federico.agliardi@unimib.it); (2) Feat, Heerlen, The Netherlands;

The increasing availability of advanced data-collection techniques and powerful computers allowed a substantial
understanding of common rockfall processes. We have now useful means to assess rockfall hazard, and improve
the reliability of countermeasure design. In this respect, the development of 3D modelling techniques provides
advanced tools to assess rockfall hazard either over large areas or at the local scale. Nevertheless, not all the
models are able to provide the same account for rockfall physics, including impact and related controls, 3D
effects (e.g. lateral dispersion), impact against structures, effects of vegetation, and block fragmentation.
Accounting for all this phenomena in a reasonably simple way is important to reliably predict block trajectories,
frequency and energy for risk analysis and countermeasure design. Nevertheless, modular semi-empirical
algorithms, which give generally consistent results, but may fail to provide a physically-sound simulation of
complex phenomena, are sometimes adopted. Here we test some modelling approaches implemented in the 3D
rockfall simulator Hy_Stone, with special focus on block-countermeasure interaction, vegetation effects, and
block fragmentation. The core module of Hy_Stone (Crosta et al., 2004; Frattini et al., 2008; Agliardi et al.,
2009) is a hybrid algorithm based on modifications of Pfeiffer and Bowen (1989) and Azzoni et al. (1995),
which exploits high resolution 3D descriptions of topography (e.g. LIDAR). The algorithm allows to simulate
free fall, impact and rolling with different damping relationships available. Topography is described by a DEM,
and all the relevant parameters are spatially distributed. Stochasticity of rockfall processes and parameters is
accounted for by slope roughness, and by random sampling of most parameters. Specific model components
have been implemented allowing to explicitly, albeit simply account for the interactions between blocks and
countermeasures or structures. A new elasto-viscoplastic (VPL) constitutive model (Di Prisco and Vecchiotti,
2006) has been implemented into Hy_Stone as a damping model to simulate the response of homogeneous soil
layers subjected to the impact of spherical rigid boulders. The module accounts for the time dependence of the
mechanical response of soil layers due to soil fabric rearrangement induced by block penetration, using coupled
visco-plastic and Coulomb friction mechanisms. A specific module explicitly accounts for the geometric and
dynamic effects of vegetation (Crosta et al., 2006), with different types of simulated impacts depending on the
relative position of the block with respect to a obstacle, and a stochastic approach implemented to account for
uncertainty. Finally, a specific fragmentation model has been developed and included in Hy_Stone. The model
detects fragmentation conditions based on a fracture energy criterion. At each fragmentation point, the fragment
grain size distribution and the kinetic energy of each generated particle are determined according to user-defined
constraints. Stochastic behavior is also accounted for. Here we test model performance through the back analysis
of real, well characterised events and experimental data, and discuss the potential of this kind of modelling for
local-scale hazard assessment and countermeasure evaluation and design.
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Twisting Theory and RCR MST: A new highly non linear modeling applied
to Corvara landslides.
Massimo Amodio (1) , Giancarlo Bovina (2) , Massimo Buscema (3) , Luigi Catzola (3) , Alessandro Corsini (4)
, Marco Fabrizi (5) , Christian Iasio (6) , Mario Gentili (3) , Volkmar Mair (7) , Claudio Margottini (8) , and
Markus Sperling (9)
(1) Rome, Italy; (2) Geosphera, Latina, Italy; (3) SEMEION, Rome, Italy; (4) University of Modena and Reggio Emilia,
Modena, Italy; (5) CSI, Rome, Italy; (6) EURAC, Bolzano, Italy; (7) Autonomous Province Of Bozen - Südtirol, Ufficio
Geologia E Prove Materiali, Bolzano, Italy; (8) ISPRA, Dpt. Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy
(claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it); (9) Autonomous Province Of Bozen - Südtirol, Opere Idrauliche, Bolzano, Italy;

Landslides are not usually studied with a strong mathematical approach. Due to their intrinsic nature modeling
has been reflecting a more simple and linear approach, especially in understanding progressive evolution and
failure. In this paper landslides are studied as dynamic systems, highly non linear. Consequently, new Artificial
Adaptive Systems will be introduced and used to understand the dynamics of a very known and studied
landslide: the Corvara case study. A new algorithm, named Recurrent MST (RCR-MST), will be applied to
Corvara data to infer new critic points in the landslide not considered in a first approach. The relevance of these
new points will be discussed and verified. A new Adaptive System, Twisting Theory Algorithm (TWTA), will
be introduced and applied to Corvara data to discover with many computer simulations trials the global shape of
the Corvara landslides along the time. The new findings will be discussed. This work poses the important issue
of possible cooperation between mathematicians and geologists to predict and model complex systems such as
natural disasters. 
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Dimensionless numerical approach to perched waters in 2D gradually
layered soils
Stefano Barontini (1) , Marco Peli (1) , Thom A. Bogaard (2) , and Roberto Ranzi (1)
(1) University Of Brescia, Dicata, Brescia, Italy (barontin@ing.unibs.it); (2) Delft University Of Technology, Cetg, Delft,
The Netherlands;

The formation of perched water tables in the upper soil layers, during an infiltration process at low rate, is an
important landslides triggering mechanism. Aiming at better understanding the processes involved in perched
waters onset and in their development, we investigated the case of a soil slope characterised by gradually
decreasing hydraulic conductivity at saturation with depth. Considering the soil layer undeformable and of finite
depth, an infiltration process at constant rate was numerically studied on the basis of the Richards equation, by
means of the software Hydrus--2D/3D. The conductivity was assumed to exponentially decrease across the
upper soil layers, as suggested by literature data and previous experimental investigations in the Italian Alps.
The cases of both isotropic and anisotropic conductivity, with the lateral one higher than the transverse one, were
simulated. Various slope steepnesses were considered as well. At the bottom of the domain saturation conditions
were assumed, thus representing a soil layer which is not able to act any retention. A no--flux condition and a
seepage surface were respectively set upstream and downstream. The process is controlled by many parameters
so that, even focusing only on the hydraulic problem which takes place in an undefomable soil, any physical
quantity can a priori be function of many variables, dealing with the soil--water constitutive laws, the soil
stratification, the domain geometry and the boundary conditions as well. Therefore, in order to get information
which could be generalised to different contexts and to properly guide the numerical simulations, we suggested a
complete set of dimensional variables to lead the problem to a dimensionless approach on the basis of the
application of the Buckingham theorem. In this work we then explored, for assigned constitutive laws and soil
stratification, the effect of the anisotropy and steepness on the infiltration threshold above which a perched water
table onsets or the soil is led to waterlogging. In the latter case, the position and magnitude of the maximum
positive pressure head within the perched water was investigated as well. Coherently with theoretical solutions
of the 1D horizontal case and of the 2D sloping soil, the simulations evidenced non--monotonic profiles of the
pressure head within the perched water which is bounded, above and below, by a water table. Anyway they
revealed how slightly lower infiltration rates, with respect to the 1D case, are required for the perched water to
onset and to saturate all the soil depth. This is due to the fact that, as the soil slope increases, the gravitational
gradient becomes less effective at sustaining the flux transversely to the soil. If slopes one order of magnitude
longer than the soil depth are considered, and the soil is not anisotropic, an almost uniform flux can be observed
in a long branch of their central part, thus allowing to perform stability analyses in the framework of the infinite
slope approach. The length of the branch with almost uniform flux reduces as the anisotropy increases. 
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Geological and geophysical aid to model a small landslide in heterogeneous
rock masses of the Langhe hills (NW italy)
Sabrina Bonetto (1) , Cesare Comina (1) , Andrea Giuliani (1) , and Giuseppe Mandrone (1)
(1) University Of Torino, Earth Science, Torino, Italy;

In April 2009 North-West Italy was interested by heavy rainfalls that triggered several landslides, especially of
shallow type, and caused relevant rise of water level in many rivers, in some cases even higher the alert level.
Particularly in the hills near Alba (NW Italy), many landslides occurred, most of them belonging to the debris
flow or soil slip types. In this area, a small but interesting landslide involved a local road and a high quality,
recently planted, vineyard. The lithologies are mainly represented by alternations of sands, more or less
cemented (sometimes sandstones s.s.) and clays or claystones. The present study shows the use of different
disciplinary approaches focused to understand the behavior of this landslide: in particular, besides geological and
geomorphological studies, detailed topographic and geophysical surveys together with an in sito
geotechnical/geomechanical characterization were applied to this small area. The coupling of different
techniques with field observations allowed to create a geological and technical model, both in surface than in
depth. This model clarifies the landslide’s triggering mechanism and allowed to perform a back analysis on both
strength and pore pressure parameters. As a matter of fact, this Case Fantini landslide permitted an interesting
cross-correlation of data from various sources; moreover, the supposed conceptual model was updated and
confirmed by a numerical one.
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Modeling and Stabilization of La Frasse Landslide, Switzerland
Christophe Bonnard (1)
(1) PBBG SA, Lausanne, Switzerland (christophe.bonnard@pbbg.ch);

La Frasse Landslide, located in the Western Prealps of Switzerland not far from the Lake of Geneva, was a large
permanently moving slide extending over an area of approx. 1 km2. Since the years 1830' it has caused severe
and recurrent damage to a major road that needed to be repaired at regular intervals. Many investigation phases
have been carried out, allowing an excellent knowliedge of its geometry, its geology, its movements and its
hydrogeological conditions, but classical and even sophisticated slope stability analyses did not allow the
determination of its geotechnical behaviour during crises, mainly due to rainfall and snow episodes, until a
complete 2D and 3D hydrogeological and geomechanical modeling could explain its acceleration pattern
(Tacher et al., 2005). The foreseen effect of a drainage scheme, showing a reduction of total diplacements during
crises by 95%, allowed the authorities to decide the construction of a 725 m long drainage gallery, which was
achieved in 2008, and the 54 drainage boreholes are in operation since early 2009. The behaviour of the lower
part of the slide has been continuously monitored for nearly 5 years by an orientable laser distancemeter that has
proved the efficiency of the drainage scheme; in 2010 for instance, the surface residual movements were below 3
cm/year on all targets, whereas the long-term average displacements were varying between 30 and 60 cm/year
before the implementation of the drainage scheme (Bonnard, 2011). This positive effect has allowed the
initiation of protection works along the banks of the river Grande-Eau flowing at the toe of the slide, in order to
reduce the erosion effects that were causing an annual scour of about 2000 m3 of slide material each year, and
which had appeared as unsuccessful in previous channeling tentatives. Are all questions related to this slide now
solved forever? It would be bold to pretend it, in particular as the 6-layered hydromechanical model, expressed
with a Biot-type mechanical formulation and considering a Hujeux elasto-plastic model in the main slip surface,
still simplify the complex structure of the slope and the possible changes in the boundary conditions.
Nevertheless the confirmation of a clear stabilizing effect over the last 2 years in the lower part of the slide and
the disappearance of minor crises, as the one experienced in 2007 during the construction of the drainage gallery,
allow a fair confidence in the system carried out, that can still be extended if needed. An important repair of the
major road crossing the slide will now be planned. The major question that stays open for the future is the
potential long-term stabilization of the upper part of the slide in which the village of Cergniat is found (average
velocity before the construction of the drainage scheme : 13 cm/year). Will the stabilized lower part of the slide
ensure a retrogressive stabilization of the upper part (implying namely some 30 million m3)? The long-term
monitoring that may use aerial photographs taken at 6 year interval to determine the horizontal displacements by
photogrammetry will give some indications on this effect. Other modeling investigations are also planned in
order to master the difficulties of geomechanical behaviour, in particular with respect to the role of inertia in the
landslide mass that dampens the fluctuations of groundwater pressure.
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Development of satellite radar data for mapping and monitoring of
gravitational instability in the basin planning
Marcello Brugioni (1) , Bernardo Mazzanti (1) , Giovanni Montini (1) , and Lorenzo Sulli (1)
(1) Arno River Basin Authority, Florence, Italy (m.brugioni@adbarno.it);

The Arno River Basin Authority, as part of its planning and monitoring tasks, has used for some years the
ground deformation data obtained by differential interferometric analysis of radar images acquired by the
satellite platform. This paper shows how these data can be used as a useful support in the definition of geometry
and state of activity of landslides, and also as important information for identifying areas at risk and,
consequently, defining priorities for action. The interferometric data used in this work are derived from the
processing of radar images of the Arno basin, acquired by the ERS satellites in the period 1992-2000, from the
RADARSAT satellite in 2003-2006 and the ENVISAT satellite during the period 2003-2008. The basic data
consist of georeferenced point data, called Permanent Scatterers (PS), showing both the average speed of
movement along the line of sight of the satellite throughout the time period considered, both the series of
movements recorded at every image acquisition time. A very important feature of the system of satellite
acquisition is the fact that the particular combination of satellite orbits, having approximately NS direction, and
motion of the Earth's rotation causes the same area is illuminated using two different observation points
(geometry ascending and descending), thus making possible a joint examination of the two datasets with
reconstruction of the displacement vector in the EWZN plane. The database of landslides in the Arno basin,
updated in December 2010, identifies some 25,500 landslides sites throughout the basin, of which about 10%
have risk elements, such as buildings, infrastructures and so. Of these, over 90% are affected by the presence of
PS; on them was carried out statistical analysis of the velocity values recorded by satellites, so as to characterize,
if possible, the average speed of the landslide body and identify spatially the areas with the highest values of
deformation. For the same areas were also considered the ascending and descending datasets and, where
possible, re-sampling was performed on a common grid for the definition of the displacement vector in the
EWZN plane. This development, among other things, was to assess the change in the prevailing direction of
movement in different parts of the landslide body in order to make important points about the nature of the
phenomenon studied. The results were organized into a web-GIS project where you can view the spatial
distribution of all satellite data considered, classified according to the speed of movement. You can examine
individual landslides sites in order to draw, through a php process questioning in real time the geodatabase
reference, the main statistical parameters of the strain rate together with the detailed description of the number
and type of risk elements involved. The use of such techniques for ground deformation analysis has proven
particularly useful as an aid in determining the status of landslide risk, making possible the detection of
instability in areas subject to deep-seated gravitational slope deformations that, following the considerable
depths of the sliding surface, are difficult to monitor using traditional tools. 
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Analysis of safety factor of an infinite slope considering rainfall and
saturation depth ratio of soil
Byung-gon Chae (1) , Kyu-bo Park (2) , and Hyuck-jin Park (3)
(1) Principal researcher, Kigam, Geologic Hazards Dept., Daejeon, Republic Of Korea (bgchae@kigam.re.kr); (2)
Researcher, Kigam, Geologic Hazards Dept., Daejeon, Republic Of Korea; (3) Professor, Sejong Univ., Dept. Of
Geoinfomation Engineering, Seoul, Republic Of Korea;

This study analyzed changes of safety factor of an infinite slope based on rainfall infiltration velocity. The safety
factor was calculated by an equation based on the concept of quasi-dynamic wetness index considering
saturation depth ratio dependent on rainfall duration. For the rainfall infiltration velocity, this study performed a
column test to measure infiltration velocity of rainfall into unsaturated soil. The test condition was controlled
dependent on rainfall intensity and unit weight in both weathered gneiss soil and weathered granite soil.
Volumetric water content and pore-water pressure were measured using TDR sensors and tensiometers at a
regular time interval. Unit weight conditions of soils were determined based on the in-situ conditions. Rainfall
intensities were selected as 20mm/h and 50mm/h. As the results of the test, the higher rainfall intensity and the
lower unit weight of soil, the faster average infiltration velocity. Granite weathered soils of rainfall infiltration
velocities were faster than gneiss weathered soils of rainfall infiltration velocity except for the looser conditions.
These results are related with more homogeneous particle size of granite weathered soil than that of gneiss
weathered soil, smaller unit weight condition and larger porosity of granite weathered soil than gneiss weathered
soil. Based on the rainfall infiltration velocities, this study calculated changes of safety factor (SF) of a slope
considering saturation depth of soil from the surface in each time. The SF values were decreased with increase of
rainfall amount and soil wetness in a slope. The SF values were also decreased with changes of saturation depth
ratio of soil related with rainfall duration and intensity.
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Small-scale factors of landslide susceptibility in pyroclastic soil mantled
slopes of Campania (southern Italy): the debris avalanche of 4 March 2005
in Nocera inferiore (SA)
Pantaleone De Vita (1) , Durante Aquino (2) , and Pietro Bruno Celico (1)
(1) Università Degli Studi Di Napoli "federico Ii", Scienze Della Terra, Napoli (na), Italy (padevita@unina.it); (2) PhD
student "Environment and Territory", Università Degli Studi Del Molise, Scienze E Tecnologie Per L’ambiente E Il
Territorio, Pesche (is), Italy;

The debris avalanche occurred on 4 March 2005 in Nocera Inferiore (SA) was a further case of deadly landslides
in pyroclastic soil mantled slopes of Campania (southern Italy) that caused the loss of four human lives. The
landslide was triggered by a heavy rainstorm occurred in the preceding hours and hydrologically predisposed to
instability by snowfall of the antecedent days. The landslide took place on a slope with general approximately
linear longitudinal and transversal profiles, with a slope angle varying from 30° to 40°. It involved ash-fall
pyroclastic soils, mainly derived from the Somma-Vesuvius eruptions, deposited on bedrock constituted of
Lower Jurassic dolomitic limestones. As typical of this type of shallow landslides, the mass movement initiated
with a small debris slide (about 400 m3) that subsequently triggered the debris avalanche mechanism. The
avalanche volume increased progressively downstream involving the pyroclastic mantle, averaging about 2 m in
thickness, and detaching it from the bedrock, thus assuming a typical triangular shape with an apex angle of
about 20° and a width of about 120 m at the footslope, after a run of 410 m. The accumulation zone was
characterised by a poli-lobed shape and by a short mobility of the deposit (less than 100 m beyond the knick
line), due to the gently sloping (11°) morphology of the footslope and the absence of a well defined
hydrographic channel. Considering the landslide height (275 m) and length (457 m), the travel angle resulted of
31°, as typical for such type of landslides. Specific field surveys and analyses were carried out in the initiation
zone in order to increase the understanding about the factors that controlled the landslide initiation, both
considering its precise localisation and the apparently equivalent influence of the commonly recognised
susceptibility factors such as slope angle, slope shape, pyroclastic soil thickness as well as man-made
morphological alterations. Stratigraphic surveys and engineering geological characterisations of pyroclastic soils
were carried out by means of exploratory pits and laboratory analysis. Within the total thickness of pyroclastic
mantle, varying from 2 m to 3 m, a variable stratigraphic setting was found. Applying the nomenclature of
principal pedological horizons, two stratigraphic settings were found below the surficial A and B horizons. The
first, with a single C horizon, constituted of lapilli (gravel) of the “Pompei” 79 A.D. eruption and a basal
paleosol in contact with the bedrock. The second, with one more C horizon, attributable to the 1944 eruption,
and another paleosol interbedded between the two C horizons. The stratigraphic data were used to reconstruct a
3-D physical model of the pyroclastic soil mantle that led to the assessment of spatial geometries and shapes of
stratigraphic horizons. The observation of the matching between landslide initiation zone and the local increase
of pyroclastic soil thickness as well as the presence of two lapilli horizons is among the most important results
obtained. Distributed slope stability analyses confirmed the relative less stability of this stratigraphic condition.
These results extend the understanding of the landslide susceptibility in pyroclastic soil mantled slopes linking it
to the inhomogeneous distribution of pyroclastic soils along slopes and then to the spatially variable action of
denudational processes after deposition of ash-fall pyroclastic soils. 
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Regional distribution of ash-fall pyroclastic deposits in Campania (southern
Italy) for landslide susceptibility assessment
Pantaleone De Vita (1) , and Michele Nappi (2)
(1) Università Degli Studi Di Napoli "federico Ii", Scienze Della Terra, Napoli (na), Italy (padevita@unina.it); (2) Università
Degli Studi Di Napoli "federico Ii", Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra, Napoli, Italy;

The volcanic centres of Campania (southern Italy) constitute a relevant risk for the communities living in those
territories not only due to their eruptive mechanisms, but also to the slope instability of pyroclastic deposits
erupted during earlier periods and deposited along surrounding mountains. These shallow landslides have a
complex style because they start as soil slips or debris slides, evolve as debris avalanches and generally end as
debris flow. Only in the last 20 years, numerous debris flows caused extensive damages and the loss of many
human lives in the region. Owing to the different orientation of dispersion axes of each eruptions, base surge and
ash-fall pyroclastic products derived from explosive activities of the Somma-Vesuvius and the Phlegraean Fields
volcanic complexes were been varyingly distributed over the wide Campanian Plain that surround the volcanoes
and beyond it. Particularly, ash-fall pyroclastic deposits mantled surrounding mountain ranges constituted of
Mesozoic carbonate series, Cenozoic synorogenic deposits and volcanic rocks. Along mountain slopes, ash-fall
pyroclastic deposits were unstable since their deposition, as it is clearly demonstrated by the synchronism
between ancient debris flows and volcanic deposition at footslopes, and they are still prone to instability during
heavy and prolonged rainstorms. The assessment of landslide susceptibility is commonly recognised a first step
to the landslide risk management. Thus, in the last years many methods were applied to evaluate the landslide
susceptibility of pyroclastic soil mantled slopes. Each method considered different parameters as significant in
assessing the landslides susceptibility but only two parameters were always recognised as fundamental: the slope
angle and the thickness of the ash-fall pyroclastic mantle. The assessment of pyroclastic soil thickness along
slopes is still a challenging issue due to its high spatial variability and steep morphological conditions that limit
the use of traditional mechanised drilling as well as of geophysical methods. To overcome this problem a
heuristic approach constrained by field measurements, was applied up to now. In order to give a further
contribution to this issue, in this paper we propose a distribution model of ash-fall pyroclastic deposits on a
regional scale. Such approach is based on the concept that deposition of ash-fall pyroclastic deposits is not
influenced by the height of mountain ranges being it negligible respect to that of typical Plinian eruptive
columns. Subsequently isopach maps reconstructed on the basis of stratigraphic data gathered in the plain areas,
can be considered reliable also for the surrounding mountainous areas. We gathered and summed isopach maps
of ash-fall pyroclastic deposits derived from the principal eruptions of Somma-Vesuvius and Phlegrean Fields
and we checked such thicknesses values by means of field surveys carried out along slopes of Avella, Sarno,
Lattari, Picentini and Salerno mountain ranges. The comparison between theoretical ash-fall pyroclastic soil
thickness and field data allowed the validation and the extension of a distribution model, previously proved in
limited sample areas, at a regional scale. The fundamental results obtained were: a) ash-fall pyroclastic soil
thickness presents a good correspondence with theoretical values for slope angle less than 30° with some
exceptions; b) ash-fall pyroclastic soil thickness tends to reduce down to negligible values for slope angle greater
than 50°. This distribution model of ash-fall pyroclastic deposits along slopes provides the necessary basis for
the assessment of landslide susceptibility from the preliminar to advanced zoning levels.
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Numerical modeling of debris flows with RAMMS – Alpine case studies
Yolanda Deubelbeiss (1) , Christoph Graf (2) , and Marc Christen (1)
(1) Wsl Institute For Snow And Avalache Research Slf, Davos, Switzerland; (2) Wsl Swiss Federal Institute For Forest,
Snow And Landscape Research, Birmensdorf, Switzerland (christoph.graf@wsl.ch);

Debris-flow occurrence in Alpine torrents seems to have increased over the last few years in terms of frequency
and magnitude - most likely due to glacier retreat and permafrost melting in high Alpine regions and possibly
also due to more intense rainstorms. Additional debris material becomes available, which serves as starting
material for catastrophic debris flow events after heavy rainfalls or snow melting. As a consequence, it is
increasingly important to better understand the physical mechanisms governing mobilization, motion and
deposition of debris flows. Numerical models, such as RAMMS (RApid Mass MovementS (Christen et al.,
2010)) or FLO-2D (O’Brien et al., 1993, Boniello et al., 2010) are used to study the dynamics of debris flows
and are valuable tools for hazard assessment and the design of mitigation measures in inhabited Alpine regions.
For the applied project “Hazard mapping in Mattertal (Valais, Switzerland): Data acquisition and numerical
modeling of debris flows” we placed monitoring instruments in one of the mountain torrents (Dorfbach, Randa,
Valais, Switzerland) including devices to measure front velocity and flow depths and a video camera providing
visual information of debris flow events. The newly gained data from Dorfbach combined with existing data
from Illgraben (Valais, Switzerland) and other locations in the Alps is used to investigate entrainment and
deposition processes along the channel. The new knowledge on the dynamics helps to optimize the existing
numerical debris-flow models. Modeling results serve as a basis for hazard mapping and planning of mitigation
measures. We present 2D numerical simulations in a 3D terrain using RAMMS. The model is based on the 2D
shallow water equations and incorporates an adapted Voellmy friction relation. We performed simulations for
different scenarios in order to asses different flow paths and deposition areas, which may have disastrous
consequences for the population and infrastructure in the Mattertal. The ability to incorporate mitigation
structures helps to evaluate the dimensions and the position of such structures in order to protect the populated
areas and lifelines. Comparison with natural events show that the reproduction of flow heights, run out distances
as well as local deposition of material causing channel blockage are generally good but could be improved. The
implementation of an input hydrograph allows a better control of the material that flows into the system. Debris
material can be added to the system using a known hydrograph curve at a specific location. This is in difference
to a block release where all material is accelerated at once depending on the slope anlge and the friction
coefficients. A hydrograph is commonly defined by using a constant input velocity while for a block release the
velocity strongly depends on the height and velocity, which in turn depends also on the initial release height.
This results in a transition, where hydrograph simulations show smaller heights and velocities than block release
simulations. The transition takes place when the velocities of the block release are higher than the input velocity
of a hydrograph. Because hydrograph curves can be calculated by measuring flow heights in the field it is
suggested to use an input hydrograph for channelized debris flow simulations.
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Recovery of strength along shear surfaces in clay soils
Angelo Doglioni (1) , and Vincenzo Simeone (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Bari, Engineering Faculty Of Taranto, Taranto, Italy (a.doglioni@poliba.it);

The study of old landslide stability is usually based on the assumption that the residual shear strength is the only
operative shear strength along the failure surface. According to this assumption, the reactivation of quiescent
landslide does not allow for progressive failures, since the minimum shear strength shows along the whole shear
surface. So it is not possible that reactivation of quiescent landslide can occur with brittle failure and progressive
failure mechanism. It is thus necessary to suppose a recovery of strength along the shear surface of landslide
during the quiescence time. Then, it is possible also to explain how landslide at limit equilibrium can be stable
for long periods, without being subject to continuous reactivation. Recovery of strength along shear surface
made it possible also to explain the observed delay in the reactivation of old landslide in clayey materials after
seismic shocks. The delay is the time that has to be considered necessary to the development of progressive
failure. It is well know that remolded clay left in quiescence is subject to an increment of stiffness and shear
strength with time, also if the clay material is not subject to variation of volume or water content. Along a shear
surface in clay soils, when the landslide movement stops clay particles can flocculate into a different fabric with
a low energy level. In this way, clay particle flocculating assume a different fabric that can be characterized by
an higher value of shear strength allowing in this way a recovery of strength along the shear surface. During the
quiescence period the arrangements of clay particles evolve toward the minimum energy fabric that can be
different respect to the minimum strength fabric as a function of the clay mineralogy and of the chemistry of
pore water. A lot of tests on clay samples were performed using Bromhead ring shear apparatus. The residual
strength has been reached and then the apparatus has been stopped simulating the stop of landslide movement.
After a quiescence time of different durations, tests were started again evaluating the stress-strain behavior of
clay samples. The test showed that recovery of strength are present along the shear surface and that the
stress-stain behavior is characterized by a brittle failure after that the strength along the shear surface fall again
to the residual value until there is movement along the shear surface. The amount of shear strength recovery is
function of the quiescence time and it linearly grows up with the logarithm of the quiescence time. Tests were
performed using Italian blue clay samples of medium plasticity (WL = 45%) and a smectite clay sample of really
high plasticity (WL = 192%). Tests were carried out using different values of the normal stress and changing the
pore water chemistry by mean of a long leaching process. Tests results showed that the amount of recovery of
strength in percentage decrease with the increase of vertical load, while it grew with the salt content in pore
water and with the plasticity of the clay. Analyzing stress-strain behavior after the recovery of strength, stiffness
and brittleness are conditioned by the same factors. For low normal stress the stiffness and the brittleness are
higher. When normal stress increases there is a decrease of stiffness and of brittleness. Variation of pore water
chemistry as a consequence of leaching has no effects on the stiffness, but this implies a decrease of brittleness.
Finally, the duration of the quiescence period does not relevantly affect stiffness and brittleness.
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RECOVERY OF STRENGTH ALONG SHEAR SURFACE IN CLAY
SOILS
Angelo Doglioni (1) , and Vincenzo Simeone (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Bari, Engineering Faculty Of Taranto, Taranto, Italy (a.doglioni@poliba.it);

The study of old landslide stability is usually based on the assumption that the residual shear strength is the only
operative shear strength along the failure surface. According to this assumption, the reactivation of quiescent
landslide does not allow for progressive failures, since the minimum shear strength shows along the whole shear
surface. So it is not possible that reactivation of quiescent landslide can occur with brittle failure and progressive
failure mechanism. It is thus necessary to suppose a recovery of strength along the shear surface of landslide
during the quiescence time. Then, it is possible also to explain how landslide at limit equilibrium can be stable
for long periods, without being subject to continuous reactivation. Recovery of strength along shear surface
made it possible also to explain the observed delay in the reactivation of old landslide in clayey materials after
seismic shocks. The delay is the time that has to be considered necessary to the development of progressive
failure. It is well know that remolded clay left in quiescence is subject to an increment of stiffness and shear
strength with time, also if the clay material is not subject to variation of volume or water content. Along a shear
surface in clay soils, when the landslide movement stops clay particles can flocculate into a different fabric with
a low energy level. In this way, clay particle flocculating assume a different fabric that can be characterized by
an higher value of shear strength allowing in this way a recovery of strength along the shear surface. During the
quiescence period the arrangements of clay particles evolve toward the minimum energy fabric that can be
different respect to the minimum strength fabric as a function of the clay mineralogy and of the chemistry of
pore water. A lot of tests on clay samples were performed using Bromhead ring shear apparatus. The residual
strength has been reached and then the apparatus has been stopped simulating the stop of landslide movement.
After a quiescence time of different durations, tests were started again evaluating the stress-strain behavior of
clay samples. The test showed that recovery of strength are present along the shear surface and that the
stress-stain behavior is characterized by a brittle failure after that the strength along the shear surface fall again
to the residual value until there is movement along the shear surface. The amount of shear strength recovery is
function of the quiescence time and it linearly grows up with the logarithm of the quiescence time. Tests were
performed using Italian blue clay samples of medium plasticity (WL = 45%) and a smectite clay sample of really
high plasticity (WL = 192%). Tests were carried out using different values of the normal stress and changing the
pore water chemistry by mean of a long leaching process. Tests results showed that the amount of recovery of
strength in percentage decrease with the increase of vertical load, while it grew with the salt content in pore
water and with the plasticity of the clay. Analyzing stress-strain behavior after the recovery of strength, stiffness
and brittleness are conditioned by the same factors. For low normal stress the stiffness and the brittleness are
higher. When normal stress increases there is a decrease of stiffness and of brittleness. Variation of pore water
chemistry as a consequence of leaching has no effects on the stiffness, but this implies a decrease of brittleness.
Finally, the duration of the quiescence period does not relevantly affect stiffness and brittleness.
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Analysis of infiltration processes into fractured and swelling soils as
triggering factor of landslides 
Annalisa Galeandro (1) , and Vincenzo Simeone (2)
(1) Technical University of Bari, Engineering Faculty Of Taranto, Deparment Of Environmental Engineering And
Sustainable Development, Taranto, Italy (annalisa.galeandro@poliba.it); (2) Technical University of Bari, Engineering
Faculty Of Taranto, Taranto, Italy;

Rainfall infiltration into unsaturated soil is normally pursued by simplified models (Green-Ampt; Horton)
assuming homogenous soil, without taking into account the presence of preferential water paths and swelling
phenomena that can affect soil during the process. During the last two decades some dual-porosity/permeability
models (Simunek et alii, 2003; Gerke, 2006; Simunek and van Genuchten, 2008) have been developed in order
to simulate infiltration mechanisms and preferential flow through the vadose zone. Relevant features poorly
investigated by the existing literature models (dual-porosity, dual-permeability and multi-region models) are: a)
the shrinking-swelling dynamics causing the closure of fractures and water flow retention (Vogel et al., 2005)
and b) the presence of coarse layer that can create a capillary barrier effect (Morris and Stormont, 1999;
Mancarella and Simeone, 2008), which could seriously affect water flow and retention both in microporous and
macroporous domains. For this purpose, it has been implemented a first evolving dual-permeability model, to
enhance the knowledge of how different rainfall intensity can affect infiltration processes, taking into account
not only the presence of different flow domains, but also the swelling effects for fractures and the presence of a
capillary barrier. This kind of model can be a useful tool to understand the methodology which better describes
the infiltration process, starting from known values of rainfall intensity and duration. All these effects can
seriously affect the evaluation of rainfall threshold of soil slip landslide activation, whereas simple infiltration
model are normally used (Iverson, 2000; Frattini et al. 2009; Picarelli et al. 2009). The implementation of a more
specific model can contribute to built up more reliable approach to landslide risk analysis, showing how
landslide susceptibility to rainfall can be influenced not only by the rainfall amount or intensity but also by the
distribution of rainfall over the time.. This is supposed to support the identification of more reliable rainfall
thresholds for landslide alert.
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Extraction of rock mass structural data from high resolution laser scanning
products
Giovanni Gigli (1) , and Nicola Casagli (1)
(1) University Of Florence, Department Of Earth Sciences, Florence, Italy (giovanni.gigli@unifi.it);

A detailed reconstruction of the 3D structural setting of a rock mass is a necessary starting point for analyzing
engineering geology problems involving rock masses. Traditional geomechanical surveys are performed in situ,
either in one dimension (scanline method) or two dimensions (window method), and require direct access to the
rock face for the collection of the relevant parameters. In order to perform correct analyses from a statistical
point of view, one should investigate a portion of the rock face as wide as possible. However, for logistic and
safety reasons, this is not often feasible, making thus impossible to fully reconstruct the 3D variability of the
rock mass. ISRM (1978) selected the following ten parameters for the quantitative description of discontinuities
in rock masses: orientation, spacing, persistence, roughness, wall strength, aperture, filling, seepage, number of
sets, block size. The main product of a long range laser scanning survey is a high resolution point cloud,
obtained by measuring with high accuracy (millimetric or centimetric) the distance of a mesh of points on the
object, following a regular pattern with polar coordinates. With the aim of extracting the most relevant rock mass
geomechanical characteristics hidden in the point cloud, two main different levels of automation con be
conceived: - manual: by inspecting the point cloud or the derived surface, fitting local planes, taking
measurements, drawing polylines of interest etc. This procedure, however, follows a non-systematic approach, is
time-consuming and tends to neglect the smallest features. It is a subjective or biased analysis, as only those
discontinuities which appear to be important are investigated. The success of this approach depends on the
quality of digital data and on the skill and experience of the interpreter; - automatic / semi-automatic: by
selecting a specific algorithm for the segmentation of the original data in clusters of points belonging to the same
discontinuity. This can be defined as an objective or random analysis, since all detectable discontinuities within
the surveyed area are sampled. Since raw data can contain up to tens of millions of points, the adopted algorithm
should be optimized to make computational time acceptable. A Matlab tool called DiAna (Discontinuity
Analysis), for the 3D geo-structural analysis of rock mass discontinuities on high resolution laser scanning data
is here presented. The proposed algorithm is based on the definition of least squares fitting planes on clusters of
points selected by moving in the space a searching cube with variable dimensions. If the associated standard
deviation is below a defined threshold, the cluster is considered valid. By applying geometric criteria it is
possible to join all the clusters lying on the same surface; in this way discontinuity planes can be reconstructed,
and rock mass geometrical properties are calculated. One of the main outcomes of the described procedure is the
definition of surface roughness at different scales. Therefore, the presented approach is able to
semi-automatically retrieve some relevant rock mass parameters, namely orientation, number of sets,
spacing/frequency (and derived RQD), persistence, block size and scale dependent roughness. Some examples of
the proposed method have demonstrated its ability to investigate rock masses characterized by irregular block
shapes, and suggest applications in the field of engineering geology and emergency management, when it is
often advisable to minimize survey time in dangerous environments and, at the same time, it is necessary to
gather all the required information as fast as possible.
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Geomorphological evolution and hazard simulation by an Cellular
Automata model of a large and complex landslide near Avigliano urban
area (South Italy).
Luciana Giuzio (1) , Stefania Pascale (2) , and Francesco Sdao (3)
(1) Phd student, University Of Basilicata, Department Of Environmental Engineering And Physics, Potenza, Italy; (2) Phd,
University Of Basilicata, Department Of Environmental Engineering And Physics, Potenza, Italy; (3) Prof., University Of
Basilicata, Department Of Environmental Engineering And Physics, Potenza, Italy (francesco.sdao@unibas.it);

The large La Braita landslide, located near Avigliano village (Southern Italy), is one of the most impressive and
interesting mass movements occurring along the Southern Apennines (Italy). This landslide affects structurally
complex clayey-marly terrains and is classifiable as a multiple roto-translational - earthflow landslide.
Frequently in the last decades, this landslide has been totally or partially reactivated, causing large damages to
the involved urban structures and so inducing remarkable and lengthy troubles to the population, such as, for
example, the complete isolation of entire peripherical quarters from the village centre. Evidence of the landslide
reactivations are available until the winter season 1950; other reactivations occurred in December 1961, in
February 1981 and in December 1997. In particular, the last reactivation was rapid and characterized by an
initial velocity of several m/d. The overall displacements were more than 10-15 metres. In the following months,
the displacements, although constant, progressively slowed down to a velocity of few cm/yr. In the last years, in
order to define the geomorphological features, the evolution and the activity of this important mass movement,
with particular reference to the most recent reactivations (October 2004, April 2005 and 2010 - 2011), detailed
geological and geomorphological studies, integrated with field surveys, analysis of aerial photos taken in various
years and to various scales, data from geognostical and inclinometric surveys, have been carried out. In this
work, a detailed reconstruction of geomorphological evolution of the examined landslide is reported, with
particularly reference to the last reactivation phases. The final goal of the research will be to define a hazard
evaluation and an evolution model of the landslide, using the information coming from geomorphological
surveys; in this regard it was decided to use a model based on artificial intelligence as Cellular Automata. The
Avigliano landslide has characteristics which make it appropriate for modelling by means of Cellular Automata,
except for the initial phase of detachment, which is caused by a rota- translational movement that has no effect
on the debris flow path. Cellular Automata are based on a regular division of the space of cells. The input of
each cell is given by the states of neighbouring cells. The numbers states are finite and the evolution takes place
in discrete steps. Each cell changes state simultaneously according to the same transition function, which
depends on the state of the cell and its neighbors. This transition function consists of a set of rules, formed by
subdividing, in computational terms, the physical phenomenon into a set of independent elementary processes.
Debris flows can be described in terms of local interactions among their elementary portions. For this reason,
can be efficiently modelled through CA. 
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Calibrating a hydrological model through genetic-algorithms to forecast the
occurrence of rainfall-induced landslides
Roberto Greco (1) , Giulio G.r. Iovine (1) , Stefano L. Gariano (1) , Pasquale Iaquinta (1) , and Oreste G.
Terranova (1)
(1) Cnr, Irpi, Rende, Italia;

The hydrological model SAKe (Self-Adaptive Kernel) allows forecasting the timing of rainfall-induced
landslides. It can usefully be employed for either real-time warning purposes, or for simulating the effects of
changes of groundwater levels on slope stability. The model is self-adaptive, and needs the following input data
to be applied to a given case study/area: i) the series of rains, and ii) the set of known dates of landslide
activation. Either the mobilizations of a single phenomenon, or those of a homogeneous set of similar
phenomena (e.g. soil slips) occurred in a given sector can be analysed. A mobilization function has to be defined
to simulate the triggering of a given case study: the activation of the landslide is in fact assumed to occur when
the value of the mobilization function gets greater than a given threshold. According to classic hydrologic
assumptions made in rainfall-runoff modelling, the mobilization function is defined by means of the convolution
between the rains and a filter function (i.e. the Kernel). The adopted approach aims at selecting a family of
Kernels able to maximize the fitness function, that needs to be defined so that the number of false alarms is
minimized. Usually, the set of known dates of landslide activation is not sufficient to determine a unique filter
function. Conversely, the members of the family gets less numerous as far as the number of dates of
mobilization increases. The phase of calibration can be very time-consuming. A possible strategy may take
advantage of a proper selection of the temporal window of influence of the rains, i.e. the duration of the period in
which the rains may affect slope stability in the study case. By the way, geomorphological investigations have
first to be performed to properly understand the type of phenomenon whose triggering conditions are to be
simulated. Among the available techniques of calibration for identifying the family of Kernels that maximizes
the fitness function, an optimization tool based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) has been adopted in this study. GA
were first described by John Holland and were further developed at the University of Michigan in the 1960s and
1970s. They are both scientific models of evolutionary process and search algorithms inspired by biological
evolution. Because of their robustness, efficiency, and simplicity, GA were applied, with good results, in many
different fields. Based on GA, the values of the model parameters can be iteratively changed, aiming at
improving the fitness of the tested solutions. In the present study, the following GA-approaches have been
implemented: i) proportional, ii) tournament, iii) elitist. Examples of model optimization performed by means of
the different GA-approaches are compared, with reference to case studies from Southern Italy. The possible
adoption of the model for early-warning purposes is also discussed, together with issues concerning
requirements related to input data.
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Protection form high energy impacts using reinforced soil embankments:
design and experiences.
Alberto Grimod (1) , and Giorgio Giacchetti (1)
(1) Consultant, Alpigeo, Belluno, Italy (alberto.grimod@maccaferri.com);

The embankments represent a very powerful solution for the mitigation of the rock fall effects. Their most
important advantage against the deformable rockfall barriers is that they are fit for resisting to multiple impacts
with the maximum energy level. Moreover their deformation following the impact is absolutely negligible, their
maintenance costs is moderate, and their look is environmental friend. Over against, they can be basically built
on moderate gradient slopes, and they need the availability of large quantity of filling. That is why they are
successfully installed on gentle colluvium fan, where their construction is cheaper and faster than the flexible
barriers one. The design procedure of the embankments shall take into account either the driving and stabilizing
forces respectively increased and reduced with suitable safety coefficients. Obviously the larger the minimum
width of the embankments section is, the greater the capacity of dissipate energy becomes; then the real problem
of the designer is the minimizing of the thickness in order to reduce the filling. The dynamic features of the
impacting boulder are investigated with using rockfall software, whereas the energetic capacity of the
embankment is estimated considering the relationship between velocity of impact and penetration of the boulder
into the embankment, in accordance with the experiences of the Authors; in the case of reinforced soil
embankments, the solution depends on the feature of the reinforcement, besides those ones of the filling.
Officine Maccaferri, in cooperation with Politecnico of Turin, has developed a calculation approach useful for
the designing praxis. The approach, based on the several case histories and finite element analyses, allows the
sizing of the embankments taking into account of their ultimate and serviceability limit states.
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Experimental approach for stability evaluations of Carrara marble basins
Domenico Gullì (1) , and Maura Pellegri (1)
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The development of modern exploitation technologies for quarrying activities allowed, in the last 20 years, for
the excavations of open pit and underground excavation to reach impressive sizes and unusual shapes. Moreover,
historically quarry operators were used to decide the direction and the geometry of marble excavations just on
their practical experience while the appropriated design of open pit or underground excavation for quarrying
activities should require the knowledge of mechanical behavior of the rock mass, of geo-structural conditions
and of in situ stress. This lack of technical evaluation contributed to the development of large rock slide. For
stability analysis of open pit or large underground excavation, in particular in situ stress is recognized as one of
the most important factor, especially were high non lithostatic stresses can be encoutered in the rock masses: this
presence is verified in most cases during exploitation of Carrara marble. Tectonical genesis of marble,
topographic gradients of Apuane Alps ridge, geo-structural assessment of marble deposits and excavation
geometries play an important role on the development of failures within the rock mass, even in presence of low
overburden rock. The paper present an applied approach – developed from the 2005 by the UOIM, Operative
Unit for Mining Engineering of ASL1 of Massa Carrara (Tuscany, Italy) - for the analysis of previously
mentioned combining factors, in order to enhance stability evaluations and safety controls of marble quarries.
The metodology is based in particular on large scale geo-structral study, in situ stress measurements, laboratory
characterization of intact rock, setting up of numerical models. The main results achived until now from the
application of this methodology are presented: the foundamental importance of experimental measurements and
monitoring for calibration of numerical models and the assessment of quarries stability conditions is
underlained.
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Effects of parameters in landslide simulation model LS-RAPID on the
dynamic behavior of earthquake-induced rapid landslides
Bin He (1) , Kyoji Sassa (2) , Maja Ostric (3) , Kaoru Takara (4) , and Yosuke Yamashiki (1)
(1) Associate Prof, Kyoto University, Disaster Prevention Reserch Center, Kyoto, Japan (hebin@flood.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp);
(2) Prof, International Consortium On Landslides, Unitwin, Kyoto, Japan; (3) PhD student, Kyoto University, Department Of
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The integrated simulation model LS-RAPID has been developed to assess the initiation and motion of landslides
triggered by earthquakes, rainfalls or the combined effects of rainfalls and earthquakes by Sassa et al. in 2010.
The model was developed from the geotechnical model for the motion of landslides (Sassa, 1988) and its
improved simulation model (Sassa et al., 2004a) and new knowledge obtained from a dynamic loading ring
shear apparatus (Sassa et al., 2004b). The new development is to simulate the initiation process of landslide from
the local failure to the post-failure landslide motion through the progressive failure. So far the initiation of
landslides has been analyzed by limit-equilibrium slope stability analysis assuming that the whole sliding mass
is failed at once, while existing landslide run-out models dealt only post-failure motion. This model is the first to
integrate the initiation process and the post-failure motion. The effects of parameters in LS-RAPID on the
dynamic behavior of earthquake-induced rapid landslides were examined to demonstrate the importance of each
parameter. Firstly, different frequencies, periods, amplitudes of sine wave earthquake records were compared for
a landslide on the simplified slope and their responses in their respective simulations by LS-RAPID were
analyzed. The key parameters, including shear resistance at the steady state with physical meaning, which can be
measured or estimated from experiments, were examined. Then, LS-RAPID was applied to two case studies in
Aratozawa, Miyagi Prefecture, and in Surugabay, Shizuoka Prefecture in Japan. The topographic data of the
slope surface and sliding surface was generated from digital elevation model (DEM) and field investigation for
both Surugabay and Aratozawa. Four different real seismic records were used as the inputs of earthquake: 1995
Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake, 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Inland earthquake, 2009 Surugabay earthquake, the latest
2011 Tohoku earthquake. Mechanical parameters of the sliding zone and sliding mass were prescribed for each
case study. Landslides triggered by seismic loading using these real seismic records under a certain pore water
pressure (pore pressure ratio) within LS-RAPID were simulated. As results, the application of this model in the
Aratozawa Landslide could well reproduce the initiation and rapid long runout motion of two landslides. Finally,
the effect of parameters in LS-RAPID on the dynamic behavior of these earthquake-induced rapid landslides was
evaluated in this study.
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Regional Landslide Hazard Assessment: Susceptibility Mapping, Predictive
Modeling, and Early Warning
Yang Hong (1) , Zonghu Liao (2) , Dalia Kirschbaum (3) , and Robert Adler (4)
(1) University of Oklahoma, Department Of Civil Engineering, Norman, Usa (yanghong@ou.edu); (2) University of
Oklahoma, Ou, Cees, Norman, Usa; (3) NASA, Nasa, Gsfc, Greenbelt, Usa; (4) University of Maryland, Umd, Umd, College
Park, Usa;

The key to advancing the predictability of rainfall-triggered landslides is to use physically-based slope-stability
models that simulate the dynamical response of the subsurface moisture to spatiotemporal variability of rainfall
in complex terrains. An early warning system applying such physical models has been developed to predict
rainfall-induced shallow landslides over three selected areas, including North Carolina in USA, Java Island in
Indonesia and Honduras. The prototyped early warning system integrates three major components: (1) a
susceptibility mapping or hotspot identification component based on a land surface geospatial database
(topographical information, maps of soil properties, and local landslide inventory etc.); (2) a satellite-based
precipitation monitoring system (http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov) and a precipitation forecasting model (i.e. Weather
Research Forecast); and (3) physically-based, rainfall-induced landslide prediction models (i.e. USGS’s Matlab
version TRIGRS and University of Oklahoma’s SLIDE). The system utilizes the modified physical model to
calculate a Factor of Safety (FS) that accounts for the contribution of rainfall infiltration and partial saturation to
the shear strength of the soil in topographically complex terrains. The system’s prediction performance has been
evaluated using a local landslide inventory. In the Blue Ridge Mountains of Macon County, North Carolina, a
local landslide inventory database is used to evaluate the MaTRIGRS’ predictive skill for the landslide locations
and timing, identifying predictions within a 120-meter radius of observed landslides over the 30-hour period of
Hurricane Ivan’s passage in September, 2004. Results show that within a radius of 24 meters from the landslide
location about 67 percent of the landslide observations could be successfully predicted but with a high false
alarm ratio (90 percent). If the radius of observation is extended to 120 meters, 98% of the landslides are
detected with an 18% false alarm ratio. In Java Island, Indonesia, evaluation of SLIDE modeling results by local
news reports show that the system successfully predicted landslides in correspondence to the time of occurrence
of the real landslide events. Further study of SLIDE is implemented in Honduras where Hurricane Mitch
triggered widespread landslides in 1998. Results shows within the approximately 1,200 square kilometers study
areas, the values of hit rates reached as high as 78% and 75%, while the error indices were 35% and 49%.
Despite positive model performance, the MaTRIGR SLIDE model is limited in the early warning system by
several assumptions including using general parameter calibration rather than in situ tests and neglecting
geologic information. Advantages and limitations of the early warning system are discussed with respect to
future applications of landslide assessment and prediction over large scales. In conclusion, integration of
spatially distributed remote sensing precipitation products and in-situ datasets and physical models in this
prototype system enables us to further develop a regional, early warning tool in the future for predicting
rainfall-induced landslides. 
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The Behavior of Engineered Slope Under Variable Seepage Conditions in
Sandy Soils.
Jang, Kyoung-jun Male (1)
(1) KGS, Dankook University, Department Of Civil & Environmetal Engineering, Cheonan-si, Republic Of Korea
(mikiboki@uos.ac.kr);

Slope failures are one of the significant disasters which causes lots of human casualties and huge financial losses
every year. Previous research on the slope failure has indicated that most accidents are closely related to the pore
water pressure in the slope due to rainfall during the rainy seasons or stormy weather conditions. It would be
therefore appropriate to consider the effect of pore water pressure in the design of slopes. As the existing slopes
are generally reinforced by plants and other slope protecting measures, their boundary conditions are highly
complicated. In this paper an attempt to develop a new modeling and analysis technique of slopes is proposed by
including pore water pressure and adopting the coupled finite element method. Non-reinforced and reinforced
slope models are considered. Representative analysis showed that the numerical modeling considering pore
water pressure is appropriate in slope stability analysis. Flow behavior in the slopes is identified for various
hydraulic boundary conditions. It is also shown that the effects of pore water pressure on slope stability is
significant. This paper presents a new approach of risk evaluation method on the reinforced slopes with
reinforcement. In other to perform this study, the existing stability and risk evaluation methods are reviewed and
analysed in terms of rainfall, ground condition, and so on drain conditions. According to the characteristic of the
reinforced slopes improved by internal and external reinforcement, the nineteen influence factors are determined
in order to develop new risk analysis model based on 'Interaction matrix' approach suggested by Hudson(1991).
Using new approach of slope risk analysis model, the weighting values for interaction factors are analysed and
determined. Based on new slope risk evaluation approach, the slope risk index, namely SRI (Slope Risk Index)
is are developed in this study to apply the evaluation of the reinforced slopes. In order to verify the SRI, total 15
cases are studied and analysed. The analysed results are compared and evaluated. According to the results, it is
deduced that new slope risk evaluation method (SRI approach) is very useful and a reliable method in practice to
evaluate the existing slopes. 
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Modelling the Motion of Mobile Debris Flows in Hong Kong
J. S. H. Kwan (1) , T. H. H. Hui (1) , and K. K. S. Ho (1)
(1) Geotechnical Engineering Office, Civil Engineering And Development Department, The Government Of The Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region, Hong Kong, China (juliankwan@cedd.gov.hk);

Lantau Island is located at the south-western part of Hong Kong. Over 75% of its area are natural hillsides and
approximately one-third of the hillsides are sloping at 35 degrees or above. The solid geology comprises tuff and
granite. On 7 June 2008, a severe rainfall with a return period of 1,100 years occurred over the western part of
Lantau Island. This triggered over 2,400 landslides, about 900 of which were debris flows. Some of these were
sizeable and mobile, involving active debris volumes and travel distances in excess of 10,000 m3 and 1,700 m
respectively. This paper examines the runout characteristics of selected mobile debris flows. 2-dimensional and
3-dimensional dynamic models developed by the Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO) were used to model
and back analyse the long-runout debris flows, taking into account the complicated geometry of the runout paths.
The findings and their engineering implications are presented in the paper. 
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Kinematic Process of the Xiaolin and Da-Pu Landslide
Chia-ming Lo (1) , Tien-yao Cheng (1) , Lun-wei Wei (1) , Cheng-yang Hsiao (1) , Chin-tung Cheng (1) , and
Ming-lang Lin (2)
(1) Research Engineer, Sinotech Engineering Consultants, Inc., Geotechnical Engineering Research Center, Taipei, Taiwan
Republic Of China (cmlo@sintech.org.tw); (2) Professor, National Taiwan University, Department Of Civil Engineering,
Taipei, Taiwan Republic Of China;

This paper presents research results of a case study on the Xiaolin catastrophic landslide and Da-Pu dip slope
landslide, including its kinematic process and the geometry of deposition. Based on geomorphologic analysis,
the source area was the head of a stream covered with thick colluviums of various events in Xiaolin landslide
case; the features of hummocky surface on the toe of Da-Pu dip slope in 2002-2010. Numerical modeling of
Xiaolin village and Formosan Freeway were carried out using a 3D distinct element program, PFC3D (Itasca,
1999). The Xiaolin catastrophic landslide converted from debris slide to debris avalanche during the kinematic
process; the Da-Pu dip slope belongs to translational rockslide. When the friction coefficient of each particle was
about 0.05~0.1, the predicated maximum velocity was about 30~70m/sec and the debris could reach to the other
side. Xiaolin village was totally destroyed at 60-65sec by Xiaolin catastrophic landslide; Formosan Freeway and
6 people were buried at 3-5sec.Most importantly, this research demonstrates that the discrete element method,
which is not a main stream computational tool, has great potential for gaining mechanical understanding, and
also for hazard delineation.
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Sensitivity analysis of the influence of capillarity barrier on the slope
stability of slope covers
Davide Mancarella (1) , and Vincenzo Simeone (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Bari, Engineering Faculty Of Taranto, Taranto, Italy;

An important contribution to the precarious stability of shallow layers on steep slopes, is due to the suction that
is effective for finer soil horizons in unsaturated conditions. The authors focused on investigating some retention
phenomena of filtering, due to the buildup of capillary barriers at the interface between fine and coarser layers or
permeable substratum. These mechanisms are responsible for diverting infiltrating flow from vertical direction
and storing water in finer grained layers, thus causing potentially dangerous loss of suction. This paper analyzes
the influence of physical, meteorological, and hydrogeological parameters on the infiltration phenomenon of
meteoric waters into a steep slope of layered soil under unsaturated conditions. The main objective is a
sensitivity analysis to the parameters, in order to quantify the incidence of the different parameters in the
modeled phenomenon and understand the magnitude of the modeling errors and uncertainties associated to the
inaccurate characterization of the system’s physics and the inappropriate knowledge of the actual pluviometric
sequence that causes the infiltration. This type of analysis is used for a correct interpretation of the saturation
processes which can have a significant influence in the instability phenomena of these types of slopes. This
analysis is also used to produce historic series as response to the physical model, which could be used in
predictive, real-time models, with the purpose to determine the critical pluviometric thresholds. In particular, a
numerical model of slope (VS2D) with an inclination of 30° has been studied. This model of slope is formed by
two layers: the upper one consisting of a soil similar to sand with silt on top, overlapped to a lower layer
characterized by a greater permeability, consisting for example of silt sand with gravel. Twelve observation
points have been placed in the domain of the model, arranged in three separate columns. Starting from past
experiences, we implemented the setting of essential parameters which have been used to formulate different
cases. Six cases study were considered with a basic case, as benchmark for the analyses, the exact symbolic
representation of the system. In addition, five more cases were accounted, in which, alternatively, each
parameter was suitably altered in order to observe the macroscopic effect on the system, reading the impact on
the infiltration phenomenon, in terms of water content and saturation over time. Actually, water content and
saturation over time are the parameters that controlled the triggering of landslides among which it is noteworthy
the event occurred in Sarno (Campania – South Italy) in May 1998.
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A theoretical model for triggering and propagation of shallow landslides
induced by rainfall based on molecular dynamics
Gianluca Martelloni (1) , Emanuele Massaro (2) , and Franco Bagnoli (2)
(1) University Of Firenze, Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italy (gianluca.martelloni@unifi.it); (2) University Of Firenze,
Dipartimento Di Energetica (center Of The Study Of Complex Systems), Firenze, Italy;

The prediction of landslides, in particular the study of the triggering mechanism, is one of the challenging
problems in earth science. With the rapid development of computers and advanced numerical methods, detailed
mathematical models are increasingly being applied to the investigation of complex process such as flow-like
landslides or debris flows. Landslides occur in nature in very different ways, but it possible to distinguish them
through two main parameters: material involved and type of movement. Landslides can originate due to different
factors but in most cases the trigger is an intense or long rain. In the literature, two approaches have been
proposed to evaluate the dependence of landslide occurrence on rainfall measurements: the first one is based on
physics-based models while the second relies on the definition of empirical thresholds. For what concerns the
simulation of the landslide propagation, most of the numerical methods are based on Eulerian models where the
dependency on physical quantities, like the deformability or strength, are only considered through constitutive
laws. In other words in this type of model the material is modeled as a continuous medium, through field
equations. An alternative to these approaches is to use Lagrangian discrete-particles methods in which the
material is represented as an ensemble of interacting elements, called particles or grains. The model explicitly
reproduces the discrete nature of the discontinuities, which are represented as the boundaries among elements.
These methods are inspired by models of granular material, for which a discrete Lagrangian models is very near
to their physical description. The resulting numerical scheme is similar to that of molecular dynamics (MD),
based on the use of interaction potentials (as for instance the Lennard-Jones one). This approach is particularly
suited for the inclusion of nonlinear elements such are instantaneous change of velocities, constitutive relations
among different quantities, chemical reactions, etc. This flexibility was also exploited in the modelization of
continuous material by means of “mesoscale” models. This work is based on MD theory, applied to the study of
the starting and progression of shallow landslides, whose displacement is induced by rainfall. The main
hypothesis of the model is that the static friction decreases as result of the rain: in this way the rain acts as a
lubricant on the sliding surface. Although the model is still schematic, missing known constitutive relations, its
emerging behavior is quite promising. The results are consistent with the behavior of real shallow landslides
induced by rainfall. In our simulations emerging phenomena such as fractures and detachments can be observed.
In particular, the model reproduces well the energy and time distribution of local avalanches into the landslide,
analogous to the observed Gutenberg-Richter and Omori distributions for earthquakes. These power laws are in
general considered the signature of self-organizing phenomena. As in other models, this self organization is
linked to a large separation of time scales. The main advantage of these particle methods is given by the
capability of following the trajectory of a single particle, possibly identifying its dynamical properties.
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A comparison between quantitative and qualitative roughness evaluation
Fabrizio Mazza (1) , Davide Brambilla (1) , Laura Longoni (1) , Paolo Mazzoleni (2) , Monica Papini (1) , and
Emanuele Zappa (2)
(1) Polo Territoriale di Lecco, Politecnico Di Milano, Department Of Environmental, Hydraulic, Infrastructures And
Surveying Engineering, Lecco, Italy (fabrizio.mazza@polimi.it); (2) Politecnico Di Milano, Department Of Mechanical
Engineering, Milan, Italy;

Roughness of discontinuities, when clean and unfilled, has a significant impact on the mechanical behaviour of
joints and, consequently, of rock masses. For this reason, during the last forty years a number of researchers
have proposed different approaches to measure roughness, in order to link it to the mechanical properties of
joints. These methods are based on qualitative or quantitative evaluation of roughness. Among quantitative
approaches, the joint roughness coefficient (JRC) proposed by Barton is the most diffused one. Several
parameters, like root-mean square (RMS), RMS of the first derivative (Z2), RMS of the second derivative (Z3),
roughness profile index (RP), fractal dimension (D), range and sill of the semivariogram, threshold deep angle
(tetha*), have been proposed instead by the scientific community to give a quantitative representation of
roughness. A further distinction among quantitative methods allows to distinguish 3D and 2D approaches: while
the former guarantee a complete description of joint topography, the latter have the advantage of relying on easy
low-cost measuring systems and simple data processing, and for these reasons they have been undergoing larger
diffusion. Qualitative measures, because of their nature, are prone to be biased and imprecise, but even
consistency of quantitative parameters can be affected by the presence of sources of uncertainty like: 1) the
choice of measuring system configuration (resolution and base length); 2) the choice of parameters; 3) the spatial
and directional variability of roughness. Despite these open problems, results provided by quantitative methods
have a higher degree of reliability with respect to qualitative ones. The aim of this paper is testing the
applicability of a modern roughness measuring instrument. A brief summary of published approaches and
parameters for quantitative roughness evaluation is presented. Then, measures taken on a test site placed in the
nearby of Esino Lario, 60 km north of Milan, are shown and discussed. The case study is a rock slope composed
of Esino Limestone and subjected to various kinds of instabilities. The device used on-site to obtain digital
replicas of profiles is a laser-camera profilometer, developed in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of
the Politecnico di Milano. This device, combining a digital camera and a laser source, uses the principle of laser
triangulation to extract a maximum of 746 points/profile. Numerical coordinates obtained by rock joint profiles
are submitted to an algorithm which computes geometric parameters. Comparison between quantitative
measures and qualitative ones have been done in terms of Barton JRC, the most used roughness parameter.
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Intelligent Analysis of Landslide Data Using Machine Learning Algorithms
Natan Micheletti (1) , Mikhail Kanevski (1) , Shibiao Bai (2) , Jian Wang (2) , and Ting Hong (2)
(1) University of Lausanne, Institute Of Geomatics And Risk Analysis, Lausanne, Switzerland; (2) Nanjing Normal
University, Key Laboratory Of Virtual Geographic Environments, Nanjing, China;

Over the last decade, landslide hazard and risk has been one of the major research fields at the international
level. The increasing of economic costs for the insurance companies resulting for landslide events and others
natural hazards introduce the need of more knowledge and tools to treat and to study this phenomenon. Because
of landslide susceptibility (LS) maps are useful tools for natural hazards assessment, a lot of research is carried
out to find the efficient and precise methods for LS mapping. But before LS mapping there are several important
steps in intelligent data treatment: exploratory analysis of data, analysis of data clustering, models selection and
models assessment, etc. The use of statistical classification models instead of physical approaches is justified by
the fact that the link between landslide events and predisposing and triggering factors is a complex or even not
well-known. Moreover, landslide causalities can differ from region to region. The present research concentrates
on an application of machine learning algorithms (artificial neural networks of different architectures and kernel
based methods) for the analysis of landslides, construction and understanding of input/feature space, feature
selection, and suggestions for susceptibility mapping. First extremely important point of the methodology
consists of developing input-output space for supervised learning of data. Output space is composed of landslide
samples (usually provided by in situ observations or remote sensing analysis) and negative examples (alleged
stable zones). An input/feature space includes digital elevation models and their derivatives, geology, climatic
data, etc. Finally the whole problem can be formulated as a supervised classification learning problem (usually
2–class classification problem) in a high dimensional feature space. Therefore Support Vector Machines (SVM),
which is the workhorse of Statistical Learning Theory, is a very attractive approach developing robust and stable
models in high dimensional data. Besides SVM, other MLA like artificial neural networks (multilayer
perceptron, general regression neural networks, and probabilistic neural networks) are considered in the present
study as well. One of the most important question studied deals with an application of automatic and adaptive
feature selection tools for better understanding of raw data and phenomena and increased predictability. Two
real data case studies are considered: a Swiss case and Chinese one. Swiss case of study cover the canton Vaud
region. This zone is divided in three sub-regions (Prealpes, Plateau and Jura). This division is necessary because
the different geologies and causalities of landslides between those regions require separate modelling. Landslide
data is provided by historical archives and in situ observations. Chinese study region includes 11 villages and
towns of Qingchuan County of Sichuan Province, which is located 240 km north of the 2008 Wenchuan
earthquake epicenter. The selected case studies reflect different complexity of data and demand constructing of
different feature spaces. Using different MLA, classifiers able to discriminate the two-classes (landslide and
stable units) are developed. The differences of complexity and causalities in patterns of different regions are
unveiled. The results show promising results for some regions, denoted by good performances of classification.
On the other hand, some zones feature patterns more complex and thus the discrimination of landslides is more
difficult. Future research aims at a better understanding of phenomena in those regions. The latter can be
accomplished by consultation of experts and their empirical knowledge about the processes, in order to confirm
the validity of input spaces. In addition, feature selection algorithms can be introduced to enhance the models’
interpretability, providing useful information about triggering factors and pre-failure conditions.
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Mass movement classification using Pattern Recognition parameters.
Example of the Sierra Norte de Puebla (Mexico) landslides.
Veronica Ochoa-tejeda (1) , Jean-françois Parrot (2) , and Monique Fort (3)
(1) Posdoctorat, Université Paris 7, Prodig, Paris 13, France (veronikot@yahoo.com.mx); (2) Professor, Unam, Instituto De
Geografia, Mexico, Mexico; (3) Professor, Université Paris 7, Prodig, Paris 13, France;

The Sierra Norte de Puebla is a tropical mountainous zone regularly subjected to torrential rains. Slope
instability depends not only on the hill slope, on the fragmentation of vegetable cover, but still on the nature of
the mobilized material and eventually on the presence of road infrastructures. Various types of landslides
observed in this zone are essentially related with the mode of movement and the nature of material involved:
uncovered rock zones, coarse deposits encountered in talus and talus breccias due to rock fall at a cliff base,
colluviums resulting from avalanches, mudslides and former landslides processes. All the landslides surveyed in
the field and their traces extracted from the satellite images have been analyzed by using Pattern Recognition
parameters in order to characterize and to classify them. The parameters used are directly related with the
studied shape and correspond to primary attributes such as the surface S, the perimeter P, the ratio between these
two parameters, the presence of holes allowing defining a porosity index, etc. Those Pattern Recognition
parameters allow classifying the different landslide traces according to their morphologic characteristics. It is
obvious that the distribution of the different mass movement families is not a random distribution, but
corresponds to the landscape, i.e. to the structural features and the nature of the material that can be involved in
the movement. This is particularly clear in the case of rock sliding and rock avalanches, eventually coarse debris
flows, for which the structural, geologic factor plays a predominant role. Concerning colluviums, the mass
movements depend essentially on a remobilization of superficial debris during torrential rains; the phenomenon
can increase when forest tracks and roads retain the water flow upstream, so that landslide material becomes
rapidly saturated particularly in the concave zones of accumulation. 
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A rock fall analysis study in Parnassos area, Central Greece.
George Papathanassiou (1) , Vasilis Marinos (1) , Dimitris Vogiatzis (1) , and Sotiris Valkaniotis (1)
(1) Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Aristotle University Of Thessaloniki, Department Of Geology, Thessaloniki, Greece
(gpapatha@auth.gr);

The paper presents the kinematics of rock instability of a high promontory, where Tithorea village is situated, in
the Central Greece peninsula. The instability phenomena pose a significant threat on the town situated
immediately down slope. Rock fall episodes occurred in the past, whereas, due to the relaxation of the high cliff.
A more recent rockfall is investigated in this paper, which caused considerable damages to two village houses.
The detailed rock fall path was mapped obtaining more than 15 hit points, since the remnants were fresh and
clear. The rock block fall from 780m height and rolled on different scree and vegetation material till it stopped
and crushed upon the house roofs. The predominant types of kinematic instability are of planar or wedge failure
and toppling of large blocks. In order to investigate the existing stability conditions and decide upon the
protection measures, stability and rockfall analysis were carried out under different loading conditions. Such an
analysis can be compared in detail with the actual situation, since the geometrical data of the recent rockfall
incident are very accurate. On the other hand, other parameters such as the coefficients of normal and tangential
restitution for the limestone and the talus cover can be examined. Suggested protection measures were designed
based on the stability analysis. 
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The 2010 Devastating Mud Flow of Angangueo (Mexico). Modeling and
Simulation.
Jean-françois Parrot (1) , and Veronica Ochoa-tejeda (2)
(1) Professor, Unam, Instituto De Geografia, Mexico, Mexico (jfparrot@hotmail.com); (2) Posdoctorat, Université Paris 7,
Prodig, Paris 13, France;

Scientific work is presently focused on climate change and involves the study of variability of hydrodynamic
trends from the analysis of regional data. Observations made at a local scale are consistent with those obtained at
global scale. Researchers assume that climate changed in many parts of the world, including Mexico.
Nevertheless this country is continually affected by many and frequent natural hazards such as earthquakes,
flooding and mass movements. Each year, the number of victims and damages increases drastically. One can
observe a strong variation of precipitation when torrential rains occur; precipitation reaches 150 mm in the plains
and sometimes up to 250 mm, particularly in mountainous regions. This precipitation increase may cause sudden
floods sometimes related with landslides and mudflows. Such an event occurred in February 2010 in the state of
Michoacan, affecting the town of Angangueo. Between the 2nd and 5th day of that month, continuous rains were
recorded, with a peak of >200 mm on February 4. The city was devastated by a huge mudflow causing numerous
losses and damages (33 people died, 61 disappeared, 5000 were evacuated, 40% of the urban structures were
destroyed or damaged). The triggering of landslides in the study area depends on: i) the nature of the material
involved (clayey colluviums provided by the weathering of volcanic deposits on valley hillslopes); ii) the regular
occurrence of earthquakes that modify the material cohesion; iii) field configuration and geo-structural
characteristics of hillslopes; iv) the extraordinary and intense precipitation that provoked soil saturation and loss
of cohesion; v) the modification of the slopes in relation with animal activity and slope excavations; vi) the rapid
development of the road network. In order to analyze the event, to define the total amount of mobilized material
and to assess the local vulnerability inside the narrow valley where the town is located, a simulation was carried
out. The modeling is based on the following considerations provided by field observations: mass movements are
not confined to the rock hillslopes, but may also affect the valley bottom; landslides occurred upstream of the
city, hence creating temporary dams retaining part of the water flux coming from mountainsides; under the
pressure of water flows, the landslide dams breached out and generated a large mudflow composed of a mixture
of water and soils derived from slope colluviums; during its displacement the mudflow volume increased with
contributions from the tributary streams. Following this scenario, taking into account the total volume available
and simulating the thickness of the mudflow, we could estimate the extension of the flow and locate the affected
zones. From our simulation it clearly appears that zones whose slope aspect is against the flow direction are the
more vulnerable zones. Presently in many areas the colluvial slope deposits present multiple cracks and active
scars announcing future mass movements. For this reason it is important to perform simulations in order to
define the most vulnerable zones and to identify related risks.
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Geotechnical features of the volcanic rocks related to the Arteara rock
avalanche in Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain)
Martín J. Rodríguez Peces (1) , Jorge Yepes Temiño (2) , and Esther Martín Nicolau (1)
(1) University Complutense of Madrid, Ucm, Department Of Geodynamics, Madrid, Spain (martinjr@geo.ucm.es); (2)
Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Ulpgc, Department Of Civil Engineering, Las Palmas De Gran Canaria, Spain;

The Arteara rock avalanche is located on the Fataga ravine, in the south of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain).
This slope instability is the first rock avalanche found in the Canary Islands. The rock avalanche is developed in
the Phonolitic Formation which is related to the first volcanic cycle in the Gran Canaria Island dated between 9.0
to 13.3 Ma. The Phonolitic Formation comprises three main lithological units, all of them with a trachytic to
phonolitic composition: lavas, welded and non-welded ignimbrites. The ignimbrites and lavas are interbedded
forming a large sub-horizontal succession of around 600 m thick. The welded ignimbrites are located at the
bottom of the Phonolitic Formation. The Arteara rock avalanche is a superficial accumulation (1 to 15 m) of
large blocks of reddish colour that cover the right side of the ravine. The deposit has a surface area of 0.5 km2
and an estimated volume of 3.96*106 m3. The age of the rock avalanche was estimated as Holocene since it is
well preserved and is located over a rock slide with a Pliocene age. Moreover, a pre-Hispanic necropolis
(fifteenth century) exists on the distal area that uses the fallen blocks for building the tombs. This slope
instability was caused by the collapse of a large block of the rock mass of about 300 m high, with an estimated
volume of 2.83*106 m3. The energy of impact triggered the fragmentation of the block and immediately
afterward the resulting granular flow of the blocks in dry conditions. The materials of the deposit are rocks
related to the substratum: phonolitic ignimbrites and lavas. In general, these rocks have reddish colours due to
the alteration. In this study, we have distinguished five lithotypes related to the Arteara rock avalanche: a)
massive phonolitic lava, b) monomictic phonolitic breccia, c) reddish non-welded ignimbrite, d) welded
fiamme-bearing ignimbrite, and e) pumice tuff with lithics (block and ash deposit). The characterisation of the
mechanical behaviour of these volcanic rocks has been approached through the study of strength and
deformability of intact and weathered rock samples. Measurements of rock strength were made by means of
several in situ tests using Schmidt hammer, and the point load test in laboratory conditions. The results of both
tests were converted to equivalent uniaxial compressive strength, Young modulus and Poisson ratio using a
number of empirical correlations. A number of available borehole samples were used to obtain the basic friction
angle by means of the tilt test. The unit weight of the rock samples was estimated using a hydrostatic balance.
Finally, our results have been compared with the geotechnical properties suggested for other authors for the main
lithotypes of volcanic rocks in the Canary Islands. The weak geotechnical properties of the weathered phonolitic
breccia and the reddish non-welded ignimbrite, and their location at the bottom of the slope suggest that these
lithotypes can be regarded as potential sliding surfaces of the Arteara rock avalanche. Moreover, the deposit
comprises sharp blocks with open cracks, broken faces, indented edges and faceted corners. The size and
strength of these blocks decreases towards the distal zone of the deposit and the main lithotype at this area is the
massive phonolitic lava, which is the material with the best geotechnical quality. These observations agree the
hypothesis of a granular flow in which the blocks were transported by saltation with a number of impacts
between them. The geomechanical features of the volcanic rocks found in this study could be very useful for
future particular studies concerning about the modelling of the mechanism of failure of the Arteara rock
avalanche.
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A new technology of defining critical values of parameters and landslide
massif state
German Postoev (1) , and Andrey Kazeev (2)
(1) Dr., Sergeev Institute Of Environmental Geoscience, Soil Mechanics, Moscow, Russia; (2) PhD student, Sergeev Institute
Of Environmental Geoscience, Soil Mechanics, Moscow, Russia (kazeev@yandex.ru);

Any elementary volume of soil in massif is under compression conditions. Gravitational pressure σ1a when
exceeding structural strength σstr for soil compression provokes appearance in elementary volume active (a)
horizontal pressure σ2a=σ3a, which mobilizes (for saving equilibrium) passive (p) horizontal counterpressure
σ3p of surrounding soil. At certain depth in massif gravitational pressure σ1a=γZai (where γ – unit weight of
overlying soil, Zai – the depth of i-number horizon) remains constant and correspondingly σ3a=const. If there is
a changing local force disturbance from the slope side then passive horizontal counterforce σ3p may decrease to
critical value, resulting in reaching limited state in this point of landslide prone massif. Taking into consideration
vertical (gravitational) pressure and its horizontal components as main tensions, conditions of limited
equilibrium for elementary soil volume in zone (a) of landslide prone massif can be presented according to Mohr
criterion as follows: σ3a/(σ1a-σstr)=tg^2(45-φ/2), (1) and for surrounding soil from the slope side, in massif’s
zone (p): σ1p/(σ3p-σstr)=tg^2(45-φ/2), (2) where σ1a > σ3a – main tensions in landslide prone native massif
(zone “a”) correspondingly, the largest vertical and horizontal, which are oriented towards the slope; σ1p > σ3p
– main tensions at considering horizon in slope landslide deposits (zone “p”) near the slope landslide prone
native massif, correspondingly vertical (load pressure) and largest horizontal, mobilized by active horizontal
pressure σ3a; σstr – structural strength of soil for compression of the considering layer, can be found as follows
σstr=2c*tg(45+ φ/2); φ and c – internal soil friction and cohesion in conditions of effective stresses. From (1)
and (2) follows that for every soil inside massif correlation between main tensions, the largest of which exceeds
σstr, is linear. I.e. soil behaves itself as a plastic body. In the article is presented a new criterion, defining limited
state in landslide prone massif in the zone of local force disturbance (slope influence). On the base of new
theoretical solutions for assessment of landslide soil massif limited state were developed following programs: -
Landslide prone massif stability factor calculating, considering correlation between real state of the massif (e.g.
above landslide slope) and calculated limited state. - Slip surface depth defining for deep block-type landslides.
For real examples of deep block-type landslides in Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria and others were calculated, using
new developed algorithms, the conditions of limited state and main critical parameters of landslide prone massifs
(near edge watershed zone) for central cross-section of existing landslide circuses. A good coincidence of real
data and calculated values for considered examples was received, corroborating the efficiency of elaborated
criteria of massif limited state and technology of calculating critical values of main landslide massif parameters
on the eve of possible catastrophic landslide process activization.
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Development of cut-slope protection/reinforcement method
decision-making process system for field engineer
Byung-don Ro (1) , O-il Kwon (2) , Hyung-min Kim (3) , Choung-sik Jo (3) , and Yong Baek (2)
(1) Samsung Engineering & Construction, Quality Management Division, Seoul, Republic Of Korea; (2) Korea Institute Of
Construction Technology, Infrastructure Research Department, Goyang, Republic Of Korea (kwonoil@kict.re.kr); (3)
Geoeng Co. Ltd, Geotechnical Department, Seoul, Republic Of Korea;

Non-homogeneous and anisotrophic features of cut-slope can hardly be fully considered at the time of designing
due to the limitations in boring and ground survey. Because of such uncertainty in ground characteristics,
collapse may occur from uncertain factors which would not be expected in design stage. According to the data,
30% of cut-slope sites reportedly have suffered the large of small collapses, causing significant increase in cost
and schedule. It is very difficult to identify the responsibility for such collapses as well as to deal with accidents
in timely manner. Furthermore, the process to facilitate the expert services for technical consultation or survey is
very complicate. To deal with such inefficient management system at the site, the importance in the system that
allows the field engineers to evaluate the stability of cut-slope during construction as well as to determine the
applicable protection/reinforcement method has been increasingly growing, and the study thus was intended to
deal with such challenges. This study comprises the data analysis, utilizing the AHP analysis technique and the
development of decision-making process logic and the user program. At the initial stage, a basic study on
evaluation of the status for cut-slope and method-determination technique was carried out. The mechanism for
stability evaluation and countermeasure was developed through the process of identifying the negative factors
for collapse, determining the objective evaluation elements, and the basic study for developing the
decision-making system through the analysis and review of domestic and foreign cut-slope
protection/reinforcement characteristics. At the second stage, a decision-making process and a program for field
engineers were developed with the study on verification of applicability at the site to conduct. A
decision-making system developed in this study for the non-experts or field engineers was aimed to have at least
80% accuracy, compared to the decision-making by the experts. The system developed was expected to be used
for cut-slope construction management and minimized the slope collapse which might occur during construction
as well as to help the engineers to take immediate action to deal with the collapse. Furthermore, it would lead
efficient computerization of the filed data. And a long-term use of this system would enhance the training and
technical development effect for the field engineers. 
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Landslide motion forecasting by a dynamic visco-plastic model
Marco M. Secondi (1) , Giovanni Crosta (1) , Claudio Di Prisco (2) , Gabriele Frigerio (2) , Paolo Frattini (1) ,
and Federico Agliardi (1)
(1) 1, Università Di Milano Bicocca, Dipartimento Scienze Geologiche E Geotecnologie, Milan, Italy
(marco.secondi@unimib.it); (2) 2, Politecnico Di Milano, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Strutturale, Milan, Italy;

A typical issue in geological/geotechnical problems associated to slope stability is related to sliding masses
subjected to continuous slow movement and intermittent stages of slowing and accelerating motion. To study
this problem, we present a new 1D visco-plastic approach. The slope is assumed as infinite and characterised by
frictional behaviour: the sliding mass is supposed to move as a rigid body and the slope deformation is
concentrated within a narrow basal shear zone. The pre-existing failure surface is considered at residual strength
conditions with a visco-plastic behaviour. The model takes into account both dynamic-inertial and viscous
effects. This behaviour is reproduced by means of a Newmark pseudo-static approach (Newmark, 1965), starting
from the Perzyna’s visco-plasticity theory (Perzyna, 1963). This approach allows to take into account the
“delayed plasticity" due only to the evolution of the soil micro-structure after a load increment (water table
oscillation). As the elastic response is assumed instantaneous, the plastic deformations are associated to a
time-dependent evolution. The dynamic formulation is introduced by means of a simple equation that allows to
take into account the landslide velocity. Thus, the slope is no longer characterised by a rigid and perfectly plastic
behaviour but by a simple rigid-plastic one. Moreover, the shear resistance does not change during the evolution
process of deformation and with the load increment velocity, so that hardening and softening behaviours are not
taken into account. In order to describe the evolution of the visco-plastic deformations, three different viscous
nucleus formulations have been adopted. A linear and rigid-plastic one, in which irreversible deformations occur
only if the plasticity surface is positive. A second linear formulation, in which visco-plastic deformation always
occurs. The third nucleus is an exponential and positive one which can take into account both high and small
deformations increments. The viscosity of the proposed model is derived on the basis of a visco-plastic
constitutive model. Various authors (Butterfield, 2000, Corominas et al., 2005, Gottardi and Butterfield, 2001)
used different approaches to study this problem assuming more simple viscous fluids behaviours (Bingham type,
Ranalli et al., 2009) or proposing theoretical power law models based on mathematical relationships relating the
viscous forces to the system velocities. To test the model, we used datasets from the literature and a long term
monitoring dataset from Bindo-Cortenova landslide site (Italian Prealps, Lake of Como-Lombardy, Italy)
characterized by a large and active slope failure. Before the December 2002 catastrophic failure, different
landslides (June 1987, November 2000, May 2001) took place along the entire slope (large blocks of a Permian
conglomerate, immersed in a matrix of gravely sand). To predict the landslide mechanical behaviour and define
displacement thresholds caused by heavy rainfall, we adopted a constitutive modelling approach for the material
involved. The computed evolution of deformations has been compared to ground displacement data given both
by the on-site monitoring system and inSAR monitoring system. Butterfield R. (2000) A dynamic model of
shallow slope motion driven by fluctuating groundwater levels. Proc 8th Int. Sym. on Landslides, Thomas Telf.,
1:203–208 Corominas J., Moya J., Ledesma A., Lloret A., Gili J.A. (2005) Prediction of ground displacements
and velocities from groundwater level changes at the Vallcebre landslide (Eastern Pyrenees Spain). Landslides
2:83–96 Gottardi G., Butterfield R. (2001) Modelling ten years of downhill creep data, Proc 15th Int. Conf. Soil
Mech. and Geot. Eng.. Istanbul, Turkey, 1–3:27–31 Newmark, N. M. (1965). Effects of earthquakes on dams
and embankments Geotechnique, 15(2):139-160 Perzyna P. (1963) The constitutive equations for rate sensitive
plastic materials, Quart. Appl. Math. 20:321-332
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Different methods to produce distributed soil thickness maps and their
impact in the reliability of shallow landslide modeling at catchment scale
Samuele Segoni (1) , and Filippo Catani (1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Earth Sciences Department, Florence, IT (samuele.segoni@unifi.it);

It is well established that soil thickness is one of the most important factors controlling shallow landsliding.
Notwithstanding, its spatial organization over large areas is poorly understood and basin scale slope stability
modeling is often accomplished using constant soil thickness values or with spatially variable soil thickness
maps obtained with simple models based on a single topographic attribute. In this paper we made a comparison
between various methods to enter soil thickness as a spatial variable in a deterministic basin scale slope stability
assessment. We used a slope stability simulator that couples a simplified solution of Richards infiltration
equation and an infinite slope model with soil suction effect. Soil thickness was entered in the stability modeling
using spatially variable maps obtained with different methods: a) linear correlation with elevation; b) linear
correlation with slope gradient; c) exponential correlation with slope gradient; d) combination of curvature,
position along the hillslope profile and slope gradient; e) a more complex model that uses the same topographic
attributes of the previous one in conjunction with geological and geomorphological factors. Soil thickness maps
were validated using several control points and the derivate Factor of Safety (FS) maps were validated using a
landslide inventory. Results confirmed that FS is very sensitive to soil thickness and that infinite slope based
models, when fed with more reliable soil thickness maps, provide more consistent spatial distribution of FS
values. As a consequence, in a deterministic approach the uncertainty in the FS calculation can be reduced by
applying more precise soil thickness input data. At the same time we demonstrated that the same slope stability
model can be highly sensitive or highly specific depending on the input data: soil thickness models that
systematically overestimate soil thickness underestimate FS values, conversely models that systematically
underestimate soil thickness tend to produce FS maps affected by an overestimation of FS. We pointed out that
the mean absolute error and the skewness of the frequency distribution of the errors of the various soil thickness
models are equally important for a correct definition of the basin scale spatial distribution of FS. Despite the fact
that slope-based methods are the most used in literature to derive soil thickness, in our applications they returned
poor results. Moreover, we verified that the use of an exponential (rather than a linear) relationship does not
improve the results, on the contrary sometimes they can be even worsened. The use of a combination of three
morphometric attributes (sGIST model) depicted more consistent soil thickness maps and improved the
performance of the stability model. A further substantial improvement was obtained when using soil thickness
maps derived from a model that encompasses geomorphological criteria as well (GIST model).
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Landslide hazard assessment based on safety factor 3D combined with an
infiltration model, Campos do Jordão, SP, Brazil
Aline Freitas Da Silva (1) , and Lázaro Valentin Zuquette (1)
(1) São Paulo University, School Of Engineering Of São Carlos, Geotechnical Department, São Carlos, Brazil
(alinefreitassilva@uol.com.br);

The natural geological processes and human-induced has increased in frequency and magnitude over the past
decades around the world and concomitant to this fact the forecast studies addressing this problem has developed
exponentially in recent years. But, even with these advances, in Brazil the maps called hazard or risk, on any
scale and for the most part, have more content of susceptibility. There are different levels of studies for the
classification and evaluation of natural processes such as landslides, ranging from the inventory study of the
process to manage of the risk. The hazard assessment is an intermediate level of studies and according to Varnes
(1984) hazard is the probability of a potentially damaging phenomenon occurring in a given area in a given
period of time, which means that in a landslide hazard assessment is necessary information about the
susceptibility (where), the probability (when) and intensity (how big) of the event. In this study, a methodology
based on geotechnical parameters that uses the calculation of three-dimensional (3D) safety factor combined
with an infiltration model it was developed. This study is justified by the scientific attempt to find a set of
procedures that enable the prediction of landslides using geotechnical maps at scales greater than 1:10,000. The
set of procedures combines a column-based 3D slope-stability analysis model with the conditions of the
infiltration that is induced by a particular rainfall event considering the intensity and duration of the rainfall. It
was calculated the probability of occurrence of each rainfall event studied for the next years. The first procedure
is basic characterization of the area and consolidation of necessary information such as a topographic map (with
1 m contour lines), a map of slope, aspect map and basic characterization of unconsolidated material, including a
map of unconsolidated material, the index of physical data, hydrological characterization and resistance
parameters for each material. The quality of pluviometric data is also fundamental because in addition to the
length and value of total precipitation of the rain events, information regarding the behavior of rain throughout
the event is required. The likelihood of similar event(s) was calculated using the Poisson distribution. With
information about selected rain events, the infiltration model can begin. The infiltration model in this study aims
to determine volumetric moisture: the average volumetric moisture (θM) of the soil profile and the desired
volumetric moisture at a specific depth (θ(z)), after a rain event. To meet these objectives, the HYDRUS 1D
version 3.0 program was used (Simunek et al., 2005). After determining the average specific weight and strength
parameters (cohesion and friction angle) and the other information listed above is estimated the 3D safety factor.
The model of three-dimensional of slope stability analysis by column proposed by Hovland (1977) was modified
by Xie et al. (2003) and again adapted by Silva (2009) was the model adopted in this work. This set of
procedures was applied to pre-defined areas in the city of Campos do Jordão, SP, Brazil because of the large
history of landslides accidents and to have data from an engineering geological mapping accomplished in scale
1:2,000. These areas were chosen by geomorphic, variability of geological materials and size criteria. The
outcomes of this methodology for different rainfall events for these areas are shown. It became clear in this study
that the rainfall of less intensity offer greater danger of landslides than the rainfall with high intensity. The final
FS3D results of this work were consistent with the geological, hydro-geological and geotechnical settings
considered, and they suggest a promising future. 
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MECHANICAL-MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND MONITORING
FOR LANDSLIDE PROCESSES AND LANDSLIDE HAZARDS IN
MOSCOW
Valentina Svalova (1)
(1) Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute Of Environmental Geoscience, International Project Dep, Moscow, Russia
(inter@geoenv.ru);

Landslides process is one of the most widespread and dangerous processes in the urbanized territories. In
Moscow the landslips occupy about 3 % of the most valuable territory of city. There are near 15 places of deep
landslides and some hundreds of shallow landslides in Moscow. In Russia many towns are located near rivers on
high coastal sides. There are many churches and historical buildings on high costs of Volga River and Moscow
River. The organization of monitoring is necessary for maintenance of normal functioning of city infrastructure
in a coastal zone and duly realization of effective protective actions. Last years the landslide process activization
took place in Moscow. One of landslide sites is on Vorob'evy mountains, on a high slope of the right coast of the
river Moscow with height of 65 m. In June 2007 a rather big landslide took place there near ski-jump. Another
landslide site is in a southeast part of Moscow, occupying the right coast of river Moscow near museum - reserve
"Kolomenskoye". Last serious activization of a landslide has taken place in 2002 with a motion on 53 cm.
Catastrophic activization of the deep blockglide landslide in the area of Khoroshevo in Moscow took place in
2006-2007. Deep landslide activization took place in Moscvorech’e, Moscow, in September 2009.
Mechanical-mathematical model of high viscous fluid was used for modeling of matter behavior on landslide
slopes. Equation of continuity and an approximated equation of the Navier-Stockes for slow motions in a thin
layer were used. The results of modelling give possibility to define the place of highest velocity on landslide
surface, which could be the best place for monitoring post position. Model can be used for calibration of
monitoring equipment and gives possibility to investigate some fundamental aspects of matter movement on
landslide slope. 
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Design of Rock Slopes Using SSR Classification System
Abbas Taheri (1)
(1) postdoctoral Fellow, Tokyo University Of Science, Department Of Civil Engineering, Noda, Japan
(taheri.abs@gmail.com);

The estimation of rock slope stability is required by the civil and mining engineering industries for a wide
variety of projects, not only during the feasibility study but also during the excavation and operating stages.
Rock mass classification systems are then essential to quickly and reliably estimate the stable angle of a required
or existing slope. In this paper, a new rock mass classification system called Slope Stability Rating (SSR) is
presented. SSR classification is a development of the so-called Geological Strength Index (GSI) which has
become known worldwide, and applied by many engineers and researchers as a systematic tool to describe rock
mass conditions and determine the shear strength parameters. In addition to the modified Geological Strength
Index (GSI), SSR considers five additional parameters which were uniaxial compressive strength of intact rock,
rock type (lithology), slope excavation method, groundwater condition and earthquake force. Some simple
design charts were provided by SSR which describe the relationships between the rock slope height and the SSR
value versus the stable slope angle, for different factors of safety. The appropriate stable angle of the rock slope
can be obtained accordingly. The new system was validated based on 46 slope case histories from Iran and from
Australia. Some guidelines are then provided to determine SSR value simply in the preliminary stages of the
projects. SSR classification system with its relevant design charts can be applied as a useful empirical tool to
evaluate the stability of heavily jointed and/or large-scale rock slopes prior to the application of more
sophisticated design methods. However, it is not valid if the slopes are obviously structurally controlled.
Furthermore, as SSR system mostly concerns overall or large-scale rock slope stability, it should be used only in
cases where some minor local instabilities are acceptable. 
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Using differing antecedent moisture conditions to trigger static liquefaction 
Andy Take (1) , and Ryley Beddoe (2)
(1) Assistant Professor, Queen's University, Civil Engineering, Kingston, Canada (andy.take@civil.queensu.ca); (2) Research
Student, Queen's University, Civil Engineering, Kingston, Canada;

Static liquefaction is a phenomena that has been actively studied in the field and laboratory since the 1970's
landslides in Hong Kong. With the majority of the early research being done using triaxial tests, the triggering
mechanism and resulting effect liquefaction has on the slope was not able to be captured. That is, until centrifuge
and large scale models started to become more common and static liquefaction was observed (e.g. Okura et al.,
2002; Take et al., 2004; Wang and Sassa, 2007). Despite improvements in slope instrumentation and centrifuge
modeling, it still remains difficult to trigger static liquefaction in the laboratory and field (Reid et al., 2008). In
this study, static liquefaction was captured in a centrifuge model using a loose, coarse-grained material. Using
insitu pore-water pressure transducers and particle image velocimetry, the development of a pore water pressure
ratio (ru) as it approaches 1 during slope failure can be observed. By comparing ru against displacement and
velocity of the slope during failure, the change in antecedent moisture conditions is shown to greatly change the
resulting failure velocity. It is also seen that a change in antecedent moisture conditions changes not only
maximum failure velocities but also the length of time at maximum velocities, and thus the run-out distance. 
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SHALLOW-LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY IN THE “COSTA VIOLA”
MOUNTAIN RIDGE (SOUTHERN CALABRIA)
Oreste G. Terranova (1) , Stefano L. Gariano (1) , Roberto Greco (1) , Pasquale Iaquinta (1) , Annamaria D.
Pellegrino (2) , and Giulio G.r. Iovine (1)
(1) 1, Cnr, Irpi, Rende, Italia; (2) 2, Regione Calabria, Autorità Di Bacino Regionale, Catanzaro, Italia;

The “Costa Viola” mountain ridge (Calabria) is exposed to severe seismic and geo-hydrological risk conditions.
In particular, in the Tyrrhenian coastal sector between Bagnara Calabra and Scilla, the main morpho-evolutive
factors are represented by tectonics (structural setting and seismicity), lithological and climatic characteristics,
and human activities (e.g. cuts and disordered drainage network). The Palaeozoic metamorphic and crystalline
bedrock is strongly tectonized, and deeply weathered. At the base of the mountain ridge, a NE-SW trending
fault, belonging to the Calabrian-Sicilian Rift Zone, marks the transition between the basement and the overlying
sedimentary terrains of the coastal plan. From a morphological point of view, the area is characterized by steep
and uneven slopes, cut by deep canyons; a set of marine terraces can be recognized between 100 and ca. 600 m
a.s.l. Along the coast, small high-gradient torrents drain the western slope of the Costa Viola mountain ridge.
Cold winter air fronts commonly approach Calabria from NW, originating intense storms. The study area is
crossed by the railway, the highway “Salerno-Reggio di Calabria” (A3), and the southern Tyrrhenian trunk road
(SS.18). The narrow and discontinuous strip of land between the coastline and the base of the ridge is densely
urbanized. This sector has repeatedly been affected by slope instability events in the past, mainly related to
debris slides, rock falls and debris flows. Among the most recent events, those occurred in 2001 and in 2005
severely hit the main infrastructures and sectors of the urbanized areas. An attempt of shallow landslide
susceptibility mapping has been performed for the mentioned coastal sector. The location of the potential debris
slides has first been investigated through a logistic regression (LR) approach, i.e. a multivariate type of analysis
that allows estimating the presence/absence of a phenomenon in terms of probability (ranging between 0 and 1).
In LR, the presence of a mass movement is a dichotomic dependent variable, whose probability of being true is
determined on the basis of linear statistical relationships with a set of independent territorial variables. If these
latter are causal factors concerning land characteristics, the spatial probability of mass movement occurrence can
be considered as a measure of susceptibility. The adopted LR procedure consists of four steps: i) variable
parameterisation, ii) sampling, iii) fitting, and iv) application. Successively, the coastal sectors potentially
exposed to debris flows have been evaluated by means of a semi-empirical model. Flood routing in 2D is
accomplished through a numerical integration of the equations of motion, and the conservation of fluid volume.
The model is able to route rainfall-runoff and flood hydrographs over unconfined flow surfaces or in channels.
The flow progression over the computational domain (discretized into uniform, square grid elements) is
controlled by topography and resistance to flow. The model routes mudflows as a fluid continuum, by predicting
viscous fluid motion as a function of sediment concentration. The study considers the series of historical events
of landslide occurred in the study area, and the related hydrological scenarios. The susceptibility analysis is
therefore focused, on one hand, on the location of the potential debris sources in the watershed, and, on the
other, on the evaluation of the coastal sectors mostly exposed to impact and deposition of the mobilized debris. 
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SHALLOW LANDSLIDES - MODELING POTENTIAL SLOPE
INSTABILITIES OVER LARGE AREAS WITH SLIDISP+
Tobler Daniel (1) , Riner Rachel (1) , and Pfeifer Robert (1)
(1) Geotest, 3052, Zollikofen, Switzerland (daniel.tobler@geotest.ch);

In mountain regions many residential areas as well as important lifelines are exposed to potential shallow
landslide events. Spatial planning is one of the major key element in protecting from natural hazards and
requires a comprehensive assessment of the landslide processes. By applying process models the extend of
potential land-slides can be calculated over large areas. The resulting maps provide a quick identification of
endangered areas with conflicts between hazards and land use. It is the base to set priorities for a more accurate
hazard assessment. Moreover, due to the importance of cost efficiency the planning of protection measures calls
for (more) detailed information about the intensity and probability of expected landslide incidents for a given
area. These information is calculated by the model SLIDEPOT. The deterministic, gridbased model SLIDISP+
calculates the potential detachment zones of shallow landslides. The model is well approved in Switzerland as
well as neighbouring countries and south America. It is based on infinite slope stability analysis using simplified
safety factors obtained from geotechnical and pedological investigations. With this method a factor of safety F
(ratio of retaining and driving forces) is calculated for each cell within the grid. The input data consists of the
slope topography, soil strength parameters, depths and shapes of potential shear planes and the hydraulic
behaviour. Most of those variables are derived from a digital elevation model (DEM). The necessary soil
properties have to be extracted from geological, geotechnical or pedological documents (maps, tables) or field
investigations. From this data the soil is classified over large areas and for each cell the critical slope angle
(mean value, standard deviation) as well as the soil cohesion (by a defined saturation) are determined. To
consider the natural variability of the input parameters a Monte Carlo simulation is used to calculate the density
function of the safety factor which can be later used to justify the cumulative probability of the safety factor for
each cell. The original model SLIDISP was developed at the University of Bern by LIENER (2000). During the
last 5 years different alterations were carried out. Studies in several test areas showed that the assessment of
incipient crack regions for potential shallow landslides must inevitably take into account pedological aspect as
well as joint water-input from the underlying rock. Today the results allow to calculate decisive parameters such
as potential mobilised volume. Combined with the runout model SLIDEPOT, SLIDISP+ can be applied for the
dimensioning and optimized positioning of protection measures. The aim of this presentation is to explain the
software SLIDISP+ describing the implementation of the different physical parameters as well as the empirical
assumptions. Further the application in practice for an actual case study will be presented including all important
steps from field investigation to modelling and the design of best fit protection measures. 
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Geomechanical basis of landslide classification and modelling of triggering
Giovanni Vaciago (1) , and Gianfrancesco Rocchi (1)
(1) Studio Geotecnico Italiano, Studio Geotecnico Italiano, Studio Geotecnico Italiano, Milan, Italy
(g.vaciago@studiogeotecnico.it);

A proposal to supplement existing landslide classifications with a more detailed description of the
geomechanical characteristics of the materials to include the effects of “structure”, stress history and initial state
has been developed as part of the EC sponsored SafeLand project. It is believed that this approach provides a
valuable insight into and a rational basis for the modelling of the physical mechanisms that govern landslide
triggering and subsequent development. The classification, behaviour and modelling of saturated clays and sands
is summarized here. The use of advanced strain hardening plasticity models which include progressive damage
to the “structure” of the material helps to replicate mechanical weathering, delayed failure and the triggering of
flows or slides, depending on the type of material. A numerical example is presented, illustrating the different
response of sensitive clays and mechanically overconsolidated clays to rapid erosion or excavation. More details
of the proposed classification and several other numerical examples may be found in Deliverable 1.1 of the
SafeLand project.
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A complex three dimensional slip surface method for analysis of Grohovo
landslide in Croatia
Chunxiang Wang (1) , Hideaki Marui (1) , Gen Furuya (1) , and Naoki Watanabe (1)
(1) Niigata University, Research Institute For Natural Hazards And Disaster Recovery, Niigata, Japan
(chunxiangwang@hotmail.com);

Grohovo landslide is situated on the north-eastern slope in the central part of the Rjecina valley, the largest
active landslide along the Croatian part of the Adriatic Sea Coast. Just upstream of this landslide is the Valici
reservoir with the 35 meter high concrete gravity dam. Grohovo landslide is also the key landslide site in the
monitoring plan of the Japan-Croatia project on “Risk identification and land-use planning for disaster
mitigation of landslide and floods in Croatia”. This complex retrogressive landslide was reactivated in December
1996. Thirteen separate slide bodies have been identified. On the north-eastern slope, slope deposits are mostly a
mixture of clayey silt that was formed by weathering of flysch bedrock and fragments to blocks of limestone
originating from the cliffs on the top of the slope. It is considered that the basal failure surface is at the contact
between the slope deposits and the flysch bedrock. Based on the boring data, the geological mapping, the
geophysical surveys and the geological cross-section of the slope, the three dimensional shape and the position
of the sliding surface can be simulated using the inverse distance weighted interpolation. The critical slip surface
is important in determining the stability of a slope when using limit equilibrium method. At present, location of
critical three-dimensional failure surface is mainly limited to spherical or ellipsoidal shape. This paper, for
Grohovo landslide, introduces a practical way in using the interpolated three-dimensional surface and the
spherical surface in the peripheral surface to formulate the complex three-dimensional sliding surface. Using this
method, the stability of the global Grohovo landslide and thirteen separate local landslides were analyzed.
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Vibration test on the Outer-inclining Bedded Landslide Model
Xu Xiangning (1) , Wang Lansheng (2) , and Chen Yuliang (3)
(1) Affiliation, Chengdu Center Of Hydrogeology And Engineering Geology Of Sichuan Provincial Geology And Mineral
Resources Bureau, Chengdu, China (hdzgb@126.com); (2) Chengdu University Of Tecchnology, Chengdu, China; (3)
Insituty Of Geological Survying Of Sichuan Provincial, Chengdu, China;

Deformation fracture of mountains caused by earthquake is a complicated evolvement process, through
geological analysis and conceptual model establishment, utilizing the means of geomechanics simulation to
reveal the typical phenomena and important evidence of deformation fracture under vibration as well as the
formation conditions. The author choose some representation of geomechanics models of outer-inclining bedded
landslides on seismic condition , carrying out the geomechanics simulation study of mechanism under the
conditions of vibration. This paper introduces the preparation of model, test program design , testing methods
and process .From vibration trajectory and evolution process of deformation, vibration acceleration changing at
time and vibration intensity , mountain deformation in different geological structures and so on ,analyzing the
results of test data . Some useful results and new understanding obtained for reference. Key Words: Vibration
Test, Geomechanics simulation mechanism, Outer-inclining Bedded Landslide Model, Deformation and fracture
of the evolution of mountain 
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The Gravel-Bed River Reach Properties Estimation in Bank slope Stability
Modelling
Dr. Levent Yilmaz (1)
(1) Technical University of Istanbul, Civil Engineering, Hydraulic Division, Maslak-istanbul, Turkey (lyilmaz@itu.edu.tr);

If no bed material data are available, an acceptable estimate of Manning’s n may be made by using a simple
power expression in which slope is the independent variable. When a simple power form of relationship is used
to evaluate the friction factor parameter, 1/(f)1/2 , the relationship between the friction factor parameter and
Reynolds number is better than the relationship between the friction factor parameter and relative depth, d/Dg.
This finding is at variance with the expected result based on widely accepted ideas related to the simplified case
of two-dimensional turbulent flow over a hydrodynamically rough boundary. Key words: resistance, hydraulic
geometry, gravel-bed rivers Introduction Church and Kellerhals [2] point out the difficulty of adequately
characterizing a gravel bed by a single grain size distribution for a relatively long river reach. Bray [1] indicated
that the initiation of motion calculations gave as a result in which the gravel bed is immobile or at least not
highly mobile at flows by flooding boundary layers. The basic data for each gravel-bed river reach are directly
applied to a specified equation to compute the average velocity. The knowledge about the hydraulic geometric
parameters, width, depth and area of the river at the bankful discharge are required for solving a variety of
problems related to river training, location of river constructions and navigation. To predict the average velocity
of flow, the resistance offered to the flow by the boundary and air-water interface needs to be known. In methods
for the prediction of width, depth, area and the flow velocity or resistance coefficient the results of the analysis
of the available gravel-bed river data will be given. Method The resistance characteristics and the study of
hydraulic geometry for gravel-bed rivers is the main method for finding all the hydraulic characteristics. The
hydraulic geometry refers to the geometrical characteristics of the cross-section such as the average width w,
average depth h and area A (=wh) at the bankful discharge Q. The basic data for each gravel-bed river reach are
directly applied to a specified equation to compute the average velocity. Then for each reach the percent
deviation (PDEV) of the computed average velocity from the “observed” average velocity is computed. The
distribution of the percent deviations associated with a specified equation is then determined for the different
gravel-bed rivers reaches. A summary of the parameters to describe the distribution of the percent deviations for
each of the specified equations is given in Table. 1. 
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Session L10
Landslides and socio-economic impact:

 basic data and loss modelling

Conveners: L. Highland, D. Kirschbaum, D. Petley

Landslides can create permanently unstable sites that cannot be repaired or developed, and 
as a result, can cause severe economic and social consequences for families and communities. 
Human activities disturb large volumes of earth materials during the construction of buildings, roads 
and other infrastructure, and thus have been a major factor in increases in damage due to slope 
failures. Population migration pressure, which includes movement into hazardous areas, may also 
increase the vulnerability to social and economic consequences.

This session presents aspects of these impacts and will include:
- Case histories of landslide-related socioeconomic impacts, both direct and indirect, on populations.
- The effects of landslide mitigation measures, such as land use regulation, enforcement, construction 

incentives, and the evacuation and relocation of affected populations.
- A forum for the presentation of strategies for forecasting and measuring economic losses to the 

built and natural environments such as, inventory acquisition, disaster modelling, cost/benefit 
analyses and disaster scenarios.

- The multi-hazard, cumulative socio-economic affects of associated hazards that may accompany 
landslides such as flood, earthquakes, glacial retreat, volcano edifice collapses and eruptions, and 
the potential multiplier effect of climate change on such.

- Examples of the development of increased resilience to landslides through social and economic 
measures.

- Proposals for and examples of the implementation of education, monitoring, mapping, land use 
and/or hazard alerts on landslide hazard reduction, and/or attitudes and perception by populations. 
Can they be measured for their success in reducing landslide losses, and if not, have other strategies 
been tried?
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Evaluation of landslide inventory information: extreme precipitation and
global patterns
Robert Adler (1) , and Dalia Kirschbaum (2)
(1) ESSIC, University Of Maryland, Earth System Science Interdisciplinary Center, College Park, Usa; (2) NASA, Nasa
Goddard Space Flight Center, Hydrological Sciences Branch, Greenbelt, Usa (dalia.b.kirschbaum@nasa.gov);

While mass movements frequently occur at small spatial scales, their impacts both environmentally and
socioeconomically can extend over large areas. Natural hazards such as hurricanes or earthquakes have global
catalogs of hazard frequency and losses obtained from extensive in situ and remotely sensed networks. However,
few databases have systematically cataloged landslide hazard impacts at the global scale. A global catalog of
landslide events has been developed for rainfall-triggered mass movements (debris flows, mudslides, landslides,
etc.) to identify key areas of landslide activity and estimate landslide impacts at the regional and global scale.
The global database draws upon media reports, online databases, and governmental and non-governmental
information to identify the time, location, qualitative location confidence, relative size, and impacts of landslide
reports. The global landslide catalog includes reports for 2003 and 2007 through the present. The inventory is
limited by regional reporting biases, limited or inconsistent information, and challenges in the language and type
of reporting, and consequently presents a lower threshold on rainfall-triggered landslide activity worldwide.
However, with over 2,700 reported events, the results from the most recent years highlight some interesting
geomorphologic, meteorologic, and socioeconomic patterns in landslide occurrence and impact. 2010 was an
anomalous year in the landslide record as it had the highest number of landslide reports (1,480), landslide
fatalities (5,080) and fatal landslide events (326) within the existing record. To determine what the source of this
potential spike in activity, we compared precipitation means and extreme rain rates for several regions with a
significant number of landslide reports and fatalities. We found that for the regions examined (southeastern
China, the northern Tibetan Plateau, Central America, and Southern California), extreme daily rainfall and mean
precipitation were anomalously high compared to a 13-year record from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission satellite record. Results suggest that if we can extrapolate a general relationship between relative
landslide reporting and extreme precipitation variability over certain regions, we may be able to provide a more
comprehensive picture of global landslide susceptibility, hazard, and risk. This may then be valuable for
estimating human and economic losses, quantifying the relation of landslide statistics to climate variations such
as ENSO, and evaluating emerging global landslide prediction efforts based on remote sensing data. 
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Deep Seated Landslides of Seciurile (Getic Piedmont, Romania) and its
Implication for the Settlement
Sandu Boengiu (1) , and Marcel Török - Oance (2)
(1) Romanian Association of Geomorphologists, University Of Craiova, Geography Department, Craiova, Romania
(sboengiu@central.ucv.ro); (2) Romanian Association of Geomorphologists, West University, Geography Department,
Timisoara, Romania;

Seciuri settlement emerged and developed on a corrugated terrain, fragmented by numerous small valleys cut by
sheet wash and the Amaradia springs. In the west, north and east, it neighbours two lignite quarries – Seciuri
Vest and Seciuri-Ruget, lying at the contact between the Getic Piedmont and Getic Subcarpathians. In the spring
of 2006, the settlement was destroyed almost completely by a landslide that perfectly overlaps the heartland of
the village. Due to the risks incurred, the local authorities decided to evacuate the village and move it in Campu
Mare Depression, where a new settlement was built. Changes in the slope stability are the results of cumulated
effects of various factors, such as: lithology and strata slope, overloading of the slope, water excess on the
slopes, artificial mechanical shocks, changes in the terrain land use. The rainfalls in 2004 and 2005, as well as
the sudden melting of snow in the spring of 2006 are the main factor that triggered the landslide. The vibrations
induced by the belt transporting coal and the heavy traffic on the industrial road, both of them on the upper side
of the slope, where the detachment scarp emerged, also contributed to the landslide. The analysis of the landslide
mass indicates that it slid in steps that formed sliding prisms inside this mass, most of the time having a local
character, which explains the appearance of some local compression of the water logged sand, leading to
deepening and local detachment steps. There were analysed the factors that add to shearing force, reducing the
material resistence to shearing and spatial peculiarities. Among the factors that favour the increase of the
shearing force, those that undermine the lateral support due to erosion or increase the slope declivity, and the
ones that remove the substratum or increase the slope load, lateral pressures or other lateral tensions were
analysed. Regarding the factors leading to the diminution of material resistance to shearing, the denudation is
very important, as well as the structural changes and water pressure in the pores or organic effects. The impact of
the landslide on the settlement was significant; more than 500 constructions need major restoration works or
must be built again in stable area. Out of the 267 households, 182 were already evacuated, the remaining one
being forced to be evacuated too. 
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Incidences and impacts of some socio-economically significant landslide
events in India
Surya Parkash Gupta (1) , J.c. Dhondiyal (2) , and Om Prakash (3)
(1) NIDM, National Institute Of Disaster Management, Geohazards Risk Management, Delhi, India
(suryanidm@gmail.com); (2) UAA, Uttarakhand Academy Of Aministration, Disaster Management Centre, Nainital, India;
(3) UAA, Uttarakhand Academy Of Administration, Disaster Management Centre, Nainital, India;

It is estimated that about 25% of India’s land territory is susceptible to landslides of varying degree and nature.
The incidences and impacts of landslides have increased due to migration of people towards the hilly terrain and
ill-developed settlements and infrastructure. It has resulted into greater vulnerability and exposure of landslide
risks to life, economy and environment in the hills. The recent landslides and debris flows in Leh (2010) killing
more than 240 persons in J & K State, Shumgarh slide (2010) killing 18 students between 4 and 11 years of age
in Uttarakhand State, Karwar landslide (2009) engulfed 19 lives in Karnataka State, Nilgiri Landslides (2009)
caused death of 43 persons in Tamilnadu State, debris flows (2009) in Pitthoragarh district of Uttarakhand State
also buried 43 persons alive, about 35 persons were reported killed in a landslide (2008) in Arunachal State, 60
lives were lost in Ghanvi Landslide (2007) of Himachal State and like that several significant landslides
happened in different parts of India. Thus, a study has been done to compile relevant information related to
socio-economic impacts of significant landslides that occurred during the last two decades. The main objective
of the study is to make public aware about the need for landslides risk reduction through different measures and
strategies. The study has also brought into focus the some other related issues like climate change, global
warming, melting of glaciers, deforestation, environmental degradation etc. which need to be addressed for
landslides risk reduction. The study reveals that most of these significant landslides took place in the vicinity of
human settlements, urban infra-structure, highways, hydel projects, construction and mining activities. The study
of landslide records indicates that there has been no systematic effort in documentation and study of such
disasters except some staggered media reports, brief technical reports and relief documents. Therefore, it
emphasizes the need for systematic documentation and study of such significant landslide events to distinguish
good and bad practices in managing landslides risks as well as to apply the lessons learnt in hazard mapping, risk
assessment and reduction by scientists, academicians, professionals, developers, planners, policy and decision
makers.
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Impact of Rainfall Induced Landslides in Nepal
Narayan Gurung (1)
(1) KAAA BGN, Pokhara, Nepal (jyonus@hotmail.com);

In Nepal, landslides represent a major constraint on development, causing high levels of economic loss and
substantial numbers of fatalities each year. Landslides are common natural events during the monsoon in Nepal
damaging property worth million dollars and causing loss of lives of many people. The annual economic loss
due to landslide damages alone in this region is estimated to exceed one billion US dollars, including hundreds
of human fatalities. Studies indicate that the loss due to landslides and related problems in the Himalayan region
alone constitutes about 30% of the world's total landslide-related damage value (Li, 1990). Nepal lies over
tectonically active geological and as such the regular movement of the geological formations causes a number of
natural events which turn into disasters when the people living near the events are not prepared for them. The
impact of landslides in Nepal is being further magnified due to the construction of infrastructure developments
on the poor geological areas, often in the areas prone to landslides and when these improperly built
infrastructures are collapsed due to landslides. Sadly these are left either almost neglected for protection from the
possible landslide failure or are poorly treated with insufficient measures. Interestingly most of the disastrous
landslides are rainfall induced in Nepal. The rainfall pattern in Nepal is that more than 80% of the annual rainfall
occurs over the period of 4 months (June – September) and on top of that the distribution of daily precipitation
during the rainy season is also uneven. Sometimes, 10% of the total annual precipitation can occur in a single
day (Alford,1992), and 50% of the total annual precipitation is often recorded within 10 days of the monsoon
period. Such an uneven rainfall pattern is thought to play an important role in triggering landslides in Nepal.
Nepal is a hilly country and has many steep slopes that are prone to move when the soil is saturated. Safe hill site
development is barely practiced. Many human settlements and infrastructures are built either adjacent to the
slope or on the slope. Sadly most of them are not prepared to cope with possible natural disasters such as
landslides. As a result, rainfall triggered landslides are claiming lives of hundreds of people and property worth
million US dollars annually in Nepal. These landslides occur almost every year in one part of the country or the
other, causing loss of life and heavy damage to property. For example, in only half of the 2008 monsoon period
(i.e., from 10 June–15 August), 50 people were killed by landslides throughout Nepal. (Dahal RK, Hasegawa S,
2009). Similarly a rockslide that occurred at Phisling along Prithvi Highway of Nepal in September 2010
blocked the road almost for three days resulting the economic loss of over one million US dollars (Nepal
Government, Department of Road, Annual Report 2010). This paper has presented many such facts and figure,
thus has created a data of loss and other impacts in Nepal due to the rainfall induced landslides. Key Words:
Nepal, Rainfall triggered Landslides, Socio- economic Impact of Landslides 
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Damage caused by recent mass-movements in Majorca (Spain), a region
with a high risk due to tourism
Rosa María Mateos (1) , Inmaculada García (2) , Gerardo Herrera (3) , and Joaquin Mulas (4)
(1) Researcher, Igme, Balearic Unit, Palma De Mallorca, Spain (rm.mateos@igme.es); (2) Researcher, Igme, Balearic Unit,
Mallorca, Spain; (3) Researcher, Igme, Geological Hazard Area, Madrid, Spain; (4) Resarcher, Igme, Geolgical Hazard Area,
Madrid, Spain;

The main income of the island of Majorca (Balearic Islands, Spain) comes from tourism (83% of its GDP), as it
welcomes 8.5 million visitors each year. During the hydrological years 2008 to 2010, Majorca experienced one
of the coldest and wettest winters in living memory. Not only did the accumulated rainfall show twice the
average recorded values, this period also witnessed the highest rates of intense rainfall (up to 296 mm/24 h)
since instrumental records have been available (1944). These rainy episodes have also coincided with cold
periods in which several days elapsed with temperatures around 0º C and minima at -6.8 ºC, which are
anomalous values in the mild Mediterranean climate. The result was that 34 mass movements were triggered,
distributed along the Tramuntana Range, in the northwest sector of the island, namely 14 rockfalls, one rock
avalanche, 15 landslides and 4 karstic collapses. Fortunately, there were no deaths but there were numerous
cases of damage to dwellings, holiday apartment blocks, barns and power stations etc., and especially the road
network in the range, most significantly the numerous blockages on the Ma-10 road, which caused significant
economic losses in the different tourist resorts. On the southern coast of the range, 17 holyday homes have been
evacuated recently due to the impending risk of a large rockfall. Total economic losses are valued at up to 6M
Euro, which represents 0.022% of the Balearic Autonomous Region GDP 
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Landslide impact in Mediterranean regions: an overview in the framework
of the HYMEX project
Olga Petrucci (1) , and Maria Carme Llasat (2)
(1) CNR-IRPI, Cnr-irpi, Cosenza, Rende, Italy (o.petrucci@irpi.cnr.it); (2) Department of Astronomy and Meteorology,
University Of Barcelona, Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain;

There is a general agreement on the definition of landslide’s impact as the wide range of direct, indirect and
intangible losses caused on environment and society by the occurrence of a landslide event. Despite this
agreement, the concept of impact is approached in different ways, according to: the aim and scale of the study,
the data availability and the specialization of scientists working on it. In Mediterranean countries, because of
both the ongoing climatic change and the increasing urban pressure on unstable areas, there is an urgent need of
a shared procedure for the assessment of impact of landslides. Landslide’s impact assessment, in fact, can be
carried out for already occurred landslides, in order to set priorities for both refunding and restoring works.
Besides, a codified impact assessment procedure can be used to forecast the impact of different phenomena in
order to concentrate the attention on those phenomena which could produce the higher impact. As a starting
point, a collection of recent literature focusing methodologies assessing the impact of landslides triggered by
rainfall has been realized, particularly focusing on landslides which every year cause impacts in Mediterranean
countries. This work, in fact, is part of HyMeX (HYdrological cycle in the Mediterranean EXperiment), an
international research project that aims at a better understanding and quantification of the hydrological cycle and
related processes in the Mediterranean, with emphasis on high-impact weather events and associated trends in
the context of global change. Without claiming to be exhaustive, the review points out four types of approaches
characterizing the analyzed articles. The research articles were selected and sorted according to the major themes
in the light of which impact of landslides are analyzed: 1) risk, vulnerability and mitigation strategies, 2)
economical and societal effects, 3) indirect physical and psychological impacts on people, 4) overall approach to
landslides impacts assessment, and 5) risk perception and risk awareness. The work offers a framework of either
available methodological approaches or clues and suggestions that can be applied to reach an overall shared
impact assessment procedure. 
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Landslides and road network in Calabria (Italy): a catalogue of damaging
situations for drivers
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In the present work, a 10-year database of rainfall-triggered landslides occurred in Calabria region (southern
Italy) is used to underline the circumstances leading to damage to people caused by landslides along the road
network of the analyzed region. The analysis is based on the fact that, where engineering methods are not
cost-effective in reducing the danger related to rainfall-triggered landslides on an entire road network, it is
crucial that vulnerable communities are aware of the hazards they face and know how to respond in an
emergency. Such awareness must be founded on actual situations in which people can really be involved in, and
which can change region by region or place by place. Knowledge of the leading causes of fatalities should
inform public awareness programs and public safety police enforcement activities. In this work, the general
regional framework obtained from the 10-year database analysis is compared to a local and more detailed
analysis carried out on a state road track characterized by a long series of landslides activations since last
century. According to the morphology of the area in which the road passes through, it is very difficult to find
alternative and safer, road paths. Moreover, the importance of this road depends on the fact that it is often used
as alternative path when the regional adjacent highway has to be close because it is affected by landslides or
floods triggered by rainfall. Finally, the general regional sketch of damaging circumstances for drivers is
compared to the local one obtained for the case study, in order to underline the methodological differences and
the types of data necessary to extend the approach to the entire regional road network. 
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An index-oriented methodology for landslide consequence analysis at
various spatial scales: an application to a mountain community in the
French Alps.
Puissant Anne (1) , Van Den Eeckhaut Miet (2) , Kappes Melanie S. (3) , Papathoma-köhle Maria (3) , Keiler
Margreth (3) , Hervás Javier (2) , and Malet Jean-philippe (4)
(1) Cnrs, Laboratoire Image, Ville, Environnement, Strasbourg, France; (2) Jrc, Institute For Environment And
Sustainability, Ispra, Italy; (3) University Of Vienna, Department Of Geography And Regional Research, Vienna, Austria;
(4) Cnrs, Institut De Physique Du Globe De Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France (jeanphilippe.malet@eost.u-strasbg.fr);

This analysis focuses on determining and mapping the impact or potential consequences of hazardous landslide
events on individual facilities and resources in the general framework of landslide risk assessment. Since it is not
usually feasible to conduct a detailed and fully quantitative analysis for every structure in a community (mainly
because of a lack of information on the historical damage and on appropriate vulnerability functions for each
category of elements at risk), semi-quantitative approaches are used in order to identify and locate the most
critical facilities by addressing different aspects of vulnerability (i.e. physical, structural, functional) that are then
weighted according to the characteristics of the study area. In this study, an index-oriented methodology based
on a combination of descriptors of the exposure of the elements at risk is proposed in order to map the potential
impacts of landslides over large territories and highlight the most vulnerable areas. Attention is paid to both
direct and indirect damage. Direct damage includes physical injury and direct structural and functional damage.
Indirect damage includes indirect socio-economic effects. The analyzed elements at risk are persons, buildings,
infrastructures and land. For all of them, several indicators of their exposure (e.g. building type, function, height,
construction type, age and maintenance, economic value, inhabitants, infrastructure importance and land cover)
were defined. Indicators of buildings were mainly derived during a field survey and from analysis of
multi-temporal aerial photographs and Google Earth images. Using expert-knowledge, a damage index was
allocated to each element at risk. More specifically, this index shows the potential losses undergone by the
exposed elements if they were affected by a landslide. Apart from the damage index, a local index, representing
the socio-economic importance of the region is defined for the elements at risk. High indices were for example
attributed to buildings and infrastructure with high importance for tourism activities. For the three types of
damage (physical injury, structural and functional damage, and socio-economic effects), an individual
consequence value was obtained through linear combination of the indicators of the exposed elements and their
associated indices. Summation of the individual values finally provided total consequences. As this procedure is
expert-based, a sensitivity analysis was performed by investigating the effect of small changes in the damage and
local indices on the specific and total consequence values. The method has been applied over the 200 km2 area
of the Barcelonnette Basin in the South French Alps. This area has an important administrative, touristic,
commercial, and communication role with the presence of the sub-prefecture, and of commercial activities,
hotels, ski infrastructure, and a main road ensuring relation with Italy. Due to the predisposing geology, many
hillslopes are susceptible to several landslides types The study improved the index-oriented methodology of
Puissant et al. (2006) who performed a consequence analysis for a smaller area using a limited set of building
and infrastructure indicators. It completes also an assessment of the physical multi-hazard vulnerability carried
out by Papathoma-Köhle et al. (2011) on a portion of the territory. The study discusses the potential of the two
methods in terms of 1) reproducibility and versatility to any type of mountain environment, 2) applicability to
different purposes (prevention, emergency management) and spatial scales (local, regional), 3) usability by
various end users (local authorities, emergency services) and 4) capability to provide transparent and supportive
information to the local community. The analysis is part of the SafeLand project funded by the 7th Framework
Programme for Research and Technological Development of the European Commission.
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Landslide monitoring in the Himalayan region, India
S.k. Sharma (1) , and S. Singh (2)
(1) Carman School, Carman Residential And Day School, Environmental Education, Dehradun, India
(sks105@rediffmail.com); (2) GRI, Geol.res.institute, R&d, Dehradun, India;

In Uttarakhand, the northern most state of India, comprising the sub and lesser Himalayan region, natural as well
as human induced hazards casts a wide shadow over human life. The landslide occurrence is more frequent and
is considered to be a major geological hazard. Every year valuable top soil cover erodes and washes away,
several places experience massive landslides and debris flow, which results in damage to human life as well as to
property. In recent years the intensity of natural hazards has increased surprisingly as a result of increase
urbanization, hill slopes are being disturbed due to various construction activities particularly the road
construction. From last 15 years all over the hilly region of Uttarakhand, extensive and widespread damages
occurred due to several massive landslides / slips and flashflood resulting into massive downward side debris
flow due to gravity blocking the Alaknanda river flow which is a major lifeline for the Uttarakhand region (after
reaching the plain area it is called as Ganga river), blocking the connecting roads in the hilly region and
damaging the human, their property as well as the livestock. It is difficult to stop the debris flow due to natural
hazards like earthquake and landslides or weather related or by man made activities like dam and road
construction, which are quite common in the area but their intensity can be mitigated by taking appropriate steps,
as some of the human activities had an impact on increasing instability of slopes, making them susceptible to
potential degradation by natural runoff through floods, sheet erosion, slides etc. However, It is also not possible
to maintain absolute conservation in the Himalayas, where the people are dependent on the forests for their basic
requirements of water, fuel and fodder. Moreover, vast areas of land have been cleared for cultivation of
agricultural crops resulting in accelerated soil erosion and consequently leading to desertification. Another factor
of urbanization - productive areas are fast depleting due to developmental activities such as road construction ;
construction of one kilometer of road in the mountainous region of Himalaya creates nearly 40,000 to 80,000 m3
of debris. It is therefore necessary to know the landslide prone zones before any construction activity begins so
that adequate control measures can be applied well in time. Landslide susceptibility mapping, which delineates
the potential landslide zones, is useful for such purpose. The deforestation, shifting cultivation and the
commercial water logging have aggravated the problem and are far serious offended in making the land
wasteful, unproductive, unsustainable and are causing maximum soil / land degradation in India in comparison
to others. Almost half of the country’s total landmass needs conservation measures to check soil erosion.
Satellite imagery now enables both the monitoring and measuring of soil erosion. But the soil erosion and
landslides can be effectively controlled by putting ban on deforestation. In this regards, Chipko movement
initiated by Sunderlal Bahuguna in which a human chain around the tree was made by the local people, thus,
saving the trees from cutting by the traders plays an important role in restoring ecosystem in the region. The top
soil can not lose its contact with underlying layer if the area is forested or vegetated. The roots of the plants hold
the spoil from sliding down. Number of Eco-task force have been created to conserve the forests. Nanda Devi
Biosphere to save biodiversity is one of them. One of the major mitigation strategies could be through
Geographic Information System (GIS), which has been employed globally for spatial data analysis for landslide
hazard zonation mapping is found to be a very powerful tool for landslide study in the Uttarakhand area for
spatial data analysis for landslide hazard zonation mapping. Different thematic data layers have been prepared
for landslide susceptibility mapping. This method was found to be useful for landslide susceptibility mapping.
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Damages from Landslides: An Econometric Model for Estimating Potential
Losses
Kevin Simmons (1)
(1) Austin College(USA) and the International Centre for Geohazards (Norway), Austin College, Economics, Sherman, Usa
(ksimmons@austincollege.edu);

Annual damages from US landslides can run into the billions of dollars yet few planning tools are available for
policy makers to use as they consider their strategy in dealing with this hazard. Planners who attempt to
anticipate how a landslide may affect their community need data that will allow them to construct studies on
how to minimize those effects. To properly conduct benefit/cost analysis they need a tool that will give them
estimates of damage tailored to their community rather than anecdotal estimates from damages which occurred
at other locations that may not reflect the profile of the local area. This paper uses data from the US on
landslides to construct an econometric damage function. The data on landslides was merged with demographic
and socio-economic data from the US decennial Census to create a dataset that is used to create profiles of
potential damage from these costly events. Damage functions allow policy-makers to estimate potential damage
from events that have not yet occurred by evaluating the relationships between variables that influence damage
from previous events. While the results of this project do not provide estimates that should be used reliably by
planners, it does illustrate the benefit of having this approach in the toolkit of planners as they consider various
“what if” scenarios as well as undertake the cost reasonableness of potential landslide mitigation. Trade-offs are
inevitable in any approach that planners choose in an attempt to deal with the threat posed by landslides. But to
intelligently choose among the options available, planners need to know the potential size of the hazard they
may face in their particular community. An econometric damage model can provide them this valuable tool in
planning for the next and often inevitable landslide. 
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Economic Valuation of Landslide Damage and of Measures to prevent
Landslide Occurrence and Damage: a case study from the Flemish
Ardennes (Belgium). 
Liesbet Vranken (1) , Pieter Van Turnhout (1) , Miet Van Den Eeckhaut (2) , Liesbeth Vandekerckhove (3) , and
Jean Poesen (1)
(1) K.u.leuven, Department Of Earth And Environmental Sciences, Leuven, Belgium; (2) Joint Research Centre (jrc),
European Commission, Institute For Environment And Sustainability, Ispra, Italy (miet.van-den-eeckhaut@jrc.ec.europa.eu);
(3) Flemish Government, Environment, Nature And Energy Department, Brussels, Belgium;

Several regions around the globe are at risk to incur damage from landslides. These landslides may cause
significant structural and functional damage to public and private buildings and infrastructure such as houses,
schools, hospitals, administrative, industrial and commercial buildings, electricity grid, roads, railways and
underground cables. Many studies investigated how natural factors as well as human activities control the
occurrence or re-activation of landslides. However, few studies have concentrated on the overall damage caused
by landslides, particularly in low-relief areas, and on the policy instruments which policymakers can use to
prevent further damage. This study therefore aims at developing a methodology to estimate the overall damage
caused by landslides in low-relief areas. In the study we combine two economic valuation methods. On the one
hand, we estimate the decrease in the value of real estate due to their location in areas with a high landslide risk.
On the other hand, we estimate the costs to restore the damage to private buildings and public infrastructure
which is caused by the occurrence of landslides. This methodology provides a range of the maximum and
minimum economic value of the damage caused by landslides. In addition, we provide an overview of landslide
prevention and remediation measures and estimate the associated costs. This methodology will then be applied
to the Flemish Ardennes (Belgium), a region susceptible to landslides.
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Session L11
Landslides, transportation network and lifelines

Conveners: J. Corominas, G. P. Giani, T. Apuani

Roads, rails and pipelines often cross areas with rock faces and steep slopes in mountainous areas. 
Rockfalls and  debris flows are frequent fast moving landslides, which constitute hazards and can 
damage infrastructures requiring additional serviceability, crash or bury vehicles and result in death.
In many cases this type of landslide events occurs without warning, even if they are typically preceded 
by intense rain. Rockfall and debris flow events can also be induced by volcanic activity or by 
earthquakes.

In this session will be discussed papers which refer about all the geotechnical aspects of fast landslide 
movements constituting hazard for the transportation network.
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Methodology for managing and determining rockfall risk in the road
network of the Principality of Andorra
Jordi Amigó (1) , Joan Altimir (2) , and Joan Torrebadella (3)
(1) Eurogeotecnica, Natural Hazards Manager, Sant Cugat Del Vallès, Spain; (2) Euroconsult Andorra, Managing Director,
Andorra La Vella, Andorra; (3) Euroconsult Andorra, Natural Hazrads And Earth Monitoring Manager, Andorra La Vella,
Andorra (torrebadella@euroconsult.ad);

The overall road network in the Principality of Andorra is affected by continuous rockfall hazards from road
adjacent slopes. To determine the risk of each section of road and establish a temporary order in priority for
action, has used a methodology based on two variables: the rockfall hazardness and the likelihood of impact in
road sections based on the average daily traffic (ADT). The aim of the methodology is to establish an objective
criterion to prioritize the stages to act, with a parameterization of variables by assigning numerical values to
reflect the estimated risk allowing each tranche. The results obtained allow have an order of priority actuation
and risk managing. In those cases where for various sections are obtained identical results, establishing a
"standard of expert " to prioritize a tranche over another. 
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Landslide inventory and preliminary susceptibility mapping for a proposed
pipeline route along the Yukon Alaska Highway corridor, Yukon Territory,
Canada
Blais Stevens Andrée (1) , Lipovsky Panya (2) , Couture Réjean (1) , Kremer Marian (1) , and Page Amaris (3)
(1) Geological Survey Of Canada, Ottawa, Canada (ablais@nrcan.gc.ca); (2) Yukon Geological Survey, Whitehorse, Canada;
(3) Elections Ontario, Toronto, Canada;

In Canada’s north, slope stability is a critical issue along infrastructure. Slope failures such as rockfalls, rock
slides, and debris flows are common in mountainous regions. In addition, there are several types of landslides
and ground hazard features that are directly related to the presence of discontinuous permafrost including thin
layer detachment slides, retrogressive thaw flows, solifluction, thermokarst depressions, and rock glaciers.
Natural Resources Canada, in collaboration with the Yukon Geological Survey, has compiled a landslide
inventory and carried out a preliminary landslide susceptibility assessment of debris flows and rockfalls and rock
slides within the Yukon Alaska Highway Corridor (YAHC). The YAHC is 950 km long, 40 km wide, and
36,000 km2 in area and includes a proposed pipeline route. A total of 1612 landslides were identified from
air-photos, which represents about 1 landslide per 12 km2. The prominent landslide types included debris slides
(31%), debris flows and fans (28%), rock slides (11%), solifluction (8%), earth slides/flows (5%), karstic
depressions (5%), rockfalls (4%), and combined retrogressive thaw flows and active layer detachments (1%).
Rock glaciers were also identified (6%). A landslide distribution map shows that 64 % of the dominant landslide
activity occurs in unconsolidated sediments. A qualitative heuristic debris flow susceptibility map indicates that
69% of the mapped debris flow deposits occurred downslope from a high susceptibility zone and 28%
downslope from the medium to high susceptibility zone. For the qualitative heuristic rockfall/rock slide
susceptibility map, 64% fall within the high susceptibility zone and 20% within the medium-high susceptibility
zone. The good correlation between the modeled susceptibility maps and actual landslide inventory demonstrates
the effectiveness of preliminary qualitative landslide susceptibility mapping.
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Integrated continuous monitoring of landslides interacting with
infrastructures: new insights from a site test for rock mass rheology and
failure forecasting
Francesca Bozzano (1) , Ivan Cipriani (1) , Salvatore Martino (1) , Paolo Mazzanti (2) , and Alberto Prestininzi
(1)
(1) "Sapienza” Università Di Roma, Mm.ff.nn, Department Of Earth Sciences, Rome, P.le Aldo Moro 5, 00185, Italy; (2)
NHAZCA S.r.l., spin off, “sapienza” Università Di Roma, Department Of Earth Sciences, Rome, Via Cori Snc, 00177, Italy;

Landslides interacting with human activities devoted to the build up of infrastructures represent a major problem
under economic, social and workers safety points of view. Few years ago, during the start-up works for the
realization of a tunnel entrance, a shallow translational landslide (with a volume of about 104 m^3) occurred in
southern Italy and involved a slope where intensively jointed gneiss and transgressive Plio-Pleistocene marine
sandy deposits outcrop. Following this event, the Research Centre for Geological Risks CERI of the University
of Rome “Sapienza” carried out detailed engineering-geological surveys on the slope in order to define a
reference model to explain the occurrence of the landslide. As a result, geological and geomorphological
evidences of an ancient rototranslational landslide were collected, that indicated a total involved volume of about
1•106 m^3 and a sliding surface at about 50 m b.g.l.. It was inferred that the small-sized recent landslide was a
shallow reactivation at the foot of the body of the ancient and biggest one. An integrated monitoring system
aiming at recording both superficial and deep displacement of the landslide slope was planned and realized. The
system consists of: 1) an integrated platform made of a Terrestrial SAR Interferometer (TInSAR), a weather
station and an automatic photo camera; 2) three inclinometers and one ‘Casagrande’ piezometer; 3) topographic
monitoring by total station of prisms installed on the bulkheads; 4) load cells for the monitoring of the
man-made structures after their construction; 5) convergence monitoring of tunnel. The long term continuous
monitoring allowed us to analyse the response of the unstable slope during different phases of work.
Furthermore, TInSAR monitoring allowed us to continuously follow the evolution of the slope and the stability
of man-made structures without any change of instrumental configuration or installation of sensors/targets on the
slope. Thanks to the large dataset available (about 250.000 SAR images over three years) very refined filters
were applied thus obtaining good time series of displacement. Based on this time series the semi-empirical
approach of Crosta & Agliardi (2003) was applied to the three order of the anchored bulkheads. Hence, pre-alert
(30 hours before failure), alert (15 hours before failure) and emergency (7 hours before failure) velocity
thresholds were achieved. In order to account for the geomechanical features of the slope and its evolution over
time (also in connection with stabilisation works) an engineering-geology model was devised for a stress-strain
numerical analysis which was performed by the finite difference code FLAC 6.0. The rheology of the jointed
rock mass was reproduced by an equivalent continuous approach, taking into account the jointing conditions of
the considered rock mass. Results from the monitoring as well as occurred landslide events were considered for
back analysing the slope evolution within the last years in order to calibrate the parameter values and validate
the rheological model for forecasting scenarios based on the data coming from the integrated monitoring system.
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Damages to Transport Facilities by Rain Fall Induced Landslides During
November 2009 in Nilgiris, India
Chandrasekaran S S (1) , Elayaraja S (2) , and Renugadevi S (3)
(1) Geotechnical Engineering, SMBS, VIT University, Vellore, India (sschandrasekaran@yahoo.co.in); (2) Tata Consulting
Engineers, Bangalore, India; (3) Communication Engineering, SENSE, Vit University, Vellore, India;

Landslide is one of the natural hazards that affect fifteen per cent of the land area of India. India is among the top
ten countries with the highest percentage of landslide fatalities. The phenomenon of landslides is pronounced
during the monsoon period. In the year 2005 alone, more than five hundred human lives were lost due to
landslides in India. Nilgiris district, the renowned hill station in the state of Tamilnadu, India, has a history of
damaging landslides due to its location in a zone of high intensity and prolonged rainfall, where overburden is
sensitive to over-saturation. Influxes of tourists into the hilly region have brought about tremendous pressure on
land due to construction of new buildings, tourist complexes and other related infrastructure projects. During
north east monsoon, the Nilgiris district received a record rainfall of 658 mm in the month of November 2009,
which is 415% higher than a long period (50 years) average monthly rainfall. Intense rainfall triggered landslides
at more than three hundred locations which affected road and rail traffic and destroyed number of buildings that
left more than fifty people dead and hundreds homeless. Mettupalayam – Coonoor – Ooty national highway, the
life line of the Nilgiris, had landslides at many places. The road got completely washed away at few locations
and remained cutoff for a period of three months. Nilgiris Mountain Railway (NMR), declared as World heritage
site by United Nations, suffered severe damages. The railway track was left hanging at many places with the
supporting subgrade washed away and few bridges completely destroyed. In the 27 km long Mettupalayam –
Coonoor rack section, about 18,000 cubic meters of debris had to be removed. In addition to the damages to
infrastructure, landslide caused indirect losses to business with no inflow of tourists. Farmers were unable to
transport agricultural produces to the plain (Mettupalayam) for marketing. This paper presents field observations
and results of preliminary geotechnical investigations on the damages to infrastructure due to rainfall induced
landslides during November 2009. Laboratory tests were conducted on soil samples collected from landslide
locations. The soil is of clayey sand with high fine content and low permeability. Case studies of damages
caused to roads, railways and buildings were presented. Though the immediate triggering factor for the landslide
at many locations was heavy intense rainfall, it was observed that there were several causal factors like
excavation of slope at toe, vertical cutting, loading at crest, defective maintenance of surface drainage systems,
extensive anthropogenic interference and vibration caused by traffic and mining activities. Due to the lack of
proper subsurface drainage system, pore water pressure played a major role in initiating the landslide. The need
for detailed geotechnical investigation to suggest site specific remedial measures is emphasized. 
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Rockfall and debris flow hazard assessment of the coastal road of
Gipuzkoa, Basque Country (Northern Spain)
Jordi Corominas (1) , Iñaki Ibarbia (2) , Susana Luzuriaga (3) , José Antonio Navarro (3) , Ioseba Jugo (2) ,
Carles Jurnet (1) , and Marcel Hürlimann (1)
(1) Technical University Of Catalonia, Department Of Geotechnical Engineering And Geosciences, Barcelona, Spain
(jordi.corominas@upc.edu); (2) Ikerlur S.l., San Sebastián, Spain; (3) Gipuzkoa Provincial Council, Road Maintenance
Office, San Sebastián, Spain;

The road N-634 wandering along the coast between the villages of Zarautz and Zumaia in the Gipuzkoa
province, Basque Country, suffers frequent damage and blockage as a consequence of the instability of slopes.
Geologic materials outcropping in the region consist of a flysch formation in which sandstone and limestone
layers alternate with clays and weak clayey limestones. The observed slope failures involve the following
mechanisms: (i) rockfalls induced by erosion of the clay layers and subsequent undermining of the rocky strata;
(ii) debris flows developed in colluvial deposits; (iii) both translational landslides following bedding surfaces
and rotational slides developed in places where clay layers are predominant. In 2006 the Road Conservation
Service of Gipuzkoa promoted a study with the aim of identifying the locations showing the highest risk to
prioritize the actions for stabilization, protection and maintenance of the roads. In this communication the results
obtained with the implementation of the Rockfall Hazard Rating System (RHRS) modified by Budetta (2004),
which has been adapted to the specificities of the road, are presented. First, the index has been normalized by the
length of the sections analyzed to allow their comparison. Second, the ditch effectiveness, rockfall volume and
frequency have been modified to better reflect the different behavior of the cut-slopes and their hazardness.
Finally, the RHRS has been adapted to account for the occurrence of small-size debris flow events. To this
purpose the geological character of the slopes, the range of volumes and frequency of the events have been
described and rated based on new criteria. 
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Large scale slope instability affecting National Road 63 near the Cerreto
Pass in the northern Apennines of Italy: robotic monitoring and laser
scanning in support to hazard analysis
Alessandro Corsini (1) , Francesco Ronchetti (1) , Francesco Bonacini (1) , Paolo Calicetti (1) , Eleonora
Bertacchini (2) , Alessandro Capra (2) , Cristina Castagnetti (2) , Riccardo Rivola (2) , Elena Piantelli (3) ,
Giuseppe Caputo (4) , and Giovanni Truffelli (5)
(1) University Of Modena And Reggio Emilia, Earth Sciences, Modena, Italy (alessandro.corsini@unimore.it); (2)
University Of Modena And Reggio Emilia, Civili And Mechanical Engineering, Modena, Italy; (3) Leica Geosystems S.p.a.,
Business Development Engineering & Solutions, Lodi, Italy; (4) Emilia Romagna Region, Servizio Tecnico Bacino Affluenti
Del Po, Reggio Emilia, Italy; (5) Emilia Romagna Region, Servizio Tecnico Bacino Affluenti Del Po, Parma - Reggio
Emilia, Italy;

Rockslides involving thousands of cubic meters can occur in the northern Apennines where jointed calcareous
rock masses overlap clayey weak rocks. In absence of spatially distributed monitoring data, markers of active
movements are generally related to the opening of specific observable cracks that, however, might not be
representative of the overall behaviour of the rockslide. Moreover, in lack of specific data, movement rates are
generally assumed to be in the range of few mm to few cm per year, and are believed to be more or less constant
in time, with rainfall inputs being of limited influence on acceleration-deceleration patterns. Data gathered in the
Collagna landslide affecting National Road 63 “del Cerreto” in the northen Apennine disavow some of these
common assumptions. This large scale composite landslide area is made up of a large rockslide sector affecting
more than 2 million cubic meters of calcareous rocks and of a more limited earthslide sector that, however,
reactivated in December 2008 interrupting traffic for weeks. Results collected during more than two years of
continuous robotic monitoring of about 30 reflectors, complemented by LiDAR data and multi-temporal
panoramic long-range terrestrial laser scanning, delineate displacement rates in the rockslide sectors in the order
of tens of cm per year. Displacement is characterised by a seasonal cycle comprising smooth acceleration at the
onset of the autumn-winter, a number of specific acceleration pulse lasting weeks in response to
rainfall-snowmelt events in winter and, finally, a deceleration limb crossing the spring-summer period that,
however, does not lead the rock mass to a full rest. Quite surprisingly, movement rates in the rockslide sector are
significantly higher than these in the earthslide sector, that after the main event in 2008 has moved of only a few
centimetres, and responds to rainfall events not has significantly as the rockslide sector. The paper comments
results with respect to geologic and climatic control on landslide processes and centres discussion on issues
regarding the added value of continuous monitoring as a supporting tool for risk assessment in the study site, as
frequent rock falls detaching from the frontal part of the unstable rock mass can potentially reach National Road
63 running at the bottom of the slope and, in the long term, the rockslide could evolve with direct involvement of
the road track and potential valley damming.
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Fragility of the territory and infrastructures resulting from not heavy
meteorological events: case studies in Northern Tuscany, Italy
Giacomo D'amato Avanzi (1) , Yuri Galanti (1) , Roberto Giannecchini (1) , and Alberto Puccinelli (1)
(1) University Of Pisa, Earth Sciences, Pisa, Italy;

In hilly and mountainous urbanized areas, shallow and rapid landslides cause significant, often unpredictable,
hazard conditions. The mass movements may cross roads, crash or bury vehicle, destroy infrastructures, run into
villages and houses and kill people. However, in such critical context the landslide source areas are often found
along the road network. This represents one of the most recurring situations during not particularly exceptional
rainstorms in Northern Tuscany. Owing to its geographical, geomorphologic and climatic features, the Northern
Tuscany (Northern Tuscan Apennines, Apuan Alps, Garfagnana, Serchio Valley, Versilia) is frequently hit by
rainstorms. In many cases such meteorological events trigger rapid and shallow landslides. They are generally
first time movements, mainly referable to complex, translational debris slide-flow or soil slip-debris flows,
typically triggered by intense rainfall. In the study area they occurred in peculiar geologic and geomorphologic
environments: colluvium/debris thin slope cover (from few decimetres to 1-2 metres thick), semi-permeable or
impermeable bedrock, hollow shaped slope, high slope gradient. Despite their little size, they caused heavy
damage and also deaths, due to their high speed and erosion power. Less intense rainfall often can trigger such
mass movements along the road network, which probably are caused by the lack or absence of a correct
maintenance of the road drainage systems. In fact, the concentration and of uncontrolled running water on the
roads and its subsequent flowing downslope may produce an “unnatural” increase in pore pressure that the only
rainfall, hitting the same slope in natural conditions, should not have produced. Actually, this phenomenon
generates the reaching and exceeding of the local critical rainfall threshold, making landslide prevision and
landslide hazard assessment difficult. This paper summarises characteristics and main effects of the
meteorological events, which hit the Northern Tuscany in December 2009 and October 2010, focusing on the
landslides triggered and on their geological, geomorphologic and geotechnical features.
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Laser scanning analysis and landslide risk assessment on transportation
network : the Lugnano in Teverina (Umbria Region, Italy), landslide case
study
Giuseppe Delmonaco (1) , Fabio Garbin (2) , Maria Marsella (3) , Claudio Margottini (1) , Alberico Sonnessa
(4) , and Daniele Spizzichino (1)
(1) ISPRA, Italian Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy; (2)
Geoplanning, ., Geoplanning, Rome, Italy; (3) Università, La Sapienza, Dicea, Rome, Italy; (4) Surveylab, Università La
Sapienza, Dicea, Rome, Italy;

The present paper reports the main outcomes of a multi-discipline team work, involving professionals, research
institutes and public administration, for detection and implementation of low-impact risk mitigation techniques
in landslide areas triggered by heavy rainfall and affecting important railway and road networks located at
Lugnano in Teverina (Umbria Region, Italy). Lugnano in Teverina is located in the middle Tiber river valley
where recent alluvial soils overlaps a Pleistocene sandy-clayey formation that constitutes the bedrock of all the
area. The landscape is characterised by large outcropping of badlands. The study area is located uphill the
provincial road 87, at an elevation range between 70m a.s.l. (road level) and 200m a.s.l., at the top of the hill,
with an average slope angle of 35°. A 150m-length tunnel of the high-speed rail crosses the slope. The
outcropping of weak clayey rocks and superficial water circulation are the most important causative factors for
landslides whereas heavy precipitation is the main triggering factor, causing the decaying of shear strenght
parameters of the clays. The main landslide types, affecting ther study area, are rotational and translational
slides, in the upper portion of ther slopes, evolving in mud/earth-flows, in the middle-low parts. The average
depth of failure surface is between 1-3m, as estimated by D.P.M. tests and seismic refraction. Due to the above
geomorphological conditions, a landslide risk mitigation project was funded by the regional government.
Geomorphological and geotechnical investigation were carried out for the implementation of a preliminary
design project. A high-resolution laser scanning DTM survey was done to produce a detailed topographical map
of the area. A finite-element stability model was implemented in order to detect the safety factors along two
distinct potential landslides sections, under dry and fully-saturated conditions. The heavy rainfall event of 15-16
May 2010 that affected a wide area of the river Tiber upper-middle catchment area (peak rainfall of 150mm in 2
days) caused the triggering of 2 distinct mudflows that interrupted the road 87, menacing, as well, a sector of the
high-speed rail, in accordance with the slope stability simulation that have been previously produced for the
feasibility design project. After the event, the Municipality of Lugnano in Teverina, commissioned a new laser
scanning investigation, for the reconstruction of post-event morphology and analysis of volumes remobilised by
landslides. A post-event back-analysis calibrated on landslide sections, derived by high-resolution DTM, has
provided actual shear-strength parameters, mobilised during the event along the failure surface. The analysis has
also defined the residual risk of the slope and addressed the choice of the most suitable engineering solutions for
the landslide mitigation works. The slope has been distinguished into three distinct sectors (crown area, track
area and landslide toe) where different works have been designed specifically: erosion control and reduction of
potentially remobilising volumes mainly through geogrids in the upper sector; drainage system with trenches in
the middle part and slope angle reduction coupled with environmental engineering techniques (Vetiver®). The
choice of work solutions for the stabilisation of the landslide body has taken into account the presence of the
railway tunnel located under the failure surface; therefore the consolidation of the unstable clayey mass has been
carried out through drainage to reduce critical pore pressure and increasing shear strength, avoiding any
interference between mitigation works and the railway infrastructure. The case study of Lugnano in Teverina,
highlights the importance of multi-discipline team, analysis and approach in the light of reducing the impact of
landslides on critical infrastructures by promoting low-environmental and sustainable solutions.
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Seismic analysis of the Gran Sasso catastrophic rockfall (Central Italy)
Gianluca Bianchi Fasani (1) , Carlo Esposito (2) , Luca Lenti (3) , Salvatore Martino (2) , Massimo Pecci (4) ,
and Gabriele Scarascia Mugnozza (2)
(1) Sapienza University Of Rome, Ceri Reserach Center, Rome, Italy; (2) Sapienza University Of Rome, Department Of
Earth Sciences, Rome, Italy (carlo.esposito@uniroma1.it); (3) Paris East University, Ifsttar, Paris, France; (4) Italian
Mountain Institute, Rome, Italy;

On 22 August 2006 a limestone block, with an estimated volume of about 30,000m3, fell from the sub-vertical
NE wall of the Gran Sasso d’Italia massif, the highest peak of the Italian Apennines. Despite the small rock
volume involved, the rockfall caused some unusual effects, such as the width of the depositional area (about
35,000m2) and the generation of a dust cloud, whose abrasive effect involved an area of about 110,000m2 at the
base of the slope. Moreover the dust cloud reached a nearby small village (Casale San Nicola) and the A24
motorway, that was temporarily closed for safety reasons. Similar rockfall events in terms of involved volumes,
geomorphic setting and secondary effects (dust cloud and air blast) have been already recorded and studied by
authors (e.g.: Morrisey et al., 1999; Wieckzorek et al., 2000) that highlighted the importance of at least two
separate high energy impacts at the base of the slope as well as of the geomorphic setting (i.e. steepness of the
slope and then the possibility of a significant free fall path) which can favour high velocities of the falling rock
blocks. Based on these premises the study was carried out by coupling the results of field surveys and the
processing of an available seismic record of the event, as the seismic noise generated by the rockfall was
recorded by the National Institute of Nuclear Physics seismometric array located in the nearby Gran Sasso
underground laboratories. Field observations highlighted the importance of the rock mass jointing (mostly
inherited by the tectonic pattern), which favored the formation of the unstable rock pillar. In addition, based also
on the availability of a photo-sequence shot during the event, it was possible to depict a preliminary
reconstruction of the event: the detached rock block traveled with a free fall motion in the very first part of the
path. After a first impact on a rock ledge, the falling debris split into two parts. Due to the steepness of the slope
as well as to the bifurcation of the falling rock debris, multiple high energy impacts can be hypothesized. With
regard to the velocimetric record, the related seismogram was processed in order to better constrain: i) the timing
of the event (i.e.: duration, recognition of the main impacts after the failure); ii) the evolution of the process (i.e.:
fragmentation during the fall); iii) the cumulative energy transferred to the ground; iv) an evaluation of the
average velocity. The rockfall event occurred in a free field location, i.e. on the mountain slope, and the
available seismogram was recorded within the mountain in a no-free field location. Nevertheless, the very close
location of the receiver respect to the event source (about 2 km) allowsed us to neglect the role of the attenuation
in identifying the delay among the more intense vibrational events resulting from the spectrogram analysis. The
velocimetric record was processed by the SAC (Seismic Analysis Code) code in both the time and frequency
domains. An energy analysis was also performed by computing the kinetic energy of each component cumulated
during the recorded event. The comparison of field surveys and seismic data processing and interpretation
allowed us to reconstruct in detail the rockfall event and to compare it with already documented “unusual” cases:
as a result, it was possible to constrain the kinematic evolution of the process, characterized by at least three
main significant energy impacts of the felt rock mass, which can be invoked as the trigger of the air blast that
caused the dust cloud to acquire its destructive effect. A consideration can be made about potential risk
conditions. In fact, limestone blocks and boulders are present in some areas downslope of Casale San Nicola
village and the motorway, thus testifying for the occurrence of previous catastrophic rock slope failures. In this
frame a threat is represented by the unstable rock pillars with volumes up to 106 m3 identified on the rock slope
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Access infrastructures to Montserrat: present situation of rockfall risk
mitigation and future perspectives to consider
Marc Janeras (1) , Joan Palau (1) , Elisabet Prat (1) , Judit Pons (1) , Jordi Ripoll (2) , Pere Martínez (2) , and
Josep Comellas (3)
(1) Geocat, Barcelona, Spain (mjaneras@ggp.cat); (2) Igc, Barcelona, Spain; (3) Fgc, Barcelona, Spain;

Montserrat Mountain is located near Barcelona in Catalonia (Spain). This massif formed by conglomerate and
siltstone has steep slopes very prone to rockfalls. The increasing visitors number in the monastery area, reaching
2,5 million per year as a major tourism center, has pointed out the risk derived from rockfalls in this area and
also on the terrestrial accesses, both road and rack railway. In April 2003 the railway office of the catalan
government recover a totally renovated rack railway track, from a previous dismantled in 1957. From the
beginning, this infrastructure has been intensively protected against rockfall. However big events coming from
the upper cliffs, overpassing the road that runs in a higher position mid slope, have also affected hardly the
railway. Throughout the multiple slopes of the mountain affecting the facilities of interest, a lot of potentially
unstable masses can be identified, but the rock mass surface cannot be stabilized everywhere. For the major
magnitude events the structural protection techniques are only possible in some specific points. Therefore,
monitoring is expected to open a new line of work, if not for an early-warning system, at least to improve the
knowledge about the failure preparing factors. The aim of this hazard control strategies is to get an aid to set
priorities for stabilization works. For instance, successive rockfalls coming from a 200m high cliff called
Degotalls have remarked the importance to avoid the progression of fracture in the rock mass. First experiences
in displacement monitoring (jointmeters and TLS surveys) have been initiated during 2010. It will be presented
the state of the works at his crucial moment: relevant protection works have been carried out during the last 10
years, but a global perspective over the problem is needed to reach a reasonable solution. One of the recent
studies corresponds to a risk mitigation study for the rack-railway. A qualitative analysis has been carried out to
determine the hazard in 39 initiation areas defined by levels and basins. Due its medium-size scale of study, the
rockfall propagation has been performed in the basis of reach angle method with Conefall software developed by
Quanterra. In parallel of its potential analysis performed in GIS, many limitations in the calculus have been
identified and will be discussed. Based on the documented rockfall events, reach angle values are argued. Apart
from the volume, the terrain morphology is revealed as much more conditioning factor. Despite all constraints of
such type of approach, an overview on risk along the railway is obtained to assess the protection level obtained
thanks to the protective investment done by the railway office, and also to prioritize the remaining hazard focus.
To date in the road, that is the way for about 60% of visitors with a lot of buses, more reactive response is
adopted. The railway, with a higher security level, cannot absorb all the traffic, and there is a cablecar that is too
old to increase its quote of about 10%. At present, a new cablecar with high performances is considered, to have
two public transportation systems, terrestrial and aerial. Other aspects are to be considered, like the fact that
economic context demands more than ever the optimization of the defence strategy. Imaginative solutions can be
adopted, like the reuse of net fences coming from the Núria rack railway, where a new track in tunnel has eluded
the exposure to the highest hazard part, what has allowed a reduction of near 50% in the global work cost.
Another particular case is the Sant Joan rail-cablecar. Its exposure along a deep channel consists mainly in the
fall of small rock fragments, but with high trajectories and free falling up to 80m. To protect the most hazardous
zone, a false tunnel formed by arcaded structure with a high tensile steel-wire mesh is projected. For this aim
essays on a mesh were performed last year in a field test site.
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CUTTING D15: Stabilization of a large landslide in Marrakesh
Carles López (1) , Jordi Amigó (2) , Laura López (3) , Joan Altimir (4) , and Joan Torrebadella (5)
(1) Eurogeotecnica, Managing Director, Sant Cugat Del Vallès, Spain; (2) Eurogeotecnica, Natural Hazards Manager, Sant
Cugat Del Vallès, Spain; (3) Eurogeotecnica, International Manager, Sant Cugat Del Vallès, Spain; (4) Euroconsult Andorra,
Managing Director, Andorra La Vella, Andorra; (5) Euroconsult Andorra, Natural Hazrads And Earth Monitoring Manager,
Andorra La Vella, Andorra (torrebadella@euroconsult.ad);

The D15 cutting is located on the Marrakesh-Agadir motorway, on the stretch between Imintanout and Argana,
between kilometres 32+460 and 34+540 of the project. Measuring approximately 2080 m long and with a
maximum height of almost 125m, the D15 cutting was designed with 5-m wide berms every 10 m in height and
a slope between berms of 1H:2V. The excavation of this cutting required moving more than 1.3 M m3 of earth,
making it one of the biggest in the world. In late 2009, during the excavation of cutting D15, superficial
landslides were detected in the berms built so far. These phenomena of surface instability alerted the owners,
represented by Autoroutes du Maroc (ADM), who hired the services of Eurogeotecnica to study the problem.
The preliminary study concludes that there was a pathology in the cutting of greater significance than that
referring to the surface landslide observed. The report highlighted the fact that it would not be possible to correct
the latent effects simply with the surface treatments scheduled at that point by the contractor. These treatments
consisted of a containment system based on anchoring systems measuring less than 10 m in length, consolidated
by means of a mesh of steel cables. In mid-march 2010 Eurogeotecnica was contracted by ADM to begin
exploration, monitoring and evaluating of the movements than had started, and to supervise the works carried
out by the contractor. Following heavy rains, large fissures began to appear in the cutting in the excavation
phase, in the berms themserves (following the stratification surfaces) ans behind the crown of the cutting.
Subsequently, on 21 and 22 March 2010, a break of some depth ocurred in the southern end of the cutting in the
excavation phase when two of the upper berms gave way and the colluvium that covered that part of the slope
shifted, with an approximate volume of 50,000 m3. With regard to the notrhern part of the cutting, following the
previous break, on the insistence of Eurogeotecnica, elements were immediately installed that made it possible to
monitor the landslide movements inthe part of the rock mass, which where shown by the large fissures that
appeared and that meant a more global movement than that initially supposed, thereby involving a volume of
more than a million cubic metres. This landslide, while showing no evidence signs of acceleration, required
immediate decisions to be taken in order to stabilize it. In light of the preliminary reports deriving from the
supervision of the works in the cutting and the monitoring and evolution of the movements of the cutting in the
northern part, ADM asked Eurogeotecnica to study the problem, draw un the project and carry out general
supervision of the cutting. This intervention was also carried out with technical advice on treating and managing
the risks generated by landslides on the slope.
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The Scascoli case study (Bologna - Italy) - intervention design and safety
measures of a large landslide area
Gianfranco Marchi (1) , Giorgio Giacchetti (2) , Gianluca Benedetti (3) , and Alberto Landuzzi (1)
(1) Università Bologna, Facoltà Di Ingegneria, Distart, Bologna, Italy; (2) Officine Maccaferri, Ricerca, Ricerca E Sviluppo,
Bologna, Italy (giorgio.giacchetti@maccaferri.com); (3) ENSER srl, Società D’ingegneria, Geotecnica, Faenza, Italy;

The case study of the Scascoli Gorge (Savena Valley, Northern Apennines, Italy) shows good results in the
application of flexible consolidation systems, characterised by quick install and environmental friendliness.
Planning of the jobsite safety operations was greatly helped by numerical analyses, which allowed to forecast the
behaviour of rock masses. Analyses by finite (FEM) and distinct (DEM) element methods provided two
complementary responses to slope stability assessment. In the Scascoli Gorge, the Savena river valley floor is
flanked by vertical sandstone walls 40 to 80 m high, and steep slopes of heavily fractured marl-sandstone
multilayers. In the right valley side, an important road leading from Bologna to Tuscany cuts weathered rocks
and debris belonging to the foot of a 20,000,000 m3 dormant landslide, whose age can be in the range of a
thousand years. Geomorphological data show how the landslide foot dammed the valley floor, shifting the
Savena river to the NW and creating a large ephemeral lake. Subsequently, as the landslide dam was carved by
river erosion, all rock walls in the NW valley side were exposed to undermining. Because of this process, recent
landslides in the Scascoli Gorge mainly affected the NW valley side, as recorded by the spectacular events of
1992, 2002 and 2005. On March 15th 2005, the collapse of a rock wedge called “Mammellone 1” produced a
complex 25,000 m3 rock slide which obstructed the valley-floor and destroyed a long segment of the adjoining
road. That huge rock fall has been foreseen by means of Limit equilibrium methods, FEM and DEM. The
positive results of the analysis encouraged us to extend investigations on several critical slopes of the Scascoli
Gorge, in order to increase the safety level of the road running close to the river. These investigations
highlighted two main problems. The first one is the persistent movement of the large dormant landslide, which
forces any intervention of road maintenance to be flexible, in order to accept deformation without losing
effectiveness. The second one is the risk of another large rockfall from a vertical cliff. In order to rehabilitate the
local road after the 2005 rockfall, four safety interventions were planned: (a) reshaping the residual wall of the
Mammellone 1; (b) removing the shallow earth slide from the right valley side, and consolidating its detachment
zone; (c) carrying out training works on the riverbed, and reconstructing the road embankment; (d) delocalizing
a segment of the road from its originary path, at the foot of a wide unstable cliff.
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Reconstructing a failed road embankment over a valley with high water
table in Malaysia
Saravanan Mariappan (1) , Nik Ramlan Nik Hassan (1) , Steven Chong (1) , and Syed Mohd Hikam Syed Mohd
Zain (2)
(1) Enceal Consultants Sdn Bhd, -, -, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (nexusec@gmail.com); (2) Jati Estetik Sdn Bhd, -, -, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia;

A major landslide at km 54 to Gua Musang (town) along the federal road Gua Musang Simpang Pulai, Malaysia
had caused half of road section to be closed, causing major traffic interruption towards the east peninsular
Malaysia. Immediate emergency works were carried out to perform temporary stabilization works of the failed
slope and to restore the traffic flow. Temporary soil nail were installed to prevent the road from collapsing
further. This paper address the details of investigation carried of on the cause of landslide and also the design
concepts adopted to construct sustainable and maintainable slope. The road embankment were previously built
across a natural valley which was a focal point of natural water flow. This have cause gradual built up of ground
water table during the monsoon season and cause the road embankment to fail, however road embankment
design shortfalls were also identified. Hence during rectification works series of subsoil drainage networks were
in cooperated within the embankment fill to intercept the build up of ground water table and to control the
natural subterranean water flow. This paper will also address some of design shortfalls that could have cause
numerous landslides / road embankment failures in Malaysia. 
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Estimating landslide hazard along transport routes in Norway 
Nele Kristin Meyer (1) , Christian Jaedicke (2) , and Regula Frauenfelder (2)
(1) University Of Oslo, International Centre For Geohazards, Oslo, Norway (nkm@ngi.no); (2) Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute, Oslo, Norway;

Landslides in the form of rock falls and debris-flows are a common problem for many transport routes in
Norway. Although vehicles are rarely directly affected, interruptions of the regular traffic are an important issue
for the national economy. In Norway, most overland freight transport is based on trucking and to a minor degree
on railway lines. The modern management strategy of “just in time” delivery of products asks for a high
regularity and accessibility at all times. Nevertheless, extreme weather situations, triggering snow avalanches,
rock falls and debris-flows, cause roads to be closed for traffic many times each year. Estimates of the frequency
of such events and a more precise knowledge where the events are most likely to occur will give transport
logistics a better tool to adjust to forecasted weather conditions. Traditionally, hazard maps show return periods
of landslides as isolines, i.e. separating an area with a lower return period from areas with higher estimated
frequencies. Accordingly, each hazard zone is characterized by a single return period and information on specific
return periods for individual objects within such hazard zones cannot be extracted. Transport routes normally
cross several hazard zones with different return periods. Instead of producing isolines separating hazard zones of
certain return periods for larger areas, in this study, we individually estimate the local return period of hazard
occurrence for each road section of 50 m length. The analysis is based on a statistical model that was developed
for snow avalanches and which was further developed and transferred to rock falls and debris flows. The
estimated return periods for different road sections will be used as input for the risk analysis of selected transport
lines. The risk analysis will combine the estimated hazard probability with the possible consequences for each
transport route, including economic loss due to road closures and alternative traffic routing.
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Data base on landslides in the process of road network maintenance in the
Republic of Serbia
Svetozar Milovan (1) , Milovan Jotic (1) , Bosko Ubiparip (1) , and Petar Mitrovic (1)
(1) The Highway Institute, Geotechnical Department, Belgrade, Serbia (tozony@gmail.com);

The landslides as one of the most frequent slope gravitational processes not only exert direct influence onto the
safety of traffic operation, but at the same time they cause great material damages on the road network in the
Republic of Serbia. The purpose of creating and updating the Data base on landslides on road network is to
provide for prompt, complete and exact information to competent authorities regarding the number and state of
occurrences of unstable terrains, level of jeopardy of transport facilities, rating of priorities in undertaking repair
measures, as well as information to road users on conditions, passability and safety of road transport facilities.
Authors of the paper present the principles of Data base forming which provide for prompt, technically correct
and successful completion of maintenance works and protection of roads with minimum disturbance to the
traffic, along with qualitative technical supervision and reliable repair measures
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Rockfall hazard assessment using data from potential rockfall source areas
Michele Nappi (1) , Paolo Budetta (1) , Gerardo Lombardi (2) , and Enzo Minotta (2)
(1) Section of Applied Geology, University Of Naples ‘‘Federico II’’, Hydraulics, Geotechnical And Environmental
Engineering, Naples, Italy; (2) "destra Sele" Basin Authority, Naples, Italy;

Due to complicated geo-morphological and geo-structural settings of several mountainous areas of Southern
Italy, rock falls are a serious problem that threats dwellings as well transportation corridors and infrastructures.
Rockfall hazard comes from two processes: detachment of rock blocks from the upper part of the cliff, and
propagation of boulders along the lower part of the slope. Several hazard approaches attempt to assess the
probability of propagation, for an assigned rockfall volume class, to stop at a specific point from the source area.
Rockfall hazard at this point, for a given kinetic energy, is given by the product of the mean rock mass failure
probability (-f), and the probability of propagation up to the stopping point. Generally, -f is inferred from
magnitude-cumulative frequency curves derived from the database of landslides. The probability of reach is
evaluated by trajectory simulations, from the distribution of the blocks deposited along the slope, or by empirical
approaches (such as the reach angle and/or the shadow angle). It must be considered that frequency data are
often defective or unknown owing to absence of catalogues. Also, the potential unstable volume is often
unknown. The aim of this paper is to show the approaches followed in order to prepare rockfall hazard maps of a
dolomitic cliff (surface about 5 hectares) impending over the harbour of Salerno. At the cliff base, there are an
important viaduct, affected by high traffic intensity, as well a wide parking for lorries and buses, and several
buildings. The study area has a very complicated geological setting, and, in the past, was involved by several
rock falls, as well as by wedge and/or toppling failures. On the basis of Italian Landslide Inventories (AVI and
IFFI Catalogues) were inventoried about 19 landslides dating from 1969 up to 2001. Unfortunately, there is a
short information about these events and no reliable data are available, regarding landslide magnitudes.
Consequently, in order to evaluate the potential rock falls sources and their volumes, detailed inspections of
instable boulders and detached rock blocks (not yet fallen) on the slope, were performed by experienced
rock-climber geologists and by means of photogrammetric surveys. About 40 potential instable blocks with
volumes ranging between 1 and 10 m3 were detected. By means of statistical approaches, these data were
analysed in order to establish adequate volume distribution fits. Successively, using topographical data, block
volume classes, and the more suitable impact energy restitution and rolling friction coefficients, 2D
trajectographic analyses - which use the lumped-mass method - were performed in order to ascertain parameters
such as: impact points and involved total kinetic energies. The hazard assessment procedure outlined in Swiss
Federal Guidelines (SFG) has been adopted, that couples intensity and mean probability of occurrence of rock
falls. The intensity was defined as the total kinetic energy, i.e. the sum of both rotational and translational
energies, whereas frequency data were derived from the available landslide databases. According to the SFG, it
was possible to map-delineate several rockfall hazard scenarios based on both potential instable volumes and
starting points from the cliff top. In such a way, some “reach boundary” lines of future rockfall maximum travel
distances were plotted. Then, the calculated rock end-points were compared with travel distance values deriving
from some empirical models available in the literature. The results show that a lot of cliff (and its base) is
affected by high hazard that partially involves the viaduct, the bases of some piers supporting the road, as well a
great surface of the parking. These results can be used, in order to mitigate the rockfall risk affecting the harbour
area.
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The Cassas Landslide and its impacts on an international & Olympic
transportation corridor: studies, monitoring, solutions and crisis plans.
Franco Oboni (1) , Claudio Angelino (2) , and Bartolomeo Visconti (3)
(1) Riskope International, Riskope, Risk Management, Vancouver, Canada (foboni@riskope.com); (2) Polithema, Polithema,
Geotechnical Eng., Torino, Italy; (3) Polithema, Polithema, Hydraulics Engineering, Torino, Italy;

The Cassas Landslide is located in the NW Italy Piedmont region and impinges on a corridor encompassing
main international transportation lines (highway and railway) between Italy and France, hydro-electrical
facilities and a village. The slide, or more correctly the slides system, covers a very wide area. In this area, the
largest potential reactivation phenomenon, which underwent a paroxysm in 1957, is considered to be of
approximately ten million cubic meters, with a maximum depth of the main body of approximately 80m and an
average slope of approximately 20-25 degrees. The sliding mass is very elongated and presents in its zone of
depletion minor scarps and intermediary cracking areas, recognizable by geomorphological approaches. The
slide was the object of monitoring for more than a decade by various agencies and special attention was devoted
in view of the 2006 Winter Olympics (the highway at its toe was the main Olympic lifeline), especially since it
underwent a significant acceleration in the aftermath of the 2004 Piemonte Flood. A formal risk assessment
(RA) and related monitoring program were performed. Within the RA the slope was modeled by using the
Oboni-Bourdeau probabilistic slope stability analysis method. Data for this approach were derived from
pre-existing studies. Meanwhile a specific monitoring program was implemented which led to complement
pre-existing data with new evidence and allowed regular updates of the probabilistic model. The complementary
approach yielded interesting predictive/observational results, which drove stabilization actions in the form of a
drainage tunnel and the compilation of a highly sophisticated alert/crisis plan in case of future accelerations.
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Road risk assessement due to rainfall-induced landslides
Carlos Eduardo Rodriguez Pineda (1) , Luis Fernando Urrego (2) , and César Eduardo Sánchez (2)
(1) Associated Professor, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Civil Engineering, Bogotá, Colombia
(crodriguezp@javeriana.edu.co); (2) MSc., Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Civil Engineering, Bogotá, Colombia;

A method for assessing landslide risk along roads is proposed and applied to a National Road in Colombia. The
method evaluates the rainfall-induced hazard by combining a qualitative model for evaluating slope
susceptibility and an analytical model for evaluating slope failure probability of shallow slides due to high
rainfall intensity events, and statistical analysis of deep failures of historical landslides in Colombia.
Vulnerability was evaluated from area of potential landslide areas based on Galli and Guzetti (2007)
relationships. Risk, for economical risk assessment, was obtained as the product of hazard, vulnerability and cost
of exposed elements. For societal risk potential deaths were calculated from traffic counts and average
passengers in each kind of vehicles considered. Slope susceptibility was defined as a susceptibility grade
obtained from a lineal combination of weighting factors for different susceptibility variables among others, slope
angle and slope shape, lithology, geomorphological features, land cover and land use. The Pradel and Raad
(1993) model was used for evaluating the advance of wetting front for different soil textures and using a infinite
slope stability analysis, critical intensity-duration relations were obtained in order to define a trigger factor. For
deep seated failures, results from Mayorga (2003), who made a statistical analysis of rainfall-induced landslides
in Colombia, were included. A risk matrix was used to assess qualitatively and quantitatively risk levels along a
sector of the Bogotá-Villavicencio Road in Colombia. A 14 km long and 2 km wide section of the road was
analyzed. Topography and geological data was compiled in a 1:2000 scale and Arc GIS software was used to
plot basic data and to obtained values for each factor included in the analysis. Maps for slope susceptibility,
hazard, vulnerability and risk were obtained along the road. Results show a good agreement with previous
instability events and critical sections of the road showing this method could be a significant tool for the road
management. Some general mitigation strategies were suggested based on results obtained in this analysis. 
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Slope instability problems in Jonica highway costruction
G. Scarpelli (1) , D. Segato (1) , E. Sakellariadi (1) , A. Vita (1) , P. Ruggeri (1) , and V.M.E. Fruzzetti (1)
(1) Università Politecnica Delle Marche, Universita' Politecnica Delle Marche, Dipartimento Di Fisica E Ingegneria Dei
Materiali E Del Territorio, Ancona, Italy (g.scarpelli@univpm.it);

During the construction of the south portal of the tunnel Baldaia I along the SS106 motorway in Calabria,
unexpectedly large and continuous displacements of the earth retaining structures occurred leading to a
precautionary suspension of the excavation works. To study the kinematics of the observed instability
phenomenon, inclinometer probes were used together with the topographic monitoring of the portal structures; it
was found that the unstable mechanism was deep-seated, block-type and extending over the entire slope. In this
paper the site investigation activities carried out to understand the origin of the instability process are presented.
The interpretation of the observed behaviour is then given together with the description of the remedial measures
suggested to safely complete the construction of the tunnel. The link between the time evolution of the instability
and the sequence of the excavation works, which turned out to be an important issue in the process, is also
discussed in some detail.
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Vulnerability to National Highway - 87 (NH-87) due to Slope Instability
Problems in Uttarakhand, India 
Ravinder Singh (1) , and Paritosh Upreti (2)
(1) Researcher, Kumaun University, Department of Geography, Nainital, India (ravinder.geo@gmail.com); (2) Researcher,
Garhwal University, Department of Geography, Srinagar, India;

The study area is 34km long along the National Highway-87 from Kathgodam to Nainital town and this highway
is the entry point to the whole Kumaon region. This section shows clear evidences of neo-tectonism, structural
discontinuity and geological variability in comparison to other sections of the Himalaya . Last year, torrential
rainfall during monsoon season claimed the lives of 208 persons and resulted in a loss of around Rs.21,000
crores as reported by the Govt. of Uttarakhand. There is the occurrences of landslides in old landslide zones
along the NH-87 which have been activated in the past and formation of new landslide zones during this season.
The road network was badly affected by the landslides and this was a major hurdle in the relief and rescue
operations. National highways act as a life line for the people residing in the city just like artery in the human
body . Highway is crucial for daily essential commodities which are essential for the dwellers. Due to this
disaster a large sum of government revenue was lost and life of the people got totally paralyzed. NH-87 was
worst affected by this incessant rain which led to subsidence of 156m patch of road down into the valley.
Nainital was cut from the rest of the surrounding areas for the three days which affected the supply of basic daily
commodities to the city for whole week. The new construction of damaged section was done without taking any
recommendation of Geologist and experts which may result as a great havoc in near future. It is a matter of great
concern because such unplanned developmental activities may put the future existence of NH-87 into danger.
This analysis is based upon the field study and lab investigation by the topographical sheet of Survey of India
(SOI) as well as ASTER satellite data (15m). The outcome of the study is to demarcate the unstable zones,
longitudinal profile and analyze the causes behind the slope instability problems which are quite beneficial if
implemented by the Govt. during the preventive and protective measures. 
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Conveners: A. Strom, F. Wang

“Landslides and Reservoirs” Session of the Second World Landslide Forum is planned to promote 
discussion between landslide researchers, engineers and decision makers working in the field of 
hydraulic engineering on interrelations of large water bodies, both natural and artificial, and slopes of 
river valleys. Numerous reservoirs suffer from slope instability and enormous efforts are undertaken to 
investigate and predict possible negative effects, to monitor potentially unstable sites and to prevent 
unfavorable consequences of their activation.
Detailed information on the examples of insufficient accounting of landslide hazard in hydraulic 
engineering and dam site selection and on case studies of successful slope stabilization would be 
discussed in order to disseminate best practice and to prevent future geological, geotechnical and 
design mistakes.

Another important topic of this session – the formation and evolution of permanent or temporary 
lakes dammed by landslides. Various geological, engineering and organizational aspects of their 
hazard and risk mitigation should be discussed along with numerous case studies that pose threat to 
local communities all over the world.
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Investigation of Landslides in Environmental Impact Assessment
Nanda Wipula Bandara Balasooriya (1)
(1) South Eastern University Of Sri Lanka, Faculty Of Applied Sciences, Department Of Physical Sciences, Sammanthurai,
Sri Lanka (balasooriya@seu.ac.lk);

Geology and landslide risk investigations are very important part for the environmental impact assessment (EIA)
study for any development project. The major objectives of these investigations are to identify existing surface
and sub-surface geological conditions of selected locations for the main structures of the project, to describe
stability condition of soil overburden and the bed rock, to analyze landslide hazard situation of the area and to
recommend appropriate precautionary measures to mitigate anticipated environmental impacts due to
unfavorable geological conditions. Present study is focused to conduct the geology and landslide investigations
for some of the mini-hydropower projects in central highlands of Sri Lanka. The mini hydropower project
mainly consists of diversion weir, fore bay tank, penstock line and a power house. Locations of the above
structures have been selected after the preliminary field and literature survey. For the purpose of this survey, the
evaluation of general aspects of in-situ ground stability of the proposed location of the weir site, fore bay tank,
penstock line connecting the fore bay tank, the power house have been investigated. Due to the cultivation
activities above the pond area and upstream intermittent land clearing may cause considerable erosion followed
by siltation problem. Tributary channels of the upstream and downstream are small but they bring sediment from
slope erosion start moving downstream in appreciable quantities. As stream bank become higher, more and
deeper flow is constrained to the channel, thus increasing stream power and causing the banks to erode.
Improving land use is one of the methods for recovery and prevention from the erosion and also there are some
instructive hypothetical hydrological applications with the aggradations of the flood plain and commensurate
rising of the banks. Although the bed rock exposures are well foliated and moderately jointed, the stability
condition is favorable for the sound construction of the diversion weir but uncontrolled blasting may open those
joints. This may lead to water leakage in the reservoir. In-situ boulders and separated rock blocks may be
encountered along the channel path. Several slope stability issues will be encountered when the proposed
powerhouse will be excavated. Obstruction of natural water paths and dry galleys due to construction activities
may also lead to future slope failures. Precautionary measures to be taken to stabilize the embankments of the
area during excavation. In general the area across which the channel trace is proposed to construct different
types of soil failures may be expected in unsupported slope cuts. Hence damages to the project elements may
cause if adequate remedial measures could not be introduced at the very first stage of the construction works.
Further these minor failures may lead to major failures in future with increasing ground instability in the project
area. According to the existing conditions, construction of these projects will not bring significant impacts to the
natural slopes in the area if engineered and regulated constructions are to be performed and long term proper
maintaining system persist. Also minor failures can be avoided or minimized by applying appropriate engineered
measures and by minimizing ground disturbances during construction. On an appraisal of the analysis of data
collected in the field and conclusion made based on the field observations, the proposed locations to construct a
mini hydropower projects where moderate level of geological hazards and landslide risk exists can be
recommended for the above projects only with the applications of location specific guidelines and precautionary
measures for the prevention of future geologic hazards and landslide risk. It is advised to adhere to some
recommendations for the sound construction and operation of the proposed mini hydropower projects. 
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The potential landslide and glacial blockages breach assessment: its
influence on the Rogun HPP safety
Vladimir Besstrashnov (1) , Anatoliy Zhirkrevich (2) , and Alexander Strom (1)
(1) Geologist, Geodynamic Research Center, Moscow, Russia; (2) Hydrologist, Hydroproject, Moscow, Russia;

The high-head Rogun dam with the overyear storage reservoir is constructed in the middle reach of the
Kyzylsu-Surkhob-Vakhsh River system. The significant part of its catchment area, which exceeds 30000 km2 in
toto, belongs to the Northern Pamirs and Southern Tien Shan high mountainous regions affected by active slope
processes and modern glaciation. The possibility of outburst floods occurrence in the Vakhsh River basin that
can result from different causes has been analyzed within the frames of the Rogun hydraulic scheme risk
assessment. Quantitative characteristics of these phenomena and hazard level for the dam have been estimated.
Sites of the potential river damming due to glacial surges and large-scale rockslides were selected based on the
SRTM DEM, and the KFA-1000 and Landsat ETM+ space images analysis. The historical data on the outburst
floods formation in the Vakhsh catchment area were collected and analyzed along with data on the maximal
runoff, on its yearly distribution, on the maximal low probability discharge and PMF estimates. It was
determined that river damming in the upper reaches of the Vakhsh River basin by surging glaciers can create
lakes up to 0.17 in volume. Rockslide dam up to ca. 100 m high in the middle part of the Muksu River valley can
accumulate up to 0.19 km3 of water. If such dams would breach catastrophically and lakes would be emptied
completely average daily discharge at the head of the Rogun reservoir could reach 2350-2400 m3/s and flood
would increase for about 0.2 km3. If such flood will coincide with the PMF (though possibility of such
coincidence is quite low) the reservoir level would rise for 1.3-1.5 m, which is close to the accuracy of the
surcharged reservoir level estimates considering wave setup and standard dam's crest level reserve. 
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A multi-disciplinary reappraisal of the Gimigliano Dam site (Calabria,
southern Italy) to assess landslide hazard
Andrea Billi (1) , Federico Rossetti (2) , Claudio Faccenna (2) , Luca Aldega (3) , Giandomenico Fubelli (2) ,
Gabriele Leoni (2) , Claudio Puglisi (4) , and Gianluca Vignaroli (2)
(1) CNR, National Research Council, Igag, Rome, Italy (andrea.billi@cnr.it); (2) UniRomaTre, Universita Roma Tre,
Dipartimento Di Scienze Geologiche, Rome, Italy; (3) UniSapienza, Sapienza Universita Di Roma, Dipartimento Di Scienze
Della Terra, Rome, Italy; (4) ENEA, Enea, Rome, Italy;

The disaster of the Vajont Dam (Italy) in 1963 (circa 2000 casualties) and several other landslide-related
disasters in the last decades have taught the geoscientist community the importance of correctly evaluating and
monitoring landslide hazard in dam sites and other sites closed to human infrastructures. In several cases,
however, the presence of incumbent landslides and their potential threat may be of difficult assessment,
especially where exposures and other geological information are poor. In these cases, the nonuse of a proper
multi-disciplinary method of research may lead to a fatal underestimate of the landslide hazard. In 2006-2007,
while the construction works were already started and active landform processes were becoming manifest day by
day, we were requested to reconsider the geology of the site chosen for the Gimigliano Dam (a rock-fill
embankment dam of about 19 km3) over the Melito River, Calabria, southern Italy. To do so, we planned and
realized a multi-disciplinary study aimed at evaluating the geological hazards of the site with particular focus to
the presence of incumbent active landslides. The geology of the entire site and adjacent areas was mapped at the
1:5000 scale, with specific sectors mapped at the 1:1000 scale. Trenches were opened and studied in detail. A
campaign of almost 100 wells was carried out and the related cores and sonic logs were analyzed. Trench and
well data allowed us to constrain the stratigraphy, subsurface geology, and physical properties of rocks forming
the substratum of the dam embankment and reservoir. Particular attention was given to fault-related rocks
occurring along the main fault strands in the study site. Results from mineralogical and chemico-physical
analyses on these rocks and on the related host lithology documented alteration/weakening processes of the fault
rocks and fault-related damage zones. Analyses of aerial photographs as well as field surveys and evidence from
trenches and well cores pointed out the presence of several landslides (most of them classified as
rototraslational) incumbent both on the future embankment and on the future reservoir. Landslides dominantly
occur within the fault damage zones, particularly where soft clayey rocks (fault gouges) developed during
faulting. The analyses of two sets of aerial photographs taken in 1955 and 2004, respectively, allowed us to
constrain the average (non-null) slip rate of the studied landslides during this time interval. The present or recent
activity of these landslides is also supported by field evidence of ground movement. This multi-disciplinary
study documented that both the future dam embankment and the future reservoir are exposed at serious risk of
incumbent active landslides. The risk is amplified by the fact that Calabria is one of the most seismic areas of
Europe and Mediterranean region. Main conclusion is that a multi-disciplinary approach to the geological
assessment of dam sites and other human infrastructures can lead to a significantly better knowledge and
assessment of geological hazards and, therefore, to a saving of money and, possibly, of human lives. 
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A case study in southern Italy of inverse analysis of a monitored active
landslide along the banks of a reservoir
Michele Calvello (1) , Francesco Silvestri (2) , and Dario Andreotti (1)
(1) University of Salerno, University Of Salerno, Department Of Civil Engineering, Fisciano (sa), Italy (mcalvello@unisa.it);
(2) University of Naples “Federico II”, University Of Naples “federico Ii”, Department Of Hydraulic, Geotechnical And
Environmental Engineering, Napoli, Italy;

The paper presents the numerical inverse analysis of a well-documented slow-moving landslide which occurred,
along the banks of a reservoir, during the activation of a hydro-electric power plant in Southern Italy
(Manfredini et al. 1980). The inverse analysis employs a numerical procedure for predicting movements of
active landslides along pre-existing slip surfaces related to changes in the groundwater regime of the affected
slope (Calvello et al. 2008). The analysis is aimed at assessing the effectiveness of monitoring and early warning
systems for active phenomena along the banks of reservoirs based on the observations of rainfall, impoundment
level, pore pressure and displacement values. Moreover, the analysis is used to evaluate the absolute and relative
importance, for the observed kinematic behaviour of the phenomenon, of the two triggering factors of the
landslide: rainfall and changes of the reservoir’s level. The case study refers to a 300 m long and 60 m wide
earthflow occurring in the ‘Crete nere’ black shales along the banks of a reservoir in the Sinni Valley in
Southern Italy. The stratigraphy, the geotechnical characterization of the soil layers and the monitoring data
needed for the inverse analysis were retrieved from a comprehensive geotechnical investigation, which included
30 boreholes, a significant number of laboratory tests and 6-years of rainfall, pore water pressures and
displacements data. These latter observations highlighted the occurrence of a multiple sliding mechanism
evolving into earthflow, with retrogressive behaviour, and a sliding surface lying at depths between 3-4 m to 8-9
m, respectively at higher and lower elevations. The numerical model used for the inverse analysis of the case
study includes: a transient seepage finite-element analysis, to compute the variations of the pore water pressures
due to varying boundary conditions (i.e. rainfall and changes of the reservoir’s level); a limit equilibrium
stability analysis, to compute the factors of safety along the slip surface associated with the transient pore
pressure conditions; an empirical relationship between the factor of safety and the rate of displacement of the
slide along the slip surface; an optimization algorithm for the calibration of analyses and relationships based on
available monitoring data. In the first part of the paper, the recorded rainfall and impoundment level data are
used as time-dependent flow boundary conditions of the transient seepage analysis, while piezometric levels are
used to calibrate the analysis by minimizing the errors between monitoring data and computed pore pressures. In
the second part, measured inclinometric movements are used to calibrate the empirical relationship between the
rate of displacement along the slip surface and the factor of safety, whose variation with time is computed by a
time-dependent stability analysis. The main results of the analysis highlight the uttermost importance of a
reliable numerical model of the transient groundwater regime to predict the movements of these types of
landslides. The numerical results also show that, once a reliable groundwater analysis is performed and the
numerical model is accurately calibrated and validated, the model can be used as a predictive tool to evaluate the
spatial and time variability of displacements from rainfall and impoundment level scenarios and/or to assess the
effectiveness of mitigation measures such as drainage works or re-profiling of the slope. 
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A preliminary perspective on landslide dams of Campania region, Italy
Pompeo Coico (1) , Domenico Calcaterra (2) , Tommaso De Pippo (2) , Diego Di Martire (2) , and Domenico
Guida (3)
(1) Campania Region, Naples, Italy; (2) Federico Ii University Of Naples, Naples, Italy; (3) University Of Salerno, Salerno,
Italy (dguida@unisa.it);

Landslide dams are a particular kind of natural dams which form when an earth or rock mass reaches a river
channel causing its complete or partial blockage. Landslide dams are notoriously formed by different kinds of
mass movements, such as rockslides, debris flows and slumps, and may occur in various physiographic settings.
Their formation and the related impounded lakes are considered among the major sources of catastrophic events,
with downstream settlements and infrastructures threatened by huge, extremely rapid floods. The inventory of
the existing landslide dams is a key-tool not only to mitigate the specific risk associated to them but, above all,
to predict the possible occurrence of such morphologies in similar settings. In Italy the risk related to landslides
is practically ubiquitous and widespread: more than 480.000 events have been inventoried up-to now, covering
about 7% of the national territory. However, very little is known in Italy as regards the significance of landslide
dams. The present paper is a first contribution framed within an ongoing research, focused on landslide dams of
Campania, one of the Italian regions more severely and recurrently hit by adverse consequences related to slope
movements. The main aim of the research is to define a regional-scale quantitative geomorphological approach,
useful to identify areas which in the future could be prone to dams-forming landslides. To this aim, 40 landslide
dams have been recognised through a detailed field survey integrated by air-photo interpretation. These data
served as “training areas” for a preliminary statistical procedure implemented to locate regional “target areas”,
geomorphological settings which can follow similar evolutionary mechanisms as the training areas. 
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Pore water pressure distribution for use in stability analyses of earth dams
Augusto Desideri (1) , Enzo Fontanella (1) , and Luca Pagano (2)
(1) Università di Roma La Sapienza, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Strutturale E Geotecnica, ., Rome, Italy
(augusto.desideri@uniroma1.it); (2) Università degli Studi di Napoli “Federico II”, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Idraulica,
Geotecnica E Ambientale, ., Naples, Italy;

In the assessment of a dam safety with respect to global instability, nominal pore water pressure distributions are
often adopted for each stage of the dam life, referring to a hypothetical “expected performance” of the different
dam components. The seepage phenomena taking place within the dam may, however, modify substantially the
pore water pressure distributions up to make them inconsistent with the nominal ones. With reference to this
subject, the present paper represents and interprets the singular pore water pressure distributions measured
within an Italian earth dam, pertaining to the typology of zoned earth dam with internal clay core. Pore water
pressure interpretation is supported by the representation of the evolution of the measured seepage flows. The
work highlights how pore water pressure may differ strongly from the nominal distribution during the first stages
of the dam life, when, if nearly undrained conditions take place, pore water pressures are discontinuous as a
result of their dependency on total stresses. The work also shows how pore water pressure may assume
distributions differing from the expected ones also after some decades of the operational stages, this time as a
result of suffusion phenomena induced by the seepage processes within the dam embankment. Measured pore
water pressure distribution, suitably interpreted as piezometric heads contours, clearly show how part of the
downstream shell contributes to the embankment watertightness. 
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Engineering-geological estimation of unstable massif downstream from the
Chirkey hydropower station
Danila Fedorov (1)
(1) Affiliation, B.e.vedeneev Vniig, ., St.petersburg, Russia (ing-geo@ground.vniig.ru);

Nine potentially unstable massifs and rockfall prone sites that could fail partially or completely have been
identified downstream from the Chirkey hydropower station in 1980. Four areas in the immediate vicinity from
the dam have been anchored, and permanent monitoring of the rest is carried out. An inspection of unstable
massif about 400 m thick located 1.1 km downstream from the Chirkey dam on the right bank of the Sulak
Canyon has been performed. Shear deformations of some blocks of this massif develop progressively and fresh
fissures and slides are observed as several sites. The landslide – rockfall phenomena develop on the steep valley
slope composed of fractured rocks (limestone and marl) subjected to unloading and seismic shaking typical of
the study area. Slope stability was calculated based on field structural-geological and geophysical investigations
and drilling, and the appropriate monitoring system was proposed.
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Assessment of the stability of rock slope in the Fernando Hiriart Arch Dam
reservoir, Mexico
Erast Gaziev (1)
(1) Chief expert, Geodynamic Research Center, Moscow, Russia (erastgaziev@mail.ru);

The case study of the rockslide in the reservoir of the 207-m high Fernando Hiriart Arch Dam (Mexico) is
discussed. To estimate the effects of the rock mass falling into the reservoir the stability analysis was carried out
and volume of the potentially unstable massif was evaluated. Evidently the sliding started when the water in the
reservoir reached a certain level. The main problem of the analysis was the lack of information about the
position and shape of the sliding surface and of the rock mass shear strength. The position and the shape of the
sliding surface were predetermined on basis of some premises, and the consequent numerical analysis permitted
determination of the rock mass shear strength. The estimated volume of the unstable massif constituted 14,6
Mm3. On the basis of the results obtained it was concluded that with the normal water level (1560 m) the rock
mass must be at least stable. However, if the water level in the reservoir drops below 1520 m, displacement of
the rock mass could activate. 
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Earthquakes, landslides, dams and reservoirs in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan
– special reference to the Kambarata 2 blast-fill dam.
Hans-balder Havenith (1) , Kanatbek Abdrakhmatov (2) , Isakbek Torgoev (3) , Anatoli Ischuk (4) , and
Alexander Strom (5)
(1) ULg, University Of Liege, Geology, Liege, Belgium (HB.Havenith@ulg.ac.be); (2) KIS, Kyrgyz Institute Of Seismology,
/, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan; (3) GEOPRIBOR, , Institute Of Geomechanics And Development Of Subsoil, Geopribor, Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan; (4) IEES, Institute Of Earthquake Engineering And Seismology, /, Dushanbe, Tajikistan; (5) IGD, Institute Of
The Geospheres Dynamics, /, Moscow, Russia;

This paper presents an overview of seismic and mass movement hazards affecting major Hydropower-plants
(HPP) and ongoing dam projects in the mountain regions of Central Asia. HPP cascades are located along the
Naryn River in the Kyrgyz Republic and the Vakhsh-Surkhob valley fault zone in Tajikistan. The latter is
hosting, in particular, the presently tallest man-made dam of the world (Nurek dam, height of 300 m) as well as
the construction site of the future tallest dam of the world (Rogun dam, height of 335 m). The very high seismic
hazard of the future Rogun reservoir region is exemplified by the occurrence of the disastrous Ms=7.4 Khait
earthquake in 1949, which had triggered a series of catastrophic mass movements, killing more than 10000
people. Our seismic hazard computations applied to the Tien Shan cover the northern part of the region – for
which more than 0.5 g had been predicted considering a return period of 475 years. The future filling of the
Rogun reservoir will also be of interest from a seismological point of view since it is expected that it will
generate thousands of M=0-6 earthquakes, just as the filling of the Nurek reservoir did in the 70s. This region is
also very prone to various types of slope instabilities: earth flows in soft deposits (mostly made of loess), rock
falls and debris flows; those are likely to be enhanced by the rise of the groundwater pressures associated to the
filling and/or by the induced/natural seismicity. The second part is focused on the Kambarata HPP-chain project
located along the Central Tien Shan tectonic zone (Naryn Valley, Kyrgyz Republic). It includes the Kambarata 2
dam under construction and the future Kambarata 1 dam site. This region is marked by the presence of ancient
rockslides and a dense network of seismically active faults. In December 2009, Kyrgyz, Russian, Slovak and
Belgian teams have collaborated to monitor the blasting of a slope on the Kambarata 2 site. This work is part of
a NATO Science for Peace and Security project on landslide dam hazards in the Tien Shan. The blast had
produced a 35m–high blockage on the Naryn River, the main part of the final dam (design height of 50-60 m).
Seismic ground motions and slope movements have been recorded on adjacent slopes. At closest sites, the
ground shaking exceeded 1 g and a series of shallow slope failures could be observed. Those had also been
monitored by extensometer measurements. The neighboring slopes are still being surveyed to detect possible
post-blast instabilities. First results of the seismological and geotechnical monitoring will be shown.
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Rock slide dams in Møre Romsdal county, Norway: Examples for the
hazard and potential of rock slide dams
Reginald L Hermanns (1) , Halgeir Dahle (1) , Per L Bjerke (2) , Giovanni B Crosta (3) , Einar Anda (4) , Lars H
Blikra (5) , Aline Saintot (1) , Oddvar Longva (1) , and Trond E Eiken (6)
(1) NGU, Norges Geologiske Undersøkelse, Landslide Department, Trondheim, Norway (reginald.hermanns@ngu.no); (2)
NVE, Norges Vassdrags Og Energi Direktorat, Landslide Department, Trondheim, Norway; (3) UMB, Univerity Of
Milano-bicocca, Dipartamento Di Scienze Geologiche E Geotecnologie, Milano, Italy; (4) The county of Møre og Romsdal,
The County Of Møre Og Romsdal, Molde, Norway; (5) ÅTB, Åknes Tafjord Beredskapsenteret, Stranda, Norway; (6) UIO,
Universitet I Oslo, Institutt For Geofag, Oslo, Norway;

Today 10 rockslide dams exist in Møre og Romsdal county in Norway. However, geological evidences indicate
that more of such dams have existed during the Holocene. These were either drained catastrophically or were
slowly incised. Nine of those dams formed in prehistoric times, while the last formed on the 26th of May 1908
by a rock avalanche with a volume of about 106 m3 in Norangsdalen. Although this rock avalanche did not
cause any casualty the 40-m-deep lake behind the dam flooded 8 – 9 mountain farms. Present hazard of rockslide
dams is shown by the Mannen unstable rockslope. This site has a volume of 18-28E06 m3 and is deforming with
velocities up to 5 cm/year. Due to differential movements along the slope two failure scenarios were considered:
One with a volume of 2-4E06 m3 the other one as failure of the entire volume. The likelihood of the failure
scenarios is estimated to be 1/100 and 1/500 years, respectively. Run-out models for both scenarios are
calculated. These indicate that both scenarios would result in a damming of the narrow Rauma valley below the
slope, leading to dams with an estimated height of 5 to 20 m. Similar to the site in Norangsdalen, only few farms
exist in the related upriver flooding area. However, the lake volume would be with up to 75E06 m3 large and as
this valley drains a large catchment, the lake would fill up in only 15 – 550 hours, depending on the time of the
year. Overtopping of the dam and downstream flooding is therefore a consequence of this rock failure scenario.
To estimate the likelihood of various discharge scenarios of this potential outburst flood, we used a) an empirical
approach and a decision tree analysis using as input various probability estimates of dam forming events, dam
height and dam failure resulting in various likelihoods for each possible dam height and b) a dam break model.
Our empirical approach indicates a worst case scenario with a maximum discharge of 20.000 m3/sec and a
likelihood of 1 in 22000 years and a most realistic scenario with a likelihood of 1 in 1850 years and a discharge
of 2.500 m3/sec. All smaller discharge scenarios add up to a likelihood of 1 in 505 years. The dam break model
indicated that due to a shallow lake the outburst flood will have a reduced outflow velocity and therefore a lower
erosional power. This is supported by geological evidence from a similar damming event that occurred at the
beginning of the Holocene, where the full vertical column of the dam still is not been entirely eroded. Hence we
believe that our most realistic estimate from the empirical approach is a good estimation. A hydrological model
indicates that large areas downriver the potential dam would be flooded. However, due to the time lap between
rock slope failure and dam break it is assessed that all people can be evacuated from the potential flooded area.
On the other hand a rock avalanche with a volume of 0.2 km3 formed Onilsavatnet at the southern end of
Tafjord at the end of the Late Pleistocene. Despite of the longevity of the dam, the dam has catastrophically but
partially ruptured in geologic time as indicated by a deep breach within the dam and massive flood deposits with
a volume 15E06 m3 offshore Tafjord. The breach of Onilsavatnet occurred shortly after deglaciation when water
discharge was high. Detailed morphologic studies of the dam and valley morphology show that the rockslide
dam is asymmetric within a symmetric valley, and the lowest part of the dam does not coincide with the centre
of the valley but is aside and underlain by rockslope. This asymmetry yielded a place of ideal failure and the
outflow has been over stable rock substrate since then. Today, Onilsavatnet is artificially readammed and used
by the hydropower company Tafjord-kraft to generate an average of 72.2 GWh per year. 
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The Origin of the Mountain River Closures in Tajikistan
Nikolay Ischuk (1)
(1) Researcher, Tajikglavgeologiya, Engineering Geology, Dushanbe, Tajikistan (nikolai_ischuk@list.ru);

The origin of the mountain river closures touch off between different scientists till now. The majority assume
that the gravitational deformations of the valley slopes back of which the lakes or the rest of the ancient lakes are
located are the main reason of such phenomena. The biggest from their even are consider like seismic triggered
events that occurred during the devastating earthquake. Like a result this area is consider like very seismic active
area in the past, and may be now. However, based on the author investigations it is safe to say that practically all
mountain river closures in Tajikistan are the complex of terminal moraines of the last glaciation. These terminal
moraines form the series of in fair preservation ranges that are cut by the modern water streams in the some river
valleys. As we know now, the big glaciation (ice age) was in Upper Pleistocene (about 60000 – 70000 years ago)
in the Pamirs, Hissar-Alay, Turkestan and Zeravshan area. The thickness of the ice reached 2000 m, and this
glaciation was breaking during long period and finalized in Holocene (about 3000 – 4000 years ago). The
breaking process was complicated and pulsatile. Three stage of pulsation (advance of glacier) are defined, and
every have two phases. The every next pulsation was smaller previous and tracked the indicators like dumped
moraines on the slopes and end moraines in the bottom of the valleys. As a result, we can see the ranges and so
called “glacial settling terraces” on the slopes and end moraine complexes in the bottom of the valleys.
Practically all this formations of the relief are covered by the ablation moraine. This deposits form very
complicated formations – glacial complex which has the lamellosity, foliation, dynamic structure of shearing and
folding. The end moraine complex is very similar on the gravitational formations (landslides or rock falls) in due
form, and for this reason it is very difficult to recognize it use only remote sensing data. We need more detail
investigation of the internal structure of such formation for true definition their origin. The examples of such end
moraine complexes which have the same shape like landslides are existing dams in the Shing River valley
(Seven Marguzor lakes), the dam of Iskanderkul lake in Southern Tien Shan, the dams of the lakes Yashilkul,
Drumkul, Rivakkul, Zardev and Sheva in Pamirs. The biggest ancient dam is Pasor river closure in Kudara River
valley in the Central Pamir not far from Usoy dam. This dam was formed by the three end moraine complexes of
the main Kudara valley and tributaries. Very often so called “glacial settling terraces” on the slopes define like
seismic dislocations – seismic ditch, and rock glaciers indicate like landslides. Redetermination of origin many
mapped river valley closures on the territory of Tajikistan help to clarify the seismic conditions (intensity of
shaking) of the territory, viz to reduce the level of seismic hazard, and, ultimately, to reduce the cost of
construction.
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Glacial lake outburst flood in the Chuchún watershed, Cordillera Blanca,
Peru
Jan Klimeš (1) , Vít Vilímek (2) , Miroslava Benešová (3) , Petr Bouška (4) , Cesar Portocarrero (5) , and Alejo
Cochachin Rapre (5)
(1) IRSM CAS, Institute Of Rock Structure And Mechanics, , Academy Of Sciences Of The Czech Republic, Engineering
Geology, Prague, Czech Republic; (2) Charles University, Faculty Of Science, Charles University, Physical Geography And
Geoecology, Prague, Czech Republic (vilimek@natur.cuni.cz); (3) TGM WRI, T. G. M. Water Research Institute, Dep. Of
Hydraulics, Prague, Czech Republic; (4) TGM WRI, T. G. M. Water Research Institute, Director For Scientific Research,
Prague, Czech Republic; (5) ANA, Autoridad Nacional Del Agua, Unidad De Glaciología Y Recursos Hídricos, Huaraz,
Peru;

Glacial lake outburst flood (GLOF) could be triggered by several processes, nevertheless various types of slope
movements belongs to the most significant ones (e.g. rock and ice falls, landslides). Glacial lakes in the Peruvian
Andes are sources of drinking and irrigation water. GLOFs caused very high damage and claimed thousands of
lives in Peru during last hounded years. Event causing largest death toll was produced from Palcacocha Lake in
the Cordillera Blanca in 1941. The flood damaged large part of the province capital city of Huaráz. Nowadays,
the population density and its vulnerability is increasing, thus the possibility of similar or smaller floods/debris
flows should be carefully considered. On 11 April 2010 at 7:40 icefall from the Hualcán Mt. caused flood on the
Chucchún River, right tributary of the Santa River, near the city of Carhuaz, department of Ancash. Direct
damage comprises of aesthetical or functional damage to several residential houses located within the river bad,
loss of livestock and damage to the drinking water treatment plan, which was situated in the upper part of the
watershed. Thus several thousands inhabitants of the City of Carhuaz were without drinking water. The event
also deeply affected local population from the psychological point of view revoking memories of previous
catastrophic events including those caused by other processes than floods (e.g. rock avalanche from the
Huascarán Mt. in 1970). The 2010 event become also important media issue national wide attracting public as
well as official attention to the hazardous natural processes connected with glacial environment in Peru. The
block of ice and rocks fell from altitude of about 5500 m asl into the lake called 513 at the altitude of 4428 m asl.
The detached ice mass included also the rocks drugged from the contact of ice with the base rock. It moved
across a very steep slope and than fell down the 190 m high cliff to the lake. The displaced wave probably
reached the total height of 16 m. Flood continued through steep and narrow channel and then over large flat area
of old lake. Majority of the coarse and boulder material sediment in fan like form at the beginning of the flat
area. Further down the stream continued only very fine, well sorted sand which also blocked the intake to the
drinking water treatment plant. The flood picked other material on its way further down the stream where parts
with prevailing sedimentation were identified. Hydraulic modeling was done in 1D model HEC-RAS (v. 4.0,
Hydrologic Engineering Center US Army Corps of Engineers). This model has several advantages important for
this case. It allows to model laminar as well as turbulent flow considering obstacles like bridges or narrow parts
of the river bad, where possible blocking of the flow could occur. Results of the model are average flow velocity
and flow depth in each cross section. The cross profiles were measured in field using laser range finder. 2D or
3D models were disregarded since their performance and reliability of results deeply depends on accurate and
detailed digital elevation model (DEM) of the studied area. In this case, only contour lines with 25 m interval
were available to construct the DEM. Such data would provide very imprecise and largely misleading results
when used for 2D or 3D hydraulic modeling. 
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Evolution of an overflow channel across the Young River Landslide dam,
New Zealand
Chris Massey (1) , Mauri Mc Saveney (1) , and Tim Davies (2)
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Sciences, Christchurch, New Zealand;

The North Branch of the Young River, near Lake Wanaka, New Zealand, was blocked at 4:40 am on 29 August
2007 by 11 million m3 of rock debris. The landslide occurred in closely jointed schist, and the debris travelled
up to 1.8 km at a minimum velocity of 100 km/hour to form a 74-m high dam across the valley. The overall
thalweg profile on the downstream slope is about 10 degrees, the mean particle size (D50) is about 1 m and the
uniformity coefficient (D60/D10) is about 8. Impounded water began overflowing the dam on 5th October 2007,
about 5 weeks after dam formation. The dam easily withstood the test of initial overtopping. The impounded
lake is 2.5 km long and contains about 23 million m3 of water. The lake level and rainfall at the dam has been
monitored continuously since 10/10/2007 and is ongoing. These data are available at www.geonet.org.nz and are
updated hourly. Intermittent outlet lowering can be estimated from lake-level recession curves at low inflows.
Erosion of the overflow channel is measured using terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) at about 6-monthly intervals.
Since overtopping there have been a numerous high inflow events, the largest of which raised the lake level by
3.4 m. The response of the outlet and overflow channel to these events has been to widen, rather than to incise.
This is quantified using change models from sequential TLS surveys. Between October 2007 and January 2011
the dam outlet lowered by 0.7 (+/-0.2) m and the channel bed profile has locally aggraded and degraded by
similar amounts. Changes in the dam outlet and channel-bed profile are due to localised movement of boulders
1m in diameter appear stable. Lowering of the outlet is attributed to three high-flow events, where water depths
over the outlet were > 2.1 m. The return interval of the rainfall which raised the lake level by 3.4 m is about
1-in-10 years. The stability of the lake outlet has yet to be tested in larger events.
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The impact of deep-sated landslides on reservoirs and river network:
hazard and risk estimation in Vrancea Seismic Region
Micu Mihai (1) , and Balteanu Dan (2)
(1) Institute of Geography, Institute Of Geography, Physical Geography, Bucharest, Romania (mikkutu@yahoo.com); (2)
Institute of Geography, Institute Of Geography, Physical Geography, Bucharest, Romania;

The impact of deep-seated landslides on reservoirs and river network has a long history within Vrancea Seismic
Region, one of Europe’s most landslide-prone areas. Built on an alternation of hard and loose flysch formations
(the Carpathians) and molasse deposits (the Subcarpathians), the region features, especially in the mountainous
sector, a wide variety of landslides, among which the deep-seated ones are the most important. They mainly
represents reactivations of older (periglaciar), apparently dormant landslides. Within the last 100 years, tens of
cases of landslides affecting the entire slope profile were noted, having as a main effect valley blockages and the
formation of temporary and permanent lakes. Also, the reservoirs built for complex purposes (flood control,
irrigation support, water supply or energy production) are affected by deep-seated landslides, causing major
disturbances in their activity, especially due to an accelerated silting process. Several case-studies were taken
into consideration, among which the most important are Siriu landslide (250000 m2, more than 2 mil. m3
displacement; blocked for one month Siriu reservoir) and Zabala landslide (1800 m long; blocked Zabala River).
Large scale geomorphological mapping, DGPS measurements and aerial photos interpretation were used for
determining preparedness and triggering factors, both natural and human-induced. The study emphasize the role
of earthquakes, long-lasting autumn rains and spring showers overlapping snowmelt and also the role of
reservoir level variations, as a result of inflow-outflow variability. The study, focusing on the landslide’s
morphodynamic assessment represents an important step in understanding the behavior of old, peri-glacial
landslide reactivations, and also a progress towards a better hazard assessment. 
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Landslide phenomena at Zagorsk pumped-storage plant
Ella Nesynova (1) , Igor Parabuchev (1) , and Alexander Yudkevitch (1)
(1) Geologist, Hydroproject, Moscow, Russia;

Construction of the pumped-storage plants (PSP) is often complicated with landslide phenomena. Landslides
caused great difficulties at the Zagorsk PSP, located 120 km north-east from Moscow. The PSP has been
constructed under the conditions of plain topography and wide development of loose deposits of great thickness.
Several different-scale landslides occurred here in the course of earth-moving work execution. The largest
landslide occurred on the about 100 m high slope on the alignment of the penstocks. The slope is composed of
coarse-grained moraine loam of Moscow ice age (glQIIms) overlying high-plastic clay of Santonian age of
Cretaceous period (K2st). This clay stratum was the main deformable horizon causing landslide formation.
Recent movements occurred on inherited ancient dislocations featuring complicated character and developing
for a long time period. The landslide body consisted of three successively formed blocks with the total volume
of about 1 million m3. The landslide movement rate varied at different stages from several millimeters to several
centimeters a day. A complex of strengthening measures has been taken to stabilize the slope. One of them
consisted in filling a carefully compacted soil toe and lowering the groundwater table in the slide-prone soil
mass by providing a vertical drainage system. Slide protective measures appeared to be effective. Monitoring of
the slope behavior shows that it has been fully stabilized nowadays. 
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Coupled seepage-stability models for analyzing the influence of reservoirs
on the valley slope response: the Vajont case-history
Paolo Paronuzzi (1)
(1) Professor, Università di Udine, Dipartimento di Georisorse e Territorio, Udine, Italy (paolo.paronuzzi@uniud.it);

Building dams generates artificial lakes which can affect the stability of adjacent valley slopes. In the present
work, the Vajont landslide of 1963 has been back-analyzed in detail to examine the influence of performed
reservoir operations (infilling and drawdown) on the Mt. Toc slope stability. The filtration process activated
within the northern Mt. Toc slope, starting from early 1960 to the 9th October 1963, was simulated using a
numerical model based on finite-element techniques (SEEP/W) and the corresponding variation of the safety
factor for the same period was evaluated using the software SLOPE/W. 2D seepage analyses were carried out on
three reference geological cross-sections intersecting the northern slope of Mt. Toc (B-B’, C-C’ and D-D’
sections) and specifically carried out for this study. In particular, the adopted cross-sections considered three
main hydrogeological-geomechanical units, which differed from previous geotechnical modelling of the Vajont
rockslide. These units are: 1) the upper rigid rock mass constituted by heavily fractured limestone, 2) an
intermediate unit made by loose soils and highly heterogeneous materials (angular gravel with thin clay
inter-beds and uprooted limestone blocks) and finally 3) the underlying stable and un-deformed bedrock. The
intermediate unit characterized by loose materials corresponds to a very thick shear zone (50-60 m)generated by
an ancient rockslide which was recognized for the first time by recent field survey (2006-2010) carried out on
the giant Mt. Toc detachment surface. For hydrogeological purposes, the upper rock mass and the bedrock were
considered as materials with low permeability (k1 = 10-6 m/s and k3 = 10-9 m/s). The groundwater levels
measured by four piezometric pipes (P1-P4: 07/01/1961-10/09/1963) were used to compute the characteristic
hydraulic conductivity of the shear zone material and a value of k2 = 5E-04 m/s was back-calculated and used in
the seepage models. The calculated pore water pressures resulting from different reservoir levels were then used
to compute the variation of the slope stability factor Fs induced by real impounding and drawdown operations.
Characteristic shear strength parameters of the shear zone material were back-calculated assuming a rupture
involving just the basal shear zone and considering that the final slope failure occurred on 10/09/1963. For a
pure frictional material (c = 0 kPa), mean calculated values of Φ2 range from 17.5° to 27° and this result is in
good accordance with previously computed values deriving from traditional static stability analyses. The
simulations carried out on the northern Mt Toc slope demonstrate the key role played by the permeability of the
bank material on the stability variation induced by infilling-drawdown cycles. In the presence of a toe material
characterized by low permeability, the influence of reservoir level variations on the slope stability would be
considerably different if compared with high permeable materials, up to reversing the behaviour of the slope (i.e.
slope stability increase during impounding stage). In fact, the low permeability of bank material considerably
reduces the seepage process, thus reducing its effect on the shear strength decrease. These outcomes are coherent
with the behaviour of the Mt. Toc northern slope during the first two filling-drawdown cycles when the increases
in the reservoir level effectively destabilized the ancient rockslide, but they are clearly in contrast with the slope
behaviour exhibited during the last weeks before the catastrophic landslide of 9th October 1963. This
inconsistency is due to the inability of the adopted numerical models to take into account both the
three-dimensional effects due to real rock mass geometry (lateral constraints) and the complex phenomenon of
progressive failure affecting localized resisting part made by intact rock. 
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This study presents the detailed reconstruction of the entire structure of the oldest Vajont rockslide (about
270-300 million of m3 of rocks and debris) for the first time, describing the complex geometry and the
characteristic superimposition of distinct rigid blocks on a very thick basal shear zone. The prehistoric Vajont
rockslide was characterized by an enormous “en-masse” motion of a rigid overlying rock mass (100-130 m
thick) which moved down-slope sliding onto a very thick shear zone (40-60 m thick, in average) made up of a
chaotic assemblage of blocks, limestone angular gravel and high plasticity clays (montmorillonitic clays). The
prehistoric Mt. Toc rockslide was preceded by important deformation processes which involved a considerable
thickness of a heavily layered limestone sequence. In the first phase, before the collapse, the thin-layered
limestone rock mass was strongly folded and fractured. This prevailing ductile behaviour, of unknown duration,
caused the formation of most of the folded structures which were later up-rooted and included in the shear zone.
Coarse loose sediments, still occurring on the giant 10/9/1963 detachment surface, are always associated with
large blocks made of strongly fractured rock masses (Fonzaso Formation, ma unit: middle–upper Jurassic) still
preserving the stratification. The blocks of stratified and folded limestone sequences appear to be “sheared off”
by the underlying bedrock and can be considered as rock mass-shavings planed by the motion of the overlying
rigid rock mass. The ancient Vajont rockslide was characterized by a multi-stage failure with a marked
retrogressive evolution. The first rupture (Pian del Toc block) rapidly un-stabilized the upper slope mobilizing a
second rock mass block (Pian della Pozza block) which in turn, determined the multiple rupture of the revealed
shear zone material (Massalezza lobe). At the end of the multi-stage retrogressive failure, the slope morphology
of the northern toe of Mt. Toc was drastically changed and the huge failed rock mass settled into the pre-existing
Vajont valley assuming the unusual chair-like geometry. Based on geomorphological considerations, the
postulated age of the oldest Vajont rockslide is in the time window from about 15000 to 5000 yr BP. However, it
is interesting to note here, although in a preliminary way, the similarity to many other huge rockslides which
occurred in the European alpine territory and which have recently been dated (for example the Flims, Köfels and
Kander Valley rockslides). Typical back-calculated values of the friction angle Φm, obtained for the 1963
Vajont rockslide, ranged from 18° to 28° but these are averaged values referring to the entire slip surface and can
differ, considerably, from the true shear strength properties of the materials effectively involved in the failure
(both intact rocks and soils). The strength parameters of these very heterogeneous materials are evidently highly
variable and the back-calculated values only reflect an averaged value computed assuming constant geotechnical
properties along the whole rupture surface which had a total length of about 1400-1600 m. This explains the
marked difference between the friction angles measured by means of different shear tests on various Vajont clay
samples (Φc = 5-15°, prevailingly) and the typical back-calculated mean values (Φm = 18-28°). The recognition
of the bottom shear zone is decisive both for the geotechnical and the hydrogeological modelling of the Mt. Toc
slope. Previous conventional geotechnical analyses considered limestone (rock) and/or clay (soil) as the
exclusive materials involved in the rupture. On the contrary, the exposed geological data clearly demonstrate that
the 10/9/1963 disastrous slide involved the base of a pre-existing very thick shear zone made up of a chaotic
assemblage of rock mass blocks, angular gravel (limestone and cherts) and thin clay lenses. 
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Displacement Calculations of the Waterside Slope after a Seismic Impact
Vladimir Prokopovich (1) , and Tatyana Sozinova (1)
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A projected part of rock mass No 65 was considered to be potentially unstable according to static and seismic
calculations of waterside slopes stability of Irganayskaya HPP reservoir. The assessment of mass residual
displacements after a strong seismic impact has been made to define if there is a necessity of carrying out work
to improve the stability of rock mass No 65. Three non-linear dynamic models of the rock mass (two are 2D and
one is 3D) have been developed. A 3D model in a linear definition was calibrated by the results of seismometer
observations over mass quakes. The refined parameters of the model were then used in non-linear dynamic
calculations of soil residual displacements after a seismic impact. The influence of input parameters on the
results of calculations has been studied. The calculations were performed both for synthesized and actual
accelerograms selected for seismic-geological conditions in the area of the reservoir of Irganayskaya HPP. The
received values of maximum residual displacements in the rock mass after a seismic impact made it possible to
define a hazard to head front structures of Irganayskaya HPP from potentially unstable mass No 65 that is
connected with a danger of the wave appeared during rock sliding into the reservoir. 
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Impacts of the 2007 landslide-generated wave in Chehalis Lake, British
Columbia, Canada
Nicholas Roberts (1) , Robin Mckillop (2) , Martin Lawrence (3) , John Psutka (3) , John Clague (1) ,
Marc-andré Brideau (4) , and Brent Ward (1)
(1) Centre for Natural Hazards Resarch, Simon Fraser University, Earth Sciences, Burnaby, Canada (nickr@sfu.ca); (2)
Aecom, Environment, Markham, Canada; (3) Bc Hydro, Engineering, Burnaby, Canada; (4) University Of Auckland, School
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Chehalis Lake is located in the Coast Mountains of British Columbia, 80 km east of Vancouver. The 7-km-long
lake has become a popular summer recreation area in recent decades, and the slopes around the lake have been
logged during the past century. On 4 December 2007, 3 Mm^3 of jointed quartz diorite slid from Mount Orrock
near the northwest end of the lake. The failure was controlled by a discontinuity set dipping obliquely toward the
lake. The rock mass fragmented and entered the lake at a high speed, generating a large displacement wave.
Although the landslide had a minimal direct effect on infrastructure and natural resources, the resulting
displacement wave caused extensive damage along much of the shoreline of the lake. Impacts of the wave
occurred as far away as the outlet and well down the Chehalis River (up to ~15 km), which drains the lake. We
have characterized the impacts of the displacement wave through a multifaceted investigation that included
reconnaissance visits immediately after the event, detailed GPS-controlled field surveys in 2009, and collection
and analysis of LiDAR data and 10-cm othrophotographs. We combined observations from each aspect of the
investigation in a geographic information system. Geomorphic impacts of the landslide-generated wave include
erosional and depositional features. Erosional features include steep scarps, removal of vegetation and the forest
floor, formation of back water channels, secondary slumps, and contorted or bent branches. Depositional
features include symmetrical and asymmetrical ripples, rafted woody debris, imbricated cobbles and boulders,
gravel embedded in tree stems, cobbles wedged between trees, and lines of organic material emplaced during
inwash and backwash. Alone and in combination, these geomorphic features record wave direction, strength,
run-up and inundation along most of the lakeshore. Wave strength was greatest close to the lake shore nearest
the landslide, where it is recorded by deeply eroded surfaces and transported boulders up to 1.5 m across.
Geomorphic impacts generally decrease to the south away from the landslide, but increase again at the outlet
where the basin shallows and narrows. Waning of energy is recorded by high-water marks, including stranded
lines of organic debris and minor erosion of the forest floor. Based on these indicators maximum wave run-up
and inundation distance are approximately 38 m and 400 m, respectively. The landslide-generated wave had a
large economic impact; several tens of hectares of timber were swept into the lake and a large amount of
recreation infrastructure was destroyed. Three recreation sites established along the lake shore by British
Columbia Ministry of Forests and Range were inundated by the wave. Fortunately, the event occurred in late fall
following snowfall, and the recreation sites were unoccupied; thus there were no injuries or fatalities. Had the
event occurred during summer, the recreation sites would likely have been full or nearly full (150 persons,
resulting in the deadliest single natural disaster in Canadian history. Characterization of the geomorphic impacts
of the Chehalis Lake event advances understanding of landslide-generated waves in several ways. It provides
insight into the types of features produced by a landslide-generated wave, enabling possible identification of
these events elsewhere. It also provides an opportunity to verify numerical models of landslide-generated wave
formation and propagation. The event is one of many to have occurred in southwest BC and the US Pacific
Northwest in historic time. Future events are likely given the considerable length of coastlines flanked by
potentially unstable slopes in the region. Thus our work aids improved regional understanding of hazard and risk
due to such events.
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Reservoirs and landslide-dammed lakes along the Talas-Fergana fault,
central Tien-Shan mountains, Kyrgyzstan: assessing hazard potential
Derek Rust (1) , Andrey Korjenkov (2) , and Alessandro Tibaldi (3)
(1) University of Portsmouth, University Of Portsmouth, Earth And Environmental Sciences, Portsmouth, Uk
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The actively deforming (GPS measured contraction rates of ~20 mm a-1) Tien Shan mountains, the
northernmost expression of India-Eurasia collision, are characterised by rapid uplift and steep slopes prone to
landsliding. This mountain belt is bisected by the Talas-Fergana fault, a poorly-known 700-km-long dextral
strike-slip structure displaying active faulting and landslide features similar to those along the San Andreas fault
in the Transverse Ranges of southern California. In both cases uplift along fault traces making up the fault zone
has produced a deep central trough occupied by landslide and reworked landslide deposits, bordered by
mountain ridges acting as landslide source areas. Our study of these deposits along the Talas-Fergana reveals a
time-series of landslide-dammed lakes. This series includes water bodies of a few km3 such as Lake Kara-Su,
dammed by a recent compound landslide through which lake water infiltrates to feed the Kara-Su river. Farther
up-valley another large lake is draining across a more eroded landslide mass, and may be considered a later stage
in the time series that is more susceptible to breaching during rupture of the Talas-Fergana below the lake. The
series also includes a fresh-appearing breached landslide mass, with lacustrine deposits preserved immediately
upstream. Similar, but more degraded, assemblages of breached-landslides and lacustrine deposits suggest a
longer history for this time-series. Additionally, the mountain front produced by Talas-Fergana activity forms a
natural barrier for the Toktogul reservoir, the largest reservoir in central Asia impounding up to 20 km3 of water
and vital for irrigation and power requirements in this economically emerging region. Filling of the reservoir
drowned the toe areas of large mountain-front landslides and sakung-type incipient slope failures to a depth of
over 200 metres, raising pore pressures. As a result, renewed large-scale movement on these instabilities can be
expected to accompany future large earthquakes on the Talas-Fergana; a situation that may be mirrored by the
drowned slopes bordering current landslide-dammed lakes. Either event is likely to generate waves that overtop
both natural and engineered dams, producing sudden releases of floodwaters downstream. Such flooding is
likely to affect radioactive waste dumps vulnerable to mobilisation and, ultimately, most of such floodwater is
likely to find its way downstream to the irrigated Fergana Valley in Uzbekistan, occupied by some 10 million
people. The authors acknowledge the support of NATO Science for Peace, Project 983142 
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The initiation processes of huge landslide masses triggered by the
Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake in the Aratosawa reservoir 
Takashi Saito (1) , and Koji Matsunami (1)
(1) Kyoto University, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Uji, Japan (saito@slope.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp);

The Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake in 2008 had triggered the huge landslides in the upper reach of Aratosawa
reservoir. The initiation of these landslides are closely related to the strong ground motion, the geological
setting, the spatial distribution of the old landslide masses, the liquefaction of the ground, and the rise-up of the
groundwater after the dam construction. These particular conditions results in a chain of instabilities of mass in
the watershed. The initiations of the rapid removal of the valley sediment were the liquefaction and lateral flows
of the valleys which resulted in the prompt removals or disappearances of valley sediments. And the instabilities
of the foot part of the slope had triggered the huge landslides in the upper reach. The Aratosawa reservoir was
constructed and filled up in the year of 1998, this earthquake was the first terrible shaking of foot of the slopes
with the 20 meters of groundwater rise-up. These processes were analyzed by the use of the archived observation
results of water level of Aratosawa reservoir which had been missing because of power cut just after the main
shock. The prompt first rise-up of the water level suggests the propagation of the hydraulic bore generated by the
rush-in of the liquefied lateral flow in the reservoir, and the second slow rise-up of the water level corresponds to
the creeping intrusion of the huge landslide masses into the reservoir. The density and the velocity of the first
liquefied lateral flow were large enough to crash the bridge in upper reach of the Shitsumikukisawa valley. 
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Recent cases and geomorphic evidence of landslide-dammed lakes and
related hazards in the mountains of Central Asia
Jean F. Schneider (1) , and Martin Mergili (1)
(1) BOKU University Vienna, Department Of Civil Engineering And Natural Hazards, Institute Of Applied Geology,
Vienna, Austria;

Landslides are common geomorphic processes in the mountains of Central Asia. Whilst the direct impact of such
phenomena on mountain communities is obvious, many landslides are only the starting point of process chains.
Secondary consequences are sometimes highly significant: landslide deposits often block valleys and impound
lakes. Such landslide dams may fail suddenly due to impact waves or internal or retrogressive erosion, resulting
in potentially destructive flood waves downstream. Lakes may also drain stepwise or continuously or persist for
a long time. Whilst geomorphic evidence indicates the existence of landslide-dammed lakes in earlier stages of
the Holocene, very recent cases have illustrated the challenge such phenomena resp. situations are posing to the
population and the authorities of the affected areas. Lessons learned from the recent cases have to be combined
with knowledge gained from geomorphic evidence in order to understand the dynamics of landslide-dammed
lakes and to minimize future losses. The work presented compares three contrasting examples of lake-retaining
landslide dams, each of them with its specific history: • Pasor-Ghudara (upper Bartang Valley, Pamir of
Tajikistan). In prehistoric times, the Bartang Valley was blocked by the Pasor Landslide, retaining the 8 km long
Ghudara Lake. After accumulating several tens of metres of lake sediments, the age of which was determined
with ≤4000 years using OSL, the lake drained in stages and the sediments were deeply eroded. Downstream
deposits indicate a sudden failure of the landslide dam and a powerful outburst flood. • Hattian Bala (Kashmir,
Pakistan): The 2005 Pakistan Earthquake triggered the Hattian Bala Landslide, which blocked the confluence of
two valleys and therefore retained two lakes. A spillway was constructed in order to lower the level of the larger
lake and to ensure a controlled drainage. This mitigation measure first worked for five years, but in May 2010, a
series of landslides into the lake started a process chain: flood waves caused the retrogressive erosion of the
spillway and deep incision of the dam. The resulting mud flow led to severe damage and one fatality
downstream. • Attabad (upper Hunza Valley, Pakistan). The landslide, destroying part of the village of Attabad,
was conditioned by at least two earthquakes and finally occurred in January 2010. It deposited in a narrow
section of the Hunza Valley and dammed a lake 20 km long. A spillway was constructed in order to limit the
maximum lake volume and to control drainage. The lake level reached the spillway in July 2010. There were
major concerns of a sudden dam failure and a major floodwave. Modelling of possible flood waves and
extensive evacuations downstream were carried out. However, though significant enlarging of the spillway,
drainage has occurred in a controlled way at least until February 2011. Whilst there are usually no means to
prevent the landslides themselves, appropriate mitigation measures are essential to in order to reduce the
magnitude and impact of primary, but also of secondary effects like sudden drainage of landslide-dammed lakes.
As the above examples have shown, technical measures (excavation of spillways) may be useful. However, as
also illustrated by the case of the Tangjiashan Lake and dam (2008, Sichuan, China), long-term monitoring of
the dams and the relevant slopes in combination with well-designed emergency evacuation plans and activites is
equally important. 
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Revaluation of the 1965 geognostic survey investigation on the Vajont
landslide (NE Italy)
Laura Superchi (1) , Luca Zorzi (1) , Fabio Ferri (1) , Rinaldo Genevois (1) , and Maria Iafelice (1)
(1) Department of Geosciences, University Of Padova, Italy, 104 (laura.superchi@unipd.it);

The Vajont landslide (Venetian Alps, Northern Italy) occurred on 9th October 1963, when approximately 270
million cubic meters of rock slid down into the exsisting reservoir from the northern slope of Monte Toc with an
estimated velocity of 20 to 30 m/sec (Anderson, 1985). The landslide generated a giant wave which overtopped
the arch dam and hit the town of Longarone and other villages. The movement involved limestones and marls
rocks mainly of the Socchèr Formation aged from Lias to upper Cretaceus and occurred along a chair-like
sliding plane. The landslide has been the object of numerous studies but a comprehensive explanation of both
triggering and dynamics of the phenomenon still remains elusive. In 1965 seven boreholes were drilled by the
RODIO Company through the landslide deposit down to the sliding surface. Thank to the partnership and
collaboration of the Fondazione Vajont Onlus and the Longarone municipality, we gained access to the available
boreholes material. Indeed, here we present a revaluation of the material recovered during the geognostic survey
through the combination of innovative techniques. In particular: 1) geomechanical description of the cores; 2)
petrographic and fractal analysis of the cataclasites at the contact with the sliding surface; 3) dating of the
cataclasites with U-Th method; 4) uniaxial and triaxial tests on selected rock specimens. Moreover, new
downhole seismic measurements were performed along the boreholes. In addition, the structural and
geomechanical data obtained from the geognostic survey analysis are combined with the new data resulting from
conventional geomechanical mapping as from 88 field stations within and outside the landslide. Each station
includes detailed lithological and structural data (joints orientation, spacing, persistence and roughness,
Geological Strength Index and Schmidt Hammer tests). These lead us to reconstruct a detailed 3D geological and
geomechanical model of the landslide, fundamental to an exaustive failure mechanism comprehension. 
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The Mechanism of a Loess Landslide Activated by the Reservoir Over
Watershed Seepage
Li Tonglu Li (1) , and Zhang Maosheng Zhang (2)
(1) Li Tonglu, Chang'an University, The Department Of Geological Engineering, Xi'an, China (dcdgx08@chd.edu.cn); (2)
Zhang Maosheng, The Center Of Xi'an Geological Survey, The Bureau Of Chinese Geological Survey, The Section Of
Geological Environment, Xi'an, China;

This is a case study of Zhaojia'an loess landslide induced by the Hongzhuang reservior impounding. The
reservoir was built in 2003 for water supplying to Yan'an City, Shaanxi Province, China. The left side of the
reservoir is a narrow loess ridge, so the inner side of the ridge is the reservoir bank and the landslide is located
on the outer side over the ridge. From the autumn 2004, The reservoir began to impound, the water level lifted
from 995 to 1018m.The ground water level was raised above the watershed under the loess ridge, then the
reservoir water seeps to the outer side of the ridge which cased continuous creep deformation of an old landslide.
The Zhaojia'an village just sits on the low potion of the landslide. Plenty of living caves and houses were
cracked and deformed. Now it is still in deformation. Therefore, in-situ observation was carried out for
recovering the flow water field in the bank as the reservoir water level rising. Loess specimens from the
landslide were applied to do the tri-axial tests in different moister and surrounding stresses. The stress-strain
curves for the saturated loess specimens reveal a hardening character, which imply the slow creeping of the
landslide movement. Meanwhile, the shearing strength varied with moister were achieved for assessment the
landslide stability combing with the flow water field. At last, the water drainage methods were suggested for
mitigation of the landside damage.
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Impact of a large blast on slopes prone to instability in the area of the
Kambarata -2 HPP on River Naryn (Kyrgyzstan).
Isakbek Torgoev (1) , Yuriy Alioshin (2) , Hans-balder Havenith (3) , and Alexander Strom (4)
(1) National Academy of Sciences, Institute Of Geomechanics And Development Of Subsoil, Scientific- Engineering Center
Geopribor, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan (isakbektor@hotmail.com); (2) National Academy of Sciences, Institute Of Geomechanics
And Development Of Subsoil, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan; (3) University of Liege, Géorisques Et Environnement,, Dep. Of
Geology, Liege, Belgium; (4) Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute Of The Geospheres Dynamics, Moscow, Russian
Federation;

In December 2009, a large blast of 2500 ton of explosives had been carried out in Kyrgyzstan in order to
construct a new dam on Naryn River (Syrdarya) for the Kambarata hydro-electric power plant 2 (KHPP-2). The
area where this new construction and the reservoir of KHPP-2 are located can be considered as one of the most
problematic of the Kyrgyz Tien Shan due to the seismo-tectonic conditions marked by the presence of many
recent tectonic scarps and active faults, rockslides and rock avalanches. The powerful blast took place on Dec.
22, 2009 at 05:54:33.98 UTC. The precise time and known energy related to that blast allowed us to make a
series of measurements of seismic and geodynamic effects not only applied to the construction of the KHPP-2
but also to landslide masses located in the vicinity and far from the blast. According to the measurements done
by the local and regional seismic stations, the strength of the blast was equivalent to the one of a mb=4.2-5.5
earthquake (with K=12 intensity in the ‘epicentral area’). During the blast event, a wide series of measurements
has been carried out in order to study its geodynamic effects on slopes and landslides. As expected, the strongest
effect could be observed on the slopes located within a distance of 600 m around the blast. Here, the highest
acceleration values were also measured (up 1.8g on the vertical component). After the blast, a 100 m long and
15-18 cm broad fracture could be observed along the slope just above the HPP building. In addition, in the
middle and higher parts of this slope, many small rock falls and debris avalanches occurred. After the blast, we
could further detect small displacements of 3 mm on extensometers installed on an old landslide located at 1.8
km from the blast. The blast further produced a series of instabilities on small roads close to the landslide body.
Accumulations of less than 8000 m3 of rock falls were found on these roads. This paper presents new results of
the instrumental seismic and geomechanical measurements of the blast effects on the neighbouring landslide
slopes as well interpretations of the influence of the geodynamic consequences. 
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Triggering mechanism and kinematics of Vaiont landslide
Ferdinando Totani (1) , Gianfranco Totani (1) , and Sara Amoroso (1)
(1) University of L'Aquila, University Of L'aquila, Department Of Structural, Water And Geotechnical Engineering, L'aquila,
Italy (ferdinando.totani@gmail.c);

Many aspects related to Vaiont disaster have been discussed by several researchers who analyzed this event. The
results of these studies illustrate that there isn’t yet a general agreement on the following subjects: -- presence
and role of the clay along the slip surface; -- role of the pore water pressure; -- triggering mechanism; -- first
activation of the landslide or reactivation of an old slip surface. This paper proposes a mechanic and kinematic
analysis of Vaiont landslide, realizing an accurate study of the measures of displacement on the surface and
considering the loss of resistance in clays with the rise of the sliding velocity. The value estimated for the
maximum velocity and acceleration reached, the mass and the dragging forces are in good agreement with
experimental data obtained on laboratory physical models, realized to evaluate the wave height generated by the
mass in the impact with the basin. The analysis shows that the landslide triggering mechanism and the rapid
increase of the acceleration is due to the fragile breaking of the Eastern side, as “break element” for the mass
before the event. The kinematics reconstructed from this study is reasonable, compared to the Vaiont disaster. 
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The influence of water level variation on landslide deformation in Three
Gorges Water Reservoir, China
Fawu Wang (1) , Zhitao Huo (2) , Yueping Yin (3) , Gonghui Wang (4) , and Kimie Sugiura (5)
(1) Associate Professor, Shimane University, Department Of Geoscience, Matsue, Japan (wangfw@riko.shimane-u.ac.jp);
(2) Engineer, China Geological Survey, Wuhan Center, Wuhan, China; (3) Deputy Engineer-in-Chief, China Geological
Survey, Beijing, China; (4) Assistant Professor, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan; (5)
student, Shimane University, Department Of Geoscience, Matsue, Japan;

Landslides occurred in water reservoir often result in tsunami, flooding and then cause larger disaster than the
other types of landslide. The Vajont landslide occurred on 9 October 1963 in Northern Italy indicated the
destructive power of landslide in reservoir. Until now, it is not clear how water level variation can change the
slope stability and influence the landslide deformation. To clarify the mechanism of landslide deformation
caused by water level variation, a long term monitoring system was established in Shuping landslide, which is
located in the Three Gorges water reservoir area, about 40 km far from the dam. The monitoring system consists
of 31 extensometers, 4 title meters, two bore-hole strain pipe sensors, 5 pore water pressure gages, and one
groundwater level gage. The monitoring stared in 2004 with two extensometers, and the monitoring system was
finished in August 2006. Through comprehensive analysis on the monitoring data, it is found that there is a
linear relationship between the landslide deformation velocity and the water level falling down rate. In July
2003, because of a partial water impoundment, Qiangjiangping landslide, a landslide with dip-structure and
about 3 km far from the Shuping landslide occurred and sliding mass entered a tributary of the Yangtze River,
and caused a tsunami of 30 m high. For this landslide, it has a similar mechanism with the Vajont landslide,
which occurred when the water level increased. Compare the Shuping landslide and Qianjiangping landslide, we
found the landslide or slope structure controlled the influencing style of the water level variation on the
landslide. So, model tests were carried out to confirm the effect of landslide structure in laboratory. The field
monitoring results and laboratory model tests will be presented in the landslide forum. 
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Analysis and Prediction on Stability of Mu-zhu-ping Slope Based on
Coupled Fluid-Solid Theory of ABAQUS
Tang Yanchun (1)
(1) China Three Gorges University, Key Laboratory Of Geological Hazards On Three Gorges Reservoir Area, Ministry Of
Education, Yichang, China (44058288@qq.com);

Mu-zhu-ping slope, located on the right bank of the estuary of the primary tributary Muo-dao river which on the
left bank of Qing-jiang Shui-bu-ya Reservoir region in Hubei province, China, is mainly composed of loose
deposit of Quaternary system. On May 10th in 2007, when Shuibuya Reservoir water level rose to 289 m , the
front part of the slope was collapsed locally, so it is significant to study on the stability of Mu-zhu-ping slope. At
first, three-dimensional geology generalization model was established according to the topographic and geologic
conditions of Mu-zhu-ping slope. And then, based on coupled fluid-solid theory, the Fluid-Solid Coupling
calculation was made on different water levels by the ABAQUS finite element software; The reasonable
calculation parameters were selected in the paper by comparing the calculation results of monitoring points with
monitoring data and using the parameters inversion method. At last, the stability of Mu-zhu-ping slope was
calculated and analyzed in the operating process of Shuibuya Reservoir, and the reasonable prediction was made
on the stability of Mu-zhu-ping slope when the reservoir water level dropped from 400m to 360m. The
calculating results showed that when water level reached to 400m, the local slope instability would be happened
in the front part of the slope; when the reservoir water level dropped from 400m to 360m quickly, the originally
collapsing area and the bottom of the slope might be caused the instability and failure, and the central part of the
slope possibly would be collapsed.
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Extremely large rock avalanche induced by the “5.12” Wenchuan
earthquake, Chaoyang Village, China, 2008
Yong Yuan (1) , Qiang Xu (2) , and Minggao Tang (3)
(1) lecturer, Chengdu University Of Technology, State Key Laboratory Of Geohazard Prevention And Geoenvironment
Protection, Chengdu, China; (2) Professor, Chengdu University Of Technology, State Key Laboratory Of Geohazard
Prevention And Geoenvironment Protection, Chengdu, China (xuqiang_68@126.com); (3) Dr., Chengdu University Of
Technology, State Key Laboratory Of Geohazard Prevention And Geoenvironment Protection, Chengdu, China;

The great “5.12” Wenchuan earthquake (On Monday, May 12, 2008) induced a large quantity of landslides.
They are widely distributed and caused tremendous damages. The sliding mechanism and characteristics of these
earthquake-induced landslides are different from those of conventional gravity landslides. Woqian rock
avalanche is one of the most catastrophic earthquake-induced rockslide avalanches. It originated at the elevation
of 1875m and claimed 38 lives, with a total long runout of 2046m and volume of 12E06 m3 and occurred quite
quickly, certainly within one minute. The maximum speed during its travel of burying the whole village is up to
56.1m/s and deposition area is of 0.70 km2. Field investigations showed that, during the sliding process from
initiation to deposition the landslide-debris avalanche experienced the initiation to sliding, fragmentation to
speeding, centrifugal climbing and finally formed debris avalanche with shock-wave. We describe the setting,
reconstruct the event chronology and present a preliminary characterization of the rock-debris avalanche based
on field reconnaissance and analysis. There are good correlations between kinematic parameters of landslides
and slope geometries, which confirm the important role played by topographical condition in the mobile
behavior of landslides. Moreover, distinct geotechnical characteristics in terms of nature of the slip zone and
properties of sliding mass are found.
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Baypaza landslide: structure, mechanism of displacement and present
conditional
Zerkal Oleg (1) , Ischuk Nikolai (2) , and Ischuk Anatoly (2)
(1) Head of laboratory, Moscow State University, Geology, Moscow, Russian Federation (igzov@mail.ru); (2) Researcher,
Institute Of Aseismic Building And Seismology, Dushanbe, Tajikistan;

Baypaza landslide formed on the right slope of the Vakhsh River (the Republic of Tajikistan). The Baypaza
water power plant is located in 4.5 km towards the river head from them. The valley of the Vakhsh River in this
place is represented as an erosive V-shaped valley depth 700-800 m (from water mark to watersheds). Slopes of
valley are developed in terrigene-carbonate deposits contorted during the Alpine folding. The Karatau thrust is
traced in the upper part of slope near the head of landslide. General length of Baypaza landslide amounts 1.7 km
width varies 440-500 m in the top part to 100-200 m in the bottom part. Landslide volume averages 18 mln m3.
Landslide body is complicate. Top part is represented as a block slide with volume 12 mln m3. Campanian and
Maastrichtian chalkstones and marls are involved in displacement. Middle and bottom parts are different. The
Middle part represents a rubble-loam deposits formed with rock fall of overlying block slide. General volume of
collapsed deposits exceeds 2 Mio m3. Santonian gypsified claystones were involved in displacement. As a result
a mud flow with thickness of 15-20 m formed. Mudflow surcharged clay deposits laid in the toe of the slope and
was a reason of viscoplastic deformation. The pressure bar formed in the bottom part of slope and partly in bed
of the Vakhsh River. Pressure bar induces reduction of stream channel and rise of river level when landslide is
active. Accordingly Baypaza landslide is not a danger to the Baypaza water power plant. However recurring
movements of Baypaza landslide induce damming of the Vakhsh River in tail-bay. This can provide to
emergency situations during exploitation the water power plant. 
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Risk Assessment of geological disasters happened in Hydropower Project
using GIS
Shuai Zhang (1)
(1) Affiliation, The Hong Kong University Of Science And Technology, Civl Engineering Department, Hong Kong, China
(zhangshuaiqj@ust.hk);

Hydropower project risk assessment of geological hazards is an important research topic with the actual meaning
that it is useful to evaluate the suitability of engineering land occupation. This paper outlines the statistical risk
assessment methodology which is suited to hydropower project, including characterization of the landslides (the
danger); the risk assessment index and model establishment referred to hub area and reservoir area of
hydropower project; risk evaluation based on GIS, and gives example for the risk assessment of Liyuan
hydropower station, China.
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Session L13
Landslides as sediment sources

Conveners: G. Crosta, M. Mikos, Z. Shoaei

There is much variability of sediment yield in mountain river systems because it is influenced by 
both periodic and episodic events (snowmelt, high-intensity rainstorms, earthquakes …). Landslides 
(rock falls, slumps, deep-seated slides, debris flows …) are the most effective event that conveys 
large amounts of debris to the river channels through their frequent activities. Therefore, they should 
be treated within the framework of the integrated water management in catchments. After strong 
earthquakes or during typhoons and flash floods, many landslides occur and contribute large 
amounts of fresh sediments to the river network and influence river morphology and unbalance 
sediment budget.

Contributions, such as:
- landslide case studies and analyses of corresponding erosion rates as well as estimations of 

sediment supply rates to watercourses from headwaters and slopes
- natural landslide dam outbursts and their impact on river morphology and sediment transport
- assessment of landslides’ contribution to overall erosion rate of landscape compared to other 

erosion agents
- well described countermeasures undertaken in torrents and rivers after increased sediment supply 

from landslides are welcome.
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An automated distributed method for solid transport evaluation in
mountain basins
Davide Brambilla (1) , Laura Longoni (1) , Fabrizio Mazza (1) , and Monica Papini (1)
(1) Politecnico di MIlano, Polo Territoriale Di Lecco, Department Of Environmental, Hydraulic, Infrastructures And
Surveying Engineering,, Lecco, ITALY (davide.brambilla@polimi.it);

Solid transport in alpine rivers represents a major safety issue since it can causes debris flows, dangerous
phenomena for human settlements along river beds. Nowadays this kind of problems is well known and taken
into account by scientific community. Instead, the study of sediment sources is an open challenge and needs
further investigations. While talking of sediment transport, the correct qualitative trends is often considered the
best result one can achieve. Moreover the spread of the phenomena leads to increase the uncertainties involved
in the problem. This paper aims to develop a quantitative prediction of debris production in mountain basins,
characterized by a huge amount of solid transport. The goal of this work is to evaluate the debris volume that, in
a certain time, reaches the water course due to erosive phenomena and to the presence of geological weak zones
and shallow landslides. The study of the morphology of a natural water course and its hydraulic features cannot
be conceived without taking into account the debris volume that arrives into rivers from surrounding slopes.
Before starting with the development of an automated distributed model, a comparison among the conventional
approaches was performed. The traditional methodologies can be split in empirical-statistical or physically based
ones. Based upon this analysis, an hybrid method has been chosen to forecast sediment yield in basins. The
original method was proposed by Bemporad in 1997. In this paper, the authors developed and improved this
method in order to use it in alpine area. This method is a distributed hybrid approach that try to offer the best of
both empirical and physically based worlds. The model unifies a physically based hydrological model, to
forecast flow rates and run off starting from rainfalls maps, with an improved version of Gavrilovic equation to
model soil erosion. Moreover the method is based on a set of differential equations that are integrated
independently on each pixel in which the whole basin has been divided into. Being the dimension of such pixel a
free choice, the method can be applied both on little or big basins, both on short time events or long time
periods. Since the paper focus on soil loss as debris source, the algorithm was written to produce also a map
indicating the amount of material deposited in the river bed. This paper wants to validate a new method that,
calibrated with field measures, can be useful to build scenarios of possible hazard. Some enhancements to
original method have been included in this paper. First of all a function to take into account altimetry variations
on the single pixel, related to sediment yield or debris accumulation, has been modeled and added to the
equation set. Another improvement regards the way to consider the flow. The original model (Bemporad et al
1997) is not able to model Hortonian flows; indeed in the original method, the terrain needs to be completely
saturated before run off can take place, but obviously this condition is quite far from reality. At the end a test
basin is modeled with the enhanced model. The case study is the Val Rossiga basin, in Northern Italy. This little
basin features high slope gradient and during the past has been interested by heavy sediment transport
phenomena, the last one in 2002 activated a debris flow that caused a lot of damages at human settlements
located on the alluvial fan. Rain data from 2004 to 2009 have been collected and processed by the model,
focusing on the most extreme events. The model show the ability to reproduce the volumetric discharge expected
, both on long and on short term forecast. An approach, able to model short and long term for sediment transport,
is therefore essential for the definition of hazard scenarios and, consequently, for the correct management of this
hydrogeological risk.
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Landslide sediment transfer in Val di Sole, eastern Central Alps 
Francesco Brardinoni (1) , Giovanni Crosta (1) , Stefano Lamonaca (1) , Lidia Peretti (1) , Davide Elli (1) , and
Elena Valbuzzi (1)
(1) University of Milano-Bicocca, Faculty Of Natural Sciences, Department Of Geological Sciences, Milano, Italy
(francesco.brardinoni@unimib.it);

Landslides exert prominent controls on the morphology of mountain drainage basins and drive the overall
sediment flux across landscape components. In this context, historical landslide inventories are critical for
quantifying landslide sediment dynamics through time and assessing relevant contributions to regional sediment
budgets. We present an historical inventory that combines the mapping of deep-seated gravitational slope
deformations (DSGSD) and shallow landslides in Val di Sole (707 km2), eastern Central Alps, Italy. The study
area was selected for two reasons: (i) the composite geological setting including intrusive, metamorphic, and
sedimentary formations, which provides the opportunity to evaluate lithological effects on landslide sediment
transfer; and (ii) the homogeneous distribution of forest cover, which warrants higher reliability of landslide
identification through time. In so doing we avoid areas dominated by large rock walls and sedimentary linkages
(e.g., unvegetated talus slopes and screes), typically associated to a chronic flux of colluvial sediment. In these
conditions, owing to the subtle contrast between parent material and freshly eroded debris, the identification of
fresh landslide scars in sequential photosets is difficult and unreliable. For the same reason, evaluation of the
visibility time window for clusters of landslides would become highly uncertain. Data collection involved
interpretation of seven sequential photosets (1959, 1969, 1973, 1983, 1996, 2000, 2006) and LiDAR-derived
hillshade rasters in conjunction with field measurements. Fieldwork served to measure landslide depths and
obtain a volumetric transformation factor for remotely-sensed landslide areas. Inspection of LiDAR hillshades
allowed to identify and delineate the perimeter of large slope deformations, otherwise masked by a number of
environmental conditions during aerial photo interpretation (e.g., forest cover, shadow, and snow). In the
compilation of the inventory, the use of high-resolution hillshades and aerial photos did not prove to be mutually
exclusive. If on hand, the former method reduces uncertainty in the identification and delineation of landslide
features, on the other it is too expensive to be repeated in time and obtain a multi-temporal dataset. Aerial
photographs have limitations in terms of landslide identification, but they are relatively affordable, they have
good coverage for large parts of the country since 1950s, and allow to analyse landslide sediment dynamics
through time. Results show that the two methodologies should be employed in an integrated approach. We
identify a total of 220 DSGSD and 3369 shallow rapid failures that cover an area of 174 km2 and 92 km2
respectively. The corresponding sediment flux exhibits lithologic and topographic controls. Metamorphic,
sedimentary, and intrusive terrain are associated with progressively lower rates of sediment production and
subsequent delivery to the drainage network. In this context, local confounding modulated by the presence of
thick glacigenic deposits is common. Interestingly, lithologies with high density of DSGSD events exhibit higher
rates of shallow-rapid failures. This finding suggests that DSGSD events by favouring/preparing the occurrence
of shallow rapid failures may control, in an indirect way, landslide sediment flux at the regional scale. 
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A conceptual framework for sediment-supply dependent rainfall thresholds
Jose Cepeda (1) , Jenni Barclay (2) , and Graziella Devoli (3)
(1) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (ngi), Natural Hazards Division, Oslo, Norway (Jose.Cepeda@ngi.no); (2) University
Of East Anglia, Environmental Sciences, Norwich, United Kingdom; (3) Norwegian Water Resources And Energy
Directorate (nve), Landslide Section, Oslo, Norway;

Early-warning systems for precipitation-induced landslides that are mainly based on rainfall measurements use
fixed threshold levels, which is an adequate practise as long as susceptibility to landsliding remains fairly
constant over time. However, this practise may not be acceptable in slopes that undergo significant
weakening-healing processes. Within the above context, this study presents a conceptual model for variable
rainfall thresholds. The model accounts for an initial lowering of threshold levels in response to a weakening
stage, followed by an increase of these levels as a healing process occurs. The model is illustrated using volcanic
ash eruptions as natural threat at the weakening stage. Data from the Mt. Soufriere Hills volcano is used as a
case study. A potential application of this model is the calibration of rainfall threshold levels following
earthquakes and volcanic ash eruptions in order to reduce the number of false alarms and/or missed events.
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Assessment of Soil Erosion in Areas Affected by Landslides
Emrah Hakki Erdogan (1) , Javier Hervás (1) , Miet Van Den Eeckhaut (1) , Alessandro Pasuto (2) , and
Gianluca Marcato (2)
(1) Institute For Environment And Sustainability, Joint Research Centre (jrc), European Commission, Ispra, Italy
(hakki.erdogan@jrc.ec.europa.eu); (2) Research Institute For Hydrogeological Protection (cnr-irpi), Padua, Italy;

Landslides have received much attention due to the risk they pose to humans, property and infrastructure.
Investigations have focused upon landslide susceptibility, hazard and risk modeling, triggering mechanisms, the
identification of other causal factors, the stability of engineered slopes, and the evidence of previous movement.
Attention has also been paid to the role of landslides upon landform development. Nevertheless, so far little
research effort has been placed on the contribution of landslides to on-site erosion and the delivery of sediments
to streams and rivers . The study was carried out in the context of the EU Soil Thematic Strategy and the related
proposal for a Soil Framework Directive and addressed the change in soil erosion rates before and after landslide
events. The Tessina landslide (Veneto, Italy) was selected as a test area and the annual soil loss was estimated at
different time intervals using the RUSLE. The analysis was performed using Landsat 5 TM multi-temporal
imagery, a DEM (100m SRTM) and ancillary information to determine also the effect of vegetation recovery at
different time intervals (in years 1984, 1994, 2006 and 2007). The results show that with vegetation recovery
after landsliding, soil erosion has been significantly reduced. These results provide very useful information for
decision making and land use planning in landslide areas as well as for European policy making on soil
protection.
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A quantitative assessment of the sedimentology and geomorphology of rock
avalanches
Dan Shugar (1) , John Clague (1) , and Marco Giardino (2)
(1) Simon Fraser University, Earth Sciences, Burnaby, Canada (dshugar@sfu.ca); (2) University Of Torino, Earth Sciences,
Torino, Italy;

Large-scale geomorphic features of rock avalanche deposits, such as raised rims, flowbands and deposit
geometry, have been described qualitatively by many researchers. Little quantitative work, however, has been
done to link debris sheet sedimentology to observed large-scale flow features. A thorough characterization of
rock avalanche debris is a necessary step in understanding the flow mechanics of large landslide. We use digital
photo-sieving to describe the debris of three landslides on Black Rapids Glacier, Alaska, and the Frank Slide,
Alberta. Spatial block patterns are then analyzed in a GIS using Hot Spot cluster and neighbourhood analysis.
We also examine fine-grained matrix at Black Rapids Glacier to understand whether the debris fines with
increasing travel distance. The block size patterns at Black Rapids Glacier and Frank Slide share some
characteristics, but are not identical. The three debris sheets on Black Rapids Glacier have clusters of large
blocks in parts of their distal rims, but large blocks are not restricted to those regions and they are not, in all
cases, most abundant there. Small clusters of large blocks occur throughout the debris sheets, including on the
proximal side of medial moraines which possibly acted as a topographic obstacle for the debris. The largest
block on Black Rapids Glacier is 36 m long. In contrast, clusters of especially large blocks occur in a
conspicuous band in the middle of the Frank Slide debris sheet. Smaller clusters of large blocks are found at the
west and east sides of the proximal edge of the landslide, and along the eastern periphery. Most of the remainder
of the debris sheet, including the distal edge, is composed of smaller-than-average blocks. The longest block at
Frank Slide is 24 m long. Block size patterns at Black Rapids Glacier closely follow large-scale longitudinal
flowbands, which are a common characteristic of rock avalanches that spread out onto glaciers: both of these
sedimentological and geomorphic features are considered to be a product of shearing within the moving debris.
No such flowbands are observed on the Frank Slide debris sheet. The fine matrix on Black Rapids Glacier shows
no systematic differences with depth or distance from the source. The presence of many of the largest blocks of
the Black Rapids Glacier landslides concentrated along the peripheries of the debris sheets indicates that the
debris spread without confinement. The lack of a coarse distal rim at Frank may indicate that the irregular
topography over which the debris traveled influenced the distribution of the largest blocks. Areas of different
types of carbonate rock within the Frank Slide sheet also indicate that source zone stratigraphy is preserved
within the debris sheet. Lithological, sedimentological and geomorphological diversity between the different
debris sheets may reflect different deformational paths followed by debris from detachment to the accumulation
zones: unconfined spreading and continuous, progressive dilation and thinning of debris at Black Rapids Glacier;
and topography-controlled spreading and discontinuous, lithologically-controlled fragmentation at Frank Slide.
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Landslide-related sediment yield rate in a large apenninic catchment
Alessandro Simoni (1) , Vincenzo Picotti (1) , Alessio Ponza (1) , and Matteo Berti (1)
(1) Dip.to di Scienze della Terra e Geologico-Ambientali, Università Di Bologna, Bologna, Italy
(alessandro.simoni@unibo.it);

We aim to constrain the catchment-scale sediment budget over historical and post-glacial times by means of
combining geologic information with data describing recent landslide activity and sediment discharge rates. The
mountain section of the Reno river catchment extends over an area of 1040 km2, rising from an elevation of 56
m to the highest point at 1922 m. The drainage network is mainly incised into the bedrock and terraced alluvial
deposits are present only in the very lower reach of the intramontane valley. At the outlet, coarse sediments
built-up a large alluvial fan in the border of the subsiding Po Plain. Clay-shale is the most represented lithotype
throughout the catchment and landslide activity is the dominant relief-shaping agent. We take advantage of
diverse sources of information, which describe landslide movement, hillslope-channel connectivity and
sedimentation rates, to detect trends which took place during the last 20 thousands years. More in detail, we
estimate the present-day sediment delivery rates to the channel network by combining historical landslide
frequency and measured landslide velocities and geometries. Creeping of stable slopes is also taken into account
and estimated on the base of inclinometer data. Sediment yield rates are measured throughout the Holocene by
means of datings (terraced deposit) and stratigraphy of the alluvial fan. Despite availability of some
measurements, present-day sediment yield is not considered because greatly reduced by human activities and
stabilization of the main riverbed. Therefore we compare present-day hillslope sediment production with
Holocene averaged sediment deposition rates in order to gain insight into the catchment scale sediment budget.
Results confirm that landsliding is the main agent conveying sediments to higher order trunk streams. The
connectivity between hillslopes and the stream network is well developed and no significant sediment sinks
influence the sediment transport process. However fluctuations of sediment delivery rates at the outlet of the
catchment took place during Holocene and are likely associated to periods of increased hillslope sediment
production and channel discharge caused by climatic forcing. 
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Session L14
Landslides (and legislation), policies, cost benefit analysis 

and decision makers

Conveners: R. Carreno, G. Di Baldassarre, T. Guida

Landslides are natural events which continuously model the land surface. The concept of risk is born 
exclusively because it constitutes an element of danger for human settlements and human activities.
During the last half century, urban sprawl occurred very quickly and often did not take into account 
the natural balance of the environment. The enlargement of urbanized areas has imposed a great 
deal of stress on the environment as it is always accompanied by an increase of assets worth 
exposed to the risk. The construction of buildings and infrastructures invariably implies deforestation 
and soil sealing, river embanking and changes in morphology by excavations and earth moving, 
that sometimes can promote landslide events.
Soil and subsoil serve as the basis for human activity, therefore they must be preserved and maintained 
in order to provide a sustainable development and welfare for inhabitants.

Landslides, erosion and soil degradation should be considered as other important processes 
that cause economic and negative social impacts. Major effects of soil degradation are: the 
decrease of employment in the agricultural sector, in the areas no longer suitable for cultivation; 
the impoverishment of water resources; damages to infrastructures and persons caused by wildfires; 
impacts on biodiversity. The frequent absence of land use planning policy is dangerously allowing 
huge urbanization also in areas exposed to natural hazards. A suitable landslide risk mitigation policy 
should be based on a prevention planning strategy able to face problems, design solutions, pass 
specific laws in accordance with international laws, find and efficiently invest available funds.
Obviously, landslide prevention and mitigation risk policy should be based on a deep knowledge of 
this phenomenon so as to allow a correct land use planning and support decision and policy makers 
in land use planning.
The above listed items should be considered also taking into account the possible increase of 
concentrated periods of rainfalls, caused by the global climate change which can be mitigated 
maintaining the natural capability of soils to protect landscape. This session aims to show how different 
countries manage the landslide risk so that we can share and confront different experiences and 
procedures.
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Landslide Risk Management in the Arno River Basin
Gaia Checcucci (1)
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The Basin Plan is, under the Italian law, the legislative, technical-operational and knowledge instrument used to
plan, programme actions, and use regulations for soil conservation, protection and valorisation, and for correct
water use in context of the physical and environmental characteristics of the Basin territory. In specific terms,
the Hydrological Management Plan (PAI), approved by the Arno River Basin Authority in 2005, faces the issues
concerning landslide risk and geomorphological hazard. The Arno River Basin Authority constantly updates its
landslide hazard zonation by identifying landslide prone sites on the basis of the Italian Landslide Inventory
Criteria (IFFI project-ISPRA). Moreover, satellite-based radar interferometry detects assets at risk of landslide
activity. A procedure that not only allows the maximum level of interplay and coherence between land use
planning and river basin planning, but also influences and supports decisions at the different administrative
levels. This allows the provisional cost-benefit assessment of landslide risk reduction actions with the general
aim of environmental protection and efficient territorial management policy. Under the European Legislation,
that foresees the integrated management of the different basins belonging to each District, National Basin
Authorities are assigned a coordination role as regards to the updating procedure of the River Basin District
Management Plans, under Directive 2000/60/EC, and the drafting of the Flood Management Plans under
Directive 2007/60/EC. This active role envisages the updating of the knowledge framework and data concerning
slope instability and landslides. It will result in the consequent updating of the Landslide Hydrological
Management Plan which is included, like the above mentioned plans, in the River Basin District Management
Plan.
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Landslide problems in Bulgaria: factors, distribution and hazard
mitigation measures
Nikolai Dobrev (1)
(1) Dr., Geological Institute, Geohazards, Sofia, Bulgaria (ndd@geology.bas.bg);

Complex geological structure and relief forms characterize the territory of Bulgaria. The complex geological
structure and tectonics have determined the intensive development of landslides in various type and mechanism.
They affect river-valley slopes, coasts, hilly lands, plateau’s peripheries, foothills and mountain heights. Areas
with a concentration of landslides are the Danube river bank, the Northern Black Sea coast, Fore-Balkan, valleys
of the rivers Iskar, Kamchia, Struma, Mesta, Vacha, Arda and Chepelarska, and outskirts of the grabens in
Southern Bulgaria. Significant parts of the urban areas are located on slopes with manifestation of landslides
(mostly dormant). The slopes are subjected to the influence of natural and man-made factors that contribute in
varying degrees for the occurrence of landslides. Important relationships in the distribution, dynamics and
mechanism of different types of landslides have been identified. Influence of a number of destabilizing factors as
erosion, abrasion, earthquakes, rainfalls, fluctuations in groundwater levels, and human activity on landslide
activity is estimated. During the assessment of geological hazards in Bulgaria, we divide the landslides divide
into 3 groups as follows: 1) shallow landslides, 2) deep-seated landslides and conditionally stable, and 3)
deep-seated landslides with periodic (re)activation of some parts of them. The most dangerous landslides are in
the third group. They are large (deep-seated), complex type, more than 50 m deep, and their stability is in the
limit state of equilibrium. Moreover, the landslide movements can trigger after enough small destabilizing
factors such as abrasion, precipitation, earthquakes and man-made impact. On the one hand, there is a slow
movement in the most deeply situated slip surface, and by other hand, the recent landslides trigger in the upper
parts of the existing old deep landslides. Contemporary landslide activation reaching up to the primary (deepest)
slip surface is rarely occurring. Landslides of this group are developed in Northern Black Sea coast (Zlatni
Pyasatsi, Albena, and Balchik), Danube River bank and Rhodopes Mts. Therefore, a National Program
2007-2015 for landslide mitigation, protection of Danubean riverbank and Black Sea shoreline by erosion and
abrasion, and protection of the infrastructure and urban areas from landslides has been made in 2006. The
Program includes selected 172 most dangerous landslides and areas highly affected by erosion and abrasion. The
data have been provided by Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works of Bulgaria, and were
supplemented by the authors of the program. At present most affected by landslides are administrative districts
of Varna, Vidin, Vratsa, Veliko Tarnovo, Gabrovo, Dobrich, Kardjali, Montana, Pleven, Ruse, Silistra, and
Smolyan. The conclusion is that the territory of Bulgaria has a high degree of landslide risk, with economic
losses, social and environmental consequences. 
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Landslide and snow avalanche susceptibility and hazard mapping in
Norway: a national plan to identify needs and prioritize areas
Graziella Devoli (1) , Terje Bargel (2) , Andrea Taurisano (2) , Toril Wiig (1) , Hallvard Berg (1) , Eli Øydvin
(1) , Reginald L. Hermanns (3) , and Louise Hansen (3)
(1) Norwegian Water Resources And Energy Directorate, Oslo, Norway (gde@nve.no); (2) Norwegian Water Resources And
Energy Directorate, Trondheim, Norway; (3) Geological Survey Of Norway, Trondheim, Norway;

Norway is a country with extreme relief contrasts. In addition, soft marine clays today lie onshore due to the
isostatic rebound of Scandinavia after Pleistocene glaciations. For its position at the edge of the Atlantic Ocean,
Norway is also exposed to strong precipitations which fall in winter times in the form of snow. It results in
multiple types of slope movements such as rock falls, rock avalanches, quick-clays slides, debris flows and snow
avalanches. As the Norwegian population is strongly distributed over the entire country, slope processes have
produced damages to infrastructures and buildings and 2000 victims in the past 150 years. This became evident
in the rock slope failure in Ålesund in 2008 were 5 people lost their lives and the Namsos quick-clays slide in
2009 in which 10 houses disappeared into the fjord. To reduce their negative impacts on society, the Norwegian
government has decided to strengthen the effort to analyse and map the hazard. Since 2009, the Norwegian
Water Resources and Energy Directorate is responsible at government level to assist municipalities in the
prevention of disasters posed by landslides and snow avalanches. This assistance is performed through
implementation of digital inventories, methodologies for susceptibility and hazard mapping, supervision of
land-use plans and preparation of guidelines, monitoring and early warning systems, realization of mitigation
measures and assistance during emergencies. These activities are realized in strong collaboration with existing
scientific governmental agencies and private consultant companies. One of the first tasks was the realization of a
national plan aiming to identify future needs and priorities for susceptibility and hazard mapping. The project
started in 2009 and was organized in four subprojects: 1) rockfalls and rock avalanches, 2) debris flows-debris
avalanches, 3) quick-clays slides, and 4) snow avalanches. Each project defined the current knowledge, available
data and map products for each type of landslide and for snow avalanches. They emphasized on the main needs
for future hazard mapping, new data acquisitions, improvements in the data collection and the methodological
developments that are necessary under mapping tasks. The final goal was to set priorities and identify inhabited
areas potentially at risk, where future landslide and snow avalanche hazard mapping should be performed. The
priority analyses were based on existing data, GIS analyses, orthophotos verifications and expert judgement.
Population data were combined with susceptible areas delimited by existing maps (rock falls and snow
avalanches) or by new susceptibility analyses (debris flows and for quick-clays slides) to obtain the number of
persons potentially endangered by landslide or snow avalanche. The priority lists were based on the combination
of the following essential criteria: 1) the total number of persons living or possibly present in a potential
landslide area; 2) the presence of potential landslide sources (cliffs, rock outcrops, presences of marine clays,
presence of loose deposits and colluvium in the slope); 3) the presence of signs of landslide activity (slope angle,
concavities in the slopes, colluvial deposit at the base of the slope, historical events); 4) presence of vegetated
slopes in the source areas or dense forest in the run-out area; 5) existence of previous maps in the areas. The
priority list for unstable slopes with the potential to form large rock avalanches was based on the historic
inventory of rock avalanches of the past centuries, large rock falls which killed people and/or triggered
displacement waves. Final results were presented in the form of lists showing areas with a priority 1 and 2. The
needs identified and the priority lists proposed will guide the Norwegian governmental authorities in the coming
years in their effort to map, assess and mitigate the hazard caused by landslides and snow avalanches. 
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Setback distance between natural slopes and buildings: Landslide along the
national road N°8 (the mountain zones Arba-Tablat), in Algeria
Boualem El Kechebour (1)
(1) Affiliation, University Of Sciences And Technology Houari Boumediene (usthb), Faculty Of Civil Engineering, Bab
Ezzouar, Algiers, Algeria (belkechebour@yahoo.fr);

The objective of this study is to determinate the required distances between the natural slopes and the buildings
located nearly to these slopes. This approach permits to determining the distance between a building and the
crest of a natural slope. The analysis of this case uses the geotechnical engineering and the results are applied
during the design of the master plan by the town planners and the engineers of the transport and pavement
administration. One begins by to present the context of study and the reinforcement works required by the
administration of pavement and transport. Then, one uses limit equilibrium method for to obtain the minimal
distance, limited by the crest of slope and the building. One verifies this distance by simulations about the
beginning of the first plastified zones. The checking of plastification is carried out by the finite elements method.
The work terminates by the presentation of the obtained graphics on the setback distance, and by the
recommendations on the implantation of buildings.
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Landslides types of in mines and quarries in Italy: census and reflections in
the light of national and European laws. 
Nando Ferranti (1) , Giovanni De Caterini (2) , Quintilio Napoleoni (3) , and Gabriele Leoni (4)
(1) Vice President ANIM, Studio Greenpit, ., ., Italy (studio@greenpit.it); (2) ., Geomineco S.r.l., ., Sulmona, Italy; (3) .,
University Of Rome La Sapienza, ., Rome, Italy; (4) ., University Of Roma Tre, ., Rome, Italy;

The National Association of Mining Engineers (ANIM) after the introduction in Italy of new guidelines for the
design of excavation surfaces, is embracing new ideas to verify if the specific type of mining sites is effectively
represented in the regulative routine procedure in a manner which is appropriate for the safety of our employees,
the needs of production and for a harmonious integration into the territory. The “Eurocode 7” (ENV 1997-1) and
italian “Technical Regulations for Construction (NTC 08) ” mention only partially the issue of mines and
quarries regarding the stability of the overall context in which the sites have been built and the design of the final
promissory quarry surface. Concerning the overall stability of the slopes, Italian law (in the chapters 6.3 and 6.12
of NTC 08) takes into consideration the issues related to the overall stability of the context where the quarries
are; it mentions the needs of relevant studies on susceptibility for landslides to be performed on the entire side in
order to find the situation at present, and the one that might occur after the construction work. In particular, in
section 6.12, the NTC 08 states that the "feasibility of works on large areas" defines the geological and
geotechnical criteria to be taken in drawing up plans for extensive and large-scale area, in part “i" the types of
projects related to the "mining of construction materials” are mentioned. Thus the assessment of "geological
hazard inherent to internal (seismicity, volcanism,…) and external (slope stability, erosion, subsidence,…)
geodynamic processes becomes necessary and should permit to find out any limitation imposed on the project ...
". Another problem is the design of the surface mining. These show, in the activity, a very high complexity and a
physiological distinction among the different phases of work, particularly between the growing phase and the
recovery (post operam). This is due to the size of the mines, and to their variability and sudden evolutionary
dynamics. At present both in the NTC 08 and in the Eurocode 7, no distinction is made between the provisional
surface of excavation (or cultivation) and final (or recovery) surface. Mining activities, due to their peculiarities,
require a different approach than the other geotechnical construction sites, not surprisingly one can still talk of
"art mine." International regulations on the surfaces of excavation, refer to specific laws that in Italy are related
in part to the DPR 128, 1959 and in part to Article 52 of Legislative Decree no. 624/96. The first however,
provides only general information, and refers entirely to the discretion of the designer ".. to use all means to
avoid the danger", the other commits the employer to prepare an annual report on the stability of the surfaces
which considers the risk of falls and slips, and that defines the height and steepness of the surfaces of cultivation
and the methods of cultivation. There are laws that regulate the final surfaces, these, after restoration of the
environment, may be intended for civilian use and access of people, the open question is the verification of
safety of provisional surfaces of excavation. The designer of the quarry, without any specific and clear guideline
which ensures the safety of the workplace, is not making a mistake if he applies the NTC 08 for generic surfaces,
but perhaps the business and science community should supplement the “Eurocode 7” (and national Italian laws)
adapting it to this specific sector. In order to examine closely the subjects above mentioned ANIM has promoted
(through Regional and Provincial Offices which controls the administration and safety in the mining sites in
Italy) a campaign to collect data on the conditions of stability of the surfaces and on the damage caused by
landslides occurred in quarries and/or in very close areas. The survey was organized by sending a questionnaire
in which various information were requested incl
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Campania Region (Italy) and landslides: phenomena knowledge and
mitigation policies.
Italo Giulivo (1) , Fiorella Galluccio (2) , Fabio Matano (2) , Lucia Monti (2) , and Carlo Terranova (3)
(1) Regione Campania, Area Lavori Pubblici, Naples, Italy; (2) Regione Campania, Settore Difesa Suolo, Naples, Italy; (3)
Ministero Dell'ambiente, Podis Pon Atas 2000-2006, Naples, Italy;

The paper aims to describe policies, analyses and procedures by which Campania Region (Italy) manages the
severe landslide risk which affects its territory, which extends 13.580 kmq and presents wide urbanized areas
(20% territory) with a dense network of major infrastructures (railways, highways, roads, etc.) and broad areas
of high natural, historic and artistic value. A proper landslide mitigation risk policy is based on a deep and
upgraded knowledge of the spatial distribution, state of activity and type of landslides so as to support decision
makers in land use planning and allow a correct planning. The Campania Region has partly funded and
developed several technical and scientific projects of geological study and analysis of its territory within both
national and regional framework. The CARG Project (Geological Map, 1:50.000 scale) and the IFFI Project
(Inventory of landslides Map,1:25.000 scale) provided geological, tectonic and landslide data with national
standards. At a regional scale, the GECAI Project provides geological and landslide map of selected critical
cities at 1:5.000 scale and the TELLUS Project provides satellite radar interferometry data analysis for ground
deformation monitoring of the regional territory starting from 1992 to 2009. The Campania Region results
affected by a great number of landslide (23.430 after IFFI Proj.), directly involving about 973 kmq equal to
about 7% of the territory, and by several critical areas of ground deformation (TELLUS Proj.). The SISTEMA
Project, in progress, aims to engineer specific acquisition procedures, treatment and consultation of satellite data
to support regional decision-making system on the prevention of natural hazards. All data were included in a
Geographic Information System and made available through thematic Webgis. About 29% of the regional
territory is exposed to the landslide risk as 3.995 kmq are mapped with different grades (rating R1 to R4) of
landslide risk by the Basin Authorities, and within these areas 2.136 kmq are characterised by high to very high
susceptibility (rating P3 to P4) and/or risk (rating R3 to R4) to landslide phenomena. These areas are considered
as critical situations with regard to the landslide risk and have a preference in the appropriation for mitigation
works. Landslides cause very negative economic and social impacts in the regional territory. The planning
schemes developed by the Basin Authorities (after Article 31 of national Law 183/1989) show an overall need
for interventions to mitigate hydraulic and landslide risk in Campania of over 2.7 billion euro. A suitable
landslide risk mitigation policy should be based both on a prevention planning and on an efficient investments of
available funds. Referring to the first item, the Campania Regional Territorial Plan (Regional Law No. 13,
Oct.13, 2008) considers as reference layers both geologic map than landslide inventory and susceptibility maps
in the regional territory planning, whose main purposes are the protection of landscape and environmental
resources, physical integrity and cultural identity of the regional territory and the protection of security of human
settlements from the hydrogeological risks. Since 2002, EU funds of the POR 2000-06 and CIPE national funds
(APQ - Framework Program Agreements) represented in fact, the only resources enjoyed by the Campania
Region to continue the policy of elimination/reduction of hydrogeological hazard situations which are present in
its territory. Against the allocation of 268 million euro for interventions to mitigate hydraulic and landslide risk
in Campania, the mitigation became effective for 24 kmq equal to 1,5% of the regional territory with critical
situations with regard to the landslide risk. In this context, under the POR 2007-13, the Campania Region,
following the strategy already under way, has allocated to the safety of the areas exposed to critical landslide risk
further 220 million euro
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Some Case Studies on Catastrophic Landslides in Uttarakhand State, India
– Records and Implications in Strategy for Landslides Risk Reduction
Surya Parkash Gupta (1) , Om Prakash (2) , and J.c. Dhoundiyal (2)
(1) NIDM, National Institute Of Disaster Management, Geohazards Risk Management, Delhi, India
(suryanidm@gmail.com); (2) UAA, Uttarakhand Academy Of Administration, Disaster Management Centre, Nainital, India;

The Uttarakhand State of India is located in the northern part of India, situated between 77°34’E to 81°2’E
longitude and 28°4’ to 31°27’ N latitude, comprising an area of 53,483 km2. It was carved out as 27th State of
India on 9 November 2000. It is a predominantly hill state comprising about 88% hilly terrain. It forms a
Himalaya and divided into Kumaon and Garhwal Himalaya. Most part of the State falls in seismic zone V (Very
high seismicity) and rest in seismic zone IV (high seismicity). It receives heavy precipitation ranging between
3000mm and 4000mm annually, but most of the rains comes during the monsoon period between July and
September. Due to its immature topography, geodynamically active character, climatic conditions and landuse
changes, numerous landslides have been reported to occur on susceptible slopes. The State has high potential for
hydel resources and several projects have been launched to exploit this potential, resulting into deforestation,
land degradation, reservoirs of water and rampant construction as well as mining activities. The State has
suffered heavy losses due to frequent, widespread and sudden landslides. The present paper attempts to compile
information related to landslides that caused loss of lives and properties in the State. Some of these significant
landslide include Malpa landslide (1998), Ukhimath Landslide (1998), Phata Landslide (1998), Khetgaon Debris
Flows (2002), Budha Kedar Debris Flows (2002), Govind Ghat slide (2005), Lambagar Landslide (2005),
Dasholi Slide (2006), Deb Puri Slide (2007), Ghangharia-Hemkund Sahib slide (2008), Sukhidang rockfall
(2008), Munsiyari Debris Flows (2009) and Shumgarh slides (2010). Besides these major rain and
anthropogenically induced landslides, numerous co-seismic landslides occurred during the Uttarkashi earthquake
(1991) and Chamoli earthquake (1999). In addition to co-seismic landslides, several cracks were also reported
during the earthquakes and some slopes got destabilized, which triggered slope failures after the earthquake.
These landslides may also be termed as post-seismic landslides. A study by Geological Survey of India in
Uttarakhand State indicated that about 1200 villages are under the threat of landslides, out of which 350 villages
need immediate rehabilitation. Thus, landslides have posed a major risk to the people and the administration in
the State, demanding actions for landslides risk reduction by all concerned stakeholders. The State is now
working to propose a multi-stakeholder strategy with multi-hazard perspective and cross-sectoral
inter-disciplinary approach. National Institute of Disaster Management, Government of India has established a
Centre of Excellence on Landslides at Uttarakhand Academy of Administration, Nainital to encourage and
promote such efforts for landslides risk reduction. 
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Involving Stakeholders in Landslide Risk Assessment, Evaluation, and
Management Decisionmaking: A Case Study from La Conchita, Ventura
County, California
Laurie Johnson (1) , and Robert Olshansky (2)
(1) PhD AICP, Laurie Johnson Consulting + Research, San Francisco, Ca, Usa (laurie_johnson@sbcglobal.net); (2) PhD
AICP, University Of Illinois, Urban And Regional Planning, Urbana, Il, Usa;

In September 2009, the State of California accepted the final report of a 2-year study to assess the risk of future
landslides, developed a series of risk management concepts, evaluated the benefits and costs of management
options, and gathered stakeholder input throughout the process (State of California 2009). The La Conchita slope
stabilization study was initiated the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services (OES) (now California
Emergency Management Agency (Cal EMA) following the disastrous landslide that impacted the 28-acre,
unincorporated beachside community of La Conchita (approximately 380 people) in northern Ventura County,
California in 2005 and caused ten deaths. The study team was directed by the La Conchita Hillside Hazard
Mitigation Group (LCHHMG) – a group of stakeholders representing the State of California, Ventura County,
members of the La Conchita community, the railroad, and the upslope ranch owner (where the slide originated);
a group with widely varying views and interests. Two unique elements of the study were the methodologies
utilized for the consequence assessment and for the decision-making framework (A Kropp et al 2009). This
paper will report on the risk assessment portion of the study which was performed in parallel with the geologic
hazard evaluation and slope stabilization engineering efforts. The risk assessment had 3 phases of work: 1)
Initial risk assessment of the exposures and vulnerabilities that helped establish how individuals and entities are
affected by the hazard, and identified key stakeholders; 2) Risk evaluation that included a stakeholder survey,
construction a series of risk profiles that summarized the potential exposures, vulnerabilities, risk tolerances and
risk decision criteria for the different hazard categories, risk qualification and quantification of potential
cumulative losses over a 50-year period, and identification of a range of risk management decisions/options for
four risk management strategic approaches—elimination, reduction/mitigation, transfer, and retention; and 3)
Development of a risk management decision framework to help the LCHHMG committee to determine risk
tolerances, evaluate the stabilization options developed as part of the engineering portion of the study, and
address responsibility and project implementation for the committee’s preferred risk management solution.
Although the processes developed were specific to the La Conchita study, we believe that they provide much
needed methods that can be applied elsewhere for involving stakeholders in localized landslide risk assessments
and/or committee-led risk management efforts. 
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NEMETON - decision support system for rock falls and rock slides hazard
mitigation
Jan Klimes (1) , Stanislav Stábl (2) , Josef Stemberk (1) , and Dusan Dufka (3)
(1) IRSM CAS, Institute Of Rock Structure And Mechanics C. A. S., V.v.i., Engineering Geology, Prague, Czech Republic
(jklimes@centrum.cz); (2) SG-Geoprojekt, Sg-geoprojekt, Engineering Geology, Brno, Czech Republic; (3) Strix, a.s., Strix,
A.s., Chomutov, Czech Republic;

Rock falls and rock slides belong among the most dangerous slope processes since even small volume events
involving single boulders may cause high damage to infrastructure or may lead to serious injuries or even
fatalities. In the environment of the Czech Republic or other Middle European countries, this phenomenon is
often highly localized, involving single rock slopes. Thus solving such a problem usually requires action of local
governments. There are rarely people with experiences in solving rock slope stability problems. This fact along
with rather high costs of almost any structural mitigation measure possibly applied on rock slopes makes
mitigation process subject to many political and economic interests which not always result in the best and most
effective slope stability solution. In such situations, the NEMETON decision support system should offer help
and guide through the whole process of rock slope hazard mitigation. The project NEMETON aims to provide
easy to use, free web based tool for local authorities and also for project companies to increase efficiency of
applied structural mitigation measures on slopes. The decision support system includes several modules allowing
evaluated basic information about degree of hazard, provide characteristics of possible technologies for
mitigation measures and including references to different technical and legal norms which needs to be
considered during mitigation measure project preparation and execution. The system includes interactive
interface for intuitive description of rock slope stability problem allowing even inexperienced user to provide
sufficient information which can be evaluated by expert system and classified into hazard levels for the specific
rock slope. At the same time, the basic information will help the project and technical companies to get a basic
idea about probable cause of the problems, possible slope stability solutions and the technical as well as site
specific (e.g. accessibility, limits due to nature protection) conditions of the solution. In the second step, detailed
geotechnical investigation on site needs to be performed and the gained information will enable geotechnical
professionals to select the best suited mitigation solution using the best suited technology. In the last step,
comprehensive check list for project companies will be compiled to ensure high level quality of the preparing
projects. The success of the decision support system is ensured by involvement of wide spectrum of
professionals for its design and the result verification. The system structure is ready to accommodate any
technical solution provided by otherwise competing companies to find the best mitigation option for defined
problem. The local authorities will be also provided by clear guideline to choose high quality and cost effective
solution.
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The policy issue of landslides in Romania
Raluca Maftei (1) , Elena Tudor (1) , George Vina (1) , and Constantina Porumbescu (1)
(1) Geological Institute Of Romania, Geo-hazard, Bucharest, Romania (mafteir@yahoo.com);

National policy in disaster risk reduction field is expressed through various legislative documents for the hole
field and different risk types, administrative authorities, public institutions and specialized institutions with
responsibilities in disaster prevention and response management. Romania is one of the Eastern European
countries more severely affected by natural hazards (floods, landslides and earthquakes), all with strong
economic and social impact. Landslides comprise all the failure and movement mechanisms, e.g. slides, lateral
spreading, flows and falls etc..Mountains, hills and tablelands, which cover two-thirds of the country's area, are
particularly susceptible to landsliding, especially the hills and tablelands. Numerous historical documents from
the 15th–19th centuries contain information on landslide related damage, but it is only since the early 20th
century that scientific inventorying and appropriate mapping exist. In Romania, the interests in achieving a
legislative base regarding natural disasters and prevention measures/countermeasures occurred before 1960. The
most important natural hazards are: strong earthquakes, major floods, landslides, soil erosion and drought. The
surface exposed to the landslide risk is 800.000 hectares, where are located 50.000 households in which live
250.000 people. Area with the highest risk to landslides is located in southern and southwestern Carpathian arc.
For registration and statistics highlight to the main natural hazards exist standardized evaluation sheets for
damage caused by landslides and floods. If before 1989, during the centralized regime, the Romanian
Government was solely responsible for rehabilitation, in the current day aims at the reorganization of disaster
management. Also, as an EU country, Romania had to create and implement an institutional and legal
framework harmonized with EU requirements, to address the assembly and solve problems related to risk
management. A first priority field for the Romanian Government is the implementation of communitarian aquis,
especially the chapters regarding the environment and civil protection. In this way, our country is passing now
through a large process to fit in the national legislation with the European legal framework, in order to reduce
the disasters risks. A part of European directives are already implemented through normative acts regarding the
air quality, waste management, water quality, environmental protection etc. An important component of
“National Strategy for Sustainable Development” is the Strategy for Environment Protection, which includes
short-term objectives (until 2004), medium term objectives (until 2010) and long-term objectives (until 2020). In
accordance with the Law which approved in 2001 the Plan for national territory arrangement, in our country are
developed maps for the risks of floods, landslides and earthquake for every locality placed in the natural risk
areas, which are containing information about the dangerous phenomena, existing objectives and population, as
well the preventive measures applied. These maps will be included in the Plans for General Urbanism in order to
implement the specific measures for building and terrain use, any interested particular or juridical person having
free access at them. Detailed electronic maps of risks are developed for the administrative units, for all types of
natural and technological hazards, in order to support the territory development and to be used in the frame of
defense plans in case of disaster. Risks maps are used for public information, in the activity of major energy
producers and transportations, in constructions as well as in the activity of some private companies. The access
at these maps is allowed to any concerned person based on Law no 544/2001 regarding the public access at
information of public interest.
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Landslide and flood: economic and social impacts in Italy
Fabio Trezzini (1) , Gianluigi Giannella (1) , and Tiziana Guida (1)
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Landslide risk determines very significant social, economic and environmental negative impacts in the whole
Country, only comparable with earthquake risk. According to a report of the National Council of Research
(CNR-GNDCI) 2001, landslide risk in Italy is the highest in Europe and worldwide second only to China, Japan,
Central and South America. According to a recent study of the italian Ministry for the Environment, Land and
Sea, more than 5% of the national territory is characterized by high landslide risk conditions and all Regions are
affected by serious events. We conducted an analysis of the damages caused by the natural disasters occurred in
the last 60 years in order to demonstrate that the prevention costs much less than repairing the damages, without
considering the loss of lives. Since 1950 almost every year there have been deaths caused by landslides and
human activities were often responsible, directly or indirectly, in triggering these phenomena. Between 1918 and
1994 approximately 17000 landslides affected about 9000 sites and in 1328 municipalities they caused damages
to the population. Over the past 10 years there have been an average of 7 events per year which have caused
extensive damages and required the declaration of a “state of emergency”. Between 1951 and 2009, the total cost
of the damages caused by landslides and floods, revalued on the basis of ISTAT index 2009, amounts to more
than 52 billion euro, approximately 1 billion euro per year. Conversely, during the last 20 years, ordinary
government funds for preventive works amount, on average, to 430 million euro per year, equivalent to 1/3 of
the amount for a partial repair of the damages and about to 1/8 of the real damages caused by events. The
Ministry of Environment estimated at approximately 40 billion euro the economic need to mitigate the risk of
landslide and flood: with the current funds it would take more then 100 years and, in the meantime, the
phenomena would evolve and the territory would suffer changes that may make, totally or partially, ineffective
the works implemented to land protection. Actually at least once a year we compelled to use Civil Protection’s
funds to address emergencies caused by landslides or floods: these founds if used for the prevention would be
able to mitigate risks in wider territories and to avoid loss of lives, optimizing the cost-benefit ratio. 
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Landslide management in Austria with particular attention to hazard
mapping and land use planning
Margarete Wöhrer Alge (1)
(1) Austrian Federal Office For Torrent And Avalanche Control, Regional Office Vorarlberg, Bregenz, Austria
(margarete.woehrer-alge@die-wildbach.at);

Landslides are a very common phenomenon in Austria, owing primarily to the high intensity of relief, the
complex geology and the high to very high precipitation rates in some areas. The Austrian Federal Office for
Torrent and Avalanche Control is responsible for the protection against natural hazards (including mass
movements). The assessment of landslide hazards and the planning and construction of protection measures is
carried out in close cooperation with the Geological Services of the counties. As the feasibility of technical
measures is often very limited in the case of landslides, a combination of measures targeting all parts of the risk
cycle is necessary to limit the damage caused by catastrophic landslide events. Due to heavy losses caused by
landslides in 1999 and constantly increasing damages from rock fall events in recent years in the western part of
Austria, special attention has been paid to limit human activity in endangered areas. However, in the context of
mass movements, the Spatial Planning Laws and Building Codes contain only limited specific regulations – in
many cases the general building and utilization regulations for natural hazards are used without specification.
The competent authorities therefore must rely on expert opinions such as the hazard zone maps of the WLV The
creation of hazard zone maps for torrents and avalanches became compulsory in Austria with the Forest Act of
1975. Hazard zone maps are primarily the basis for the planning of protective measures and the estimation of
their priority. They also hold an importance for building and spatial planning authorities and for civil protection
authorities. Hazard zone maps are expert opinions and, therefore, have no legislative effect. In Austria, however,
non-compliance will result in an impediment in allocation of public funds for the implementation of protective
measures in the relevant risk zone. Additional hazard zones other than those evoked by torrents and avalanches
(e.g. stone fall and slide areas) may be defined in the hazard zone maps as information for the planning and the
building authority, but this is not mandatory. This so called reference areas outline areas of possible mass
movements, but are rarely available for the whole settlement area and magnitude and the intensity data are
largely missing for these areas. Here, case-specific interpretations have to be made for zoning and building
proceedings. In Vorarlberg (the westernmost province of Austria) the systematic incorporation of landslide
hazards into the hazard zone maps was launched in 2004 and the reference areas have since been classified into
two categories: • Areas of high risk potential: areas that, due to the expected damaging effects are not suitable
for permanent use regarding settlement and transport purposes or the construction of protective measures
involves disproportionate effort. • Areas of medium to low risk potential: the permanent use regarding settlement
and transport purposes is impaired. Destruction of buildings is not to be expected if special requirements are
fulfilled. Areas classified as critically endangered should be kept free from future construction work as much as
possible. In areas with moderate or low risk, the permission for future construction work is only given if
geological expertise has defined additional object-specific protection measures. If buildings or infrastructure
already exist in the endangered areas, investigations should clarify if protection measures can be erected at a
reasonable cost. If this is not possible or only possible to a limited extent, the application of an early warning
system may reduce the risk. The creation of disaster management plans and the training of emergency personnel
will help to reduce the danger to an acceptable level for persons and reduce the cost of damages in the event of a
disaster.
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Session L15
Landslides and urban risk reduction

Conveners: D. Calcaterra, C.F. Lee

The risk formula consists of the hazard element and the consequence element. In an urban 
setting, the consequence element becomes a subject of public concern. Rapid urbanization has 
led to the construction of numerous buildings and other infrastructures on slopes in hilly terrains of 
the urban and suburban environment. As a result, a major landslide in such an urban setting could 
led to fatalities, casualties and significant property damages. This could in turn led to public anxiety 
and outcry, adding considerable political pressure on those public agencies in charge of landslide 
hazard mitigation. This is exactly the story in some major cities such as Hong Kong over the past forty 
years or so.

It is the purpose of this specific session on “Landslides and Urban Risk Reduction” to learn from 
successful experiences and good practices around the world, specifically in landslide risk reduction 
in the urban environment. Hopefully, such issues as those outlined above could also be examined, for 
the well being of our growing urban population. Papers on this important subject are therefore cordially 
invited from experts of all countries subject to landslide hazard, such that an in-depth discussion 
could be held at the WFL2 in Rome, October, 2011, and useful insights and recommendations could 
be put forward for the benefit of all.
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Evaluation of the Rockfall Potential of Kastamonu Castle (Turkey) Using
3-D Analysis
Mutluhan Akin (1) , Tamer Topal (2) , and Muge K. Akin (3)
(1) Assistant Professor, Yuzuncu Yil University, Mining Engineering, Van, Turkey (mutluhanakin@gmail.com); (2)
Professor, Middle East Technical University, Geological Engineering, Ankara, Turkey; (3) Research Assistant, Yuzuncu Yil
University, Geological Engineering, Van, Turkey;

The Kastamonu Castle is one of the magnificent monuments of the Kastamonu province (Turkey) located on a
steep sandstone hill with Eocene age. The surrounding settlement around the castle suffered from numerous
rockfall events in the past. The rockfall after an initial block toppling is controlled by a bedding plane and two
joint sets existing in the sandstone. The rockfall potential along the entire castle perimeter is evaluated by means
of three-dimensional (3-D) rockfall analyses using the ROTOMAP software and the area affected by block
trajectories is delineated. Rockfall initiation is modeled along a detachment line situated just below the castle
walls. Different values are assigned to the parameters governing the block motion during the analyses. The
results indicate that the maximum run-out distances around the castle exceeds the settlement boundary on the
western, southern, and eastern sides. The northern part of the castle is less critical due to lower slope gradient. In
order to protect the settlement from falling blocks, vital remedial measures such as removing blocks and
supporting the area with proper fences are suggested.
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Algorithmization of landslide prediction based on neural network
modelling
Yuriy Aleshin (1) , and Isakbek Torgoev (1)
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Characteristics of landslide process: type of landslide (block, landslide-flow, block-flow, slip and earthflow),
volume of unstable rock masses, damage area zone, distance of landslide mass propagation – are of great
influence during landslide hazard prediction close to residential areas or industrial objects on fold mountain
territory. We tried to develop and modify one of prediction methods of these characteristics –stochastic approach
while using neural network methodology. This method is based on learning principle of neural network
automation to a procedure of stochastic recognition and detection of interconnections in a series of indicators
characterizing landslide process. A priori database contained the following: mountain slope morphometric
indices, hydrogeological effects, slope genesis, rock lithotypes, landslide massif indicators (landslide type and
shape, its thickness, extent and square), indices of landslide damage zone (distance of landslide mass
propagation, landslide damage area, landslide blockage thickness in accumulation zone). In a real-world extreme
landslide situation on the previously unexplored object the decision-making experts have available a few
information about new landslide slope characteristics. This is also attributed to poor qualification of local
observers or geologists. We have examined a quality of neural network forecasting of landslide damage area
peculiarities based on data given by three groups of observers: poor qualification (data about primitive
morphometric characteristics and hydrogeological occurrences on a slope), medium qualification (the same and
rock lithotypes made up both slope and its genesis), high qualification or experts doing engineering survey of
mountain slope. Additionally, they can evaluate landslide body thickness, its volume, sequence ability, and
specify main factors of landslide formation. Prediction methodology and neural network automation capacities
have been exhibited for landslide reservoir of Maily Suu river in Kyrgyzstan, where during recent 50 years more
than 200 landslides have occurred on 100 km2 area. Based on data given by observers of various qualification
two typical forecasting problems were solved: (1) to predict a landslide type in alphabet of three classes (flows
and block-flows, blocks, earthflows and slips); (2) to evaluate possible volume of landslide being formed,
distance of its propagation and area of landslide damage zone. Criteria of decision quality were the following:
credibility of recognition and coefficient of multiple correlation between observed and predicted characteristics
for data of test selection, which contained information about 50 landslides. Credibility of recognition has 0.70 –
0.78, and coefficient of correlation increased during a process of professional development of investigators from
0.65 to 0.85. 
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Landslides in the Ethernal city. Case studies from the past
Marco Amanti (1) , Valerio Vitale (1) , and Alessandro Troccoli (1)
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Roma is a large city spreading mainly on the River Tevere alluvial plain, but some of its peculiar features, the
Seven Hills, for which she is famous all over the World are also at the origin of some geomorphological
phenomena. Steep slopes generally border the seven hills and some others included in the urban area, owing to
the erosional activity of the River Tevere itself and of its tributaries. On these slopes rockfalls and soil slips
sometimes occurred in the past, often after heavy rainfalls, generating major traffic jams but fortunately no
causalities. A few larger rotational and translational slides are present in the western city area, along the major
fault scarp that border the Tevere valley and decennial reactivations are recorded. The Italian geological Survey
(ISPRA) studied in the past years the landslides distribution in the Roma Municipality creating a database and
contributing to a monography on the geology of the city of Roma. Some statistics on lithological predisposition
to slide in the urban area were calculated, as well as the connection of the slope movements with the slope value
calculated using a DTM. This paper is focused on a general description of the landslides types occurred in the
urban area of the Ethernal city and will show some case studies on events occurred in the past or still active,
focusing on consequences on urban environment and activities and on remedial works activated to reduce the
active risk. 
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Multi-Criteria Evaluation for Assessment of Natural Hazards and
Landslides of Mokattam, East Cairo, Egypt
Ali Amasha (1) , Elkhedr Hassan (2) , and Zaki Zaghloul (3)
(1) Chief, Technical Department, Senior Regional Remote Sensing, GIS & Hazards Assessment Expert, Regional Center For
Disaster Risk Reduction (rcdrr), Cairo, Egypt (aliamasha@gmail.com); (2) Professor of Applied Geophysics, Mansoura
Univercity, Faculty Of Science, Geology Department, Mansoura, Egypt; (3) Professor of Geology, Mansoura Univercity,
Faculty Of Science, Geology Department, Mansoura, Egypt;

Due to the population enlargement in Cairo Governorate, the urban creeping is dominant to the eastern fringes of
the built-up area where the Mokattam Plateau lies. The Mokattam Plateau is characterized by relatively high
elevation and considered as one of the highest dense population although the high risk due to its geological
hazards and landslide susceptibility. In Tuesday, December, 14, 1993, the Mokattam Plateau had subjected to
massive landslide and repeated in September, 2008. These landslides had affected more human deaths and losses
in the urban and utilities. The multi-temporal Landsat satellite images, of 1986 and 2002 have used to detect the
general urban encroachments to the Mokattam Plateau. The multi-criteria evaluation (MCE) and Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) methodology have applied to identify and assess the zones of geological/natural
hazards threaten the urban areas of Mokattam. Therefore, the weighting of geologic data (faults, joints &
lithology), geomorphology (slope & old drainage network) and landuse features (sites of limestone quarries have
used as GIS thematic layers with the current land use of the area to analyze the sites of high risk and high
sensitive areas of the Plateau. The results of hazards zones have shown over the high resolution satellite data of
IKONOS, firstly, to monitor the geological hazards with the land use, then, drape it over the Digital Terrain
Model DTM provide the decision-makers with more realistic and precise hazardous zones for sustainable
development planning precautions. The planning of the Mokattam plateau should avoid the sensitive and
hazardous areas near the faults’ plains, escarpments, and flash flooded areas. The sanitary network system
should be maintained to prevent sewage of the sanitation through the fractured and inclined limestones beds to
the underneath swelled Shale beds that may affect landslides. Using high accurate and high resolution and timely
satellite data to monitor the slum urban encroachments to the Mokattam Plateau. Try to apply the MCE process
using highly accurate and detailed GIS thematic data to assess the natural hazards threaten the urban
development in similar areas.
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The 16th May 2010 mudflows in Kibiriga, western flank of Karisimbi
volcano, Virunga Volcanic Chain.
Badryio Innocent (1) , Smets Benoit (2) , and Tedesco Dario (3)
(1) UNOPS, Unops, Drc, Goma, Democratic Republic Of Congo (InnocentB@unops.org); (2) Royal Museum for Central
Africa, Royal Museum For Central Africa, Department Of Earth Sciences, Tervuren, Belgium; (3) UNOPS, Unops, Drc,
Goma, Democratic Republic Of Congo, Belgium, Democratic Republic Of Congo;

The main edifices of dormant volcanoes in the Virunga volcanic chain (DR Congo, Rwanda and Uganda) are cut
by deep gullies of dense temporary hydrographical networks. These gullies and rivers are activated only during
heavy rains, triggering torrential events (Jost, 1987). During exceptional rains, torrents are able to mobilize large
amounts of unconsolidated pyroclasts and alterites and develop in fast and devastating mudflows. Such event is
not unusual in the Virunga region and occurred several times during the last Century. From April to May 2010,
extremely heavy – but not unusual – rainfalls occurred in the Virunga region, triggering several mudflows, in
particular on the 16th of May 2010 on the western-flank of Karisimbi volcano. Mudflows destroyed 232 houses
in the village of Kibiriga (DR Congo) and 7 hectares of crops. Damages also occurred in the neighbouring
Rwanda. In Kibiriga, the mudflow reached at least 3m thick and carried large blocks of rock reaching sometimes
more than 2m wide. About 50 people were killed during this event, which is the first lethal one ever reported.
Before this event, such lethal hazard was unknown by local authorities and field actors, which led to a
misinterpretation of the phenomenon. The lack of accurate geographical information did not allow a correct
location of the event (e.g. maps of UN-OCHA) and the origin of mudflows was attributed to a drainage of a lake
located in the Muntango crater (southern crater of Karisimbi), whereas there was no evidence to corroborate this
hypothesis. Fortunately, field and remote sensing surveys coupled with a bibliographic review allowed to
correctly describe the event and its impact. The mudflows were mapped using optical satellite imagery. Remote
sensing observations revealed that the lake of Muntango was not the source of mudflows. The May 2010 disaster
in Kibiriga portrays the dramatic hazard increase due to exponential demographic and urban growth associated
to the wild deforestation and subsequent increased of soil erosion. 
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Landslides in Argentina. The Tartagal event
José Daniel Brea (1) , Pablo Spalletti (2) , and Gabriel Amores (3)
(1) Prof., National Institute Of Water, River Program, Ezeiza, Argentina (jdbrea@speedy.com.ar); (2) Eng., National Institute
Of Water, River Program, Ezeiza, Argentina; (3) Eng., Inmac, San Isidro, Argentina;

The Tartagal River basin is located in the Sub-Andean Hills in northwestern Argentina. The relief is
characterized by slopes ranging between 10 º and more than 50 º. The study area has a tropical highland climate,
as revealed in the simple form of a peak in summer and minimum in winter, with precipitation in the form of
local showers in short periods of time. The landslide processes governed by factors such as the nature of lands
and the slopes, which have climate as the main trigger, stand out for debris flows and landslides. The action of
these processes in the past and at present is very evident in the basin by the frequent presence of scars on the
hillsides. In this area the town of Tartagal, in Salta Province, with 55000 habitants, is located. At this site the
contribution river basin is approximately 100 km2. Between 2006 and 2009 the region was affected by extreme
events of different characteristics, which create a risk to human lives, productive infrastructure and
communications. In 2006, large rainfalls above average values generated landslides of mud, with the appearance
of large-scale gullies. The solicitations of the event were flows in the order of 1000m3/s. In 2007, remediation
works were carried out. In 2009, an avalanche of water and sediment with logs came down the Tartagal River up
to the trace of the city's main avenue bridge. The contraction generated by the bridge caused the damming of the
waters and the consequent accumulation of logs and branches carried by the flow of water and sediment
upstream of the highway bridge. There was a large involvement of road, railway and building industry, with
presence of large woody debris. After the 2009 event, structural and non-structural measures of short, medium
and long term, were implemented. 
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New technologies employed in studing, monitoring and stabilization of San
Fratello landslide
Fabio Cafiso (1)
(1) PRO-GEO, Pro-geo, Pro-geo, Palermo, Italy (fabiocafiso@pro-geo.it);

After exceptional meteoric precipitations and pre-failure little ground movements, on February 14th 2010 a wide
landslide occurred at San Fratello (ME), a little town on Nebrodi mountains. It is one among the most
devastating landslides occurred in Sicily; in fact it extends into an area of about 120 ha and caused enormous
damages in the little town: about, three hundred buildings damaged, tens destroyed, over one thousand
inhabitants evacuated. This landslide phenomenon is very complex for a lot of reasons: it includes different but
complementary ground movements, some of them are old landslides occurred in 1754 and 1920; it develops in
Structurally Complex Formations consisting of stiff highly fissured clays with intercalation of carbonatic or
quartzarenitic hard rock; piezometric line is on field level. Therefore geological and geotechnical landslide
models are based on results of a lot of experimental investigations such as borings instrumented with
piezometers or inclinometers, land-based radar, TV inspections of old wells damaged by landslide, laboratory
tests about representative ground geotechnical properties, topographic relieves of landslide perimeter and of
lesions in buildings. Further information have been got by means of back-analysis. Projected stabilization works
sited outside San Fratello are: - draining trenches realized by means of permeable concrete secant piles having
depth of 12,00 m; - structural and draining wells having diameter of 12,50 m, depth of 24,50 m and centre
distance of 22,00 m, connected by semicircular pile-walls. Moreover, inside the little town pile-walls have been
designed. They have piles in two rows and inside a draining trench having depth of 5,00 m. Project includes
instrumentations monitoring the effects of stabilization works on landslide and on possible settlements of
buildings sited near drainage works. 
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A comparison between historical and recent slope movements in the
volcaniclastic deposits of Naples (Italy)
Domenico Calcaterra (1)
(1) Federico Ii University Of Naples, Department Of Hydraulic, Geotechnical And Environmental Engineering, Naples, Italy
(domenico.calcaterra@unina.it);

Landslides are part of a natural morphoevolutive process that can result in severe, adverse consequences
especially in densely populated areas. Consequently, the related risk tends to increase, as population spread on or
near hillslopes goes on. In order to reduce such a risk, it is mandatory to implement landslide hazard mitigation
strategies, which generally involve several actions such as hazard assessment and mapping, warning systems,
remedial works, homeowners insurance policy, etc.. In this frame, a deep knowledge of landslide distribution,
possibly over long time spans, is the essential prerequisite for a complete risk assessment process. In fact,
quantitative data based on past experience are the most important means of identifying hazard and assessing
potential frequency. The wild expansion of the urban settlements occurred in the last decades in the metropolitan
area of Napoli, Italy, has caused, among various effects, a pronounced acceleration of the slope processes,
among which landslides play a paramount role. Anthropogenic action joins the natural predisposition to
instability of the local slopes, due to geological and geomorphological factors, further enhanced by triggering
factors such as rainfall events and wildfires. The concern about landslides in Naples progressively grew after the
winter 1996-1997, when intense pluviometric events triggered some hundreds of surficial, small-scale landslides
involving the loose pyroclastic deposits mantling the urban hillslopes. Such mass movements, along with falls
and topples from tuff formations, can be considered as endemic of the entire municipal territory, even though the
hillslopes of the western area show a definitely higher susceptibility to landslides. Studies carried out in the last
twenty years allowed to recognize the basic moments of the Neapolitan slope morphodynamics since 1880.
Moving from these data, it is now possible to highlight analogies and differences among recent and past
instability events, which represent a fundamental step in a thoroughly conducted hazard analysis, which should
provide a sound quantitative basis for eventual decisions to be taken.
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Debris flow hazards at the Metropolitan Area of San Salvador
Jose Cepeda (1) , Jiri Sebesta (2) , Jose Alexander Chavez (3) , and Celina Cruz Martinez (4)
(1) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (ngi), Natural Hazards Division, Oslo, Norway (Jose.Cepeda@ngi.no); (2) Czech
Geological Survey, Prague, Czech Republic; (3) Czech Technical University In Prague, Prague, Czech Republic; (4) Oficina
De Planificación Del Área Metropolitana De San Salvador (opamss), San Salvador, El Salvador;

Hazard maps for debris flows in the Metropolitan Area of San Salvador are estimated based on an assessment of
the potential release areas and the callibration of a runout model using a novel procedure. A review of the
existing procedures for selection of runout model parameters from back analyses shows that these procedures do
not allow integrating different types of runout criteria and generally lack a systematic approach. A new method
based on Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analyses and aimed to overcoming these limitations is herein
proposed. The method consists of estimating discrete classifiers for every runout simulation associated with a set
of model parameters. The set of parameters that yields the best prediction is selected using ROC metrics and
space. The procedure is illustrated with the back analyses of a rainfall-triggered debris flow that killed 300-500
people in the Metropolitan Area of San Salvador (AMSS), El Salvador. The selected model parameters are used
to estimate forward predictions for scenarios that correspond to different return periods. The proposed procedure
may be useful in assessment of areas potentially affected by landslides. In turn, this information can be used in
production or updating of land use plans and zonations, similar to that currently being carried out by the Office
for Urban Planning of the Metropolitan Area of San Salvador (OPAMSS), El Salvador. Finally, practical aspects
of the application of the method are discussed in the context of calibration at regional scales and considering
uncertainty in the input variables.
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January 2011: the extreme landslide disaster in Brazil. 
Ana Luiza Coelho-netto (1) , Anderson Sato (2) , André Avelar (3) , Ingrid Araujo (4) , Lilian Gabriela Vianna
(5) , Aline Mellos (5) , Pedro Lima (6) , David La Croix (6) , Ana Paula Araujo (6) , and Roberta Pereira (6)
(1) Professor, Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro, Geography, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil (ananetto@acd.ufrj.br); (2) PhD student,
Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro, Geography, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; (3) Dr, Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro, Geography,
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; (4) MSc student, Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro, Civil Engineering, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; (5) MSc
student, Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro, Geology, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; (6) Undergrad., Federal Univ Of Rio De Janeiro,
Geography, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil;

The coastal mountainous landscape of southern and southeastern Brazil has been highly susceptible to heavy
storms that cause landslides, erosion and floods. On January 11th and 12th, 2011, a landslide disaster of extreme
magnitude struck the Serra do Mar at Rio de Janeiro state. The area laid waste was 57 km in length and 17 km in
maximum width, approximately. Heavy electrical storms and cloudburst reached part of the main cities and
surrounding areas located in the municipalities of Nova Friburgo (936 km2), Teresopolis (771 km2) and
Petropolis (774 km2). Thousands landslides prevailed in the upper river basins that drain northeasterly to the
main Paraiba do Sul river and fed extensive block rich debris avalanches that caused numerous deaths, serious
damages and property losses at both urban and rural areas located down valley. In February 2011 the official
governmental statistical record gave a total number of 870 dead people; around 500 of missing people and 30
000 homeless after the disaster, besides great economic losses in the industrial and agricultural production. The
highest amounts of two-days accumulated rainfall and 1-hour maximum rain intensity were found at Nova
Friburgo, especially in the central area of the city (265mm; 50 mm/h) and surrounds at Corrego Dantas (235
mm; 50 mm/h) and Vargem Alta (240 mm; 45mm/h). By using the GeoEye image provided by Google Earth
landslide scars at Nova Friburgo were mapped within an area of 499 km2: a total number of 2 936 landslides
scars of variable sizes gave a total area of scars equal to 15, 6 km2. According to the Topographic Position Index
(ArcView extension) the head of landslide scars prevailed in two positions: from ridge to upper slopes, where
rock escarpments and thin soil cover (< 1m) tend to prevail; from upper to middle slopes with relative thicker
soil cover. It calls attention the frequent spatial connection between landslide scars that occurred above and
below the rock escarpments. By superimposing the vegetation and land use map (1: 50 000) one observes that
most landslide scars are associated with forest; other covers include cattle grazing, initial secondary forest and
bare soil. It suggests that rainfall inputs have over passed the internal threshold of the slopes neglecting the
additional shear strength provided by the local forest tree roots. It is clear that landslides are natural processes in
Humid Tropical and mountainous landscapes, so that land use planning and management should avoid the large
concentration of human settlement and economic productive systems along both minor and major valley
bottoms.
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Giant Debris Flow in Zhouqu, China: Formation Cause and Mitigation
Countermeasures
Peng Cui (1)
(1) Professor, Institute Of Mountain Hazards And Environment, Key Laboratory For Mountain Hazards And Surficial
Processes, Chengdu, China (pengcui@imde.ac.cn);

A giant debris flow occurred in Zhouqu County, Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Gunsu Province, in
the evening of 8 August 2010, causing 1765 deaths and missing, with enormous property losses. It ruined 4321
houses and caused 22,667 homeless. The stricken area at Sanyanyu debris flow was 50.0 hm2 including 3 hm2
urban area and 47hm2 farmland. A dammed lake 2 km in length was formed in Bailongjiang River by the debris
flow deposit with 8~10 m high, which blocked the river. The main urban area of Zhouqu city was inundated for
one month. The major causes of debris flow formation is Abundance of unconsolidated materials, Enough
channel slope and Motivating conditions (rainstorm and outburst flood). In Sanyanyu, there is still over 500
million M3 unconsolidated soil. Among them, 200 million M3 is easy to erode and thus generate debris flow.
There are 5 big debris barriers, with the height ranging from 40 to 280 m, which blocked the channel. The debris
dams breached during the heavy rain, the recorded rainfall of 77.3 mm in one hour at nearby Dongshan station,
and formed the outburst flood. The flood eroded the unconsolidated soil in channel and develop into debris flow.
For the purpose of inhabitant safe after reconstruction, a debris flow prevention system is suggested to be
established in Zhouqu County and the surrounding areas, including engineering control system, monitoring and
early warning systems. The measures should enhance the ability of disaster resistance and prevention.
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Methodological Proceedings to Landslides Risk Mapping in Brazilian
Slums
Eduardo Soares De Macedo (1) , Kátia Canil (1) , Fabiana Checchinato Silva (1) , Fabricio Araujo Mirandola (1)
, Marcelo Fischer Gramani (1) , Agostinho Tadashi Ogura (1) , and Alessandra Cristina Corsi (1)
(1) Instituto De Pesquisas Tecnológicas Ipt, Centro De Tecnologias Ambientais, Sao Paulo, Brazil (esmacedo@ipt.br);

This article presents a methodology developed by the Institute for Technological Research of São Paulo State,
sponsored by the World Bank and Ministry of Cities of Federal Government of Brazil, as a tool to elaborate
Landslides Risk Maps of prone areas. This methodology has been applied in several municipalities over Brazil,
mainly in São Paulo City where 407 slums all over the city were mapped in 2010. This work has to do with
environmental issues, considering the dynamic process (landslides) and the population who is affected. The
methodology chosen and applied involves the geoindicators of geological-geotechnical processes on landslides
and social contexts related to risks. The products will be: map of the risk zones of landslides, the number of
householders in each level of risk, and the actions to prevent and control the risks in these areas. To map risk
areas is important to know the causes of landslides. In the broadest and most general sense, landslide is simply
the down slope movement (sliding or falling) of soil, rock, or some mixture of the two, under the influence of
gravity. Landslides are natural processes, but can be triggered or accelerated by one or more of the factors. The
main criteria used on mapping these areas are: a) Area characteristics: tipology of inhabitation (masonry, wood,
mixed); b) Terrain characteristics: natural slope (high and inclination); slope cutting (high and inclination;
distance of inhabitations – top and base); c) Deposits existence on natural slopes or slope cutting (garbage,
rubble, landfill); d) Movement evidences (presence of fissures in inhabitation and in the terrain; steps of
subsidence; curved walls; trees, poles, walls inclined; scars of landslides); e) Water Action: rainfall
concentration in surface; release of wastewater into surface, leaking pipes, sump, piping / stream head; surface
drainage system (enough, precarious or satisfactory); f) Land cover vegetation (presence of trees, underbrush,
cultivation area, or deforestation area); g) Kind of instabilization processes expected (landslides in natural slope,
landslides in slope cutting; landslides in landfill deposits, erosion, debris flow, falling and rolling block). After
identify these indicators, it is possible to evaluate the risk degree, which is based on the probability of landslides
occurrence (Low risk, Medium risk, High Risk and Very High risk). It is important to know that this mapping is
valid for a period of one year because of the constant changes caused by tropical rain periods and human
interventions. Concerning the risk map, it is also pointed the mainly structural interventions that can be
implemented in the area: a) Services of cleaning the area and path recuperation; b) Drainage works and
superficial protection; c) Stabilize work in the slopes; d) Habitation removal. This mapping is used for create the
municipality plan for risks reduction in order to: a) Control the growth of householders in risk areas; b) Keep
mapping and monitoring the risk areas to avoid new habitation constructions; c) Indicate the areas that must be
prioritized to receive interventions; d) Elaborate a Preventive Plan of Civil Defense, considering: previous
assessment before the rainy season; accomplish meeting with the communities to inform about the risks of
landslides and the preventive and emergency measures supposed to be adopted; creation of an institution
organization to monitory the risk areas during the rainy season; and attending emergency occurrence; 
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A mountain village threatened by a debris flow. Case study of Cancia,
Dolomites, Italy.
Andrea M. Deganutti (1) , and Pia R. Tecca (1)
(1) CNR, Irpi, Irpi, Padova, Italy (andreamaria.deganutti@cnr.it);

The village of Cancia, just 10 km South of Cortina d'Ampezzo in Italian Dolomites, has suffered a long story of
destructive debris flows that often caused deaths among its inhabitants and severe damages to buildings and
transport infrastructures; the last of these disastrous events hit the village in July 2009 causing the death of two
people. This study will consider critically the cases of the most calamitous debris-flow events of the past: the
morphological settings of the initiation area will be illustrated, together with an analysis of the processes that
lead to the formation of this dangerous phenomenon. In particular the effects of a tourist development in the
Sixties that implied a detour of the debris-flow bed will be considered as an example on how a modern
development project can have catastrophic consequences if it had not carefully considered the geological
conditions of the interested area. A critical review of the countermeasures that have been proposed so far will
conclude the study.
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Modern geodynamic activity of the north-western coast of the Black sea
and its estimation by remote methods
Olena Dragomyretska (1) , Oleksandr Dragomyretskyy (2) , and Mikhail Skipa (1)
(1) Hydroacoustic Branch Of Marine Hydrophysical Institute, National Academy Of Sciences Of Ukraine, Odessa, Ukraine
(alena_dr@mail.ru); (2) Mechnikov Odessa National University, Sceince And Education, Odessa, Ukraine;

The specific character of the Black Sea coast of Odessa is determined by the peculiarities of subsurface geology
and active development of engineering-geological processes. There exist the following properties of this area:
layers of rock with substantially heterogeneous physical and mechanical characteristics, a few aquifers, old
limestone mines, irregularly distributed loads of coastal slopes, waterlogging, karsts and landslides. The goal of
this research is too study the character of the current geodynamic activity in the analyzed area and the estimation
of the possibilities of using remote methods for it. The analysis of long-term geodetic surveys shows that the
rocks which compose edges of plateau and landslide slopes continue displacing vertically and horizontally even
after making the system of anti-landslide and coast-protecting constructions. The intensification of geodynamic
activity in the analyzed area has been set by visual observations recent years. The complexities of remote
methods can be suggested in order to study the peculiarities of geodynamic movements within coastal slopes.
One of them is the method of gamma-mapping which should be used alongside traditional methods. This method
is based on measuring the power of exposure dose of natural radioactive emanation. The results of its use give
the possibility of distinguishing anomalous zones on separate parts of the Odessa coast. Numerical modeling is
an important constituent of the integrated study of modern geodynamics of north-western part of the Black Sea
coast. It has shown that the attenuation coefficient is one of the parameters of acoustic field which are quite
sensitive to the changes in the characteristics of heterogeneous geological environment. We have studied the
possibility of estimating the connection of these characteristics with the change of attenuation of microseismic
waves in the geological environment of coastal slopes. The zone of high sensitivity of attenuation to quantitative
change of acoustic speed on the border of Pontian limestones and Meotian deposits has been determined there.
Information-analytical system (IAS) should become an integral part of the monitoring system. IAS includes
stations of acoustical surveillance of coastal slopes. These stations should consist of the system of receivers of
geoacoustical information from different natural and man-caused sources. After that the received data should be
sent to the common center of processing data analysis. Control of the identified acoustic anomalies can be
carried out with the help of highly mobile remote geophysical methods. This complex approach gives an
opportunity to estimate the state of city’s geological environment and give reliable forecasting, long-term
planning and sustainable development of the city’s territory. 
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Landslide hazard assessment and risk reduction for the development in the
urban area of Dessie town (Wollo, Ethiopia)
Giandomenico Fubelli (1) , Francesco Dramis (1) , Domenico Guida (2) , and Antonello Cestari (3)
(1) University Roma3, Department Of Geological Sciences, Rome, Italy (fubelli@uniroma3.it); (2) University Of Salerno,
Department Of Civil Engineering, Salerno, Italy; (3) C.u.g.ri, Consortium Interuniversitay For Prevention And Prevision Of
Great Risk, Salerno, Italy;

This paper presents the results of a geo-environmental study carried out in the Dessie town area (Wollo), one of
main urban centers of Ethiopia (200,000 inhabitants, where landslides heavily interact with a disorderly, chaotic
and expanding human settlement. Consequently, the structural vulnerability of private and public buildings and
infrastructures, the absence of public awareness in urban planning and deregulated private behavior and,
possibly, the effects of climate change, induce high risk conditions for life, buildings, infrastructures and
economic activities. Dessie town is located between 2500 and 2900 m a.s.l. in a small tectonic basin making part
of the eastern margin of the northern Ethiopian Plateau. The basin bottom is filled with colluvial, fluvial and
lacustrine deposits overlaying a basalt bedrock, deeply dissected by the drainage network of the Borkena River
headwaters. Detailed field survey and large scale (1:5.000) geomorphological mapping, supported by the
analysis of multi-temporal aerial photos, allowed to point-out the geological features of the bedrock and
near-surface deposits and the morphodinamic role of the present-day geomorphic processes, including landslides
of different typology, extension and state of activity. The general geomorphic evolution of the area results in: i)
fast-moving landslides on steep basalt slopes; ii) debris slides on the talus belt; iii) rotational slides and
reactivation and enlargement of deep-reaching, dormant landslide bodies along the Borkena River banks. On the
base of a detailed landslide inventory a GIS-based methodology, involving geological/geomorphological field
survey, site analysis, macroarea analysis and susceptibility analysis was applied. Site analysis lead to the
definition of discriminating parameters (lithological and morphometric conditions necessary but not sufficient to
trigger a landslide of a given type) and predisposing factors (conditions that worsen slope stability but are not
sufficient to trigger a landslide of a given type in the absence of discriminating parameters). The different
predisposing factors were subdivided into classes, whose intervals were established by descriptive, statistical
analysis of landslide inventory data. A numerical index, based on the frequency of landslide occurrence,
quantified the contribution of each class to slope instability in each Homogeneous Territorial Units (HTU),
characterized by distinctive landslide susceptibility levels. At each of the above landslide scenarios was attribute
a landslide hazard level (H1, H2, H3 and H4) with reference to the different landslide types affecting the area, in
analogy to the standard terminology used in shared scientific literature and institutional protocols. By
intersecting the landslide hazard maps with a urban vulnerability map, based on the distribution of buildings and
infrastructures, on their civil importance and structural resistance, on the density and persistence of people
occupation, a landslide risk map with different risk levels (R1, R2, R3 and R4) was derived. The landslide risk
map and the related report will constitute the starting point for a possible plan of risk mitigation regarding the
urban area of Dessie. This project could provide operative tools for: i) supporting urban planning and settlement
regulation; ii) adapting environmental restoration; iii) improving hydraulic and slope stabilization works.
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Managing the Uncertainties of Natural Terrain Landslides in Hong Kong
Ken Ho (1)
(1) Chief Geotechnical Engineer, Geotechnical Engineering Office, Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong, China
(kenho@cedd.gov.hk);

Although much knowledge has been accrued over the years in landslide trigger, failure mechanisms and debris
movement mechanics and technical frameworks for hazard and risk assessments have been developed, there
remain considerable uncertainties in respect of natural terrain landslide assessments. The need to consider
climate change and the corresponding hillside responses further complicates the problem given the fuzziness of
the state-of-the-art in this subject area. The main problems relate to knowledge gaps and potential errors in
judgement. In this paper, key issues that need to be addressed are highlighted and the difficulties faced by
geotechnical professionals in practice are illustrated by case examples. The strategy and approaches taken to
manage these uncertainties are discussed. 
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The Geotechnical Properties and Stability of a Landslide Site in South
Eastern Nigeria
Ogbonnaya Igwe (1) , Hiroshi Fukuoka (2) , and Anthony Diyokeugwu (3)
(1) Department of Geology, University Of Nigeria, Nsukka, Department of Geology, Nsukka, Nigeria
(igwegeology@hotmail.com); (2) Research Centre on Landslides, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Kyoto University,
Geophysics, Kyoto, Japan; (3) Department of Geology, University Of Nigeria, Nsukka, Geology, Nsukka, Nigeria;

The geotechnical properties and the stability of a landslide site in south eastern Nigeria were assessed. The
landslide occurred few hours after an intense rainfall and destroyed resources worth millions of dollars.The soils
associated with the landslides have low bulk density, high porosity and permeability. The slip surface was
impermeable black shale. The landslide site is under intense hydrostatic pressure manifested in numerous springs
and oil (gasoline) seepage. Shearing tests show the shear strength parameters are very low, and that the dominant
process controlling the deformation of the soils was liquefaction. Normally and over-consolidated samples all
liquefied, with over-consolidated samples having higher brittleness index than the normally consolidated ones.
Scanning electron microscope analyses show that there are micro planes of weakness in the undisturbed soil
samples meaning that the soils are inherently unstable and needs only a minor increase in shear stress on the
slope to fail. Significant excess pore pressure generation began only after the soils had been displaced
considerably. Stability analysis obtained a factor of safety of 0.78. Becuase the landslide occurred few hours
after a heavy rainfall can be evidence that there was sufficient lag time for the lubrication of the slip surface.
Also days of intense precipitation that predates the landslide might have helped the saturation of the slope
materials, resulting to increased pore pressure (i.e. reduced shear strength) and seepage pressure (i.e. increased
shear stress). A serious concern is that about 95 percent of the slopes in south eastern Nigeria are founded on
soils with similar properties as those investigated. Urgent action is needed, therefore, to prevent further loss of
lives and property.
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Kostanjek landslide: current state and planned activities in the frame of
Japanese-Croatian joint research project
Martin Krkac (1) , Pavle Feric (1) , Laszlo Podolszki (2) , and Aleksandar Tosevski (1)
(1) Croatian Landslide Group, University Of Zagreb, Faculty Of Mining, Geology And Petroleum Engineering, Zagreb,
Croatia (martin.krkac@rgn.hr); (2) Researcher, Croatian Geological Survey, Department Of Hydrogeology And Engineering
Geology, Zagreb, Croatia;

Kostanjek landslide is placed in the hilly area of Mt. Medvednica, which belongs to western part of urban area of
the City of Zagreb. This is the largest landslide in the area of Zagreb mainly caused by antropogene factor, i.e.
mining of limestone and marl. Open pit mines are placed in the vicinity of upper part of landslide and in the
lower part of landslide. Kostanjek landslide was activated in 1963 and excavation of marl was stoped in 1988
after identification of surface excavation in the toe of landslide as the triggering factor. Interpretation of
landslide model and landslide causes was made by Ortolan in 1996 on the basis of geotechnical investigation
from 1988. Main elements of landslide model developed by Ortolan in 1996 are the following: landslide area is
1.2 km2; total volume of displaced mass is 32.6 millions m3; three sliding surface are interpreted (at the depths
50 m, 65 m and 90 m); volume of second displacement was 12.8 millions m3; volume of third displacement was
7 millions m3. Initial displacement occurred along bedding planes of Sarmatian deposit composed of laminated
marl. Subsequent reactivation was in upper part of landslide body composed of deposits of Pannonian age (marl
and clay rich marl). Maximum displacement of particular parts at the landslide surface (in the period from 1963
to 1994) was 3.9 m. Consequently, landslide damaged approximately 500 residential and industrial buildings,
and 100 of them are completely destroyed. Kostanjek landslide area is highly risky area because of existing and
potential damages. Because of that, the City of Zagreb has ordered design of remedial measures in 2002 which is
not finished yet. Reason for this is landslide complexity and land use by numerous private owners and industry.
Moreover, there is a question about price and efficiency of proposed measures. In this paper is presented current
state and planned activities related to Kostanjek landslide. In the frame of Japanese-Croatian joint research
project, Kostanjek landslide is pilot area for establishment of integrated monitoring system using geodetic and
geotechnical monitoring equipment (GPS, extensometers, inclinometers, piezometers, pore pressure meters, rain
gauge, seismographs). Real time monitoring results will be base for establishment of early warning system. For
the purpose of detailed planning of monitoring system it is necessary to define landslide border at the surface. In
the case of Kostanjek landslide, landslide border is not clearly expressed, and damaged houses also exist outside
landslide border interpreted by Ortolan at 1996. Considering existing data and requirements of planned
monitoring activities it is necessary to establish inventory of existing damages on houses and constructions
aimed at mapping of landslide features and interpretation of landslide activity state and distribution.
Development of GIS database with all data about landslide from previous investigation and newly collected data
will enable better insight into certainty of landslide model. Additional data regarding to landslide activity state
and distribution were obtained trough analysis of several generation aerial photos. Interpretation of DEMs,
especially quantification of vertical ground displacements and volumetric mass redistribution from different
periods (Prokesová et al. 2010), was base for detecting landslide border on terrain surface. 
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Soil nailing as a means of reducing urban landslide risk
C. F. Lee (1)
(1) Chair Professor, Geotechnical Engineering, University Of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China (cf.lee@hkuspace.hku.hk);

Hong Kong is a densely populated city in a mountainous setting, with hundreds of landslides during the summer
rainy season. With numerous high-rise residential buildings constructed on slopes, some of the landslides
resulted in huge losses of life and damages to property. The prime cause of landslides is the infiltration of rain
water into the slope, thus resulting in the softening of the subsoil and a significant reduction in its shear strength.
An obvious solution is therefore to keep the rain water out of the slope, by providing a surficial layer of
concrete, shotcrete or chunam, along with surface and subsurface drainage systems. This has been proven to be
an effective way of reducing landslide hazard in Hong Kong. However, with time, citizens began to complaint
against the “ugly” concrete surface patch, against the surrounding green setting. The authority was urged to find
a more environmentally friendly solution than concrete surfacing. A research team at the University of Hong
Kong therefore undertook to develop a soil nailing technology to replace concrete surfacing. Extensive
laboratory testing and full-scale testing of both cut and fill slopes were carried out, along with computer analysis.
As a result, a new method of designing and constructing soil-nailed slopes was developed, with soil nailing
followed by re-vegetation. This method of landslide hazard mitigation is now widely used in Hong Kong,
resulting in slopes that are both safe and environmentally more friendly.
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Landslides in Urban Areas of South Korea and some Issues for Successful
Risk Reduction 
S.g. Lee (1) , and M.g. Winter (2)
(1) University Of Seoul, Korea, University Of Seoul, Dept Of Civil Engineering, Seoul, Korea (sglee@uos.ac.kr); (2)
Transport Research Laboratory, Transport Research Laboratory, Edinburgh, Uk;

The Korean peninsula is situated in north-eastern Asia between China and Japan. The Republic of Korea forms
its southern part with around 50M people populating the 99,600 km2 area. About 70% of the area is
mountainous, but the altitude rarely exceeds 1200m. The average annual rainfall is about 1200 mm, 60% of
which falls between June and August . Recently many slope failures occurred during heavy rainfall in the Seoul
and Busan biggest cities in Korea. On 14 July 2009, in Busan, the monthly total for July was 886 mm compared
to the 30-year average of 290mm. The rainfall resulted in 146 slope failures of various types that significantly
affected residential areas, resulting in the loss of seven lives. One event resulted from the mass movement of
poorly-compacted fill at the head of an already unstable valley. This led to significant downstream erosion and a
debris flow that travelled for 1500 metres horizontally. A furniture factory that formerly stood on the fill at the
head of the valley was completely destroyed, other factories were significantly affected and a number of
residences up to the second floor of a tower block were badly damaged. At the run-out a large number of cars
that were entrained in, and destroyed, by the debris and one person was killed. This event may be attributed to
the placement of poorly or uncompacted fill upon which the aforesaid buildings were subsequently constructed
further compounding the issue by causing changes to water-flows in the areas. On 21 September 2010, in the
capital Seoul there were 80 slope failures of various types during the a heavy rainfall event in which 260 mm fell
in just half a day (intensities reached 100mm/hour which is the second highest in the rainfall history in Korea).
One of the 80 events was in the form of a large debris flow of 1~2m thick, 40m wide and 800m long and
occurred at the head of a mountain valley in the centre of Seoul. A large volume of debris material and 3,000
up-rooted trees flowed into a road and residential areas resulting in the destruction of 50 cars and in 20 houses
being submerged. Lee (1997) observed that in Seoul many houses and roads have been built with little apparent
attention to potential landslide hazards, as exemplified at the most basic level by steep slopes and valleys. While
the city authority has been recommended to consider landslide hazard mapping of mountainous areas, this
suggestion has not been accepted as yet. Seoul suffers many landslides each summer. In July 1972, when so
many people died also in Hong Kong leading to the establishment of the GEO in 1977, there were 175 casualties
resulting from landslides in Seoul. To date there is no systematic management of slopes in Seoul. In 2007 the
Korean government introduced the “Law Related to the Prevention of Steep Slope Disasters”, this represents a
first step towards systematically organizing the management and mitigation of damage caused by landslides at a
national level. In accordance with this law, the government have designated 14,000 locations as highly
susceptible to slope failure after studies carried out during a one-year period by local authorities. However most
of the real slope failure locations (146 and 80 in Busan, 2009 and Seoul, 2010, respectively) described above did
not correspond with the 680 and 300 sites which were considered as high susceptible to slope before the failures.
In the paper we describe these recent events and their causes before considering the actions that are desirable in
terms of management and mitigation, and considering the obstacles to progress, these latter particularly include
the governance of land and infrastructure. In doing so we draw on experience of other events of the recent past,
including those that have occurred in urban environments in Korea. 
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Geodynamic phenomena study by using the engineering geological and
geophysical investigations in Berati urban area, Albania
Ylber Muceku (1) , Mentor Lamaj (2) , Idris Jata (3) , Jani Skrami (4) , Hamza Reçi (4) , and Edmond Dushi (4)
(1) Institute of Geosciences, Polytechnics University of Tirana, Albania, Institute Of Geosciences, Engineering Geology
Department, Tirana, Albania (mucekuy@yahoo.com); (2) Geological Survey of Albania, Civil Geology, Engineering
Section, Tirana, Albania; (3) Institute of Geosciences, Polytechnics University of Tirana, Albania, Institute Of Geosciences,
Geophysics Department, Tirana, Albania; (4) Institute of Geosciences, Polytechnics University of Tirana, Albania, Institute
Of Geosciences, Sezmics Department, Tirana, Albania;

The Berati town is located in center part of Albania. It is one oldest town in Europe. From its special and older
architectonics value, currently it is saved from UNESCO. The present paper briefly treats an engineering
geological and geophysical study related to slope mass movements at Berati urban area. From our investigation
results that in two zones are developed the landslides. The first one is located in western part, whereas the
second in northern part of Berati urban area. Movements are divided into three types: topple rocks, fall and earth
slides. Rock falls and toppling occur on steep slopes of hard and fractured limestones rock, which extend in
western part of Berati urban area. The earth slide is occurred in northern part of urban area and it is shallow
landslides, occurring frequently in steep slope, diluvium soil. The mass movements have affected several
engineering objects as buildings, urban roads and threat human life. That’s why on 2005-2008 years in this area
we carried out a study with complexes method. For that are done the field works represent by engineering
geological mapping on scale 1:1000 and geophysical investigations, as well as laboratory tests, the results of
which are presented in this paper. The engineering geological mapping include a lot of works as surface
observations, drillings and many soils and rocks samples were taken with physical-mechanical properties
examined in laboratory. According to geophysical investigations the Electrical Resistance Tomography-(ERT)
and Seismic measurements (velocity of shear and longitudinal waves, Vs and Vp) were applied.
Geomorphologically, the investigations area represents a hilly area with a slope angle varies from 20°-25° up to
30°-40° in northern part and 70°-85° up to 90° in western part. Whereas, related to geology setting it’s built by
limestones and flysch rocks are covered by soils deposits. The reasons of the landslide occurrence in this area are
included geomorphological, lithological, geodynamic phenomena, hydrogeological, physical-mechanical
properties of rocks and soils cover and human-activities including excavation of hill slope for building and roads
construction. The present works give the risk assessment, hazards area, landslides study’s methodology,
landslides type, landslides reasons and suggestions and recommendations for remedial measures. 
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Mass movement and risk assessment in Kruja town, Albania
Ylber Muceku (1) , and Mentor Lamaj (2)
(1) Institute of Geosciences, Polytechnics University of Tirana, Albania, Institute Of Geosciences, Engineering Geology
Department, Tirana, Albania (mucekuy@yahoo.com); (2) Geological Survey of Albania, Civil Geology, Engineering
Geology Section, Tirana, Albania;

This paper briefly describes the mass movement phenomena occurred in the urban area of Kruja town, Albania
and risk assessment, as well. Kruja is an oldest town in Albania. It is a historical and heritage center, because of
there are many cultures monuments like Skanderbeg castle etc. The urban area of Kruja town many years ago
and now days is suffering the mass movement effects. From this phenomenon many engineering’s objects, like
the buildings, roads, water supply pipe lines and Skanderbeg castle etc. are damaged and demolished. Here,
several factors affect the soils and rocks stability among which are rainstorms, streams erosion, steep slope,
tectonics developments, high weathered bedrocks and disforestation. The numbers of active landslides are
increased dramatically after 1980 years; therefore an engineering geological mapping on scale 1: 10000 is
carried out. In this work, besides lithological setting, geomorphology and mass movement mapping, a detailed
analysis according to landslide types and factors, which favored and caused this phenomenon, is done. The mass
movements type found in the studied area are earth slide, rocks fall and debris flow. Also, the studied area is
divided in the stable, unstable and dangerous zones according to geodynamics phenomena and is given the
hazard assessment, which helps on better understanding of the landslides activity as one of the most harmful
hazard on the entirety geological ones. 
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Debris-flow risk assessment: potential runout modelling to support land
management policies at municipal scale
Davide Murgese (1) , Dario Fontan (1) , Marina Pirulli (2) , Claudio Scavia (2) , and Paolo Oria (3)
(1) Sea Consulting Srl, Land Management, Turin, Italy (murgese@seaconsult.eu); (2) Politecnico Di Torino, Department Of
Structural And Geotechnical Engineering, Turin, Italy; (3) Ingegneria E Territorio, Turin, Italy;

The assessment of natural-risk levels related to debris-flow occurrence is a crucial process for the development
of proper land management policies in densely urbanized alluvial-fans of the Alpine region. The construction of
mitigation measures represents an important issues for local communities budget. These kind of structures are
built to protect edified areas lowering natural-risk level below defined thresholds and to allow socio-economic
development at local scale, especially in mountain areas, where urban expansion is strongly conditioned by local
morphology and natural processes dynamics. In 2009, SEA Consulting was instructed by Bruzolo Municipality
(Susa Valley, Piedmont Region, NW Italy) to assess the efficacy of a levee along the Pissaglio riverbanks
designed to protect a densely populated area. The study aimed at assessing residual risk levels to support local
authorities in defining specific land management procedures for sectors that could be affected by debris-flow
occurrence. The study consisted in the following steps: a) interpretation of aerial pictures; b) field survey of
Piassglio river catchment and alluvial-fan; b) implementation of a GIS to store field data and prepare geological,
geomorphological and land-use maps; c) geotechnical characterisation of terrains recognised on the field; d)
definition of debris-flow triggering areas; e) modelling of debris-flow along to test the efficacy of the levee and
to define sediment patterns; f) preparation of a natural risk map. Debris-flow triggering areas where defined
based on field observations, landslides distribution reported on the geomorphological map and by assessing
shallow-landslide susceptibility by means of SHALSTAB code. Once source areas where defined, debris-flow
runout, flow height and flow velocity were modelled according to three different codes: a) RASH3D code,
assuming a Voellmy rheology; b) “Colate Detritiche” code, which is a bi-dimensional model that implements
Voellmy and Takahashi equations; c) HEC-RAS, a widely used code for hydraulic engineering analyses. Results
proved the efficacy of the levee in containing the debris-flow within the river-bed and indicated an acceptable
residual risk for some areas down-hill the investigated structures. The results of the study where then used to
define new expansion areas that do not cause and increase in natural risk levels. A comparison of potential
runout results obtained with the three codes emphasizes a strong influence of digital terrain model resolution on
debris-flow runout modelled with RASH3D code. The combination of different methodologies for assessing
debris-flow dynamics led to the definition of a reliable picture of risk levels at local scale. 
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Minimising losses due to landslide
Abdul Rahman Pandi (1) , Suhaimi Jamaludin (1) , and Che Hassandi Abdullah (1)
(1) Research & Development Unit, Slope Engineering Branch, Public Works Department, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia;

Landslides are one of the most destructive natural disasters in Malaysia besides floods. The socio-economic
losses due to landslides are significant and set to continue growing as population growth sees development
expanding to encompass further potentially unstable hillside areas. These losses can be reduced by means of
effective planning and management which involves legal, policy and institutional framework and guidelines of
best practices for every stages of development. In this paper, existing laws, policies and guidelines applied since
as early as 1960 which indirectly or directly for the purpose to minimise losses due to landslide will be
discussed. Proposed best practices in minimising losses due to landslide will also be discussed. 
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Mapping of geological at-risk areas in the city of São Paulo: issues and
results from the largest survey of risk in Brazil
Luciana Pascarelli (1) , Rafaela Lançone (1) , Rodrigo Costa (1) , Luiz Pires (1) , Eduardo Macedo (2) , Fabricio
Mirandola (2) , Fabiana Checchinato (2) , and Katia Canil (2)
(1) PMSP, Sao Paulo City Hall, Consultancy Services And Technical Works, Sao Paulo, Brazil
(lucianapascarelli@gmail.com); (2) IPT, Cetae, Laboratory Environmental Risks, Sao Paulo, Brazil;

In the City of São Paulo, the first reports of accidents resulting from landslides are directly related to urban
expansion that has been recorded since the 30s. Areas of major environmental fragility, such as slopes and
stream-banks, have also ended up being occupied without proper planning. The increased number of deaths due
to landslides in the 80s already indicated the need for intervention at these sites by the public authorities. It was
important to act to prevent these disasters, not only emergency assistance to victimized families. Where to start
from? What were main problems of this new city that already in the 80s was sheltering about 75.000 people?
How to approach similar problems in communities with such unique features? Therefore, in 1989 the first
systematic and official survey on the City’s at-risk areas was made. At the time, the at-risk sites had been still
unknown, except for the occurrence records and press reports. While some areas were evaluated by experts,
others appeared or expanded without any control. The surveys pace could not definitely follow the growth and
the density of favelas, and some communities started to trigger the first records of accidents in areas hitherto
stable. Other increasingly more complete surveys were conducted in 1992 and 2003, but only in 2010 the
complete picture of the geological at-risk areas of the capital could be known with precision. Considering the
universe to be studied and the detail level of the work, it was necessary to use specific methodology to enable
evaluation of the entire City in a relatively short period of time. For that purpose, the City was divided into 26
regions, and for each of them, mapping activities were carried out in five phases: 1 - Appointment and selection
of areas to be evaluated; 2 -Field Screening; 3 – Flying over region for picturing oblique image; 4 - inspection
technique for obtaining data from the field; and, 5 – Inclusion of the results on Geo-referenced Information
System (GIS). The study involved about 80 professionals in the fields of geology, engineering, architecture,
geography, civil defense, and housing, who participated directly or indirectly in all stages of work. Thus, the
mapping that has recently been completed by the Municipality of São Paulo and by the Institute for
Technological Research of São Paulo State is today the largest geological-risk database in the country. Besides
technical information, the survey also shows the types of intervention to be implemented according to the degree
of risk and the type of verified occupation, - vital data to prioritizing the public-authorities actions. Currently,
among the 1,602 favelas and informal settlements in the city, 407 (25%) occupy areas with some occurrence
probability of mass-movement processes (landslides, erosion, and fall of stone blocks). Together, the assessed
areas cover about 13.5 km2, which corresponds to about 1% of the City’s territory, although they all are located
in the outskirts regions. Of all the assessed sectors, 57% correspond to areas of slopes and 43% to the margin
areas of streams. 105,816 homes were analyzed and, currently, 8% of this total is located in the most critical
areas, classified as very high risk, which require immediate actions in order to stabilize them; 19% were
classified as high risk and the rest - 73% - show more stable situation. Currently, about 115,000 people live in
landslide-risk areas in the capital. The results, now complete and current, have been making possible
reassessment and adjustment of the low-income intervention projects by the government, prioritizing housing,
social-educational infrastructure, and basic-sanitation actions in areas of greatest susceptibility. 
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Landslide hazard assessment project in the Messina municipality area
(Sicily, Italy)
Claudio Puglisi (1) , Danilo Campolo (2) , Luca Falconi (1) , Gabriele Leoni (3) , and Silvia Lumaca (2)
(1) ENEA - Italian National Agency for new technologies, energy and sustainable economic development, " ", Utpra Prev,
Rome, Italy (puglisi@enea.it); (2) Consultant Geologist, " ", Rome, Italy; (3) Roma Tre University, " ", Department Of
Geological Sciences, Rome, Italy;

In last 4 years Messina Municipality has been hit four times (25/10/2007, 27/09/2009, 01/10/2009, 01/03/2011)
by extreme rainfall events that triggered a great number of debris flows. More than 1 thousand debris flows was
recognised in the 2009 events in about 20 square kilometers. Due to 2009 event Natural Risks Prevention and
Mitigation Laboratory of ENEA started researches about landslide hazard in the injured area. In this framework
Messina’s Public Authority administration charged ENEA a study for the entire municipality area in order to
obtain a support tool for sustainable urban planning and to raise awareness about geomorphologic risk both in
technicians and in population. Messina municipality territory (about 210 square kilometers) is located at the NE
culmination of Monti Peloritani range (NE Sicily corner). Northern part faces two seas: Mar Tirreno at NW and
Mar Ionio at SE. Southern part is represented by eastern side of Monti Peloritani. This range is formed by seven
metamorphic Units (Complesso Kabilo Calabride) covered by late orogenic terrigenous formations, hardly
tectonized and in discordant contact with the below units. Post orogenic deposits are plio-pleistocenic marine
and fluvial terraces in delta or submarine fan facies. Monti Peloritani range stretches along the coast and is
characterized by narrow and steep catchments of small size (5-10 km2). These catchments have also high relief
energy (up to 1000 meters drop in about 5 km) and few minutes of concentration time. Coastal plain is often
missing. Urban fabric cover about 20% of the territory and is developed mainly along Ionic coast, close to
mountain relief; secondary villages occupy main valley’s bottom and fluvial gravitational fans. Intense orogeny
and strong tectonic uplift, coupled with steep slopes, lead to high erosion rates, that increased in last years
because of rainfall extreme in intensity and duration. Hazard assessment method’s first step is a detailed
inventory of past and recently occurred landslides. It is followed by the survey of natural and anthropic
conditions of triggering areas in order to distinguish discriminating parameters (condition necessary for
triggering) and predisposing factors. Discriminating parameters, usually lithology and slope angle, mark
potentially susceptible areas (Litho Morphometric Units, LMU), while predisposing factors share in worsening
stability, so defining susceptibility degree. GIS analysis of geographic layer related to discriminating parameters
and predisposing factors lead to depict areas with homogeneous conditions (Homogeneous Territorial Units,
HTU) where a proper function, based on inventory data, calculate the degree of susceptibility for new landslides
triggering. Susceptibility map shows potential triggering areas and the comparison with dynamic characteristics
of past events lead to estimate the amount of susceptible debris flows as well as to model their evolution: it
means to find the path of new debris flows and to derive their impact in terms of energy produced. Rainfalls data
analysis of occurred events allows definition of specific triggering threshold for the study area. These parameters
will be tested in a test site field for the measurement of soil humidity and saturation as a function of
meteorological conditions. In this test site will be also monitored geomorphological and geotechnical
parameters. Obtained data will be compared with past pluviometric series in order to define rainfall thresholds
and return time and to derive a reliable landslide hazard map. The morphology of Messina territory, the
development of town and villages up to creek outlet, the transformation of riverbed in street and the
abandonment of terracing, contributed to increase geomorphological risk of urban areas. Knowledge of actual
landslides impact may promote sustainable planning of risk mitigation for mountain source and transit areas as
well as for urban areas prone to deposit of debris flows. 
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El Forn landslide (Andorra), an example of geological risk management in
large sliding inhabited areas
Joan Torrebadella (1) , Joan Altimir (2) , and Ivan Villaró (3)
(1) Euroconsult Andorra, Natural Hazrads And Earth Monitoring Manager, Andorra La Vella, Andorra
(torrebadella@euroconsult.ad); (2) Euroconsult Andorra, Managing Director, Andorra La Vella, Andorra; (3) Euroconsult
Andorra, Project Manager, Andorra La Vella, Andorra;

El Forn landslide is one of the largest landslides in the Pyrenean area. Until 2009 it had not been thoroughly
studied or characterized, so the existence of movements and their evolution (residual deformation, potential
acceleration,more or less active areas, etc.) are not well known. This poster presents the monitoring of a large
active inhabited landslide from the Middle Ages, situated in the Andorran Pyrenees and its associated risk
management. In 2000, the Government of Andorra initiated several actions to manage the risk associated with
large slides, with an initial zoning of the territory in relation to different natural hazards (large landslides, rock
falls, debris flows and shallow landslides). In 2002, works consisted of drawing a map of buildable area located
in El Forn landslide based on knowledge gained from a detailed study of the area. In 2007 work began on
instrumentation that last until early 2009 in order to characterize the materials that are part of the landslide
(through borehole of 200 meters deep)and equip the boreholes with inclinometers, rod extensometers and wire
vibrating piezometers. Today, ongoing periodic readings of the instruments with the aim of identifying areas of
greater movement and activity. We know that have its characteristics (speed, size, etc.) must wait several years
due the low velocity movement of El Forn landslide (calculated between few mm/year to 1 cm/year). Also, with
information obtained from the different monitoring campaigns may be determined more accurately the most
active and more capable of recovery within the landslide in order to propose actions to mitigate the associated
risk, and if necessary, alert authorities to evacuate the area in case of emergency. With regular monitoring of
landslide movement is expected to have an essential element in determining when and how to activate an Early
Warning System, EWS.
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A Review of Geomorphological Mapping for Landslide Hazard Assessment,
Hong Kong
Steven J Williamson (1) , and Alberto Dias (2)
(1) C.Eng, C.Geol, Aecom, Geotechnical, Hong Kong, China (steven.williamson@aecom.com); (2) C.Geol, Aecom,
Geotechnical, Hong Kong, China;

The high population density and hilly terrain of Hong Kong has led to increasingly close proximity of steep
natural slopes and dense urban development, and assessments of landslide hazard and risk form a significant and
expanding part of geotechnical engineering practice. The application of geomorphological mapping is a
fundamental part of Natural Terrain Hazard Assessment (NTHA), where the technique can contribute to the
process of identification and delineation of potential hazardous terrain and optimization of consequent mitigation
measures. This paper will first introduce the subject of geomorphological mapping for natural terrain hazard
assessment purposes, and then outline examples of applying the techniques to various sites in Hong Kong over
the last ten years, charting the evolution of the technique and technical advances made. 
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Landslides and Reduction of Damages: A Case Study from Gundogdu
(Rize, Turkey)
Ali Yalcin (1)
(1) Aksaray University, Engineering Faculty, Geological Engineering, Aksaray, Turkey (ayalcin@aksaray.edu.tr);

Rize province has been significantly damaged by frequent landslides which are caused by severe rainfalls and
result in many casualties. The area is prone to landslides because of the climate conditions, geologic, and land
cover characteristics of the region. The most recent landslide occurred on August 26, 2010 in Gundogdu town.
The landslides have caused large numbers of casualties and huge economic losses in the region. Thirteen people
died, twenty houses collapsed, more than a hundred houses damaged, and one hundred fifty vehicles were
damaged in the Gundogdu landslide. Rainfall is the most frequent landslide-triggering factor in East Black Sea
region, Turkey, especially Rize region. Rize is the rainiest city of Turkey. Total annual precipitation is over 2300
mm, and precipitation is equally distributed in each month. However, in August 26, 166.5 mm precipitation
rained within 24 hours in the region and this rainstorm caused great damage. The intensity rainfall periods were
become as an indicator of landslide activity. It is very important that the presence of suitable lithologic units for
occurring landslides. There are appropriate materials to contributed constitution of landslides in the study area;
completely weathered dacite. In addition, intensity land cover types as tea plantations have been blocked surface
flows and rainfall is able to quickly penetrate into the soil through open tension cracks that appear in the
landslide head and in stretching zones. According to the results of the analysis, the study area has been overlaid
tea garden 70 % percentage approximately. Furthermore, the landslide risks have increased by devastation of
land cover in this region. In this region, over-steepened slopes, slope saturation in areas of heavy rainfall, and
removal of slope vegetation can also increase landslide potential. The combination of all these effects have been
affected to the settlement areas and living people in the study area. In this study, the effects of all the factors
were separately examined on landslides. 
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Session L16
Early warnings and emergency plans

Conveners: N. Casagli, Y. Yuepin

The Session addresses technical and operational aspects related to the implementation of early 
warning systems and emergency plans for reducing landslide risk at local, regional and national 
levels. These aspects involve technological development, landslide impact scenarios, capacity 
building, planning mitigation, preparedness and recovery actions. Critical issues of early warning 
systems will be discussed, such as the understanding of critical factors of landslide triggering, the 
rapid identification of precursors and anomalies, the correlation among different indicators, the multi-
parameteric monitoring, the definition of thresholds and alert levels.

Moreover the Session will embrace the technical and scientific requirements of emergency plans 
associated to early warning systems, such as the modeling of risk scenarios, the implementation of 
fast risk reduction measures, the planning of civil rescue actions and their scheduling for the different 
alert levels.
Special consideration will be given to those papers reporting innovative methods, new technologies, 
remote sensing and best practices of scientific and technological transfer.
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Rainfall threshold and integrated landslide susceptibility mapping:
application to landslide management in Wudu, China
Shibiao Bai (1) , Jian Wang (1) , Thomas Glade (2) , Rainer Bell (2) , and Benni Thiebes (2)
(1) Nanjing Normal University, Key Laboratory Of Virtual Geographical Environment (ministry Of Education), College Of
Geographical Sciences, Nanjing, China (shibiaobai21@163.com); (2) University of Vienna, Geomorphic Systems And Risk
Research Unit, Department For Geography And Regional Research, Vienna, Austria;

The Wudu County covers 4,683 km2 and embedds in the Qinling Mountains with the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, the
Loess Plateau and the Sichuan Basin as the three major geomorphic units; which is one of the regions in China
most seriously affected by landslides (Scheidegger & Ai 1987). This is due to the broken lithologic formations
and the high tectonic activity. In addition, the increase of urbanization processes and the reconstructions
following the WenChuan earthquake increased the landslide frequency, but accelerated also the impact of
occurring landslides on the society. In the past 10 years, large landslide disasters occurred often. For example,
the Gansu mudslide occurred at 8 August 2010 only 30 km away from the study area of Wudu, which was
caused by heavy rainfall and killed more than 1,478 people. As of 4 September 2010, 1,243 others have been
rescued, but 287 remain missing. Wudu regional include three landslide triggering factors: high frequency
earthquake, high intensive rainfall and human activities, these causes damaging geological disasters with a very
high intensity and frequency of landslides and debris-flows. The landslide inventories are constructed by a
combination of field investigation and SPOT 5 and ALOS remote-sensing image data applying monoscopic
manual interpretation, image classification and texture analysis, which include 186 historic landslides, 384
Wenchuan earthquake landsides and 826 rainfall landslides during 1995-2003. A landslide predisposing factors
database both before and after Wencuan earthquake was constructed. Data are stored in a resolution of 30×30m
and include digital orthophoto maps (DOM), digital elevation model (DEM) and derived topographical
parameters (e.g. altitude, slope, aspect, profile curvature, plan curvature), geology (the map scale of lithological
properties and fault characteristics is 1:200,000), land use (at map scale 1:100,000) and further different
environmental layers including road network and rivers. The triggering factors of the WenChuan earthquake
have been collected from the USGS database and include the Peak Ground Accelerationn (PGA), Peak Ground
Velocity (PGV), and the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI), The triggering factors of rainfall dataset are from
the daily precipitation records from several rain station in this regional. The purpose of this presented study is
analyze the rainfall thresholds and landslide susceptibility mapping to assist the prediction, mitigation and
management of slope instability in Wudu regional. Firstly, the rainfall thresholds was calculated using
Antecedent Daily Rainfall model based on the landslides induced by multi-temporal rainfall events in the Wudu;
secondly, Historic, earthquake and rainfall three separate susceptibility maps were produced. The integrated
landslide susceptibility score in this pixel is maximum landslide probability of three landslide susceptibility at
that pixel. Results show, that the rainfall thresholds has the potential to be applied to rainfall forecasts and the
integrated landslide susceptibility map could be used for land use planning in this region as well as emergency
planning by the responsible local authorities.
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Cost effective Practices for Landslide Monitoring for Early Warning in
Selected Countries in Asia
R.M.S. Bandara (1) , Rajinder.K. Bhasin (2) , Oddvar Kjekstad (2) , and N.M.S.I. Arambepola (3)
(1) National Building Reach Organization, Sri Lanka; (2) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Norway; (3) Program Manager
and Director, Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, Bkk, Thailand (arambepola@adpc.net);

In recent times landslides and mass movements have become widespread events, posing great problems and
serious challenges to development process especially in mountainous areas of developing nations in Asia. They
have increased both in frequency and intensity and have assumed catastrophic and disastrous proportions in
number of countries such as Chaina, Indonesia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, causing extensive damage to life and
property. Mass movements occur as a result of heavy precipitation or as a secondary hazard triggered by
geological events such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions etc. In addition to its triggering factors, increase in
occurrence has been associated with a combination of factors and several attributes such as geological,
topo-graphic, morphometric, climatic and anthropogenesis nature that directly or indirectly contribute to the
phenomena of slope instability. A review of available literature emphasizes the role of landslide monitoring as
an important controlling factor if the observation of initiation of slope failures can be introduced as a
preparedness measure. Landslides are often triggered in areas with past landslide history and monitoring of the
landslides using community based approaches observed to be a very effective. In most areas development
activities seems to be responsible for reactivation of dormant landslides. Hence communities living in areas with
landslide history should be warned in time through constant monitoring and early warning of potential
reactivation. In addition slow moving slides on hill slopes need constant monitoring as many of developing
countries in Asia cannot afford to undertake mitigation measures or to resettle people to safer areas after
identification of the potential threat. Realizing the importance of recording sound and cost effective practices of
landslide monitoring for early warning the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC) in collaboration with the
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute(NGI), Norway is implementing a ‘Regional Programme’ for documenting and
sharing good practices for early warning of landslides with the participation of mandated national institutions for
landslide related activities from Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam. The Programme receives financial assistance from the government of Norway.
This ongoing project aims to promote sound practices for monitoring and early warning of landslides for
sustainable development. This is currently being achieved through gathering of information from participating
countries on existing approaches of landslide monitoring, using simple methods as well as more sophisticated
instrumentation especially to protect critical infrastructure. The project expects to disseminate knowledge on
good practices of landslide monitoring to promote landslide early warning among participating countries. This
paper describes current methods and approaches used for landslide monitoring for early warning in landslide
prone areas in the 10 participating countries of the Regional Programme. 
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Experimental alert modeling in hydrogeologic risk and related procedures
to activate civil protection system. A real case of study in Sicily
Giuseppe Basile (1) , and Marinella Panebianco (1)
(1) Regione Siciliana, Dip. Protezione Civile, Palermo, Italy (g.basile@protezionecivilesicilia.it);

The Nord-oriental sector of Sicily (Messina district) has a particular meteorological regime because it is often
interested by violent storms that cause very large damages due to flash floods and debris. On October the 1st,
2009 there were 37 victims; in other times several events have led to serious risks to public safety. The
environment is very sensitive to the presence of high slopes and clayey terrains derived from mainly
metamorphic rocks, and the territory is intensely inhabited. These conditions make the risk mitigation measures
particularly difficult; in fact, there is a little time between the event of rain and the prevention intervention. So,
the preparation of civil protection system is a fundamental requirement. For these reasons, the Department of
Civil Protection of Sicilian Region has an ongoing series of initiatives that seek to reduce response times: 1.
Instruments installation (rain and temperature sensors) with double transmission apparatus (radio and GSM) 2.
Installation of two meteorological micro-radars in X-band 3. Historical data analysis (precipitations and related
ground effects) to determine rainy critical thresholds 4. Construction of flow-chart to assign roles to the civil
protection system varying levels of alerting 5. Prepare men (geologists) to recognize instability ground signs and
to arrive early on places 6. Plan the activities of entire civil protection system The prevention of critical
situations may be the result of a combination of predisposal (accumulated rains) and triggering factors (forecast
and monitoring of precipitations); we know that there are several other elements conditioning the landslides and
floods, but the lack of data make it impossible to develop any other model. Unfortunately, in this moment the
determination of the rainy critical thresholds is based on an a single apparatus collocated far from the places
involved in the event of October 1st, 2009, and it have not a robust historical sequence about rainy intensity. So,
we have examined daily rain in the last 80 years and we have calculated the amount of precipitations from 1 to
20 consecutive days, then we have associated the historical injuries due to storms’ events (extracted from
newspapers notices and archives) to the collected data. So, we have determined three equations to identify the
critical thresholds related to the predisposal conditions: threshold 1: p=23,30•t^0,307; threshold 1:
p=46,61•t^0,307; threshold 1: p=69,91•t^0,307, where p is the height of precipitation (mm) and t is the days. The
critical thresholds for intensity of rain (triggering conditions) are fixed in 10, 25, 50 mm/h (values resulting from
some but few critical events). By the crossing between the thresholds of accumulated rains and intensity ones,
we have assigned levels of alerting (pre-alert, attention, pre-alarm, alarm) to which separate activities
correspond: from remote sensing intensification to territorial units’ engagement, up to the information to
population and its eventual evacuation. The values of thresholds are not strictly associated with the real ground
effects, since it is necessary to consider the “inertia” to start the entire civil protection system. To establish the
term “t” of precedent equations, we have carried out theoretic and practical tests on some critical events. The
results tell us that the model must memorize the accumulative rains for at least 15 days: only in this way it is
possible to be prepared to face out the sudden and violent rainfalls in the Strait of Messina’s area. The next
installation of the meteorological microradar in X-band will allow us to “watch” the storms and probably we will
be able to reduce the period “t”. This alert modeling can’t be valid for all areas of Sicily because of the
differences of climatic, meteorological, orographic and anthropic spatial features. This means that it is necessary
to strengthen the remote sensing's tools and the related modeling.
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Method of Residual-state creep test to understand the creeping behavior of
landslide soils
Deepak Raj Bhat (1) , Netra Prakash Bhandary (2) , and Ryuichi Yatabe (2)
(1) Graduate school of Science and Engineering, Ehime University, Department Of Civil And Environmental Engineering,
Matsuyama, Japan (Bhat.deepakraj.09@cee.ehime-u.ac.jp); (2) Science and Engineering, Ehime University, Department Of
Civil And Environmental Engineering, Matsuyama, Japan;

Many researchers have studied the creeping behavior of landslide soils in the laboratory using both odometer
and triaxial tests, however in most cases; they only concentrated on the pre-peak creep behavior of soil.
Skempton (1985) mentions that the field residual strength value for the slip surface soil of landslide should be
the same as the strength calculated from the back analysis of the landslide in which movement has been
reactivated along a pre-existing slip surface. If a landslide soil is supposed to have already reached its residual
state, pre-peak creep test does not adequately explains the creep movement of landslides that undergo large
displacements at close-to-residual state of shear. This necessitates the importance of further studying creep
behavior of landslide soils in residual-state of shear. Residual-state creep test procedure was developed by
authors which is capable of measuring the displacement with respect to time under the application of constant
creep load. This paper briefly describes the typical results obtained on four soil samples, i.e., commercially
available Kaolin clay and three landslide soils which have higher percentage of Smectite, Chlorite and Mica by
using newly developed concept of residual-state creep test with modified torsional ring shear machine. Finally,
the authors are focusing on further possibilities of prediction of landslide displacement.
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Cloud monitoring: an innovative approach for the prevention of landslide
hazards
Bigarré Pascal (1) , Klein Emmanuelle (1) , Gueniffey Yves (2) , and Verdel Thierry (2)
(1) Ineris, National Institute For Industrial Environment And Risks, Nancy, France (pascal.bigarre@ineris.fr); (2) Nancy
University, Laego, Ecole Des Mines, Nancy, France;

The pervasive nature of landslide, rock fall and cliff hazards in extensive hilly and mountainous territories, or
along shorelines and rivers, combines unpredictability and infrequency of disasters. This favors clearly a
cautious investment strategy from decision makers. In numerous situations, hazard mitigation or vulnerability
reduction unveils a high socio-economic cost for an uncertain far-off benefit. Therefore, for such situations rated
at risks, early warning systems may appear as a component of primary importance in the prevention plan. It
gives a temporary strategy to ensure public safety prior to more definitive remediation or vulnerability reduction
works. It provides at least delay for appropriate decision making and timely action. It also produces observation
data enabling eventually to improve our understanding and to answer to some relevant issues from the hazard
assessment. The deployment of a reliable monitoring solution means first to ensure the capabilities to detect both
early signs of large scale failure as well as potential triggering factors such as heavy rain-falls. This first signifies
to have a reasonable confidence in the hazard assessment, with a forecasted kinetic of failure mechanism much
lower than the time delay to activate countermeasures. Secondly, it implies a low false alarm rate. To achieve
these performances, real-time multi-parameter monitoring technologies are gradually imposing appearance of
new higher standards. These include heterogeneous clustered field instrumentation, smart data acquisition
protocols and sophisticated transmission technologies, as well as on-line processing routines and multiple levels
alarm capabilities. For instance, systems combining real-time microseismic and GPS RTK monitoring are ahead
of the most recent advances. All the more, virtualization and web applications have recently introduced new
capabilities to manage critical applications, to store and process important amount of data, while ensuring
seamless access to the data whenever and wherever needed, to all actors – technicians, specialists, experts, risk
managers and the public itself – for a better collaborative work. This new horizon calls nevertheless for higher
specialized resources and competences creating new profiles of services. The Cloud monitoring concept seems
now ready to emerge. This means the apparition of new parties able to scope not with a unique national or
regional monitoring network, as for seismic or meteorological monitoring, but with numerous independent very
local size monitoring projects. The Cloud monitoring concept calls for fully integrated monitoring services based
on verticalisation. This ranges from the field installation of the rented early warning system equipped with a
modular scalable hardware to a web-based scalable package of applications tailored to offer to end-users an
appropriate insight on the evolution of the geological site. This insight is based on customized tables, charts,
maps and documents, including time series, correlations, statistics, designed reporting and forecasting
capabilities. Cloud monitoring also means warehouse capacities based on servers offering redundancy and high
availability along with guarantees on a secured long-term interactive accessibility to data and metadata. It should
include the access to a new generation of web-based tools to help in crisis management. INERIS is currently
developing the e.cenaris cloud monitoring platform, dedicated to geohazards. The objective of this platform is to
provide a breakthrough in observational and monitoring services to the benefit of both the scientific community
and risk managers. Authors of the present paper present, detail and discuss this kind of new information
technology supposed to meet the needs of local stakeholders. A specific case study of a recently early-warning
system set up on the massive landslide of the Ruines de Séchilienne in France illustrates the discussion. 
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An Appraisal on Ongoing Practices for Landslide Early Warning Systems
in Selected South and East Asian Countries
Elmer B. Billedo (1) , Rajinder.K. Bhasin (2) , Oddvar Kjekstad (2) , and N.M.S.I. Arambepola (3)
(1) Geo-science Bureau, Philippines; (2) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Norway; (3) Program Manager and Director,
Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, Bangkok, Thailand (arambepola@adpc.net);

It is widely acknowledged that Asia is the World’s most disaster prone region, with nearly two-thirds of global
disaster mortality and morbidity occurring within the region. The IPCC Working Group II noted that heavy
precipitation events, such as floods and landslides, are very likely to increase in frequency and will augment the
multi-hazard risk scenario in most of the countries. Extreme weather events, such as cloud bursts and heavy
concentrated rainfall, especially in some parts of Asia, have been blamed for loss of life and property in the
region. Several hundred millimeters of rain per day for several days have been recorded in several parts of the
South Asian Region that includes Thailand, India, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. Landslides have been
triggered during these events causing a disruption in the normal life of the people residing in the affected areas.
Keeping the above facts in mind the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC) in collaboration with the
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) in Oslo, Norway is implementing a ‘Regional Project’ on sharing best
practices for early warning of landslides with participation from10 countries. The project, which is financed by
the government of Norway, includes the countries Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, India, Sri Lanka, Thailand,
China, Vietnam, Philippines and Indonesia. This ongoing project aims to document, share, enhance and develop
sound practices for early warning of landslides for sustainable development in areas affected by landslides. This
is currently being achieved through gathering of data from existing approaches and through formation of joint
working groups to identify critical factors and disseminate knowledge from participating countries. This paper
describes current status of landslide early warning systems in the 10 co-operating countries with emphasis on the
identification of critical elements for an effective early warning approach. 
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An alternative method of landslide early warning by gradient of volumetric
water content
Byung-gon Chae (1) , Jeong-hae Choi (2) , and Yong-seok Seo (3)
(1) Principal researcher, Kigam, Geologic Hazards Dept., Daejeon, Republic Of Korea (bgchae@kigam.re.kr); (2) Senior
researcher, Kigam, Geologic Hazards Dept., Daejeon, Republic Of Korea; (3) Professor, Chungbuk National Univ., Dept. Of
Geoenvironment, Cheongju, Republic Of Korea;

Early detection of landslide triggering in a broad natural terrain can be performed by monitoring rainfall and
physical property changes of soils in real time or nearly real time. This study installed a real time monitoring
system to observe physical property changes in soil along a valley during rainfall events. Among the measured
data by the monitoring system, volumetric water content was analyzed to identify landslide indications in soil
along with comparison with the results of laboratory flume tests. The response of volumetric water content is
faster than pore water pressure, and volumetric water content maintains the maximum value for some time
before slope failure. The field monitoring results show a direct proportionality of the effective cumulative
rainfall to the gradient of volumetric water content in unit time (t/tmax). As a preliminary study, this study
compared the slope failure with the gradient of volumetric water content dependent on rainfall amount. The
results explain that a large rainfall amount and a high gradient of volumetric water content induce slope failures.
Based on the results, it is possible to suggest a threshold of the gradient of volumetric water content between
failure and non-failure of a slope. The threshold could be a baseline for early warning of landslides related to
rainfall.
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Integration of technological development and civil protection activities
during a landslide emergency phase
Nicola Dell’acqua (1) , Vincenzo Albanese (1) , Angelo Corazza (1) , Paola Pagliara (1) , Nicola Casagli (2) ,
Sandro Moretti (2) , Chiara Proietti (2) , Gorgio Lollino (3) , Fausto Guzzetti (4) , and Francesco Guadagno (5)
(1) Department of Civil protection, Rome, Italy (nicola.dellacqua@protezionecivile.it); (2) University of Florence,
Department Of Earth Sciences, Florence, Italy; (3) National Research Council, Irpi, Turin, Italy; (4) National Research
Council, Irpi, Perugia, Italy; (5) University of Sannio, Naples, Italy;

Italy’s national territory is exposed to a broader range of natural hazards, including landslides, that cause every
year fatalities and a large economic damage. The vulnerability of its population and built environment is often
severe and has in some cases been exacerbated by human activities. In this perspective, within the National Civil
Protection Service (Law 225/95), the Department of Civil Protection (DPC) operates according to the following
lines: prevention, forecast and assessment, early warning and alerting, emergency response and recovery from
emergency. With regard to deferred-time activities, DPC provides strong support to the knowledge application
activities concerning landslide risk through a network of Competence Centres (Centres for technological and
scientific services). Moreover, DPC daily supports research efforts on the assessment of vulnerability and
exposure of population, buildings and critical infrastructures to the risks associated with this risk. When
operating in real-time and in particular in emergency phase, all of these actions need a different approach. As a
matter of fact, it’s necessary a rapid acquisition and transfer of scientific information in order to provide a
support system to decision makers for Civil Protection Authorities. The real operative case of the Montaguto
landslide (Campania region, Italy) here is presented. The Montaguto landslide is 3,000 m long, with an estimated
volume of 6,000,000 m3 and a sliding surface from 5 to 30 m dept. On March 2010 a re-activation event
occurred and the railway line and the state route were involved and covered by almost 450,000 m3 of debris. A
real-time monitoring system was performed by the Competence Centres (Ground Based InSAR by the
University of Firenze – Department of Earth Science and a robotic survey station by the Research Institute for
Geo-Hydrological Protection – National Research Council) as support to the decisional and operative activities
of DPC. Before installing the instruments, a time-series analysis of Persistent Scatterers InSAR data was
performed to evaluate the stability condition of the detected areas. The real-time monitoring system was devoted
to implement an early warning system during the emergency phase, to plan the stabilization measures and to
evaluate the effects of the structural interventions. The issues of the operative case here proposed have shown
that an integrated approach, both scientific than operative, is a valuable support for the decisional activities of
Civil Protection during an emergency phase. 
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Development of Debris Flow Early Warning System for Volcanic Rivers at
Mt. Merapi Area
Teuku Faisal Fathani (1) , Djoko Legono (1) , Adam Pamudji Rahardjo (1) , Dwikorita Karnawati (2) , and
Irawan Prabowo, (3)
(1) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Jalan Grafika 2, Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, (tfathani@gmail.com); (2) Department of Geological Engineering, Jalan Grafika 2,
Department of Geological Engineering, Yogyakarta, Indonesia,; (3) Universitas Gadjah Mada - Center for Energy Studies,
Universitas Gadjah Mada, Center for Energy Studies, Yogyakarta, Indonesia;

The 2010 Mt. Merapi eruption has produced approximately 140 million m3 of pyroclastic deposit, in which
more than 10 million m deposits are potential to move downstream through Boyong/Code River towards
Yogyakarta City. The flow behavior of Code River may be affected by the presence of accumulated sediment at
the upstream of the river (namely Boyong River). By rainfall trigger, this potential source can cause debris flow
disaster that may contribute damage to the settlement areas in Yogyakarta City. This paper presents the
development of early warning system to mitigate the impact of debris flow disaster along Boyong/Code River as
revealed by most adaptive, least cost, and collaborative-based technology. The system was developed by
considering the community aspiration in determining the types and placement of monitoring equipment, and
maintaining its sustainability.
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Processes and risk scenarios identified during the emergency actions
undertaken in the Vale do Itajai (Brazil) in 2008
Marcelo Fischer Gramani (1)
(1) Institute Of Technology Research - Ipt, Sao Paulo, Brazil (mgramani@ipt.br);

This article presents the processes and risk scenarios identified during field works for emergencial procedures of
risk assessment at the east region of Santa Catarina State, South of Brazil. The main cities in this survey were
Blumenau, Jaraguá do Sul, Timbó and the Bau Complex which includes the cities of Gaspar, Luis Alves and
Ilhota. This paper describes the works related to technical inspections and geotechnical safety procedures
adopted during the post disaster operations in affected area by widespread landslides. The mass movements
events were triggered by heavy rains with daily totals of 236, 2 mm (22/11/2008) and 214, 6 mm (23/11/2008)
and total accumulated rainfalls of 1403,3 mm in the month of november. During and right after the period of
critical and intense precipitation many scenarios could be observed in both urban and rural areas, including: flash
floods, debris and mud flows, soils landslides, several levels of damage and collapsing of houses and
infrastructure, river bank erosion processes, silting up channels and rivers by debris and accumulated sediments
causing natural barriers and changing of rivers course. The disaster occurred in Santa Catarina has the final
numbers: 135 deaths, 02 missing, nearly 80,000 displaced and homeless in November 2008 leaving about 12,030
in April 2009. These mass movements can be characterized by the very expressive volume of material mobilized
at relative short period of time, the run-outs reaches, the velocity and high transport capacity, including metric
rock boulders. Geologically it is composed by metamorphic and igneous rock s related to Precambrian basement
complex, such as schists, gneisses and migmatites. The large debris slides are controlled by specific
characteristics of weathering profile, presenting expressive soil thickness and rocky material with very high
degree of weathering and fracturing. The seepage pressures of percolating water also act upon the triggering
mechanism of these processes. Due to the sum of factors such as: high rainfall, the medium and large extension
of the areas affected by landslides and mass flows, coupled with unfavorable geological and geotechnical
conditions of the slopes which had deep alteration mantles, those accidents were considered accidents within a
scenario with high mobilization of soil that provided very high risk to populations and to existing infrastructure
and improvements. The recognition of the different scenarios and understanding the evolution of the same,
allows the definition of preventive actions and establishing of procedures to ensure not only the safety of persons
at risk, as well as teams who work in rescue. In this case, the research it is of fundamental importance to the
preparation of teams and acting in the Management of Natural Disasters. The research confirmed the high mass
movement’s natural susceptibility in region of the Serra Mar mountain range at the east region of Santa Catarina
State, crossed by highway system, pipeline, agricultural areas and port of Navegantes. The shallow and deep
landslides are the kind of mass movement more frequent in this region. In spite of this, many recent debris flow
events have been registered in the Serra do Mar mountain range. 
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Review of some empirical methods to correlate rainfall and shallow
landslide
Suhaimi Jamaludin (1) , and Faisal Hj Ali (2)
(1) Research & Development Unit, Slope Engineering Branch, Public Works Department, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Its widely known that high intensity rainfall in short period of time in wet season will trigger shallow landslides
due to loss of matrix suction or loss of negative pore–water pressures, and also in some places due to
development of perched water table near to the soil surface. To apply this concept of knowledge in the
development of landslide warning based on rainfall monitoring, it will involve significant effort and budget for
installation of related instruments and sensors, and it was quite impossible to implement it at national level. To
overcome this, empirical correlation between rainfall and shallow landslide can be developed and used. There
are various works using different methods and terms can be found in the literature. In this paper, three types of
empirical rainfall thresholds will be reviewed: i.e. (i) Intensity versus Duration (ID) Thresholds, (ii) Intensity
versus Working Rainfall and (iii) Intensity versus Antecedent Thresholds. Two efforts in correlating rainfall and
landslides empirically in Malaysia using the first two of the above mentioned methods was also discussed in this
paper.
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Evaluating the role of rainfall on historical landslides triggering in
Bradanic Foredeep, Basilicata region (Southern italy)
Maurizio Lazzari (1) , Marco Piccarreta (2) , and Domenico Capolongo (2)
(1) IBAM, Cnr, Tito Scalo (pz), Italy (m.lazzari@ibam.cnr.it); (2) Dipartimento di Geologia e Geofisica, University Of Bari,
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The Mediterranean region is particularly sensitive to changes in the frequency and intensity of extreme rainfall
events, which are often related with disastrous geo-hydrological events, such as floods and landslides (Brunetti
et al., 2002, 2004; Luino, 2005). Italy is one of the most vulnerable countries in terms of exposure to natural
hazards within the Mediterranean (Luino, 2005). The area affected by hydrogeological risk is 21,505 Km2,
which corresponds to the 7.1% of the whole territory. From 1991 to 2001 more than 1000 flood events occurred
(Ministero dell’Ambiente, 2003). In only one year, 2003, major floods affected more than 300,000 people and
caused damage up to 2,184 million euros. Here we analyze the record of extreme rainfall events and landslides
in Bradanic Foredeep, the southeastern sector of Basilicata region (southern Italy). In Basilicata the area affected
by flood risk is 260 km2 (2.6% of the whole territory) and 58% of the 114 municipalities (comuni) are classified
at high risk and a further 13% at very high risk of landsliding (Ministero dell’Ambiente, 2000). In the
investigated area slide planes are often associated with contacts between unconfined aquifers in layers of sands
and conglomerates and underlying impermeable clays and shales (Gostelow et al., 1997). Large landslides,
which have caused structural damage at Pisticci, Ferrandina and Grassano have been linked to extreme rainfall
triggers (Clark and Rendell, 2006). The study focused on the compilation and analysis of historical landslides
and climatic data to explore the observed relationship between rainfall and landslides. More than well dated 300
landslide historical events have been recorded from literature and archive sources during the 1925-2010 period.
For each recorded landslide event, the daily rainfall (P1) and the previous cumulate rainfalls on two (P2), three
(P3), five (P5), ten (P10), fifteen (P15) and thirty (P30) days were calculated in order to identify precipitation
thresholds that might be used to anticipate or forecast the occurrence of landslides. Moreover, the use of the
Standardized Precipitation Index as useful instrument for rainfall-induced landslides monitoring (Lazzari et al.,
2006) has been investigated.
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An operational warning system for the forecasting of landslide occurrence
at regional scale 
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Landslides are a recurring phenomenon worldwide, responsible of casualties and major economic losses.
Rainfall is the most common triggering factor and in particular shallow rapid landslides are usually triggered by
short and intense meteoric events, while deep seated movements are usually induced by moderate rainfalls with
prolonged duration. In this work we present a regional scale warning system (named SIGMA) which combines
rain gauges measurements and rainfall forecasts and compares them with a series of statistical rainfall
thresholds. Such thresholds were based on the total amount of rainfall, which was cumulated considering
different time intervals: 1 day, 2 days and 3-days cumulates took into account the critical rainfall influencing
shallow movements, while a variable time interval cumulate (up to 240 days) was used to consider the triggering
of deep seated landslides in low-permeability terrains. A decisional algorithm integrated in the warning system
automatically provides a criticality level depending on which thresholds are exceeded. The model was integrated
in the regional warning system of Emilia Romagna (Italy) for civil protection purposes. Most part of the
statistical or empirical models require a database of dated landslides, which is not always and everywhere
available. The basic version of the SIGMA model was not affected by this limitation because the thresholds were
calibrated with a statistical analysis of historical rainfall data, independently to past landslides. The proposed
model has therefore the advantage of being easily and rapidly exportable to other contexts, since it requires only
rainfall data from a sufficiently organized network to be implemented in operational warning systems.
Consequently, if during the first years of activity data are collected about landslide occurrence, model errors and
correct predictions, an additional empirical calibration procedure can be performed with respect to dated and
georegistered landslides. In our test case this calibration highly improved the performance of the model and the
improved version of the SIGMA model provided satisfactory results during a three years validation period. The
passage from a system to another was very easy from a technical point of view as it required only the adjustment
of a few parameters in the decisional algorithm of the early warning system. For its flexibility and versatility, the
proposed methodology seems particularly appropriate for emerging countries that have not yet gathered
extensive and complete information on the location and time of occurrence of landslides. 
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Landwarn: an operative early warning system for landslides forecasting
based on rainfall thresholds and soil moisture
Francesco Ponziani (1) , Nicola Berni (1) , Marco Stelluti (1) , Renato Zauri (1) , Luca Brocca (2) , Tommaso
Moramarco (2) , Diana Salciarini (3) , and Claudio Tamagnini (3)
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The Umbria Region is one of the Italian most prone areas yearly hit by landslides and floods. For early warning
procedures aimed at the assessment of the hydrogeological risk, the rainfall thresholds represent the main
component of the Italian Civil Protection System. An accurate and reliable methodology for the landslide risk
assessment and management is one of the main targets of the Umbria regional Civil Protection Centre (where the
“Decentralized Functional Centre” – CFD is the operative early warning office. It is well known that only the
application of rainfall thresholds is not sufficient for risk evaluation, as initial condition play a crucial role: by
acting on the pore water pressure, the soil moisture modulates the strength-stress ratio in soils and so it is a
significant precondition for the triggering of landslides, maybe as important as thresholds based on accumulated
rainfall values. This insight was already pointed out in former studies (Ponziani et al., 2010, 2011) showing the
correlation between the triggering of several large landslide events occurred in the Umbria region and the initial
soil moisture of the involved sites. On this basis, to improve the performances of the alert system for the
landslide risk, Umbria Region CFD, in cooperation with the Research Institute for Geo-Hydrological Protection
(IRPI-CNR), developed and tested a continuous physically based soil water balance model, addressed to the
estimation of soil moisture conditions over the whole regional territory prior to storm events. The main purpose
is to get a new Early Warning System for landslide risk prevention of the CFD by coupling the computed soil
moisture pre-conditions with the already operative rainfall thresholds. Nowadays, the system is still under
development with three main tasks: - Application to 110 high risk landslide sites located across the whole
regional territory; - Application to a case study rockslide, for which a real time extensimeter network is also
available and it can be used to test the reliability of the system itself; - Application to the whole regional territory
over a dense computation grid aimed at the development of a real time landslide risk scenario. Moreover,
GIS-based modeling techniques will be applied (Salciarini et Al., 2011) in order to build a physically-based
system capable to improve the overall performances, taking in account rainfall, soil moisture, geometric,
hydrologic and mechanical characteristic of the slopes. The three tasks are implemented in real time by using
both observed rainfall data from the dense regional hydrometeorological network and 72 hour rainfall forecast
by local area meteorological model. A linear relation between the rainfall thresholds and the initial soil moisture
conditions was found with correlation coefficients up to 0.60 showing the key role of initial soil moisture
conditions on landslide triggering. Therefore, the correlation established between the maxima cumulative rainfall
values and the soil moisture prior to the triggering of landslides allows to dynamically adjust the rainfall
thresholds which is of paramount interest for warning activities.
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Operational methodology in Aosta Valley for the definition of the level for
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The main mission of "Centro Funzionale" consists in issuing daily, at 14.00 hours, the “criticality bulletin”, that
defines the alert level for hydrogeological and hydraulic risk at regional scale. Operational methodology and
related technical instruments must allow the operators to optimise the decision-making process over the 2-3
hours between the results of weather forecast and the issue of the Bulletin. The forecast system of
hydrogeological risk in Aosta Valley was based on a threshold system, developed by the Italian Civil Protection
Department. The operator was used to decide the alert level on the basis of his experience, using the
precipitation threshold as the only indicator for landslide triggering processes. This system has mainly the
following problems: 1. From technical point of view, the precipitation threshold considers only the “maximum
precipitation” parameter and has been calibrated on the damage caused by the individual landslide, instead of
considering the scenario related to a critical meteorological event; 2. From methodological point of view, the
absence of a codified procedure may lead to non homogeneous choice criteria and to an excessive caution. Two
main modifications have been introduced to tackle these problems: the definition of new multi-parametric
thresholds (a) and the draft of new operational procedure (b). a) The new multi-parametric thresholds keep
simultaneously into account previous precipitations, current precipitations (maximum and average) and snow
level. The methodology was studied in order to use the quantitative data provided by weather forecasts. The first
step consisted in creating a daily database, including, from 2000 to 2010, maximum and average precipitations
aggregated on 12 and 24 hours, cumulated precipitations of previous 30 days, and snow level. The comparison
between threshold exceeding cases and data obtained from the analysis of a regional damage database, led to the
calibration of all the parameters. b) The new operational procedure were drafted in order to take advantage of the
experience acquired by operators and in order to uniform, as possible, the warning selection criteria. First, the
operator main activities, required for a comprehensive overview of the situation, are organised according to a
chronological process and linked to specific software. Further, in case of threshold exceeding, the associated
alert level is defined taking into account monitoring results and actual scenario, too. In most cases, this level is
uniquely defined; otherwise the choice depends upon the operator’s experience. The operator, however, is
allowed to choose a different alert level: in this case the choice must be agreed with a pool of technicians, while
the reasons and logical path, which led to the choice, must be written down in a synthetic report. In order to
improve the actual system, a new multi-parametric threshold is being tested. The method takes into account 8
predictors, correlated with the main causes of hydrogeological damages, calibrated on major meteorological
events recorded in the last 10 years in our region. The result is given in term of probability (low, medium or
high) of a “moderate criticality” to happen. However, the low number of events so far occurred does not allow
the method to be considered statistically significant and it can be tested and improved only by occurrence of
future events. Next step consists in improving the performance of “soil saturation” predictor. The current
method, based on previous cumulated rainfall, does not fit for a mountain region area, where the role of snow
melting process is relevant. Hence, a new network of soil humidity sensors has been installed. The data collected
help in feeding a specific module of a hydrological model focused in estimation of this variable. 
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Radar interferometry technologies for ‘early stage’ warning of structural
instability on monuments at risk
Deodato Tapete (1) , Nicola Casagli (1) , and Riccardo Fanti (1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Department Of Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italy (deodato.tapete@unifi.it);

In the field of the conservation of cultural heritage, the new tendency of preventing the occurrence of instability
events potentially damaging monuments and historic remains requires the development of innovative procedures
allowing an effective warning, to avoid partial or total loss of elements of inestimable cultural value.
Approaching this theme means, among others, to think a different concept of ‘early warning’, both due to the
particular nature of cultural heritage and the specific relationship existing between preventive diagnosis and the
planning of risk mitigation interventions. As the main aim is the preservation of the former quality and structural
integrity of the cultural artefact, any warning activity can be actually effective only if it warns about the
evolution of instability mechanisms at an ‘early stage’, allowing the execution of appropriate countermeasures to
safeguard the exposed elements. Such conservation issue equally concerns cultural heritage as single monument
or entire site located within an urban settlement or distributed over a huge suburban area. In regard with the
extension of the site to monitor and the typology of landsliding processes affecting the monuments, the choice of
the technologies to be adopted should combine the non invasive mode in measuring and monitoring the
phenomena with the properties of rapidity, high resolution and cost-effectiveness. In the present work we discuss
the results of the experimental implementation of Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)
technologies on the archaeological heritage of Rome (Italy), carried out in the framework of co-operation with
the Commissioner for the archaeological areas of Rome and Ancient Ostia, Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage
and Activities. High sampling frequency and spatial resolution of Ground-Based InSAR (GB-InSAR)
instrumentation allowed us to perform real-time monitoring of the structural behaviour of Domus Tiberiana,
built on unstable foundation ground affected by a long history of local displacements and collapses. The analysis
of constantly updated displacement time series for selected control points, located over the observed scene in
correspondence of areas with homogeneous structural behaviour, was exploited to real-time detection of
displacement anomalies as deviations from the normal trend. Such monitoring at ‘single monument scale’ was
successfully supported by a feedback procedure. It involved the monitoring unit in sending the alerts and the
local authority, responsible for the monument, in verifying the presence of any deterioration effects directly on
the structures in response to each warning. Same procedures were tested on the central archaeological areas of
Palatino and Oppio Hills, as well as on the southern Aurelian Walls and the complex of Roman Aqueducts,
adopting Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI), as satellite multi-image technique particularly suitable for
monitoring campaigns at ‘archaeological site scale’. High detailed time-series analysis showed localized ground
motions and deformations of the monitored structures, even highlighting the occurrence of acceleration phases
within the displacement trend of some points, assumable as potential precursors of future deformations. In such
cases, the ‘early stage’ warning provided useful information for local conservators, suggesting further on site
investigations and guiding the design of specific mitigation interventions to be carried out in the areas confirmed
as critical. The main outcome of these experimentations consisted in combining the capacity of performing
multiple scale warning activities, by exploiting the different potentials of ground-based and satellite radar
techniques, with effective feedback procedures in a productive synergy with the end-users and decision-makers.
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Defining physically-based rainfall thresholds for early warning systems
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In general, rainfall thresholds for landslides occurrence are not spatially explicit. However, to issue effective
warnings, the emergency managers need to know which areas are included in the warning. Probabilistic rainfall
thresholds compiled on correlations between recorded data show that precipitation amounts and durations
required to trigger shallow landslides vary with climatic, geotechnical and topographic conditions; consequently,
thresholds exhibit a high degree of spatial variability, even across relatively small geographic areas (Baum &
Godt, 2010; Guzzetti et al. 2008). For rapid analysis of intensity/duration rainfall thresholds at the local scale,
GIS-based modeling techniques have been developed and successfully applied starting from Iverson’s theory
(Baum et al. 2008, Godt et al. 2008, Salciarini et al. 2008). A GIS-based code permits the evaluation of the
spatial distribution of the minimum rainfall intensity which triggers shallow landslides and debris flows over a
given study area, based on the rainfall duration and the local geometric, hydrologic and mechanical
characteristics of the slopes. In this work, we combine such an approach with short-time predictions of rainfall
data, derived from a real-time meteorological monitoring by Decentrate Functional Centre (CFD) of the Umbria
Region Department of Civil Protection (central Italy), with the aim of implementing an early warning system.
An example of application to a study area of the Umbria Region in central Italy is presented, describing the
capability of the model of providing site-specific thresholds for different rainfall scenarios and issuing different
levels of hazard warning. The application illustrates some challenges on the technically feasibility of
shallow-landslide early warning systems, capable of including specific information on the affected areas,
probability of landslide occurrence and expected timing.
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Validation and Interpretation of Monitored Behavior of Slopes Vulnerable
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Monitoring and early warning is one of the most promising ways toward reduction of disasters induced by
landslides and slope instabilities. Although less costly than construction of retaining walls and other mechanical
measures, early warning has several problems to be overcome. First, it is often the case that the exact location of
an unstable soil mass is not defined and hence the location of monitoring sensors cannot be decided. This
problem can be solved by installing many low-cost sensors within a possibly unstable slope. The second
problem concerns what slope information should be monitored. The present study has developed a low-cost
MEM sensor that can monitor slope deformation by means of tilting angle of the sensor during heavy rainfalls.
A wireless network collects signals from the sensors periodically and helps local government issue through
cellular phones an alert signal or emergency evacuation order, depending upon the progress of tilting of sensors.
It is further important that the low cost of the sensors allow individuals to purchase personally and installs them
in order to protect themselves from slope disasters. The developed equipments have been deployed in several
slopes in the recent times for validation of field performance. The present text reviews the obtained records and
discusses their use for practice.
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Session L17
Advanced technologies for landslide stabilisation

Conveners: P. Marinos, P. Tommasi

The session will be held by Key-note speakers who will refer on use, modelling, performance 
monitoring and construction aspects of remedial/mitigation measures on natural and man-made 
slopes. One or more of the following aspects can be treated with reference to a specific project/site 
or from a general point of view:
-innovation in stabilization technologies,
-application of consolidated techniques to particular stabilization problems,
-innovation in design/modelling consolidated technologies,
-major ongoing or recent stabilization projects with integrated techiques.

Contributions about the management/policy of slope stabilization are welcome as well. At the 
end of the session a discussion will be promoted on most relevant aspects of slope stabilization 
from different points of view. The scope is to bring to the attention of all components of the slope 
management (central and local land-use authorities, contractors, designers, researchers) on new 
stabilization technologies as well as on new methods for design and performance monitoring of 
existing techniques. Stress will be also given to promoting the research on stabilization from both 
technological and analytical point of view and the application of geotechnical tools to the design.
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The large Acqualoreto landslide (Umbria, Italy): stabilization projects
through integrated use of innovative and consolidates techniques
M. Balducci (1) , L. Faralli (2) , C. Olivanti (1) , and L. D. Venanti (2)
(1) Area Progetto Associati, Perugia, Italy; (2) S.G.A. Studio Geologi Associati, Perugia, Italy;

Gravitational mass movements have for a long time represented a risk for the village of Acqualoreto and still do
so today, particularly for those buildings and infrastructures lying on the north-western edge. This side of
Acqualoreto (Umbria, Italy) is classified as a high risk landslide area (area R3 in the Plan of the
Hydro-geological Structure drawn up by the River Tiber Basin Authority) and the village had previously been
included among the towns to be reinforced by, and at the expense of the State (President’s Decree 1349/1966 -
Royal Decree 445/1908). The area lies on the edges of a narrow, procumbent ridge which coincides with part of
the niche of a large paleo-landslide. The large landslide has been classified as a flow which almost completely
fills the catchment basins of the two streams (Petrusi and Della Cupa), tributaries of the River Tiber, between the
towns of Todi and Orvieto. The paleo-landslide does not show any evidence of possible re-activation, however,
but over sixty active or dormant landslides classified as slips or flows have been identified along parts of the
surface of the accumulation body and along the scarp which forms the large erosion scar. A series of
geo-technical investigations were carried out in the area classified as a high risk landslide area (R3) during the
period Oct. 2002-Dec. 2010, with the aim of defining not only the geometry and kinematism of the landslides,
but also the geo-mechanical and hydro-geological characteristics of the subsoil (Scaglia Toscana Formation).
The investigations included 30 depth-integration drillings; 11 nucleus destruction drillings; 3 seismic refraction
profiles and 9 DPSH dynamic penetration tests. Furthermore, geotechnical monitoring instruments (21
inclinometers, 32 piezometers, 1 rain gauge, 1 flowmeter) were installed and a series of instrumental
measurements were taken and which are still currently in progress. In order to resist the gravitational movement,
a series of measures aimed primarily at protecting the city and the road access have been constructed. In the
preliminary phase the design was to build up a flexible retaining wall together with a system of draining wells
aimed to intercept ground water and to convey it by gravity to the final receptor. In the execution phase, after
numerous technical problems, it was necessary to modify the solution proposed, and to intervene proceeding
from the top to the foot of the landslide. The first intervention performed (2005) was developed in order to avoid
movements due to tension decrease present in the altered bedrock and in the filling in the top of the landslide. At
this point a flexible retaining wall was constructed. The flexible retaining wall is made by piles of large diameter
(Ø800; L=15 m), extended for a length of about 110 m. Subsequently (2008), a drainage system consisting of 14
sub-horizontal drains about 140 meters long was constructed within the main landslide body. The system was
realized using the no-dig technology, consisting in guided drillings. The drains have been placed on several
levels, parallel with the ground surface, in order to intercept the sliding surface. The system allows to keep the
groundwater level below the threshold critical for the landslide movement. Contemporary (2008) also a draining
screen was built. The screen consists of 28 wells arranged in parallel to the slope, able to collect the groundwater
and convey it by gravity to the final receptor. The readings provided by the geotechnical instruments show
clearly that stability has been achieved throughout the intervention area. Obviously, in areas not affected by
interventions, residual movements are still ongoing, with different dimensions.
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Finite Element Modeling and Parametric Analyses of the 'Long Span
Pocket Type' Rockfall Interception Cable-Net Structure
Shanker Dhakal (1) , Netra Prakash Bhandary (2) , Ryuichi Yatabe (3) , and Naoki Kinoshita (4)
(1) PhD Student, Ehime University, Graduate School Of Science And Engineering, Matsuyama, Japan
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Very recently, Japanese researchers have introduced a rockfall interception cable net structure - an improved and
modified form of the prevailing short span ones - and named it as “Long-Span Pocket-Type Rock-nets (LPRs)”;
normally of spans longer than 10 meters. Like other types of flexible barriers famous worldwide and especially
in Europe, the LPRs also dissipate the energy of the falling rock boulders (obtained from rockfall hazard
analysis: refer contributions by G.P. Giani colleagues) mainly by large deformations of net, cables, and by the
slip and/or permanent elongation of the friction brake (dampers): the U-bolt type damper is virtually the only
type appearing in practice around Shikoku Island of Japan; along the “Kurei-Sujaki Line” Road on the Pacific
coast in Kochi Prefecture, for example. Again, as was the case with the development of flexible barriers in
Europe(D. Peila et al.) the usual way to check the global performance of a LPR in a “reproducible and
scientifically sound fashion" has been by utilizing the 1:1 prototype (full scale) test. However, the limitations of
the full scale test and the need to introduce and advance the numerical simulation (either to aid or replace the full
scale tests) has already been established (A Cazzani et al., H. G. Grassl et al., F. Nicot et al., A. Volkwein et al.,
D. Castro-Fresno et al., J.J. del Coz Díaz et al., etc.). Therefore, through this research, the authors aim to
understand the behavior of the LSPR by numerical studies using some reliable numerical code (such as
LS-DYNA). With the ultimate objective to optimize the performance of the existing configurations or identify
new designs, this paper deals with the foremost step towards that goal viz the numerical modeling using finite
element method. Also, a number of confusions identified while reviewing the existing guideline-stipulations and
state of the practice (basically encouraged from the SAEFL: 2001/2006, EOTA ETAG 027 and Japanese
Considerations), for example regarding the shape and size of the rock boulders, point of impact, role of friction
brake damper and its constitutive modeling, etc. are attempted to be addressed. For various practical reasons,
finite element shell modeling was preferred for net mesh and the damper was modelled with truss element with
idealized plastic kinematic hardening material model. The back analysis was carried out to make the simple
finite element model capable of simulating the available full scale test results. Again, the performances of the
LPR for various idealized shapes of the rock blocks carrying same energy including spherical, cylindrical and
polyhedral (recommended and being practiced) for different impact points located at centre and three-quarter
height (recommended by European and Japanese Guidelines respectively) were simulated. Further, using first
principles, an analytical relation expressing the hardening parameter of the idealized constitutive model for
damper as a function of the expected slip and the limiting (yield) friction (tension) has been derived. This
reference relation was implemented in the numerical model and calibrated with the help of an experiment on
damper conducted in recent past and also verified with the available full scale test results. The findings of the
research have been summarized into the following five headings: 1. On back analysis parameters for numerical
simulation, 2. On the effect of idealized shape and size of rock block,3. On the effect of specified locations of
point of impact, 4. On constitutive modeling of the existing damper, and 5. On the possibilities/need of
modification, and optimization. 
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Landfill slip failure repair with geogrids using waste fill material at
Danylan, Wales
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Danylan landfill operated from 1955 until its closure in 1971 just prior to introduction of legislation with an
emphasis on environmental protection that would have required the landfill to have a license. In early 2004, and
following a prolonged period of rain, an approximately 18m high landslip occurred at the north-western end of
the former landfill. The landfill involved approximately 8,000 tonne of uncontrolled refuse tip material in a
matrix of made ground. Testing of the landslide debris indicated that, if left unattended, its chemical
composition could pose a significant chronic risk to human health, flora, fauna and controlled waters.
Restoration of the landslide to its original profile included the engineered placement of the failed waste debris
back into the slip scar with the aid of Tensar polymer geogrid reinforcement providing a robust, cost effective,
sustainable, environmental friendly and maintenance free engineering solution.
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Soil Nailing with flexible structural facing: design and experiences.
Giorgio Giacchetti (1) , and Alberto Grimod (1)
(1) Consultant, Alpigeo, Belluno, Italy (giorgio.giacchetti@maccaferri.com);

The aim of soil nailing is to improve the slope stability when there are unfavorable stability conditions. The
nailing mobilizes friction forces along the entire length and contributes to the improvement of the stability
conditions when there are displacements in the soil. The protection of the exposed surface among the nails is
obtained by the facing, which holds the soil, prevent erosion phenomena and assume an aesthetic function. In the
conventional soil nailing the facing is realized with shotcrete, but in some situation, especially on natural slopes,
a flexible structural facing (wire mesh or wire mesh geocomposites) is required. In that case the design of the
facing is quite complicate, because of the low membrane stiffeness of the mesh: in facts, as it can be observed on
site on some type of meshes, a punching load of few kilo Newton is enough to determine half a meter or more of
displacement of the facing. In order to support a realistic calculation approach of the flexible structural facing
several site test have been developed to show the importance of the membrane stiffness in the meshes. As well
the on site tests highlight that the standard lab tests on small samples actually don’t supply complete information
and lead towards incorrect calculation systems. The test results on large samples have been implemented in new
concept of calculation for the flexible structural facing, where either stiffness and tensile resistance of the mesh
are considered for the calculation of the facing in the ultimate and serviceability limit state.
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Effectiveness of Anti-sliding Piles for Wulidui landslide under Rainfall
Condition
Xinli Hu (1) , Huiming Tang (2) , and Chunguang Zhang (2)
(1) Affiliation, China University Of Geosciences, Engineering Faculty, Wuhan, China (huxli2000@163.com); (2) China
University Of Geosciences, Engineering Faculty, Wuhan, China;

Rainfall is one of the important factors which make slope unstable. After landslide improved with pile, the
landslide seepage field will be changed due to the pile, especially under the rainfall condition. The landslide
stress field will change with the seepage field, which will influence the landslide stability. In order to design
anti-slide pile reasonable, the effectiveness of anti-sliding piles under rainfall condition should be studied. Take
the WuLiDui landslide in Three Gorges reservoir area as example, the engineering geology is introduced. The
natural landslide stability was evaluated. Choosing reasonable and practical soil - water characteristic curve and
permeability function model, taking the 175m water level and the 150mm/d rainfall intensity (lasts 3 days ) as
typical condition, the mechanic model was found. With GEO-STUDIO software, the seepage filed and matric
suction distribution in slope with different time without and with anti-sliding pile was simulated. Combine with
SIGMA and the SEEP to couple the seepage field and stress field, the stress field and the strain field was
simulated. Based on above all, the landslide stability with and without anti-slide piles before and after rainfall
was evaluated.
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High capacity flexible systems used for slope stabilization after damages in
rainstorm periods. Road TF-711 in La Gomera (Canary Islands - Spain).
Luis Miguel Laguna Megal (1) , Jaime Perera Bermúdez (2) , Raúl Chaminade Bautista (3) , Adolfo Hoyos
Limón - Gil (4) , Juan Carpio Garoz (5) , and Javier Velasco Núñez (6)
(1) Mining Engineer, Consultant, Specialist, Madrid, Spain (luismilaguna@yahoo.es); (2) Jobsite Manager, Ute
Vallehermoso, Aridos Herrera S L - Civil Jobs, San Sebastian De La Gomera - Tenerife, Spain; (3) General Manager, Ute
Vallehermoso, Corsan Corviam Construcción S A - Canary Islands Manager, Sta Cruz De Tenerife, Spain; (4) Jobs Director,
Canary Islands Government, Civil Jobs And Transportation, Sta Cruz De Tenerife, Spain; (5) Deputy Jobs Director, Canary
Islands Government, Civil Jobs And Transportation, Sta Cruz De Tenerife, Spain; (6) Jobs Technical Assistance, Icinco S A (
Canary Institute Of Research In Construction), General Manager, Arafo - Tenerife, Spain;

La Gomera Island, is a marvelous volcanic and mountainous area where landscape and international tourism are
inside the main resources producing incomes. Special mention must be made to the Garajonay National Park,
with the highest protection legislation affecting it. Along 11 km of the road TF-711, between the town
Vallehermoso and Garajonay, entering inside the Park on the 3 last km, civil jobs for improvement of the road
platform were made between July 2007 and December 2010. Construction has been made by a Temporary Union
of Enterprises called UTE Vallehermoso, (Corsan Corviam Construcción S.A. and Áridos Herrera S.L.) Between
December 2009 and February 2010, hard rainstorm events hit Canary Islands, with the result of a big amount of
landslides and rockfalls in different points damaging the jobsite. Many slopes had been protected previously, as
the constructive project recommended, with steel hexagonal mesh, the most extended and traditionally used
protection technique in the Canary Island, as well as in many other areas worldwide, but many failures
happened. These events forced a financial effort from the Authority owning the road, the regional Canary Islands
Government, who had to enable additional economic resources to solve the problem. It was reconsidered the
effectiveness of the protection measures used, and a proposal for the main hazardous slopes was developed using
a mesh made of high-tensile steel wire with an ultimate tensile strength of 1770 N/ mm2, in spite of 500 N/mm2
which has the previously used. Such kind of mesh, has a successful history along 10 years applied worldwide as
protection measure against superficial slope instabilities, but an innovative concept based on this mesh was
developed years ago in Spain, and has been applied in hundreds of different areas in this country as a system
concept. Using reinforcement with steel cables in addition over the mesh, allows extending its capacity to a
much wider range of slope instabilities problems. It can be applied for deeper surface failures, and for much
higher strength capacity required. Nevertheless, it hasn’t been yet used for many problems in volcanic areas. A
Complementary Project was made in a first step, to use this technology in the 18 most hazardous slopes at the
jobsite. The new jobs began early November 2010, and have finished middle February 2011, in coincidence with
a new hard rainstorm period hitting again Canary Islands, which produced more instabilities again. It was
defined by the Authorites and the UTE a monitoring strategy to follow the evolution of instability processes and
its relationship with the rainstorm events, in order that it could be better understood the remaining hazard at the
road for the future, and the performance of the different stabilization systems used along the jobsite. Important
lessons have been learnt from the described experiences. One of the main is the excellent performance of the
reinforced high tensile mesh systems used in the first Complementary Jobs for these problems, in so
heterogeneous terrain, with an extraordinary adaptability for the different geotechnical problems existing in
volcanic lands, and a very low environmental impact in a highly ecologically protected area. As a result of the
different conclusions, a new project has been ordered by the Canary Island Government, to extend the described
efficient technology to other hazardous slopes, in order to minimize with reliability the risk onto acceptable
level. A description of the main aspects involved on the geotechnical problems, relationship with rainstorms,
technology applied, and decisions process regarding the described events, are developed in the paper.
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Low environmental impact consolidation works in the rock cliff of Civita di
Bagnoregio (Central Italy)
Claudio Margottini (1)
(1) ISPRA, Dpt. Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy (claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it);

The work illustrates the design solutions prepared and implemented to mitigate dangers and geomorphological
risks in the cliff of Civita di Bagnoregio (Central Italy). Civita is located on a tuff cliff for centuries subject to
landslide phenomena that have resulted in the progressive retreat of the slopes and today jeopardize the very
existence of the town, so much so that Civita is widely known as the “dying town”. In recent decades, Civita has
been affected by new and serious occurrences of landslides, focusing the attention of the town’s administrators
and the wider scientific community on the problem of safeguarding the town’s existence, both with respect to
civil defense and the conservation of its environmental and architectural heritage. The proposed solutions are the
result of more than twenty years of analyses, elaborations and theoretical modeling, and represent one of the
most innovative models toward the consolidation and securing of historical towns at risk of landslides. The work
proposes to take advantage of the lessons learned in the past toward securing Civita di Bagnoregio, and
highlights the need to mitigate such effects on the cultural heritage through interventions that are capable of
effectively containing the movement of the cliff, while being at the same time sustainable and of low impact.
The paper illustrates the fundamental tenets behind the methodologies and procedures for sustainable
intervention and for the identification, on the basis of a careful and rigorous understanding of the ongoing
natural phenomena, of appropriate techniques and technical choices for the implementation of works that have a
minimal impact on the existing cultural landscape. This paper analyses thoroughly the approach and
investigations that have led to the structural consolidation of the north side of the tuff cliff of Civita through the
construction of sunken wells in reinforced concrete. These works have had no visual or material impact on the
valley or the slopes of Civita, and have made it possible for the first time to carry out an innovative
consolidation program, a welcome departure from more traditional and less effective methodologies.
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Design criteria of reinforced embankmens for rockfall protection on the
base of Eurocodes and national technical law
Claudio Oggeri (1) , and Chiara Ronco (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Torino, Ditag, Torino, Italy (claudio.oggeri@polito.it);

Rockfall protection embankments are widely used to protect roads, inhabited areas, quarry plants or yards.
Different embankment types made of natural compacted soil, huge rock blocks, gabions or reinforced ground
have been used. Among the others, the embankments reinforced with geotextiles, geogrids or metallic wire
mesh, thanks to their narrow foundation space demand exhibit many technical advantages, also when installed
along high mountain-side slopes. Today a modern design procedure has to be set up considering the prediction
of the effects of rockfall on this kind of passive protection structures; the effects on the structure is represented
by a very complex phenomenon, due to the non linear stress-strain behaviour of the soil, to the large
deformations derived by impact and to the uncertainties regarding the dynamic behaviour of the soil and its
interaction with the reinforcements. For this reasons, both full-scale tests and numerical dynamic modelling are
essential. The authors are considering for these reasons both the results from full-scale tests carried out by
various authors, and also numerical modelling, in order to overcome the few experiences directly experienced in
the technical literature. In order to develop a design scheme for reinforced ground embankments, a systematic
set of finite element method numerical models has been implemented to evaluate effects of block impacts on the
mountain-side and valley-side faces of embankments. Different impact characteristics have been evaluated,
particularly varying impact height, block velocity and mass. Also different block shapes have been analyzed.
After the validation of the numerical model, it was possible to evaluate the soil and reinforcements
characteristics (geotechnical parameters for the soil and material behaviour for the reinforcements) and the
definition of interactions between the soil layers, the soil and the reinforcement elements, the impacting block
and the protection device. In order to provide practical procedure for design some charts and graphs have been
set up for different adsorbed energy of the embankments. A comparison with analytical procedures has also been
carried out, following the recent application of Eurocodes in the national Italian technical law for constructions,
where the application of suitable partial safety factors to actions and reactions has been introduced. A
comparison with drapery systems and metallic fences is also shown. 
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Analysis and monitoring of rocky faces for selection of an exploitation
strategy for a marble quarry in Carrara
Orlando Pandolfi (1) , and Daniele Valentino (2)
(1) Studio Pandolfi, Mining Engineer, Carrara, Italy (pandolfi@studiopandolfi.it); (2) Mining Engineer, Carrara, Italy;

This report describes the long-term evolution in the exploitation of a major marble quarry group in Carrara. The
quarry group consists of three adjoining quarries interfering with each other, located on an Alpine-like area with
steep vertical slopes, some of which jutting out on to a seismic area exposed to tectonic forces. This means that
the design of the site had to rely on a systematic analysis of geo-mechanical data and the use of instability risk
analysis and continuous monitoring of the rocky slopes. The systematic survey of geo-mechanical features based
on ISRM Suggested Methods is under way and has been constantly updated for the last 10 years. The results of
such surveys, compared with the literature, provided a quite extensive, detailed classification of the rocky mass,
especially in terms of geometrical and mechanical features of the typical joints. Recurring kinematics of the
rocky mass has been located and statically assessed based on semi-probabilistic methods and limit-state tests.
The results were then tested against in-situ tests and experimental interferometric test methods. The geometrical
definition of the site is developing all the time, not least because of the use of advanced topographic and
photogrammetric systems that helped develop detailed MD models. In addition, an instrumental monitoring
system, consisting of a network of vertical-axis displacement and rotation sensors (using vibrating-string
transducers), was set up to produce a substantial experimental database, which may be used to draw specific
information about the small- and large-scale behaviour of the rocky mass in the event of some external
disturbance (first and foremost, exploitation of the seam). In addition, a systematic analysis of such data enabled
us to design specific reinforcements for the rock and containment systems for the unsteady masses, which may
become a good example of a technical application of a landslide-control system in rocky walls, which may be
replicated in other, similar situation, in such an economically-attractive industry as stone quarrying is. 
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Effectiveness of deep drainage wells as a slope stabilization measure: the
reactivation of the Diezma landslide (Southern Spain)
Martín J. Rodríguez Peces (1) , José M. Azañón (2) , Julián García Mayordomo (3) , Emilia Troncoso (4) , and
Meaza Tsige (1)
(1) University Complutense Of Madrid, Ucm, Department Of Geodynamics, Madrid, Madrid (martinjr@geo.ucm.es); (2)
University of Granada, Ugr, Department Of Geodynamics, Granada, Spain; (3) Instituto Geológico y Minero de España,
Igme, Madrid, Spain; (4) Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra (UGR-CSIC), Iact (ugr-csic), Granada, Spain;

A large number of landslides occur quite often during rainy seasons primarily owing to the development of
substantial pore water pressure in a slope mass. Different measures for controlling the occurrence of landslides
are usually designed on the basis of empirical criteria. Hence, there is a need to develop suitable models to
examine the effectiveness of different stabilising techniques to be adopted or proposed. To prevent the
occurrence of landslides, trench and wells are widely used for draining out water from the soil and to reduce the
pore water pressure to restore the stability of the hill slope. In marly and clayey soils, these drainage works are
considered high yield solutions. However, the effectiveness of these stabilization measures cannot be validated
over time by direct or indirect observations. In this paper, the effectiveness of the stabilization measures,
particularly deep drainage wells, have been analysed in a complex landslide affecting a major motorway in
Southern Spain. A complete failure analysis of this instability, named as the Diezma landslide, has been
performed considering different steps: 1) The slope before and after the A-92 motorway construction; 2) The
slope during the 2001 Diezma landslide; 3) The slope after the stabilisation measures; 4) The slope at the 2010
reactivation; 5) Possible future reactivation. In all cases, the mechanism of slope failure was identified using
detailed geotechnical, geophysical and geological data. The geophysical data correspond to transversal and
longitudinal electrical resistivity tomography cross-sections which have allowed us to infer the shape of the
contact between the landslide body and the bedrock, and the water table location. The water and seismic activity
are the main controlling factors required to trigger the landslide, but the water seems to be the most relevant. For
this reason, the accurate performance of deep drainage wells is a major concern for the stability of this type of
landslide through time. The construction of the A-92 motorway in 1993 substantially modified the topography of
the natural slope. However, the slope remained stable until 18 March 2001 when the Diezma landslide took
place following a period of heavy rainfall. The stabilization works carried out after this movement consisted of
four lines of surface drainage systems (trenches), three lines of deep drainage wells and the construction of a
barrier of anchored piles and a retaining wall at the toe of the slope. The good performance of the drainage wells
was verified successfully by means of geophysical data, particularly electrical resistivity tomography
cross-sections. The 2010 landslide reactivation took place following the heavy rainfalls recorded during the
winter December 2009-February 2010. The slope instability was related to a bad performance of the first line of
deep drainage wells. The second and third line of wells and the anchored piles barrier seem to work effectively
by stopping the landslide from reaching the toe of the slope. The future stability of the Diezma landslide depends
on the correct performance of the drainage systems after periods of heavy rain. In addition, the reactivation of
the Diezma landslide is expected in the case that a low magnitude earthquake (4.0-5.0), relatively common in the
study area, occurs close to the landslide location.
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Case Study of a Road Embankment Failure Mitigated Using Deep Soil
Mixing
Catherine Tatarniuk (1) , and Elisabeth Bowman (1)
(1) University Of Canterbury, Civil & Natural Resources Engineering, Christchurch, New Zealand
(catherine.tatarniuk@pg.canterbury.ac.nz);

This study investigates a slope failure in Northland, New Zealand mitigated using a combination of TurboJet
deep soil mixing (DSM) columns and drainage works. Ogles No. 3 site is situated in problematic Allochthon
residual soil. The original analysis of the site attributed transient groundwater flow and truck-induced dynamic
loading to the failure of the embankment. This study attempts to simplify the analysis by considering the
reactivation of a slip surface as the primary cause for instability. The site is modelled in PLAXIS and the results
correspond well with field observations. Regardless of the alternative interpretation of the failure mechanism,
analysis of the DSM columns installed on site to mitigate slope failure indicates they are increasing the factor of
safety and performing as intended. Mohr-Coulomb and Hardening Soil constitutive models produce similar
results, and installation of the columns increases the global factor of safety from approximately 1 to 1.3. At a
reduced high groundwater level, groundwater cycling was found to have minimal impact on total strains with
both of constitutive models utilized. The DSM columns act to reduce total strains and total displacement at the
road shoulder. 
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Methods of the Ulianovsk City landslide-prone slopes stabilization 
Valeriy Tishin (1)
(1) Geologist, Ulianovskstroiproject, Ltd, Ulianovsk, Russia (usp-73@yandex.ru);

Analysis of the traditional and novel methods of landslide-prone slopes' stabilization revealed most reasonable
techniques for the Ulianovsk City: (1) The horizontal directional circulating-fluid drilling method. Drilling is
performed by the mobile drilling rigs equipped by washing and location systems and allowing widening of the
initial borehole up to required diameter of 800 mm. After that the drinage pipe can be pulled into the borehole
drilled with mud fluid. Method has been tested in the Ulianovsk region successfully. Its advantages include
possibility of drilling both in loose and in cohesive soils and in hard rock without vibrational effect on the
landslide body. (2) Method based on pressure pumping of the hardening cement compound in the massif. When
compacting and hardening this compound increases strength of the landslide sliding zone and "stiches" it with
the undisturbed underlying part of the slope. This process does not provide any dynamic effect on the
landslide-prone slope. (3) Slope stabilization by the special construction of foundations (drilled pile foundations
in particular) that are constructed at the counterberm, surcharging landslide frontal part. Structures built on such
foundations provide additional surcharge. Slopes above the surcharged area are terraced and stabilized with
frames with turfing. Besides an extensive surface drainage system is constructed. Selection of most effective
methods depends on the shape of the slope and on its usage. Combination of all above techniques is possible as
well, depending on the slope lithological and hydrogeological conditions and on the planned development of the
area.
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Subsurface drainage for slope stabilization
Gianfranco Urcioli (1) , and Marianna Pirone (1)
(1) Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II, ., Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Idraulica, Geotecnica Ed Ambientale, Napoli,
Italy (gianurci@unina.it);

In saturated soils, subsurface drains are widely used as control measures against slope instability, as they are less
costly than other types of stabilization works and suitable for a large number of cases, even when the landslide is
very deep and structural measures are not effective. The mechanism of drains inside slopes involves a decrease
in pore pressures in the subsoil and consequently an increase in effective stresses and soil shear strength in the
whole drained domain. In particular, the increase in soil shear strength along the potential sliding surface of the
landslide body, due to the function of drains, is responsible for the slope stability improvement. Therefore the
first step in the design of a drainage system is the determination of the pore pressure change that is required to
increase the factor of safety of the slope to the design value. The next step is to design the geometric
configuration of drains that will result in the required pore pressure change. The effect of the drainage system is
usually analyzed for the steady-state condition, which is attained some time after drainage construction (i.e. in
the long term). After drain installation, a transient phenomenon of equalization of pore pressures occurs,
provoking subsidence of the ground surface. The magnitude of subsidence depends on (i) the compressibility of
the soils concerned, (ii) the thickness of the drained domain, and (iii) the amount of lowering of the water table.
Problems related to excessive ground settlements are expected when the drained soil is very thick, as in the case
of deep drains. As regards the transient phase, two aspects have to be evaluated in the design: (a) whether the
delay until the drains are completely effective is affordable, (b) whether settlements associated with de-watering
will damage buildings and infrastructures at the ground surface. The steady-state condition is usually analyzed
by assuming continuous infiltration of water at the ground surface to recharge the water table. In the literature,
results of steady-state analysis are often presented in non-dimensional design charts, that practitioners generally
use to design drainage systems. In this paper also an original study on the work of drains in 3D conditions is
presented, showing in particular the behavior of trenches with secondary branches. 
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The SafeLand compendium of landslide risk mitigation measures
Giovanni Vaciago (1)
(1) Studio Geotecnico Italiano, Studio Geotecnico Italiano, Studio Geotecnico Italiano, Milan, Italy
(g.vaciago@studiogeotecnico.it);

A compendium of structural and non-structural mitigation measures for different landslide types has been
developed as part of the EC sponsored SafeLand project, to be used both as a basis for a web-based “toolbox”
also developed as part of the project and more generally as a resource for a wide variety of users. Emphasis has
been placed on providing a rational framework applicable to all the measures listed in the compendium,
classifying them in relation to the terms of the “risk equation” (hazard, vulnerability, elements at risk) addressed
by the specific mitigation measure. Hazard mitigation measures are subdivided in relation to the physical
processes involved. The compendium is supplemented by fact sheets that provide specific guidance on hazard
mitigation measures, including a brief description, guidance on design, schematic details, practical examples and
references, as well as subjective (provisional) ratings of their applicability in relation to the descriptors used for
classifying landslides. More details of the various mitigation measures considered may be found in Deliverable
5.1 of the SafeLand project.
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Surface Protection of Slopes by Grass Covering Techniques
Tiziana Verrascina (1) , Claudio Zarotti (1) , Costantino Panzani (1) , and Nicola Era (1)
(1) Prati Armati srl, Private Institution, Engineering, Opera, italia (info@pratiarmati.it);

The role of vegetation in protecting slopes from erosion has long been studied and documented by experimental
research. Over the years several techniques have been developed for soil protection and renaturalization. An
innovative technology uses only natural perennial grass plants with deep roots and allows to operate in areas
where climatic conditions were until a few years ago considered prohibitive for the development of vegetation.
Recent studies, have demonstrated the ability of some deep rooting grass species to contrast erosion very
effectively, even in arid and barren soil where commonly used plant species are not able to vegetate. The
application field of these technologies, such as the one developed in Italy by Prati Armati S.r.l., is quite broad:
embankments and ridges of roads and railways, quarries, mines, landfills and facing sea areas, banks protection
of rivers, torrents, artificial canals. The installation of deep rooting grassy plants to contrast water erosion on
sloping ground looks promising for the following reasons: • vegetation dissipates most of the kinetic energy of
raindrops, thus weakening the erosion action; • during heavy rainfalls, a major fraction of rainwater flows above
the aerial portion of plants, even when the vegetation is dried up, thus reducing water inflitration; • vegetation
reduces the speed of runoff water on the ground. The grass covering technique looks promising also with respect
to shallow instability of slopes: the deep roots grass, in fact, induce mechanical and hydraulic effects on slope
equilibrium that typically increase the shear strength of soil. The mechanical effects of plant roots result from the
root/soil interaction processes, while the effects of hydraulic nature derive from the significant reduction of
water content and degree of saturation of soil caused by the presence of grass. The problem of
mechanical/hydraulic interaction between root and soil becomes crucial when the deep roots system bears the
dual purpose of fulfilling the primary function of erosion protection and, additionally, to contrast possible
surface instability events. From a mechanical point of view, the roots increase the shear strength of soil, that is
directly proportional to the average tensile strength of roots and to the rooting ratio AR /A. Plant roots will also
help to increase the soil shear strength as they induce a significant reduction in content water, absorbed by the
roots themselves. The distributions curves of water content and suction vs. depth - linked by the hydraulic
retention curve - can be evaluated by numerical integration of the well-known Richards differential equation
(1931). Once the suction profile is known, it is possible to calculate the shear resistance of soil in partially
saturated conditions, using one of the failure criteria proposed in the literature; finally, with reference to the
scheme of infinite slope, the safety factor may be calculated from equation. A typical installation example of
grass species with deep roots, aimed to erosion prevention and surface stabilization of slopes, was carried out in
a site in central Italyshown . In December 2004, a remarkably high and steep slope consisting of pyroclastites
and strongly altered basaltic outcrops developed a surface slide that blocked the underlying province road . A
few months after the intervention, the grass plants completely re-naturalized the slope despite the unfavourable
lithological and morphological conditions. Moreover, the deep root system was able to definitely stabilize the
upper layer of the slope, blocking at the same time the erosion. 
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Study on the investigation and treatment design of landslide induced by
underground mining
Yangqing Xu (1)
(1) Wuhan Design And Research Institute Of Sinocoal International Engineering Group, Wuhan, China (xyq@zh-geo.com);

In this paper, a large landslide of coal mine industrial sites in Shanxi province, western China is taken as an
example. The influence of underground mining on the stability of the ancient landslide and the reactivation
mechanism has been analyzed. Using a combination of engineering geological mapping, drilling, geophysical
and deformation monitoring, etc, the boundaries of the landslide and the sliding surface has been determined.
The landslide has been divided into serial zones basing on the space shape, material structure and deformation
characteristics. According to the deformation characteristics, geological conditions, environmental conditions,
and mining requirement, the control project such as the district and graded retaining and leaving security coal
pillar has been carried out. Monitoring data shows that the landslide keeps stability after treatment.
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Erosion control of mountain rocky streams by means of soil bioengineering
techniques in nord – east Italy
Giuliano Sauli (1)
(1) A.I.P.N. Associazione Italiana per l'Ingegneria Naturalistica, Italy;

Four cases of applications of soil bioengineering tecniques realized in a mountain region of Nord east Italy are
presented, on the basis of photographic documentation and technical schemes. Erosion control of mountain
rocky streams by means of living techniques is not simply because of big bedloads (debrisflow) and often
concrete constructions are necessary. The autor shows some cases of successful application of soil
bioengineering on limit condition. Many lining techniques have been employed: . live wooden cribwalls
embankments, array of blocks connected with ropes, embankments with green reinforced earth, green
mattresses, vegetated rock wall, live brusch mattresses, planting of willow cuttings and shrubs , hydroseeding,
etc. Testing of results after 10 years demonstrate important erosion control successful and a contemporaneous
big implementation of biodiversity. 
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Session L20
Integrated approach to landslide risk mitigation

Conveners: J. Cepeda, L. Versace

An integrated approach that combines structural and non structural measures is necessary in areas 
where the level of landslide risk is very high, and financial resources are scarce if compared with the 
necessary ones. In such areas a complex strategy needs to be carried out. It includes: qualitative and 
quantitative risk analysis, monitoring, advanced early warning systems, mathematical modelling of 
rainfall-landslide relationship, decision making procedures, strategy for risk reduction measures, plans 
for emergency management, for works, for maintenance. Owing to the difficulty of identifying and 
realizing an effective risk reduction or mitigation, the strategies evolve over time and then in many 
cases a large experience is available and should be shared. 

Therefore the aim of the session is to discuss real cases of integrated intervention both in large 
areas densely populated, with widespread instability, and in small areas interested only by a single 
phenomenon which involves important towns, monuments or buildings. The cases where the system 
has been only partly developed will be also appreciated.
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A GIS model for systemic vulnerability assesment in urbanized areas to
support landslide risk management strategies
Raffaele Albano (1) , Stefania Pascale (2) , Francesco Sdao (3) , and Aurelia Sole (4)
(1) Phd student, University Of Basilicata, Department Of Environmental Engineering And Physics, Potenza, Italy; (2) Phd,
University Of Basilicata, Department Of Environmental Engineering And Physics, Potenza, Italy; (3) Prof., University Of
Basilicata, Department Of Structures, Geotechnics, Engineering Geology, Potenza, Italy (francesco.sdao@unibas.it); (4)
Prof., University Of Basilicata, Department Of Environmental Engineering And Physics, Potenza, Italy;

Technological processes as well as the consequent change in the way of life of the population have contributed
to a powerful improvement of the quality of life but have also led environmental transformations that, in some
case, are going over the edge of reversibility. Rapid urbanization has led to the construction of numerous
buildings and other infrastructures on urban area at landslide risk. As a result, a major landslide in such an urban
setting could led to fatalities, casualties and significant property damages. Not only do they often cause loss of
human lives but they can also cause serious damage to the supposed “vulnerable elements” of the territory, such
as buildings or infrastructures, thus causing damage and temporary or permanent malfunctioning of economic
and civic services and productive activities. So, it's important to know, before the calamitous event, the direct
and indirect consequences that the landslide could produce for planning the eventual strategies to mitigate the
damage both structural and managerial. The territorial vulnerability during a natural catastrophe depends not
only on direct damages on the single element (fiscal and functional) during the impact but also after the impact,
during the emergency, on the consequence for those damages, assessing the relationship among the elements,
such as a delay in aid, difficult communication or the impossibility for different element to get in contact with
each other. For example a school will lose its functionality if a landslide damage the fiscal structure or if the
road, that connects the school to the surrounding areas, is impracticable because is hit by the calamitous event.
Therefore thanks to the proposed GIS model was evaluated the influence that a local damage can have in the
overall functioning of the whole territorial system. Thanks to GIS technology it is possible to create a model to
evaluate the Systemic Vulnerability in urbanize areas at landslide risk that permit the clear, easy and efficacious
identification, trough the use of maps, of the most critical elements for the system and the most decisive
elements in the management of rescues in a territorial system in the case of combined events landslide, so the
planner can define the intervention priority to mitigate or prevent the potential damage due to calamitous event.
The use of maps and the development of the method of the GIS model through a flow-chart can make easy the
understand of the processes and of the outputs to the not-experts so that everyone can be involved in the drafting
of the strategic planning planes and become aware of the possible dangers for the business and community.
Those tools can allow a tailored planning for every typology of urban environment considering the specific
characteristics and needs of its territory. The Systemic analysis and the investigation of the territorial
interconnection gives a large flexibility and dynamicity to the model that adapts not only to the urban changes
but also the natural ones thanks to the powerful GIS technology that allows to the planners to realize flexible
decisional choices. The model permit to formulate hypotheses rapidly, test and verify them to grow in the
comprehension of the studied phenomenon and of the decisional processes. The proposed model was applied to
some areas of Basilicata (Southern Italy), which is well known for several geological hazards, to test and
validate the efficiency and the efficacy of the model in different areas affected to different typology of landslide,
to take into consideration several scenarios. 
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New investigations to update the model of the Premana (LC) landslide
Diego Arosio (1) , Davide Brambilla (2) , Laura Longoni (2) , Monica Papini (2) , Giovanni Savazzi (3) , and
Luigi Zanzi (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Milano, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Strutturale, Milano, Italy; (2) Politecnico Di Milano, Dipartimento Di
Ingegneria Idraulica, Ambientale, Infrastrutture Viarie, Rilevamento, Milano, Italy; (3) Studiosavazzi, Pavia, Italy;

Deep seated landslides have historically caused extensive damage to land and structures. These large failures are
usually controlled by several triggering factors, and one of the most important is deemed to be the change in
pore-water pressure inside the slope. An accurate 3D physical modeling of the unstable slope can help to track
pore-water pressure distribution and therefore its input is essential in order to improve the knowledge of the
conditions of the slope as well as to understand the future evolution of the instability. To define the 3D
geological model of complex landslides an integrated approach, coupling the results of surface and subsurface
surveys, is often mandatory. As a matter of fact, a detailed subsurface investigation frequently reveals the real
geological complexity that is not clearly visible at the surface. This paper aims to present the integrated approach
employed to study a deep seated landslide in the North of Italy, where such failures often affect both the
Pre-Alpine region and the Alpine chain. In late 2002 heavy rainfalls reactivated some of these mass movements
located in the mountainous area surrounding the city of Lecco. A massive collapse occurred close to the village
of Cortenova, where a 1,2 million m3 rock slide caused several damages to human settlements. In this paper we
present the case study of Premana landslide which is threatening a hydroelectric power plant as well as a new
industrial district placed along the valley line (Varrone valley). According to preliminary geological and
geomorphological investigations, a first physical model was defined and the sliding surface was estimated to be
deeper than 100m. Immediately after the exceptional meteorological events in 2002, which reactivated just a
shallow portion of the slope close to the landslide toe, new detailed geological surveys were undertaken and
inclinometers along with piezometers were deployed in boreholes. A preliminary Electrical Resistivity
Tomography was also carried out. Recently, new geophysical surveys have been performed in order to validate
geological assumptions and to assess the condition of the slope over a wider area. Ground penetrating radar
profiles have been collected to determine the presence of discontinuities that are considered essential to define
the conceptual model of any slope. A combined P- and S-wave refraction survey has been carried out with the
aim of delineating the interface between shallow sediments and underlying bedrock, and of inferring elastic
parameters of the subsurface. In addition a Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW) has been
performed in order to i) support and validate refraction datasets, ii) detect the presence of velocity inversions and
iii) possibly extend the depth of investigation of the refraction experiments. The outputs of the geophysical
surveys have been coupled to geological observations and have been used to model slope stability related to
different water table levels in order to define the critical thresholds of pore-water pressure. The modeling
techniques chosen depend on both site conditions and the potential mode of failure. Considering the complexity
of the landslide, the heterogeneity of the geological features and the limitations inherent to each methodology,
different approaches were used to study Premana landslide. Continuum and discontinuum models have been
taken into account to fully comprehend the possible kinematics and dynamics of the slide.
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High detailed debris flows hazard maps by a cellular automata approach
Maria Vittoria Avolio (1) , Donato D' Ambrosio (1) , Gino Mirocle Crisci (2) , Federica Lucà (2) , Valeria
Lupiano (2) , Gaetano Robustelli (2) , Rocco Rongo (2) , and William Spataro (1)
(1) University Of Calabria, Department Of Mathematics, Rende, Italy; (2) University Of Calabria, Department Of Earth
Sciences, Rende, Italy;

The opportunity to tackle innovative problems related to complex systems, which are crucial in land use
planning and security, regard more and more the ability to develop sophisticated interdisciplinary methodologies
that have their foundations in the modelling and simulation of such systems through Computer Science
paradigms. In the geological field, the assessment of the impact on infrastructures and urbanized areas and on
population of the risk induced by hydro-geological instability phenomena represents a strategic goal, both in
terms of spatial planning and civil protection. Here we show the adaption of a recent methodology for defining
flexible high-detailed and reliable hazard maps. The methodology relies on both an adequate knowledge of the
study area, assessed by an accurate analysis of its past behaviour, together with a reliable numerical model for
simulating debris flows on present topographic data (the Cellular Automata model SCIDDICA, in the present
case). The approach, basically multidisciplinary, is based on the application in parallel computing environment,
of an advanced Cellular Automata numerical model for simulating debris flows and on the definition of an
innovative analysis technique in the context of hydro-geological risk assessment. Following appropriate
calibration (performed by Genetic Algorithms) and validation phases, the numerical model allows for the
simulation of events that characterize the study area with a high level of reliability. The adopted methodology
results on the adaptation of a technique developed by the proposers and already successfully applied for the
definition of lava flows invasion susceptibility in Mt. Etna within a project funded by the Italian Civil Defence
Department (DPC). Specifically, it is based on the numerical simulation of a large number of debris flows,
which together form a representative sample of all types of events that characterize the study area. Preliminary
analysis performed to 1) identify the basic classes of events, in terms of volume of the triggering source, 2)
define a probability map of activation of future landslides in the study area through consolidated statistical and
physics approaches, such as those used in the SINMAP and SHALSTAB models, taking also into account the
transient effects and 3) define a grid of activation sources for different types of landslides to be simulated, are
stages that are preparatory for the simulation phase. With respect to detected classes of events and considered
number of sources, simulations are performed (on parallel computers - to reduce the execution time), each of
which a probability of occurrence will be assigned to. These probabilities are determined on the basis of the
analysis of historical events occurred in the study area. Data resulting from simulations therefore constitute an
additional input to the prepared geographic data processing system, which automatically produces a
susceptibility map by assessing, for each point of the study, the sum of the probabilities associated with
simulated flows that hit that point. The result is a very detailed map which quantifies, with precise values of
probability, the propensity of each point of the study area to be affected by future events. The methodology has
been adopted for quantifying the debris flows invasion susceptibility to a study area centered around the town of
Gragnano, in the north sector of Monti Lattari (Sorrento Peninsula, South Italy), where the triggering
susceptibility of new landslides is high because of pyroclastic deposits coverage from the nearby
Somma-Vesuvius volcano. 
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Engineering and geological grounds of landslide protection reliability of
structures
Ekaterina Bezuglova (1) , and Sergey Matsiy (2)
(1) Principal specialist, Geoproekt, Geoproekt, Krasnodar, Russia; (2) Director, Geoproekt, Geoproekt, Krasnodar, Russia
(matsiy@mail.ru);

The results of the investigations, which have been carried out in the landslide areas of the transport infrastructure
installations in Krasnodar territory, have been colligated. The examples of the engineering investigation errors,
which have resulted in an appearance of the unfavourable situations in the process of construction, have been
considered. For the first time, the recommendations concerning a set of the engineering investigations in the
landslide area of highways have been worked out for various stages of designing taking into consideration a
highway category. There have been recommended such parameters as plane surveying scale, quantity and an
arrangement of the ranges along the direction of landslide displacement as well as the transversal ranges thro the
width of the landslide, quantity of workings per range, a preferable type of the laboratory and field
investigations, values of loads during the soil shear tests, the investigation methods of soil properties depending
on the prevailing type of soil, quantity of the determinations of the physical and mechanical properties of soils.
The new methods of the landslide risk assessment have been worked out on the basis of the qualitative,
semi-quantitative and quantitative approaches, which make it possible: • to generalize adequately and to add the
minimum of the engineering investigation volume for the exploratory decision substantiation; • to determine
priority, the complex and the volumes of repairs at the design stage; • to adopt a substantiated decision of the
engineering protection with the reasonable ratio of price, quality, the construction method and the responsibility
category of the installation being protected. The installation landslide protection measure elaboration method is
given taking into consideration the designing stage, the volume of the engineering investigations and the risk
assessment results. 
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The Cultures of Landslide Risk Management 
Linda Bye (1) , and Mark Pelling (2)
(1) NTNU, Norwegian University Of Science And Technology, Department Of Geography, Trondheim, Norway
(linda.bye@svt.ntnu.no); (2) KCL, King's Collage London, Department Of Geography, London, United Kingdom;

Up to date the implementation of technical solutions has been seen as key to reduce and mitigate landslide
hazards and risk. In this paper we argue for additional and more integrated approaches to landslide risk
management drawing on perspectives from social science, notable theories on social learning and change. In
specific, we study what the cultures for landslide risk management and development are like in Italy, Norway,
Romania and India by focusing on how learning occurs and what trigger new management paradigms within
different political and cultural contexts. The comparative analysis is based on a desk based study of national
legislation and administrative responsibilities as well as semi-structured interviews with legislators, scientists,
planners and other risk managers at the national, regional and local level. In the interviews the main focus has
been on the role of legislation and science in policy processes and the relationship between science and practice
in community based development. The study reveal that landslide risk management and development to a great
extend has been responsive rather than proactive. The progress and shifts in landslide risk management stems
from large national and international disasters and as a response to the fear for new disasters and a local pressure
to do something about the risk that threaten human life and socio-economic development. Moreover, landslide
risk management and development is a result of the implementation of new EU-directives and an increasing
international pressure to act in accordance with global and climate changes. The current problems for science to
feed into practice is discussed as a matter of 1) The lack of a common methodology for mapping, 2) The
distribution and lack of easy assessable risk data, and 3) The lack of trust and trust building. 
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Shallow landslides risk mitigation by early warning: the case of the 1998
mudslides of Sarno
Giovanna Capparelli (1) , Massimiliano Giorgio (2) , and Roberto Greco (3)
(1) Università Della Calabria, Dipartimento Di Difesa Del Suolo, Rende, Italy (kgiov@dds.unical.it); (2) Seconda Università
Di Napoli, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Aerospaziale E Meccanica, Aversa, Italy; (3) Seconda Università Di Napoli,
Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Civile, Aversa, Italy;

Landslide risk mitigation is a societal pressing need in many countries; early warning system supported by
monitoring and predictions represent effective risk reduction measures, provided that warning thresholds are
properly set. Mapping of landslide risk is extremely complex: slope movements have a wide range of velocity,
size and run-out, thus their magnitude and impact on exposed goods can be either very low or very high,
depending on site conditions, materials involved and triggering factors. Rainfall is accepted as a major triggering
factor in many types of slope movement, including rapid, shallow soil slips and, episodically, deeper landslides.
Early warning can be defined as the entirety of actions to take during the lead-time, that is, the time interval
between the moment of the event prediction and the moment of the landslide impact. In this context, the
improvement of analysis methods able to increase this time is essential. The paper presents a joint application of
the FLaIR Hydrological Model (Sirangelo & Versace,1992) and an event-based point rainfall stochastic model.
The first one identifies the landslide triggering conditions defining a mobility function Y(.) obtained through the
convolution of infiltrated rainfalls and a transfer function, the second one is a stochastic model of the external
structure of point rainfall height series, allowing to predict in real time the residual duration and rainfall height of
a partially observed rain storm. The combination of the two models improves the effectiveness of an early
warning system, since it allows gaining larger lead times. The potentiality of this approach are analyzed with
regards to the mudslides occurred in Sarno, (Campania region- South Italy) on May 5, 1998, showing
encouraging results.
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Coupling root renforcement and subsurface flow modeling in shallow
landslides triggering assessment
Giovan Battista Chirico (1) , Andrea Dani (2) , Federico Preti (2) , and Massimiliano Schwarz (3)
(1) University Of Naples Federico Ii, Diaa, Division Water Resources And Biosystems Engineering, Naples, Italy; (2)
University Of Florence, Deistaf, Division Agro-forestry Biosystems Engineering, Florence, Italy; (3) Bern University Of
Applied Science, Shl, Berne, Switzerland;

Vegetation significantly affects hillslope hydrological and mechanical properties related to shallow land-slide
triggering. In view of the complexity of soil plant hydrological interactions, the quantification of root
mechanical reinforcement remains a challenge. Wu model and fiber bundle model (WM and FBM, respectively)
are often used either for basal and unfrequently for lateral root reinforcement quantification. On the other hand
shallow landslide hazard mapping based on steady-state wetness indices does not account for the relation
between landslide occurrence and frequency of the triggering meteorological event. The quasi-dynamic wetness
index (QDI) estimates the local wetness conditions by accounting for the character of the upslope topography
and the time of the lateral soil moisture distribution, assuming kinematic subsurface flow with constant recharge
rate. Different rainfall intensity and duration can be considered and the critical rainfall duration can be identified.
Using this approach the spatial occurrence of shallow landslides can be better related to the presence and
management of the vegetation. The methodology was employed to assess the role of the lateral subsurface flow
in setting the triggering conditions recently occurred in northern Tuscany. The obtained results seem to be
encouraging in order to couple the above below-ground model presented in Preti et al., 2009 with distributed
vegetated slope reinforcement models (Wu and Sidle, 1995; Roering et al., 2003; Pollen and Simon, 2005;
Schwarz et al., 2009 and 2010, Catani et al., 2010), also by using remote sensing data (Forzieri et al., 2009).
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Use of hot spots in the process domain to describe hazard scenarios for the
Trafoi rockslide (South Tyrol) based on GPS monitoring and runout
modelling
Alessandro Corsini (1) , Francesco Ronchetti (1) , Jean Pascal Iannacone (1) , Volkmar Mair (2) , Ludwig
Nossing (2) , Martina Stefani (3) , Günther Unterthiner (4) , and Giorgio Valentinotti (5)
(1) University Of Modena And Reggio Emilia, Earth Sciences, Modena, Italy (alessandro.corsini@unimore.it); (2)
Autonomous Province Of Bozen − Südtirol, Ufficio Geologia E Prove Materiali, Bolzano, Italy; (3) Autonomous, Ufficio
Geologia E Prove Materiali, Bolzano, Italy; (4) Autonomous Province Of Bozen − Südtirol, Ufficio Pianificazione
Territoriale, Bolzano, Italy; (5) Autonomous Province Of Bozen − Südtirol, Ufficio Pianificazione Forestale, Bolzano, Italy;

The Trafoi rockslide has morphometric and geologic characteristics that are very similar to the Val Pola
landslide, that evolved in a catastrophic rock avalanche failure in 1982. The Trafoi rockslide is located in South
Tyrol, only a few km away from Val Pola rockslide, and was first recognized and mapped on the basis of
geomorphic evidences such as double crests and detachment niches/scarps as well as geologic proxies such as
gravitational offset of distinctive bedrock levels and higher trenching and fracturing of rock masses. In order to
assess the activity status of the landslide, not discernible from field evidences only, periodic GPS monitoring on
11 benchmarks was started in 2007 and continued to date with static-rapid measurements repeated 3 to 4 times
per year. Results have shown that portions of the rockslide move at some cm/year rate, exceeding the error
ellipses of the measurements. This highlights the potential for a possible evolution of the mass movement that, in
turn, is a task for hazard scenarios mapping and runout modeling. Trafoi rockslide is among the test sites of the
ongoing European project “Monitor II”, that is proposing the usage of hot spots in the process domain as a
practical mean to describe and map hazard scenarios. Following such approach, hazard scenarios have been
mapped by combining data derived by monitoring and run out analysis. Scenarios information has been
summarized by defining, on such data basis, the so called “information”, “critical”, “observation” and
“intervention” points in the process domain. These spatial points represent the key elements of simplified
scenario models that can fully complement hazard maps and that can be used in support to contingency planning.
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A Case investigation of Landslides in Loess Area
Hongjian Liao (1) , Zongyuan Ma (2) , Chunming Ning (3) , and Kyoji Sassa (4)
(1) Professor, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Department Of Civil Engineering, Xi'an, China (hjliao@mail.xjtu.edu.cn); (2)
Graduate student, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Department Of Civil Engineering, Xi'an, China; (3) Engineer, Xi’an Jiaotong
University, Department Of Capital Construction, Xi'an, China; (4) Professor, Icl, Icl, Kyoto, Japan;

At Dongfeng village, Jingyang country, Shaanxi province, China, a large loess flowslide (Dongfeng landslide)
which belongs to Jingyang South Plateau Landslide Group (JSPLG) occurred in July, 2003 and March, 2004.
JSPLG, a pivotal geologic hazard in Shaanxi, occurred at high steep plateau edge which was about 30 kilometers
long from southeast to northwest. Since 1976, frequent irrigation and landslides have arisen hand in hand and
more than 40 landslides have occurred. From southeast to northwest at JSPLG, landslide scales enlarge as slope
angles and heights increase. Dongfeng landslide located at the middle of JSPLG is a large rapid flowslide
triggered by, or related to, irrigation. This event provided an opportunity to gain insight into landslide forecast
and control on high loess flowslide initiation at JSPLG. We measured the topography of Dongfeng landslide
mass and investigated the water table, loess characteristics, precipitation and so on to analyze the process and
mechanisms of the landslide in 2006 and 2009. The landslide may took place in two steps, avalanche or slide
took place firstly and then rapid remote flow induced by loess liquefaction occurred. Physical and mechanical
laboratory tests were also carried out on soils taken from the leading edge and trailing edge of Dongfeng
landslide mass. Soils at the leading edge were farmland soils between slope toe and Jinghe river before the
landslide, however, soils at the trailing edge were within the slope before the landslide. To study the soils at the
trailing edge was to research the soil properties of shear boundaries for the first step. To study the soils at the
trailing edge was to research the reason of rapid remote flowslide after slide or avalanche. Laboratory tests
indicated that soils from the leading and trailing edge have different properties in grain size distribution, liquid
and plastic limit, compressibility and shear strength. Possible mechanisms of slope failure include (1)
collapsibility and structural characteristic of loess (2) high steep slope (3) weak plane between loess layers (4)
some induction factors such as seepage and high water table in the slope caused by irrigation and rainfall.
Possible mechanism of rapid remote flow after slope failure is liquefaction of farmland soils induced by high
kinetic energy of avalanche soils and high water table of farmland at the slope toe.
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Comprehansive program of landslide protection of the Ulianovsk City and
its vicinities
Sergey Morozov (1) , and Valeriy Tishin (2)
(1) Governor, Government, Ulianovsk, Russia; (2) Geologist, Ulianovskstroiproject, Ltd, Ulianovsk, Russia
(tishin-vg@mail.ru);

The Ulianovsk City located at the high right bank of the Volga River, at the Volga-Sviyaga water divide, suffers
from landslides for a long time. Residential areas, public and industrial buildings, railroads, highways and
lifelines have been damaged and destroyed by landslides during the 350-years long City history. Landslide
monitoring system, as well as special protection measures have been designed and implemented in the XXth
Century, however, in 1990th, due to the economical crisis, these activities were almost cancelled. At the same
time the chaotic construction works stared at the Volga and Sviyaga Rivers' slopes and seepage from the
deformed water-supplying pipelines intensified. All these, along with the natural aging of the slope protection
structures and river bank erosion induced by operation of the Volga HPP reservoir, require elaboration and
implementation of the "Comprehensive program of landslide and bank protection of the Ulianovsk district".
Program is based on the system concept of the protection of urbanized area subjected to landslide hazards. Study
and mapping of various manifestations of landslide phenomena and factors affecting landslides by use of modern
techniques started within the frames of this program. 3-D digital slope models, allowing quantitative assessment
of landslide hazard of the City and its vicinities as well as structures' vulnerability have been developed.
Landslide risk was calculated based on these data, which is considered as a ratio of both direct and indirect costs
and of protection measures expenses to the objects' economical profit. It will allow elaboration of economically
sound landslide protection measures and recommendations how to use slopes located within the City. Two
variants of landslide-prone slopes' protection and usage have been proposed up to now. The first one, less
expensive, includes rehabilitation of the existing protection systems and implementation of the already designed
protection measures. Landslide-prone slopes will be used just as natural recreation area. The second one includes
not only realization of previously designed projects, but also elaboration and implementation of novel effective
slope stabilization measures such as the slope drainage by use of the horizontal directional drilling technology,
and utilization of the composite materials. It will allow not only to protect the existing structures, but to contract
sports buildings and other safe structures on the valley slopes. Besides the research and construction activities,
the Program envisages development of several regional regulations such as the "Regulations on the design,
construction and exploitation of buildings, engineering protection structures and lifelines located at the
landslide-prone areas and close to them" and the "Regulations on insurance of risks and property such as
buildings, structures and territories located in the landslide hazard zones". Program implementation will require
funding not only from the district budget, but from the Federal budget as well. However, despite rater high cost
of the comprehensive landslide protection measures, the prevented economic and, moreover, social losses will
exceed them considerably. 
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Integrated Hydrogeological and Environmental Restoration of Landslides
Affecting a Large Asbestos Mine Dump
Franco Oboni (1) , Claudio Angelino (2) , and Bartolomeo Visconti (3)
(1) Riskope Interanational SA, Riskope, Risk Management, Vancouver, Canada (foboni@riskope.com); (2) Polithema,
Polithema, Geotechnical Eng., Torino, Italy; (3) Polithema, Polithema, Hydraulics Engineering, Torino, Italy;

The Balangero asbestos open pit mine, located 35km NW of Torino (Italy), was the largest operation of this kind
in Western Europe. In 1918, it was foreseen that the mine would extract 26,000m3 rock per year, but in 1961 the
mine extracted 1.3Mm3 rock. In 1966 a new mill with a capacity of 25,000t fiber per annum was installed. The
dry tailings were lifted by a conveyor belt from the mill, then through a tunnel to the opposite side of a hill, and
then dumped over a natural slope with an approximate angle of 25 degrees from the altitude of about 830 m a.s.l.
to the bottom of the valley at 580 m a.s.l.. As the dumping proceeded, a total surface of about 250.000 m2 was
progressively covered with tailings thickness going from few meters to an estimated maximum of 60m-80m. By
the '80s the dump was deeply scarred by deep seated instabilities, erosion gulleys, mud slides etc., to the point
that houses on the opposite side of the valley were evacuated. The site was furthermore recognized as one of the
most serious environmental issues of Italy. In 1992 RSA, a public company formed by the Province of Torino,
the Mountain Community of the Lanzo valleys, neighbouring communities and other stakeholders was charged
by the regional government of Piedmont to organize an international design competition. After describing the
main goals pursued by the authorities, the paper focuses on how Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) was
used by the winners of the competition at each and every step of the project. The project had several interesting
points related to environmental management, like for example the use of an aerial tramway that allows the
reduction of fossil fuel use, dusts, and even produces energy sold to the regional utility company. The integration
of hydraulics, geotechnique, pedology and risk management within the group has led to a well balanced and
sustainable project which will be turned by RSA into a “living museum” when completed. Designs based on
codes or recommendations may differ quite significantly from designs based on Risk Based Decision Making
(RBDM). Differences may go as deep as choosing a different material hauling system, a different drainage
pattern etc. Alternatives which are perfectly code-compliant and require the same investments and maintenance
may expose the owner to totally different levels of risk all along their expected life. RBDM for Reclamation
Projects requires robust and simple tools for choosing among alternatives at each and every step of a project life
encompassing conceptual design, construction maintenance and then necessary performance monitoring and
evaluations before reaching the end of its expected life. This paper illustrates a case study where RBDB has been
used through the feasibility, design and construction follow-up of an environmental restoration of a 60Mm3 dry
asbestos tailings dump.
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Landslide hazard evaluation and mapping in an area of the Parco
Archeologico Storico Naturale delle Chiese Rupestri del Materano
(Basilicata, Southern Italy)
Stefania Pascale (1) , and Francesco Sdao (2)
(1) Phd, University Of Basilicata, Department Of Environmental Engineering And Physics, Potenza, Italy; (2) Prof.,
University Of Basilicata, Department Of Structures, Geotechnics, Engineering Geology, Potenza, Italy
(francesco.sdao@unibas.it);

The paper deals with the evaluation of landslide hazard (susceptibility) of an area located in the Historic
Archaelogical and Natural Park of the Rupestrian Churces in Matera. This park and the old urban area of Matera
town (“Sassi di Matera”) were recognized by the UNESCO World Heritage list since 1993. The studied site,
named Belvedere Chiese Rupestri is located along the top of a deep canyon (“Gravina di Matera”) and contains
many valuable rupestrian hand-hewn rock churches. The canyon cuts Plio-Pleistocene calcarenites, in which
churches and sanctuaries were excavated, and they are placed on underlying well-stratified Cretaceous
calcilutites. These rocks are strongly fractured and disjointed by several joint sets. For its lithological, structural
and geomorphological features, this area is affected by a widespread and often by slope instability phenomena
which lead to large and rapid falls, toppling and sliding of rock blocks. This geomorphological fragility,
confirmed by wide-spread signs of potential instability and by several rock blocks fell in the stream, causes the
diffuse and significant structural-failures processes that involve most of the rupestrian heritages. The study
identifies the main mass movements, recognizes the present conditions of slope instability and defines the most
subject areas to potential landslide phenomena. Since 2003 a GPS monitoring network, realized by the 10
markers uniformly distributed in the investigated area, has been installed and several GPS survey data has been
carried out. The processing of monitoring data demonstrates as the most part of the surveyed landslides are
actually active. A landslide susceptibility map has been assessed using an artificial neural network (ANN)
system employing a back propagation-learning algorithm. This method requires the definition of appropriate
thematic layers, which parameterize the area under study. These layers are recognized by means of specific
analyses in a functional relationship to the event itself. The parameters adopted in this study are: lithology,
elevation, angle and aspect of the slope, fracture density and SMR index of Romana (1985), kinematic hazard
index of planar and wedge sliding and toppling. The results of this research show that most of the investigated
area is characterized by a high landslide hazard. 
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Analysis of risk induced by rockfall on roads. Proposal of management
procedure
Daniele Peila (1) , Stefano Lo Russo (1) , and Claudia Mignelli (1)
(1) Politecnico Di Torino, Department Of Land, Environment And Geo-engineering, Torino, Italy;

Transportation corridors in mountainous regions are often susceptible to major hazards, such as landslides and
rockfalls. The analysis of risks associated with these types of instabilities is a complex operation requiring the
precise assessment of hazard and the vulnerability of vehicles on roads along the foothills. The fulfilment of
safety requirements for mountainside routes often involves the implementation of protective measures and
devices to control and manage rockfall, it is necessary to design and install protective works that intercept falling
rock blocks, such as ground embankments and net fences, where infrastructure is at risk. The positive effects of
such measures should be evaluated in terms of risk reduction. The effects of these instabilities can include
damage to vehicles, injury or death of drivers and passengers, and economic loss due to road closure. The cost of
a car accident can be very large because it may involve the death or hospitalisation of the driver and passengers,
the repair of the vehicle, legal costs and compensation and, on occasion, official enquiry by state prosecutors
involving the owner of the road or the designer of extant protective works. Despite their small size in
comparison to other landslide types, rockfalls are among one of the more destructive mass movements. In this
study, we present a newly methodology: Rockfall risk Management (RO.MA.) combining the analysis of falling
block trajectories and harm with the use of the “rockfall risk abacus”, this identifies risk threshold levels for
rockfall events. For roads, the exposure to risk due to rockfall events is calculated by determining the annual
probability of collapse occurrence, the probability of a vehicle’s presence in the event path at the time of its
occurrence, and the probability that one or more occupants will be killed or that damage to the road caused by
the rockfall will result in a vehicular accident. Statistical approaches to such risk analysis thus require a large
amount of data, some of which is usually unavailable. Although the goal of ensuring human safety on mountain
roads entails the attempt to nullify rockfall risk through the instalment of safety devices, such nullification may
be only theoretically achievable given the associated technical constraints. Thus, practical applications should
realistically include the definition of acceptable risk levels. Engineering design should aim to minimise risk
while taking advantage of the most advanced technologies. Decision makers should be equipped with the
technical tools permitting them to choose the best solution within the context of local maximum acceptable risk
levels. The developed “rockfall risk abacus” can be used to compare calculated risk values with predefined
thresholds of risk acceptability for a given road. Such comparison allows road managers to evaluate the
acceptability of existing risk and, if necessary, to select appropriate safety devices for road protection with the
aim of reducing risk to an acceptable level. We also present a case study in which the RO.MA. approach was
successfully applied to 1.5 km of an ancient Roman road that provides access to the Bard military fortress in the
Aosta Valley, north-western Italy. This road is subject to rock fall events. The RO.MA. approach was used to
analyse the risk of rockfalls in different road zones and the effects of several protective measures. Residual risk
was calculated before and after protective interventions and compared with the proposed threshold values. 
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Modeling of forest roads impact on shallow landslides triggering
M. Cristina Rulli (1) , and Renzo Rosso (1)
(1) Politecnico di Milano, Politecnico Di Milano, Diiar, Milano, Italy (cristina.rulli@polimi.it);

Forest roads can influence the hydrologic response and shallow landslides susceptibility of upland catchments.
The presence of compacted or paved roads increases overland flow because infiltration is reduced, and the
natural flow pathways are modified due to interception by road cutslopes, that convey upslope runoff, this
including both surface and part of subsurface flows. Roadways, and especially roadside ditches, route
road-generated runoff to the stream network. This occurs at river crossing culverts or through gullies that can be
incised below road drainage facilities that are not directly stream connected, depending on the characteristics of
the receiving areas. This can lead to significant changes of the natural stream network and of storm hydrographs
in small catchments. The capture and redirection of road-generated water fluxes involve also geomorphic effects
as the formation of gullies, the migration of channel, the triggering of shallow landslide and debris-flows. To
understand the impact of forest roads on hydrologic response and then on shallow landslides triggering one
needs to represent the geometric and topologic interconnectivity between forest roads, road drainage systems,
watershed topography and stream network. This allows for the detection of each road segment sub basin, the
computation of the relative contributing area, and the extraction of a drainage network that takes into account the
presence of the road network. This approach is developed here to represent the distributed hydrologic fluxes and
the resulting catchment response for an experimental basin where a number of roads built in the fifties are
monitored and where, on February, 1996, many shallow landslides occurred. Hydrologic simulations show that
one requires a detailed description of catchment topography to capture the effect of forest roads on water flows.
Coupling the hydrological model with the geomechanic ones it is shown how the presence of forest roads can
enhance shallow landslides susceptibility. The study area is the H.J.Andrews Experimental Forest Watershed 3
(WS3), located in the Lookout Creek basin, Western Oregon Cascades. 
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A multiphysics integrated approach for modelling rainfall-landslide
relationship
Francesco Saraceni (1) , Salvatore Straface Straface (1) , and Giovanna Capparelli (1)
(1) University Of Calabria, Soil Defence, Rende, Italy;

The link between rainfalls and landslides is the subject of many studies, also including hydrological and
hydraulic topics. These studies are motivated by the awareness that rainfall is a major factor in many types of
slope movement, including rapid, shallow soil slips and, episodically, deeper landslides. Typically deep-seated,
slow moving landslides are triggered by an accumulation of precipitation over several days; the shallow, rapid
landslides, usually initiate during individual intense or large storm events. The technical literature suggests
different analytical approaches, each of which deals with the problem by applying different methodologies.
Generally, the empirical models take up more or less sophisticated statistical methods by collecting rainfall data
for landslide meteoric events and for events without landslides; the complete models are based on numerical
procedures and analyze the relation between rainfall, infiltration process, water circulation and pore pressure in
the shallow and deep layers , and slope stability. Whatever the approach adopted, the final aim of models is
almost always the identification of possible critical condition that lead to instability. This information is useful
and necessary for setting up the early warning systems in order to avoid or reduce the damage and the loss of
life. The objective of the present work is the simultaneous solution of different physical phenomena, occurring in
the landslide problems. Particularly, the paper shows a multiphysics analysis approach, through a poroelastic
model, coupling unsaturated flow and deformation in porous media equations. Fluids that move through pore
spaces in the porous media bear part of the load from, for instance, overlying sediments, fluids and buildings. A
variation of fluids in the pore space determines a variation of stress in the solids; the feedback bring about more
fluid movement, and the cycle continues. Poroelastic models describe the linked interaction between fluids and
deformation in porous media. The governing equation that describes the unsaturated-saturated flow of water in
the soils (Richards’ equation) depends by the hydraulic head h (dependent variable), the specific moisture
capacity, the effective saturation, the storage coefficient, the hydraulic conductivity K, by an empirical constant
usually termed the Biot-Willis coefficient and by the time rate of change of volumetric strain from the equation
for solid displacements where appears a vector of the directional displacements, the directional components of
the gradient in fluid pressure p (that make up a vector forces), and the coefficient relates the displacements to the
stresses, σ, and the strains, ε. This approach has been used for a test case appropriately chosen. Its application
has provided interesting and encouraging results and provides the basis for the analysis of a real case. 
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Sinkhole monitoring to support landslide management
Riccardo Torri (1) , Davide Murgese (2) , and Costanza Morino (3)
(1) Affiliation, Sea Consulting Srl, Hydrogeology, Turin, Italy (torri@seaconsult.eu); (2) Sea Consulting Srl, Land
Management, Turin, Italy; (3) Sea Consulting Srl, Geology, Turin, Italy;

The availability of geological and geomorphological data represents an important element to support local
authorities in land management policies and the design of mitigation measures to reduce natural risk levels.
These data allow to improve decision makers awareness during the process design and construction of civil
works both public and private. SEA Consulting srl, was appointed by the Verduno municipality (Cuneo
Province, Italy), in order to provide the census and the classification of the geological and geomorphological
elements of the Tanaro Valley sector falling within the municipal territory. In this area the geological setting is
characterized by surface and deep landslide connected to a karst system developed in the Vena del Gesso
Formation (Upper Messinian), represented by gypsum, which exerts a relevant influence on groundwater and
runoff behaviour. This study was accomplished in different and consequential steps which allowed i) to relate
the field survey with the previous works and geological studies, ii) to realise the census with an appropriate and
effective standard process for data field acquisition and iii) developing and implementing a database to store
field information. Information is organized in way to be read both on computer and on paper support. Thematic
forms provides data related to specific aspects of the karsts shape as the geographic location, morphology,
evolution state, relationship to the anthropic activities, geologic and geomorphologic setting. The geographic
features and the associated information are also available on a GIS. Specific command tools on database forms
allow to easily read information and to perform specific queries. Finally, the study allowed i) to improve land
processes awareness, ii) the monitoring of the evolution of the karst phenomena and their relationship with
runoff dynamics and iii) to develope an operative tool for checking and managing municipal territory data by
local public managers.
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Lessons-learned from the 2006 Flashfloods and Landslide in Uttaradit and
Sukhotai Provinces, Thailand: Implication for Effective Landslide Disaster
Risk Management in Thailand
Muhibuddin Usamah (1) , and N.M.S.I Arambepola (2)
(1) Rmit University, School Of Geospatial Sciences, Melbourne, Australia (muhy.usamah@gmail.com); (2) Asian Disaster
Preparedness Center, Urban Disaster Risk Management, Bangkok, Thailand;

With the increasing climate events and population grow forcing people to seek for new space for living and the
low awareness on safe site to reside, the life and livelihood of people living on the river bank and lower flank of
hilly areas are threatened to the impacts of flash floods and landslides. Like many other countries in Asian
region, Thailand has been affected by various natural disasters including flash floods and landslides. The 2006
flash floods and landslide in the northern part of the country have affected four provinces leaving 87 people
dead, 29 missing with more than 4000 houses left totally and partially damaged. Exclusive of the cost of
damaged houses and individual property, the estimated total cost of damage caused by the disasters is THB
308,615,331 (~ US$ 9,976,250.76). The paper investigates the vulnerability and risk of the communities living
in the hilly parts of Uttaradit and Sukhothai Provinces in the Northern Thailand that are frequently hit by flash
floods and landslides. The root causes of the impacts of the disasters are further discussed based on recent
findings from fieldwork conducted a month after the strike of disasters. Learning from the flash floods and
landslide disasters in the Northern Thailand and other similar disasters in other areas, the paper recommends
effective flashfloods and landslide management strategy that can empower local governments in Thailand to
manage flashfloods and landslide risk thus reducing future impacts on vulnerable communities. 
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An integrated system for landslide monitoring, early warning and risk
mitigation along lifelines 
Pasquale Versace (1) , Giuseppe Artese (2) , Giovanna Capparelli (1) , Sandra Costanzo (3) , Pasquale
Corsonello (3) , Giuseppe Di Massa (3) , Fabrizio Ferrucci (4) , Donatella Maletta (1) , Giuseppe Mendicino (1) ,
Francesco Muto (4) , Alfonso Senatore (1) , and Antonello Troncone (1)
(1) Università Della Calabria, Dipartimento Di Difesa Del Suolo, Rende, Italy; (2) Università Della Calabria, Dipartimento
Di Pianificazione Territoriale, Rende, Italy; (3) Università Della Calabria, Dipartimento Di Elettronica Informatica E
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The paper describes an integrated, innovative and efficient solution to manage risk issues associated to
landslides interfering with infrastructures. The research project was submitted for financial support in the
framework of the Multi -regional Operational Programme 2007-13: Research and Competitiveness funded by the
Ministry of Research (MIUR) and co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund. The project is aimed
to developing and demonstrating an integrated system of monitoring, early warning and mitigation of landslides
risk. The final goal is to timely identify potentially dangerous landslides, and to activate all needed impact
mitigation measures, including the information delivery. The essential components of the system include
monitoring arrays, telecommunication networks and scenario simulation models, assisted by a data acquisition
and processing centre, and a traffic control centres. Upon integration, the system will be experimentally
validated and demonstrated over ca. 200 km of three highway sections, crossing the regions of Campania,
Basilicata, Calabria and Sicily. Progress in the state of art is represented by the developments in the field of
environmental monitoring and in the mathematical modelling of landslides and by the development of services
for traffic management. The approach to the problem corresponds to a “systemic logics” where each developed
component foresees different interchangeable technological solutions to maximize the operational flexibility.
The final system may be configured as a simple to complex structure, including different configurations to deal
with different scenarios. Specifically, six different monitoring systems will be realized: three “point” systems,
made up of a network of locally measuring sensors, and three “area” systems to remotely measure the
displacements of large areas. Each network will be fully integrated and connected to a unique data transmission
system. Standardized and shared procedures for the identification of risk scenarios will be developed, concerning
the surveys to be carried out, the procedures for each type of on-site testing and guidelines and dynamic
templates for presentations of results, such as highway risk maps e.g. The setting up of data acquisition and
processing centre and traffic control centre are the core of the integrated system. The DAC (data acquisition
center, newly designed) will acquire and process data varying in intensity, dimensions, characteristics and
information content; The Traffic Control Center (TCC) is meant to integrate the scientific and the management
aspects of hydrological risk monitoring and early warning. The overall system is expected to benefit of the
development of new, advanced mathematical models on landslide triggers and propagation. Triggering models
will be empirical or hydrological, represented by simple empirical relationships, obtained by linking the
antecedent rainfall and the landslide time occurrence, and complete models identified through more complex
expressions that take into account different components as the specific site conditions, the mechanical, hydraulic
and physical properties of soils and slopes, the local seepage conditions and their contribution to soil strength.
The industrial partners of the University of Calabria are Autostrade Tech, Strago and TD Group, with the
Universities of Firenze and Catania acting research Partners. 
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On verification of forecasting capability of the FlaIR regional model in
landslide early warning
Pasquale Versace (1) , and Giovanna Capparelli (2)
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On May 5th 1998 more than 100 slides were triggered on Pizzo d’Alvano mountain, due to heavy and prolonged
rainfall. Many slides developed into debris flows hitting the urban areas of four small towns at the toe of the
mountain: Sarno, Siano, Quindici and Bracigliano. 159 people died, the majority of them in the Episcopio,
district of Sarno. Over 300 houses were destroyed or highly damaged, leaving more than 1000 people homeless.
It was one of the most serious events among those happened in Italy and it has deeply modified the way of
planning risk mitigation measures and civil protection activities. In the following years an integrated plan of
structural and non structural measures was designed and carried out that is without precedent in Italy Structural
measures for risk mitigation in the Sarno area have followed a complex and articulated strategy designed to
reduce proneness to failure in source areas, to restrain bed and slope erosion along gullies and then to control the
increase of debris flow volume along its path, to control rainfall water runoff toward the major rivers, whose
beds are not adequate to contain floods, to create storage area for debris flows, to canalize debris flows to this
area. These objectives were achieved by slope erosion reduction works based on bioengineering techniques,
check dams in the upper part of the gullies, for bed erosion control and slope stabilization, channel for collecting
rainfall water, retarding reservoir for flood routing, control structures, like sediment basins, diversion structures,
transverse walls, that bound the debris flow prone area and protect the inhabited ones. Different kinds of work
have been combined in order to obtain an articulated risk mitigation systems. In the Sarno area debris flow
control has been obtained with slope stabilization, check dams, and large deposition basins, located in the
piedmont area above the town. In each basin more than one gully flows. The rainfall water drainage has been
allowed by the channel networks which cross the deposition basin and reach retarding reservoirs, located below
the town, which reduce the peak flow toward the Sarno River. The paper describes the works that have been
made, the design problems, costs and timing. The non structural measures consist in early warning system based
on a very effective civil protection plan for emergency management, which describes the actions to undertake
before and after catastrophic events. Generally, three phases are accounted for before the occurrence of the
event: the “advice”, the “watch” and the “warning” phase; an emergency phase is activated after the event. The
Plan adopts a series of actions to be carried out in each phase The component of the Early Warning System are
the following: landslide analysis and mapping of the areas still exposed to risk; appointment of a Field Survey
Team, composed of technical staff, engineers and geologists, with the task to surveying and documenting the
state of the sites involved in movements and, especially with the task of looking after the territory during the
emergency phases, when the mathematical models indicate that the threshold values have been exceeded; a
dense telemetering rain gauge network for capturing in real time relevant hydrological parameters; mathematical
models for rainfall nowcasting; mathematical models for rainfall threshold of landslides able to compare the
monitored rainfall values of the selected duration to the predetermined threshold values, corresponding to the
“advice”, “watch” or “warning” level; mathematical models for simulating hill slope hydrology. The paper
discusses the different components of the non structural system with particular attention to Field Survey Team
activities and to the structure of the Emergency Plan. 
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Environmental Risk Assessment on a Hill Site Development in Penang
Malaysia
Ahmad Shukri Yahaya (1) , Fauziah Ahmad (1) , and Wan Nur Aishah Meor Hussein (1)
(1) University Sains Malaysia, School of Civil Engineering, Engineering Campus,, University Sains Malaysia, School of
Civil Engineering, Penang, Malaysia (shukri@eng.usm.my);

Penang is one of the areas in Malaysia that have corrugated and hilly topography. Construction activities in these
areas are increasing day by day, primarily for residential and commercial purpose. Such rapid development put
the environment in risk by causing flood, changes of climate, landslides etc., and becomes a threat to the life and
property of local inhabitants. This paper describes the risk assessment for Paya Terubung in Penang that are
exposed to such risk. Assessments are made by using rating systems and are developed after modification from
other existing guidelines and requirements. Results from the evaluation are also shown in environmental risk
map with the application of Geographical Information System (GIS) to identify high, moderate or low risk areas.
The results show that 12% of project sites are at high environmental risk in Paya Terubung, 44% at medium
environmental risk and others at low environmental risk.
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Joint Technical Emergency Operation Experiences on Landslide Disaster
Mitigation Event 2003, Sri Lanka
Athauda Arachchige Virajh Dias (1)
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“ Disaster!!! Mother Nature has devoured their loved ones and belongings leaving only a symbol of what was
there. Thousands came, some out of curiosity, some to offer assistance and others to provide solutions. But
would any of these assure their right to live in this world where they belong in the future, without coming in to
conflict with the Mother Nature?. Could anyone provide the lasting solution? Who can wipe their tears off? ”
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Session L21
Landslide education, training and capacity development

Conveners: D. Karnawati, S. Prakash

The session focuses on landslide education, training and capacity development to promote 
awareness and preparedness against disasters, thus reducing the risks and losses. Most of disasters 
occur, where the communities are not well aware, informed and prepared. Absence of awareness 
and preparedness results into poor implementation of landslide prevention and mitigation measures, 
and thereby brings down the capacity / resilience to disasters. Therefore, papers related to various 
efforts or programs to develop capacity of the society to make them resilient against the landslides, 
are invited in this session.
Innovative approaches and methods, case studies, best practices and lesson learnt from past disasters 
for improving the quality and efficacy of landslide education, training, and capacity developments at 
the local, national or global levels, will be discussed during this session.

The output of the session may help in the formulation of appropriate strategies and approaches for 
the capacity development in landslide risk reduction. The contributions made in this session will be 
published in the Proceeding of 2nd World Landslide Forum.
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Landslide Awareness, Preparedness and Response Management in India
Jog Singh Bhatia (1)
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Whether it be a devastating landslides of Darjeeling in 1968 or on 18th August,1993 at Malpa or recent
Earthquake of Japan (Richter scale-9) followed by Tsunami, landslides, radioactive leakage and lacks of collapse
structures on 11th March, 2011, disaster is unlike anything else in human experience. It strikes quickly and
changes the lives of large number of people. Its effects are left long after the event. In India, the main cause of
heavy losses during any disaster is the lack of awareness among the common masses regarding the first aid,
basic search and rescue techniques, safety routes and zones, reacting to warning signs and signals. To study the
level of awareness among common masses in India is also a key subject to be studied. It is said that, in India, we
are sitting on the dynamite of disasters which can explode any time without any pre-warning. It is important to
learn from the past so that we do not repeat our mistakes. As George Santayana said. “Those who cannot
remember the past are condemned to repeat it”. A study be carried out to analyze the level of awareness and
preparedness among common masses of the landslide prone areas taking into considerations the following
parameters: 1. Nature of landslide 2. Prediction of landslide 3. Causes of landslide 4. Mitigation techniques for
landslide 5. Response during landslide Taking into considerations hazards present in landslide prone area which
have already or can in future invite a great disaster, information about awareness and preparedness among
common masses to different nature of landslides need to be considered. To give training to common residents a
team of trained personnel need to be organized at the district headquarter who select some change agents in
communities. These change agents like, dedicated NGO’s, teachers, senior citizens and govt. officials be trained
as a trainers and be given time-slab responsibility to spread awareness in the work area assigned to them in their
locality. Awareness workshops and seminars be organized at all public and private schools, colleges and
educational institutions along with public and private sector departments. The trainers should be given honor and
incentives time to time for their contribution and also given backup of resources fulfilling the community
training needs by the administration. Schools and colleges should include Disaster management as a subject of
SUPW (Social Useful Productive Work) and at least one session of learning be provided every week for students
in the form of lectures, workshops, group activities, quiz, mock exercise and visits to model places of safety. At
state level, Education Boards should include Disaster Management a compulsory subject after 8th standard. The
subject has been introduced by CBSE in 8th class. The main topics to be included are first aid, first response to
any medical emergency like heart attack, hemorrhages, poisoning & insect bites, trauma cases like fractures,
spillage of hazardous material and various hazards present in specific area. The administration of this awareness
programme to be managed by District Disaster Management Authority under the chairman ship of Deputy
Collector. Local print and electronic media can play a very important role in spreading awareness about
landslides in common residents. Special features and articles on disaster’s nature, causes and response skills be
printed periodically in daily newspapers and talk shows, special programs on warning signs, response
management be broadcast from local cable TV network time to time. A well coordinated quick response teams
under Deputy Commissioner Office, comprising of trained rescue workers from various departments including
Police, Health, Fire, Drainage, CPWD etc be established and kept ready for response round the clock during
monsoon season.
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Improving Public Outreach on Landslide Related Risk - Cooperation with
the Planet Earth Institute 
Eder Wolfgang (1)
(1) PEI, Univ Munich, Earth Sciences, Munich, Germany (w.eder-geo@hotmail.de);

Education on and capacity development in landslide risk reduction is one important component of outreach
activities for the public at large. A newly established entity, the 'Planet Earth Institite' (PEI), shall help to
improve the public understanding of Earth Science related risks involving landslides. As a follow-on-initiative of
the 'International Year of Planet Earth' (IYPE) a new foundation, the “Stichting Planet Earth Institute” (PEI) has
been created on 17 December 2010 in The Netherlands. This foundation is particularly addressing outreach
activities related to Earth Sciences. Special emphasis will be given to aspects of disaster risk reduction including
educational aspects of landslide mitigation. The Planet Earth Institute (PEI) builds on the legacy of the IYPE that
was created by the ‘International Union of Geological Sciences’ (IUGS) and UNESCO in order to promote
sustainable development and the application of the Earth sciences in society. The PEI provides an international
umbrella and is a call for action to further inform the public how knowledge of the Earth, disaster risk reduction
and notably information on landslides helps to make societies around the world healthier, safer and more
prosperous and to excite young people about the Earth. An invitation has been sent out to all geoscientists and
geosciences related groups or agencies to support the ‘Stichting Planet Earth Institute’. 
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Strengthening landslide awareness and management in the road sector of
Laos
Gareth Hearn (1) , and Tim Hunt (1)
(1) URS/Scott Wilson, Urs/scott Wilson, Europe, Basingstoke, England (gareth.hearn@scottwilson.com);

Landslides pose a significant hazard to the maintenance of roads in Laos. The country is mountainous and
experiences high intensity monsoon rainfall. Weathering has weakened rock masses to considerable depths and
the complex geological structure that underlies many mountain slopes frequently creates conditions favourable
to the development of landslides. A programme of hazard and risk assessment, prioritisation, investigation and
the design of remedial measures was put into place in order to develop methods of landslide management that
could be adopted by roads practitioners in both the public and private sectors. A local contractor was employed
to implement the designed works and standard details and specifications for earthworks, retaining walls and
bio-engineering structures were developed that maximised capacity building and the use of locally available
materials. Hands-on training was provided to civil engineers from the Ministry of Public Works and Transport at
all stages in the programme, including field mapping and ground investigation, design of remedial work and
construction supervision. Classroom-based and field-based workshops were held to disseminate the approaches
and lessons learnt from the stabilisation trials. Slope design and road maintenancce manuals were developed to
assist in the training, and these were provided both in English and Lao. The success of these trials and training
programmes led to the development of training materials and the implementation of a training course in
landslide and slope management for roads practictioners. This focused on the training of trainers selected from
the NUoL in subjects ranging from landslide recognition, through ground investigation to the design of retaining
walls and the use of bio-engineering for erosion control. Subsequently, the outcome of this work has been
combined with landslide and slope management experience gained elsewhere in the humid sub-tropics to
develop a publication that is specifically designed to be used by engineering geologists and civil engineers
engaged in mountain road design, construction and maintenance, with particular reference to low cost and
sustainable approaches. 
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PASTI (Preparedness Assesment Tools for Indonesia)
Hening Parlan (1)
(1) Director of Humanitarian Forum Indonesia, Humanitarian Forum Indonesia, Director, Jl. Wachid Hasyim 2 Jakarta Pusat,
Indonesia (hening_parlan@yahoo.com);

HFI-MDMC- UNESCO has done a project that elaborate experts with special expertises in hazards and together
it has been assessed by field experts such as CBO and community leaders. The overall objective of the proposed
project is to build the resilience of communities to natural disasters by strengthening national and local
institutions, mechanisms and capacities for disaster risk reduction with 9 hazards, included of landslide. The
project have initiated to design model tools and module measures preparedness which are easy, simple and well
use in the local government and community regarding disaster preparedness measurement toolkit. This project
combines the academic approaches (which provides the knowledge of hazard of disasters) and community
experience/wisdom. This kind of point of views and expertise should be elaborated to turn PASTI out to be
friendlier user. PASTI have three components in measuring community’s disaster preparedness, knowledgeable
on hazard (Disaster Risk Analysis - DRA), Community Development (CD) and Basic Human Services (BHS).
Until now, PASTI have been used in some of places Indonesia which have landslide hazard. There are Jakarta,
Banjarnegara, Surabaya, Yogyakarta, Samarinda, West Jakarta, Mentawai, West Sumatera, Central Java with 21
sub district. PASTI also send to 33 Provincies for BPPD (Local Board of Disaster Management in Provincial
Level). Wukirsari, Bantul District. Try out of PASTI in Wukirsari was held by FPRB Pucung for earthquake,
drought and landslide hazards. It was taking place on Thursday, March 12, 2009, in Pucung Village Some result
have been gathered in this events were: • Community very happy with some of information with frienly user. •
They can use the PASTI with vidio or paper. • They can understand how the prepare of their community and
how the score. • Community nterested discussion local wisdom in a part of the toolsto the tool. LESSON
LEARNED Simplicity PASTI suggests that the tools should be split into two: first is “rapid version” and the
second is comprehensive package. Rapid version is needed to give the assessor general situation about three
basic elements in disaster preparedness: disaster risk, community development, and basic human needs/services.
Questionnaires provided by the experts are comprehensive but too much for the beginners. Disaster preparedness
is not only about hazards By incorporating vulnerability in disaster preparedness, PASTI will put disaster risk
reduction practice closer to the community. We should note that the recognition of the inherent dignity and of
the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and
peace in the world. Challenges In the Process Challenges were found when community found it very interesting
but they have constraints to its applications. The highlight is that PASTI has involved and elaborated the expert
team as the provider of base material, stakeholders (community, CBOs, local government) as the end user and
government (in both level, either in national and local) as endorser of PASTI. Practicality PASTI can be used by
any communities in any places. The three analyses of DRA, BHS and CD would describe and capture most of
community life, which is always connected with vulnarebility and capacity of its people. In the same tima,
PASTI could be used as well by local government in lower level such as village or kampong and schools.
Linking with other initiatives PASTI has been informed and updated to PASTI were all organizations and
institution in either national and local level, has a strong and clear support and acknowledgment by government
in national level such as BNPB, and some of relevan documents, Risk Asesmnet Guideline, Risk Indeks,
CBDRM, dan BPBD in local level. For the completed the tools please find
www.humanitarianforumindonesia.org.
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Learning by doing: Community-based landslide risk reduction
Elizabeth Holcombe (1) , and Malcolm Anderson (1)
(1) University Of Bristol, School Of Geographical Sciences, Bristol, Uk (liz.holcombe@bristol.ac.uk);

Governments and Development Agencies have recognised the need for training and education in order raise
awareness of landslide risk, increase community preparedness and resilience, and reduce their vulnerability to
such events. However, there are only a few examples of effective preventative measures on the ground, and
urban landslide risk is still increasing. Two key reasons are: a failure to i) examine the underlying risk drivers,
and ii) to capture and support local knowledge. We argue that although the human drivers of landslide risk are
often the focus, the physical drivers should not be neglected; and while workshops and training can be useful
tools, they should be part of the risk reduction process rather than the start of the process. We demonstrate that
effective, holistic urban landslide risk reduction can be achieved when the physical drivers are understood and
addressed. With minimal initial training and with the guidance of local engineers and technicians, communities
can identify and address these physical drivers. This interactive process means that everyone learns through
experience (including the policy-makers and funders). We outline a programme of community-based landslide
risk reduction completed in a number of Eastern Caribbean communities over the last six years. The programme
deliberately started with the implementation of landslide hazard reduction measures in vulnerable communities
by the residents. Engaging the residents in detailed mapping revealed localised slope drainage problems:
concentration of rainfall runoff and infiltration of household waste-water. Application of a user-friendly dynamic
slope stability model confirmed this as the dominant driver of the hazard. Engineers, planners and development
personnel then worked alongside the communities to design appropriate drainage networks. Community
members tendered for projects, procured materials, constructed drains and led sessions in subsequent training
events and conferences. Rather than training and education being an input (as it is in so many disaster risk
reduction capacity-build programmes), our programme saw these as outputs. ‘Learning by doing’ in this way has
a core advantage – the speed of education and training is rapid and very focussed. Community residents embrace
a broadening skill-base with meaningful enthusiasm and as a necessary prerequisite for participating in
construction. Familiarity with the science of the mitigation measures is an integral part, so much so that
community members are enabled sufficiently to participate and instruct in technical training days for
Government staff. Our approach, by starting with implementation, has confirmed that: • the core skills and local
knowledge exist within communities and governments for this starting point in the educative and training cycle •
immediate, and enduring, community engagement occurs because of the immediacy of construction activity •
landslide hazard can often be reduced through improved drainage • benefit-cost ratios of such projects can be
~3:1 • Donors and Governments have learned from the experience due to short delivery times for the community
contracts and the rapid availability of quantitative performance measures (by contrast, ‘capacity build‘ in many
projects is ill-defined, and of unspecified duration) • Donors are supportive of a ‘learning by doing’ approach
This process is strategic and incremental as each example of effectiveness on the ground enables greater learning
and adoption. Donors, Governments, Social Funds and Community members (and thus ‘society’ in the broadest
sense) have all participated in this process, supported construction as the starting point, and recognised
behavioural change to be an outcome. We exemplify changes of policy, practices, local skill base and awareness.
We believe this evidence supports the view that ‘learning by doing’ delivers the best value for the combined
attributes of education and mitigation.
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Strategic approach for improvement of community resilience in landslide
prone area
Dwikorita Karnawati (1) , Teuku Faisal Fathani (2) , Budi Andayani (3) , and Suharman Suharman (4)
(1) Gadjah Mada University, Gadjah Mada University, Geological Engineering, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
(dwiko2007@yahoo.co.id); (2) Gadjah Mada University, Gadjah Mada University, Civil & Environmental Engineering,
Yogyakarta, Indonesia; (3) Gadjah Mada University, Gadjah Mada University, Psychology, Yogyakarta, Indonesia; (4)
Gadjah Mada University, Gadjah Mada University, Social And Politics, Yogyakarta, Indonesia;

Landslide is one of the most threatening disaster in Indonesia which result in serious socio-economical losses.
Several root problems leading to the increase of landslide risk were identified. Those problems mainly related to
poor understanding of the communities about the landslide phenomena, landslide prevention and
countermeasures, as well as due to the limited access to the information for landslide mitigation and early
warning. Accordingly, a strategic approach had been developed to solve such problems through the
improvement of community resilience in landslide prone area. Such approach concerns with the social, technical
and institutional programs. The social program for improving community resilience was emphasized on the
public education and consultation, followed by the establishment of local task force and the action plan for
landslide preparedness and mitigation. Indeed, the local task force has an important role as the key driving force
for executing and sustaining the landslide preparedness and mitigation actions at the village level. Obviously, the
technical program is required to facilitate the effectivity of the preparedness and mitigation actions, by providing
community hazard map, evacuation route and shelter, and the simple technology for landslide prevention and
early warning system. Meanwhile, the institutional program is also required to facilitate the implementation of
both social and technical programs, so that the community can be more empowered to reduce the risk of
landslides. This approach has been applied in several landslide prone areas in Java and Sumatera. It is also
crucial to address the difference in the local geological and cultural conditions, which may require some
adjustment in the implementation of such approach. Several pilot programs to implement this approach will also
be discussed to evaluate the affectivity of such strategic empowerment program. 
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Student Community Service Program for Landslide Disaster Risk
Reduction in Indonesia
Dwikorita Karnawati (1) , Wilopo Wahyu (2) , Agung Setianto (1) , and Suharman Suharman (3)
(1) Gadjah Mada University, Gadjah Mada University, Geological Engineering, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
(dwiko2007@yahoo.co.id); (2) Gadjah Mada University, Gadjah Mada University, Geo;pgoca; Engineering, Yogyakarta,
Indonesia; (3) Gadjah Mada University, Gadjah Mada University, Social And Politics, Yogyakarta, Indonesia;

 This paper introduces and promotes the importance of student community service program that implemented for
landslide disaster risk reduction in Indonesia. This program is developed by Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia,
as the compulsory subject with 3 credit units for the undergraduate student . In this program, about 20 to 30
students with multi disciplines background are deployed in the field for the period of two month to conduct the
community empowerment program in landslide prone area. Initially, the students serve an important role to raise
community awareness for landslide disaster risk reduction through facilitate public education / consultation
activities, as well as to encourage and establish the development of local task force and action plan for landslide
disaster risk reduction at the village level. An action research to support the development of community hazard
map and to introduce a simple technology for landslide early warning system was also conducted together with
the agro-farming program for maintaining the sustainable development in landslide prone area. Through such
agro-farming program, the landslide can be prevented, vulnerable slopes can be protected, and economical
values of the vulnerable land can be increased. It is also important that this community service program will not
only beneficial for the community living in landslide prone area, but also can be an ideal media for the students
to have skill enhancement in applying their knowledge to solve the real problem in the field. Several soft skills
such as team working, effective communication adapting skill can also be stimulated during this community
service program. 
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The landslide museum of Civita di Bagnoregio and living landscape of bad
lands valley
Claudio Margottini (1)
(1) ISPRA, ., Dpt. Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy (claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it);

Civita di Bagnoregio lies in a hilly area surrounded by steep valleys intensively eroded by two torrents
presenting an E-W direction. The cliff is composed of a 20-25 m top layer of jointed ignimbrite, underlain by
intensively stratified pyroclastic formation; the Quaternary tuffs rest on a bedrock of a Plio-Pleistocene clayey
succession which form the valley in the major area. The clays depth can be estimated in some hundreds meters,
while the outcropping portion is about 150 and 200 m in the northern and southern valleys respectively. Due to
the particular geological and geomorphological features, large and frequent slope instability phenomena occur:
in the clayey formation landslides are represented by mudflows, debris-flows and rotational slides, while in the
upper portion of the volcanic cliff, due to a retrogressive mechanism of erosion, rock-falls, toppling and
block-slides are the common landslide typologies. Landslide mechanism can be explicated by complex and
integrated causes. The process starts from the valleys erosion water-courses, than conveys to the slopes and the
cliff, through the deformation and decay of geomechanical characteristics of the rock mass that produce
progressive failure. In the last decade many landslides have affected the northern border of the cliff of Civita
largely increasing the risk conditions of that area of the town. ISPRA and other partners, starting from two
decades of monitoring results, have presented an innovative project of consolidation that takes into account
properly the geological dynamics acting on the town as well as the particular historical and environmental
context of the area. The present museum will be an exhibition for landslide phenomena but also the main portal
to the real museum that is outside, on the cliff and valleys. The visitors will find in the museum many scenic
spot that are presented from a “Landslide” point of view but, in the mean time, they will be encouraged to visit
the real site and to touch by hand the reality. 
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Impact of natural and anthropogenic factors on development of selected
active landslides in recent history of Slovakia
Alzbeta Medvedova (1) , Roberta Prokesova (2) , and Zora Snopkova (3)
(1) Matej Bel University, Faculty of Science, Departement of Geography, Geology and Landscape Ecology, Banska Bystrica,
Slovakia (Alzbeta.Medvedova@umb.sk); (2) Matej Bel University, Research Centre, Banska Bystrica, Slovakia; (3) Slovak
Hydrometeorological Institute, Banska Bystrica, Slovakia;

Active landslides belong to major environmental hazards in Slovakia. More than 21 000 slope deformations have
been registered in the Slovak part of the Western Carpathians covering 5.25 % of the area of Slovakia since the
beginning of systematic investigation of landslides in the middle of the last century (Liscák et al., 2010). Results
of regional research of slope deformations during past 50 years can also be found in Atlas of slope stability maps
in the Slovak Republic at scale 1:50 000 (Simeková et al., 2006). There were 551 newly occurred slope
deformations in the East Slovakia during the last year. It was generally anticipated that they were induced by
natural factors (extremely heavy rain, favourable geological structure, suitable geomorphological,
hydrogeological and climatic conditions) and human activities (constructions, deforestation, incorrect agriculture
melioration works, etc.). Post-failure dynamics at 10 selected localities was monitored since 1960 by a set of
traditional methods by SGUDS (State Institute of Geology). In our contribution we analyze relations between
landslides’ parameters (underground water level, geodetic point movements, inclinometric measurements, etc.)
and natural (rainfalls, snowmelting, floods, …) as well as anthropogenic factors before and after the activation of
sliding processes at these localities. Archive aerial photographs (before and after event) have been used to assess
the human impact on movement acceleration. We have also considered different political systems and ownership
relations and their effects on land use changes and/or state of remedial works. Finally, we discuss possibilities to
increase the public awareness of landslides by introducing topical case studies into the teaching process at
elementary and secondary schools. Acknowledgement: This work has been supported by the Scientific Grant
Agency of the Slovak Republic (VEGA project 1/0157/10).
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Landslide Public Awareness and Education Programs in Malaysia
Motoyama Eriko (1) , and Abdullah Che Hassandi (2)
(1) Servis Eda Technology Consultants, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; (2) WCOE member, Public Works Department, Slope
Engineering Branch, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (hassandi@jkr.gov.my);

Malaysia receives high rainfall throughout the year that resulted in floods and landslides. A National Slope
Master (NSMP) that was completed recently shows that landslides have cost Malaysia close to USD 1 billion.
One of the components under the NSMP is Public Awareness and Education. The Slope Engineering Branch in
the Public Works Department of Malaysia has started a public awareness and education program to provide
information to the public since 2008. The objective of the program is to create awareness on minimizing the
effects of landslides, through actions and measures that can be taken by community members as well as by
government and private owners of slopes. The program focuses on three sets of action: (1) identifying the key
target audiences and finding out their information needs, (2) building capacity and capability of the federal, state
and local authority stakeholders, and (3) exploring effective ways to reach out to the message recipients. There
are several key messages that are conveyed to the audiences in this campaign, they are: Learn, monitor, maintain
and report. The program is targeted to the entire country with emphasis given to communities in at-risk areas.
One is the formation of a community-based organization on slope safety. In Bukit Antarabangsa, that recently
experienced a major landslide in 2008, a group of residents got together to form a watchdog group that became
the eyes and ears of the local authority for the signs of landslides and slope failures. This group is represented by
4,000 residents in the hills of Bukit Antarabangsa, and works very closely with the local authority. Another
outcome is the formation of a slope unit within the engineering department of local authorities in at-risk areas.
Realizing that they are no longer able to manage slopes with the current staffing resources, budget and skills,
they have begun to upgrade themselves by forming a unit that oversees slope issues. Public awareness programs
on landslides have bloomed since the last major landslides in Bukit Antarabangsa.
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Education, Training and Capacity Building for Mainstreaming Landslides
Risk Management
Surya Parkash (1)
(1) National Institute of Disaster Management, Delhi, National Institute Of Disaster Management, New Delhi, Geohazards
Risk Management Division, Delhi, India (suryanidm@gmail.com);

The multifaceted aspects of landslide management, especially risk assessment and reduction require an
interdisciplinary cross-sectoral and multilevel action strategy. But the success depends on education, training and
capacity building of all stakeholders for an integrated action towards a convergent holistic approach to
mainstream landslides risk management. The present paper discusses about the issues and initiatives in this
direction, with particular reference to India. An analysis of landslide stakeholders indicated a dearth of
adequately educated and trained people as well as infra-structure / resources to undertake risk reduction,
emergency response and recovery. The concerned organizations did not have focus on education, training and
capacity building to meet the challenges posed by landslide hazards. A scrutiny of existing landslides
management practices highlighted that only adhoc reactive piece-meal measures have been taken in a
discontinuous mode without sound scientific, systematic means to prevent or mitigate the risks. Thus, a revision
of the existing programs became necessary to strengthen an organized, vibrant, pro-active, systematic and
scientific institutional mechanism that would replace the poorly performing system. The education sector
introduced the subject of disaster management in all streams of education at different levels. Central Board of
School Education and National Council of Educational Research and Technology have revised the syllabi in the
schools to include disaster management in their curriculum. Similarly the University Grants Commission, All
India Council for Technical Education and Medical Council of India have also introduced the subject of disaster
management in all streams of higher education. The syllabi of earth sciences, civil engineering, planning,
architecture and allied disciplines are being revised to include landslides and other disasters. A module for
training of teachers to teach the revised curriculum and newly evolved courses is also being worked out. The
training sector aims to bring the benefits of science to society. It has been observed that many persons presently
engaged in landslide studies do not possess requisite expertise to manage this hazard and require training.
Specialized trainings are needed for skill development on landslide hazard zonation techniques, risk assessment,
remediation and early warning practices. The trainings provide exposure to latest developments in landslide
management being evolved globally so that trained manpower conversant with latest technologies is available to
manage the hazard effectively. The trainings are systematically planned and executed with extensive
interdisciplinary exposures for engendering an integrated holistic management of landslides. These trainings are
pilot tested, documented and peer reviewed at regular intervals. The major landslide trainings in India include a
comprehensive landslides risk management; community based multi-hazard risk management including
landslides; training on applications of geoinformatics for landslides risk management; training on creation of
landslides database for planning, policy and decision making; training of trainers on conducting trainings related
to landslides. It is proposed to integrate the requirement of training programs with the licensing criteria for
professional practices as well as career growth / promotion. The mainstreaming of landslide management in
development planning will be supplemented with the establishment of the requisite infrastructure, improved
laboratories and libraries in related institutions. It has been planned to create a Centre for Landslide Studies,
Research and Management to cater to the need for capacity development. National Disaster Management
Authority has made it mandatory to submit a natural disaster impact assessment report for developmental
projects to promote risk reduction efforts. 
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Awareness and Preparedness Strategies for Community Based Disaster
Risk Management with particular reference to Landslides
Surya Parkash (1)
(1) National Institute of Disaster Management, Delhi, National Institute Of Disaster Management, New Delhi, Geohazards
Risk Management Division, Delhi, India (suryanidm@gmail.com);

Awareness and preparedness strategies are an essential component of community based disaster risk
management. A sustained effort is required by the government, NGOs, Volunteers, electronic and print media
through interactive meetings, audio-visuals, handbills/booklets/posters, competitions and quizzes, street-shows,
mock drills and exercises for creating awareness among the public and preparing them to act appropriately for
disaster risk reduction. Community involvement in disaster management cannot be over-emphasized since it is
usually the first victim as well as responder to a disaster and hence, its role in containing damage or loss is of
prime significance. Local communities aware about disastrous effects of landslides would be in a better position,
both physically and psychologically to reduce / face its impacts. The community campaigns emphasize on the
prevalent landslide risk and vulnerability of the exposed elements. It highlights the roles, responsibilities and
standard operational procedures for risk reduction and response by the communities. Information, maps and
illustrations containing status of landslide hazards, landslide indicators or precursors, precautionary measures,
possible causes, suggestive remedial options and early warning signals are shared with the community in a
layman’s language. The relevant documents regarding past disasters and related experiences are also made
available into local / regional languages for developing understanding about the disasters and deriving
community lessons. Short video films on the past landslides and case histories are also used to distinguish
between right and wrong actions. Communities are made aware of the likely major disasters that threaten the
localities of immediate concern to them, and the projected disaster scenarios; the possible landslide hazard
distribution and major known landslide spots along with the identified vulnerable elements like roads, housing,
schools etc. which may be exposed to landslide risk in the area. However, one of the most challenging tasks in
landslides awareness and preparedness is the sensitization of all stakeholders, and their involvement in landslide
risk management process. If the communities recognize the importance of landslides safety vis-à-vis
developmental activities, tremendous gains can be achieved in landslide risk reduction. Therefore, a
comprehensive awareness and preparedness campaign should be developed and implemented for following safe
practices before, during and after a landslide. Landslide risk management should be done by applying locally
available knowledge, expertise and resources customized to suit site specific situations. Regular or periodic
mock drills should be conducted at community level and near the sites vulnerable to landslides. An exercise in
real sense puts the participants in a simulated situation to function in the capacity that would be expected of them
in a real event. Its purpose is to promote preparedness by testing policies / plans and training personnel.
Exercises are also conducted to evaluate an organization’s capability to execute one or more portions of its
response or contingency plans. Experiences in emergency response indicate that exercising pays huge dividends.
Comprehensive exercise program involving 5 main types of activities, viz. orientation seminar, drill, tabletop
exercises, functional exercises and full-scale exercises may be planned and executed at community level. 
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Soil bioengineering measures for disaster mitigation and environmental
restoration in South America: autochthonal cuttings suitability in a case
study in Ecuador
Alessandro Petrone (1) , and Federico Preti (2)
(1) University Of Florence, Deistaf, Firenze, ITA (alessandro.petrone@unifi.it); (2) University Of Florence, Deistaf,
FIRENZE, ITA;

The variety of Soil bioengineering techniques usable for disaster mitigation, environmental restoration and
poverty reduction is nowadays little known in developing countries. Research on authochtonal plants suitable for
this kind of works is the essential first step for the divulgation of this discipline. The present paper is focused on
this issue related to the realization of various typologies of Soil Bio-engineering works in the Humid tropic of
Ecuador. In the Province of Santo Domingo de los Tsáchilas, located in an area in the middle of the coastal and
the andean regions of Ecuador, Soil bio-engineering installations were built in several sites. The particular
structures built were: a vegetated live crib wall for riverbank protection coupled with brush layering, live
palisades made of local bamboo (caña guadua), vegetative covering with grass transplantation and drainages
with gravel-filled trenches and PVC piping. In order to evaluate the suitability of the various plants used in the
works, monitorings were performed on the live palisades alongside an unpaved road, collecting survival rate and
morphological parameters data. For this purpose an experimental plot was established by planting one hundred
cuttings of each of the following species: Brugmansia versicolor Lagerh (local common name: Guanto);
Euphorbia cotinifolia L. (local common name: Lechoso); Malvaviscus penduliflorus DC. (local common name:
Cucarda), Trichanthera gigantea (Humb. & Bonpl.) Nees (local common names: Nacedero, quiebrabarriga,
inchabarriga). Among the used species we found that Malvaviscus penduliflorus showed the best performance in
terms of survival and growth rate but also Brugmansia versicolor and Trichanthera gigantea reported a
successful behaviour. Euphorbia cotinifolia was characterized by the worst survival rate. Further investigation
should be carried on in order to evaluate the performance of the root system of the above mentioned species.
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Evidence of Rockslides' Origin, Motion Mechanisms and Consequences
(Five Years of Field Training Course in Kyrgyzstan)
Alexander Strom (1) , and Kanatbek Abdrakhmatov (2)
(1) Leading Researcher, Idg Ras, Moscow, Russia (a_strom2002@yahoo.co.uk); (2) Director, Kis, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan;

The key point of the ICL Annual Summer School on Rockslides and Related Phenomena in Kyrgyzstan that has
started in 2006 is to acquaint students and young landslide researchers with various types of large-scale
landslides. This training course supported by IPL project C106-2 was organized and conducted by the Institute
of Geospheres Dynamics of Russian Academy of Sciences and Kyrgyz Institute of Seismology of National
Academy of Sciences. The 2 weeks long field training course is focused on demonstration of large bedrock
landslides (rockslides), their primary and secondary effects and of neotectonic conditions favorable for their
formation. These natural phenomena, though being rather rare, comparing with much more frequent landslides in
loose sediments, can be extremely hazardous due to their enormous size (up to billions cubic meters), extreme
mobility, both in terms of velocity (up to hundreds km/h) and runout (sometimes more than 10 km) and, last but
not the least, due to high potential of river damming. Students and young landslide researchers visit numerous
well-expressed prehistoric bedrock landslides, being guided by experienced colleagues. The Kokomeren River
basin in the Central Tien Shan (Kyrgyzstan) was selected to host the Summer School because of the variability
of rockslide morphologies allowing demonstrating compact dams and long runout rock avalanches, those in
confined and unconfined conditions, intact and deeply eroded rockslide bodies. Besides, the study area is
characterized by compactness (40X60 km only), easy attainability – most of features are located close to the
roads, excellent outcropping due to arid climate, impressive evidence of neotectonics and Late
Pleistocene-Holocene tectonics. All these make this area real natural "Rockslide Class Room". 
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Current status of landslide guidelines around the world
Baolin Wang (1) , Mario Ruel (2) , Réjean Couture (1) , Doug Vandine (3) , Peter Bobrowsky (1) , and Andrée
Blais-stevens (1)
(1) Natural Resources Canada, Geological Survey Of Canada, Ottawa, Canada (bwang@nrcan.gc.ca); (2) Cn Rail, Montreal,
Canada; (3) Vandine Geological Engineering Limited, Victoria, Canada;

The Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) initiated a project in 2009 to develop national landslide guidelines and
best practices as part of its natural hazard loss reduction effort. This project is part of the International Program
on Landslides sponsored by the International Consortium on Landslides. A literature review was carried out as
part of this project. More than 30 landslide guidelines from around the world were collected. This paper presents
a brief review of these guidelines. The review will assist in the development of the GSC’s landslide guidelines,
as well as aid professionals and other stakeholders who wish to learn more about or develop their own landslide
guidelines.
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Session L22
Submarine landslides and tsunami

Conveners: J. Locat, R. Urgeles, P. Mazzanti

Submarine landslides are as common as their subaerial counterparts, yet they might be orders 
of magnitude larger. Because of the lack of direct observations and inaccessibility of the marine 
environment little is known of recurrence rates, trigger mechanisms, pre- and post-failure geotechnical 
conditions, and the role of landslide processes in delivering sediments to deep water. Nevertheless, 
increasing development of seafloor-based (offshore platforms, telecommunication and energy 
transport facilities, etc) and coastal infrastructures ask for better knowledge of seafloor stability 
conditions, submarine landslide processes and subsequent effects such as tsunamis. In line with IGCP-
585 objectives, we welcome contributions describing advances in submarine landslide research and 
analyses, including, but not limited to: (a) submarine landslides mapping by innovative survey techniques 
(i.e. multibeam bathymetry, 3D seismic), (b) geophysical and geotechnical characterization, (c) event 
dating and recurrence rates, (d) deposit sedimentology, (e) pre-conditioning/triggering analysis, (f) 
numerical modeling of submarine landslide processes and landslide derived tsunamis. Contributions 
concerning real experiences and case histories by industry will also be particularly welcome.
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Simulations of submarine landslides by Cellular Automata methodology
Maria Vittoria Avolio (1) , Valeria Lupiano (2) , Paolo Mazzanti (3) , Francesca Bozzano (4) , and Salvatore Di
Gregorio (1)
(1) University Of Calabria, Department Of Mathematics, Rende, Italy; (2) University Of Calabria, Department Of Earth
Sciences, Rende, Italy; (3) "sapienza", Università Di Roma, Nhazca S.r.l. & Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra, Rome,
Italy; (4) "sapienza", Università Di Roma, Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra, Rome, Italy;

Cellular Automata (CA) are a computational paradigm for modelling and simulating complex natural and
artificial systems, whose evolution is mainly governed by local laws. The global dynamics of such systems
emerges in its complexity from the interactions of their elementary components. CA can be considered as a
space, partitioned into regular and uniform size cells, that correspond to a (physical space) portion, whose
properties, relevant to system evolution , identify the cell state. Each cell embeds a computing unit, that changes
the cell state according to the states of the neighbor cells, where the neighborhood conditions are determined by
a pattern invariant in time and space. At time t=0, each cell is in an “arbitrary” state (initial conditions); the CA
then evolves by changing, at discrete times (steps) and simultaneously, the state of all the cells according to rules
invariant in time, by applying the so-called “transition function”. The CA model SCIDDICA-SS2 has been
recently developed for the simulation of subaerial, submarine and coastal flow-like landslides. This model
adopts the hypothesis of the equivalent fluid, i.e. the heterogeneous flowing mass is assumed to behave as a
homogeneous fluid, whose rheological features cannot be measured through laboratory or in situ testing, but they
can only be obtained by the back-analysis of real past events. SCIDDICA-SS2 simulates the movement of the
mass from one cell to adjacent cells over a real 3D morphology by using simple motion equations accounting for
slope, friction, turbulence effects, eventually water resistance and buoyancy effect. Furthermore, erosion of the
debris along the path is computed proportionally to the kinetic energy of the mass. In case of coastal landslides,
air to water transition involves the computation of mass loss (finer components), energy dissipation by water
resistance at the impact and buoyancy effect. Required input data for SCIDDICA-SS2 are: 3D Morphology
(DTM), thickness distribution of the debris along the path, location and size of the expected detachment mass,
buildings/structures location and engineering features. Output for each cell step by step during the simulation are
the followings: landslide thickness, landslide velocity, erosion, updated morphology, buildings and structures
state of safety. Final results of the simulation are: area affected by landslide, landslide run-out, distribution of
landslide deposit, soil erosion due to the landslide, buildings/structures final conditions. Forecasting the
evolution of flow-like landslides both on the land surfaces or on sea/lake bottom represents an important factor
for risk assessment, defense interventions and remediation strategies to be applied to populated areas, productive
activities and structures of different types. For example subaqueous flow-like landslides regard important
safety/economical problems such as subaqueous cables and pipelines and offshore oil platforms. For this aim,
accurate numerical analyses of landslides dynamics are a key requirement for the assessment of their interaction
with structures. Back analysis of real submarine and combined submarine-subaerial flow-like landslides
demonstrated the efficacy of the SCIDDICA-SS2 model in simulating this type of events and their interaction
with structures. Some examples will be presented. 
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Historical earthquakes, landslides, and tsunamis in eastern Sicily and
southern Calabria, Italy
Andrea Billi (1) , Liliana Minelli (2) , Barbara Orecchio (3) , Debora Presti (4) , Claudio Faccenna (5) , and
Giancarlo Neri (4)
(1) CNR, National Research Council, Igag, Rome, Italy (andrea.billi@cnr.it); (2) INGV, Ingv, Rome, Italy; (3) UniCalabria,
Universita Della Calabria, Dipartimento Di Fisica, Cosenza, Italy; (4) UniMessina, Università Di Messina, Dipartimento Di
Scienze Della Terra, Messina, Italy; (5) UniRomaTre, Universita Roma Tre, Dipartimento Di Scienze Geologiche, Roma,
Italy;

Among other important triggering and controlling factors, landslides are often triggered by earthquakes and
facilitated by steep slopes. Where these slopes are submarine or occur along the coast, then the hazard posed by
earthquakes and related landslides is greatly multiplied by the fact that a killing tsunami may be generated by
coastal or submarine earthquake-related mass movements. Studying past instances of earthquakes, landslides,
and tsunamis is the key to understand their possible relationships and to locally mitigate the risk connected with
these natural threats. In particular, because of the paucity of evidence, one of the most challenging tasks for
geoscientists is recognizing an earthquake-related landslide-tsunami when the mass failure is entirely submarine.
Efforts in this direction are, however, necessary because the arrival time of these tsunamis to the coast is
commonly very short (i.e., they usually originate along the margin of the continental shelf) and the related
run-up and inundation may be locally very large. Eastern Sicily and southern Calabria (southern Italy) are ideal
regions to study the relationship between earthquakes, landslides, and tsunamis. In these regions, strong
earthquakes and associated landslides and tsunamis have been repeatedly and accurately recorded during
historical times. Steep coastal slopes, high erosional rates, and the lack of a significant continental platform
make these regions particularly vulnerable to landslides and perhaps to landslide-tsunamis. The aim of this work
is to contribute to the knowledge of earthquake-related landslide and tsunami hazard in eastern Sicily and
southern Calabria by constraining the cause (i.e., seismic dislocation vs. mass failure) of three earthquake-related
historical tsunamis (i.e., the 1908, 1783, and 1693 tsunamis). To do so, we review previously published datasets.
We analyze, in particular, historical datasets of tsunami run-up to discriminate between earthquake- and
landslide-tsunamis according to a previously-published mathematical method. In addition, for the 1908 tsunami,
we consider also bathymetric and seismic reflection data, the interruption of submarine cables in the Ionian Sea
as reported by historical sources, and the pattern of delay times between the arrivals of the earthquake and
tsunami waves to the coasts. Our results indicate that the three studied tsunamis were all chiefly excited by mass
failures. In the case of the 1783 tsunami, the cause was known by eyewitness accounts reporting of a huge
earthquake-induced subaerial rockfall that collapsed into the sea thus causing the tsunami. This evidence is
consistent with our results and supports the reliability of the used method. The landslide source of the 1908
tsunami is supported by all the above-mentioned lines of evidence and seems therefore enough robust, whereas
the source of the 1693 is the less constrained. A comparison between the three studied landslide-tsunamis and
those reported in the literature shows the uniqueness of the events studied in this work. No other instances exist,
in fact, worldwide of a repetition of three destructive earthquake-related landslide-tsunamis within circa 200
years (from 1693 to 1908) along a coast segment of less than 200 km and with such a good documentation of
tsunami runup and other evidence. As such, the study area may constitute a natural laboratory for studies on
landslide-tsunamis and for those researchers needing well documented instances of landslide-tsunamis as
benchmarks of numerical and physical models or as suitable case histories to be simulated. 
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Interaction of a deformable landslide mass with water resulting in impulse
waves
Giovanni B. Crosta (1) , Silvia Imposimato (2) , and Dennis Roddeman (2)
(1) Univ. Degli Studi Di Milano Bicocca, Dip. Scienze Geologiche E Geotecnologie, Milano, Italy
(giovannibattista.crosta@unimib.it); (2) Feat, Heerlen, The Netherlands;

Large fast moving landslides can be originated along slopes in mountainous terrains with natural and artificial
lakes, or fjords at the slope foot. Rock and debris avalanches can reach extremely high speed along subaerial
slopes and the impact can involve a steep landslide snout and an immobile mass of water. As a consequence, the
spreading of large landslide masses can be at the origin of large waves that can travel at high speed along the
water surface. Landslide generated impulse waves can be subdivided in three different steps: initiation,
propagation and, finally, runup. The type of phenomena can be strongly controlled by the landslide initial
position (high on a slope, partially submerged or completely submerged), the landslide speed, the type of
material, the slope inclination and its geometry, both subaerial and subaqueous, the relative size of the landslide
mass with respect to the depth of water. Various researchers completed a systematic experimental work on 2D
and 3D wave generation and propagation (see Huber, 1980; Sander, 1990; Huber and Hager, 1997; Fritz, 2002;
Zweifel, 2004; Panizzo et al., 2005; Heller, 2007; Sælevik et al., 2009; Fritz et al., 2009, Mohammed and Fritz,
2010), and their data can be used to calibrate and validate numerical modelling tools. We pose our attention on
the simulation of the initiation or generation by the rapid movement and impact of a landslide mass. In
particular, we are interested in the simulation of a landslide mass, considered as a continuous deformable
material, spreading along a slope, both under subaerial and submerged conditions, and its interaction with the
water body. The aim of the study is to test and calibrate a finite element modeling code, already validated for the
simulation of subaerial flow-like landslides (Crosta et al., 2003, 2006, 2009), to simulate the spreading and the
wave generation together with the progressive deformation of the landslide mass running underwater. This
should result in more realistic simulations with a landslide mass geometry changing along the path according to
local conditions and to specific material properties. We simulated some of the experimental tests performed by
Fritz (2002) and Sælevik et al (2009) considering rigid or deformable masses and demonstrate the performance
of the model in terms of prediction capabilites. The presented results are relative to the initial subaerial runout,
the impact against the water surface, the underwater motion and the propagation of the impulse wave in terms of
velocity and height. 
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Modelling the flow dynamics of subaqueous rock avalanches 
Fabio De Blasio (1)
(1) Affiliation, Dept., Geosciences, Oslo, Norway (fvblasio@geologi.uio.no);

Old oceanic rock avalanches deposits exhibit long run-out distances. Owing to the large volume and initial
estimated acceleration, they must have generated massive tsunamis. Nevertheless, the analysis of the deposits
shows that subaqueous rock avalanches are not as mobile as subaqueous debris flows, which start as an already
fragmented granular medium in cohesive soil matrix. Understanding the dynamics of subaqueous rock
avalanches is a complex issue involving the mechanics of disintegration in the aqueous environment, coupled to
the fluid mechanics of a permeable body. In this work, some preliminary considerations are presented and
calculations are compared to field data. The data show that the permeability of the matrix may play a key role in
the dynamics. Some speculations on possible subaqueous rock avalanches on Mars are also briefly discussed. 
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Mega-landslides in volcanic islands. The case of Güímar and La Orotava
landslides (Tenerife, Canary Islands)
Mercedes Ferrer (1) , Luis I. Gonzalez de Vallejo (2) , and Julia Seisdedos (3)
(1) Reasearcher, Geological Survey Of Spain, Geological Hazards, Madrid, Spain (m.ferrer@igme.es); (2) Professor,
Complutense University, Engineering Geology, Madrid, Spain; (3) Dra, P&G, Madrid, Spain;

More than 20 mega-landslides have been described in the Canary Islands affecting the flanks of the volcanic
edifices. Güímar and La Orotava landslides, in Tenerife, are two exceptional cases due to their huge dimensions
and outstanding geomorphological features. The estimated volume of these landslides exceed tens of cubic km.
Tsunami deposits have been identified in Tenerife and Gran Canaria islands probably associated to flank islands
failures. The investigations carried out to explain these large instability processes and the failure mechanisms of
the landslides are presented. One of the main aspects investigated is the physical and geomechanical
characteristics of the submarine hyaloclastite materials forming the base of the emerged volcanic building. The
low strength and high deformability properties of these rocks play a fundamental role on the global stability of
the island flanks. The results of the investigations carried out have also shown that a volcanic eruption or a large
earthquake is not needed to explain the instability of these volcanic islands flanks.
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Surface characterization of a large submarine landslide on the outer shelf
and slope of the Great Barrier Reef, advances in the automated
classification of submarine deposits
Nicholas George (1) , Duncan Mallace (1) , Jody M. Webster (2) , Robin Beaman (3) , and Liz Abbey (2)
(1) Netsurvey, Banbury, United Kingdom (nicholas.george@netsurvey.co.uk); (2) University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia;
(3) James Cook University, Cairns, Australia;

In 2007 Webster et al. (2008) discovered a large, submarine landslide on the shelf edge of the central Great
Barrier Reef, Australia, 15 km from the modern reef. The submarine landslide measures 7kms wide and 6kms
from head to toe, at depths between 70 and 230 m. A detailed study of the sea-floor surface was completed to
understand the changing geomorphology of the continental shelf and upper slope as a result of the mass
movement and to gain greater understanding of the mechanics of the event. The aim was to identify similar
regions and features within the data. In this paper we show the results of a zonation study of the submarine
landslide using classification of multibeam echosounder data with FMGT© and analysis in ArcGIS©. This study
will add to the important, growing body of work on identifying, measuring and understanding submarine
landslides through remotely sensed data. Due to its large size and proximity to important natural resource of the
Great Barrier Reef, this submarine landslide is a significant feature for study. Limestone rock and coral reef
structures for the shelf-edge were transported and deposited onto the finer sediment of the upper slope.
Unconsolidated sediments were also deposited into discreet patches at the head of the landslide. The automated
classification identified the distinct difference of sediments from the shelf edge, upper slope and landslide debris.
The data was gridded at 5m resolution allowing for the identification of individual coral reef features. However,
the extents of the deposit were better identified by manually analysing the bathymetry due to age of the
submarine landslide allowing for sediments covering the edges of the landslide. User input was important in the
classification process, but a progression of larger to finer sediments from the source to the edge of the flow of
debris was evident. Knowledge of the size and mechanics of this submarine landslide is the first step towards
identifying whether it could have caused a tsunami.
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The 1888 shoreline landslide and tsunami in Trondheimsfjorden, central
Norway
S. Glimsdal (1) , J. S. L'heureux (2) , O. Longva (2) , L. Hansen (2) , and C. B. Harbitz (1)
(1) NGI/ICG, Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Oslo, Norway; (2) NGU/ICG, Geological Survey Of Norway, Trondheim,
Norway (jean.lheureux@ngu.no);

The 1888 landslide and tsunami along the shore of the bay of Trondheim, central Norway, killed one person and
caused major damage to port facilities. Recent bathymetric surveys, high-resolution seismic profiles and CPTU
piezocone tests provide detailed information about the morphology of the seafloor and the landslide
mechanisms, which can be used in tsunami simulations. Based on our integrated data set we suggest the 1888
sequence of events started with an initial underwater landslide near-shore, by detachment along a weak clayey
sediment layer. Geomorphology indicates the landslide transformed rapidly into a debris flow, which
subsequently triggered slope failures on the flanks of a deep underwater channel. One of the slope failures is
associated with the triggering of the 1888 tsunami wave, with documented run-up heights of several meters. The
interpreted sequence of events is supported by eyewitness testimony and further validated by slope stability
analysis, slide dynamics modelling and 2D tsunami simulation. Both the modelling of the slide dynamics as well
as the tsunami generation, propagation and run-up will be presented.
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Mapping of subaquous landforms for near-shore landslide susceptibility
assessment in Norwegian fjords
Louise Hansen (1) , Jean Sebastien L'heureux (1) , Oddvar Longva (1) , and Raymond S. Eilertsen (2)
(1) Geological Survey Of Norway (ngu), Trondheim, Norway (louise.hansen@ngu.no); (2) Geological Survey Of Norway
(ngu), Tromsø, Norway;

Landslides along Norwegian fjords are recurrent phenomenas. Some landslides are initiated underwater and
propagate onshore while others are triggered on land and enter the fjord. There are also examples of shoreline
landslides triggered by tsunamis. Human activity has been an important factor in several of these near-shore
landslides for example during land reclamation activities. Near-shore areas in Norwegian fjords are often used as
sites for infrastructure, housing and industry. Therefore, consequences of landslides along the shoreline can be
significant and continued construction activities lead to increased risk. Hence improved understanding of the
range of sedimentary processes active in fjords is important in order to improve identification of near-shore areas
susceptible to landsliding. The types of landslides along the shoreline vary and involve different types of
deposits. The more severe mass-wasting events are associated with sensitive clay or quick clay. Quick clay
liquefies completely when disturbed and large pockets of quick clay may result in vast landslide craters even on
gentle slopes. Several shoreline landslides involving quick clay have occurred in historical time causing loss of
life and property. A program for onshore quick-clay susceptibility and hazard mapping has been running for
decades. The onshore mapping procedures are based on Quaternary maps, including identification of deposits
and landforms, topographical information and drilling. In contrast to the detailed basic information available for
onshore quick-clay hazard mapping, limited information is available offshore. Accordingly, the knowledge on
subaqueous landforms and mass-wasting processes is less than for their onshore counterparts. The availability of
modern swath bathymetric mapping systems provides a great opportunity for the production of high-resolution
near-shore maps. The mapping of many kilometers along Norwegian fjords has provided an overview of
near-shore subaqueous landform types. On this basis, a landform classification system is proposed describing the
range of subaqueous processes typically acting in near-shore areas. The produced maps not only show the
distribution of previous landslides; they may also give indications on destabilizing conditions in the fjord such as
pockmarks, steep slopes and signs of erosion. In addition to giving high-resolution bathymetrical information the
maps provide a step towards extending the onshore Quaternary maps into the fjord. Together, this information
provide an important framework for susceptibility mapping and for further landslide hazard and risk assessment
along the shorelines of Norwegian fjords.
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Mass wasting along Atlantic passive continental margins: a comparison
between NW-Africa and the de la Plata River region (northern Argentina
and Uruguay)
Krastel Sebastian (1) , Winkelmann Daniel (1) , Hanebuth Till (2) , Strasser Michi (3) , Wynn Russell B. (4) ,
and Georgiopoulou Aggeliki (5)
(1) IFM-GEOMAR, Kiel University, Marine Geodynamics, Kiel, Germany (skrastel@ifm-geomar.de); (2) Marum, Bremen
University, Shelf Systems, Bremen, Germany; (3) Marum, Bremen University, Geotechnics, Bremen, Germany; (4) NOCS,
National Oceanography Centre Southampton, Geology And Geophysics Research Group, Southampton, Uk; (5) University
College Dublin, Ucd Science Centre, School Of Geological Sciences, Dublin, Ireland;

The passive continental margins of the Atlantic Ocean are characterized by thick sedimentary successions, which
might become instable causing in landslides of various sizes. The type of mass-wasting differs between
individual margin sections though the reasons for these differences are not well understood. The NW-African
continental margin, e.g., is characterized by several large-scale but infrequent landslides, while the continental
margin in the de la Plata River region (northern Argentina and Uruguay) shows widespread small-scale mass
transport deposits (volume < 2km3) including very young landslides (younger than 100 a). These different styles
of mass wasting can be explained by different oceanographic and sedimentary settings. The margin off
Northwest Africa is characterized by low sediment supply by rivers, even during glacial times, but high primary
productivity caused by oceanic upwelling results in relatively high sedimentation rates. Open slope areas without
major incisions allow rapid and undisturbed sediment accumulation beneath zones of high primary productivity,
which in turn leads to sediment instabilities arising primarily from underconsolidation of deposited sediments
and widespread weak layers. In contrast, the modern ocean margin off Uruguay and northern Argentina is
characterized by strong contour currents and a high amount of fluvial sediment input by the de la Plata River and
other rivers resulting in widespread contouritic deposits. These contourites are potentially unstable especially as
a result of local excess pore pressure that may develop within sand and silt layers sandwiched between
impermeable clay horizons. This setting leads to smaller but more frequent landslides. In addition, sediment
failures can initiate canyon formation on the middle slope. These canyons erode upward due to repeated
collapses at the canyon head. The current risk for landslide-triggered tsunamis is small for both margins but for
different reasons. The landslides in the de la Plata River region are too small and they occur at relatively large
water depth. The landslides off NW-Africa do have a tsunami potential but they occur during periods of low or
rising sea level. Hence, the risk of future large-scale slope failures during the current sea level highstand is
generally considered to be low.
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The role of gas in triggering the Ana slide, Eivissa Channel, Western
Mediterranean Sea
Sara Lafuerza (1) , Nabil Sultan (1) , Miquel Canals (2) , Galderic Lastras (2) , Sergio Costa (2) , Antonio
Cattaneo (1) , and Jaume Frigola (2)
(1) Ifremer, Geosciences Marines, Brest, France (slafuerz@gmail.com); (2) University Of Barcelona, Grc Geociencies
Marines, Barcelona, Spain;

Amongst the several causal factors that account for slope failures, fluid seepage has a fundamental role in the
degradation of sediment shear strength. In the Eivissa Channel, the presence of four small slides (Jersi, Nuna,
Joan and Ana) nearby pockmarks suggests fluid seepage as the most plausible explanation to account for slope
failures. Ana Slide in particular has been intensively investigated. Correlations amongst geochemical data and
isotopic data from sediment samples allow estimating the age of Ana Slide at 61.5 ka, which corresponds to a
lowstand during the glacial Marine Isotopic Stage (MIS) 4 (70-63 kyr). Slope stability analyses based on in situ
geotechnical tests and sediment core analyses suggest that degradation of the undrained shear strength was
generated by free gas, likely methane, exsolution and expansion during MIS4. This is the only plausible
mechanism to explain the Ana Slide, according to Wheeler's theory. The probability of failure for different
critical failure surfaces has been investigated by using the SAMU-3D slope stability model allowing to better
assess the role of free gas in the development of the landslide. Wheeler’s theory suggests that 9% of free-gas
saturation is enough to reduce the undrained shear strength by 95% in gassy sediments where a failure surface is
currently present. However, the excess fluid pressure generated by gas exsolution and expansion associated to
the sea-level drop from MIS5 to MIS4 prior to the occurrence of Ana Slide was found to be not relevant to lead
the slope to fail. Our results, based on the hypothesis of the presence of gas escape, are supported by geophysical
evidences of a deep-rooted upward fluid migration pathway.
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Preliminary considerations on the dynamics of subaqueous rock avalanches
Paolo Mazzanti (1) , and Fabio Vittorio De Blasio (1)
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Rock avalanches are catastrophic landslides initiating with the failure of a rock slab that disintegrates and moves
rapidly as a granular flow. Well-known both in land and on the seafloor, they may attain enormous volumes
(maximum volumes of the order 20E09 m3 on land and 3E12 m3 underwater) and extremely long runouts
(respectively 2xE01 and 2E02 km) and so they represent an important factor in the geomorphological evolution
and reshaping of the earth surface. However, subaerial and subaqueous rock-avalanche deposits differ markedly
due to the presence of mega-blocks in subaqueous events which are less usual in subaerial counterparts. We
argue that the presence of larger blocks plays an important role in the dynamics of subaqueous rock avalanches,
as evident from the lower mobility of rock avalanches compared to much more fine-grained mass movements as
debris flows. Aiming at investigating these main differences between the subaerial and subaqueous dynamics we
developed a simple model for the rock mass disintegration during the flow in the two different environments
(subaerial / submerged). Preliminary results by applying this model confirmed the importance of the
fragmentation mechanism in controlling the propagation phase of rock-avalanches. Specifically, we found that
the disintegration is strongly reduced in water mainly due to: i) reduction of intergranular impact energy; ii)
smoother topography in subaqueous landscape; iii) lower velocities reached by rock avalanches. We believe that
the explanations suggested here, albeit introduced in a simple way, are able to describe the main effects
controlling the disintegration of rock-avalanches and, hence, the preservation of large blocks in the subaqueous
environment
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Landslides along Norwegian fjords and lakes: processes, triggers and
hazard assessment
Jean Sebastien Lheureux (1) , Louise Hansen (1) , Oddvar Longva (1) , and Raymond S. Eilersten (2)
(1) Geological Survey Of Norway, Trondheim, Norway (jean.lheureux@ngu.no); (2) Geological Survey Of Norway,
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The periodic occurrence of landslides along Norwegian fjords and lakes is common and poses a constant threat
to coastal communities. Several historical cases have shown a similar sequence of offshore initiation,
retrogression close to, or across, the shoreline, and generation of tsunami waves resulting in loss of lives and
important damages. Modern geophysics provides a clear picture of such landslide events, including their source
and depositional area. From this, we can deduce the processes which operated during downslope sediment
transport and evaluate which factors that contributed to the triggering of slope failure. In this study, a database
comprising over 20 historical landslides event from Norwegian fjords and lakes is analyzed in order to establish
possible relationships between factors affecting landslide development and their importance. In many cases, the
triggering of the landslides can be associated to human activities. The time of occurrence frequently corresponds
with periods of unfavorable groundwater conditions (e.g. heavy rainfall, snow melt, and tidal drawdown).
Numerous pockmarks found adjacent to landslide scars also indicate that high pore pressures related to
groundwater seepage may be an important factor. Sediment failures tend to occur in areas with steep slope angle
(> 10 degrees). The morphology of the studied landslides is in many cases similar, suggesting common failure
mechanisms. The initial movement generally occurs along specific layers in the stratigraphy (i.e. weak layer).
These weaker layers correlate to fine, laminated sedimentss with a distinct sedimentological and geotechnical
signature. The contrasting physical properties of the weaker layers make them relatively easy to identify on high-
to very-high-resolution seismic data, giving us the opportunity for extended mapping of landslide prone
sediments. Although the extent of the database is limited, the results presented here contain important
information regarding the post-failure behaviour of near-shore landslides and their tsunamigenic potential.
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Reconstruction of a submarine landslide and related tsunami from
morpho-bathymetry and sub-bottom data on the Ionian Calabrian margin
(Mediterranean Sea)
Peter Planinsek (1) , Silvia Ceramicola (2) , Iginio Marson (1) , Filippo Zaniboni (3) , Stefano Tinti (3) ,
Gianluca Pagnoni (3) , Daniel Praeg (2) , Edy Forlin (2) , and Ester Colizza (4)
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Dipartimento Di Fisica, Bologna, Italy (filippo.zaniboni@unibo.it); (4) Università Degli Studi Di Trieste, Dipartmento Di
Geoscienze, Trieste, Italy;

Submarine landslides are natural phenomena that transport marine sediment down continental slopes into
deep-marine environments. Landslides can be triggered by a number of different causes, either internal (such as
changes in physical chemical sediment properties) or external (e.g. earthquakes, volcanic activity, salt
movements, sea level changes etc.). Landslides may mobilize sediments in such a way as to impart continuous
impulses to a body of water, originating a wave or series of waves with long wavelengths and long periods
called tsunamis. The aim of this work is to reconstruct the volume and dynamics of a submarine landslide on the
tectonically active Ionian Calabrian Margin (ICM). The study is based on geophysical data - morpho-bathymetry
(Reson 8111, 8150) and sub-bottom profiles (7-10KHz) - collected aboard the research vessel OGS Explora in
the framework of the MAGIC Project (Marine Geohazard along the Italian Coasts), funded by the Italian Civil
Protection. The geophysical data provide evidence that the ICM has been exposed during recent time to multiple
failure events. Morpho-bathymetric data reveal headwall scars up to 80 m high across water depths of 400-1400
m, while sub-bottom profiles indicate stacked slide deposits at and near seabed. We estimate that the failure
mobilized ca. 3 km3 of sediment, over a region extending at least 18 km from the headwall. Together, the data
enable the reconstruction of the landslide dynamic considering two possible scenarios: 1) the landslide mobilized
in two steps (conservative scenario); 2) the landslide mobilized all the sediment in a single step (most dramatic
scenario). On the basis of these two scenarios we attempt to mathematically model the failure and simulate the
tsunami that would have been generated by the considered volume of sediment. The simulations are performed
by means of the codes UBO-BLOCK1 (for the landslide) and UBO-TSUFD (for the generated tsunami),
respectively modeling the dynamics of the sliding body - providing the tsunamigenic impulse - and the
propagation of the generated wave, using a finite difference scheme for the numerical resolution of the shallow
water equations. The characteristic of the generated tsunami (i.e. travel time, periodicity, first signal polarity,
wavelength) can therefore be assessed, together with implications for the related coastal geohazard.
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Submarine Slope Failures along the Northern Sicilian Continental Margin
(Southern Tyrrhenian Sea) and Possible Implications for Geo-hazard
Attilio Sulli (1) , Mauro Agate (2) , Claudio Lo Iacono (3) , Valeria Lo Presti (2) , Valentina Pennino (2) , and
Sabrina Polizzi (2)
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Mass wasting and downslope movements are common processes that have contributed to shape the northern
Sicilian continental margin (southern Tyrrhenian Sea) since the Late Quaternary. Nevertheless, processes
controlling their evolution are still partially unknown and a variety of geologic factors can be responsible for
their formation. In this work we present an overview of the main mass wasting features (submarine canyons,
landslides, debris flows) observed and mapped in different sectors of the northern Sicilian margin. The margin is
characterized by a narrow, steep continental shelf (1-2°) and a very irregular and steep (6-8°) upper slope. The
main aims of this work are: (1) to outline the morphology of the submarine canyons and of the related mass
failure features, (2) to describe the main geological processes that control mass failure and (3) highlight their
potential implications for the geo-hazard. The study is based on Multi Beam echosounder, Side Scan Sonar data
and seismic reflection profiles, for a depth range of 20-1500 m, and on sediment samples and scattered gravity
cores, collected to define the textural and compositional properties of the seafloor. Our study focused on the
Castellammare Gulf-San Vito Trough system, the Gulf of Palermo, the Termini-Cefalù offshore and the Ustica
offshore. In the Castellammare Gulf two main channel systems converge at the San Vito Canyon. This latter
develops northwards with a very sinuous pattern, crossing the San Vito through. In the western margin of the
Gulf, where the upper slope is very steep (12-13°) and the continental shelf is very narrow or absent, there are a
lot of short, straight, sub-parallel gullies that are only few metres deep. In this sector the gully heads are located
very close to the coastline and are associated to retrogressive slides. According to the aforesaid, downward
erosive flows appear to be the most common mechanism generating widespread slope failure inside the
Castellammare Gulf. In the Palermo Gulf a difference in slope configuration can be observed between western
and central-eastern sector. Submarine canyons are confined to the upper slope or indent the shelf-edge and enter
the Palermo intraslope basin at a depth of around 1,300 m. The canyons evolved through concurrent top-down
turbiditic processes and bottom-up retrogressive mass failures. Most of the mass failure features of the area are
related to canyon shaping processes. The western sector of the Palermo Gulf slope displays a highly dissected
substrate, showing steep to very steep gradients, that appear to favour a retrogressive evolution of the canyons.
Headward erosion processes are the main controlling factor in shaping this sector. NNE trending canyons
occurring in the central-eastern sector develop in connection with the Oreto and Eleuterio rivers, breaching the
shelf break, and show a linear to sinuous thalweg path. A similar pattern can be recognized in the eastern sector
of the Termini-Cefalù offshore. The occurrence of pockmarks and carbonate mounds also suggests the probable
role that fluid seeps play in the mass wasting processes of the area. Furthermore, the occurrence of pockmarks
and highs that probably consist of authigenic carbonates above faulted and folded strata suggests a local
relationship between structural control, fluid escape processes and mass failure. In the Ustica offshore volcanism
related features (debris avalanche, gravitational collapse of volcanic edifices) are mainly linked to neotectonic
activity and volcanism that tends to build, load and steepen the submarine slopes with time. This paper presents
a valuable high-resolution morphologic dataset of the northern Sicily continental margin, which constitutes a
reliable base for evaluating the geo-hazard potential related to slope failures in the area, through monitoring of
areas where mass movement might be forthcoming and modelling landslides consequences to develop geohazard
mitigation strategies.
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Slope failures in the continental margins of the Western Mediterranean
Sea: Towards understanding of environmental and geologic controls and
tsunamigenic potential.
Roger Urgeles (1) , Angelo Camerlenghi (2) , and Francesc Palmer (3)
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Submarine landslides are ubiquitous on the Western Mediterranean continental margins and adjacent seas.
Understanding the distribution of known submarine landslides is not straightforward because of incomplete
coverage and lack of uniform studies in all areas. Nevertheless, during the last two decades, improvements in
swath mapping and geophysical techniques, and growing interest of both academia and industry in these
processes, have allowed to identify hundreds of submarine landslides. With the aim to understand the causes of
the submarine landslides mapped in recent years in the continental margins off Iberia and the Western
Mediterranean, we carry out an analysis of available data from offshore slope failures into a GIS-based
framework with details from a few selected case studies. This work provides an overall understanding the role of
geology in controlling the patterns, frequency and magnitude of submarine slope failures in the Western
Mediterranean basin. Such analysis is an essential part in the assessment of submarine geohazards. Submarine
landslides in the Mediterranean occur on tectonically dominated margins as well as on passive margins and
volcanic island flanks. Large sedimentary wedges (Ebro, and Rhone) on passive margins appear to have larger,
but fewer landslides when compared to active margins. Most submarine landslides originate in water depths
exceeding 2000 m on slopes of 2º and most of them arrest only in slightly deeper water depths. This illustrates
that a) most of the landslides are relatively small, but also b) that the continental rise is a place of high slope
instability compared to the continental slope and c) that limited energy is available for down-slope sediment
transport, with most failures arresting shortly after triggering and/or producing little sediment transport. With
regard to the age of the failure events little is known so far, stressing how little we know on the recurrence of
these phenomena. So far there are very little constraints on ages of most events. However, of these events that
have been dated it is remarkable that a large number of them are reported as Holocene, which suggests that
climate induced stress changes (sea level and bottom temperature changes and their effect on gas hydrate and gas
systems, sedimentary load,…1) have had a major role in triggering slope failures. Detailed investigation of a few
events suggests overpressures at depth in siliciclastic wedges and fluid seepage from sub-Messinian formations
as important contributors for slope instability.
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Model test on the impacts of submarine landslides to pipelines
Fawu Wang (1) , Tomokazu Sonoyama (2) , and Mitsuki Honda (2)
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Submarine landslides frequently damage the pipe lines including gas transporting pipe and communication
cables located in the sea floor and ocean floor, and results in economic losses and social problems. However, the
motion mechanism of the submarine landslide is not clear because it is very difficult to observe a submarine
landslide motion. When a pipe or cable was cut, people can only know the result of damage, while have little
knowledge about the reason and process. To study the motion mechanism of the submarine landslide, and the
impact of submarine landslide motion on a pipeline or cable line, an apparatus was developed to simulate the
marine landslide. The apparatus is in a car-wheel shape, with an axle in the center. The axle is connected to a
motor, so the apparatus can rotate in a vertical plane. The inner radius is 0.6 m, and the outer radius is 0.9 m. The
inner circle is empty. Soil and water can be put between the inner circle and outer circle with a maximum
thickness of 0.3 m. During rotation, because of gravitation, the soil and water always keep their position at the
lower part of the apparatus, and the relative motion occurred at the bottom of the apparatus and soil in the water
can be observed. A series shear stress gauges, pore water pressure sensor, and normal stress sensor were set at
the bottom of the apparatus to monitor the stress change during the model slide motion. To study the impact of
the submarine landslide on the cable, a cable model was set parallel to the axel near the bottom of the apparatus.
Strain gages were attached on the cable model to monitor the impact force. During rotation, the impact force
change can be monitored when the model cable pass through the soil in water, which simulate the relative
motion between the submarine landslide and cable lines. The test results will be presented in the landslide forum.
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Natural hazard on the coast is largely affected by processes of rapid sediment transfers produced 
by meteorological, oceanographic and geological forces. Massive transport of rock, regolith, 
sedimentary cover and soil occur episodically, accounting for cliff recession, sudden increase in solid 
load in short coastal rivers, and flank collapse of volcanic structures and rocky slopes. The geological 
processes that regulate sediment transfer in coastal areas also cause major physical changes both 
onshore and at sea, and their understanding is essential for hazard assessment and the determination 
of the related geological risk. The aim of this session is to discuss the processes of hazardous sediment 
transfer and accumulation in coastal areas, and highlight the role of marine geophysical and 
sedimentological investigations in reconstructing coastal geohazard. The discussed slope instability 
processes include coastal stream flood (flash floods), sea-cliff recession and large coastal slope failure. 
Paper combining historical data with the above data sources are particularly welcome.
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Large landslides in sea cliff areas of the central adriatic coast (Italy).
Domenico Aringoli (1) , Marcello Buccolini (2) , Bernardino Gentili (3) , Materazzi Marco (1) , Gilberto
Pambianchi (1) , and Nicola Sciarra (2)
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The present work, also through the use of numerical models, deals with some examples of large landslides along
the central Italy Adriatic coast of the Marche and the Abruzzo regions. All the phenomena studied are located in
sea cliff areas which correspond to the most uplifted areas during the Quaternary. The outcropping bedrock is
made by Pliocene and Pleistocene sandy-clayey-conglomeratic units, with variable structural setting; more in
general, it consists of east-verging monoclinalic structures, with gentle dip, or more complex ones, depending on
the compressive tectonic which is still active along this sector of the Adriatic coast. The fundamental
geomorphological and morphotectonic elements are represented by wide valleys, lying behind the sea cliff and
parallel to the coast, sometimes hanging where the tectonic uplift reached the highest values; minor valleys with
anomalous trend with respect the main hydrographic network are also present. Besides, erosive surfaces and
deposits (fluvial and/or marine) characterizing these elevated areas, result dislocated at different heights and,
along wide portions, fairly tilted towards the hinterland. The geomorphologic “anomalies” above described, are
interpreted as consequence of complex gravitational movements (various depth and typology), controlled by the
different geological setting: to more superficial phenomena are connected the minor elements of the
hydrographic network and the slight dislocations observed within the deposits and on the erosion surfaces; to
deep movements, on the other hand, the wide valleys parallel to the coast and the most evident tilting
phenomena are associated. The data collected, allow to hypothesize a former activation of deep mass movements
along deep sliding surfaces, presently submarines. They were related to the high relief connected to the strong
tectonic uplift of the middle-upper Pleistocene, to which a probable high seismicity was also associated.
Moreover, the relief was increased by the probable formation of distal sea-cliffs (or, more in general,
modifications of sea-bottom geometry) created by the discontinuous marine regression during the last Glacial
maximum (sea level roughly 130m below the present) in a context of persisting tectonic uplift. The validation of
the geomorphological model has been carried out by applying a Finite Difference Numerical Code (FLAC……)
to a huge gravitational movement and in particular, characterizing the dynamic evolution along significant
transects. The numerical modeling allowed to simulate the strain and strength conditions existing in relation with
the present-day relief and taking into account the seismicity of the area; the results evidenced that the
hypothesized strain is able to induce a field of deformation compatible with the observed morphologies.
Therefore is reasonable to hypothesize: i) a main, deep movement, along ductile deformation zones, started
during the Late Pleistocene, which shows increase of velocity during the most intense seismic crises; ii) more
superficial movements (even along different planes) nearly contemporary to the previous ones. Nevertheless, the
lasts could be activated (or reactivated) even in more recent times, when the Adriatic sea, coming up back to
actual level (or some meters more, as like as during the Flandrian transgression) produced significant geometric
modifications at the foot of the sea cliffs and consequent increase of the hydraulic gradient and of the water
pressures along the slopes.
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Historical data and present state of the art for seismically induced landslides along the North Bulgarian Black
Sea coast Boyko Berov, Plamen Ivanov, Rosen Nankin, Nikolai Dobrev The territory of Bulgaria as a part of the
Alpine-Himalayas seismic belt is characterised by a relatively high seismicity. The area of the Northern
Bulgarian Black Sea coast belongs to the seismically active zone, called Shabla seismic zone, with possible
magnitude of earthquakes more than 7. On the map of shakeability and the expected influences, in MSK scale,
for the period of 1000 years (normative for the civil engineering in Bulgaria) this area situated in the north of the
Varna city could expected the earthquakes with the intensity equal or more than 9 MSK. The epicentral
distribution of the seismic events is usually situated along the fault with NE-SW orientation in the Black Sea not
so far from the coast. The seismic events inside the coastal area are also manifested. The historical data about
strong earthquakes in the Shabla seismic zone are known since I century BC and after that in 543, 1444, and
1901. Some of these seismic events are directly connected with the new rockfall and landslide occurrences with
considerable volumes. There are data of tsunami effects. In the past 20th century the seismic zone of Shabla
manifested more than 100 earthquakes but only few of them were with intensity equal or more than 7 (MSK
scale). These earthquakes affect the existing already landslides. Along the coastal area many landslides with
different sizes and volumes are manifested. A vast part of the town of Balchik is situated in a large ancient
landslide zone. Periodical activations inside this sliding ancient zone cause many problems of the buildings and
the infrastructure of the town. The Balchik landslide is a block-type. There are also other large block-type
landslides in this region as the landslides of Taukliman, Yaylata and Momchilov Rid. The Momchilov Rid
landslide appeared during the Shabla Earthquake (M7.2, 31 March 1901). During this event a part of the coastal
line with an approximate area of 200.103 m2 slides down. Others slidings and rockfallings of the coast were
established near the Kaliakra Cape. The circus-type landslides exist also in the North Bulgarian Black Sea
coastal area. Some of the biggest landslides of this type are in Zlatni Pyasatsi (Golden Sands) resort, Panorama
Cottage zone and Kranevo Village. The landslides affect almost without interruption the sea cost between the
valley of Batova River and Kavarna Town. The slopes near the sea coast are temporary stabilised. The active
phase of landslide occurs periodically in different places. Main reasons for these activations are the changes in
the ground water level during the precipitations or snow melting, or antropogenicaly provoked and continuously
action of the sea abrasion. The present article will analyse the old and contemporary sliding phenomena along
the coastal zone in this part of Bulgaria. The effects of seismic events and their relationship with the landslides
will be object to study. The geological, engineering geological and hydrogeological conditions related to the
landslides will be summarized. 
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Identification of hydro-meteorological triggers for the onset of movement at
the Villerville-Cricqueboeuf coastal landslide
Thom Bogaard (1) , Olivier Maquaire (2) , Candide Lissak (2) , and Jean-philippe Malet (3)
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The Villerville–Cricqueboeuf landslide (Normandy, France) is an example of a very well monitored coastal
landslide. The long time series goes back to the 1980’s initiated after the January 1982 major reactivation of the
landslide complex. The cliff coast is retreating by rotational and translational landslides already for centuries.
The heterogeneous geology consists of Cenomanian chalk and Albian sandstone deposits on top of a thick layer
of easily weathered Kimmeridgian marls. The combination of translational movement of large blocks of chalk
and sandstone and the rotational movement at the cliff’s toe results in a very complex hydrological system.
Earlier research showed a qualitative connection of displacement or reactivation with meteorological forcing and
inland hydrological circumstances. This study analyses the hydrological processes within the landslide, on the
surrounding slopes and on the adjacent inland plateau and quantifies the hydro-meteorological triggering
thresholds for the onset of displacements. Due to the heterogeneous subsurface soils and layering, the
hydrological system responds non-linearly to rain triggers and is spatially heterogeneous. Therefore, empirical
rainfall threshold was used as well as antecedent condition threshold using inland groundwater level. Long-term
continuous single point time series and shorter more spatially distributed information were used for the analysis.
A conceptual water balance approach is used to model the rainfall-groundwater system showing a clear
non-linear response. These results could not have been obtained without long-term monitoring. 
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Statistically based sea cliff instability susceptibility assessment at regional
scale, at the Burgau-Lagos coastal section (Algarve, Portugal)
Fernando Marques (1) , Rita Matildes (2) , and Paula Redweik (3)
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Mass movements of different types and sizes are the dominant and the more visible process of sea cliff
evolution, being a considerable source of natural hazard and a significant constrain for human activities in
coastal areas. Related hazards include cliff top retreat, with implications on planning and land management, and
unstable soil or rock movements at the cliffs face and toe, with implications mainly on beach users and support
structures. To assess the spatial component of sea cliff hazard assessment with implications on planning, i.e. the
susceptibility of a given cliff section to be affected by instabilities causing retreat of the cliff top, a statistically
based study was carried out along the top of the sea cliffs of Burgau-Lagos coast (Southwest Algarve, Portugal).
The study was based on bivariate and multi-variate statistics of a set of predisposing factors, mainly related with
geology and geomorphology, which were correlated with an inventory of past cliff failures. The multi-temporal
inventory of past cliff failures was produced using aerial digital photogrammetric methods, which included
special procedures to enable the extraction of accurate data from old aerial photos, and validated by systematic
stereo photo interpretation, helped by oblique aerial photos and field surveys. This study enabled the detection
and characterization of 137 cliff failures occurred between 1947 and 2007 along the 13 km long cliffs, causing
the loss of 10,234 m2 of horizontal area at the cliffs top. The cliff failures identified correspond to planar slides
(58%) mainly in Cretaceous alternating limestone and marls, toppling failures (17%) mainly in Miocene
calcarenites, slumps (15%) in Plio-pleistocene silty sands that infill the karst in the Miocene rocks, and the
remaining 10% correspond to complex movements, rockfalls and not determined cases. The space distribution of
cliff failures is quite irregular but enables the objective separation of sub sections with homogeneous retreat
behavior, for which were computed mean retreat rates varying within one order of magnitude from
5x10-3m/year in strong sandstones to 5x10-2m/year in Miocene calcarenites with frequent karst sinkholes filled
with Plio-pleistocene silty sands, reflecting the strength variations of the rock masses that compose the cliffs.
The maximum value of local retreat of the cliff top was up to 33m, with more frequent values in the range 2m to
6m. For the susceptibility assessment a set of predisposing factors was studied using two statistical methods, the
bi-variate Information Value method, and the multi-variate Logistic Regression method, along successive
constant length stretches of cliffs. The predisposing factors included: a) major lithostratigraphical units adapted
from existing geological surveys; b) rock mass structure based in field observations; c) cliff height measured in
1:2,000 scale aerophotogrammetric surveys; d) general cliff slope angle generated from photogrammetric
stereoploting of cliff top and toe; e) maximum cliff slope angle derived from the 1:2,000 scale
aerophotogrammetric surveys; f) presence and type of cliff toe protection (plunging cliffs, fallen blocks, beaches,
wave cut platforms) obtained in aerial photo interpretation and field work; g) land use; h) cliff exposure; i) cliff
face aspect; j) presence of faults or dykes. The two instability assessment models produced were validated using
standard Receiver Operator Curves using the cliff failures inventory, and provided very promising results,
indicating that these methods are adequate to assess cliff instability susceptibility at regional scale. 
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Contribution of physical modeling to landslide hazard mapping: case of the
French Pays Basque coast
Olivier Marc (1) , Sedan Olivier (2) , and Monod Bernard (1)
(1) SGR/MPY, Brgm, Toulouse, France (m.olivier@brgm.fr); (2) RNSC, Brgm, Orléans, France;

Mechanical approaches represent a solution for quantitative landslide susceptibility and hazard modeling. These
methods consist in, (1) generalize at regional scale geometrical and geotechnical parameters which contribute to
slope stability regarding a certain type of landslide, (2) apply triggering factors to the studied area (water table
level or seismic stress for example), and (3) calculate a safety factor for each point of the area. However, as the
quantity and the quality of data are generally very heterogeneous at a regional scale, it is necessary to take into
account the uncertainty in the analysis. In this perspective, a new hazard modeling method is developed and
integrated in a program named ALICE. For the calculation of safety factors, based on the Morgenstern and Price
method, variability of mechanical parameters is handled by the Monte Carlo method. Thus a distribution of
factors is obtained for each point of the studied area, instead of a single value. The probability of having the
safety factor below 1 represents the probability of occurrence of a landslide for a given triggering event. The
dispersion of the distribution gives the uncertainty of the result. Finally, a map is created, displaying a
probability of occurrence for each pixel of the studied area. For the DO-SMS project, created in the frame of the
European SUDOE partnership, this method is experimented for landslide hazard mapping on the French Basque
coast. The Pays Basque, situated in the South West of France, presents numerous instabilities along its 42 km
long coast. Landslides and rock falls contribute for a great part to the littoral erosion in an area with high human
and economic stakes. Indeed, the Pays Basque littoral has a population density of 504 people/km2, whereas it is
of 81 people/km2 in average on the South West littoral of France. Probabilities of occurrence are calculated for a
scenario considering a two meter deep water table and a landslide size of 25m. Hazard levels are defined from
ranges of probabilities and the result map is used as a base for drawing the limits of the different hazard zones.
The obtained landslide hazard map is then validated by a field expertise. This method proposes a quantitative
classification of landslide hazard and offers a useful tool to gain time and efficiency in hazard mapping.
However, in order to take into account some influent factors in slope stability, such as heterogeneity of the
geological formations or effects of anthropic interventions, an expertise approach is necessary to finalize the
map.
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Landslides in sea cliffs along the Capri island coasts.
Micla Pennetta (1) , and Elio Lo Russo (2)
(1) Professore Associato, Università Degli Studi Di Napoli, Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra, Napoli, Italy
(pennetta@unina.it); (2) Libero Professionista, C/o Università Degli Studi Di Napoli, Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra,
Napoli, Italy;

Capri island is located in the Tyrrhenian Sea, on the south side of the Gulf of Naples, Italy. The island is almost
completely bordered by high and steep rocky coasts (coastal cliffs) of structural control, often articulated in a
succession of prominent headlands and embayments. The sea cliffs affected by landslide processes are evident in
the eastern coastal area resulting in a high degree of hazard in this stretch. The morphology of the coastal system
consists in a cliff with sloping shore platform at the base of the cliff. The presence of the shore platform, which
controls the erosional and shaping activities by wave motion of the cliff, play an important role and represent the
main hazard factor. The other main erosional processes on rocky coasts represent subordinated hazard factors.
Namely, structural and stratigraphic features (hard limestone, above clastic less resistant rocks, involved in rock
falls caused by basal mechanical wave erosion; the rock strata dipping seaward; presence of NW-SE trending
fault ), high and very steep cliffs, limestone features. Instead, the western sector of the island of Capri is present
a limestone coast with a plunging cliff; the water depth at the base of the cliff is greater than the breaker depth.
The waves are reflected from the cliff face and the mechanical wave erosion and subsequent mass movements do
not occur; weathering and bio-erosion processes are the major erosive mechanisms. As a result the coastal
hazard for the western sector is very low. 
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Flood historical data for the improvement of flood risk estimation in coastal
areas, Eastern Tyrrhenian Sea, Italy
Sabina Porfido (1) , Eliana Esposito (1) , Flavia Molisso (1) , Marco Sacchi (1) , and Crescenzo Violante (1)
(1) IAMC, Cnr, Naples, Italy (sabina.porfido@iamc.cnr.it);

The Salerno rocky coast (Campania, Southern Italy) is particularly subject to the hydrogeologic risk (landslides
and flooding), which represents a threat to the natural environment and a persistent menace to urban areas, in
terms of human lives, socio-economic costs and modification of the landscape. A reliable time frequency of the
flood recurrence is the most useful tool for flood risk assessment and it requires long time series obtained mostly
from historical data. The coast of Salerno province experienced numerous flooding events after heavy
thunderstorm, that triggered intense landslides, inundations, denudation, shore line progradation etc. In this
paper, we present a reconstruction of historical floods occurred along the about 25km of the Amalfi coast, on the
basis of different documentary sources. Analysis of the data allowed to achieve a chronological reconstruction of
more than 100 floods, four of which have been classified as catastrophic events. In this task, the level of
information was decisive to carry out space–time identification, estimate the affected area and define type of
damage to public and private structures, and the geological-induced effects (e.g. mud flow, debris flow, rock
falls, shoreline progradation) fan deltas ), which may be relevant for the recognition of similar events within the
geologic record. The magnitude of the events was finally estimated, taking into account the size of the areas
affected by flooding, the type of effects induced on the urban and physical environment and the recurrence
intervals.
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Flash-flood induced by the September 2010 cloudburst in the Dragone
catchment, Costiera Amalfitana (Southern Italy)
Crescenzo Violante (1) , Giovanni Braca (2) , Eliana Esposito (1) , Sabina Porfido (1) , Giuseppe Tranfaglia (2) ,
and Mauro Biafore (3)
(1) Istituto Ambiente Marino Costiero, Cnr, Terra Ambiente, Napoli, Italy (crescenzo.violante@iamc.cnr.it); (2) ISPRA,
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The Costiera Amalfitana consists of a steep mountain front (up to 1444 m a.s.l.) that rises abruptly from the
Tyrrhenian Sea . It is a rocky coast mostly formed by a pile of Mesozoic carbonate rocks, covered by Tertiary to
Quaternary siliciclastic and pyroclastic units tectonically uplifted since lower Pelistocene. Bedrock rivers and
channels deeply dissect the carbonate bedrock forming a complex fluvial system characterized by small
catchments that are very high relative to the base level. These rivers show a distinct seasonality and torrential
behaviour, with main delivery areas into the adjacent marine shelf. It is now recognized that such small
catchments can have very high sediment yield following extreme rainfall events. Sediment availability on the
Amalfi coast strictly associates with volcanic watershed disturbance mostly resulting from the famous AD 79
Pompeii eruption. During the last millennia this area has been repeatedly mantled by the pyroclastic products of
the Somma-Vesuvius, that create favourable conditions for volcaniclastic debris to generate mass flows and flash
floods in concomitance with rainy periods. The Plinian eruption that destroyed the Roman cities of Pompeii,
Stabiae and Herculaneum in AD 79, deposited up to 2 m of erosion-prone volcaniclastic material on the steep
coastal slopes causing conditions of increased geomorphic instability. The Dragone catchment drains an area of
9.3 km2 along the steep coastal slopes of the Costiera Amalfitana. The basin develops in a North-South direction
and is strongly asymmetric with the eastern flank composed of a short and abrupt slope corresponding to a fault
scarp and the western flank dissected by four main tributaries: the Nocelle, the Scalandrone, the S. Caterina, and
the S. Eustacchio. A fifth sub-basin, the Frezzi, develops at the head of the Dragone stream. The drainage area
rises up to 1220 a.s.l. and cuts into Mesozoic limestone discontinuously mantled by Quaternary volcaniclastic
and alluvial deposits. Slope analysis based on a 5x5 cell size Digital Elevation Model indicates that topographic
gradient of the catchment area is arranged into two main slope classes ranging from 25° to 35° (38%) and from
35° to 50° (24%). The mean slope inclination is 29°. A field survey was undertaken soon after the September 10
2010 rainstorm in the Dragone catchment and in the contiguous Canneto watershed overlying the Atrani and
Amalfi village respectively. The observed rainstorm-induced environmental effects included: landslides and
streamflows, a temporary dam in the mid-lower section of the Dragone stream, partial outbreak of the main road
crossing the Atrani village, and deposition of a coarse terminal fan at mouth of the Dragone stream. The most
affected areas were those located uphill where declivity of the slopes favoured the concentration of waters of
superficial draining. The collected data indicate that channel heads were the source areas for sediment delivery
while channels axes worked as transfer zones for hyperconcentrated flows. The maximum depth of the
streamflow in the Atrani village was about 1 m above the roadway, meaning around 4 m from the stream bed.
Once reached the coastline the hyperconcentrated flow engraved the Atrani beach and dumped the transported
materials at sea in the form of a coarse alluvial fan. This induced a shoreline progradation of about 30 m. The
alluvial deposits entering into the sea were mostly composed of white-gray pumices including tree trunks,
manmade materials, landfills, and rock boulders of different size.
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Landslides and cultural heritage

Conveners: P. Canuti, Y. Iwasaki, D. Spizzichino

In recent decades, the concept of cultural heritage has evolved into one that encompasses an 
understanding of history of humanity together with scientific knowledge and intellectual attitudes. 
This changing concept has prompted the subsequent reevaluation of what constitutes outstanding 
universal value of World Heritage and the operational methodology for implementing the UNESCO 
World Heritage Convention; a definition that broadens from studying a single monument in isolation 
to one that values a multidimensional, multiregional approach, inter-disciplinarity, also encapsulating 
vast diasporas of human history. Within this broad view, landslides and more in general slope 
instabilities, are an important factor for endangering cultural heritage, especially prehistoric sites, 
earth/rock monuments, archaeological sites affected by environmental process and degradation. 
On the other side not too much effort has been provided in the past to develop a conservation 
policies integrating, in systemic manner, geological, geomorphological and engineering geological 
aspects into daily practices.

The purpose of this session is to highlight the importance of copying with geological/environmental 
factors in the conservation of cultural heritages, showing how strategies and restoration projects 
have to be totally “site dependent” in terms of investigations and proposed solutions.
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San Leo: ten centuries of coexistence with landslides
Matteo Bernardi (1) , Lisa Borgatti (2) , Francesca Continelli (3) , Monica Ghirotti (4) , Cristiano Guerra (5) ,
Alberto Landuzzi (2) , Claudio Corrado Lucente (6) , and Gianfranco Marchi (2)
(1) ENSER s.r.l., Società Di Ingegneria, S. Arcangelo, Rimini, Italy; (2) DICAM, Alma Mater Studiorum Università Di
Bologna, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Civile, Ambientale E Dei Materiali, Bologna, Italy (lisa.borgatti@unibo.it); (3)
ENSER s.r.l., Società Di Ingegneria, Faenza, Ravenna, Italy; (4) DISTeGA, Alma Mater Studiorum Università Di Bologna,
Dipartimento Di Scienze Della Terra E Geologico-ambientali, Bologna, Italy; (5) ITS, International Technical Services,
Borgo Maggiore, San Marino, Republic Of San Marino; (6) RER, Regione Emilia Romagna, Servizio Tecnico Di Bacino
Conca Marecchia, Rimini, Italy;

San Leo is the most famous among the towns and castles of the historical region of Montefeltro (northern
Apennines, Italy). In the centuries it benefited a great fame as a military fortress, unconquerable for its
extraordinary geographical position more than for its massive fortifications. In fact, the town of San Leo rises at
the top of a calcarenite and sandstone slab bordered by subvertical and overhanging cliffs up to 100 m high,
overlying clay shales gentle slopes. Therefore, this site is particularly relevant, because it combines unique
geological/geomorphological features and historical/artistic assets. The rock slab and the surroundings, due to
these particular geological and morphological features, are also affected by several landslides. The fortress
underwent remarkable restoration works during the course of the centuries, mainly because of the effects of a
number of landslides, most of which are well documented by chronicles, paintings and other historical
documents. In 1640 a disastrous landslide swept away the gate called the Porta di Sotto, along with part of the
town. After the 1789 earthquake and because of the many landslides, the enforcement of the prison and the
rebuilding of the round northern tower were carried out, as they had been completely destroyed. In the 18th
century the northern gate was destroyed by landslides. Even very recently, in 2006, a rockfall (50,000 m3)
affected the northern cliff, triggering a large earthflow at the base of the cliff. The instability phenomena
affecting the rock slab consist essentially of lateral spreads with associated rock falls, rock slides, topples,
differential settlements and tilting. The clay shales of the substratum are at the same time involved in earth flows
and slides, by squeezing-out and bulgings. The larger landslides of the complex slide-flow type are considered
remnants of more severe climatic periods, but in spite of their ancient origin, they cannot be classified as inactive
or relict. At present, periods of dormancy lasting between 10 and 100 years, alternate with reactivation events
followed by periods of activity of varying duration. When a total reactivation occurs, the first movements are
large rotational slides in the source area that cause a regression of the main scarp and subsequent undermining of
the rock cliffs. Apart from large but slow landslides, that pose a relatively low hazard to the elements at risk,
lateral spreads, topples and falls may generate higher risk conditions both for the town and for the element at risk
at the base of the cliff. As far as the conditioning and triggering factors are concerned, field observations and
previous works suggest that the margins of the rock slab are affected by a progressive opening of the joints
striking parallel to the rock face, which are subject to tensile and shear stresses. Moreover, the state of stress at
the toe of the cliff is greatly influenced by the contrast in stiffness between the rigid rock mass and the
underlying soft, deformable and ductile substratum, as in Deep-seated Gravitational Slope Deformations
(DGSDs) evolving in lateral spreading phenomena, which are typical in this geological context. In this study, a
summary of previous studies and of new data (landslide inventories, in situ and lab geomechanical and
geotechnical characterization, numerical modeling, monitoring data and consolidation works) will be given, and
a series of further investigations will be proposed in the frame of landslide risk mitigation in cultural and natural
heritage sites. 
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Assessment of geomorphological risks and attractiveness for recreational
purposes in areas with high contemporary relief dynamics
Iuliia Blinova (1) , and Andrey Bredikhin (1)
(1) Moscow State Lomonosov University, Faculty Of Geography, Geomorphology And Paleogeography, Moscow, Russia
(ljuljawa@mail.ru);

In a progressively developing scope of tourism the interconnection of relief, as the basis of landscape, recreation,
and tourism has become a particularly topical question. The study of these connections opens new perspectives
not only for the further development of tourist business, but also for scientific activities, since it will allow more
efficient use of natural resources, as well as ensure the safety of recreation. Relief, as a basic environmental
component, influences to a considerable degree recreation activities. It determines technological peculiarities of
land use (means of transport, location and territory zoning, safety for recreational system and people involved in
recreational activity). Moreover relief determines recreational specialization of an area. In certain cases the
whole recreational system is based on using it as the main natural object. To identify interrelations between
relief features and recreation the notion “fields of risk and attractiveness” was introduced. Comprehensive study
and assessment of each qualitative field gives a value of relief influence on a person. This quantity which
indicates a complex functional suitability of an area for recreational purposes should be called “recreational and
geomorphologic potential”. Currently, there are methods of assessing the recreational potential of the territory,
including location, climatic conditions, the level of accomplishment, attractiveness and other factors. It is
primarily used to determine the cadastral value of land. Drawing an analogy with the cadastral valuation of land
used for recreational purposes, it is possible to evaluate the attractiveness component of recreational and
geomorphological potential of the territory. We should define the types of recreational activities, which are
promising within the system “relief – recreational use – holidaymakers”. Obviously, the impact of the various
characteristics of the relief is determined by the objectives of holidaymakers. For the attractiveness assessment it
is important to give a numerical score in each of the claimed relief properties, especially taking into account the
selected recreational activities. For example, consider the effect of slope steepness on the organization of the
pedestrian walking and contemplative tourism. The slope steepness of can be divided into favorable (0-7
degrees), suitable (7-15 degrees) and unsuitable (> 15 degrees). Based on these considerations, we can give
those 3, 2 and 1 point of attractiveness. Similarly, the differentiation is carried out on all the relief of attractive
properties for other recreational activities. Then it becomes possible to determine the average score of
attractiveness for each type of recreational activity. Similarly, we can differentiate the risk component of
recreational and geomorphological potential. For each dangerous relief-forming process (landslide, mudflow,
avalanche, erosion, solifluction, etc.) we set the degree of risk they pose to the object: low (1 point), medium (2
points) or high (3 points). As in the assessment of attractiveness, a set of "risk" relief property for a specific area
will be specific. Selecting the average value in the evaluation component of recreational and geomorphological
potential is not accidental. This allows us to unify the scale of assessments for the various recreational systems,
and for different types of tourism activities taking place (or possible) within the system. The assessment of
geomorphic risk and attractiveness is particularly important for the areas with high contemporary geodynamics
(South Iceland, Sicily, Kamchatka peninsula). In such territories along with high recreational attractiveness we
should take into account enormous risks induced by active relief dynamics.
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Did a landslide preserve a Roman age archaeological site in the Emilian
Apennines?
Lisa Borgatti (1) , Antonio Edoardo Bracci (2) , Stefano Cremonini (3) , Francesca Guandalini (4) , and Donato
Labate (4)
(1) DICAM, Alma Mater Studiorum Università Di Bologna, Dipartimento Di Ingegneria Civile, Ambientale E Dei Materiali,
Bologna, Italy; (2) GEOEXPLORATION, Geoexploration, Geoexploration, Forlì, Italy; (3) DISTeGA, Alma Mater
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The Italian territory is rich in archaeological heritage, located in hilly, plain or coastal areas. Frequently, it is
possible to find only the remains of ancient cultures, villages and sparse houses dating back many centuries.
Therefore, no other documentation but the remains themselves can give information about both the existence and
the events that eventually determined the end of historical sites, caused either by abandonment or destruction.
The causes that can determine the abandonment or the destruction can be various, and may be due to anthropic
and/or natural causes, and only in very few cases documents or pictures of these events are preserved. Anthropic
causes can be diverse: wrong design and/or building schemes of the structure or of the foundation, wars etc.
Natural causes could be various as well, and can be related to the environmental context of the site. For example,
in mountainous areas the main causes can be landslides, snow avalanches, soil creep affecting the foundations.
In plain areas floods are the main process leading to the disruption of hamlets. Along the coast tsunamis are to be
considered. Other natural causes could be earthquakes or climate changes. In the Emilian Apennines, near
Sassuolo (Modena, Italy), a Roman age archaeological site dated from the I century B.C. to the VI century A.D.
has been recently excavated along a gentle slope. During the first period of life of the site (I century B.C.-I
century A.D.) a destructive event caused the abandonment of this building, whose walls and mosaic floors have
been destroyed in a odd way. Which was the cause of this destruction? An earthquake, a landslide or a human
error in construction? What makes this question even more interesting is the probable relation of this event with
an ancient source (Pliny the Older, Naturalis Historia II, 199) who remembers how in the Modena area a
“portentum terrarum” (earthquake) and the collision of two mountains destroyed buildings and properties.
Historically, the Sassuolo hills are identified as the location of this event, where similar destructive earthquakes
have been attested also later on, also in correlation with the presence of active mud volcanoes nearby the area.
The ongoing research is aimed at defining the causes that determined the destruction of the Roman site located
along the Montegibbio slope. Some of the pieces of evidence point to the fact that the deformations induced by
gravitational phenomena (eathquake-induced or not) may have led to the abandonment of the site but, at the
same time, have allowed part of the structures to be buried and preserved up to now. The study was carried out
with a multidisciplinary approach, integrating several experts, including archaeologists, geologists, geophysicists
and engineers. At present, no document or picture referring the causes of the destruction have been found.
Therefore, in order to draw some hypotheses on the nature of the events, the analysis of the deformation of the
remains, of the foundation of the buildings and the reconstruction of the slope evolution have been carried out.
The results obtained so far highlight the fact that integration of geological records and archaeological evidence is
the key point to unravel the evolution of this historical site. 
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Relationships between the geomorphological evolution of the Palatine
western slope and the fluvial dynamics of the “Velaber Minus” Valley
(Rome, Italy) by means of numerical modelling constrained to geological
data
Alberto Bretschneider (1) , Gianluca Bianchi Fasani (1) , Emiliano Di Luzio (2) , and Marco Tavani (3)
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The Palatino Hill is located in downtown Rome and is among the main archaeological sites of the Roman
antiquity. Despite the almost 3000 years of occupation and anthropic modifications the original morphology of
the hill is still partly preserved, and is featured by an asymmetric profile with a western slope steeper than the
eastern one. The geological substratum of the Palatine western slope is characterized by jointed tuff rock masses
inter-layered with sedimentary continental (fluvio-lacustrine) deposits, both of Middle Pleistocene age. Records
of slope instability are documented in historical times and fallen rock blocks can be still observed in the area.
Moreover, the remnants of several orders of restraining walls of Royal, Republican and Imperial ages testify to a
long-lasting work for the stabilization of the rock cliffs in an area that hosted important civil and religious
buildings through the ages. The hillslope is delimited by the “Velaber Minus” valley, a narrow morphological
depression separating the Palatine Hill from the Campidoglio Hill, where a similar geological multilayer is partly
exposed. The valley presently hosts a decametric pile of Holocene alluvial deposits linked to the Tiber River
fluvial network, flowing into the Tyrrhenian Sea. Holocene deposits lay on an erosive basal surface shaped
during the last glacial maximum and carved within Upper Pliocene marine clays, these last being the geological
bedrock of the entire Rome municipality. This paper wants to investigate the possible relationships between the
geomorphological evolution (and stability conditions) of the Palatine western slope and the Middle
Pleistocene-Holocene dynamics of the “Velaber Minus” Valley, featured by alternating episodes of fluvial
erosion and deposition. Such analysis was performed by means of several stress-strain numerical models carried
out through the FDM code FLAC 5.0 (Itasca, 2005). The numerical models were based on a sequence of
geological reconstructions of the valley-slope system constrained to the analysis of local outcrops and well data.
Different steps illustrate several cycles of valley erosion during glacial periods (and relative sea level lowstands),
and valley infilling during inter-glacial periods (and sea level rise). The fluvial dynamics influenced the
stress-strain conditions of the geological formations on the valley sides, because it implied corresponding cycles
of lateral loading and unloading. For each step, a numerical model illustrates the stress variations and related
deformation patterns within the Middle Pleistocene substratum and the tuff rock masses in particular. The
numerical modelling takes also into consideration the stress-strain conditions under the present
geomorphological setting in a sector of the Palatine western slope located right beneath the foundation of the
Magna Mater Temple (Republican age). Such last effort, integrated with a dedicated analysis of the jointed tuff
rock cliffs according to the Markland criteria, was issued to the evaluation of the stability condition of an area
nowadays potentially prone to rock failures. Finally, results of these analyses were used to define and realize a
proper plane for site remediation. 
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Multi-temporal assessment of landslide impacts on the Cathedral of
Agrigento (Italy) imaged through Persistent Scatterer Interferometry
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Exhaustive knowledge of both natural and anthropic factors represents the necessary background for planning
effective mitigation strategies and preserving the cultural heritage exposed to landslide hazards. Identifying the
areas potentially affected by such mechanisms contributes to focus consolidation works, proposing a priority
criterion in relation to the estimated risk level. Methods suitable for the detection of land and structural
deformation precursors are therefore fundamental to assess the damage at both short- and long-term,
consequently guiding the decision-making. We present an integrated study carried out in the historic urban area
of Agrigento (Italy), historically affected by retrogressive landslide processes involving the NW slope of
Girgenti hill. Similarly to the slope instability threatening the UNESCO World Heritage site of the Valley of the
Temples, located SE of Agrigento urban area, the geological and geomorphologic setting of the old town causes
widespread forms of ground instability controlling the structural equilibrium of the overlying historical
buildings, most of which are built at the edge of the NW slope of Girgenti hill. Major reactivations of these
landslides date back to the last century (e.g. February 1944 and July 1966). Following a worsening of local
instability observed in the NW sector of the hill in 2005, we carried out an integrated analysis based on the
combination of conventional field investigations with a satellite PSI (Persistent Scatterer Interferometry) time
series study. Such remote sensing technique exploits multi-temporal archives of radar imagery acquired by
low-orbiting SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) satellites and it is widely employed thanks to the highly precise
measurements of displacements induced by slow land processes (up to some tens of cm/yr). We used 1992-2007
PSI data, based on the processing of 66 ERS1/2 images in descending mode and 54 RADARSAT-1 images in
ascending mode. As these archives are characterized by nominal revisiting time of 35 days and 24 days,
respectively, such monitoring campaign provided a monthly sampling frequency for the investigated area. On
the outside staircase of the Arab-Norman Cathedral of St. Gerlando (XI-XII century), the PSI time series
analysis identifies an acceleration of ground deformation from 1-2 mm/yr in November 1992 – June 2006 to
13-15 mm/yr in July 2006 – May 2007. Already subject to many repairing and reinforcing interventions in 1981,
1998 and 2005, the Cathedral is now affected by widespread damages and cracks. Its ceiling, floor and columns
are highly fractured, especially in the left aisle which faces the unstable slope. Two different main fracture
planes with a sub-vertical dip and dip direction of about 185° (parallel to the slope edge) and 315° are also
observed. The discontinuities visible on both the inner walls of the Cathedral and its façade also extend along the
entire length of the outside staircase, on the W up to the Bishop’s Seminary (XVI-XVII century), and on the E
up to St. Alphonsus Liguori’s Church (XIX century). Even though many provisional interventions have been
already activated to reduce the risk of collapses, today the conditions of the Cathedral are becoming critical more
than ever. Due to severe structural damages and the highly probability of collapse, the definitive closure of the
left aisle turned out to be indispensable at the end of February 2011. The main success of the experimental study
carried out on Agrigento’s Cathedral consisted in detecting a well-defined deformation pattern, confirming a real
aggravation of the local instability since 2006 and providing a reliable risk scenario, as it actually happened. The
results of such integrated investigation and the lack of appropriate countermeasures to the observed criticalities,
demonstrate the need of responding – operatively and promptly – to increasing hazard and risk for cultural
heritage.
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Geoarchaeology understood as multitemporal analysis of the interaction
between historical and archaeological sites and the local physical
environment.
Luigi Coppola (1) , and Edward Bromhead (2)
(1) University Of Basilicata, Geologia Applicata, Potenza, Italy; (2) Kingston University, Kingston University, Civil
Engineering, Kingston, Uk (e.bromhead@kingston.ac.uk);

A recent and important conceptual achievement of modern archaeology is the awareness of the need to consider
the archaeological and historical relationship with the natural environment or the changes that have occurred
over the centuries. Important archaeological sites and centres of worship have certainly produced changes in the
ecosystem of their locality, and in turn, the influence of those changes reflects in the preservation of the
archaeological and architectural heritage. In the central-southern Apennines area of Italy, this heritage has
reached the start of the third millennium in a poorly preserved state because of environmental change and its
effects on the landscape. A complete understanding of the issues is only possible by a combination of
archaeological and cultural history perspectives with a a detailed study of the geology and geotechnics of an
area. This discussion of developments in geoarchaeology focuses on the most active issues affecting the
preservation of the cultural heritage in southern Italy: mainly landslides, but also gulley erosion and subsidence
of the subsoil. The Basilicata Region is emphasized. These aspects of ground behaviour have have always
threatened a considerable number of historic settlements and buildings so much that a number of them were
subsequently completely abandoned. These cases are discussed. 
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Soil erosion constrain in the conservation of Akapana Pyramid Mound
(Tiwanaku, Bolivia)
Irene Delaveris (1) , and Claudio Margottini (2)
(1) Direction of Archaeology of Tiwanaku, ., Conservation Unit, Tiwanaku, Bolivia; (2) ISPRA, ., Dpt. Geological Survey
Of Italy, Rome, Italy (claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it);

This is an Archaeological World Heritage Site, located at an elevation of 3,885 m.a.s.l., south of Lake Titicaca,
in the altiplano or high plateau region of the Republic of Bolivia. It is in the province of Ingavi, department of La
Paz, 60 km from the city of La Paz. An area of 420 to 600 hectares has been calculated for the ancient urban
settlement, and 40 hectares for the ceremonial center with monumental architecture, although the geophysical
project refers to 100 ha. In the absence of an archaeological evaluation, there is no certainty in this respect. An
archaeological prospection is required to define the extension and limits of each of the occupied zones and to
determine the regulations that should be applied in terms of land use, preservation of the archaeological heritage,
and cultural landscape. The archaeological research carried out refers to several periods of occupation, to the
different styles and techniques of construction, and to the different uses given to the built-up area. But systematic
research is needed on the formation and the process to explain the development attained by the Tiwanaku
culture. The pyramid is suffering for extensive erosional phenomena such as: 1. Rill erosion; 2. Mass movement;
3. Creeping; The majority of the phenomena mentioned above are caused by the uncontrolled flow of the
rainwater, which flows freely through the depressions (natural or cultural) but which, also, infiltrates and
deforms the materials of the deposits and appears to be affecting the stability of the internal structures. From site
inspeciton it is possible to note the large toe deposit originated by the erosion/dismantling of the earth mound,
some potential surficial mass movement and creeping and the evidence of deformed walls, suggesting internal
deformation to the mound. Also, in grey is the large rubble left from the excavation of the Colonia Period. With
reference to the erosion of the mound, there is a clear evidence (rill erosion and small valleys on the mound) that
a large part of the original structure has been affected by erosion and deposited at the base or foot of the
pyramid; moreover, it is not possible to exclude that the stepped design in the shape of the “chacana” or Andean
cross could have played some roles in such erosion. The present paper is showing major erosional problems and
suggesting mitigation measurements, possibly based on local traditional techniques. 
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Rock-fall hazard assessment in the Siq of Petra, Jordan
Giuseppe Delmonaco (1) , Claudio Margottini (1) , and Daniele Spizzichino (1)
(1) ISPRA, Italian Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy
(giuseppe.delmonaco@isprambiente.it);

Rapid onset natural phenomena, such as earthquakes, floods and landslides, pose a major threat to cultural
heritage and visitors in Petra. In 1963, 24 tourists died as a result of a sudden flash-flood in the Siq. Assessing
the percentage of losses caused by each specific event is very difficult, and whereas earthquakes and floods
cause damage to large expanses of land, landslides act more locally, affecting only a specific area and in this the
Siq, hence the focus of this research. The Siq is a 1.2 km naturally formed gorge in the sandstone mountains that
served, during the Nabataean times, and still serves today as the main entrance to the site of Petra (Jordan), from
the urban area of Wadi Musa. It is formed by very steep slopes with variable height from the ground level, from
few meters at the entrance to several tens of meters in some areas of the path. The Siq and the hand-carved
monuments of Petra are constituted by the sandstones of Umm Ishrin and Disi Cambrian-Ordovician formations,
in the form of massive and/or poor stratified rocks. The structural setting of the rock-forming slopes are
characterised by discontinuities of various type, mainly related to stratigraphical setting (bedding, generally
horizontal), tectonic activity (faults and joints, vertical and inclined), geomorphological evolution of the slope
(sub-vertical joints). Such a structural condition determines a rock-fall potential activity that may involve
unstable volumes that may range from from 0.1m3 up to over 1000m3. The latter can be catastrophic according
to evolution of the movement (extremely rapid) and involved rock mass volumes. Recent events has involved the
rapid deformation of a block located on the south slope of the Siq, approximately 300m from the entrance in a
particularly narrow stretch of the Siq, requiring that visitors walk very close to the high risk area. Additionally,
during May 2009 a smaller rock (approx. 150kg) detached from the slope and fell to the ground in the area of the
Camel Caravan relief. The collapse occurred during the night and fortunately did not result in injuries or
fatalities. Due to the acceleration of crack deformation and consequent increasing of rock-fall hazard conditions
in the Siq, UNESCO and Jordan local authorities have promoted a project focused on the implementation of a
landslide hazard and risk analysis of the Siq as a fundamental tool for the conservation strategy of the site. The
first stage of the project has provided the definition of the structural and geological typologies of decay as well
as actual and potential instability conditions of the geological formations and selected monuments. The study has
been based on data collection by accurate field survey and data analysis and mapping. The first stage has been
focused on an in-depth assessment of landslide risks that affect the Siq and its monuments based mainly on
engineering geology field survey techniques. All data have been analysed by implementing structural modelling
that will provide landslide types identification and kinematics as well as a landslide hazard map. Several
thematic maps have been produced such as potential rock-fall inventory map, rock-fall hazard map, vulnerability
and risk maps vs. slope instability The main outputs of the above mentioned investigations have detected
unstable slope areas and/or single monuments that necessitate to be consolidated and reinforced. This last
objective is aimed at providing the local authorities with a guideline for consolidation works to be implemented
in the most hazardous sectors of the Siq and feasible techniques for analysis and conservation of monuments vs.
rock-slope instability considering priorities and urgency. A preliminary consolidation works project has been
implemented for the reinforcement of unstable blocks located in risk areas whereas guidelines have been
provided for other relevant unstable areas to be mainly controlled with long-term monitoring. 
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Integration of geophysical investigation to landslide analysis in the
archaeological site of Stabiae (Italy)
Giuseppe Delmonaco (1) , Claudio Margottini (1) , Luciana Orlando (2) , and Daniele Spizzichino (1)
(1) ISPRA, Italian National Institute for Environmental Protection and Research, Geological Survey of Italy, ISPRA, Italian
National Institute for Environmental Protection and Research, Geological Survey of Italy, Rome, Italy; (2) Università, La
Sapienza, Dicea, Rome, Italy, Università, La Sapienza, Dicea, Rome, Italy (luciana.orlando@uniroma1.it);

The complex of the Roman villas of the ancient Stabiae is located over a morphological terrace near the edge of
a steep slope that separates the archaeological site from the urban area of Castellammare di Stabia (Gulf of
Naples). The villas (Villa Arianna, Villa San Marco, Villa del Pastore) where destroyed during the eruption of
Vesuvius in 79 A.D. and discovered in 1749 by Bourbon archaeologists along with Ercolanus and Pompei. The
structures are generally well preserved and contain remarkable artworks such as mosaics and frescoes. The hill is
affected by affected by debris and earth flows phenomena since historical time, that have partially endangered
some ancient structures through retrogressive movements from the border of the hill to the main archaeological
area at the back. Due to geomorphological instability, slope reinforcement works (i.e. anchors, shot concrete)
have been done at the end of ’80 to preserve the archaeological site from slope stability and erosion. The main
scope of the present work was the reconstruction of slope dynamics and causes by means of a geomorphological
and geotechnical approach coupled with geophysical investigation. A slope stability modelling, calibrated with
landslide historical information and direct survey, has provided main failure mode and magnitude of recent
events. Geophysical investigation has permitted to analyse the state of superficial terrains under prominent
archaeological structures, providing important information on potential failure surfaces that can be mobilised in
the near future in the lack of urgent and long-term mitigation measures in the most hazardous sectors of the
slope.
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Geomorphological processes and cultural heritage of Maca and Lari
villages: an opportunity for sustainable tourism development in the Colca
Valley (province of Caylloma, Arequipa, South Peru)
Luca Falconi (1) , Pablo Meza Arestegui (2) , Gabriele Leoni (3) , Claudio Puglisi (1) , and Simona Savini (4)
(1) Enea - Italian National Agency For New Technologies, Energy And Sustainable Economic Development, Rome, Italy
(luca.falconi@enea.it); (2) San Agustin National University Of Arequipa, Geology, Geophysics And Mines Department,
Arequipa, Peru; (3) University Of Roma Tre, Geology Department, Rome, Italy; (4) Geology Without Borders, Rome, Italy;

Colca Valley is famous because of its deepness and beauty of the landscape. Rock paintings and lithic tools
belonging to hunters and gatherers of the V-VI millennium BC, terraces and irrigation systems dated back to 600
and 900 AD, churches and silver mines of the colonial Hispanic age, are some of the historical and cultural
elements which hold up recent request to be included in UNESCO World Heritage List. Maca and Lari are two
of the valley villages, facing each other on opposite banks of the Colca River. High slope energy causes widely
different typologies of landslides, triggered primarily by seismic activity of the Hualca Hualca and Sabancaya
volcanoes. In the year 1991 both the villages suffered damage from landslides triggered by a strong seismic
shaking, killing 20 people, injuring 80, leaving 1500 homeless, destroying Maca historical church and cutting off
the south side road of the valley between Chivay and Cabanaconde, the two main towns of the area. Origin of
the instability of the area could be found in the relationship among rigid bedrock and plastic shallow units. The
oldest geological units that outcrop in this zone are Mesozoic sedimentary quartz sandstone and Cenozoic
volcanic units including andesites and pyroclastites. Overlaying these units, a lacustrine and alluvial Holocenic
sequence of silt, clay, sand lenses and gravel, cover 80% of the valley floor. Usually filling in depressions and
riverbeds, these units constitute a cover thick more than several hundred meters above the bedrock. They are
shaped in different levels of sedimentary terraces originated by old landslides that have dammed Colca River in
the past. These terraces, deeply carved by river erosion at the foot of the slopes, today are particularly
susceptible to different types of landslides affecting both the north and south slopes. Susceptibility analysis to
different landslide typologies has been led in an area of 15 km2, at altitudes ranging from 3200 to 3600 m asl,
around Maca and Lari villages. Field surveys was aimed to identify predisposing factors which contribute to the
worsening of slopes stability conditions. GIS elaboration allow to produce three different susceptibility maps for
each landslide typology, paying special attention to source areas. Study area is subject to three different
geomorphological processes: rotational slides, translational slides and debris flows. Slide processes, even if
small, affect the complex drainage system, used for local agriculture, increasing water infiltration into the
subsoil and promoting the widening of landslides processes. Active phenomena on the south side of the valley,
particularly in the west Maca area, damage agricultural production activities and affect the main roads
connecting the village with Pinchollo. Maca is characterized by translational processes and an higher speed
evolution than in the Lari area where predominate rotational slides. Dramatic dryness reduces the ability of
rainfalls to act as triggering factor for the slides processes. Otherwise, concentrated between January and March,
rainfalls constitute the main triggering factor for debris flows developing in loose deposits hanged on the steeper
slopes, secondarily activated by seismic activity of volcanic origin. An assessment of volumes and velocity of
potential events shows that run out of huge debris flow could reach the urban areas of both the villages. In
addition, the entire area is subject to flood processes related to the damming of the Rio Colca by landslides, as
occurred upstream of Maca and Lari in 1994. Restore the terraces, improve irrigation structures and introduce
agro-forestry practices in the area, constitute mitigation measures enable to join local traditional knowledge with
modern techniques of soil erosion control. A detailed hazard zoning is an indispensable and effective tool for
that practices aiming to reduce landslides risk trough water management and sustainable land use.
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Advanced applications of geoscience technologies for monitoring and
modelling of slope instability in cultural heritage sites
Riccardo Fanti (1) , Giovanni Gigli (1) , Deodato Tapete (1) , Francesco Mugnai (1) , and Nicola Casagli (1)
(1) University Of Firenze, Department Of Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italy (riccardo.fanti@unifi.it);

The uniqueness of the elements at risk and the need of developing non invasive methods suitable for on site
diagnostic activities are increasingly encouraging the employment of remote sensing technologies and novel
monitoring instrumentation, which could efficiently support detection and prevention of landsliding events
potentially damaging cultural heritage sites. Monuments preserved for centuries have being exposed to chronic
conservation issues due to particular geographic location and geological nature of foundation ground, and the
current condition could suggest the execution of urgent stabilization interventions. Deterioration patterns visible
on the surfaces of masonries are commonly a reliable element testifying the temporal and spatial evolution of
active instability mechanisms or reactivation/acceleration of dormant/past processes. Specific analysis of the
structural relationships between the foundation ground and the historic buildings represents the key point of a
multidimensional and multidisciplinary investigation. Monitoring campaigns and numerical modelling can also
contribute to the understanding of the kinetics of instability mechanisms. This work illustrates the potentials of
advanced geosciences technologies in the field of conservation of cultural heritage, both entire sites and single
monuments, as specifically tested during the most recent experimentations by the research unit of the
Department of Earth Science, University of Firenze, devoted to the development of integrated approaches for
spatial and temporal characterization of landsliding hazard threatening cultural contexts. Among the tested
monitoring instrumentation, the Ground-Based Interferometric Sythetic Aperture Radar (GB-InSAR) was
successfully transferred to the field of structural analysis. It was demonstrated its suitability both as real-time
monitoring device at high sampling frequency and optimal spatial resolution and surveillance system for
preventive activities on archaeological monuments affected by deformation movements. Combining GB-InSAR
data with terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) 3D models of the monitored monuments allowed us precise localization
of the ongoing deformations, clarifying the structural behaviour of the masonries and consequently guiding on
site surveys of the local conservators to verify the real condition of the structures. Long-range TLS was also
implemented for obtaining meshes representing the outcropping surfaces of the foundation substratum of historic
hilltop towns affected by rock mass instability. Innovative procedures for semi-automatic extraction of rock
mass discontinuities were developed and validated on different case studies. ‘Site specific’ kinematic analyses
were performed to identify the most critical rock-wall sectors, prone to be interested by block/flexural toppling
and plane/wedge failure. Such high detailed analyses of the rock masses and the related classifications in terms
of risk classes, as well as crack pattern surveys of the overlying historic masonries, constituted the knowledge
basis for planning the installation of on site monitoring network systems. The analysis of the monitoring data,
continuously collected by means of on site devices (e.g., crack gauges, tiltmeters, meteorological station), was
exploited for assessing the evolution of instability processes, jointly to the evidences from deep ground
investigations and laboratory tests. As final outcome of all the discussed experimentations, local landsliding
hazard factors were examined and the effectiveness of the geosciences technologies adopted was evaluated in
terms of real contribution in designing consolidation works of the unstable substratum and planning of
restoration interventions of the damaged cultural heritage.
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Static and pseudo-static stability analysis of the medieval castle rock slopes
in Slovakia
Vladimir Greif (1) , and Tomas Drotar (1)
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 The aim of the presented research was to determine the failure mechanism of slopes which endanger stability of
important national historic sites in Slovakia and thus help to safeguard these sites. The second objective of the
project was to calculate the slope stability of potentially unstable slopes based on the known failure mechanism
using key block theory (Goodman and Shi, 1985) implemented in the Pantechnica`s KbSlope software in order
to recommend nature friendly mitigation measures. The project was based on the inventory of engineering
geological features compiled during years 1992-1998, where the detailed engineering geological study of 52
medieval castle rock slopes in Slovakia was carried out. This inventory encompasses structural analysis of
discontinuities in the form of equal area projections of poles together with discontinuity maps of the foundation
rock masses of all 52 castle sites. In the first stage of the project a number of investigation sites was selected and
the necessary input data for the slope stability analysis using the key block theory was compiled. The necessary
input data were the orientation of discontinuities obtained from the inventory and field mapping, rock density
from laboratory tests and joint friction based on the literature data. These data were used for the determination of
the potential failure mechanism and calculation of safety factor of the slope by the 3D stability software
KbSlope. The KbSlope module is the only software that provides a complete implementation of block theory for
analysis of wedges and planar failures in three dimensions. It is a comprehensive limit-equilibrium analysis for
three or more joint planes. For a given data set (joint planes and excavation planes) the module provides a list of
all blocks that could be created from the given set of joints, the type of blocks, their volumes and safety factors.
Rock bolt support patterns can be evaluated, and the effect of water pressure can also be included. The failure
mechanism and factor of safety are vital information for the selection of proper “nature and site friendly”
mitigation techniques. In the first part a static analysis of the 44 selected medieval castle rock slopes was carried
out, where more than 12000 potentially unstable blocks were analyzed and factor of safety in static condition
was calculated. Based on the results of the static stability analysis a pseudo-static analysis was performed for the
44 castle slopes, by adopting the seismic acceleration in accordance to the STN 730036 - Seismic actions on
structures. This was implemented by calculating vectors of horizontal force acting upon the shear failure in the
direction of slope face with the zero vertical component. Since each block had different weight in 12217
horizontal forces were calculated in order to perform the pseudo-static analysis for all outcrops. The obtained
results showed, that if we do not take into account the tapered blocks which represented 81% from the 12217
investigated blocks in the static conditions, 14% of blocks were unstable. This figure further increased to 23% in
the pseudo-static condition, when the seismic acceleration was taken into account. 
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Failure of Embankment of Moat of Angkor Wat and its Restoration
Yoshinori Iwasaki (1) , and Valter M. Santoro (2)
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The Angkor Wat, had been registered as World Heritage in 1992 when the disorder in Cambodia had ceased.
International cooperation to save the Angkor heritage had started in 1993 when the inter-governmental meeting
was held in Tokyo. Since then several international teams including Japan, Italy, Germany, as well as France
began their activities. A part of earthen embankment along the outermost gallery at the west moat in Angkor
Wat, Cambodia, failed due to heavy rainfall in October, 1997. The basic temple plan is the combination of a high
tower in the centre and a moat surrounding the site, the front view of the Angkor Wat including the moat from
the west causeway at the left side. The moat was excavated along the squired area dedicated for the temple. The
embankment was manmade compacted sandy soil, laterite block, and sandstone on the surface. Soil mounds
were found in the moat at several points in front of the embankment. These mounds had been found as
accumulation of eroded soil from embankment. Geotechnical cause of losing stability of the embankment was
discussed and identified as piping failure. The failed site was reconstructed using by modern technique of
geotextile to give enough strength against stability. Restoration project was carried out by Italian Safeguarding
Angkor team. The soil reinforcing was realised by deploying into the body of the embankment filling soil a
specifically designed textile used in geotechnical consolidations, according to the technique of the strengthened
earth. The implementation of an effective and durable drainage system, both at the interior of the embankment
and at the surface level is also cared for, in addition to the described reinforcing of the backfill.
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Rockfall Susceptibility - Hazard and risk assessment of Akronafplia
historical site, Nafplio, Greece
Garyfalia Konstantopoulou (1) , Natalia Spanou (2) , and Villy Kontogianni (1)
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Rockfall hazard and risk assessment of busy pathways along rocky mountains, is a common problem in many
places around the world, including archeological and natural sightseeing areas. Though, only limited published
data can be found in literature concerning rockfall hazard and risk rating systems for walkways. Akronafplia
peninsula, located in the southern edge of the historical town of Nafplio, Peloponnese, is an archaeological site,
but also a natural beauty landscape with lots of visitors during the year. It consists mainly of Mesozoic blocky
limestone, exposing 15-55m high cliffs along the south and west slope. Occasional rock fall episodes affect the
popular 1km long walkway, been constructed along the foot of the slope and thus putting human life at serious
risk. Stability and rockfall analysis were carried out for 17 critical slope sections along the walkway,
accomplished on May 2010 after the January 2010 rock fall episode, as part of a research project of IGME. The
aim of the project was the evaluation of slope stability , estimation of potential hazard and risk of the walkway
and proposition of appropriate protection measures. Our study suggests rock mass quality ranges between 64 and
83 of RMR system, while the rock fall susceptibility is quite high, with 1.1-37.5% planar, 7.1-16.5% toppling
and 4.0-17.0% wedge failure probabilities. Given the high susceptibility of the rock mass and the height and
inclination of slopes, several triggering factors were recognized, including climatic conditions and seismicity of
the area, as well as existing vegetation on the cliffs. Although the examined walkway can be considered as
extremely dangerous, the extend of the risk is reduced by the increase of the distance of the walkway from the
cliffs, in combination with the presence of vegetation in this lower inner area, forming a zone virtually acting as
a natural trap of the falling rock blocks. An additional requirement involves minimization of the destruction
effect of protection measures to the archeological and aesthetic character of the Akronafplias’ landscape. 
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Landslide mitigation measures for the conservation of the archaeological
site of Orongo (Easter Island-Chile)
Claudio Margottini (1) , Giuseppe Delmonaco (1) , Daniele Spizzichino (1) , and Orlando Pandolfi (2)
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The village of Orongo, part of Rapa Nui National Park, is located in Easter Island, above the inner wall of the
crater of Rano Kau’s volcano, at an altitude of ca. 300m a.s.l. Prominent historical remains are the numerous
petroglyphs that represent the ancient ceremonial of the birdman cult. Its crater (1.4 km wide) is a small caldera
that collapsed after a late, large explosive phase, as attested by the presence of breccia deposits around the
eastern rim of the crater. Rano Kau is mainly composed of sequences of basaltic and intermediate lavas and
pyroclastics. The original caldera area has been disrupted by marine erosion in the southern flank. This has
caused a dramatic change of the original morphology, resulting in a sub-vertical cliff and steep slopes, especially
in the middle-low portions. In the upper part of the slopes, weathered soil and regolith are outcropping. Recent
topographical and geomorphological analysis of the area have provided clear evidences of slope instability along
the southern external flank of the caldera. Different landslide areas have been detected. The most active area is
located to the east of the village above the crest zone of Rano Kau where a debris slide/fall has recently
occurred. Analysis of photos taken in Nov. 2007 in the same area evidences that the landslide crown area was
originated at an elevation of ca. 200m a.s.l. along a probable contact between basaltic layers on the top and
weathered lava. Other minor landslide crowns are presently located in the same level, some hundreds meters to
west, below the plateau where Orongo is founded, threatening the stability of the petroglyphs area. According to
the above observations, the potential landslide evolution of the area can be the following: i) slope toe affected by
coastal erosion; ii) triggering of debris slide/fall in the middle-upper portion of the slope with failure depth of ca.
2.5-4.0m; iii) increasing of stress and retrogressive landslide activity (debris-slide) towards the crest zone.
Typologically, the movement can be classified as a rock slide triggered in highly weathered material. The crown
area is localised at approx. 100m a.s.l. The mobilised material, according to a preliminary morphometric
analysis, was about 5,000m3. After a recent field survey, this event has been estimated as re-activation of the
landslide occurred in 2007. The increased stress has promoted rock sliding of weathered material located in the
upper part of the slope until the limit of the crater edge, as reported in the field survey of July 2008. The most
susceptible layers are outcropping at ca. 170m a.s.l. The volume of the involved material can be estimated as ca.
10,000m3. Detailed topographic sections, with 5m step, have been derived by a DTM as base for analysis of
morphometry, geology and geomorphology. The sections have been used also for the implementation of stability
analysis that follows a twofold purposes: a) to calibrate shear strength parameters of the involved geological
formations through back-analysis procedure; b) to verify the residual risk conditions of the slope below the
village of Orongo. A vibrational analysis using seismic passive digital tomography has been carried out in order
to verify actual stability condition of petroglyph block of the ceremonial sacred area. A possible development of
the research will be the implementation of a multi-temporal analysis of landslide activity through a 3D-GIS
modeling coupled with a back-analysis in order to define present slope stability conditions and possible future
evolution of the slope. A Master Plan of mitigation measures will propose mainly low visual impact restoration
works such as nails and bolts coupled with a drainage system in order to reduce erosion and loss of cohesion.
This to provide useful tools for local authorities in implementing preventive landslide risk mitigation measures
for the protection of the cultural heritage in Orongo. 
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Large rock slide and fall in the cradle of Christianity: Maaloula (Damascus,
Syria)
Claudio Margottini (1)
(1) ISPRA, Dpt. Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy (claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it);

The region of Maaloula is situated in the Palmyrides Mountains (Syria), near the anti Lebanon orogenic zone.
Tectonically is placed in the southwestern portion of the Nabk anticline along its northwestern flank. The village
is the result of important tectonic activity, which resulted in an impressive narrow valley intersecting an
anticline. Maaloula is well known as the place of the first example of Christianity sepulture, such as the Santa
Tekla tomb (IV c. A.D.). Local population are still speaking traditional Aramaic language. From the geological
point of view the cliff is composed by hard, massive Oligocene limestone and forms nearly vertical walls 50-70
m in height, fractured by sub-vertical small faults. In the lower part of the flanks a general cover of rock debris is
present. In the area many rock fall and rock slide have been detected. They exhibit volumes from meter to
thousand of cubic meters in case of fall and small rock slide, till tens of thousands of cubic meters for few giant
rock slide. The area is also affected by destructive earthquakes as in the 1759, November 25th. Purpose of the
work is to evaluate ongoing consolidation activities and to propose further development and implementation.
The paper is describing the main rock engineering features of the Maaloula site and some recommendations for a
proper implementation of a consolidation strategy for the conservation of Santa Tekla monastery. This last is
located below small and isolated hanging blocks as well as adjacent to a gigantic rock slide. The main features of
the site have been synthesized from the all the documents made available to the expert and from some direct
field survey and laboratory tests. All available data have been utilized to establish a model for slope behavior.
Some remarks and comment on ongoing consolidation works and other proposed projects are also reported. 
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The Park of Monsters of Bomarzo (Central Italy): from rock fall to a resort
area.
Claudio Margottini (1)
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The Park of Monsters of Bomarzo (Central Italy) is a unique resort area comprising allegoric sculpture on huge
rock block. These are the result of a quaternary geological and geomorphological activity, developing from the
deposition of volcanic ignimbrite from Cimino apparatus topping plio-pleistocene marine clay, and the
subsequent erosion from the Tiber river evolution. This last was very important during the last glacial age. The
result is a continuous and rapid evolution of the flank of the valley, producing a retrogressive phenomena
affecting the whole volcanic plateau, presently hanging over the valley. Due to the presence of rigid materials
covering plastic lihotype, typical landslides are rock falls isolating huge block falling down from the upper part
of the valley, in a debris accumulation. The park of Monsters of Bomarzo was born in 1552 as "Villa of
Wonders" to be the only one of it's kind in the world. It was devised by the architect Pirro Ligorio (he completed
the Cathedral of Saint Peter in Rome after the death of Michelangelo and built Villa d'Este in Tivoli) on
commision of Prince Pier Francesco Orsini, called Vicino, only to vent the heart broken at the death of is wife
Giulia Farnese. Vicino Orsini created a labyrinth of symbols, where "Ladies and Knights" might look for what
they most wanted and wonder till they got lost. He populated the "sacred wood" with monsters and tortoises,
obelisks, nymphaums and giant statues. After Vicino Orsini's death nobody cared any longer for this jewel of
mannerist art, that after centuries of oblivion has been recently saved and restored. 
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Vibration analysis for prediction of rock fall instability: application to the
archaeological ceremonial center of Mata Ngarau (Orongo Village, Rapa
Nui).
Claudio Margottini (1) , Daniele Spizzichino (1) , Silvia Castellaro (2) , and Francesco Mulargia (2)
(1) ISPRA, ., Dpt. Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy (claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it); (2) Università degli Studi
di Bologna, Dipartimento Di Fisica, Settore Geofisica, Bologna, Italy;

The identification of unstable rock blocks it is still unclear. Monitoring network can offer a great support but
only during rupture phase. However, identifying such blocks visually is extremely difficult, so an identification
method using peculiar features of unstable blocks must be developed. The method reported here uses a portable
velocimeter (Micromed, TrominoTM), which is inexpensive and easy to operate. This technique, measuring
environmental noise, can provide a useful information about an estimate of the block resonances thickness as
well as direction and intensity of ground motion. In order to assess the feasibility of the method, a field
experiment was carried out on rock blocks composing the ceremonial center of Mata Ngarau. This site is
extremely important for Rapa Nui culture due to its unique petroglyphs and dominant view of the surrounding
landscape, ocean and motus. Mata Ngarau is located inside the village of Orongo, in one of the most spectacular
sites within Rapa Nui National Park, on a narrow plateau between Rano Kau crater and a 300m cliff to the
waters of the Pacific Ocean. The site is composed by individual rock blocks, hanging over 200 m of high slope
cliff. Below the ceremonial site were located two small Moai, that collapsed on the sea on '90. An active
landslides is located just underneath the Mata Ngarau. The use of portable seismometer allowed the
measurement of environmental noise characteristics for many as possible blocks, compared with bedrock
measurements developed outside the site. The results show a clear correlation of most unstable blocks with
largest intensity of ground motion and versus of it. Such techniques demonstrates a remarkable degree of
maturity and the possibility to be applied in rock fall prediction. 
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Ensuring long term stability to Buddha niches and Bamiyan cliff
(Afghanistan), 10 years after the Statues destruction.
Claudio Margottini (1)
(1) ISPRA, ., Dpt. Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy (claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it);

In March 2001 the giant Buddha sculptures of Bamiyan were destroyed; the Eastern Buddha is believed to date
back to the sixth century AD and the Western Buddha to the early seventh century AD. Since their destruction,
international agencies have come together in an emergency effort to safeguard the remains of this invaluable
component of Afghan heritage. In 2003, the cultural landscape of Bamiyan was inscribed simultaneously on the
World Heritage List and on the List of World Heritage in Danger. Thanks to generous grants provided by the
UNESCO - Japanese Fund-in-Trust for the Preservation of World Cultural Heritage, UNESCO has undertaken a
major three phase project for the Safeguarding of the Cultural Landscape and Archaeological Remains of the
Bamiyan Valley. The valley is located at 2500 m elevation on the northern edge of the 600-km-longE-W along
the Herat fault, one of the largest and most prominent faults in Afghanistan. The valley formation is due to a
variety of factors such as lithological characteristics, tectonic activity, palaeo-climatic events, fluvial activity
along the river valley and slope evolution in the cliff. In the cliff are presently active many geomorphological
factors such as rock fall, rock slide, gully erosion, sheet and diffuse erosion producing large debris cone. The
explosion of March 2001 produced the collapse of the two statues, the instability all over the cliff and a shear
zone of hanging blocks in the back wall of both niches. This part, despite of the destruction, it is still very
important since some plasters and excavated elements from the original outline are still on site. Because of this,
the back wall of niches are sites to investigate in detail, where to explore the connection between civil
engineering, earth science and restoration. In the last ten years a major consolidation work was established on
the East niche and surrounding cliff. The activities were executed by means of professional climbers, equipped
with appropriate drilling machines. Furthermore, a scaffolding was installed inside the East niche, allowing the
consolidation of back wall of the first niche. The present work describe major geomorphological processes
affecting the Buddha niches and Bamiyan cliff, the executed activities as well as the potential future
consolidation works, suitable to ensure long term conservation. 
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The Orvieto Observatory
Filippo Maria Soccodato (1) , Luciano Tortoioli (2) , Angelo Maria Mazzi (3) , and Federico Uccelli (4)
(1) I.A.T. Ingegneria per l'Ambiente ed il Territorio Srl, I.a.t. Ingegneria Per L'ambiente Ed Il Territorio Srl, Mnt Area,
Rome, Italy (f.soccodato@iating.it); (2) Umbria Region, Umbria Region, Dati, Perugia, Italy; (3) Municipality of Orvieto,
Municipality Of Orvieto, Llpp, Orvieto, Italy; (4) Leica Geosystems SpA, Leica Geosystems Spa, Hds, Lodi, Italy;

The town of Orvieto, located 105 km north of Rome, was included in 1937 in the list of inhabited areas
threatened or affected by landslides; starting from this date, a number of occasional state interventions took place
to tackle the instability of the tuff cliff until Law 25 May 1978 No. 230 was adopted calling for “Urgent actions
for the consolidation of the cliff of Orvieto and hill of Todi to safeguard the landscape and historical,
archaeological and artistic heritage of the two towns”. The law authorized the Umbria Region to carry out
studies and interventions on both Orvieto and Todi, historic towns presenting similar problems. In the “Orvieto
Project” the following interventions were foreseen and completed: consolidation of the tuff surfaces along the
entire perimeter of the cliff, and inside the cavities, caves and landslide areas along the slopes of the cliff;
re-organization of drainage and improvement of the water and ecological systems of the slopes; substitution and
completion of the sewage system and paving of streets; re-organization of future archaeological park areas;
implementation of alternative transportation plans; installation of geotechnical and geodetic monitoring
instruments. Within the framework of the important interventions for the consolidation of the Orvieto rock and
slopes, begun as early as 1978, the Umbria Region, in coordination with the Municipality of Orvieto, established
an “Observatory for control and permanent maintenance” with the aim of managing the upkeep of the works
carried out for the consolidation and structural stabilization of the cliff, as well as managing the protection of the
historical and environmentally sensitive sites and the system designed to monitor the structural behavior of the
interventions and the potential phenomena of geological instability in the region. In addition, the Observatory
functions as an operational unit for the prevention of risks, as well as a centre for the control and study of the
different problems faced during implementation, and as an experimental centre for the identification of
innovative maintenance and monitoring methods. The monitoring system was installed during the course of the
works to constantly control and record the trend of the tuff rock deformation and the movements of the slopes as
well as to monitor the effects of the structural consolidation works realised. Such system, that integrates
hundreds of geotechnical, structural and geodetic instruments, is managed through the SIOR (Sistema
Informativo dell’Osservatorio Rupe), a tailor-made Geographic Information System. The SIOR is an operational
tool to collect, organize and elaborate data related to the activities and works carried out to consolidate the cliff
and slopes of Orvieto as well as all informations acquired by the monitoring system. During the past decade the
Observatory have taken part in the implementation of a number of innovative monitoring solutions. In particular
the Observatory is currently cooperating with University Departments and private entities for the integration of
the GPS, Total Station and 3D Laser Scanner surveys with the aim of studying, analizing, modeling and
monitoring rock slopes. 
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Passive Seismic survey for Cultural Heritage landslide risk assessment
Daniele Spizzichino (1) , Claudio Margottini (1) , Silvia Castellaro (2) , and Francesco Mulargia (3)
(1) ISPRA, Italian National Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy
(daniele.spizzichino@isprambiente.it); (2) Università degli Studi di Bologna, Dipartimento Di Fisica, Settore Geofisica,
Bologna, Italy; (3) Università degli Studi di Bologna, Dipartimento, Settore Geofisica, Bologna, Italy;

The present work is finalised at the stratigraphic reconstruction of the ancient citadel of Machu Picchu by using
a passive seismic technique in order to implement a landslide risk mitigation master plan. After the warning
launched in March 2001 by the scientific community about the potential collapse of the citadel from a
near-disastrous landslide event, different studies have been promoted to reconstruct the landslide activity and to
suggest mitigation measures for the protection and conservation of Machu Picchu cultural heritage. Presently,
landslides occur frequently at the site, threatening inhabitants and tourists. Different landslide patterns (rock falls
and topples, debris flows, rock slides and debris slides) have been recognized and classified according to their
kinematics, materials involved and state of activity. Rock slides, topples and rock falls may produce blocks with
dimensions raging from 0,1 to 100 m^3, forming the toe accumulation on steeper slopes. In 2009, a site-scale
analysis was carried out, consisting in seismic ambient noise measurements, a geomechanical classification,
structural and kinematical analysis and slope stability modeling. The seismic ambient noise technique (shortly
known as H/V) was applied at 68 sites by using a portable seismometer (Micromed, TrominoTM) and recording
microtremors for a few minutes at each site. This technique provides an estimate of the subsoil resonances and
this information can be used - together with a constraint from independent data - to infer a stiffness profile of the
subsoil. 15 out of the 68 measurement sites were located along the most susceptible slopes chosen for the
implementation of the stability model. 13 sites were located on the most important archaeological structures to
attempt a first dynamic characterization of the latter (modal analysis). A constrained fit of the H/V curves was
attempted for the sites acquired on soil and provided a subsoil imaging identifying the main impedance
contrasts. The structural setting of the granite bedrock and some superficial geomorphic evidences have been
recently associated to an active deep rock slide with an estimated volume of 10,000 m^3, capable of producing
severe damage to the archaeological site. Several geotechnical and structural field surveys, integrated with
indirect geophysical investigation, have been carried out in order to reconstruct the geological and geotechnical
reference model of potentially unstable slopes. Rock strength and deformation parameters have been also
derived from laboratory analysis and geomechanical in situ characterization and classification. The application
of the passive seismic technique, together with geological and geotechnical results, contributed to a detailed
reconstruction of a geotechnical model along the most potential unstable slope. Additionally, a seismic
microzonation of the area was implemented in order to define the resonance frequencies of the site and of the
archaeological structures, and to assess the seismic vulnerability of the area. Last, a slope stability analysis was
conducted to verify potential failure mechanisms in accordance with the geological evidences in the field.
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Geo-archaeological analysis of the impact on the conservation of historic
sites in South East Britain due to coastal erosion and landsliding dynamics
Deodato Tapete (1) , Edward Bromhead (2) , Maia Ibsen (2) , and Nicola Casagli (3)
(1) UniFirenze, University Of Firenze, Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italia (deodato.tapete@unifi.it); (2) Kingston University,
Civil Engineering, Kingston, Uk; (3) University Of Firenze, Earth Sciences, Firenze, Italia;

Mitigation strategies aimed at the preservation of historic sites exposed to natural hazards should always include
a preliminary investigation phase, to provide an updated knowledge basis to clarify the impact of past instability
and the current dynamics of deterioration processes. Such a scientific approach to conservation issues can be
extremely effective in case of cultural heritage built in areas affected by past environmental changes and highly
susceptible to further modification in the near future. This work presents the results from multidisciplinary
studies on the ‘Roman Shore Forts’ and modern military installations in South East Britain, carried out in the
framework of the scientific co-operation between University of Firenze and Kingston University. Along the
stretch of coastline from Hampshire to North Kent, included the Isle of Wight, several fortifications and
garrisons were built between the Roman period and the II World War, representing an historical record of many
centuries of defence against invasions from the sea. Due to their geographic location and the geological features
of the foundation substratum, most of the surveyed sites have being affected by instability processes – marine
erosion, cliff retreat and coastal landslipping – which have produced different impacts on the historic structures,
causing the partial or even total destruction of the ancient sites (e.g. Walton Castle). Succession of marine
transgression/regression cycles, sequences of erosion/siltation and human interference in landscape change have
also contributed to the modification of the original environmental context, with the main effect of creating a
different perception of the archaeological sites, formerly coastal and currently inland (e.g. Pevensey Castle and
Lympne). Starting from a literature search, a ‘site specific’ analysis was performed combining on site
inspections with historical documentation, attempting a reliable reconstruction of the local environmental
evolution in relation to past and recent coastal erosion and landsliding dynamics. Detailed surveys of
deterioration patterns were performed both on entire sites and isolated monuments, recognizing, among others,
masonry falls and collapses at Pevensey Castle, Reculver and Portchester Castle, as well as sliding down the
coastal slopes for some 20th century ‘pillboxes’ at the Isle of Sheppey in North Kent. In particular, the
availability of Ordnance Survey maps dating back to the 1840s allowed the temporal and spatial analysis of the
direct impacts of coastal erosion and storms on the conservation of the masonry structures at Sandgate Castle,
South Kent, showing in this case the different stages of deterioration in relation to water levels and tides. As
final product, a ‘site specific’ mapping was obtained and the current condition of each site was evaluated with
reference to the regional geologic and geomorphologic context. For those sites where interventions were
executed (e.g. Reculver), the updated mapping was also exploited for discussion about the suitability of past
mitigation measures and stabilization works, both in terms of effectiveness and sustainability. On the other hand,
the analysis highlighted the persistence of hazard factors in other sites, confirming a continual activity of coastal
erosion/landsliding processes and emphasizing the need of developing appropriate conservation strategies to
preserve the exposed historic heritage.
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Cultural heritage, landslide risk and remote sensing in Italy
Alessandro Trigila (1) , Carlo Cacace (2) , Carla Iadanza (1) , Sara Delconte (3) , Daniele Spizzichino (1) , and
Stefano Cespa (3)
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Italy is the country that owns most of the world cultural heritage as it’s clear from the list of sites of inestimable
value to humanity, prepared by UNESCO under the Convention concerning the protection of the world cultural
and natural heritage ratified in 1972. However the Italian territory is particularly prone to natural hazards such as
landslides, floods, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, subsidence and coastal erosion which undermine the
protection and preservation of cultural heritage. Scope of this work is to define a methodology in order to assess
cultural heritage exposed to landslide risk using the Italian Cultural Heritage database (Carta del Rischio del
patrimonio culturale), the Italian Landslide Inventory (Progetto IFFI) and satellite remote sensing data. The
cultural heritage database, prepared from 1992 by the Central Institute for the Conservation and Restoration,
contains 100,258 cultural heritage divided into three categories: Architectural Heritage, Archaeological Heritage
and Modern Containers of artworks. It has been realized collecting, geo-referencing each cultural heritage and
compiling the vulnerability data sheet (e.g. state of preservation). The Italian Landslide Inventory, realized from
1997 by ISPRA (Italian National Institute for the Protection and Environmental Research) and the Regions and
Self-Governing Provinces of Italy, identifies and maps the landslides occurred within the national territory. It
contains 485,004 landslides affecting an area of 20,700 km2, equal to 6.9% of Italian territory. Using GIS
processing a preliminary subset of about 5,500 cultural heritage exposed to landslide risk has been identified.
The present work is focused on the methodological steps for the identification of those sites exposed to slow and
very slow movements. In this regard, displacement data obtained by advanced techniques of satellite remote
sensing, better know as SAR interferometry (InSAR) have been used. These techniques are well suited to the
identification of very slow deformation. In particular, the technique PSIn-SAR ™, developed by Politecnico di
Milano and licensed exclusively to Tele-Rilevamento Europa (TRE), allows an estimate of the displacement
measurements with a millimetre accuracy at targets on the ground (Permanent Scatterers - PS) that have a high
electromagnetic stability over time, such as the architectural and archaeological sites. Using ESA-ERS satellites
archive (covering the period 1992-2001) and the RADARSAT-1 satellite data (from March 2003 to date) it has
been possible to evaluate the average speed of deformation and long time series of displacement in order to
identify and characterize the deformation affecting architectural, archaeological and monumental sites. In order
to complete the analysis, the information have been integrated with scientific literature and other archive data
(e.g. Inventory of areas historically affected by landslides and floods in Italy - AVI-CNR/GNDCI, Italian
national database of landslide and flood mitigation measures - ReNDiS-ISPRA). The methodology has been
preliminary tested on ten cultural heritage and then applied on a province territory. The proposed methodology
could be applied to all Cultural Heritage sites in Italy and it could provide a useful tool to identify priorities and
plan field surveys, detailed studies and monitoring systems, allowing job scheduling of cultural heritage
maintenance.
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Landslide Mapping and Landslide Hazard Assessment in Geyser Valley
(Kamchatka, Russia)
Zerkal Oleg (1) , Gvozdeva Irina (2) , and Fomenko Igor (3)
(1) Head of Laboratory, Moscow State University, Geology, Moscow, Russian Federation (igzov@mail.ru); (2) Researcher,
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Geyser Valley is a unique nature object with geysers, fumaroles, hot springs, exotic landscapes. It is included in
UNESCO World Natural Heritage Complex Object “Volcanoes of Kamchatka”. Valley of the Geysernaya River
is represented as an erosive V-shaped valley depth 300 m (in the top part) to 500-550 m (in the bottom part). The
width of a valley in the Middle Geysernaya River is no more than 2 km. Geyser Valley is developed in
lake-volcanic weak rocks. Watersheds of the valley are covered by strong rocks (mostly siliceous effusive
rocks), erupted in last stage of volcanic activity. A lake-volcanic series forms slopes of the valley in the middle
and bottom part and is composed of argillite with interlayers of conglomerates and sandstones. Argillites are
hydrothermally altered and unsteady under humidifying. Water saturation causes their destruction in to plastic
loams. The humidifying of rocks is controlled by infiltration of superficial waters on one hand and by inflow of
thermal waters from systems of tectonic fractures and faults on the other hand. Zones of intensive rise of deep
thermal waters are marked by geysers fields. Field investigation and analysis of remote sensing data have shown
wide development in boards of valley different landslide types (rockfalls, topples, rotation landslide, block slide,
debris flow, etc). They are involved by unique nature conditions - a contrast relief, unstable to the humidifying
rocks covered by strong dense rocks; a specific regime of humidifying. The last event happened on June, 3, 2007
when the big landslide formed in the valley. It looked like as viscoplastic flow of ground masses and lasted 2.5
minutes. As a result of slope deformations a landslide tongue formed (1,2 -1,5 km length and 0,2-0,4 km width).
Landslide volume amounts to 4.7 mln. m3. It dammed the river, changed strongly landscape and hydrothermal
regime. Capability of repeat of similar event defined the necessity of carrying out of landslide hazard assessment
in Geyser Valley. Research work has been included field observation in Geyser Valley, laboratory determination
physical and geotechnical characteristics of landslide deposits and bedrocks samples. The constructed map of
hazardous slope processes characterizes the present conditions in this region.
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Seismically induced landslides and 
seismic landslide hazard analysis

Conveners: E. Harp, H. Marui, L. Guerrieri

Landslides triggered by earthquakes have often been considered secondary effects of the 
earthquake. However, they have been the sources of much or most of the loss to people and 
property in many earthquakes, especially the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in the Sichuan Province 
of China. The recognition of the importance and impact of seismically induced landslides in recent 
years has led to markedly increased efforts to document and analyze landslide distributions triggered 
by earthquakes and to use analyses for the purposes of seismic landslide hazard reduction. The 
interrelationships of earthquake-induced landslides to slope, geology, fault-source parameters, 
strong-shaking patterns, and distance from fault source/epicenter have been the focus of increasing 
study with the advent of high-resolution remote sensing data, increased seismic network density, and 
advances in geospatial analysis (GIS) techniques.

This session invites papers on all aspects of seismically induced landslides including regional or site 
specific studies.
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Semi-empirical assessment of road vulnerability to seismically induced
slides
Sotiris Argyroudis (1) , Stavroula Fotopoulou (2) , and Kyriazis Pitilakis (3)
(1) Civil Engineer, PHD, Geologist, Aristotle University Of Thessaloniki, Civil Engineering, Thessaloniki, Greece; (2) Civil
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The present paper aims at the proposition and quantification of a semi-empirical methodology to estimate
physical vulnerability of roads subjected to earthquake induced landslide hazards. It is based on a modification
of the existing engineering judgmental HAZUS (NIBS, 2004) fragility curves using the Bray and Travasarou
(2007) model that relates the seismic permanent ground displacement (D) with the peak ground acceleration
(PGA) for the Newmark rigid sliding block case. In this regard, it is possible to account for the specific
characteristics of soil and local topography within the definition of road vulnerability. Various sets of fragility
curves are obtained as a function of peak ground acceleration (PGA), which is widely used and easier
identifiable parameter, considering the characteristics of the slope (i.e. yield coefficient, ky) and the earthquake
magnitude. The proposed methodology is applied with the aid of GIS tool to the roadway system of city of
Grevena in NW Greece. The physical vulnerability of the roads of the network due to landslide is assessed for
three different earthquake scenarios (e.g. mean return periods Tm=100, 500 and 1000 years). It is observed that
the level of damage predicted using the aforementioned methodology is less severe compared to the
corresponding level of damage anticipated using the HAZUS methodology (Pitilakis et al., 2009). 
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Effect of the thickness of the geological layer in the volcanic mountain on
the shallow landslide
Shiho Asano (1)
(1) Forestry And Forest Products Research Instutute, Kyushu Research Center, Kumamoto, Japan
(shiho03@ffpri.affrc.go.jp);

 Many landslides occur on mountain slopes as a result of large-scale earthquake. These landslides cause the
serious damage to the local life. Landslide occurrences are affected by the earthquake motion as the external
force. In a mountain area, earthquake motion is amplified by influence topography and geology as the local site
effect. The Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake of 2008 in Japan is a large-scale earthquake in volcanic
mountainous area. Some type of geological stratum laid by volcanic activity in there and some landslides seem
to be influenced by the weaker layers. Therefore, the clarification of slope-scale amplification of earthquake
acceleration is important for the assessment of landslide hazards. In this study, the effect on the amplification of
earthquake motion in a mountain by the depth of geological layer was investigated using numerical analysis in
order to clarify the mechanism of the shallow landslide triggered by earthquake. The model for analysis was the
two-dimensional mountain model that has some different type of rock stratum and surface soil layer. The
material property of the surface soil was used the deformation property of soil by the slope failure examination
of shaking table test. The material property of the rock stratum of the model were decided by the seismic
exploration at the volcanic deposit mountain that has many landslides in the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake.
The response analysis of the earthquake acceleration was carried out using the mountain model. The sinsweep
wave inputted on the bottom of the model and the response accelerations and deformation were calculated by the
elast-plasticity FEM. The amplitudes of response accelerations were observed to increase as they were
transmitted from the bottom of the model to the ground surface, and the largest seismic accelerations tend to
appear at top of mountain. The large amplitudes of response acceleration appeared in the soft rock layer rather
than the hard rock layer, and the large accelerations tended to appear in the boundary zone between the soft rock
layer and the hard rock layer. The landslide occurrence in the shallow soil surface layer was influenced by the
distribution of response acceleration.
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Hazard zoning of Landslides Triggered by the 2005 Dahoieh, Zarand
Earthquake
Farideh Azin (1) , and Mohammad Reza Mahdavifar (2)
(1) Islamic Azad university, Science and Research Branch tehran Iran, Islamic Azad University, Science And Research
Branch Tehran Iran, Scince, Tehran, Iran (eng.azin@gmail.com); (2) International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and
Seismology, International Institute Of Earthquake Engineering And Seismology, Scince, Tehran, Iran;

A principal cause of earthquake damage is landsliding triggered by strong shaking. Earthqaukes with magnitudes
greater than 4.0 can trigger landslides on very susceptible slopes, and earthquake with magnituds greater than 6.0
can generate widespread landsliding. The 22 February 2005 Dahoieh, Zarand, earthquake (Ms= 6.5, Mw= 6.4)
triggered many landslides in the area. In some cases, triggered landslides blocked roads and hampered rescue
and relief efforts to people. Most of the landslides were concentrated in northern mountain of Zarand. We
mapped landslides triggered by the earthquake in the field and using the reports and papers have been published
earlier. These were subsequently digitized and plotted in a GIS-based format. Most of the triggered landslides
were shallow (1-5 m), highly disrupted falls and slides in limestone and dolomite formations. Also many
landslides occurred during one of the aftershocks, the first of May 2005 (M=5.1). These landslides concentrated
around Bidoeih village. 
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Seismic Landslides Hazard Zonation in Iran, Ardebil
Vahid Bagheri (1) , Mohammadreza Mahdavifar (2) , and S.m. Fatemi Aghda (3)
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In the present study, earthquake induced landslides happened in 1997 in Iran, Ardebil, Sareyn are discussed and
evaluated. To this purpose, the computing with Words (CW) method, a method using fuzzy logic systems (Miles
& Keefer, 2009), is applied. At the first, the necessary information including disturbance distance, ground class,
moisture, shaking intensity, slope angle, slope height, soil depth, terrain roughness, and vegetation (Miles &
Keefer, 2007, 2009) have been gathered by air photos, LANDSAT satellite images, remote sensing (RS),
existing maps, and site investigation of the region under study. The data is digitized and weighted using
ARCGIS software. Then, the hazard rate and areal concentrations with respect to landslide types are calculated
applying CAMEL software. CAMEL provides an integrated framework for modeling all types of
earthquake-induced landslides using geographical information system. Finally, landslides hazard map produced
by the mentioned method are compared to landslides happened as a result of Sareyn earthquake.
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GIS Assisted Landslide Hazard Assessment for Road Safety During
Earthquakes
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The roads over mountainous areas consisting a considerable number of active or inactive landslides always have
the risk of being cutoff especially during earthquakes capable of inducing new landslides or the existing
landslides. Various researchers have addressed this issue and have put efforts to assess the earthquake-induced
landslide hazard of various tectonically active regions in the world, most of which basically seek the help of
historical data and are based primarily on the evaluation of probablity of landslide failure during earthquakes or
rainfalls. However, if an area with a large number of existent large-scale landslide masses but with no recent
history of earthquake-induced failures is expected to be hit by a heavy earthquake, this hazard assessment
method cannot address the risk of landslide failure and resulted road cut off. Likewise, based on historical data,
especially during the 1995 Kobe Earthquake in Japan, a method to identify the failure-prone slopes based
primarily on slope inclination, curvature, and peak ground acceleration has been propoed by a group of
researchers in Japan, which largely takes into account the effect of buldging slopes (i.e., convex curvature),
which means in case of existent large-scale landslide topographies, this method does not adequately consider the
probability of failure or re-failure of the landslide mass, mainly because most landslide masses have concave
curvature. In such situation, it is very much relevant that a method is deviced to assess the hazard level of each
existent landslide against the road cutoff. This paper particularly deals with the presence of large-scale active
and inactive landslides and introduces a GIS-assisted method to assess the hazard level of these landslides to the
functionability of roads passing over the landslide area. The method bascially considers individual landslide
properties determined from their topographic features and the estimated peak ground accelleration data of the
area. First of all, a GIS database system related to each landslide in the area is built. Second each of these
landslides is given a particular level of risk of failure in case of an earthquake based on the landslide properties.
Then, based on the total rank of each landslide, the area under consideration is divided into desired mesh size.
Finally a hazard map is produced out of the individual ranking of the landslides. For this particualr paper,
Shikoku Area of Japan has been considered and the reliability verification of the method has been made in one
of the earthquake-hit areas in Northern Japan. The results obtained were found to be very promising; especially
in the verification area, they were found to be about 70% reliable.
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Earthquakes- induced damaging landslides in Algeria:Loses of human lives
and properties
Bouhadad Youcef (1)
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Northern Algeria suffered from moderates and strong destructive earthquakes because of its tectonic setting in
the Africa-Eurasia plate boundary. In addition to ground motion the effects of earthquakes has made heavier
because of the induced landslide effects. The Zemmouri May 1st 2003 earthquake triggered extensive
liquefaction and landslides that caused damage mainly to roads. On March 20th, 2006 a moderate earthquake
(Mw=5.2) struck the Laalam (NE- Algeria) region. The damage was centred in the Laalam village where four
deaths, 68 injured and more than 40 housing units destroyed making dozens of peoples homeless. Damage and
casualties are directly related to an earthquake-induced landslide occurred at 10km far from the epicentre. We
aim in this work to present and analyse examples of earthquakes-induced damaging landslides hazard in
seismically active mountainous zones as well as their consequences. 
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Numerical analysis of two wooden house damages induced by dune
liquefaction during the 2007 Niigata Chuetsu-offshore earthquake
Fei Cai (1) , Keizo Ugai (2) , Akihiko Wakai (3) , Seiichiro Kuroda (4) , Atsuo Onoue (5) , and Kunihiro
Higuchi (6)
(1) Assistant Professor, Gunma University, Department Of Civil And Environmental Engineering, Kiryu, Japan
(feicai@gunma-u.ac.jp); (2) Professor, Gunma University, Department Of Civil And Enironmental Engineering, Kiryu,
Japan; (3) Associate Professor, Gunma University, Department Of Civil And Environmental Engineering, Kiryu, Japan; (4)
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 Many wooden houses near a dune at Kariwa Vallage, Kashiwazaki City, Niigata Prefecture were damaged
because of the liquefaction of the dune during the 2007 Niigata Chuetsu-offshore Earthquake, Mw=6.8. Such
houses were rebuilt because they were damaged also by the dune liquefaction induced by the 2004 Niigata
Chuetsu Earthquake, Mw=6.8, and various techniques were used for various houses to mitigate the potential
effects of liquefaction. Wooden house A of which the ground was improved only using horizontal drainage pipes
was fully damaged; however, wooden house B of which the ground was improved by horizontal drainage system
to lower the ground water level, surface ground improvement, and steel-pipe piles was slightly deformed. This
paper performs fully coupled dynamic finite element analysis to reenact the ground liquefaction of the
above-mentioned two wooden houses, and to clarify the mechanisms of the wooden house damages. For wooden
house B, it was checked, based on the numerical results, which of the liquefaction mitigation measures was more
effective. Numerical results show that the dune liquefaction was the main reason why the lateral spread and
differential settlement occurred of the two houses. Liquefaction occurred also at wooden house B, but its damage
was slight because of the effective liquefaction mitigation measures. For wooden house B, the numerical
analyses were performed assuming only one type liquefaction mitigation measure was constructed. The results
show that the steel-pipe piles was more effective than the two other liquefaction mitigation measures –
horizontal drainage system and surface ground improvement. However, if only steel-pipe piles were used, the
ground deformation would be too large. Thus the surface ground improvement should be also necessary. 
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Attabad Landslide on 4 January 2010: a pakistani disaster.
Chiara Calligaris (1) , Michele Comi (2) , Shahina Tariq (3) , and Hawas Khan (4)
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Focus Humanitarian Assistance, Pakistan produced the first reconnaissance field assessment reports on the
Active Landslide at Attabad in 2002, and subsequently in 2006 and 2007. The 1974 Hunza earthquake and the
2002 Astor valley earthquake (6.5 Richter scale) produced some tensional cracks and displacements at points of
contact between a rocky and overburdened slope (scree slope) and material of colluvial nature comprised of
sub-angular to sub-rounded boulders, cobbles and gravel with sand and silt matrix at Attabad. These tensional
cracks and ruptures in a vulnerable area remained unchanged for a long period of time. The downward
movement along the main scarp observed were about 6 to 260 cm in 2002. These cracks became wider (1- 80
cm) when the earthquake on October 8, 2005 hit the entire region. With distant aftershocks, potential
amplification effects, and thunder storm rains, a slope mass began moving downward in the form of slump and
debris flow two years ago. However, due to lateral movement of slope, lateral gaps in tensional cracks and
wedge failure, a strong downward movement of this vulnerable, threatened area was triggered, putting locals at
high potential disaster risk on 4 January 2010, at Sarat, Attabad. The Hunza river formed a landslide-dammed
lake of about 10 km upstream of Sarat-Gogal Gulmit. The daily water level in this lake is continuously rising. In
1858 historically important landslides also dammed the Hunza river 35 kilometres upstream, from Salmanabad
to Khabar in the Hunza region. The slide debris mass in Attabad on 4 January 2010 fell for about 1.5 kilometres
(Figure 1). The movement can be divided essentially into four different phases: 1. Rock fall of large boulders
from the right hydrographic side which occluded part of the riverbed, squeezing the clay deposits derived from
the lake created downstream by the event of 1858. 2. The squeezed materials invested the opposite banks
reaching an elevation of 2,460 m and collapsed over the previously deposited rocky material, covering it all. 3.
Another rock fall, again from the right side, submerged the previous one, running through it and giving the
actual shape to the deposit. 4. The material squeezed through a mud flow reached 0.8 km upstream and 1.2 km
downstream to the dam that had been created. The colossal amount of clay deposit is due to sedimentation
caused by the blockage of the Hunza river by the ancient landslide. When the dam formed, a new lake was
created. The disaster affected several small settlements, mainly Sarat, Salmanabad, Attabad Bala, Payeen and
Ayeenabad. Burial of villages under the debris flows and rock avalanches was followed by the lost of at least
nineteen lives, with numerous persons injured or missing. Attabad, comprised of about forty-three houses,
numerous cattle and thousands of fruit and timber trees, is completely buried under the landslided rubble. The
Sarat and Salmanabad villages, however, had relocated due continuous landslides in the area. 
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Landslides induced by the 1908 Southern Calabria - Messina earthquake
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Lucarini (1) , and Eutizio Vittori (1)
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The December 28, 1908, Southern Calabria - Messina earthquake (Intensity MCS XI, Mw 7.2) is the strongest
seismic event that affected Italy during the 20th century and the most devastating with a death toll of at least
80,000. The impact of the earthquake was particularly catastrophic along the coastlines facing the Messina
Straits. Reggio Calabria and Messina were almost totally destroyed. Starting a few minutes after the earthquake,
both sides of the Messina Straits were inundated by tsunami waves, which worsened the effects due directly to
the earthquake. Some authors (Billi et al., 2008 and Billi et al., 2010) believe the tsunami was triggered by an
underwater landslide, but this opinion is not shared by others (Gerardi et al., 2008; Argnani et al., 2009). We
have identified and catalogued the coseismic effects occurred on the environment, based on a careful screening
of contemporary documents, i.e. technical and photographic reports, newspapers and other archive material.
Inside 447 different testimonies of environmental effects, we have identified 290 independent occurrences.
Among these, particularly relevant were the landslides and the changes in elevation, partly ascribed to slope
movements, occurred along both sides of the Straits. All the data have been stored in two geodatabases, which
provide information on the characteristics of the effects on the ground induced by the earthquake and the
tsunami (Comerci et al., 2009). In particular, 80 independent landslides were described in many Sicilian and
Calabrian localities, mainly along coastal areas, but also inland. Sporadic rockfalls and soil slips occurred up to a
distance of 180 kilometers (at Ravanusa, Naro and Marianopoli) from the epicenter (located at sea in the Straits).
The area significantly affected by slope movements has a radius of 45-50 km centered on the epicenter with an
extension between 6,000 and 8,000 km2. Moreover, 11 mass depositions on the sea floor were recognized. An
underwater telephone cable between Gallico (in Calabria) and Gazzi (in Sicily) was cut, likely by a submarine
slide, a telegraph cable connecting Milazzo to Lipari ruptured and few hours after the earthquake, also the
telegraph cable between Malta and Zante was interrupted, probably by a turbidity current (Ryan and Heezen,
1965). The landslides are distributed on different lithologies and many of them are reactivations of pre-existing
slope movements. Unfortunately, in general the descriptions do not allow to recognize the type of movement,
but for a few well documented cases, which were also photographed by the contemporary authors: between
Bagnara and Favazzina in many sites the altered gneiss slid down along the steep slopes, interrupting the railway
line; at Cannitello a considerable landslide was photographed by Mercalli, as well as the rockfall that damaged
the small village of Orti Superiore, near Reggio Calabria. Also the slides along the docks of Messina and
Reggio’s harbors were well documented. Despite the fact that a large portion of the mesoseismal area falls at
sea, the areal distribution of the 1908 induced landslides can be compared with the areal distribution of
landslides triggered by other seismic events along the Apennines (e.g. 1980, 1997, 2009) and used as a
diagnostic element for an intensity assessment through the ESI scale (Environmental Seismic Intensity scale,
Michetti et al., 2007): a total area between 5,000 and 10,000 km2 corresponds to Intensity X. Secondary effects
induced by earthquakes can highly contribute to increase the seismic damage, consequently they have to be
considered in order to define a realistic seismic hazard scenario. The picture of the distribution of landslides
induced by the 1908 earthquake contributes to evaluate the potential impact of a similar future event on this
region, which is already prone to slope instability even without seismic triggering, and has seen a broad urban
and infrastructural development since then.
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New developments in the characterisation of dynamic response of
landslide-prone slopes to seismic shaking using reconnaissance techniques
Vincenzo Del Gaudio (1) , Janusz Wasowski (2) , and Chyi - Tyi Lee (3)
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There is an increasing awareness of the role played by slope dynamic response (e.g. soil and topographic
amplification) in favouring seismic triggering of landslides. Some recent studies revealed that relevant
peculiarities may characterise seismic response of landslide-prone slopes, e.g. the occurrence of directional
resonance phenomena which are particularly important if oriented along potential sliding directions. The
complexity of factors controlling such effects makes difficult the assessment of site conditions determining
potential seismic landslide hazard, and it is desirable to develop reconnaissance techniques for characterising
relevant properties of slope dynamic response to seismic shaking. Some experiments have already been carried
out in Italy to derive information on the occurrence of directional resonance by recording ambient noise with
portable seismic sensors and by analysing the azimuthal variations of the spectral ratios between horizontal and
vertical component of noise recordings (HVNR). Recently, new tests were performed by using broad-band
sensor, in an attempt to extend the frequency band of observations towards lower frequencies that could be
relevant for the mobilization of large landslides. In particular, tests were performed in an area of central Italy
(Caramanico Terme), affected in the past by seismic slope failures, and in two areas of Taiwan (Tsaoling and
Jiufengershan) where the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake triggered giant landslides. The area of Caramanico Terme
has been monitored since 2002 with a network of 5 accelerometric stations which have recorded about 200
events: their analysis had shown the presence of a systematic directional amplifications oriented according to
local topography features in two sites, one on the head of a quiescent landslide and the other on the rim of a
gorge. The presence of phenomena of systematic directional resonance, first observed in weak motion
recordings, was confirmed by the recordings of stronger events, during the 2009 L’Aquila sequence. The
analysis of HVNR values showed that such effects can be recognised also in microtremors, but the extension of
observations to frequency below 1 Hz poses some supplementary difficulties for the presence of strong low
frequency signals that vary with atmospheric and sea conditions. It is fundamental, at this regard, an analysis of
uncertainty in the identification of frequency, azimuth and amplitude of HVNR values. Indeed such analysis can
point out whether observed peaks are persistent features, attributable to site effects, or transient effects due to
microtremor sources characteristics or ambient conditions (e.g. pressure and temperature) disturbing broad-band
acquisitions. The results of the analysis demonstrated that sites characterised by a clear response directivity show
similar response when data are acquired under different ambient conditions and with different sensors. On the
contrary, for sites not showing systematic phenomena of directional amplifications, the HVNR measured at
different times provided variable results, possibly as an effect of variable conditions of data acquisition that
might obscure weaker site response effects. New experiments conducted measuring simultaneously ambient
noise with different types of instruments at different times and varying environmental conditions should help to
evaluate the reliability of results obtained through broad-band noise measurement instruments in determining
relevant properties of landslide-prone slope response to seismic shaking.
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Landslides induced by historical and recent earthquakes in Central -
Southern Apennines (Italy): a tool for intensity assessment and seismic
hazard
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The inner sector of Central – Southern Apennines is the most seismic sector of the Italian territory, characterized
in historical times by a number of earthquakes with magnitude around 7 and frequent moderate earthquakes
(magnitude around 6). Events of M ≥ 6 typically cause environmental effects (surface faulting, landslides,
liquefactions, ground cracks, hydrological anomalies, etc.) that are a significant independent source of seismic
hazard in addition to ground acceleration. Many historical documents detail the effects of earthquakes in the
Apennines, especially the strong events occurred in the last three centuries, reporting lots of data also on the
characteristics of the effects on the natural environment. This extraordinary wealth of information has allowed i)
to identify the most vulnerable regions, i.e., prone to hazardous environmental effects of earthquakes (EEEs) and
ii) to evaluate the earthquake intensity (epicentral and local) through the ESI intensity scale (Michetti et al.,
2007), a recently developed intensity scale only based on EEEs. This study aims at relating the spatial
distribution of seismically-induced landslides with the intensity of the event resulting from the environmental
effects through the ESI scale. To this end, we have carefully reviewed the characteristics and spatial distribution
of seismically-induced landslides produced by ten seismic events with intensities ranging from VIII to XI degree
occurred during the last two centuries in the Central-Southern Apennines (Calabria 1783, XI; Molise 1805, X;
Val d'Agri 1857, X; Messina Straits 1908, X; Vulture 1930, X; Irpinia-Basilicata 1980, X; Umbria-Marche 1997,
IX; Lauria 1998, VIII; San Giuliano di Puglia 2002, VIII; L'Aquila 2009, IX). In particular, we have considered
the maximum distances of landslides from either the epicenter and the seismogenic fault and related them to ESI
epicentral intensities. The resulting relationships, though based only on data from Central – Southern Apennines,
are qualitatively comparable with the worldwide already available analogue relations with magnitude (e.g.
Keefer, 1984; Rodriguez et al., 2001). Being based only on the effects of earthquakes on the natural environment
and independent from seismological parameters or damage-based intensity assessments, these relationships
provide a tool to infer the likely scenario of earthquake-induced landslides, especially useful where seismic
hazard assessment is based also on pre-instrumental seismic events and/or in sparsely populated areas. 
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Geomorphologic and Hydrological Controls on Landslide Dams Triggered
by the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake: Catchment Based Analysis in
Pengguan Massif
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Landslide dams are a common type of river disturbance in tectonically active mountain belts with narrow and
steep valleys. The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake (Mw 7.9) triggered tens of thousands landslides. Some of them
blocked rivers and formed landslide dams. Based on the pre- and post- earthquake multi-temporal satellite
imagery, we created an unprecedented inventory of 828 landslide dams. Of the 828 landslide dams, 501
completely dammed the rivers, while the others only caused partially damming. The spatial distribution pattern
of the landslide dams is asymmetrical, with near 60% of landslide dams densely distributing in the Pengguan
Massif on the hanging wall of the Yingxiu-Beichuan fault. This region contains 11 catchments, which are almost
homogenous in tectonic setting, lithology and seismic factors. Thus, it’s an ideal region for giving an insight into
the roles of geomorphologic and hydrologic factors in the landslide dam formation by carrying out the catchment
based analysis. We use a 25-m pre-earthquake DEM to extract the major geomorphologic and hydrologic
parameters, including the mean basin relief, slope, hypsometric integral, drainage density, stream-power erosion
index, channel steepness index and stream order. We analyzed the relations of the area and point density of both
the landslides and landslide dams in different catchments with above parameters. The result shows that the mean
basin relief, hypsometric integral and channel steepness index have profound effects on the landslide dam
formation.
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Physical Vulnerability of RC Buildings to Seismically Induced Earth Slides.
Application to Kato Axaia Slope, Western Greece.
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The proposed methodology described initially in [1] and [2] may be applied for the vulnerability assessment of
RC structures affected by earthquake triggered relative slow moving, earth slides. The vulnerability is estimated
using the concept of fragility functions and appropriate definition of the specified limit states. Fragility curves
describe the probability of exceeding each limit state for a specified PGA value at the assumed seismic bedrock.
Limit states are defined as a threshold value of steel strain. In terms of numerical simulations, the procedure
involves two consecutive steps: (a) estimation of the differential permanent deformation at the foundation level
derived through a finite difference, non-linear, slope dynamic model and (b) statically application of the
computed differential displacement at the building ‘s supports via a fiber-based finite element (static time
history) analysis. Structural response data are obtained by analyzing the building capacity under the deformation
demand. The probabilistic nature of the problem is accounted for by considering various uncertainties. The
complex issue of combined ground shaking and ground failure (in terms of permanent ground displacements), is
not considered in the analysis and the building vulnerability is assessed only for the affect of permanent
landslide displacement. Fragility curves for different soil typologies, building and slope configurations and
seismic shaking characteristics are proposed allowing for the identification and classification of the most
influential factors in assessing the structure’s vulnerability. In order to check the reliability and applicability
band of the proposed curves, the approach is applied to a RC building located in the vicinity of the Kato Axaia
slope. The broader area was affected by Ilia-Axaia, Greece 2008 (Mw= 6.4) earthquake resulting in
concentration of the most severe building damage near the edge of the cliff. The field reconnaissance survey
carried out after the event, revealed that while the earthquake did not cause the complete failure of the slope,
minor permanent deformations were observed at the slope’s ridge, implying that the building damage occurred
as a result of ground shaking and its amplification due to the topographic and complex site effects. In that
respect, the main goal is first to verify through numerical nonlinear constitutive models that for the 8 June 2008
earthquake the observed building damages occurred as a result of amplified ground shaking; then, for a stronger
earthquake hazard scenario (e.g. with a mean return period Tm of 1000 years), to assess the vulnerability due to
permanent co-seismic slope displacement of RC buildings standing located near the slope’s ridge. The final
conclusion of the present research is that the proposed methodology is adequate to predict the expected building
damage due to seismically induced slow moving earth slides and hence it could be a useful tool for risk
management and mitigation. 
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Geological and structural control of earthquake-induced landslides in El
Salvador.
Ignacio García Flórez (1) , Meaza Tsige Aga (2) , Ramón Capote Del Villar (2) , and Rosa Mateos (3)
(1) Ph.D Student, Universidad Complutense De Madrid, Geodinámica, Madrid, Spain (igarciaf@geo.ucm.es); (2) Lecturer,
Universidad Complutense De Madrid, Geodinámica, Madrid, Spain; (3) Researcher, Igme, Palma De Mallorca, Spain;

El Salvador, due to its geodynamic context –close to the Cocos-Caribbean segment of the Middle American
subduction zone, where the plates converge-, is located at one of the most seismically active areas in Central
America. For this reason, it has suffered 11 destructive earthquakes during the past 100 yr, which have caused
severe damage and great loss of life, mainly due to the earthquake-triggered landslides. The impact and
importance of these secondary effects was shown during the two 2001 El Salvador earthquakes (Mw = 7.7 and
Mw = 6.6), where approximately 800 people lost their lives as a result of the hundreds of landslides that were
triggered across the whole country. The most common coseismic-landslides were shallow disrupted soil-slides.
They occurred on steep slopes and were particularly dense in the central part of the country. Most of them were
cited in the recent mechanically weak volcanic pyroclastic deposits, known locally as “Tierra Blanca” and
“Tobas Color Café”, which are prone to seismic wave amplification. Nevertheless, the greatest damage was
produced by deep large scale landslides, which are responsible for the current high seismic hazard. Many of
these landslides are located more than 50 and 100 km away from the epicenters. This fact shows that the
occurrence of earthquake-triggered landslides is independent to the near field phenomena. As yet, little has been
done to explain the causes and concentration of the deep large-scale landslides, especially regarding the
particular distribution, the failure mechanism and the post-rupture behavior of the slide mass (long run-out). To
this end, a detailed analysis of historical and recent coseismic-landslide, together with a location of main
geological structures from the general geological map of El Salvador, and a 1:200.5000 scale digital model have
been carried out. The study reveals that the majority of the landslides, especially the large-scale ones, are not
associated to a specific geological material and steep slopes. They occurred near or at the El Salvador shear zone
(El Salvador Fault Zone) located on the central part of the country, independent of the distance and origin of the
earthquake, indicating an important control of tectonic structures in guiding large liberation of seismic energy. It
is well known that pre-existing fractures can act as weak zones controlling failure mechanism and the size of the
sliding block or soil/rock mass. On the other hand, the fractures and tectonic structures can determine the
development and distribution of landslides. This is related to the fact that these elements can act as channels
through which the seismic waves travel, resulting in an energy entrapment, and therefore in a larger ground
motion that can trigger deep-based landslides even in gentle slopes. This is consistent with the in situ seismic
records, which systematically gives higher ground-pick acceleration values in this area.
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Spatial clustering of landslides triggered by the 2002 Denali fault, Alaska,
and 2008 Wenchuan earthquakes: A comparative study
Tolga Gorum (1) , and Cees Van Westen (1)
(1) Faculty Of Geo-information Science And Earth Observation (itc), University Of Twente, Department Of Earth Systems
Analysis, Enschede, The Netherlands (gorum@itc.nl);

Earthquakes have long been recognized as one of the main triggers for landslides across the globe as well as one
of the driving engines behind the creation of mountainous topography. High-magnitude earthquakes in
mountains terrain can produce clusters of several hundreds to thousands landslides in a very short period of time.
However, earthquakes with similarly high magnitudes, similar total lengths of associated surface ruptures and
average coseismic slip rates have induced notably different numbers of landslides in different mountainous
terrains. The 2002 Denali-Alaska and 2008 Wenchuan earthquakes (both Mw 7.9) can be good example to this.
In contrast to the latter, the former triggered considerably fewer landslides only within a very narrow zone along
the ruptured faults. Although those two earthquakes are similar in many respects (e.g., magnitude, total length of
surface rupture, average coseismic slip rate), they are associated with distinct faulting styles. Here we investigate
the controls on the spatial distribution of coseismic landslides associated with 2002 Denali-Alaska and 2008
Wenchuan earthquakes in an effort to assess the degree and clustering of coseismic landsliding with emphasis on
the dynamics of the rupture process (fault and ground motion, maximum slip depth, characteristics of sub-events
and asperities) and geomorphic settings. Comparison of coseismic landslide ratio to the dynamics of the rupture
processes of these large earthquakes (Mw= 7.9) reveals that fault and ground motion have a prime influence on
the degree of coseismic landsliding. We observe a systematic relationship between coseismic landslides and
asperity zones; the density of large size landslides is high near the zones that have a larger coseismic slip rate
compared to the average coseismic slip rate along the fault surface rupture for both 2002 Denali-Alaska and
2008 Wenchuan earthquakes. We conclude that the main reason why two similar magnitude earthquakes trigger
different number and density of landslides is related with their difference in terms of fault and ground motion.
On the other hand, the fact that these two earthquakes are on different tectonic and climatic settings, and thereby
they have also differences in terms of morpho-tectonic and geomorphic processes had a secondary influence on
the coseismic landslides distributions.
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Are earthquake-induced landslide driven by the permanent deformation of
slope?
Jean-robert Grasso (1) , L. Tatard (1) , T. Gorum (2) , and Cees Van Westen (2)
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As summarized by Keefer (2002), from multiple coseismic landslide case studies, the intensity of triggered
landslides as measured by either the number of landslides, or the area affected by landslides, or the total volume
of landslides, or the maximum landslide - epicenter distance, scales with the earthquake magnitude. To our
knowledge, this scaling with magnitude, of various earthquake – induced landslide proxies, was the basis which
supports the dynamic triggering on earthquake-induced landslides, through empirical triggering thresholds of
arias intensities or PGA, PGV, and PGD values. Reviewing well constrained case studies worldwide, we show
that most earthquake-induced landslides are bounded by one seismic fault length from the trigger shock. For case
studies where PGA, PGV, PGD values are available, the correlation between landslide rate and PGA, PGV, PGD
values is weak, if any. Furthermore, for each sequence there is a strong overlap between aftershock and triggered
landslide distribution. Seismic shaking, slope geometry and slope material properties are known to interact and
to control the triggering of landslide by earthquakes. Of these, the aftershock locations are known to respond to
the seismic shaking solely, through the permanent seismic deformation of crustal rocks. It supports the
earthquake induced landslides are controlled by the seismic deformation, i.e. the product of the fault surface by
the seismic slip. We discussed possible mechanical models that reproduced the observations, including but not
restricted to, the coulomb surface deformation changes induced by the mainshock. 
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Earthquake Related Landslides in the Indian Himalaya – Experiences from
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Surya Parkash Gupta (1)
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Most parts of the Indian Himalaya fall in seismic zone V and IV, indicating a high degree of susceptibility to
earthquakes. Although numerous studies on earthquake risk assessment have been done by different researchers
yet very few of these studies and reports have focused on landslides related to earthquakes. It has been observed
globally that many casualties during an earthquake in a hilly terrain are attributed to the incidences of landslides
triggered by the earthquake and the response actions are also hurdled by the rockfalls / landslides along the
highways. Field observations have indicated that such landslides are often associated with earthquakes of
magnitude 4 or more. About 20% to 25% losses during earthquakes in hilly terrains have been attributed to
landslides. The earthquake triggered landslides have affected even the structures and buildings which were well
constructed but adversely located in the ground. However, a perusal of seismic zonation studies indicate that
landslides have not received due attention. Similarly most of the landslides hazard zonation studies do not
consider the impacts of earthquakes in generating numerous and large landslides. Hence, the present paper
emphasizes the significance of earthquake related landslides in the hilly terrains through experiences from the
past incidences of landslides during earthquakes along with their impact and proposes its consideration in future
earthquake risk management programmes as well as in landslides hazard zonation studies for effective risk
reduction strategies. The significant earthquakes that affected the Himalayan terrain include Assam (1897),
Kangra (1905), Bihar-Nepal (1934), Shillong (1950), Bihar-Nepal (1988), Uttarkashi (1991), Chamoli (1999)
etc., that caused heavy damages / losses as well as casualties which were found partly related to the ground and
slope failures during these earthquakes. A study of landslides associated with earthquakes has lead to
identification of morphological, lithological, tectonic, hydrological and landuse conditions that govern the
occurrence of such landslides. For example, most of earthquake triggered landslides / rockfalls happened on
convex slopes whereas rain-induced landslides are more common on concave slopes. The concentration of
landslides and their size has also been found proportional to the magnitude of the earthquake to some extent. An
attempt has also been made to differentiate freshly triggered and reactivated co-seismic landslides in earthquake
affected areas.
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Possible vapour lock generation near a sliding surface as a mechanism of
huge landslides
Eiasaku Hamasaki (1)
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 The Aratozawa landslide caused by the Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku earthquake in 2008 (M7.2) was a huge landslide
exceeding 900 m in width, 1300 m in length and 100 m in depth. Although the average slope of the main sliding
surface of this landslide was remarkably gentle (about 2°), the landslide body moved about 350 m. In addition,
although the moving distance was large, the main landslide body reportedly experienced minimal damage except
at the edges. The Higashi Takezawa landslide caused by the Chuetsu earthquake in 2004 (M6.8) is a similar
example. In that case, although the landslide body moved about 100 m, the main moving body retained its
original form for most of its part. In both cases, the geology of the sliding surface was primarily siltstone. In
addition, both cases were bedding plane slides generated in connection with an earthquake. However, why were
the moving distances large despite the gentleness of the slope? Furthermore, although the moving distances were
large, why was the landslide body minimally damaged? These questions have not been clearly answered yet. In
this research, we examined the possibility of vapour lock generation near a sliding surface as one of the
mechanisms that generate a huge landslide in which the landslide body suffers little damage. When a strong
earthquake occurs, the frictional heat resulting from the relative displacement near a slip surface increases the
groundwater temperature. The pressure change near a sliding surface could change the phase of the hot
groundwater, resulting in a simultaneous vapour lock state. As a result, landslide movement becomes easy,
which can reduce the damage of the moving body. 
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Landslides triggered by the 12 January 2010, Haiti, earthquake
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The MW 7.0, 12 January 2010, Haiti earthquake triggered more than 5,000 landslides in the mountainous terrain
south of Port-au-Prince over an area that extends approximately 50 km to the east and west from the epicenter
and to the southern coast. Most of the triggered landslides were rock and soil slides from 25°- 65° slopes within
heavily fractured limestone and deeply weathered basalt and basaltic breccia. Landslide volumes ranged from
tens of cubic meters to several thousand cubic meters. Rock slides in limestone typically were 2-5 m thick; slides
within soils and weathered basalt were typically less than 1 m thick. Twenty to thirty larger landslides having
volumes greater than 10,000 m3 were triggered by the earthquake; these included block slides and rotational
slumps within limestone bedrock. Only a few landslides larger than 5,000 m3 occurred within the weathered
basalt. Numerous large landslides in limestone blocked streams in drainages approximately 15 km northwest of
the city of Jacmel. These blockages ranged in volume from 10,000-50,000 m3. All of these landslide-dammed
lakes breached their landslide dams within two weeks of the earthquake and caused little damage to downstream
populations, property, or infrastructure. The distribution of the landslides is asymmetric with respect to the fault
source and epicenter. Very few landslides were triggered north of the fault source. Although scattered rock slides
on road cuts and natural slopes were triggered in the hills south of Port-au-Prince and Carrefour, the densest
landslide concentrations lie south of the fault source and the Enriquillo-Plantain-Garden fault zone (EPGFZ).
The densest concentrations are on the steep slopes immediately south of the EPGFZ and within a dense cluster
approximately 15 km northwest of Jacmel. Numerous landslides occurred along the south coast west of Jacmel.
Interestingly, the largest landslide triggered by the earthquake (1 million m3) is located more than 50 km from
the earthquake source. This asymmetric distribution of landsliding with respect to the fault source is unusual
given the modeled displacement of the fault source as mainly thrust motion to the south on a plane dipping to the
north at approximately 45°: landslide concentrations in other documented thrust earthquakes generally have been
greatest on the hanging wall. This apparent inconsistency of the landslide distribution with respect to the fault
model remains poorly understood given the absence of any strong-motion instruments within Haiti during the
earthquake.
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Statistical analysis of deep-seated landslides induced by recent strong
earthquakes in eastern Japan: an approach based on pre-existing landslide
topography
Bateer Hasi (1) , Kiyoteru Maruyama (1) , Akira Nakamura (1) , and Tomoyuki Noro (1)
(1) Snow Avalanche & landslide R.C., Pwri, Myoko, Japan (hasbaator@gmail.com);

Strong earthquakes in mountainous regions, such as Japan, always induce large number of slope failures. These
slope failures, especially deep-seated landslides may cause serious damage by destroy lifelines and structures,
form landslide dams. Susceptibility analysis of landslide induce by earthquake is an important task to reduce
possible damage accompanying by earthquake. This paper purposes to modeling earthquake-induced
deep-seated landslides, focusing on pre-existing landslide topographies by using logistic regression analysis
based on the date from the Mid-Niigata earthquake in 2004 and the Iwate-Miyagi Inland earthquake in 2008. We
focused on pre-existing landslide topographies, according to the result that more landslides occurred within
pre-exiting landslide topographies by the Mid-Niigata earthquake (Has et al., 2009), and the landslide
topographical interpretation is relatively easy and such data are available in Japan (e.g. NIED, 2010). Logistic
regression relates dependent variable to the occurrence or nonoccurrence of landslide within pre-existing
landslide topography, build a model to predict landslide occurrence. The factors those considered to influence
landslide occurrence will be the independent variables. Within pre-existing landslide topography, we selected
surface roughness (SR, standard deviation of elevations within the landslide topography), marginal erosion ratio
(MER, the erosion condition around landslide topography; Suzuki et al., 2010), slope gradient, mean curvature,
distance from ridgeline as independent variables. Here, we only selected topographical and distance factors, but
not included geological factors due to considerable regional differences of geological factors. Except marginal
erosion ratio, the data were obtained from 30 m DEM data by using GIS. In the analysis, at first, we used 87
landslide occurred pre-existing landslide topographies of the Mid-Niigata earthquake and randomly selected 87
non-occurred pre-existing landslide topographies to constructed a new data set. From this data set, we randomly
selected about 75% of the data (65 landslide occurred, 65 non-occurred) to analysis and 25% to validate. After
logistic regression analysis by using the SPSS Statistics Ver.19 (SPSS Inc.), we selected the significant factors
and calculated the coefficients. After using stepwise method to select the topographical factors, the result
showed that surface roughness (SR) and marginal erosion ratio (MER) are acting as most influencing factors for
landslide occurring but other factors are not significant. The result of above analysis correctly predicted 74.6%
of landslides by the Mid-Niigata earthquake. Second, for validate above result, we used the coefficients from
analyzing result of the Mid-Niigata earthquake data to validate the remained 25% of the new data set, the result
showed 75.0% of landslides correctly predicted. Third, we also used above coefficients to predict the landslides
by the Iwate-Miyagi Inland earthquake, the accuracy is 75.0% same as the result of the model. Based on this
result, surface roughness and marginal erosion condition are considered to strongly influence the occurrence of
landslide by earthquake. The result of this paper suggested the logistic regression analysis is useful method to
evaluate earthquake-induced deep-seated landslide within pre-existing landslide topography. 
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The magnitude 7.9 (Mw) Wenchuan, China, earthquake of May 12, 2008 caused at least 88,000 deaths of which
one third are estimated to be due to the 12,000 + earthquake-induced landslides. The affected area is
mountainous, featuring densely-vegetated, steep slopes through which narrowly confined rivers and streams
flow. Numerous types of landslides occurred in the area, including rock avalanches, rock falls, translational and
rotational slides, lateral spreads and debris flows. The pervasive landsliding resulted in profound changes to the
natural environment and extensive damage to communities and infrastructure. Through an extensive search of
both Chinese- and English-language publications we are providing a summary of pertinent research on
environmental effects, emphasizing key findings. The landslide events resulted in the alteration of 67,018
hectares of natural ecosystems, which includes forests, shrubs, grassland, and wetlands, and have caused the
permanent loss of an estimated 400,000 hectares of crop land. Surficial changes that occurred in the Hengduan
Mountain region severely damaged one of the world’s most biodiverse temperate forests and an important
carbon sink in China. The combination of the vegetation loss and decomposition has the potential to increase
atmospheric CO2 emissions and reduce the rate of carbon sequestration in the area. Some landslides mobilized
hundreds of million cubic meters of material, oftentimes resulting in the rapid damming of rivers and streams.
Inventories compiled from satellite-imagery recorded the formation of at least 256 landslide dams, contributing
to drastic changes in drainage network characteristics and channel morphology, loss of aquatic wetland and
riparian habitat, and reduction in water quality. Landslide-related changes in soil properties and surface exposure
may also contribute to changes in the hydrology and sediment transport regimes of the area. The combination of
the increased supply of unconsolidated landslide debris and denuded slopes increased the frequency and
magnitude of deadly post-event debris flows in the affected areas. Destructive landslide effects also impacted the
49 Giant Panda reserves in the area, the only places in the world where the Giant Panda exists in the wild. In
addition to severely reducing the population of live of bamboo (the panda’s primary food source), the landslides
fragmented the landscape, isolating many pandas from their food and each other. One of the major impacts to
both the natural and built environment is the complete relocation of the population and infrastructure of Qushan
Town (county seat of Beichuan County) a mountain town that was located near the quake’s epicenter, and
suffered devastation from shaking, deadly landslides, and subsequent debris flows. The new Beichuan county
seat, Yongchang, is being built in a different location deemed to have a lower susceptibility to earthquake
shaking and landslides. The Chinese government is providing new farmland in close proximity to the new town,
as well as new housing, cultural amenities and greenbelts for the displaced population, thereby drastically
transforming the former environment of the new town site. The centuries-old town site in Beichuan County will
not be rebuilt, and will instead be a memorial park dedicated to the people that were killed in the earthquake and
subsequent landslides. As a result, it is thought that this area will return to a somewhat natural state. It has been
hypothesized that strict forest preservation measures taken in the years preceding the earthquake had an impact
in reducing the total forest area lost from landslides, although studies are ongoing and are not yet conclusive. 
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Numerical investigations on the landslides induced by the Ms 8.0 2008
Wenchuan earthquake
Yu Huang (1) , and Weijie Zhang (1)
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Large landslides, especially the landslides triggered by strong earthquakes, are a great threat to people’s life and
property. This article, focused on the earthquake occurred at the Wenchuan earthquake on May 12th 2008, and
summarizes new developments on the research of earthquake induced landslides. These landslides are of higher
velocity, longer run-out and great impact force on structures as well as related air blasts, which can cause great
disasters. Traditional methods can reveal some mechanisms of landslides, but cannot deal with large
deformation, flow process of flow-like landslides and secondary air blasts. Improved Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) methods, such as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method and multi-phase coupling
CFD method, are adopted here to make numerical analysis of model test and real landslides for a better
understanding of move processes of earthquake triggered landslides and related air blasts. The numerical results
can improve the hazard assessment and performance of structures involved with disaster prevention.
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Earthquake damage zone GIS modelling: a modulation between co-seismic
deformation and landslide susceptibility
Jianguo Liu (1) , Philippa Mason (1) , Eric Yu (1) , Meng-che Wu (1) , Chuan Tang (2) , Runqiu Huang (2) , and
Hanhu Liu (2)
(1) Imperial College London, Earth Science And Engineering, London, Uk (j.g.liu@imperial.ac.uk); (2) Chengdu University
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In mountainous regions, earthquake events are typical of naturally-occurring multiple hazards and are frequently
the trigger for cascade effects which range from the destruction caused by the initial shock, to extensive and
complex slope failures in the immediate, short and very long-term. For instance, massive landslides and
mudflows have caused tremendous damage along the Longmenshan mountain range in China during the two
year period after the 2008 Wenchuan 7.9 Mw earthquake, and in the Central Mountains of Taiwan over the 11
years after 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. The conventional and rather crude seismic intensity zonation method
cannot adequately characterise both the current damage level and long-term geohazards, yet it is the more
detailed information which is critical in guiding post-disaster mitigation and regional development to avoid the
areas most vulnerable to long-term earthquake related geo-hazards. According to our study, based on the most
severely damaged Beichuan area in the Longmenshan seismic fault zone, we have proceeded with a qualitative
numerical method for earthquake damage zone mapping which is novel in its integration of the multi-variable
GIS modelling of geohazard susceptibility with co-seismic deformation via a modulation. In developing this new
model, we boldly move away from the conventional and descriptive approach of seismic intensity, by
incorporating measurable variables of co-seismic deformation and geo-environmental conditions to characterise
not only the destruction immediately after an earthquake but also the future potential for damage by the
secondary consequences of the earthquake. The result from this GIS model no longer strictly refers to seismic
intensity and we call it earthquake damage. The coseismic deformation classes can be derived from differential
interferometric SAR (DInSAR) data and the geohazards susceptibility factors from satellite remote sensing and
DEM (digital elevation model). While the results have been verified via field investigation, the earthquake
damage zone mapping can be accomplished entirely based on remote sensing imagery and DEM data. This
means that the job can be done quickly for remote or inaccessible areas, which is often the case of earthquakes in
mountainous regions. The resulting map of earthquake damage zones for the Beichuan region fairly accurately
reflects the ground reality and matches the geohazard inventory compiled by the Chinese partners in our joint
research team. The map clearly defines a series of damage zones from low to very high which approximately
correspond to Liedu values 8 to 11 in the Chinese earthquake intensity map updated after the earthquake but,
importantly, our map contains great detail of localised variations controlled by the interaction between coseismic
deformation and vulnerability to geohazards. This map not only presents the current damage status but also
indicates the future geohazard potential as a long-term consequence of the earthquake and can therefore be used
as guidance for engineering measures in the redevelopment of infrastructure and for regional, long-term,
post-disaster management. 
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Earthquake-induced tilts, up and down motions of a huge landslide mass
triggered by the 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake in Japan
Koji Matsunami (1) , Wataru Morii (2) , Takashi Saito (3) , and Hiroshi Fukuoka (4)
(1) Kyoto University, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Earthquke Disaster, Uji, Japan
(matunami@egmdpri01.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp); (2) Kyoto University, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Earthquake
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University, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Landslide, Uji, Japan;

The 2008 Iwate-Miyagi Nairiku Earthquake in Japan induced a huge landslide at the upper reaches of Aratozawa
reservoir. The movement of a huge landslide mass that is 600m by 500m in size reached to about 340m in
distance. We observed aftershocks in the Aratozawa area using broad-band strong-motion seismometers. We
detected transient long-period ground motions in the three-component seismograms. The long-period horizontal
and vertical motions are due to tilts and up/ down motions of the ground triggered by the aftershocks,
respectively. Site amplification characteristics for the mass show a significant peak at around 1 Hz, suggesting a
resonant vibration of the mass due to the incidence of seismic waves. The results obtained indicate instability of
the huge mass that has experienced a large landslide.
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Landslides seismically induced during the 6 April 2009 earthquake in
Abruzzo Region (Central Italy)
Enrico Miccadei (1) , Tommaso Piacentini (1) , Nicola Sciarra (1) , and Rosamaria Di Michele (1)
(1) Università degli Studi "G. D'Annunzio" Chieti-Pescara, Digat, Dipartimento Di Geotecnologie Per L'ambiente Ed Il
Territorio, Chieti Scalo (ch), Italy;

Recent earthquakes showed that damages due lo collateral effect could in some cases overcome the economic
and social losses directly connected to the seismic shaking. Among the effects induced by the seismic energy
release, landslides are one of the most significant in terms of hazard and related risk, owing to the occurrence of
exposed elements. Therefore a complete study for the evaluation of the seismic hazard should necessarily
include the component related to the triggering or reactivation of landslides. Different types of landslides, related
to earthquake magnitude and to the morphostructural setting of the area involved in the event, can be triggered
by seismic shaking. On April 6th 2009 at 3:32 a.m., after approximately three months of low magnitude tremor,
a strong earthquake (MI Richter 5.8; ipocenter at 8.8 km) hit the L'Aquila area within the North-western sector
of the chain, at the base of the Gran Sasso ridge. The event was characterized by an extensional movement along
NW-SE fauIt planes with SW-NE extension (data available online at www.ingv.it; http://earthquake.usgs.gov/).
The earthquake involved an area more than 30 km long, between L'Aquila and the Aterno River valley: L'Aquila
(one of the most important historical Italian cities), Paganica, Tempera, Onna, and other villages were heavily
damaged or completely destroyed. More than 300 people died. Moreover, the event induced several
geomorphologic effects, different types of instability and effects such as: tension cracks, rock falls, debris falls,
ground collapses, liquefaction, etc. Studies in the near post-earthquake period have analyzed types and pattern of
the co-seismic fractures and the occurrence of vertical displacement, as related to the surface propagation of the
seismogenic fault. Several geological researches have been focused on seismic microzonation of the urban areas
and paleo-seismologic investigation of the surface features of the seismogenic faults, whereas only few studies
have dealt with distribution and features of the surface geomorphological effects. This work analyzes
geomorphological co-seismic effects and landslide distribution and try to characterize the main typologies of
landslides that occurred during and immediately after the April 6th 2009 Abruzzi earthquake. The
geomorphologic surveys carried out in the L’Aquila area after the April 2009 earthquake were analyzed at the
light of relationship between landslides distribution and morphostructural setting. The analysis was focused
mainly on the general spatial distribution of geomorphological effects and on the rock falls distribution related to
the local morphostructural setting. The anomalous distribution of geomorphological effects vs. distance from the
epicentre, with a maximum in the 10-15 km distance interval and several effects as far as 40-50 km, clearly
indicates the role of local topographic and geomorphological setting in inducing geomorphological effects and
particularly rock falls. As regards the rock falls, on the base of geomorphological and morphostructural analysis,
the >60 cases surveyed are referable to three main morphostructural settings: 1) rock falls on calcareous faulted
homocline ridges; 2) rock falls on calcareous rock slopes of karst landforms; 3) rock falls on scarps developed
on conglomerates and breccias of the Quaternary continental deposits. These elements provide useful indications
both at local scale, within studies on seismic microzonation and seismic risk prevention, and at regional scale,
for integration and detailing of studies and inventory of landslides.
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Distribution and characteristics of submarine landslides in the Suruga
trough, central Japan
Toyohiko Miyagi (1)
(1) Landscape Ecology, Tohoku-gakuin University, Department Of Regional Management, Sendai, Japan
(miyagi@izcc.tohoku-gakuin.ac.jp);

Several submarine landslides were identified around Suruga Bay and the adjacent area. The Suruga Bay area is
the point of convergence of the North American, Pacific Ocean, Philippine Sea and Eurasian plates. At the
centre of the bay, a deep and narrow trench called the Suruga trough stretches from south to north, and Mt Fuji is
located at the north of end of the bay. The Suruga trough is the boundary of two plates: the eastern side of the
Pacific Ocean plate sub-ducts under the Eurasian plate. The tectonic setting leads to several powerful
earthquakes. The Japanese government monitors the area and conducts a series of research activities for the
purpose of earthquake prediction. Japan Coast Guard conducted intensive depth measurements using sea beam
system since 1983, and has accumulated bathymetry data from the Suruga trough to the Nankai trough. Dr.
Nakata and his team compiled the data and developed a digital elevation model (DEM) resolution of 90m, and
then, constructed a three dimensional image. The data shows incredible submarine topography. A tremendous
number of submarine landslides of varying sizes and types were discovered. In a board sense, the distribution of
the landslides is similar to the case of the relationships of the landslide distribution and the inland earthquake.
That is, most of the landslides were located on the slope of a hanging plate. The types of landslides identified
include “assemblages of small scale surface failures, horseshoe-shaped large surface slips, one-block slumping,
multiple block slumping and huge scale block sliding etc”. Related phenomena such as submarine terraces
formed because of the establishment of landslide dams were also revealed. As landslide bodies moved,
submarine valleys developed. The slope of the eastern side (subduction side) of the Suruga trench is very
different from the hanging plate side. The cross profile shows a convex sequence representing the typical
compressive phenomena. The landslides are distributed at the toe of the profile. A number of dendritic valleys
stretch from the toe to the upper part of the slope. The spatial pattern of the dendritic valleys seems to be similar
to that of the dissecting valleys on hilly land in terrestrial areas in Japan. The submarine landslides probably
developed because of earthquake shocks. We must consider the role of landslides as the main force of submarine
land development. In addition, they might also be an important source of tsunamis. 
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Susceptibility mapping of deep-seated landslides around active fault
system, a case study of western Niigata, Japan
Akira Nakamura (1) , Kiyoteru Maruyama (1) , Bateer Hasi (1) , and Tomoyuki Noro (1)
(1) Snow Avalanche And Landslide Research Center, Pwri, Myoko, Japan (a-naka44@pwri.go.jp);

Earthquake is one of triggers of landslide occurrence. Recent years, many landslides occurred by earthquakes in
Japan, caused serious damage to mountainous regions. By the movement prediction of landslide occurrence by
earthquake is an important role to reduce the damage of earthquake. To evaluate earthquake-induced landslide,
we focused on topographical factors within pre-existing landslide topographies, analyzed landslides induced by
the Mid-Niigata earthquake, and Iwate-Miyagi inland earthquake. Hasi et al., (2011a) summarized distribution
characteristics of landslide induced by recent reverse-fault earthquake in the eastern Japan, revealed that more
than 90% of the landslides occurred on the hanging wall of the source fault within 15km from the source fault
projection. We selected mountain region of southern Niigata prefecture Japan, the hanging wall side of the
Takada plains western margin fault. Hasi et al,.(2011b,this forum) analyzed various topographical factors of the
per-existing landslide topography by using logistic-regression analysis. As a result, they showed that: surface
roughness (SR) and marginal erosion ratio (MER) contributed to earthquake-induced deep-seated landslides
(Suzuki et al.,2010). Hasi et al.,(2011,this forum) divided susceptibility rank of pre-existing landslide
topography to high (P>0.4), medium(0.08<P≤0.4) and low (P≤0.08) according to logistic regression analysis.
We used this method to evaluate the pre-existing landslide topographies. In this study area, there are 3,718
pre-existing landslide topographies. After using the Hasi et al., (2011) model, the susceptibility mapping in the
study area showed that 139 (3.7%) is high, 438 (11.8%) is medium and 3,141 (84.5%) is low susceptibility,
respectively. The mean area of high susceptibility landslide topographies is about 365,000 m2 , while that
medium risk landslide topographies is 830,000 m2, and low risk landslide is about 13,000 m2.
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Contribution of earthquake triggered landslides to landscape denudation:
numerical estimations from Russian Altai
Roman Nepop (1) , and Anna Agatova (1)
(1) Unstitute Of Geology And Mineralogy, Novosibirsk, Russia (agatr@mail.ru);

Since about 1/5 of the Earth’s surface is affected by earthquakes, evaluating of seismic risk hazard and
associated topography changes is a matter of vital importance. The most recent evolution of
paleoseismogeological studies clearly demonstrates that in order to properly understand the seismic potential of
a region, and to assess the associated hazards, extensive studies are necessary to take full advantage from the
geological evidence of past earthquakes. Strong earthquakes deform Earth’s surface and induce widespread mass
wasting which often cause most of the global damage and most of all casualties related to the earthquakes. Each
earthquake source creates a signature on the geology and the geomorphology of an area that is unequivocally
related with the order of magnitude of its earthquake potential. A single earthquake event can induce up to
thousands of landslides in a wide range of sizes. The most informative are the largest ones that can be preserved
in arid climate for thousands years and can provide allusions to the Holocene paleoseismisity of mountain
provinces of Central Asia. One of the major challenges of paleoseismogeological research is to build empirical
relations between various categories of coseismic effects in the natural environment and earthquake magnitude.
In our study due to broadening the data set up to 17-th earthquake we specify the coefficients of linear regression
which describe the correlation between the earthquake magnitude and the total volume of triggered landslides.
Using data on 14 strong modern earthquakes worldwide we have also calculated the correlation between
earthquake magnitude and the volume of the largest triggered landslide. Contribution of moderate earthquakes to
the topography changes was analyzed by the example of the 1995 Tunka earthquake (M=5.9) which show the
negligible impact of such earthquakes on denudation. The contribution of aftershock triggered landslides to
erosion becomes considerable for mountain provinces where aftershock activity doesn’t fir Bath and Omori
Lows. Thus statistical approaches form the basis for estimating the paleoseismicity and earthquake induced
topography changes in case of failing seismological data and lack of historic accounts for the time period of
about 104 years. These approaches were tested in the course of the paleosismicity study of the SE Altai (Russia),
an area of numerous large Holocene earthquake induced landslides. The Altai neotectonic uplift is the part of
Central-Asian collision belt and is a transpressional zone formed due to oblique thrusting. Russian Altai is the
northern extension of Mongolian Altai which is known by its high seismicity. As a result SE Altai is the most
seismically active part of Russian Altai. This was evidenced by the 2003 Chuya earthquake (MS = 7.3). Using
three independent statistical approaches we have calculated the Holocene erosion rates due to seismically
triggered landslides and verified them by calculating the volumes of landslides using method of detailed
profiling. The topographical interpretation on the basis of air photos and detailed topographic maps certified by
field investigations were used for detection prehistoric seismogravitational dislocations. Accumulative bodies
are cut by profiles to antiprisms. The base of landslide body was determined from morphology of unbroken
slope and antiprism sectional areas are calculated from topographical or geodetic data. Obtained results as well
as data from other active regions argue that main factors which control erosion due to seismically triggered
landslides are earthquake magnitude and climate. 
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Earthquake triggered shallow sloping megalandslides
Nguyen Anh Tuan (1) , Darrozes Jose (2) , Soula Jean-claude (3) , Courjault-radé Pierre (4) , and Saillard
Marianne (5)
(1) Phd, Geosciences, Geodynamics, Toulouse, France (Nguyen@lmtg.obs-mip.fr); (2) MCU, Geosciences Environnement
Toulouse, Geodynamics, Toulouse, FRANCE; (3) MCU, Geosciences Environnement Toulouse, Geodynamics,
TOULOUSE, FRANCE; (4) CR1, Geosciences Environnement Toulouse, Geodynamics, TOULOUSE, FRANCE; (5)
postdoc, Geosciences Environnement Toulouse, Geodynamics, TOULOUSE, FRANCE;

Continental megalandslides (1km3 to 60 km3), although rare are found in various morphological settings
including mountain fronts and valley sides with steep (upper than 30°) to shallow (upper than 3°) slopes, under
climates varying from high-precipitation temperate to hyperarid, and are associated with poorly active tectonics
as well as hyper-active tectonics with frequent and high-magnitude (≥ Mw 8) earthquakes. All but one
(Mayunmarca, 25 April 1974) of the observed megalandslides are pre-historic with ages ranging from 3.5 Ma to
9 ky BP. The direct relation between the occurrence of the megalandslide and earthquakes or unusually high
precipitations /unusually long high frequency precipitation period is generally unknown and only overall
seismicity and climatic trend of the area may be estimated. Dynamic stability analyses including earthquake
shaking may allow back calculations of threshold shaking intensity required to cause catastrophic failure if static
stability analyses conclude to slope stability. Using such analyses indicate that steep-sloping megalandslides
may have formed with a moderate or no landslide shaking but only if cohesion was sufficiently low, which
emphasizes the role of weathering along pre-existing discontinuities. In contrast, in any case, a large horizontal
seismic acceleration was needed for shallow-sloping megalandslides to have formed, especially when taking into
account that the studied shallow-sloping landslides formed under arid to hyperarid conditions. This implies that
high magnitude shallow earthquakes or very high magnitude deeper earthquakes were needed In certain cases
back calculations can be used to establish a lower bound magnitude to the eventual triggering earthquake.
Several empirical or semi-empirical attenuations relationships for predicting free-field vertical component of
peak ground acceleration (PGA) in terms of magnitude, source-distance, sites conditions and style of faulting
have been developed for the past twenty years for areas undergoing high-magnitude (Mw : 7.5) and relatively
shallow (focal depth < 20 km) earthquakes as in California, Italy and New Zealand. However, attempts to extend
these relations to higher magnitude/ deepest earthquakes arrived to large discrepancies between models and it
seems now difficult to use them for paleo-magnitude estimates in the areas where the shallow-slope landslides
yet studied occurred.
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Modern seismogenic landslides caused by the Pamir - Hindu Kush
earthquakes and their consequences in Central Asia. 
Rustam Niyazov (1) , and Bakhtiar Nurtaev (2)
(1) Institute Hydroingeo, Hydroingeo, Engineering Geology, Tashkent, Uzbekistan; (2) head of laboratory, Institute Geology
And Geophysics, Geophysics, Tashkent, Uzbekistan (nurtaevb@gmail.com);

The zone of Pamir-Hindu Kush deep earthquakes is permanent seismic source for the Central Asian region.
There in the central part of the continent at a fairly small area (about 60-70 km2), there is an extremely high
level of seismicity in the depth range of 70-300 km. Every year in this region occur more than 200 earthquakes
at depths 200-250 km. Some of them reach magnitude 7 or more, the intensity of motions in Afghanistan up to 9
intensity units. In Central Asia, the intensity of the motions from these earthquakes is not more than 4-5 intensity
units, but they are characterized by long duration and low-frequency spectrum of vibrations. These earthquakes
occur all the year but are especially dangerous in the spring, when sandy loess soils more moisturized, and their
structure may be destroyed by prolonged seismic vibrations. Landscape sensitivity, in terms of the degree to
which it can cope with these rates of change, should therefore be considered as a consequence of combined
changes in the preparatory factors (e.g. precipitation events, antecedent groundwater conditions) and triggers (e.g
seismic vibrations at this time). Relationships between rainfall patterns and slope instability are reported in the
literature for a range of slope failure mechanisms and climates. These studies demonstrate the importance of
considering the likely impact of future climate change on slope instability. However, triggers and antecedent
rainfall thresholds are highly site-, region-and material-specific and therefore it is not possible to use studies
reported in the literature as a guide to future behaviour of other landslides in regions that experience different
climates and triggers. Modern seismogenic landslides in the sandy-clay and loess, such as extrusion, block,
liquefaction of mud flows formed at a considerable distance (250-600km) from the hypocenter of the
Pamir-Hindu Kush earthquakes are differ in place, time and mechanism of displacement from ordinary
landslides. A preliminary comparative analysis of the synchronicity in time of Pamir - Hindu Kush earthquakes
and the dates of formation of large landslides in the period from 1969 to 2011 showed that more than 100 cases
of landslides formed in the south of Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. By the time of formation
seismogenic as ordinary landslides formed in the spring and autumn in the wet seasons. However, the
seismogenic landslides are characterized not only by synchronous movement with the impact of earthquakes in
time, but also occur after the impact. It is therefore important to identify the complex interaction of combination
of two spatial factors (precipitation and earthquakes) at the time and site of the landslide process. These
earthquakes in the mountainous areas of Central Asia are low-frequency long-term oscillations (1.5-3.5min),
which in the spring on irrigated slopes form the initial process of subsidence, liquefaction of rocks and change
the terms of groundwater discharge. The danger of landslides, mud flows, failures caused by the Hindu Kush
earthquakes is their suddenness of formation when at the same time they may be formed in different places and
predict their place and time is very difficult. These landslides occur regularly during spring time in the foothill
areas, where most settlements and quaternary fertile land are located, which constitutes a great social hazard and
economic damage. According to incomplete data in the mountainous regions of Central Asia for the period from
1969 to 2000 recorded more than 40 of the tragic cases caused by landslides, and causing the deaths of about 1,5
thousand people. The most common types of damage are the destruction or damage to residential and industrial
buildings, recreation areas, temporary roads overlap by landslide, etc. Only in 1969 in the Central Asian
republics due to the landslides were destroyed or damaged more than a thousand dwellings. 
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Characteristics of Landslides triggered by two Mid-Niigata Earthquakes in
Recent Years
Tamotsu Nozaki (1) , Yoshihiko Hirano (2) , and Katsumi Ito (2)
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Engineering Department 1, Niigata, Japan;

Niigata Prefecture is well known as one of the most notorious landslide-prone areas in Japan. It had been
believed, however, that serious landslides would never be triggered by earthquake in this area because of the
ductile characteristics of soft Neogene to Pleistocene sedimentary rocks or altered volcanic rocks, the past
experiences or documents on earthquakes and some other reasons. Nevertheless, it was clarified that the idea
was completely wrong: many large (V=106 –108m3) and middle (V=104 –106m3) scale landslides including
primary rockslides were triggered by the Mid-Niigata Prefecture Earthquake (M=6.8) on October 23rd 2004
(2004Eq), though only a few middle scale ones with many shallow slope failures occurred with the Mid Niigata
Prefecture Offshore Earthquake (M=6.8) on July 16th 2007 (2007Eq). Landslides triggered by these earthquakes
were characterized by the followings. -Shallow slides or slope failures concentrated along the knick line,
especially on the lower end of the ridge or the convex slope, and they also clearly concentrated on the slope of
loosely indurated or deeply weathered sandstone. -Some primary rockslides were newly induced on rock slopes.
-Translational slides were predominant on the dip-slopes. -Long-traveled-landslides clearly prevailed on the
sand-rich rock or alternating beds of sandstone and mudstone than the ductile mudstone. -Minor bedding-plane
slips were confirmed in the intact rock on some dip-slopes. The difference of magnitude of the landslide-hazard
between the two earthquakes in spite of their adjacency is reasonably explained by the heavy rain fall just prior
to the 2004 Eq and the location of the offshore-epicenter of the 2007 Eq. We, however, believe that the
difference of geomorphological and geological feature between the two areas was the basic reason, that is, the
former affected area is located on more highly elevated, more ragged and more strongly folded terrain than the
latter affected area in spite of the fact of almost same geological time and same type of sedimentary rocks. We
briefly describe on the relationship between the geology and geomorphology of Mid Niigata Prefecture
including the general characteristics of landslide in this area, and describe some of the representative landslides
triggered by the two earthquakes, and finally discuss the characteristics of landslide due to those earthquakes. 
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Evaluation of the temporal probability of earthquake-induced landslides in
the island of Lefkada
George Papathanassiou (1) , Sotiris Valkaniotis (1) , and Spyros Pavlides (1)
(1) Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Aristotle University Of Thessaloniki, Department Of Geology, Thessaloniki, Greece
(gpapatha@auth.gr);

Temporal probability is one of the components that should be estimated in order to proceed to the evaluation of
landslide hazard within an area. In the island of Lefkada, earthquakes are considered as the main causal factor of
slope instabilities according to the seismic catalogues. In this study, the temporal probability was estimated as a
joint probability of the exceedance probability of earthquake threshold per decade, evaluated using a Poisson
probability model for the period 1911 to 2010, and the probability of landslide occurrence once the threshold has
been exceeded. In order to achieve this, we took into consideration two possible threshold magnitudes, M=5.3
and M=6.0; published articles defined the former and earthquake catalogues the latter. Furthermore, landslide
inventory maps were compiled based on information provided by published reports, articles and newspapers
describing earthquake primary and secondary effects for the instrumental period of seismicity in Greece, 1911 to
2010, indicating that the occurrence of landslide phenomena are mainly concentrated within the western part of
the island. For this period, 21 earthquakes were recorded with magnitudes M>5.3 and 6 of M>6.0, while five
landslide events were defined. Thus, the mean recurrence interval per decade between successive threshold
exceedance was estimated at 0.48 and 1,66 for earthquake magnitudes M=5.3 and M=6.0, respectively and the
relative probability for a period of 10 years is equal to 87% and 45%. Taking into account that the probability of
occurrence of landslide after the threshold has been exceeded is 0.23 and 0.83 for M>5.3 and M>6.0, the
estimated temporal probability of earthquake-induced landslides for different time periods, from 10 to 500 years,
ranges from 0.2 to 0.23 for earthquake magnitudes M>5.3 and from 0.37 to 0.83 for magnitude M>6.0.
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Global patterns of earthquake-triggered landsliding: Controls on the extent
and intensity of earthquake-triggered landslide events
Robert Parker (1) , Nick Rosser (1) , David Petley (1) , and Alexander Densmore (1)
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Earthquakes in mountain areas commonly trigger widespread and destructive landsliding. Previous
investigations have shown general relationships between the number of/area affected by landslides and
earthquake magnitude. However, these relationships exhibit a high degree of scatter and large residuals of up to
an order of magnitude. This suggests that magnitude alone does not provide an unequivocal metric for the extent
and intensity of earthquake induced landsliding, and that additional factors affect these event characteristics. The
result is uncertainty in predicting the first order landslide hazard and geomorphic impact associated with
earthquakes. We investigate these additional factors by compiling a global database of earthquake-induced
landslide events occurring between 1999 and 2008, which follows those produced in previous studies. For each
earthquake the number and area affected by landslides is recorded, along with various earthquake parameters.
Using global topographic, meteorological and land cover datasets, we generate additional variables providing
metrics of available terrain for landsliding, precipitation conditions and vegetation cover, at the time and location
of each event. We then carry out a detailed statistical analysis to explore relationships between the number/area
affected by landslides and characteristics of the earthquake, topography, climate and vegetation cover. Our
results show how both the number of and area affected by landslides can be better estimated using multiple
regression models than through the single metric of earthquake magnitude. Variance in area affected by
landslides is explained statistically through a combination of earthquake magnitude, focal depth, vegetation
cover index and 3 month percentage precipitation anomaly. Variance in the number of landslides is explained
statistically through a combination of earthquake magnitude and focal depth. Additionally, for each earthquake
the mean number of landslides per km2 exhibits an inverse relationship with earthquake focal depth. Our
findings provide a basis for understanding first order controls on the characteristics of earthquake-induced
landslide events, and for making predictions based on easily attainable variables. Our further and continuing
work explores the impact of past seismic activity on landslides induced by contemporary earthquakes, and the
temporal evolution of hillslope stabilities in seismically active orogens. 
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Relationships between slope instabilities, active tectonics and drainage
systems: the Dúdar landslide case (Granada, Southern Spain)
Martín J. Rodríguez Peces (1) , José Vicente Pérez Peña (2) , José M. Azañón (2) , and A. Jiménez Gutiérrez (2)
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The Dúdar landslide is located at the eastern border of the Granada Basin (South Spain), which is a
Neogene-Quaternary intramontane depression located in the central part of the Betic Cordillera. The mean
landslide area is about 320 ha and can be regarded as one of the largest landslides developed in this part of the
cordillera. The landslide development was controlled by the great altitude differences between the Aguas
Blancas and Darro rivers, which in turn are the consequence of the tectonic activity of the NW-SE striking
normal faults of the northeast border of the Granada Basin and the related NE-SW directed-folds. This tectonic
activity developed unstable slopes in the northwest margin of the Aguas Blancas River. These unstable slopes
and the relative bad geotechnical quality of the materials involved, mainly marls and gypsum layers, have been
the determinant factors of this large landslide as well as for smaller landslides also present in this area. As for
other large landslides located in the Granada Basin (e.g. Güevéjar landslide), the most likely triggering factor
seems to be a great earthquake. Nevertheless, there are not historical data for such event but probably occurred
prior to 1400, which is the date of the first historical records of the Dúdar village, located in one side of the
landslide. In addition, the active faults in the NE border of the Granada Basin can potentially generate
earthquakes with magnitudes greater than Mw=6.0, making the Granada Basin one of the most seismically
active regions of Spain. In this work, we have carried out a geomorphologic description of the Dúdar landslide
with the aid of a high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) derived from LIDAR data. We have analysed
the significant changes that the landslide caused in the drainage system of the Aguas Blancas and Darro rivers.
These modifications comprise river diversions and active incision within the body of the landslide, making it
susceptible to future reactivations. Finally, a stability back-analysis of the Dúdar landslide has been performed to
identify the mechanism of failure and the most-likely triggering factors. This analysis shows that the presence of
water could be the main controlling factor required to trigger the landslide, but the seismic activity related to the
active faults located in the Granada Basin seems to be also relevant. Assuming the possible seismic origin of the
landslide, we have estimated the most likely earthquake that could be regarded as the main cause of the
occurrence of this large landslide and, hence, of all the secondary effects related to it.
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Hazard and risk scenarios of landslides triggered by earthquakes
Roberto W. Romeo (1) , Milena Mari (1) , Giulio Pappafico (1) , Pierpaolo Tiberi (2) , Umberto Gori (1) ,
Francesco Veneri (3) , Gianluigi Tonelli (1) , and Carmela Paletta (1)
(1) University of Urbino, University Of Urbino, Earth Sciences, Urbino, Italy (rwromeo@yahoo.it); (2) Marche Region,
Marche Region, Civil Protection, Ancona, Italy; (3) Uiversity of Urbino, University Of Urbino, Earth Sciences, Urbino, Italy;

Rainfall or earthquakes of significant intensity can lead to the reactivation of landslide bodies apparently stable
under ordinary physical conditions, as well as to first-time activation of new landslides. It is equally true that in
the event of natural disasters, the mobilization of mass movements poses a serious drawback to the operations of
civil protection, besides to be themselves a direct cause of damage to people and properties. (to directly harm
people ..) This study shows, for a landslide prone area, the assessment of the slopes capacity to withstand
earthquakes and how triggered mass movements can threat potentially exposed structures and facilities. As a
result a set of spatial representations (i.e., scenarios) of slope performances in a variety of seismic and climatic
conditions is given and how they can induce damages or interruptions of public services such as rescue
activities, communication roads, or the disruption of lifelines and urban settlements and related casualties.
Simplified dynamic analyses are performed to evaluate the behaviour of slopes during and after the seismic
shaking. They take into account the different hydraulic conditions that can arise due to the relationships among
precipitation, saturation and seepage into the landslide bodies. Specific matrices [shaking] [seepage] define the
different seismic and climatic conditions that can occur under which different landslide scenarios may arise.
They represent a tool for the local government to 1) apply prevention planning policies in ‘peace times’ and 2)
adopt real-time decisions during the emergency to minimize the losses. Finally, since triggering events are
natural events that occur at specified recurrence intervals, an assessment of the overall hazard is further
provided.
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Detecting the surficial displacements triggered by the 2007 Noto Peninsula
Earthquake by the use of InSAR and GIS techniques
Takashi Saito (1) , Yo Fukushima (2) , and Koji Matsunami (1)
(1) Kyoto University, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Uji, Japan (saito@slope.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp); (2) Kyioto
University, Disaster Prevention Research Institute, Uji, Japan;

The results of InSAR analysis (Fukushima et al., 2007) have suggested possible ground surface movements such
as landslides in mountain areas in Ishikawa Prefecture, triggered by the Noto Peninsula Earthquake of March 25,
2007 (Mw 6.7). On the processes of field survey in this area, it becomes clear that the locations which have local
displacements in the InSAR results are consistent with the positions of the ground surface displacements such as
subsidence and liquefactions of the ground, landslides, and slope failures. These ground surface movements are
categorized as the non-crustal movement. They are originally triggered by the seismic ground motions under the
local conditions of soils, groundwater, and geological and geomorphological features. GIS techniques are
applied to specify the relationship between the ground surface displacement analyzed by InSAR and on-site
ground characteristics. The relationships are examined basically by the field survey with the use of overlaid
layers of topographic map, geological map, the landslide map database (NIED,
http://lsweb1.ess.bosai.go.jp/jisuberi/jisuberi_mini/index.asp), aerial photographs, and the results of
geomorphological analysis with 10m DEM (slope and Topographic Wetness Index (Beven and Kirkby, 1979)).
Results: InSAR detected the positions of non-crustal ground surface movements in detail. The suggested ground
surface movements as a landslide are slips of small slope blocks consistent with the displacements of the InSAR
observed from two different directions. Near the area of Touge and Monzen in Wajima City, the positions of
relative large displacement values of InSAR data are consistent with the confluent area of substreams to the
alluvial plains and the portions of old channel and back-lands of River Hakka. These positions can be detected
by the values of TWI or upstream area analyzed by 10mDEM and hydrogeomorphological interpretation. The
contour lines of displacement of InSAR in the distant area from epicenter show good agreements with the
distribution of river system, especially with the distributions of alluvial plains. These displacements are
originated by the non-crustal movements. The movements triggered by the strong motion around landslides
occurred in the past showed various behaviors. The detail will be shown in the presentation. 
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Seismic displacements of slopes using a multi-block sliding method – review
and applications
Sarada K. Sarma (1) , and Georgios Chlimintzas (2)
(1) Imperial College London, Civil Engineering Dept., London, United Kingdom; (2) Otm S.a. Engineering Consulting Co.,
Geotechnical Dept., Athens, Greece (gchlimintzas@tee.gr);

It is nowadays a common and desirable practice for the earthquake resistant design of both natural and man
made slopes to extend from the traditional use of the pseudostatic factor of safety against sliding into the
evaluation of the permanent displacement to be expected after an earthquake-related slide activation. When
relatively small displacements are anticipated, associated with short co-seismic time intervals of ground
acceleration exceeding the critical value that would bring the pseudostatic factor of safety of the slope to unity,
Newmark’s (1965) sliding block model can be employed for displacement assessment. This simple, widely used,
dynamic model relates sliding displacements to the transient fluctuations of inertial loads during earthquake
motion by double-integrating the ground acceleration peaks above the critical value threshold. Several
modifications of Newmark’s method have been proposed since its launching to enhance it with new features and
make it applicable to a wider range of problems. Important aspects that are not covered by the original model
include the following: a) the influence of change of geometry due to sliding on the eventual termination or
further development of sliding movement; b) the additional resistance to sliding that derives from the inevitable
formation of internal shear surfaces within the sliding mass due to the generally non-planar shape of real slip
surfaces; c) the incorporation of more realistic, general-shaped slide geometries and the accommodation of large
or post-seismic displacements. One method for taking the aforementioned factors into account in the assessment
of sliding displacements is by means of the Sarma & Chlimintzas (2001) method, which uses a multi-block
sliding configuration. This model considers different parts of the slope sliding along consecutive slip surface
segments of different inclinations, predefined to approximate the real slip surface shape. The soil mass
redistribution due to sliding over the considered slip surface segments is accounted for while the development of
internal slip surfaces within the sliding mass is also incorporated and assumed to follow the rationale stated in
Sarma’s (1979) slope stability method of slices. A 2D single-degree-of-freedom dynamic model is thus
conveniently formulated and the updated geometry at any time during sliding is routinely considered in the
equation of motion of the system. The latter becomes non-linear and in general needs to be solved numerically.
In the present study, the above method is reviewed and evaluated in the context of current practice. The method
is applied in a variety of problems, the analysis being performed with the use of a purpose-developed computer
program. The application of the method shows good results in the seismic displacement assessment of sliding
type failures that include the cases of slopes, quay walls and earth structures. It is also found to present a viable
alternative to the use of Newmark’s sliding block model in engineering seismology studies.
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Seismic slope performance: Comparison of FEM results to
displacement-based methods
Carolina Sigaran Loria (1) , Jan D. Nieuwenhuis (2) , and Robert Hack (3)
(1) PhD Candidate, Project Engineer, Tu Delft, Univ. Twente, Witteveen + Bos, Esa Dept., Enschede, The Netherlands
(sigaran@itc.nl); (2) Emeritus Professor of Hydraulic Engineering, Tu Delft, Civil Engineering, Delft, The Netherlands; (3)
Associate Professor, Univ. Twente, Esa Dept., Enschede, The Netherlands;

A set of six generic soils (three sands and three clays) is used to evaluate systematically their slope seismic
stability with the plane-strain FEM method (Plaxis v.9). The soils classify as soft (NC), medium and stiff (OC)
clays, and loose, medium dense and dense sands. The slopes (step-like) were assessed at three heights for the
clays: 5, 10 and 20 m, and four for the sands: 5, 10, 20 and 40 m. A monochromatic sinusoidal-shaped function
is used as seismic loading at four frequencies: 1, 2, 4, and 6 Hz. The input is loaded along the model bottom as
horizontal SV-waves propagating vertically until yield. The loaded peak horizontal acceleration at yield (critical
acceleration) is systematically recorded, together with the horizontal displacements at the slope crest. These
outputs are implemented, for comparison, in two well known widely used displacement-based methods, here
called Californian method (Stewart et al., 2003; Blake et al., 2002; Bray & Rathje, 1998; Rathje et al., 1998;
etc.) and USGS method (Jibson, 2007; Jibson et al., 1998, 2000). The Californian method is the existing
guideline for the evaluation of seismic landslide hazard and mitigation for California, USA. It provides a
site-specific evaluation of the permanent displacements and recommendations for design purposes. The USGS
method provides empirical estimations of permanent displacements meant for regional evaluations or rapid
site-screening. The correspondence among the measured permanent displacements with the FEM and the
estimated with the empirical displacement-based methods is very restricted. The FEM results show larger
dispersion in the clays, while for the sands the scatter is larger with the Californian method. The FEM
displacements from the clays are larger for the 1, 2 and 4 Hz. At 6 Hz the results among these two methods are
consistent. With the slope height, there are similar trends among these methods for the clays, but not for the
sands. This might be related to the fact that many assessed sand slopes have a site period to mean period ratio
(Ts/Tm) smaller than 0.5, while the Californian method is set for Ts/Tm greater or equal than 0.5. The USGS
method was estimated for the cohesive soils only, because this method is meant for planar failures. The proposed
relation from Jibson (2007) that predicts displacements using the critical acceleration and Arias intensity (Ia)
solely provided the best approximation to the FEM outputs. More specifically, the application of the reverse,
reverse-oblique fault type in the Ia estimation, according to Travasarou et al. (2003) gives the best
approximation among the methods.
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Does vertical seismic force play an important role for the failure
mechanism of rock avalanches? A case study of rock avalanches triggered
by the Wenchuan earthquake of May 12, 2008, Sichuan, China
Ping Sun (1) , Yueping Yin (2) , and Ling Shi (1)
(1) Institute Of Geomechanics, Chinese Academy Of Geological Sciences, Beijing, China (sunpingcgs@gmail.com); (2)
China Geological Survey, Ministry Of Land And Resources, Beijing, China;

The Wenchuan earthquake triggered tens of thousands of rock avalanches, rockfalls and fragment flows, causing
a large number of casualties and catastrophic losses. Field investigation showed that, as for many rock
avalanches, tensile failure often occurred at the back edge, and some soil and rock masses were so forceful and
rapid, that the material became airborne, in some cases. Our investigation indicates that the above phenomenon
shows the effect of a large vertical seismic motion that occurred in the meizoseismal area during the earthquake,
causing the deadly force and impact of the rock avalanches. In order to analyze the effect of vertical earthquake
force on the failure mechanism of a rock avalanche, the Donghekou rock avalanche is presented as an example
in this paper. This rockslide, which killed 780 people initiated at an elevation of 1300 m with a total slide runout
distance of 2400 m. The slide mass is mainly composed of Sinian limestone and dolomite limestone, together
with Cambrian carbon slate and phyllite. By applying the real seismic wave as it occurred on May 12, 2008, the
static stability analysis and dynamic stability analysis on the Donghekou rock avalanche has been performed
with the help of the FLAC finite difference method. The calculation results showed that the vertical peak
acceleration led to distinct reduction of the slope stability factor, so it played a significant role in the slope
failure. In addition, large-scale tensile failure at the back edge of rock avalanches were generated by the large
vertical peak acceleration, which was the main reason for the occurrence of such a large number of rock
avalanches and rockfalls, and why the soil and rock masses became airborne during the earthquake.
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Landslides in the Tien-Shan Mountains caused by earthquakes in the
Pamir-Hindukush Zone
Isakbek Torgoev (1) , Rustam Niyazov (2) , and Hans-balder Havenith (3)
(1) Scientific- Engineering Center GEOPRIBOR, Institute Of Geomechanics And Development Of Subsoil, Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan (isakbektor@hotmail.com); (2) HYDROENGEO, Institute Of Hydrogeology And Engineering Geology,
Tashkent, Uzbekistan; (3) University of Liege, Géorisques Et Environnement, Dep. Of Geology, Liege, Belgium;

Sudden landslides cause big problems all over the world. Such kind of landslides can be caused by earthquakes,
precipitation and also by combination of these factors – for example, there were several hundred landslides
created in the south of Kyrgyzstan during two days in spring 2003. These landslides often take place in the fault
areas marked by a high seismic activity. The Tien-Shan is situated in the conjunction zone between Eurasian and
Indian plates and the high seismic activity in this area is one of the reasons of high landslide activity in the south
of Kyrgyzstan. That is why hazard and risk studies are needed in this area for the reduction of negative
consequences of these hazardous natural events. The studies of landslide activity caused by earthquakes and
precipitation included the following analyses: - evaluation of dynamic properties of rock and soil contributing to
landslide processes including the method of estimation of geotechnical properties by dynamic ring shear tests,
provided by Sassa et. al (1993, 2004); - development of new software platforms of landslide modeling
(LS-RAPID), which can model landslides triggered by earthquakes and rainfalls using dynamic properties of soil
and digitized maps of landslide distribution; - application of GIS and Remote Sensing for preparation of input
information for foregoing analyses. The factor of liquefaction should also be considered in future studies,
because this process can take place in sliding process and can be enhanced by volume decrease caused by
destruction of small particles in shear zones. The mechanism of sudden landslide movement was considered
using the example of landslide in Nikasha Island which took place in 1995 after the earthquake in Kobe Island in
1995. This landslide had killed 34 people. According to several studies landslide failure was not caused by
precipitation because there were not rainfalls that time and no water was accumulated after failure, but most
probably the liquefaction mechanism took place that time. Owing to further investigations it was found out that
the sliding surface was along the border between fine material and sand and tests showed higher strength of fine
sediments comparing to one of sand, but during precipitation the strength of fine sediments decreases while the
strength of sand increases. It was also shown that sudden landslides can take place in the area of non-active
landslides. In 2010, the International Consortium on Landslides (ICL) continued studies on the development of a
new portative equipment for shear tests and a modernized LSRAPID platform for landslide modelling was
already developed for external applications. All these achievements will allow us to better estimate landslide
hazard and risk based on reliable information about landslide activity. 
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Landsliding in seismic areas: analysis of interrelationships between
strong-shaking patterns and slope stability conditions. A study case
Rosamaria Trizzino (1)
(1) Researcher, Italian National Research Council, Irpi, Bari, Italy (r.trizzino@ba.irpi.cnr.it);

The existence of a link between landslides and earthquakes is widely supported by frequent observations of mass
movements which occur during or more or less shortly after seismic shocks. Up to recent times, landslide
occurrence has been one of the factors included in most common macroseismic scales (MM, MCS, MKS) to
define the intensity of earthquakes: in these scales references to mass movements are reported starting from the
VI or VII degree. However, in the literature examples of landslides triggered also by shakings of the IV degree
are reported. Generally, lansdliding in seismic areas appears to be controlled by a large number of different
factors, whose influence depends on a complex system of interactions. The actual mechanisms of seismically
induced landslides are still not completely clear and the prediction of landslide behaviour during or after a
seismic shock remains uncertain. The aim of the paper presented here is to analyse the contribution of many
different factors ( like shaking pattern, geomorphological and geomechanical characteristics of the soil mass,
groundwater conditions, etc. …) to the susceptibility of the slopes to seismic actions. Despite the intrinsic
deficiencies of global equilibrium analyses, for a comparative evaluation of the effects of the seismic shaking in
relation to different failure mechanisms and groundwater conditions it was considered useful adopt a
“pseudostatic approach”, modifying the classical methods of slope stability analysis. A simple method for
evaluating the seismic stability of embankments and slopes under earthquake loading conditions has been
developed implementing a specific calculation code based on both the modified procedure of slices proposed by
Janbu and the Sarma pseudostatic method. The seismic force is represented through its horizontal and vertical
components supposed acting on the centre of gravity of the soil mass. The numerical processing provides both
the “critical acceleration Kc “ for the slope, defined as the minimum value of the equivalent seismic acceleration
required to bring the soil mass to a state of limit equilibrium, and the safety factor under the action of a set of
vertical and horizontal seismic forces. To investigate the influence of the seismic shaking patterns a directional
parametric analysis has been carried out considering a seismic force of a given intensity acting in a direction
varying from 0° to 360° with respect to the vertical axis, calculating the respective horizontal and vertical
components and the corresponding “safety factor” for each direction. By means of this procedure it is possible to
locate a “critical zone” for the slopes for a particular seismic shock, i.e., that one within which any seismic force
can cause the failure of the slope. As a matter of fact, the most dangerous direction often results to be different
from the horizontal one. This kind of analysis has been applied to a slump-earthflow reactivated by the 1980
earthquake in the outskirts of the Senerchia village (southern Italy). 
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Post-rupture behavior of earthquake-induced landslides in El Salvador.
Meaza Tsige Aga (1) , Ignacio García Flórez (2) , Ramón Capote Del Villar (1) , and Rosa Mateos (3)
(1) Lecturer, Universidad Complutense De Madrid, Geodinámica, Madrid, Spain (meaza@geo.ucm.es); (2) Ph.D Student,
Universidad Complutense De Madrid, Geodinámica, Madrid, Spain; (3) Researcher, Igme, Palma De Mallorca, Spain;

Numerous destructive seismic events have occurred in El Salvador, with origins in the subduction area and in the
volcanic chain. The last two big ones occurred in 2001, a 7.7mg in the subduction zone, and a 6.6mg in the
volcanic chain. Most of the historic and recent earthquakes have produced a great number of coseismic mass
movements of different types, distributed in a very wide area along the country producing large number of
deaths and economical losses in the whole country. The 2001 January earthquake caused landslides over a
25,000 km2 area, (including parts of Guatemala) and the February 2001 earthquake caused landslides over a
2,500 km2 area. Most of the landslides were shallow disrupted soil-slides that occurred on steep slopes, and rock
and soil falls originated on slopes steeper than 45º. They are cited in the recent mechanically weak volcanic
pyroclastic deposits known locally as “Tierra Blanca” and “Tobas Color Café”, which are prone to seismic wave
amplification. Numerous large landslides have occurred on these deposits, being one of the most important
aspects of earthquake-induced landslides in El Salvador. Besides their distribution, size and failure mechanism,
it is very important the volume of material that they set in motion, sometimes as much as several million cubic
meters, and the post-rupture behavior of the slide mass which controls the fast velocity and the long run-out
distance, being the latter the most relevant aspect in assessing a landslide hazard in this country. The Las Colinas
fast moving mud-flow killed 578 people, and the Jiboa landslides, which removed almost 14 million m3-
dammed the Jiboa River requiring emergency mitigation. The geological materials involved in most of the large
landslides are generally of Miocene to Quaternary age, consisting in thick volcanic pyroclasts, fall deposits, and
breccted tuffs evolved with a silt-like non cemented matrix. These are interbedded frequently by thin volcanic
ashes consisting of 50-60 percent silt and sand particles with very little of clay which are large evolved andesitic
blocks. Its texture is very open, with a high void ratio and a low density. This study shows that the important
inner structure controlling the mechanical behavior of these soils is mainly the interaction between the coarse
grains, which is formed by a meta-stable binding, and the original weak chemical cementation in the case of the
volcanic ashes, and the silt-like contact in the breccia. The main processes controlling the instability and the
post-rupture flow-like behavior of the slide mass is the strength reduction as a consequence of the binding
collapse. The in situ strength with high peak strength and brittle behavior supplied by these binding
(microstructure), can be mobilized by small strains in the soil/rock interface in these soils during seismic
shaking, creating an impermeable barrier that allows air-trapped release during seismic shaking and
consequently a collapse and reduction in strength. All these together confer a large post-failure deformation
which results in a flow like movement which evolves in a semi-liquid mass (quick-silt) that travels long
distances at high speeds.
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Mechanism of an Earthquake-Induced Landslide Composed of Strongly
Weathered Mudstone
Keizo Ugai (1) , Akihiko Wakai (1) , Fei Cai (1) , and Seiichiro Kuroda (2)
(1) Gunma University, Gunma University, Civil Engineering, Kiryu, Japan (ugai@ce.gunma-u.ac.jp); (2) National Institute
For Rural Engineering, Tsukuba, Japan;

This paper reports the mechanism of a landslide composed of strongly weathered mudstone induced by the 2004
Mid Niigata Prefecture Earthquake. The size of the landslide is 250m long, 150m wide and 15m deep.
Undisturbed soil samples of strongly weathered mudstone are obtained from the soil layer near the assumed
sliding surface by boring. Undrained cyclic triaxial tests performed on the undisturbed soil specimens revealed
the possibility of the landslide mechanism that the excess pore water pressure is induced in the soils near the
sliding surface by the cyclic earthquake loading and the safety factor of the slope becomes fairly less than 1.0,
which led to the long-distance sliding of the landslide.
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Dynamic slope stability assessment by integrating Newmark approach and
GIS tools 
Giovanna Vessia (1) , and Mario Parise (1)
(1) CNR-IRPI, Cnr, Irpi, Bari, Italy (gvessia@libero.it);

Assessment of the dynamic stability in natural slopes is part of seismic zoning activity which can be efficiently
developed by means of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tools. GIS can be employed for seismic stability
zonation at the local scale in order to estimate dynamic safety factors and permanent displacements. At such
scale the zoning process provides useful susceptibility maps for urban planning and guidelines to design at the
building scale. The susceptibility maps must be integrated by experimental (in situ and laboratory) surveys to
characterize soil slope behaviour at different scales of civil structure design. Accordingly, this paper focuses on
developing seismic stability susceptibility maps for soil slopes with shallow failure mechanism by means of
different methods. The choice amongst formulations, depending on locall soil and rock conditions and
behaviours, can be also addressed from comparing landsliding forecasts and occurrence according to the
variables used in the mathematical expressions. As a matter of fact, it is widely renown that the seismic
instability of soil slopes depends on regional seismicity, on lithology and morphology of both the bedrock and
the surface deposits, and on seasonal variation of the water table. Finally the heterogeneity and the inherent
variability of physical and mechanical properties of the soil slopes contribute to define seismically stable or
unstable zones. In order to take into account all the previous factors, this study deals with the seismic zonation of
an area located in the Southern Apennine of Italy, in terms of slope stability assessment. Permanent
displacements are chosen as parameters for susceptibility maps. As concerns Newmark approach to estimate
seismically induced permanent displacements, three simplified formulations are here considered among the
many developed over the years. These were proposed by Ambraseys & Menu (1988), Miles & Ho (1999) and
Madiai & Vannucchi (1997) and take into account the following three variables to calculate displacements: Peak
Ground Acceleration (PGA), Arias Intensity (IA), and Seismic Intensity (by means of MCS scale), respectively.
Such approaches allow displacements to be calculated from diverse sources of information and results to be
compared in order to perform an evaluation about the reliability of possible predictions in terms of permanent
displacements. Eventually, the results are compared in order to establish the predicting capacity of different
formulations to capture the sliding susceptibility most relevant variables according to the local scale.
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The interim report : The recent activities in the Earthquake-induced
Landslides Research Project in the Japan Landslide Society
Akihiko Wakai (1) , and The Earthquake-induced Landslides Research Project (2)
(1) Gunma University, Dept. Civil & Environmental Eng., Kiryu, Japan (wakai@ce.gunma-u.ac.jp); (2) The Japan Landslide
Society, Tokyo, Japan;

"Development of a methodology for risk assessment of the earthquake-induced landslides" is the title of an
approved IPL project performed by the Earthquake-induced Landslides Research Project in the Japan Landslide
Society. In this report, the interim results of our activities are totally explained. The Asian-Pacific Region is
seriously threatened by the earthquake-induced landslides. The rapid growth of the population and development
of infrastructure of this area have led to an extreme high vulnerability to landslide disasters. For developing the
technical guidelines for risk assessment of the earthquake-induced landslides is this region, we have established
a task force to carry out the special research project as one of the most important missions in our activities. The
objectives of this project is to clarify the mechanism of the earthquake-induced landslides on the basis of
surveying types, dimensions, distributions and run-out distances of the landslides and analyzing relations to the
seismicity and geology. Altogether 8 Working Groups, which are carrying out concrete investigations and
analyses on individual items, were organized to cover the all objectives of the task force. 
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Relevances Analyses Between The Earthaquake and Slope Deformation
Fracture
Xiangning Xu (1) , Lansheng Wang (2) , Shiqiang Zhu (3) , and Yongxu Yuan (3)
(1) Affiliation, Chengdu Center Of Hydrogeology And Engineering Geology Of Sichuan Provincial Geology And Mineral
Resources Bureau, Chengdu, China (xuxiangning@263.net); (2) Chengdu University Of Tecchnology, Chengdu, China; (3)
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Bureau, Chengdu, China;

The authors reveal the significant phenomenons of the slope deformation fracture, summarize that earthquake
leads to the controlling factors of mountains formation fracture by vibration Simulating of the process and
reproductions through the vibration test researchs. On the basis of studying relationships between The
deformation fracture of mountains and earthquake magnitude, intensity, acceleration, direction of first motion,
vibration trajectory and duration of vibration parameters; slope deformation fracture causes by regional faults on
the earthquake, aging superficial structure and the types of rock mass structures, such as the internal structure of
the mountains, the slope height, ratio, hape and other characteristics, this paper discusses relativities of the
earthquake and slope deformation fracture,for reference.
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Landslides in cold regions

Conveners: M. Geertsema, M. Chiarle, W. Shan

Cold regions of the world, occurring at high altitudes and high latitudes, are experiencing greater 
warming than other regions of the globe. Glaciers and ice sheets are shrinking while permafrost is 
thawing. Glaciers play an important role in conditioning landscapes for mass movement. Glaciers 
rearrange and override sediments, only to expose them to elements when the glaciers recede. 
The exposed and often steep soils are rapidly modified by erosion and debris slides and flows. 
Glacial debuttressing can result in rock fall, slow deep seated slope deformation, and under the right 
circumstances, rock avalanches. The distribution of permafrost is also decreasing. Permafrost thaw 
results directly from increased temperatures but also indirectly from disturbance agents. Wildfire, for 
example, reduces the thickness of insulating mosses and accelerates permafrost thaw. Permafrost 
thaw is associated with increased flow activity in soils and rock falls and slides from alpine rock faces. 
As glaciers continue to thin and permafrost continues to thaw in the 21st century, we can expect 
continued associated landslide activity.
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Deep-seated slope deformation induced by post-glacial decompression in
central Apennine (Italy).
Domenico Aringoli (1) , Bernardino Gentili (2) , Marco Materazzi (1) , Gilberto Pambianchi (1) , and Nicola
Sciarra (3)
(1) University Of Camerino, School Of Environmental Sciences, Camerino, Italy (domenico.aringoli@unicam.it); (2)
University Of Camerino, School Of Architecture And Design, Camerino, Italy; (3) University Of Chieti - Pescara,
Department Of Geotechnologies For Environment And Territory, Chieti, Italy;

During the last thirty years of studies in the field of mass movements located in the calcareous-marly and
marly-sandy Apennines (Umbria-Marches and Latium-Abruzzi regions), over to a large number of landslides
with different dimensions, even a lot of deep-seated gravitational slope deformations (DGSD) have been
recognized and analysed. These phenomena are also located in that sector of central Italy affect by a cold climate
during the past and actually temperate (central Apennine chain). The fundamental genetic factors of these
phenomena have been identified; they are mainly represented by: the particular geological settings (such as
thrust fronts), the high relief and the seismic activity (both related to the intense neo-tectonic up-lift of central
Italy). The evolutionary models are even developed: the lateral spreads clearly prevail in the stony rocks
intercalating or overlaying pelitic (or intensely tectonized or carsified) levels, sometimes driven by thrust planes,
bedding or, more rarely, pre-depositional erosion surfaces. The rare sackung phenomena are usually present in
the thick and fractured rocky masses constituting the slopes with higher values of relief. The present note is
addressed to the analysis of some DGSD phenomena sited on the Umbria-Marches-Abruzzi slopes (Sibillini
Mountains, Laga Mountains and Gran Sasso d’Italia) modelled by the late Pleistocene glacial morphogenesis
and then suffering the post-glacial decompression effects. The study allows us to attribute to the decompression
forces related to receding glacial tongues a predominant role in comparison with the other genetic factors;
besides, it aims to establish if these forces represent an activation or a predisposing factor (as pointed out for the
Alps) of the above phenomena. In order to reach such objectives, in addition to the systemic and detailed
geologic-geomorphic surveys and to the processing of the relative models, the study uses a complex numerical
calculation methodology in order to characterize the dynamic evolution on significant sections of actual cases.
The used numerical code (FLAC_3D, 2000) is a finite differences bi-dimensional numerical analysis method.
The examined slopes are discretized by tetrahedral elements, the physical-mechanical behaviour of every
element has to answer to a pre-established rule of stress/deformation (linear or not-linear), in reply to the applied
forces and/or to the contour conditions. The numerical methods offers a lot of information on strain and stress
conditions inside the system. In this particular case it is possible to represent the actual models optimizing the
properties and the behaviours. The geological system representation is fundamental in order to analyse the
behaviour of a phenomenon and its evolution. The obtained data are still preliminary, but they encourage an
advance of the research, because the above mentioned failure mechanism could affect many glacial valleys in
cold regions.
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The 1952 Becca di Luseney (Aosta Valley, NW Italy) rock-ice avalanche: a
contribution to the comprehension of rock-avalanche dynamics and hazard
in glaciated environments
Marta Chiarle (1) , Fabrizio Cheillon (2) , Giovanni Mortara (3) , and Giannantonio Bottino (2)
(1) Cnr-irpi, Torino, Turin, Italy (marta.chiarle@irpi.cnr.it); (2) Politecnico Di Torino, Ditag, Turin, Italy; (3) Cgi, Turin,
Italy;

Rock avalanches occurring in glaciated areas usually show a different behavior with respect to the ones
occurring in non-glaciated basins. Several processes account for such a peculiar behavior: entrainment of glacier
ice and/or snow, with a consequent increase of volume and decrease of the internal friction of the landslide,
reduced basal friction, and channeling produced by moraine levees. Studying these phenomena is not an easy
task: affected areas are usually remote, and the actual geometry of the mass movement and the sedimentological
properties of the deposit can be difficult to assess. In fact, the melting of ice and snow eventually involved in the
movement can lead to a rapid modification of the geometric and depositional characters of the rock-ice
avalanche; moreover, rock-ice avalanche deposits often superimpose on morainic debris and may be not easily
distinguished from the latter. Nevertheless, understanding rock-ice avalanche properties and dynamics is critical
for hazard assessment in high mountain environments, in consideration both of the increasing anthropic pressure
in such areas, and of the increased instability of high elevation rock slopes, as a consequence of climate change.
The 1952 Becca di Luseney rock-ice avalanche can give interesting insights in the problem. On June 8th, about 1
M mc of rock detached, initiating a rock avalanche which entrained snow, ice and morainic debris. After a 2.5
km runout, the flow dammed the main valley floor for a length of about one km, causing the formation of a lake
and four causalities in the Chamen hamlet. Even if it occurred quite back in time, it hit an inhabited area, and has
been thus well documented. Detailed field mapping and observations carried out in recent years completed the
historical information, allowing to precisely outline event geometry and to reconstruct its dynamics. Moreover,
the study pointed out changes occurred in 50 years of landscape remodeling: experience learned from this event
might be very useful when looking for evidences of past, non-documented events, which nevertheless have to be
taken into account for hazard scenario development. 
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Test of a procedure to assess the stability of permafrost rock walls: the case
of Pellaud basin, Rhêmes Valley (Aosta Valley, Italy).
Michèle Curtaz (1) , Anna Maria Ferrero (2) , Gianfranco Forlani (2) , Maria Rita Migliazza (2) , and Riccardo
Roncella (2)
(1) Fondazione Montagna Sicura, Fondazione Montagna Sicura, Ufficio Ghiacciai E Permafrost, Courmayeur, Italy
(mcurtaz@fondms.org); (2) University Of Parma, University Of Parma, Department Of Civil, Environmental And Territory
Engineer And Architecture, Parma, Italy;

The present paper illustrates a working methodology for the evaluation of stability of slopes subjected to
permafrost in order to draw up an hazard map. The study was done in the framework of "RiskNat", a project of
the Cross-border Cooperation Operative Programme Italy – France 2007 – 2013, Alcotra; in particular it's part of
the activity B1-C1 "Hazards deriving from high mountain environment evolution", in which hazards related to
permafrost are analyzed. Aim of the present work is, in particular, to address the following issues: 1. the
geostructural conditions of the slopes; 2. the slope stability condition as a function of the variation of the
strength properties of the discontinuities due to rock temperature changes. The importance of these two issues is
particularly high in basins subjected to permafrost because: (i) the existing discontinuities tend to be open and to
be affected by thaw-freezing cycles, thus exposing potentially unstable blocks; (ii) the assessment of stability is
linked not only to the orientation of the planes and the slope, but also to the hydraulic and mechanical properties
of the rock mass; (iii) thaw-freezing cycles also induce changes in the strength of the discontinuity planes and
hydraulic conditions; (iv) the orientation of the planes of discontinuity is often very difficult and dangerous to
assess because of environmental conditions; (v) dimensions of the rock walls are often wide; (vi) the geometry
of the basin also becomes the basis for all the zoning issue (stability, danger etc. ..) of the basin itself. The
methodology developed to answer to these points is based on an aerial photogrammetric survey, laboratory
testing and stability analysis. It has been applied to a basin called Pellaud located in the Rhêmes Valley (Aosta
Valley, North Italy), where several instability phenomena have been recorded in the past. To be able to survey a
wide area, at high altitude, and to speed up operations, a photogrammetric survey was performed taking the
images from an helicopter. The geo-structural setting of the slope was measured using a specific software
(Rockscan) based on the DSM (Digital Surface Model) obtained from the photogrammetric survey; in this way a
wide area could be analyzed avoiding direct contact with the rock mass, often instable. Falling mechanisms were
evaluated considering both slope geo-structural features (orientation, spacing and persistence of discontinuity
sets) and rock walls geometry (slope and aspect); for each mechanism, a safety factor was calculated considering
the limit equilibrium conditions. To evaluate the effect of freezing and thawing cycles on rock material strength,
some laboratory tests were carried out: point load tests at several temperature on saturated and dry intact rock
specimens and shear tests on rock discontinuities under cyclic load conditions. Several parametrical analysis
were also performed changing mechanical features of the slope, such as the discontinuity shear strength, in order
to evaluate the importance of these parameters and to consider permafrost degradation in the rock mass. Other
parametrical analysis were done using different basin grids to assess the correct cell dimension. Results are
shown in terms of thematic maps for an easier and more direct basin hazard visualization. 
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The December 2008 Crammont rock avalanche, Mont Blanc massif area,
Italy
Philip Deline (1) , Massimo Broccolato (2) , Jeannette Noetzli (3) , Ludovic Ravanel (1) , and Andrea Tamburini
(4)
(1) Edytem Lab, Université De Savoie, Cnrs, Le Bourget-du-lac, France (pdeli@univ-savoie.fr); (2) Aosta Valley Geological
Survey, Rava, Quart, Italy; (3) Glaciology, Geomorphodynamics & Geochronology Group, University Of Zürich, Zürich,
Switzerland; (4) Imageo S.r.l., Torino, Italy;

Rock avalanching is a very hazardous process in high mountain area, that generates a high risk in inhabited
valleys (e.g. Kolka-Karmadon, 2002). Present climatically induced glacier shrinkage and permafrost degradation
in steep rockwalls could increase the frequency and magnitude of rock avalanching. We describe a small (0.5 M
m3) rock avalanche that occurred in December 2008 on Mont Crammont, 10 km from Mont Blanc summit
(western Italian Alps), to discuss its control factors, and to consider the potential risk of this type of landslide.
The 400-m-high North face of Mont Crammont, composed by the ‘Flysch de Tarentaise’ sequence of the Valais
Zone, is culminating at 2653 m a.s.l. in the rock avalanche area, with a mean slope angle of 50°. Located
between the crest and 2410 m, the 25 to 50-m-deep scar is controlled by the dense fracturing in the rock
assemblage (conglomerate, limestones, schists, and sandstones). The main part of the collapsed rock mass settled
on the plateau at the foot of the rockwall, between 2150 and 1950 m a.s.l.. But c. 10 % of the rock mass travelled
farther in two torrent beds, and reached the Doire river bed (1090 m a.s.l.), with horizontal and vertical travel
distances of 3050 m and 1560 m, respectively. The rock avalanche mobility was enhanced by (i) the
channelization in the torrent gullies, and (ii) the dense snow cover, that reduces the friction and fluidises the
moving mass: a large amount of snow was incorporated, with e.g. a several m-thick mixed snow/rock deposit
into the two gullies. Three elements suggest that the rock avalanche could have been triggered by the current
degradation of the permafrost: (i) seepage water was observed in the detachement zone in the days after the
collapse, in spite of the negative air temperature; (ii) modelling of the rock temperature for north-aspect
rockwalls within the range of elevation of the scar indicates that ‘warm’ permafrost (T > -2°C) could
characterize it; (ii) no other rock avalanche detached from the Mont Crammont ridge during the Holocene, as
suggested by the preservation of the Lateglacial morainic complex on the plateau. Rock avalanche volume was
computed by comparison of pre- and post-event LiDAR DTMs, and present geomechanical characterization of
the detachement zone was extracted from LiDAR point cloud processing. Back analysis calculation of the rock
avalanche runout suggests a two step event.
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Soil sliding in continuous permafrost terrain of Siberia: the case study of
soil respiration and soil microbial activity dynamics during ecosystem
re-establishment
Svetlana Evgrafova (1) , Oxana Masyagina (2) , Stanislav Prokushkin (3) , and Anatolii Prokushkin (4)
(1) Senior Researcher, V.n. Sukachev Institute Of Forest Sb Ras, Krasnoyarsk, Russian Federation; (2) Scientific associate,
V.n. Sukachev Institute Of Forest Sb Ras, Krasnoyarsk, Russian Federation (oxanamas@ksc.krasn.ru); (3) Leading
researcher, V.n. Sukachev Institute Of Forest Sb Ras, Krasnoyarsk, Russian Federation; (4) Head of BGC lab., V.n.
Sukachev Institute Of Forest Sb Ras, Krasnoyarsk, Russian Federation;

In the forested ecosystems developed on permafrost solifluction processes are widespread, arise in years of great
precipitation in the summer-autumn period and can be up to 20% of total area of slope neighboring to riverside.
Soil sliding event usually occurs on the slopes with thickest active layer (e.g., south and west slopes). This
process is the most destructive event resulting in complete disappearance of initial ecosystem (vegetation cover
and soil). Thus, ecosystem development starts on parent material. New ecological condition appearing at
postsolifluction areas leads to change of species composition as well as soil respiration fluctuations and soil
microbial association. To analyze postsoilsliding ecosystem succession, sites of diverse age (1, 5 and 35 years
old) after solifluction event have been chosen along with Nizhnyaya (Lower) Tunguska River valley (64°N,
100°E). Studies have been conducted in the middle and bottom part of slope on postsolifluction area. Chosen
parts are characterized by different forest type, amount of mineral and organic matter and ecological conditions
(Prokushkin et al., 2010). In these parts of slope, west and east edges and central part (melkozem) have been
selected along with the direction of solifluction progressive movement. Under solifluction impact, edges and
central part have been differed completely by nutrition elements and ecological conditions (Prokushkin et al.,
2010). Nearby intact larch stands were used as a control plots to estimate the effect of soilsliding on ecosystem
processes. To assess how soilsliding affect ecosystem re-establishment, CO2 emission from soil surface, soil
heterotrophic respiration and soil microbial biomass in mineral soil layer (0-10 cm) have been studied. Soil
respiration rate was measured at subplots in 3-5 replications with Li-Cor 6200 (LI-COR, USA). At the moment
of soil respiration measurement soil temperature and soil water content at 5 cm depth and also vegetation cover
height (as a sum of height of live vegetation cover and litter height) have been measured. Soil heterotrophic
microbial biomass was assessed with kinetic method implying soil microbiota substrate-induced respiration
(SIR) determination with subsequent recalculation on carbon of microbial biomass basis, C-CO2 according to
equation Cmic (mg C g soil-1) = 50.4 X SIR (mg CO2-C g soil-1 h-1) (Sparling, 1995). At the same time, basal
respiration (BR) of soil microorganisms as a CO2 emission rate in 24 hours of soil incubation at 22oC and 60%
of soil water capacity has been studied. Coefficient of microbial activity qCO2 was calculated with equation
BR/Cmic = qCO2 (µgCO2-C mg-1Cmic h-1). Conducted research revealed that regeneration of soil respiration
and eco-physiological status of microbial communities in soil during postsolifluction succession starts first from
bottom part of landslide where a huge amount of mineral and organic matter accumulates after solifluction event.
As long as ecosystem regenerates, litter accumulated contains the main pool of microorganisms, though
microbial biomass at middle and bottom part of 35-year-old solifluction area does not reach the value of
microbial biomass in control plots. Therefore, forested ecosystems in permafrost zone requires decades for final
successful restoration of soil respiration and soil microbial community during postsolifluction succession.
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Debris flows on frozen rupture surfaces - two examples from British
Columbia
Marten Geertsema (1) , and Marta Chiarle (2)
(1) BC Forest Service, British Columbia Forest Service, Research, Prince George, Canada (marten.geertsema@gov.bc.ca);
(2) CNR-IRPI, Institute Of Research For Hydrogeological Protection, Turin, Italy;

Recent debris flows occurred in Mount Robson Provincial Park and on Pink Mountain, in east-central and
northeastern British Columbia, respectively. While both landslides involved frozen rupture surfaces, one
occurred in seasonally frozen ground, whereas the other occurred along the upper boundary of permafrost. In
both cases, the frozen horizons likely acted as barriers to water movement, with preferential flow occurring
along their upper boundaries. The Mount Robson Park landslide occurred in early November 2007, on a steep,
35°, south-facing slope. Field evidence supports movement of a thin layer of thawed soil over seasonally frozen
ground. The debris flow travelled 750 m down a steep slope and another 600 m on a fan. Distal debris flood
sediments were deposited across two buried pipelines and came to rest in the ditch against the Yellow Head -
Trans Canada Highway. No damage was done to infrastructure. Sometime around September 2008 a steep, 32°,
matrix-supported talus slope failed, resulting in a landslide. The rupture surface, 3 m below the pre-slide ground
surface, contained ice-rich permafrost. After 90 m of sliding, the moving mass transformed into a slow-moving
debris flow. The total travel distance of the landslide was 260 m. The studied events give the opportunity of
analyzing the role of frozen ground in conditioning slopes for mass movements, as well as examining landslide
triggers under a warming climate.
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Climatic and structural controls to slope instabilities in the Veny valley
(Mont Blanc): new insights by integrating field-based, Lidar and Remote
Sensing techniques
Marco Giardino (1) , Luigi Perotti (1) , Marco Bacenetti (1) , and Paolo Zamparutti (1)
(1) University of Torino, Geositlab, Gis And Geomatics Laboratory, Department Of Earth Sciences, Torino, Italy
(marco.giardino@unito.it);

Glaciers retreat and permafrost degradation are extensively taking place during last decades in the Western Alps,
thus affecting geomorphological processes and landforms on mountain slopes. In this context, integration of a
classical field-based geological/geomorphological approach with innovative geomatics techniques may
contribute significantly to a more detailed characterization of the controlling factors for slope instabilities and to
a better reconstruction of slope sensitivity under the forcing action of climate fluctuations. Our work aims to a
better comprehension of the “slope system” behavior of the Veny Valley (Mont Blanc – Aosta Valley Region –
Italy). The choice of the study area is due to: 1) the great amount of available data for a such high altitude
environment and 2) the needs of deeper knowledge on slope instabilities of a territory of great natural and
economic interest. A glacial part of this area, the Miage basin (largest debris-covered glacier of the Italian Alps)
has been analyzed since a long time for the interpretation of geomorphological risk. Climatic, geological and
geomorphological data have been derived from regional inventories, including historical reports and maps; then,
detailed analysis by field surveys and geomatics monitoring have been performed, with the individualization of
instability phenomena of different size, from large-slope instabilities to debris flows. A Mobile-GIS application
(SRG2 by University of Torino) dedicated to pocket-PC and integrated GPS has been used to perform field
surveys in the Veny Valley. A geomorphological map created with a specialized legend for high mountain
environments. Traditional and digital data (ortophotos and DEM LIDAR) compared to evaluate the best
solutions for geomorphological mapping. Combination of data (terrestrial and airborne LIDAR) used to
individualize, to describe, and to interpret landforms associations related to slope instability. Structural data
homogenized along the Veny valley slopes, by integration within sectors without pre-existing field data and
comparison of previously studied sectors with large quantities of data. Contemporaneously, DEM LiDAR
images processed to include hillshade, slope, and aspect maps, then mapped for further structural analysis by
using Coltop 3D innovative software by University of Lausanne. A GIS system has been set up to store and to
manage data, each layer being used to interpret the “slope system” behavior. The evolution of each sector in the
Veny Valley was reconstructed by using mapped landforms and historical records of geomorphological events
(either from slopes and glaciers) as keys for interpreting the relationships between litho-structural constrains,
meteo-climatic conditions, glaciers evolution and landslides activity. A morpho-neotectonic map of the area
(1:15000 in scale) was created, with the individualization of landslide-prone areas. By using Coltop 3D software,
potential failure surfaces of slopes have been investigated, analysed by Markland stability test; back-analysis
determined main areas of potential gravitational movements. GIS-integration of data collected along the valley
of the Miage Glacier allowed to localize preferred areas where glacial dynamic, tectonics, geographical settings
and local climate strongly interact each others for producing unstable rock materials from slopes. The use of new
technologies supported the integration of classical geomorphological data and their interpretation for the analysis
of static and dynamic factors of slope instabilities along the Veny Valley. The results demonstrate the usefulness
of these innovative methodologies for a better comprehension of the “slope system” behavior and for the
reconstruction of possible future instability scenarios following climatic trends. Moreover, the remote sensing
technologies showed to be affordable tools for integrating field-based approaches in the safe analysis of stability
conditions in high mountain areas..
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Landsides in cold regions: making a science that can be put into practice
Stephan Gruber (1)
(1) University Of Zurich, Department Of Geography, Zurich, Switzerland (stephan.gruber@geo.uzh.ch);

The assessment of landslide hazard in cold regions (i.e. influenced by snow, glaciers, permafrost) is faced with a
two-fold challenge: The magnitude of climate change is expected to be greater here that in many other regions,
enabling strong shifts in e.g., the probabilities of high-magnitude triggering events such as intense precipitation
or snow melt. Additionally, rapid changes such as permafrost degradation, warming firn areas or vanishing
glacier cover can fundamentally alter system behavior and thus strongly change its response to a given forcing.
As a consequence, the known difficulties of understanding low-frequency high-magnitude events such as
landslides are intensified by continued and non-linear change. Using concrete example from permafrost research,
I will discuss general strategies to nevertheless arrive at conclusions that may be of practical relevance. This
presentation of course heavily draws from the work of collaborators.
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Soil Cutting Slope Instability Causing by Frozen-thaw and the Reinforce
Mechanism by Vegetation in Seasonal Frozen Regions
Ying Guo (1) , Wei Shan (1) , Chengcheng Zhang (1) , Hua Jiang (1) , and Yuying Sun (1)
(1) 86-451-82191477, Northeast Forestry University, Harbin, China;

It is the main problem for highway in seasonal frozen regions that soil cutting slope instability causing by
Frozen-thaw. Relying on the silty clay cutting slope ,which is in highway expansion project from Fangzheng to
Harbin, using triaxial shear tests, field monitoring, and testing in situ method, the mechanism of slope instability
causing by frozen-thaw and the reinforce mechanism by vegetation are studied. Situ direct shear test obtained:
The shear strength of the soil having woody root is great bigger than the soil having no root. In the Similar
location of the same slope, where is planted Amorpha fruticosa and Lespedeza, the shear strength of the soil
having woody root, is three times of the shear strength of the soil without root. Field monitoring results indicate
that: During the process of soil freezing, moisture migration to the freezing zone. During the melting period in
spring, the water producing by slope surface melting infiltrated through the surface cover, and hinder by the
frozen soil under, resulting in local load on slope increasing, and the soil interface between the freezing body
and the melting body is near to or in the saturation state, the soil physical indexes declined rapidly due to the
function of water lubrication, the slope body slide downward along the frozen- thaw interface under the gravity,
resulting in landslides. The effect of absorbing water of woody plants is more obvious than turf, especially for
Amorpha. Triaxial test results show that: When the soil water content is less than the optimum water content, the
soil cohesion increase with the increase of moisture. The soil cohesion is decrease with the increase of moisture,
when the soil water content is bigger than the optimum water content. The peak value is near the optimum water
content. The internal friction angle of soil is decrease with the increases of moisture. Soil cohesion is decrease
with the increase of times of freeze-thaw cycles. 
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Large rockslide complexes in the Karakoram Himalaya and the roles of
glaciation, earthquakes, and geological pre-formation. 
Kenneth Hewitt (1)
(1) Professor Emeritus, Wilfrid Laurier University, Geography, Wateloo, Canada (khewitt@wlu.ca);

About 20% of some 375 massive rock slope failures identified in the transHimalayan Upper Indus Basin
exceeded 1 km3 in volume. The paper looks at the largest, with original volumes between 5 and 50 km3, where
deep-seated, rotational or compound sagging, has led to or followed from catastrophic failures. The complexes
involve multiple, interrelated units and events, and various types of movement. All include and were initially
identified from rock avalanche, debris avalanche and debris flow deposits of catastrophic, long-run-out events.
However, there are also large, more-or-less intact blocks that move semi-independently down slope and the
largest volumes are of cataclastic-like facies, 100s of metres thick and many square kilometers in area. Although
intensely crushed and, usually, divided into large sub-units by internal faulting, over-thrusting, and splitting of
the landslide body, the stratigraphic relations of original bedrock are preserved. Broader rock slope failure
patterns are suggested by nearby, aligned or time-coincident, clusters of landslides. In some cases geometries of
failure reflect lithological units, lineaments and major faults, suggesting geological pre-formation. Detachment
zones are in rock walls 2 000 to 4 000 m vertically, and cut ridge-tops where ‘sackung’- type features occur. All
sites were undercut during major Pleistocene glaciation(s) suggesting a possible paraglacial relation. Some
failures may record post-glacial climate change, including formation and decay of mountain permafrost. Smaller
debris flow, slumping, and rockfall events are triggered by extreme weather. However, the deep-seated nature of
the large complexes suggest earthquake triggering of the main events, possibly related to rare, Himalayan
mega-quakes.
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Potential climate signals in large slope failures in cold mountain regions
Christian Huggel (1) , Simon Allen (2) , John J. Clague (3) , Luzia Fischer (4) , Oliver Korup (5) , and Demian
Schneider (1)
(1) University Of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland (christian.huggel@geo.uzh.ch); (2) University Of Bern, Bern, Switzerland; (3)
Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada; (4) Ngu, Trondheim, Norway; (5) University Of Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany;

Cold mountain regions with glaciers, permafrost and snow are sensitive to temperature changes. Theoretical
considerations, recent laboratory experiments and field evidence from the past suggest that atmospheric warming
decreases slope stability. Such thermally induced causes and triggers of slope instability may be of considerable
importance, given that concern is mounting that recent and future warming will further destabilize
high-mountain slopes, causing more frequent failures in rock and ice. Such slope failures, however, culminate
from several interacting causes and triggers, from which an unambiguous climatic signal may be difficult to
extract. Here we report on a number of inventories of recent slope failures from several high-mountain regions
around the world and explore ways to detect climate signals that they may contain. In some regions, such as the
European Alps, the Rocky Mountains or the Southern Alps of New Zealand, the frequency of large slope failures
has increased over the past several decades, or an altered spatial distribution of events in terms of elelvation,
coincident with warm permafrost areas, has been observed. Comparison of data on landslide initiation zones
with those on long-term temperature trends, glacier shrinkage, and permafrost distribution and degradation allow
us to track climate related signals. Many slope failures have occurred recently during or immediately after short
periods of exceptional warmth, possibly related to climate change. We review the meteorological, climatic,
glaciological, and geological conditions for many of these events, with a view to extracting common patterns
and trends in the occurrence of slope failures. We find that uncertainty about potential effects of climate change
on slope failure hazards persists. We suggest that in addition to process oriented analysis of case studies and
inventories, physical and numerical modeling of scenario-based changes of slope stability in cold mountain
regions is promoted. 
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Did radiative cooling trigger New Zealand’s 2007 Young River landslide?
Mauri Mcsaveney (1) , and Chris Massey (1)
(1) GNS Science, Gns Science, Lower Hutt, New Zealand (m.mcsaveney@gns.cri.nz);

At 4:40 am on 29 August 2007, the New Zealand seismic network recorded the fall of the 11 million m3 Young
River landslide (44º 08’ 44.6”S, 169º 06’ 46.0”E) in a remote alpine part of New Zealand’s Mt Aspiring
National Park. Subsequent investigation revealed that it fell from an extensive mass of dilated closely jointed
biotite and garnet schist rock showing signs of past deep-seated rock-mass creep and prior rockfalls, largely
prehistoric or at least unrecorded. The remaining slope has only marginal stability, and we assume that the prior
slope had had marginal stability for a long time, requiring very little change to trigger large rapid failure. The
fact of a recording of a seismic signal of the fall attests to the absence of an immediate earthquake trigger. Since
the landslide fell in winter, and the deposit records evidence of substantial groundwater storage in the source, we
dismiss permafrost thaw as a trigger. The seismic signal indicates that failure occurred at what is commonly
approaching to the coldest time of night. On the basis of hourly rainfall and daily maximum and minimum
temperature records at several climate stations in the region experiencing similar weather regimes, the landslide
fell on a night with extreme radiative cooling to a dry, clear, night sky (the largest diurnal temperature drop that
winter), after a period of clear, cold nights that had persisted since 11 August 2007. From the evidence of the
weather records, and the presence of post-failure groundwater outflow, we suggest that the immediate trigger
was likely to have been an abnormal rise in groundwater pressure behind frozen springs on the face of the
landslide source area. Since blockage of springs by ice on the slope was likely to be a frequent winter
occurrence, we reason that the rise in pore pressure from the blockage on the night of 28–29 August 2007 must
have affected a progressively lowering threshold of rock-mass strength from mass creep. Hence failure was
inevitable, and the nature of the particular trigger was somewhat irrelevant. 
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Relationship between instability of steep alpine rockwalls and the
permafrost in the Mont Blanc massif
Ravanel Ludovic (1) , and Deline Philip (1)
(1) EDYTEM, Cnrs / Univ. Savoie, Le Bourget Du Lac, France (ludovic.ravanel@univ-savoie.fr);

The number of rockfalls (volume > 100 m3) in the Alps seems to rise in the recent decades, while vulnerability
is increasing from high elevation to valley bottoms. Yet frequency and volume of the rockfalls, and triggering
factors remain poorly understood due to a lack of observations. We analyse inventories of rockfalls acquired for
the Mont Blanc massif by innovative methods in order to discuss the role of permafrost. Comparison of
photographs from the end of the Little Ice Age to 2009 combined with geomorphological field work allowed to
recognize the occurrence of 50 rockfalls in two sectors of the massif (Drus and Aiguilles de Chamonix), whose
rock volume ranges from 500 m3 to 265 000 m3. Combination of a network of local observers (alpine guides,
hut keepers) with geomorphological field work documents the rockfalls occurred in 2007 (n = 45), 2008 (n =
22), 2009 (n = 72) and 2010 (n = 30) in the central area of the Mont Blanc massif, whose rock volume ranges
from 100 m3 to 33 000 m3. This four-year inventory was completed by the analysis of a 2003 satellite image,
that allowed the survey of 182 rockfalls in the whole massif at the end of the 2003 summer heatwave. Finally,
the diachronic comparison of high resolution 3D models obtained by annually repeated terrestrial laserscanning
on 10 selected rockwalls located between 3 000 and 4 500 m a.s.l. with different slope angle, aspect and
steepness surveys ~ 80 rockfalls since 2005 whose rock volume ranges from 1 m3 to 426 m3. Permafrost
degradation is likely the main triggering factor of the Mont Blanc massif rockfalls for several reasons: (i) 98 %
of the rockfalls occurred in areas with modelled possible or probable permafrost – generally warm permafrost
(i.e. close to 0°C), the faster to be degraded with the global warming; (ii) for the West face of the Drus and the
north side of the Aiguilles de Chamonix, there is a strong correlation at different time steps (century, year)
between the occurrence of the rockfalls and the hottest periods; (iii) rockfalls mainly occur during summer time,
which is prone to the thickening of the permafrost active layer; (iv) massive ice was observed in at least 25 scars
of the 2007-2010 rockfall scars; (v) the exceptionally numerous rockfalls of the Summer 2003 could only be
explained by permafrost degradation; (vi) formation of thaw corridors in depth may explain the largest rockfalls
(e.g. June 2005 at the Drus); (vii) other cryospheric factors as glacial debuttressing and ice/snow cover, which
are also temperature-dependent, may only explain a small proportion of the rockfalls; (viii) topographical (e.g.
spurs) and geological (e.g. fracturing) conditions of many of the surveyed rockfalls favor permafrost
degradation. These results suggest that frequency and magnitude of rockfalls in high mountain regions should
increase in the context of the the 21st century global warming, due to the permafrost degradation.
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GALLIUS: GeomorphologicAL model for Landslide Initiation under
Snowmelting condition
M. Cristina Rulli (1) , Federica Gobattoni (2) , and Monia Santini (3)
(1) Politecnico di Milano, Politecnico Di Milano, Diiar, Milano, Italy (cristina.rulli@polimi.it); (2) Università della Tuscia,
Università Della Tuscia, Daf, Viterbo, Italy; (3) Università della Tuscia, Università Della Tuscia, Disafri, Viterbo, Italy;

Landsliding events are triggered not only by extreme rainfall but frequently by rapid snowmelt, causing a rapid
increase in soil water pressure. It results in spreading the landslide risk from humid regions characterized by
recurring and intense precipitation periods to areas having a milder climate (sub-humid) where the sudden
raising of temperature often combined with rainfall events melts the temporary snow in water that infiltrates the
soil. In addition, the seasonality of slope failure can change according to the triggering factors (autumn for rain
induced events and early spring for the snowmelt induced ones). The effects of snow melting on landslide
initiation are investigated via hydrological distributed modelling. The model, named Gallius
(GeomorphologicAL model for Landslide Initiation Under Snowmelting condition), solves the snowmelt energy
balance equations, calculates the hydrological fluxes (infiltration and overland flow) and analyses slope stability.
Results of the application for two study cases, the former in Southern Italy and the latter in US, are presented,
highlighting the crucial role of snowmelt in increasing soil water pressure and then in shallow landslides
triggering.
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Rock-ice avalanche investigations by means of vertically rotating drum
experiments
Schneider Demian (1) , Kaitna Roland (2) , Dietrich William E. (3) , Hsu Leslie (3) , Huggel Christian (1) , and
Mcardell Brian (4)
(1) University Of Zurich, Department Of Geography, Zurich, Switzerland (demian.schneider@geo.uzh.ch); (2) University Of
Natural Resources And Applied Life Sciences (boku), Department Of Civil Engineering And Natural Hazards, Vienna,
Austria; (3) University Of California, Department Of Earth And Planetary Science, Berkeley, United States Of America; (4)
Swiss Federal Institute For Forest, Snow And Landscape Research Wsl, Avalanches, Debris Flows And Rockfall Unit,
Birmensdorf, Switzerland;

Rapid mass movements in glacial environments can involve high proportions of ice and snow and may travel
significantly further downslope than pure rock avalanches. In certain cases they can even transform into debris
flows as the ice melts and as water from the stream network or water saturated debris is incorporated. Currently,
ice is thought to have three distinctive effects: 1) reduction of the friction within the moving mass itself, 2)
increase of pore pressure as the ice melts and consequent reduction of the shear resistance of the flowing
material, and 3) reduction of boundary friction where the failing mass travels on a glacier. However,
measurement-based evidence to support these hypotheses is largely missing. In this study, laboratory
experiments on the first two mechanisms were carried out in two partially-filled rotating drums, one in Vienna
(Austria) and a second in Berkeley (USA). Varying proportions of cold gravel and gravel-sized ice were mixed
and added to the rotating drum running at constant rotational velocity until all ice had melted. Flow behavior
was recorded with flow depth, normal force, shear force, pore water pressure, and temperature sensors. The bulk
friction coefficient was found to decrease linearly with increasing ice content by ~20% in the early phase of the
experiments, before significant portions of the ice transformed into water. For ice contents larger than 40% by
volume, the transformation from a dry granular flow to debris flow-like movement or hyperconcentrated flow
was observed when pore water pressures rose and approached the total normal forces along the flow profile.
Pore water pressure from melting ice developed within several minutes after the start of the experiments and, as
it increased, progressively reduced the friction coefficient. The results emphasize that the presence of ice in
granular moving material can significantly reduce the friction coefficient of both dry and partially-saturated
debris. Because the absolute measured friction coefficients from the laboratory experiments were much higher
than those found from natural events, they need to be adjusted accordingly to be useful in modeling of natural
events. The relative changes in friction coefficients depending on the ice and water content, however, should be
considered in hazard assessments on rapid mass movements in high mountain environments.
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Landslides Mechanism of the Mountain in Permafrost Regions of
Northwest Xiaoxing'an Montains in China 
Wei Shan (1) , Hua Jiang (1) , Gaohang Cui (1) , Zhaoguang Hu (1) , Chunjiao Wang (1) , and Ying Guo (1)
(1) 86-451-82191477, Northeast Forestry University, Harbin, China (Shanwei456@163.com);

In recent years, with the construction of highway, the geological disasters in permafrost regions having high
altitude and high latitude was gradually taken seriously, the study about mountain landslide in Xiaoxing'an
Montains which is in permafrost areas of northeast China is just beginning. Relying on the expansion project of
highway from Beian to Heihe, these works were carried out that field investigation of landslides, site monitoring,
indoor soil test and computational analysis. Field survey showed that: In northwest Xiaoxing'an Montains of
Northeast China, island-shaped frozen soil is mainly between 48 degrees of north latitude and 51 degrees of
north latitude, and most of them were located on the slope from the hill top to the valley which having no sun
irradiation, or in the valley.In this area, many faults, folds development, because of climate, topography, geology
and other factors, there are many small landslides caused by precipitation, seasonal frozen soil thawing, and
permafrost function. Their process and mechanism is: The water producing by precipitation and permafrost
melting infiltrated along the loose slope surface cover, and hindered by the top surface of frozen soil and
mudstone, then flow along the interface which is between loose permeable surface cover and impermeable layer,
the infiltration washed away the fine soil particles in this layer, and formed underground runoff channels, when
the water in the impermeable layer accumulated to a certain amount, the physical indexes of the soil decreased,
then the overlying soil creped under the function of gravity, the balance of local stress in mountain changes,
which results in landslides.From April 2010 to December 2010, on the two section - the expansion project of
highway from Beian to Heihe, K177 +450- K177 +550 and K178 +430- K178 +530, whose hill body having
landslide, we conducted on-site monitoring of slope deformation, the result is: The section K177 +500 slided
downward 9.5m from July 10 to August 20, the sliding surface is under ground 11.5m, soil pore water pressure
increases before the slide occurred, then gradually decreased when sliding started, the speed of sliding is faster in
the beginning, then slow down and gradually stabilized; the section K178 +500, which left side have many
“drunk” tree, the monitoring points is located 40m away from the roadbed left foot, it slided downward 90m
from May 20 to September 30, and the sliding surface is under ground 6.5m. The geological drilling of two
sections showed that: The surface of the slope is silty soil ranging from 5-15m thickness, the under is mudstone,
there are coarse sand layer between silty soil and mudstone, ranging from10-25cm thickness, and near where just
is the slide surface located. Through drilling samples in the study area and laboratory tests of the soil physical
and mechanical index, as well as finite element analysis, the results showed that: the slope stability factors of the
two sections is 0.98-1.29. 
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Revisiting Tarr and Martin’s earthquake-advance theory: Can landslides
cause a glacier to surge?
Dan Shugar (1) , Bernhard Rabus (2) , and John Clague (1)
(1) Simon Fraser University, Earth Sciences, Burnaby, Canada (dshugar@sfu.ca); (2) Macdonald, Dettwiler And Associates,
Richmond, Canada;

Following a series of strong earthquakes in 1899, Ralph Tarr and Lawrence Martin observed rapid advances of
several glaciers in the Yakutat area of Southeast Alaska. They attributed these advances to the earthquakes, in
particular to the large amount of snow, ice and rock that avalanched onto glacier surfaces. Since Tarr and
Martin’s work was published, their “earthquake-advance theory” was rejected, largely because glaciers did not
respond in the same manner following the 1964 Alaska earthquake. At least two recent glacier surges have been
anecdotally linked to landslides, but no mechanism was proposed to explain a possible causal relation. We use
ground surveying, satellite radar interferometry, speckle tracking and ice-dynamics modeling to quantify the
velocity of Black Rapids Glacier, Alaska, prior to and following three rock avalanches onto its surface during the
2002 Denali (M7.9) earthquake. Ice velocity directly upglacier of the debris-covered area increased by up to
14% after the earthquake, but then decreased 20% by 2005. Within the area of the landslide debris sheets, mean
glacier surface velocity increased 44% within two years of the landslides. At the downglacier end of the lowest
landslide, where strong differential ablation produced a steep ice cliff, velocities increased by 100% over the
same period. In contrast, at the upglacier end of the debris sheet, ice velocity remained constant. By 2007 ice
velocity throughout the debris area had become uniform and considerably slower than measured in 2004,
consistent with a constant ice flux resulting from drastically reduced ablation at the base of the debris sheets. A
full-Stokes numerical ice-flow model produces a reversal of the longitudinal velocity gradient after five years,
which supports our interpretation that the recent changes in the velocity field of the glacier have been dominated
by landslide-induced changes to slope and mass balance. Based on these findings, we suggest that
earthquake-triggered landslides onto Black Rapids Glacier are unlikely to initiate a surge.
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Temporal characteristics of different mountain cryosphere-related debris
slope movements
Vanessa Wirz (1) , Stephan Gruber (2) , Jan Beutel (3) , Benjamin Buchli (4) , Philippe Limpach (5) , and Alain
Geiger (6)
(1) Glaciology, Geomorphodynamics & Geochronology, Department Of Geography, University Of Zurich, Zurich,
Switzerland (vanessa.wirz@geo.uzh.ch); (2) Dr., Glaciology, Geomorphodynamics & Geochronology, Department Of
Geography, University Of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; (3) Dr., Computer Engineering And Networks Laboratory, Swiss
Federal Institute Of Technology Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; (4) Computer Engineering And Networks Laboratory, Swiss
Federal Institute Of Technology Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; (5) Dr., Institute Of Geodesy And Photogrammetry, Swiss
Federal Institute Of Technology Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; (6) Prof. Dr., Institute Of Geodesy And Photogrammetry, Swiss
Federal Institute Of Technology Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland;

Knowledge about processes and factors affecting slope instabilities is essential, for detecting and monitoring of
potentially hazardous slopes. Most scientific studies concentrate on specific and known types of mass movement
(e.g. rock glacier creep), but there is ample evidence of fast changes, especially with respect to movement in
permafrost, and associated new phenomena. Thus, the aim of this study is to detect, characterize and understand
differing slope movements in alpine environments, trying to undestand the broader range of phenomena and
processes. This study is part of the project X-Sense, a joint technology project between different research groups
(geodesy, computer engineering, remote sensing and geography). One task of X-Sense is to redefine and apply
differential GPS (Global Positioning System) devices to measure continuously the velocity of slope movements
within an Alpine study site. The study site (Matter valley, Switzerland) includes exceptionally fast rock glaciers
as well as various slopes where clear evidence for movement, e.g open fractures, exist. The underlying
mechanisms causing such movements however require further research. First GPS devices were mounted in
December 2010. The objective of this presentation is (a) to explain the research strategies to analyze the
temporal (seasonal and intra-annual) velocity-fluctuations of various phenomena of slope movements and (c) to
present first results. 
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Session L28
Risk management in Multi-hazard environment

Conveners: P. Bobrowsky, S. Briceno,  P. Lyttle, G. Delmonaco

In the last decades, landslides have caused increasing damage to people, urban areas and 
environment in developed and developing countries. This as a consequence of many factors such 
as hazard underestimation, lack of spatial planning policies vs. natural hazards, poor risk reduction 
measures, application of single-hazard and risk methods and approaches. Effective and long-term 
structural landslide risk reduction measures and/or planning strategies at various scales should take 
into account the correlation among landslides and other climate-related and geophysical events 
that, along with mass movements, usually affect mountainous areas, in a multi-hazard perspective. 
The session aims to promote interaction among Earth scientists, land-use planners, risk managers, 
policy makers and providing experiences, recent developments and innovative cultural and 
technological approaches in several subjects, from integration and optimisation of methodologies 
for: multi-hazard analysis at various; vulnerability aspects (physical, social, economic); sustainable 
land use and spatial planning vs. natural hazards; Na-Tech hazards; decision support systems; and IT 
tools to support stakeholders in risk management and mitigation policies.
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Landslide Risk Assessment in Earthquake Prone Area at Kabupaten Ende,
Indonesia
Yukni Arifianti (1) , Sukahar Eka Adi Saputra (2) , Arne Hoffman-rothe (3) , and Bianca Pischke (4)
(1) IAGI (Indonesian Geologist Association), Geological Agency Indonesia, Center For Volcanology & Geological Hazard
Mitigation, Bandung, Indonesia (yukni@vsi.esdm.go.id); (2) IAGI (Indonesian Geologist Association), Geological Agency
Indonesia, Center For Geological Survey, Bandung, Indonesia; (3) German Federal Institute For Geosciences And Natural
Resources, Georisk Project, Hannover, Germany; (4) German Federal Institute For Geosciences And Natural Resources,
Georisk Project, Bandung, Germany;

Past experiences have shown that several types of landslides are often induced by earthquakes. The 2009 Padang
earthquake triggered over thousand of landslides, killing 400-600 people and 3 villages were completely
demolished by landslide and many others were damaged. Kabupaten Ende on Flores Island of Indonesia is an
extremely mountainous area with several peaks exceeding 1700 m in height. Additionally, Flores Island as a
segment of the volcanic inner Banda Arc shows of high seismic activity. These geological hazards pose a serious
threat to people’s lives, social and economic development of Kabupaten Ende in Nusa Tenggara Timur Province.
This quantitative risk assessment is focused on landslide in earthquake prone area to estimate and map landslide
and earthquake susceptibility, hazard zoning as well as the community’s vulnerability and capacity to withstand
a disaster. Population density, infrastructure and health system capacity are the parameters to assess the risk to
these geological hazards. Particular types of landslides in this area are identified as mass movements, including
rock fall, debris flows and slumps. These events are triggered by heavy rainfall or earthquake related shaking
that frequently caused by ruptures along the subduction zones or by active faults. Generally the whole
Kabupaten is prone to earthquakes. Therefore all houses and especially critical infrastructure should be
constructed following the general guidelines for earthquake resistant buildings, particularly in the high and very
high hazard zone. Noticeably, 50% of the area is located in range between very high and high earthquake hazard
zones simultaneously turn to be potential areas that are susceptible to landslide. Results of the risk assessment
for Kabupaten Ende will support local governments and other intermediaries who are commissioned to
implement disaster mitigation countermeasures at the local level. Development planning that takes into account
disaster risk reduction will hence decrease potential future losses to physical assets, environmental capital,
institutional assets, and human life but requires standardized planning processes.
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Landslide risk models as a tool for predicting future damage
Jaime Bonachea (1) , Juan Remondo (2) , Viola Maria Bruschi (3) , and Antonio Cendrero (4)
(1) Researcher, Universidad De Zaragoza, Earth Sciences, Zaragoza, Spain (jaime_bonachea@unizar.es); (2) Professor,
Universidad De Cantabria, Earth Sciences And Physics Of Condensed Matter, Santander, Spain; (3) Researcher, Universidad
De Cantabria, Earth Sciences And Physics Of Condensed Matter, Santander, Spain; (4) Full Professor, Universidad De
Cantabria, Earth Sciences And Physics Of Condensed Matter, Santander, Spain;

In the last decades, the number of catastrophic events and damage due to natural events at world-wide level has
shown an important increase. Landslides are a natural and common process in many parts of the world which
produce a great amount of economic losses. Generally, less developed countries are the most affected in number
of events or people affected. However, the greater economic losses take place in developed countries, mainly
due to the higher value of the existing goods exposed to mass movements (infrastructure, buildings, people,
economic activities, etc.). Several advances have been made with respect to the development and application of
susceptibility models and hazard models for landslides, but scarce procedures have been proposed to transform
them into landslide risk models. In this work, a methodology to carry out landslide risk assessment and mapping
is presented. On the basis of hazard scenarios designed from the analysis of the mass movements occurred in the
past and the resultant damage, extrapolations for estimating future economic losses due to landslides are made.
Risk values obtained are then evaluated applying cross validation techniques. The results show that the approach
proposed is essentially correct. Thus, landslide risk models represent, for a given time period, the expected
economic losses by surface unit and for any particular type of exposed element considered. From the models
obtained, cost-benefit analyses can be carried out and sound preventive strategies can be designed, as show in
the contribution.
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Long term strategies and policies for landslide risk mitigation in Italy: the
ReNDiS project
Claudio Campobasso (1) , Giuseppe Delmonaco (1) , Barbara Dessì (1) , Pierluigi Gallozzi (1) , Domenico
Ligato (1) , Benedetto Porfidia (1) , Daniele Spizzichino (1) , Francesco Traversa (1) , and Giorgio Vizzini (1)
(1) ISPRA, Italian Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy;

Landslides in Italy are the most frequent and diffuse natural hazards, and, after earthquakes, have caused the
highest number of fatalities and damage to urban areas and infrastructures. After the devastating event occurred
in Sarno in 1998, which caused the loss of 160 lives, an extraordinary effort was conducted by the Italian
government supported by River basin Authorities in order to promote the implementation of preventive
measures plans for mitigation of landslide and flood risk in the whole Italian territory. This strategy,
implemented in the frame of the 180/98 National Decree, was based on i) identification of areas classified at
high and very high risk (i.e. vulnerable areas prone to landslide and flood hazards); ii) definition of measures of
risk reduction, mainly engineering works but also “non structural” mitigations measures (i.e. instrumental
monitoring, delocalization). In order to improve the knowledge, control activities on preventive policies against
floods and landslides and to better addressing future national funds, ISPRA promoted and developed the
ReNDiS project (Inventory of mitigation measures for national soil protection). ReNDiS project is a web-GIS
platform for monitoring, analysis and management of information data on mitigation measures and restoration
works of soil protection at national scale. The inventory is composed by a main archive and two secondary
interfaces: the first for direct data management (ReNDiS-ist) and the latter (ReNDiS-web) for the on-line access
and public consultation. Currently, ReNDiS database contains about 4000 records concerning those programs
(funded with 2,812M€) focused on restoration works but including also information on landslide typologies and
processes. The monitoring project has been developed collecting all information about each mitigation work,
from the initial funding phase until the completion of the work. A statistical analysis has been carried out in
order to highlight the congruity between the characteristic and type of the hazard (identified in a specific area)
and the slope stability mitigation measures adopted for the risk reduction. Furthermore, the incidence of
low-impact measures (i.e. naturalistic engineering works), with respect to the traditional civil engineering
approach, has been estimated at national level and a specific project, on web-GIS, has been preliminarily
implemented. Through specific queries, engineering works have been grouped in several categories that have
been correlated to: i) the type of hazards vs. typology of mitigation works, ii) timing and costs of each work and,
iii) qualities of design. This study has shown that, although the total amount of funds dedicated to preventive
mitigations measures is not enough to remove or effectively solve the problem of risk, the response of Italian
institutions has been in general well calibrated and constitutes an important step in reducing risk in some critical
situations. Further efforts are needed to improve the knowledge on landslides prone areas and better address
public investments where landslide risk is more crucial. The analysis has also showed that low impact measures,
such as naturalistic engineering techniques, are widely used, especially for the mitigation of superficial landslide
processes. In conclusion, ISPRA monitoring activities can address properly governmental and local public
authorities in selecting areas to be mitigated and allocating funds, also in consideration of the limited public
financial resources for landslide and flood risk reduction. The last decade of ReNDiS project experience, is an
example at national scale of monitoring activities and management in the field of landslide and flood risk
reduction and represent a useful tool addressed to public authorities and various stakeholders, for different
scopes i.e. planning activities, funding control and knowledge-sharing. 
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Landslide risk assessment and management using IT services and tools: the
EU BRISEIDE Project approach
Giuseppe Delmonaco (1) , Domenico Fiorenza (1) , Luca Guerrieri (1) , Carla Iadanza (1) , Daniele Spizzichino
(1) , Alessandro Trigila (1) , and Eutizio Vittori (1)
(1) ISPRA, Italian Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy;

The increasing damage caused by natural hazards in the last decades in Europe, amplified by recent events
including landslides (Messina, Sicily, September 2009), earthquakes (L’Aquila, Abruzzo, April 2009), forest
fires (Greece, 2008) and floods (Central Europe) in the last years, points out the need for interoperable
added-value services to support environmental safety and human protection. Many environmental analyses, e.g.
monitoring seismic sequences, early warning systems for the evolution of intense rainstorms, the path of forest
fires, cannot be performed without considering the evolution, over time, of geographic features. For this reason,
providing access to harmonized data is only one of several steps towards delivering adequate support to risk
assessment reduction and management. Scope of the present work is to present the implemented risk reduction
and management pilots developed by BRISEIDE’s team project. The project BRISEDE – “BRIdging SErvices,
Information and Data for Europe” is an EU-funded project which aims at providing operators and analysis
within civil protection scenarios with access to spatio-temporal datasets and simulation capabilities. Spatial
analysis and spatio-temporal web processing services (WPS) are exposed via the web and made available by
integrating them within existing open source frameworks through compatible WebGIS applications. One of the
main results of BRISEIDE is the implementation of added-value spatio-temporal services based on potential
final users and stakeholder needs and practices. For this reason, the project has a relevant number of user
partners, such as Agencies and Public Administrations, dealing with urban planning, environmental management
and risk management, that need spatio-temporal processing of Geographical Information to support decision
making in critical situations. This ambitious goal is based on an articulated software architecture and IT tools
infrastructure which will be deployed over a pan-European set of pilots. The methodological approach developed
in this research responds to a number of key requirements, namely improving access and reuse of existing OWS
through new value added operational oriented services, introducing the time variable into the existing
geo-databases, integrating existing geo-databases with operational databases, delivering query, processing and
visualization services for spatio-temporal data and finally supporting easy orchestration of web processing
services to create 3D geo-browsers complex simulations. Two specific use cases focused on landslide risk have
been carried out in order to verify the IT tools implemented during the project. One is dedicated to the evaluation
of geological effects of induced by earthquakes, including Coseismic rock falls, on transport network (roads and
railways), lifelines (gas and water pipelines) and critical facilities (high-risk industrial plants). Mapping and
characterizing such effects assume a key role in terms of risk assessment and mitigation. The second one is
mainly addressed to implement a simplified landslide risk mapping procedure by overlapping landslide areas
(using Italian landslide inventory, the IFFI project, developed by ISPRA) with available data on potential
exposed elements derived by national datasets. 
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Comprehensive vulnerability assessment as a key tool for volcanic and
related mass movements risk mitigation: the case of Vulcano Island, Italy
Adriana Galderisi (1) , Costanza Bonadonna (2) , Giuseppe Delmonaco (3) , Floriana Federica Ferrara (4) , Scira
Menoni (5) , Andrea Ceudech (1) , Sebastien Biass (2) , Corine Frischknecht (2) , and Irene Manzella (2)
(1) UNINA, Università Degli Studi Di Napoli Federico Ii, Pianificazione E Scienza Del Territorio, Naples, Italy
(galderis@unina.it); (2) UNIGE, Université De Genève, Section Des Sciences De La Terre Et De L'environnement, Genève,
Switzerland; (3) ISPRA, Italian Institute For Environmental Protection And Research, Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome,
Italy; (4) T6, T6 Ecosystems, Environment, Rome, Italy; (5) POLIMI, Politecnico Di Milano, Architettura E Pianificazione,
Milan, Italy;

Volcanic eruptions are characterized by multiple hazards which pose short- and long-term threats to people and
property. Despite international strategies to reduce the impacts of natural hazards, the efforts of international,
national and local emergency managers are still largely “reactive” or “inactive” rather than “proactive.”
However, several recent experiences have shown that successful responses to hazards strongly correlate with the
degree to which proactive policies of risk reduction are already in place before an eruption occurs. Based on a
research work developed within the ENSURE Project (7FP), a comprehensive vulnerability analysis on the
assessment of different volcanic phenomena and induced mass-movements in Vulcano Island (S Italy), as a key
tool for a proactive effort for volcanic risk mitigation has been developed, In detail, two main volcanic processes
have been investigated in detail: tephra sedimentation and lahars. All the information related to the site
morphology and to the built environment have been gathered and elaborated through a Geographical Information
System which has been the environment in which hazard and vulnerability assessment have been carried out and
detailed thematic maps have been produced. Hazard assessment has been developed for tephra and lahar
phenomena related to a possible eruption with Volcanic Explosivity Index 3, considered as the most likely event
based on the analysis of the last 1000 years of activity. Tephra hazard assessment shows that for a VEI3
eruption, the area of Porto Levante and Piano (characterized by the highest concentration of residential buildings
and tourist facilities) have about 50% probability of reaching 300 kg/m2 of tephra accumulation, which was
derived as the threshold for roof collapse in Vulcano from engineering dimensioning calculations. In contrast,
Porto Gelso, on the most southern point of the island, shows a probability of about 20% for the same mass
loading. Simulations of tephra dispersal were also carried out to identify volume and sources of lahar generation
on the La Fossa cone. The Northern part of La Fossa cone as been identified as the most interesting to
investigate due to the high density of residential buildings and the presence of some critical elements (e.g., main
electrical power plant, port of Levante). Therefore, some likely triggering points along the cone have been
selected and the potential inundated areas by lahars have been simulated with the software LAHARZ.
Vulnerability of different areas and targets affected by tephra sedimentation and lahars has been analyzed
according to three core aspects: physical vulnerability, systemic vulnerability, and the capacity to prevent and/or
mitigate risk. As a result, three different sets of indicators have been set up. The first set refers to physical
vulnerability and is necessary to identify the main factors, which make urban tissues vulnerable to the different
stress factors due to tephra sedimentation and lahars. These factors refer on the one hand to the features of
individual buildings (e.g., roofs, building typology, construction techniques); on the other hand to the features of
urban fabrics (e.g, morphology, compactness). The second set refers to systemic vulnerability and is mainly
addressed to evaluate the capacity of critical equipments to keep functioning despite some level of physical
damage, taking into account the numerous interdependencies among them. The third set refers to mitigation
capacities and is used to evaluate if i) the different components of risk (hazard and vulnerability of exposed
elements and systems) are currently known and assessed, ii) mitigation measures have been defined and/or
implemented iii) the different actors (individuals, communities, institutions, economic stakeholder) are
adequately prepared or able to face a potential hazardous event. 
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Mass movements as contamination carriers in surface water systems
Gunnel Göransson (1) , David Bendz (2) , Magnus Larson (3) , and Maria Åkesson (4)
(1) Swedish Geotechnical Institiute, Land Use Planning And Climate Adaptation, Gothenburg, Sweden
(gunnel.goransson@swedgeo.se); (2) Swedish Geotechnical Institute, Geomaterials And Modelling, Malmö, Sweden; (3)
Lund University, Division Of Building & Environmental Technology, Department Of Water Resources Engineering, Lund,
Sweden; (4) Lund University, Division Of Geology, Department Of Earth And Ecosystem Sciences, Lund, Sweden;

Mass failure (landslides) of contaminated soil into surface waters is a not yet recognized hazard and represent an
overlooked exposure pathway that has not been addressed properly in existing risk assessment methodologies for
landslide risk analysis. A landslide of contaminated soil into surface water implies an instantaneous exposure of
water to the contaminated soil. A first effort to investigate the problem was made focusing on the south eastern
part of the Göta Älv river valley, in Sweden, by combining geographical information on potentially
contami-nated sites with slope stability levels on maps. The result is published in Göransson et al (2009) and
showed that of 31 potentially contaminated sites, eight had moderate to high probability for landslide, and of
these eight sites, five were classified as having a high or very high environmental risk. The risk for mass failure
as contaminant carrier were later on also identified for other rivers in Sweden (Åkesson, 2010). These findings
had not been revealed when data on landslide risk analysis and environmental risk assessment had been
considered separately. It implies that in river systems with slope failure sensitive areas the environmental
consequences from landslides can be much higher than expected. The release and transport mechanisms can be
described as instantaneous release followed by long-term release of sediment. The instantaneous and near-field
release of sediment represents the course of event when a landslide rapidly slides into a river, creating an
impulse-generated wave. The instantaneous rise of the surface level gener-ates two wave fronts travelling
upstream and downstream the river and a run-up on the opposite bank. The stir-ring of soil and sediment by the
slide and associated waves generates a large amount of suspended matter (SPM). This course of event is rapid
and intense and the contaminants are mobilized instantaneously with the suspended matter. In addition, old
contaminants stored in the river sediment may be released as well as contaminants from the bottom sediment and
the river bank, which may be eroded due to the changes in the hydrodynamic condi-tions. The long-term release
and associated impact over long distances takes place when the hydraulic regime returns to normal conditions
and the SPM settles in the far field. Long-term release of contaminants refers to erosion of the submarine
landslide run-out and the areas where sediment from the SPM pulse has settled. The information on
consequences from such event is very scares (read zero). A first attempt to assess the envi-ronmental impact
from landslide of contaminated soil is simulated using a 1D solution of the advection-dispersion equation based
on a defined conceptual model, recorded turbidity data from one historical slide, and contaminant data on the
run-out sediments from that slide (Göransson et al., In prep. 2011). For a short period, the concentration of
contaminants in the river water can excess guideline values for water quality. Eventually the concentration
decreases due to dilution. Nevertheless, the mass transport of contaminants from a slide will have impact on the
total load to an endpoint in a lake or river mouth.
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Overview of the 2010 Mount Meager landslide, British Columbia, Canada
Richard Guthrie (1) , Keith Delaney (2) , Pierre Friele (3) , Kate Allstadt (4) , Stephen Evans (2) , Nicholas
Roberts (5) , Matthias Jakob (6) , John Clague (5) , and David Roche (7)
(1) Hemmera Envirochem Inc., Vancouver, Canada; (2) University Of Waterloo, Earth And Environmental Sciences,
Waterloo, Canada; (3) Cordilleran Geoscience, Squamish, Canada; (4) University Of Washington, Earth And Space
Sciences, Washington, Usa; (5) Centre for Natural Hazards Resarch, Simon Fraser University, Earth Sciences, Burnaby,
Canada (nickr@sfu.ca); (6) Bgc Engineering Inc., Vancouver, Canada; (7) Kerr Wood Leidal Associates Ltd., Burnaby,
Canada;

The 2010 Mount Meager landslide is the most recent and most damaging of frequent landslides from the Mount
Meager Volcanic Complex, British Columbia (BC). We documented the event based on: multiple field visits
from August 6th until mid-autumn 2010; interpretation of pre-event air photos and post-event GeoEye imagery;
comparison of a digital elevation model derived from post-event GeoEye images and a pre-event, 25-m
resolution Province of BC digital elevation model; analysis of seismograph records from British Columbia and
Washington State; and two-dimensional numerical simulation using DAN/W. In the early morning of 6 August
2010, the secondary peak of Mount Meager failed catastrophically. Approximately 45 Mm3 of Pleistocene
rhyodacitic volcanic rock slid away from the steep flank of the volcano and impacted and liquefied an apron of
colluvium on the footslope below. Fragmentation and liquefaction were facilitated by and the high water content
both within the rock slope and the flanking colluvial apron. Within a short distance, the landslide transformed
into a highly mobile debris flow that traveled 7.8 km down the valley of Capricorn Creek at an average velocity
of 60 m/s, banking high on outer bends along its path. At the confluence of Capricorn and Meager creeks, the
leading edge of the flow impacted and ran 235 m up the south side of the Meager Valley. Some debris continued
3.7 km up the valley of Meager Creek. Much of the debris was deposited at the mouth of Capricorn Creek,
where it blocked Meager Creek for 19 hours; the remainder was carried down Meager Creek to the Lillooet
Valley, where it temporarily blocked Lillooet River. The total height (H) and length (L) of travel are 2078 m and
12.6 km, respectively, giving H/L = 0.165 and a fahrböschung of 9.4°. The impact of the landslide was
equivalent to an earthquake of local magnitude 2.6. The landslide significantly altered the planforms of Meager
Creek and Lillooet River. The 2010 event is the third major landslide in the Capricorn Creek watershed since
1998 and the fifth large mass flow in the Meager Creek watershed since 1930. The anticipated breach of the
Meager landslide dam prompted evacuation of the town of Pemberton on the night of 6 August. The dam,
however, breached slowly enough that flooding was averted. Fluvial reworking of the landslide deposit,
however, will lead to a pulse of bedload down Lillooet River, causing some channel aggradation that will
decrease dyke freeboard and increase the likelihood of flooding over the next several years. Many tens of
landslides have occurred in basins draining the Mount Meager Volcanic Complex over the past century; three of
these events, each larger than 1 Mm3, have occurred in the Capricorn Creek catchment since 1998. The 2010
event is comparable in size to the 1965 Hope Slide, which is considered to be the largest historic landslide in
British Columbia.
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The 2010 European Environment Agency report on natural hazards:
landslides and integrated risk management
Andre Jol (1) , Claudio Margottini (2) , and André Wehrli (1)
(1) European Environment Agency, Copenhagen, Denmark; (2) ISPRA, Dpt. Geological Survey Of Italy, Rome, Italy
(claudio.margottini@isprambiente.it);

Europe is experiencing an increasing number and impact of disasters due to natural hazards and technological
accidents caused by a combination of changes in its physical, technological and human/ social systems. This is
evident form the recent EEA technical report on "Mapping the impacts of natural hazards and technological
accidents in Europe", which assesses the frequency of disasters and their impacts on humans, the economy and
ecosystems and calls for better integrated risk management (IRM) across Europe. The EEA report addresses
different types of hazards, including landslides, which are defined as gravitational movement of a mass of rock,
earth or debris down a slope. Landslides represent a major threat to human life, property, buildings,
infrastructure and natural environments in most mountainous and hilly regions of the world. For the period under
review, various databases in Europe have records of almost 70 major landslides that claimed a total of 312 lives
and damaged or destroyed an extensive amount of infrastructure, including roads and houses. The largest events
in terms of fatalities and destruction caused were the debris flows in Sarno (Italy, 1998) — sweeping away
hundreds of buildings and claiming 160 lives —, and the mudslides in Messina (Italy, 2009), killing 31 people.
At present, data on economic losses, impacts on ecosystems and other aspects related to landslides are sparse,
which in turn impedes obtaining a comprehensive overview on the occurrence and overall impact of landslides
in Europe. Such an overview could be desirable, because it could help further improve landslide safety standards
at the European level by providing essential background information for IRM. There seems to be no obvious
pattern in terms of impact produced by landslides, and the effects of climate change on frequency and intensity
of landslides are not clear either. It is, however, evident that the potential damage caused by landslides is often
aggravated as a result of land use management that involves uncontrolled urbanization. There has been a shift
from a defensive mitigation approach to IRM, which is thought to have reduced the impact of landslides
successfully. As landslides are generally local phenomena, it is particularly important to gather knowledge on
the hazard and the related risks at a local level, fully involving local stakeholders in the process. The focus
should be on preventive measures, including land-use planning and technical or biological countermeasures (e.g.
protection forests or green engineering). 
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Landslides in a multi-hazard context
Melanie Kappes (1) , and Glade Thomas (1)
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Natural hazards in general and specifically landslides are natural processes and therefore important components
of natural geosystems. However, with their potential to threaten humans and built structures they convert to
hazards. As system components, they are not independent but influence other components and interact. For the
overall analysis of multiple landslide types (e.g. rock fall, debris flows and shallow landslides) the consideration
of interactions is important to avoid miss-estimations of the actual hazard level. Furthermore, also the influence
of other processes has to be considered. For example, floods might undercut slopes which might lead to
subsequent failure, This has to be taken into account within a comprehensive landslide hazard analysis. For the
practical consideration of hazard interactions a concept was developed which differentiates the interactions into
(a) alteration of the disposition and (b) direct triggering. Examples for (a) would be the accumulation of material
due to rock fall which is subsequently available for debris flows or adds further weight on a generally unstable
slope. Non-landslide hazards as avalanches may change the general disposition of different landslide types as
well, e.g. the run out of rock fall after an avalanche winter having destroyed the protective forest is longer since
the rocks are not buffered by the forest anymore. Another example is the magnitude and frequency of debris
flows following forest fires which removed the surface coverage and sealed the soil. The effect of (b) direct
triggering refers e.g. to the undercutting of a slope by a flood inducing its failure which might in the following
even lead to a river damming, a dam break and the occurrence of a major debris flow. Thus the analysis of
interactions of type (a) is important since the occurrence of an influencing event can be used as indicator for the
necessity to reassess the current hazard level of the dependent process which has probably changed. The analysis
of the type (b) relations is important since interlinked hazards might lead to events of a much higher magnitude
than expected and just the sum of both single-hazards, respectively. To analyze these interactions matrices are
proposed opposing all processes towards each other and indicate in the interjacent cells the possible effects. The
next step is closely linked to the scale at which hazard analyses are carried out and the models used for this
procedure: for each identified interaction the inclusion or exclusion into the analysis has to be determined and
for those to be included the way how to do this has to be defined. In the presentation a detailed overview over
the interaction concept as well as its application in a regional-scale analysis is given.
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Preliminary understanding of a sudden Attaabad-landslide hazard and its
corresponding Hunza River Watershed, district Hunza-Nagar, Northern
Areas of Pakistan
Khalida Khan (1) , C. M. Ashraf (2) , and Kamran Asif (3)
(1) Affiliation, University Of The Punjab, Centre For Integrated Mountain Research (cimr),, Lahore, Pakistan
(cimrpu@yahoo.com); (2) University Of The Punjab, Centre For Integrated Mountain Research (cimr),, Lahore, Pakistan; (3)
Forest Division, Gilgit-baltistan, Northern, Pakistan;

A notorious landslide hit on 4th January, 2010 at Attaabd, a small rural area (42-hactors) of east-central Hunza
River watershed. It is located about 20 km upstream of Karimabad on the right bank of Hunza River. The
geomorphic status of the wiped village was identified as a mud mount (landform) close to the Hindu Kush
Range with a slope of 60 degree to 70 degree to the ground level. Landslide completely blocked the Hunza River
by a barrier having maximum height of 150m and minimum likely to be 70 to 80m and formed a lake. The
resultant deposited debris length is extends to 3000m in EW and its width is 1500m in NS. Its average height
ranges between 75m to 80m. This paper analyzes the preliminary underlying vicinity (PUV) of a watershed at
the inception of rainfall encompassing surface of the stream and the area of surface saturation, based on the
groundwater table interconnecting the land surface above the altitude of a river/stream. Subsurface flow
discharges upward within this area, so the PUV shows zero infiltration capability and promising storage for
rainfall because of the upward discharge of subsurface flow within the watershed. The PUV has been identified
the preliminary runoff-generating area lying in the inconsistent-base-vicinity for storm runoff generation. The
PUV has shown a role of pre-storm base-flow strengthened by consistent earthquake activity in the Hindu Kush
Region from just January 1- 4th, 2010 within the magnitude of 2.7 to 4.3 respectively. By using rainfall- runoff
data from small rainstorms and seismic data, a prediction equation has been developed. The findings could be
straight away incorporated into a constant stream-flow model in which a base-flow rate is component of an
episode-based hydrograph model. A strategy is being proposed to take proper measures to avoid such disastrous
activities in the future.
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Landslide risk assessment and management for attempting to resilience
along the coastal slopes of Normandy, France
Lissak Borges Candide (1) , Maquaire Olivier (1) , Malet Jean Philippe (2) , and Puissant Anne (3)
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The coastal slopes of the Pays d'Auge plateau (Calvados, Normandy, France) are regularly affected by landslides
triggered by rainfall. The study area between Trouville and Honfleur is subjected to slow continuous
displacements (5-10 cm.y-1) since several centuries. This low velocity pattern is perturbated by episodes of
acceleration with metric displacements and the development of large cracks and scarps. Four major events have
occurred (1982, 1988, 1995 and 2001) in the last thirty years. These landslides are located along a very touristic
coastal area where an increasing land pressure is observed. The landslides have induced direct damages to
infrastructures (roads, buildings) and indirect damages to the economical activity. Impacts of landslide hazard
can be evaluated for several assets. The main example is the Departmental road connecting major municipalities
which is damaged by the landslides at several places (progressive subsidence, crack development and sometimes
brutal failures). As indirect consequences, these damages require annual repairs of several thousands Euros and
the closure of shops associated to the destruction of touristic accommodations. Since the event of 1982, about
thirty houses have been destroyed and the economic activities of the municipalities were directly affected. The
objective of this work is to present the risk assessment carried along the coast through the classification of the
elements at risk and the evaluation of the stakeholder’s responses to the damage since 30 years. First, the
methodology consists (1) in identifying the actual elements at risk (location, type, function, damages), (2) in
analysing the direct and indirect consequences observed in the past (period 1982-2001) in terms of building
destruction, road deformation, cost depreciation of assets and economic losses and in (3) proposing an
assessment of the future potential consequences by using a semi-quantitative model. To carry out the assessment,
each element at risk has been categorized according to direct and indirect damages (human, structural,
functional) and the possible degree of loss have been estimated by computing a value index for each element. No
specific measures have been yet adopted to control the hazard but strategies for management and planning
policies have been defined by stakeholders (implementation of hazard zoning and expert risk maps, construction
of mitigation works, conversion of land use) since the event of 1982 to reduce the hazard impact. Finally, after
the actual elements at risk assessment the public policies are described and their efficiency evaluated to define
the present global risk. 
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Creating risk profiles in a multihazard environment on the North
Bulgarian Black Sea coast (earthquakes, landslides and tsunamis)
Boyko Ranguelov (1)
(1) Prof., Mining And Geology University, Geophysics, Sofia, Bulgaria (branguelov@gmail.com);

Three potential but documentary existing hazards are selected – earthquakes, tsunamis and landslides. Different
elements of the risk are considered. They include indicators about the hazards, exposure, vulnerability and
coping capacity. These indicators are quantified by indexes. All indexes are defined by different approaches –
statistics, empirical observations, economic parameters, expert judgment. Specific attention is paid to the
sensitivity analysis and the influence of the different parameters to the output results. Multirisk maps are created
considering “high” seasonal variations, due to the tourist influence to the population-the area considered is the
highest recreation coast line in Bulgaria. The quantitative risk profiles about the three selected areas are
calculated. The multirisk assessment for the north Bulgarian Black Sea coast is performed. Four main factors are
considered in use for the multirisk assessment: • natural hazards • exposure • vulnerability • coping capacity. The
general algorithm of the methodology used for the multirisk assessment is a set of consecutive operations: 1. The
general and priority hazards are assessed of the selected region. Usually 2-3-4 hazards are of most importance
(there are no any limitations on their number, but for the better visualization we used the prioritized 3). 2. The
assessment of the main indicators is an important task. Usually this is done on the basis of available data and
information. 3. Assessment of the weighting coefficients for the different factors of the complex risk. Formally
they are equal to 0.25. This is an important operation because this is one of the most influencing values to the
results of the 4 factors. 4. Assessment of the Scaled indicators values. Usually there are three levels – low (1),
medium (2) and high (3). 5. Fulfillment of the risk tables – one of the most important operations – needs expert
judgment and careful assessment of the indexes 6. Calculations of the factor scores – by multiplications of the
weighting coefficients and the Scaled indicator values 7. Calculations of the “risk” values by the formula:
R=0,25.H + 0,25.E + 0,25.V - 0,25.C where, H are the values about the hazards indicators E – values about the
exposure of the different elements to the natural hazards V – vulnerability values C – coping capacity values. 8.
Sensitivity assessment of the methodology to the different factors influence. 9. Multirisk mapping. 10. Risk
profile construction Applying the described methodology, several mulirisk maps have been created covering the
coastal zone of the North East Bulgarian Black Sea coast. The region has been separated to three sub regions 1, 2
and 3. The reasons to divide the area are the different hazard conditions for each sub region. Multirisk (or
complex risk) is mapped, taking into consideration that for some time all studied hazards can act simultaneously.
The latter means that strong earthquake can trigger tsunami and landslides (land and/or submarine) and they can
interact in between. This creates hard difficulties to any rescue operations for a selected time interval. The risk
profiles for each zone (region 1, region 2 and region 3) as well as for the high (active, summer) tourist season
time and the rest time of the year have been calculated. The application to the North Bulgarian Black Sea coast
shows that the obtained results are reliable and stable for the multirisk assessment and mapping. The “risk
profiles” can help the risk management institutions to take fast and reliable solutions to decrease the risk factors.
The complications due to the simultaneously hazard action are due to the strong hazardous events and possible
triggering each other for a certain time. 
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A performance-based approach to landslide risk analysis and management
Roberto W. Romeo (1) , Milena Mari (1) , and Giulio Pappafico (1)
(1) University Of Urbino, Earth Sciences Dept., Urbino, Italy (rwromeo@yahoo.it);

A performance-based approach for the assessment of landslide risk and management is shown and discussed.
The risk is a possible loss due to the occurrence of a potentially damaging event. Analytically, the risk is the
probabilistic convolution of hazard and fragility: the former is the frequency of occurrence of the event (of a
given intensity I) and in a performance-based approach it represents the demand of resistance; the latter is the
probability of a threshold damage to be exceeded given the capacity of the system to withstand the event (the
so-called vulnerability). Formally, the risk is written in a specific form as: Risk=p(D>d|I). The inequality sets a
damage (or equivalently a loss) threshold beyond which the system’s performance is no longer met. Therefore, a
consistent approach to risk assessment should: 1) adopt a probabilistic model which takes into account all the
uncertainties of the involved variables (the capacity and demand); 2) follow a performance approach based on
given loss or damage thresholds. We propose a semi-empirical method whose theoretical component is given by
the probabilistic capacity-demand model, whereas the empirical component is given by the observed statistical
behavior of actual structures damaged by landslides. In this method only two landslide properties are required to
be known with sufficient detail and are therefore treated as deterministic: the landslide area-extent and the
landslide type. All other properties required to determine the landslide intensity, such as depth, velocity and
frequency, are statistically inferred from actual landslides and probabilistically managed to derive probability
density functions of the demand of resistance. In turn, the capacity of resistance (in terms of cumulative
distribution functions) is derived via damage surveys and cards compilation for each investigated asset group
(building and factory structures, transportation ways, lifelines) and for each limit state performance . These
distribution functions are numerically convolved to compute the specific risk of three kinds of limit states to be
reached or exceeded: an aesthetic limit state (of nominal concern alone), a functional one (interruption of
service) and a structural one (economic and social losses). Then, all the exposed assets within the areal extent of
each landslide are counted and then normalized to the number of exposed assets of the whole landslides of the
same type (e.g., for all slumps, falls, slides, and so on); this ratio is a relative measure of the level of exposure of
each landslide. Since the risk is finally computed multiplying the specific risk by the ratio of the relative
exposure of the exposed assets, it yet represents a total risk but avoiding the need to fix some parametric repair
costs whose quantification is quite aleatory depending on several uncontrollable factors of engineering, social
and economic nature (a list far away to be comprehensive includes local building market, age of construction,
historical meaning, and so on). Since the method is basically based on numerical analyses, it is free of any
subjective assessment typical of the expert-judgment approaches largely applied in the regional studies of
landslide risk, thus providing a valuable tool for any land use planning.
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Improve information provision for disaster management: MONITOR II,
EU project
Francesco Ronchetti (1) , Alessandro Corsini (1) , Katrin Plunger (2) , Martina Stefani (3) , Ingo Schnetzer (4) ,
Tanja Preseren (5) , Joze Papez (6) , and Stefan Kollarits (7)
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Management of natural hazards constitutes a common challenge in all country of the world. Until now, neither
hazard mapping nor contingency planning have been transnationally coordinated and defined in a sufficient
manner. These gaps will be tackled in MONITOR II-European Project (founded by the EU-South East
Transnational Cooperation Program) with the development of a common transnational methodology about risk
assessment and risk management. In the projects are involved scientific experts, authorities, public services and
end-users of the follows countries: Austria, Slovenia, Serbia, Italy, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece. Within the broad
range of hazards, MONITOR II specifically deals with floods and landslides, as prominent examples of natural
hazards. But the concepts and solutions of MONITOR II are being developed in a more general way, which
allows for application and adaptation to other types of hazards as well. For this end, MONITOR II aims to
support disaster management by improving availability, reliability and communicability of hazard maps and
contingency plans. The main objective is to improve information provision for disaster management. This
strengthens communication between hazard experts, decision makers and civil Protection services with improved
flow of information. By means of this improved situation, the following goals are supported: legal and
organisational aspects to minimize identified disparities in the SEES region regarding the degree of coverage
with hazard plans and contingency plans according to assessed priorities. The main activities for achieving the
objectives of MONITOR II comprise: A comparative analysis of existing information sources and usability of
hazard maps and contingency plans; Evaluation and cataloguing the problems related to the usage and
integration of monitoring data; The definition of guidelines for harmonizing and generating hazard maps and
contingency plans; The evolution of a common Continuous Situation Awareness system with modules for hazard
scenario management, contingency management, situation assessment.Some major problems have been
identified as obstacles to these aims, and they are common to all partner territories. Lack of available hazard
maps and contingency plans: the effort of preparing hazard maps and contingency plans is high because no
commonly accepted methodology in plan development is available; the need of standardised terminology and a
common best-practice knowledge base. Lack of usability of hazard maps and contingency plans, most of existing
contingency plans are well suited for providing experts and task forces with a clear course of actions in case of a
disaster, but when it comes to usability and effectiveness, great potential for improvements can be found. Lack
of communication support between stakeholders, experts, decision makers and the public have differing problem
views and specific requirements on the presentation of information. Lack of transnational approach natural
hazards do not end at national borders, transnational standards in hazard mapping and contingency planning are
fragmentary. The outputs and results of Monitor II project are summarized as follows. State of the art about
hazard mapping and contingency planning: a comprehensive overview of current practices and legal
requirements; a detailed description of hazard scenario as the missing link between hazard mapping and
contingency planning; a clear definition of the most relevant terms in risk assessment and management. Hazard
mapping and contingency planning are improved and more tightly linked to each other using a new guidelines
for information collection work-flows and hazard scenarios. Definition of a Continuous Situation Awareness
system, which is composed from a series of modules/software, allowed integration, presentation, use of the
disaster management information supporting the informations needs of stakeholders in different phases of the
risk management cycle.
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Impact waves from rock/ice avalanches: Addressing current and future
risks of new lakes in de-glaciating Alpine areas
Yvonne Schaub (1) , Wilfried Haeberli (1) , Christian Huggel (1) , Matthias Künzler (1) , and Michael Bründl
(2)
(1) 1, University Of Zurich, Departement Of Geography, Zurich, Switzerland (yvonne.schaub@geo.uzh.ch); (2) 2, Wsl
Institute For Snow And Avalanche Research Slf, Research Unit Warning And Prevention, Davos, Switzerland;

Due to glacier shrinking numerous overdeepenings will appear on the exposed glacier beds in the near future,
which are considered potential sites of lake formation. In many cases these newly forming high-mountain lakes
will be situated in an over-steepened and destabilized topography and therefore are prone to rock/ice avalanches.
There is a risk that they might burst out and as a consequence of resulting impact waves endanger infrastructure,
residential areas and people further down valley. We are elaborating a comprehensive approach on risk analysis
with respect to impact waves from rock/ice avalanches into existing and newly forming lakes in de-glaciating
Alpine regions and the therewith triggered floods. The aim is to provide a practice-oriented, straightforward and
easy–manageable framework for decision-makers in order to facilitate the assessment process of the risks
evolving from high-mountain lakes. Future-oriented hazard assessments have to be integrative in the sense that
they must deal with all possible processes, interactions and process chains in relation to possible future (rather
than present or even past) conditions, due to the increasingly fast and complex changes in cold high mountain
environments. The main focus of the study is thereby put on (1) risk analysis including definition of critical
factor combinations triggering rock avalanches into lakes; probabilities of different elements in the process chain
leading to impact waves and floods; physical parameters of mass movements; exposition and vulnerability of
objects, (2) risk evaluation/perception and (3) planning of prevention and flood risk reduction measures. The
study is carried out with the help of case studies in the Swiss Alps, taking into account integral lake
management. First results indicating possible location and appearance time of future Alpine lakes in
Switzerland, their vulnerability to rock avalanches and the resulting consequences will be presented. The
framework is developed as part of the Swiss National Research Program 61 on sustainable water management in
close collaboration with stakeholders on the level of communities, cantons and federal agencies as well as from
the private sector (mainly hydropower sector) and international institutions. Priority is thereby given to an
integral, holistic point of view instead of profound investigation on detailed questions. The full integration of
future conditions (e.g. glacier vanishing, landscape evolution and lake formation as a consequence of climate
change) provides long-lasting results that can also be highly relevant in other fields of application or geographic
regions.
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Risk Concept Switzerland Hazard Analysis, Risk Evaluation and
Protection Measures
Tobler Daniel (1) , Riner Rachel (1) , and Krummenacher Bernhard (2)
(1) Geotest, 3052, Zollikofen, Switzerland (daniel.tobler@geotest.ch); (2) Geotest, 7270, Davos Platz, Switzerland;

The results of the hazard mapping system in Switzerland are visualized by the three colors (red, blue and
yellow), which indicate the degree of danger. The word “danger” (inappropriately used in the Swiss
recommendations for hazards, due to the lack of an equivalent German term) or hazard thereby denotes the
degree of exposure of persons, buildings and/or infrastructure to a potential hazard of a specified level. This
three-color system is used for all types of hazards, i.e. debris flows, landslides (deepseated, shallow), rock fall,
and snow avalanches. The classes of the return periods (or probability of occurrence) are the same for all
hazards. The level of danger for all types of hazards is determined in a similar way: it is a combination of the
magnitude (intensity) of the process in a particular location and its probability of occurrence (return period) in
that location. The narrative description of the three colors considers the degree by which people, and assets of
considerable material value are endangered. The hazard map is the product of the hazard analysis. For a
particular location, all types of hazards are assessed (e.g. flood, debris flow, snow avalanche etc.). The levels of
danger are determined separately for each type of hazard. In case of several types of hazard threatening the same
location – for example flooding and debris flow – this condition is shown in suitable form on the hazard map.
The highest level of danger is decisive in each case. The hazard map is a primary management tool for landuse
planning and regulation for settlements. For all other infrastructures (roads, lifelines) the risk map is the
appropriate instrument. The risk map is the basis for the chronological and financial prioritisation of protection
measures. It is the most appropriate tool for decision making about structural and nonstructural measures. Based
on the calculated risks, the cost effectiveness of protection measures can be evaluated. Switzerland developed
the tool EconoMe, to calculate the natural risks and cost-effectiveness of different protection measures.
GEOTEST AG was the leading company in the development process. With its long lasting experience in the
field of natural hazards, GEOTEST could add value to the new tool. Today it is essential to invest the money
with the most possible cost efficiency. Risk based decisions are required. The presentation guides through the
Swiss risk concept and its application. It focuses on the hazard analysis and the planning and evaluation of
protection measures. Therefore the basics of the calculation tool EconoMe will be explained on two case studies
in Switzerland and South America. 
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Geomorphologic evidences of quaternary flank instabilities in the eastern
sector of the Tejeda Volcano (Canary Islands, Spain)
Jorge Yepes (1) , Martín Rodríguez Peces (2) , Nieves Sánchez (3) , Inés Galindo (3) , and Rodrigo Del Potro (4)
(1) Professor, Universidad De Las Palmas De Gran Canaria, Department Of Civil Engineering, Las Palmas De Gran Canaria,
Spain (jyepes@dic.ulpgc.es); (2) Professor, University Complutense Of Madrid, Department Of Geodynamics, Madrid,
Spain; (3) Researcher, Geological Survey Of Spain, Unit Of Canary Islands, Las Palmas De Gran Canaria, Spain; (4)
Researcher, University Of Bristol, School Of Earth Sciences, Bristol, Uk;

Gran Canaria is a volcanic island with more than 14.5Ma developed during four main stages. There are
evidences of a number of superposed volcanic edifices, developed in the initial two stages: a shield volcano and
caldera collapse (Cycle I) and a stratovolcano (Roque Nublo Cycle). The activity of the last two stages is related
to fissure eruptions (Post-Roque Nublo Cycle) and small monogenetic edifices (Recent Cycle) and basaltic lavas,
which partially cover the previous relief. This work provides geological observations that support the existence
of flank instabilities in the eastern sector of Gran Canaria Island, in a triangular area of about 160km2 defined
between the towns of Jinámar, Arinaga and Cazadores. The observations are focused in the analysis of the
drainage system, scarps, erosion surfaces, residual reliefs, field of volcanoes and lithological relationship
between the surface geology and 60 lithological columns derived from wells and hydrogeological boreholes. The
drainage system is hierarchical in the area. The centrifugal character observed in the adjacent erosion surface
(S0) has disappeared. The channels have lost their original parallelism and have converged into the main ravine
(Telde) by both margins, defining very pronounced curved paths. The secondary streams have developed deep
and narrow incisions in the substratum, while the main stream has excavated a wide valley that is partially filled
by recent landslide deposits and intracanyon lavas of the Post-Roque Nublo Cycle. The erosion surfaces are
presented in a number of steps, fitting into the previous surfaces. The remains of the main surface of the island at
the end of Cycle I (S0) are difficult to notice. The remnants of the surface which defines the top of the Roque
Nublo Cycle (S2) mark the narrow watersheds of the secondary channels. Only the structural surface that defines
the lava flows of the Post-Roque Nublo Cycle (S4) has a significant development. The lithological cross sections
show the existence of a wide flat-bottomed paleovalley that extends with an E-W trend. At present, this relief
(S3) has been buried by lava flows of the Post-Roque Nublo Cycle, exceeding the 300m thick at several points.
This channel is clearly visible in the transverse cross sections between the towns of Telde and Ingenio. Below
this paleorelief there is a sharp change of thickness between the formations of the Cycle I and Roque Nublo
Cycle. This topographical discontinuity (S1) suggests the existence of a wider channel, which is older than the
one described above but located in the same place. All the observations suggest the existence of prolonged
erosion in the study area, which have underwent a number of pulses and that would have resulted in the recent
relief with few inherited elements. Four specific remarks provide that much of the erosion could be attributed to
a sequence of fractures. By means of these weak zones, the drainage system would have embedded and at least
two great translational rock slides would have been triggered during the Quaternary. The observations are the
followings: 1) the superposition of two paleorelief elongated in the same trend; 2) the efficient erosional
discharge that has undergone the head of the Telde Ravine, which just has been attenuated by the Tenteniguada
debris-avalanche deposits and the intracanyon lava flows that cover it superficially; 3) the arched trace that
defines the secondary drainage system; and 4) the existence of a small field of volcanoes along the hillside
comprising about ten cinder cones. The inferred instabilities have affected the eastern flank of the Tejeda
Volcano, since the edge of the caldera is only recognized in some of the longitudinal cross sections. These slope
instabilities would be an expression of a decoupling of the Gran Canaria Island in two parts due to a central
NW-SE fault zone, which would have worked with a NE-SW extensional component. 
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Geomorphologic evidences of quaternary flank instabilities in the
northwestern part of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain)
Jorge Yepes (1) , Nieves Sánchez (2) , Martín Rodríguez Peces (3) , Inés Galindo (2) , and Rodrigo Del Potro (4)
(1) Professor, Universidad De Las Palmas De Gran Canaria, Department Of Civil Engineering, Las Palmas De Gran Canaria,
Spain (jyepes@dic.ulpgc.es); (2) Researcher, Geological Survey Of Spain, Unit Of Canary Islands, Las Palmas De Gran
Canaria, Spain; (3) Professor, University Complutense Of Madrid, Department Of Geodynamics, Madrid, Spain; (4)
Researcher, University Of Bristol, School Of Earth Sciences, Bristol, Uk;

Gran Canaria is a volcanic island with more than 14.5Ma developed during four main stages. There are
evidences of a number of superposed volcanic edifices, developed in the initial two stages: a shield volcano and
caldera collapse (Cycle I) and a stratovolcano (Roque Nublo Cycle). The activity of the last two stages is related
to fissure eruptions (Post-Roque Nublo Cycle) and small monogenetic edifices (Recent Cycle) and basaltic lavas,
which partially cover the previous relief. This work provides geological observations that support the existence
of flank instabilities in the northwest sector of the Gran Canaria, in a triangular area of 45km2 between the
towns of Agaete, Gáldar and Fagajesto. The observations are focused in the analysis of the drainage system,
scarps, erosion surfaces, residual reliefs and lithological relationship between the surface geology and 50
lithological columns derived from wells and hydrogeological boreholes that reach depths between 15 and 350m.
The drainage system is centrifugal and it is modified by sharp kinks with a NW-SE trend. The steepest streams
are located on the lateral edges of the study area (Agaete and Guía). The head area is disconnected from the
summit of the island by cinder cones of the Recent Cycle (Pinos de Gáldar, Juncalillo, Montañón Negro),
suggesting the existence of a lithostatic unloading related to the traction that occurs in a landslide scarp. In the
coastal zone, most of the ravines are interrupted or deviated by a wide flat-bottomed valley with a NW-SE trend
and a cinder cone (Gáldar). The relief inflections allow distinguishing remnants of a former structural surface,
defined by the lava flows of the Phonolitic Formation (Cycle I). These plateau reliefs are related to a surface of
summits where the lava flows of the subsequent volcanic cycles (Roque Nublo and Post-Roque Nublo cycles)
have been embedded. The wide NE-SW valley is flanked by steep scarps, where old materials of the Cycle I
outcrop. These materials are difficult to correlate topographically with the surface of summits (S0) and, in
addition, the southern scarp is covered by recent rock slides. These observations suggest that this valley could be
the geomorphologic evidence of a secondary scarp that could have affected at the foot of a prior sliding mass,
resulting in a large rocky block disconnected of the main trend of the topography (Montaña Almagro). This
hypothesis would be in agreement with the debris-avalanche deposits identified by other authors at the foot of
the island shelf, between Agaete and Gáldar. Lithological cross-sections show sharp changes in the thickness of
the formations of the Roque Nublo and Post-Roque Nublo cycles. The contact between the two formations
suggests the existence of a paleorelief compartmentalised in wide flat-bottomed valleys, separated by residual
reliefs. This paleorelief defines an erosion surface (S3) embedded between the remains of two previous
structural surfaces: the top of the Roque Nublo Cycle (S2) and the surface of summits (S0). The age of the
paleorelief is pointed by a recent structural surface (S4) defined by the lava flows of the Post-Roque Nublo
Cycle of Pleistocene age. Below the paleorelief described above (S3), there is a thinning of the prior substratum
defined by the most recent materials of the Cycle I (Trachytic-Rhyolitic and Phonolitic formations). This
discontinuity (S1) suggests the existence of previous translational rock-slide of Miocene to Pliocene age. The
flank instability found in the northwest sector of the Gran Canaria Island suggests a NE-SW extensional regime,
which could be related to a central NW-SE fault zone that divides the island in two sectors. 
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Session L29
Rapid landslide runout analysis

Conveners: C. Scavia, M. Pirulli

The Session moves from the observation that runout analysis, the prediction of landslide motion 
and its effect, is an essential component of landslide risk assessment.
Runout analysis can be both qualitative and quantitative. The simplest qualitative method is to 
estimate the potential direction of motion on a topographic map by following the direction of 
steepest descent from the source area and subjectively accounting for spreading, superelevation 
and possible avulsion in channel bends. The distal limit of motion and the distribution of intensity within 
the impact area can then be estimated based on experience and judgment. Quantitative runout 
analysis methods are less subjective and can be broadly classified as either empirical or analytical. In 
regard to the analytical class, discontinuum and continuum methods have advanced incrementally 
over the past three decades to the point where, when used in combination with careful engineering 
and geological judgement, first order runout prediction appears to be possible. However, there is still 
considerable room for improvement. 

Laboratory experiments can similarly give an interesting contribution in investigating landslide 
dynamics from a physical point of view. The possibility of recognizing dominant mechanisms and 
rheological behaviors for a given type of movement allows both landslide better understanding and 
evidencing of aspects not to be neglected in modelling. Agreement between a model results and 
a series of laboratory experiments is therefore important in the validation process of a numerical 
model.

Authors are invited to submit papers based on all the above aspects. Detailed description of past 
and/or potential landslide events with a critical analysis of runout from a qualitative and/or quantitative 
point of view are considered of particular interest. Proposal of new methodologies validated respect 
to laboratory tests and/or real cases as well as new small and large scale experiment description and 
outcome are also welcome.
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Model Experiments to Investigate the Mechanism of Rock Avalanches
Induced by Earthquake
Aly Ahmed (1) , Keizo Ugai (2) , Fei Cai (3) , Qingqing Yang (4) , and Masao Yamada (5)
(1) Associate Professor, Beni-suef University / Gunma University, Civil Enginnering Dept., Kiryu, Egypt / Japan
(aly_76@hotmail.com); (2) Professor, Gunma University, Civil Enginnering Dept., Kiryu, Japan; (3) Assistant Professor,
Gunma University, Civil Enginnering Dept., Kiryu, Japan; (4) Ph D candidate, Gunma University, Civil Enginnering Dept.,
Kiryu, Japan; (5) Dr, Japan Conservation Engineering & Co.,ltd, Civil Enginnering Dept., Tokyo, Japan;

A series of flume experiments for basic research has been performed to make clear the mechanism of
earthquake-induced rock avalanches, which were triggered by Wenchuan Earthquake in Sichuan province,
China, on May 2008. Based on the experimental results, it is found that the deposits can be divided into two
parts and its reason is suggested in this paper. The prediction method for the longest travelling distance and its
distribution is proposed and a new relationship between moving velocity and travelling distance is derived.
However, the causes of so long travelling distance as the case in Xiejiadian has not been found yet, and further
work needs to be carried out in the future to confirm this observation.
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Analysis of Debris Flow impact on barriers. Experimental tests and
numerical back analyses
Luigi Canelli (1) , and Marina Pirulli (2)
(1) Università Degli Studi Di Parma, Dicatea, Parma, Italy (luigi.canelli@nemo.unipr.it); (2) Politecnico Di Torino, Distr,
Torino, Italy;

Debris Flows cause every year remarkable damages and casualties. European Authorities are working on
mitigation of risk induced by these phenomena increasing territory knowledge together with new zoning
regulations and building of new protection structures. Recently, in order to prevent and control debris and mud
flow events, flexible barriers (such as net barriers) have been used. Noteworthy are the similarities between these
barriers and the protections used for rock fall events. Whilst in Europe design and verification criteria for rock
fall are universally recognized and applied, such criteria have not been implemented for debris flows. The need
of new methods of certification of these latter barriers together with a good knowledge of the impact dynamics
and the energy related to itself derives from one fundamental consideration: unlike the impact of a falling rock
on a net that can be considered impulsive and punctual (time domain of few milliseconds), the interaction of a
debris flow with a flexible barrier is complex and few studies were conducted to understand the dynamics of the
impact. Such studies are needed to develop solid and useful design guidelines together with new verification
criteria. In order to clarify this aspect, different research paths have been followed in the present work.
Laboratory tests were conducted in a small scale channel releasing water saturated sand in a 40 cm wide channel
and 4 m long. At the bottom of the channel has been installed a barrier to measure the impact force of the
generated flow using 4 load cells located at the corners of the barriers and acquiring at a rate of 1 kHz. 4
ultrasonic level transducers have also been installed to measure flow depth along the channel and to estimate its
mean velocity. The impact was monitored by two 35 frame per second cameras that allowed to measure the front
velocity and to better understand the impact dynamics. Different types of barriers (in terms of rigidity and shape)
have been used to estimate the impact energy of the flow and the amount of energy dissipated by flexible barrier
deformation and to investigate the consequences of a fast drainage. In fact, test results have shown that the water
drainage induced by net barriers together with the absorption of energy due to the barrier high deformation rates
reduce significantly the impact force and decelerate the flow. Test results have then been used to validate the
continuum mechanics numerical code RASH3D, which is based on the classical finite volume approach to solve
hyperbolic systems using the concept of cell centred conservative quantities, developed by Audusse et al. (2000)
and Bristeau and Coussin (2001) to compute Saint-Venant equations in hydraulic problems. An extension of the
code to simulate dry granular flows using a kinetic scheme was introduced by Mangeney et al. (2003) at first and
then improved by Pirulli (2005). Within this numerical code, the material is assumed to be incompressible and
the depth-averaged Saint Venant mass and momentum balance equations are solved in an Eulerian framework
discretized on a triangular finite element mesh using a kinetic scheme based on the above mentioned finite
volume approach. Once validated, the code has allowed a detailed estimation of both the flow behavior along the
path and the deposit shape contained by the barrier. A new Energy based dimensioning criteria is also presented
together with a new definition of efficiency. Tests and back analyses have shown that a barrier reaches
maximum performance in terms of risk mitigation if the height and the shape of the structure is designed to: 1.
contain entirely the reflected wave generated after the impact of the flow, 2. contain the volume of material
related to the specific event, 3. resist to impact forces. In this paper is finally proposed a method to design the
barriers taking into consideration these three main aspects. 
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Post-triggering influence of intense precipitation on highly mobile
landslides
Jose Cepeda (1) , Manuel Diaz (2) , and Dolors Ferres (2)
(1) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI), Natural Hazards Division, Oslo, Norway (Jose.Cepeda@ngi.no); (2) Dirección
General Del Observatorio Ambiental, Gerencia De Geología, San Salvador, El Salvador;

Entrainment of runoff water in landslides during episodes of intense precipitation is normally not considered in
numerical simulations, even though in some cases the reduction in sediment concentration may produce
significant changes in the rheology of the flowing mass along the path. The procedure presented attempts to
incorporate this effect of water entrainment. Initially, the failing mass is modelled as a frictional material using
the program DAN3D. A hydrograph is calculated through a cross section at the toe of the release area. This
hydrograph and a rainfall- intensity time history are fed into a FLO-2D simulation that incorporates a quadratic
rheology characterised by a yield stress, a viscosity and a Manning's n-value. The yield stress and the viscosity
are obtained by testing samples of the landslide deposits in a ball rheometer. The samples are reconstituted to a
range of water contents in order to account for the dilution due to water entrainment. The complete procedure is
illustrated with a series of lahars on the Santa Ana volcano in October 2005 triggered by Hurricane Stan after an
ash eruption.
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Effects of grain-size composition examined in laboratory and numerical
tests on artificial mud-flows
Simonetta Cola (1) , Nancy Calabrò (1) , Paolo Simonini (1) , and Manuel Pastor (2)
(1) University Of Padova, Dept. Image, Padova, Italy (simonetta.cola@unipd.it); (2) Universidad Politécnica De Madrid,
Madrid, Spain;

This paper deals with a laboratory and numerical research on mud-flows performed in with the aim to study the
interrelations between the grain-size composition of mud and its rheological properties at different solid
concentrations, and to evaluate the ability of a new numerical model in reproducing the flow of viscous or
frictional materials. The experimental program utilized a rough inclined plane and a small box with a mobile
gate installed at the plane toe. Two cohesive remoulded soils, a commercial silty clay and a remouled soil
collected inside the large mud-flow occurring in the Tessina valley (North – Eastern Alps in Italy), were mixed
with different sandy fractions and water content in order to obtain various samples. Thank to high-frequency
digital cameras and video, the material path, velocity, depth and lateral spreading were monitored during the
mud propagation. Some other tests were performed with a rheometer in order to evaluate the most suitable
constitutive model reproducing the viscous flow of soils. Then, the slump tests were simulated with a numerical
model developed by Pastor (PASTOR et alii, 2008) and suitable for the analysis of these specific phenomena.
Particularly, the model is based on the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method that is a mesh–free
computational method originally set up for hydrodynamic problems. The paper presents the comparison between
the experimental and numerical results that evidences a fair correspondence in the run-out distance, lateral
spreading and time. Some discrepancies exist in the velocities experienced in the initial phase of tests and the
reason of such partial congruence will be examined in the paper. 
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On controls of flow-like landslide evolution by erodible layer properties and
thickness
Giovanni B. Crosta (1) , Silvia Imposimato (2) , Dennis Roddeman (2) , and Paolo Frattini (1)
(1) Univ. Degli Studi Di Milano Bicocca, Dip. Scienze Geologiche E Geotecnologie, Milano, Italy
(giovannibattista.crosta@unimib.it); (2) Feat, -, Heerlen, The Netherlands;

Flow-like landslides (e.g. debris flow, debris avalanches, flow-slides and rock avalanches) are characterized by
high velocity and mobility, extremely variable properties and, frequently, an extreme erosion capability. The
result of such an erosive power that has been most frequently reported is the increase in volume. Nevertheless,
on the basis of field and experimental observations, the role of material located along the landslide path
(substrate material) or temporarily above the topographic surface (e.g. snow, ice or water) in controlling the
dynamics of rock- or debris-avalanches has been suggested (Hungr and Evans, 2004; Crosta et al., 1992, 2006,
2009; Dufresne et al., 2010; Mangeney et al., 2010). The influence on simulation results has been suggested by
various authors (Crosta et al., 2006, 2009; Chen et al., 2006; Mangeney et al., 2010; Sosio and Crosta, 2011) .
The material (e.g. soil partially or fully saturated, rock, ice) forming the surface over which the rock/debris
avalanche moves can influence the emplacement mechanisms and in some cases also the observed runout
distances. The material characterized by different thickness (up to tens or hundreds of meters), physical
mechanical properties (e.g. frictional, cohesive, with constant or variable strength, high or low permeability),
and characterized by different mechanical behavior (e.g. collapsible, liquefiable, dilatant). These physical
mechanical parameters control, together with those of the moving mass, if the basal material can be entrained,
dragged, sheared, ploughed, bulldozed or remain unaffected. We studied the influence of these controlling
characteristics by running a series of 2D and 3D simulations to get a more complete understanding of the
processes and local effects on material spreading and redistribution. Lab scale experimental tests with granular
columns on erodible layers and a real case study have been simulated to calibrate and validate the finite element
modeling code. The landslide material and the basal layer have been considered as elasto-plastic materials
governed by a Mohr-Coulomb yield rule. Simulated small scale experiments consider both horizontal and
constant slope runout zones with and without a layer of erodible material. The influence of the thickness of the
erodible layer has been examined considering the effects on the runout, ploughing and erosion as well as the
deformation of this material when pushed forward by the impacting landslide mass. This fully 3D simulation of
the avalanche and basal layer interaction is innovative and open an interesting research topic. The same approach
has been applied to estimate the spreading of an expected rock avalanche for the estimate of invasion areas and
hazard zoning purposes. 
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New approach to rapid risk evaluation in recent disasters related to
landslides in Brazil
Renato Eugenia De Lima (1)
(1) CENACID of Federal University of Paraná, Center For Scientific Support In Disasters, Paranà, Brazil
(renatolima@ufpr.br);

In the last three years Brazil was hit by the most important group of accidents related to landslides in the history
of the country. The biggest accidents affected the States of Santa Catarina (2008), Rio de Janeiro (2010 and
2011), Pernambuco and Alagoas(2009) and Paraná (2011). The states of Minas Gerais, Rio Grande do Sul, São
Paulo and others were also affected by large mass movements. All these hazardous geological processes
occurred associated with rain periods and exceptional storms that resulted in landslides and floods. We estimated
more than 20.000 landslides in these most important disasters and around 2.000 victims dead or disappeared.
The effects of these accidents are enormous and in many cases the community will be paying the cost for long
time. These geological processes transformed the landscape regionally and provided a significant quantity of
disaster waste and debris which are a problem to deal with. One of the problems in responding these geological
hazards is to provide a rapid evaluation of the risk in order to facilitate to the authorities the urgent decisions to
assure the security of the affected population. The group of the Center for Scientific Support in Disasters –
CENACID, of the Federal University of Paraná – UFPR, responded to almost all of these accidents and
developed a new approach to face the challenge of fast evaluation of risk in these events. This new approach is
proposed as a tool to rapid and systematic evaluation of groups of landslides, which we call “landslides
systems”. This methodology is called “Relative Rapid Landslides Analysis” and is based in five different
indicators of risk if the potencial mass movement happens: a) phase of the dangerous process; b) possible
volume of the expected mass movement; c) velocity and distance to be reached; d) probable impact; e) factors of
aggravation. Each one is estimated from one to five based on experience, judgment and the observation of the
similar landslides in the system. The sum of these values resulting in the index of relative landslide risk of the
area. This relative evaluation permits to the authorities to prioritize immediate response to the most dangerous
landslides systems in each situation and facilitates to develop emergency actions including actions to prevent the
continuity of the movements, to monitor the evolution of the landslides, to select systems to perform detailed
studies or even to evacuate the people. 
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Debris flow analysis: from lithological classification of the basin to
deposition
Chiara Deangeli (1) , Erika Paltrinieri (1) , and Davide Tiranti (2)
(1) Politecnico di Torino, Politecnico Di Torino, Ditag, Torino, Italy; (2) Arpa Piemonte, Arpa Piemonte, Hydrology And
Natural Hazards, Department Of Forecasting Systems, Torino, Italy;

Debris flows are rapid to very rapid flows of sediment water mixtures, with high solid concentration. Because
these natural phenomena are among the most dangerous and destructive events, propagation analysis becomes
extremely important in order to estimate deposition areas. Definition of constitutive laws is one of the major
problems in the debris flow modeling. In fact debris flows are mainly composed by irregular and coarse particles
and in the majority of cases rheological properties cannot be measured directly and must be evaluated by back
analyses of occurred events by matching some field data: deposition pattern, flow velocity. However this does
not provide evidence that the constitutive equation is appropriate. Debris flow behaviour depends on many
factors, including the content of fine fraction that could be a benchmark in order to define the switch from
collisional to viscoplastic regime. According to a recent study conducted on several alluvial fans in the alpine
region (Moscariello et al, 2002), the North-western Alps basins have been classified by Tiranti et al. (2008) into
three main lithology Groups. Each group is characterized by different catchment lithology, basin area/fan area
ratio, alluvial fan architecture, debris flow rheology, depositional style and triggering rainfall characteristics
(Tiranti et al., 2008). This method permits to capture the essential features of the flow phenomenon and to
address the choice of proper constitutive laws for the propagation models. The paper reports numerical analyses,
performed with a Cellular Automata Model (Segre & Deangeli, 1995; Deangeli, 2008), of debris flow
propagation in pilot basins in Upper Susa Valley. The basins belong to the three different lithological groups
previously indicated. Constitutive laws are implemented in the numerical code according to the geological
classification. The aim of these analyses is to find agreement between the geological observation in terms of fine
content and geological indication of the most probable flow regimes, addressing the choice of the constitutive
laws and in situ evidences of well documented debris flow events.
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A ready to use GRASS GIS workbench for rockfall analysis
Andrea Filipello (1) , and Giuseppe Mandrone (1)
(1) University Of Torino, Earth Science, Torino, Italy;

Open Source software is of great interest to many users and developers. One of the principle advantages is that
users can develop and adapt it to suit their purposes. This work shows modules developed into GRASS GIS for
rockfall analysis. Modules examine both the potential failure detection (rockfall susceptibility) and the area of
potential propagation. The determination of rockfall susceptibility can be analyzed with different methods of
spatial analysis. In this paper, GIS modules are based on rock mass classification and on Hoek & Bray's limit
equilibrium. According to these methods, failure of rock slopes depend mainly on spacing, orientation and shear
strength parameters of the discontinuities affecting rock mass. The study investigate three different mechanism
of failures: planar sliding, wedge sliding and toppling. The empirical method adopted in the research for rockfall
potential propagation was born in a two dimensional environment and identifies the maximum area of invasion
of a rockfall from morphometric analysis of the slope. The intersection between the topographic profile and the
line starting from the point of detachment with a certain angle to the horizontal line defines the point of
maximum propagation. In a three dimensional space the line become a cone with the summit placed at the source
of rockfall. The difference in altitude between the cone and the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is proportional
to the total kinetic energy that may be acquired by the block during the fall. The modules for rockfall
susceptibility are called r.SMR, r.SSPC, r.fsplanar, r.wedgeSMR and r.wedgeSSPC according to the method of
analysis adopted, while r.droka is the name of the module developed for the propagation. Input data are both
numbers and raster maps. Each module has an interactive graphical interface for entering input data and results.
Depending to the module chosen, GRASS software performs different logical and arithmetic expressions or
reclass between input data. Besides the characteristics of the discontinuities and of the rock mass, GIS modules
require a digital elevation model (DEM) of the cliff. The spatial resolution of the DEM can change from 10 X 10
m to high (1 x 1 m point spacing or less from laser scanner point cloud) and it influence the final result. From the
input DEM, modules calculate the aspect map (direction of slope) and the slope map (degrees of inclination from
the horizontal). The algorithm used in GRASS to determine slope and aspect uses a 3 x 3 neighborhood around
each cell in the elevation file. GIS modules have been tested with good results in some alpine areas in the North
West of Italy and, in general, they should be applied in geological settings where the failure mechanism is
mainly governed by discontinuity sets. All modules are freeware and can be downloaded at the web page of the
Dept of Earth Science of Turin University (only in Italian language):
http://www.unito.it/unitoWAR/page/dipartimenti2/D011/D011_la_ricerca2?id=1464012 Moreover, a
customized version of Linux operating system, based on Slax, has been developed to promote the use of modules
for beginners. Being Slax-based, it uses auto configuration functionality to be used directly from a CD, without
hard disk installation. The CD Live allow users to try out fully-operational version of GRASS and it also
contains a demo data set developed for the modules. The user can run the analysis with your data and save the
results on hard disk.
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Analytical and numerical modelling of granular and block flows to
investigate large debris avalanche runout
Irene Manzella (1) , Herbert H. Einstein (2) , and Giovanni Grasselli (3)
(1) Université de Genève, Section De Sciences De La Terre Et De L’environnement, Département De Minéralogie, Genève,
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Civil Engineering, Toronto, Canada;

Dry large debris avalanches are characterized by extremely rapid, flow-like motion of large masses and they
travel extremely long distances showing much greater mobility than could be predicted using frictional models.
The reasons of this high mobility are not completely understood and even if several theories have been proposed
and some mechanisms could play an important role for some specific cases, it is difficult to decide which the
most significant one is and how it controls the dynamics of the flow. In the present study, in order to investigate
the mechanisms involved and the reasons of the large propagation of these phenomena, a sled block model, a
discrete element one and a combined finite and discrete element one are used to simulate small-scale laboratory
experiments (Manzella and Labiouse, 2008 and 2009). This allows highlighting the characteristics of each of
these numerical approaches and how they can be useful in the simulation of the propagation of real events. Tests
considered here consist in triggering an unconstrained granular flow on a 45° slope ending with a slope break
and a horizontal accumulation zone. The granular materials used are a gravel (D90=4 mm) and terracotta bricks
(15 mm x 31 mm x 8 mm). The sled block model represents the first attempt to describe the rock avalanche
propagation. The flowing material is considered as a dimensionless and rigid point of mass M sliding along an
inclined path, characterised by a constant friction angle. This type of model reproduces well the distance
travelled by the centre of mass of the considered laboratory tests but does not capture the propagation of the
distal end of the deposit since, by considering the mass as a rigid block, it does not take into account the
considerable spreading that takes place in the accumulation zone and the loss of energy within the mass, which
play a significant role in the determination of the final runout. A discrete element model is more suitable for the
simulation of the propagation of a granular mass since it considers the mass as an assembly of elements (spheres
or superquads) that can interact with each other but are free to move. For this reason we have simulated the flow
dynamics by numerical discrete element simulations using the code WinMimes (Williams and O’Connor, 1999)
developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Even though the two-dimensional nature of the
code does not allow for the reproduction of the empirical geometrical dimensions, simulations confirmed the
effects, detected in the experiments, of volume and periodic pulses on the final deposit characteristics. The
discrete element models allowed establishing a relationship between the difference in volume between the first
and the second pulse and the difference in the final runout. In order to simulate experiments carried out with
parallelepiped terracotta bricks a Finite Element-Discrete Element Method (FEMDEM) has been preferred to the
simple discrete element one since it can describe better the shape of the blocks and, as a consequence, the
interactions between them. Also in this case the two-dimensional nature of the code prevents a quantitative
match. Simulations, though, can satisfactorily reproduce the influence of the parameters varied during the
experiments, such as the initial packing of the blocks and the regularity of the pathway and they allowed
detecting at which extent the initial packing is preserved in the final deposit. As a conclusion, it can be seen how
a combined use of different models helps in a more complete study of a certain phenomenon since each one can
fill certain limits of the others. In addition, despite their limits, the models presented here can provide an
excellent approximation of the distance travelled by the centre of mass and help to understand the mechanisms
which are likely to happen in the longitudinal propagation of granular and block mass flows.
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Stability conditions and evaluation of the runout of a possible landslide at
the northern flank of La Fossa active volcano, Italy
Maria Marsella (1) , Alberico Sonnessa (1) , Paolo Tommasi (2) , and Aurora Salino (1)
(1) Sapienza University, Dept. Civil And Environmental Engineering, Rome, Italy (maria.marsella@uniroma1.it); (2) Cnr,
IGAG, Rome, Italy;

At Vulcano Island, volcanic activity concentrates at La Fossa cone, whose last eruption was in 1899. During the
last thirty years, the flanks of the cone were involved in a number of landslides varying in volumes from few
tens to 200,000 m3. The larger volumes, hazard and risk associated to these events are higher on the eastern
flank and on the northern flank of the cone. The former, where the largest events occurred in 1988, faces the sea
so that risk is linked to the effects of landslide-induced tsunami on the eastern inhabited coast of the island. The
latter overlooks the Vulcano Porto inhabited area where most of resident population and touristic facilities are
located. On the northern flank a high steep slope formed by altered pyroclastic materials is threatened by
failures, which could involve a thick “slice” delimited by tension cracks where high-temperature volcanic gases
flow through. This paper focuses on the quantitative analyses carried out to evaluate stability conditions of the
northern flank and the runout of the debris avalanche that would be generated by such a failure. In this respect,
the contribution will first describe combined laser scanner and photogrammetric surveys carried out to
reconstruct the global morphology of the flank and to individuate structural and morphological elements useful
to reconstruct past and possible future instabilities. Successively results of limit equilibrium analyses (LE) will
be illustrated. A preliminary set of LE analyses is devoted to evaluating strength parameters of such a complex
weak rock/soil mass, to be compared with laboratory values obtained in previous studies. A second set was
performed to estimate the most likely volume of rock/soil mass susceptible of failure. Finally results of runout
analyses conducted by means of the DAN-W and DAN3D finite-difference codes will be illustrated. In
particular the implication of parameter choice on maximum runout and invasion of inhabited areas will be
discussed.
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Assessment of DEM parameters for rock mass propagation
Mollon Guilhem (1) , Richefeu Vincent (1) , Villard Pascal (1) , and Daudon Dominique (1)
(1) Université Joseph Fourier, Laboratoire 3sr, Grenoble, France;

The efficiency of a numerical model depends on both the realism of the assumptions it is based on, and on the
way its parameters are assessed. We propose a numerical model based on the discrete elements method which
makes possible, thanks to the definition of an appropriate contact law, to simulate the mechanisms of energy
dissipations by friction and impacts during the propagation of an avalanche of granular material on a slope. The
procedure of determination of the model parameters is described and validated by laboratory experimental
results of single-particle impacts using analogical models. The numerical model allows the study of the influence
of several parameters (such as the shapes and mechanical properties of the particles) on the propagation of a
granular mass (run-out, morphology of the deposit, proportions of energy dissipations by impacts or friction,
kinetic energies of translation and rotation…). An attempt to correlate the parameters of the discrete model and
the ones of continuum-based models (based on the fluid-mechanics equations) is discussed.
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Slope instabilities in high-mountain rock walls. Recent events on the Monte
Rosa east face (Macugnaga, NW Italy)
G. Mortara (1) , M. Chiarle (2) , O. Hungr (3) , L. Fischer (4) , F. Villa (5) , and Andrea Tamburini (5)
(1) CGI, Comitato Glaciologico Italiano, Torino, Italy; (2) CNR-IRPI, Centro Nazionale Ricerche, Torino, Italy; (3) UBC,
University Of British Columbia, Ubc, Vancouver, Canada; (4) Geological Survey of Norway (NGU), Landslide Department,
Trondheim, Norway; (5) Imageo S.r.l., Torino, Italy;

On August 25th, 2005 a huge ice slab of about 1x106 m3, overhanging the Belvedere Glacier tongue, detached
from the Monte Rosa east face (NW Italian Alps), at an approximate elevation of 3800 m a.s.l. The detached ice
slab rapidly fragmented, evolving in an ice-avalanche which flowed down eroding and entrapping debris and ice
along its path. The main volume spread and stopped at the foot of the rock wall, partially filling the huge
depression of the “Lago Effimero”, a supraglacial lake of more than 3 million m3 formed in summer 2002 and
drained in summer 2003. The avalanche blow reached the Zamboni hut, located more than 3 km downstream,
luckily without any casualty or damage. Two years later, another major event occurred in the same area. On
April 2007, a rock avalanche of about 300000 m3 detached from an elevation of 4000-4200 m a.s.l., following
the same runout-path with about the same spreading area. According to the available temperature records, April
2007 was the warmest during the last 150 years in Western Alps. Surveys carried out immediately after the
events allowed to outline the ice-rock avalanche accumulation areas and to describe the morphological and
depositional features of both deposits. Seismic and meteorological data recorded during the events provided
useful data for a more exhaustive interpretation of their mechanisms. Aerial photos taken before and after the
events provided detailed maps of the accumulation area, allowing the assessment of the geometrical features of
the above phenomena. Helicopter-borne and ground-based lidar surveys helped in calculating the volumes of the
detachment areas and perform a geomechanical characterization of the rock mass by properly processing the
laser point cloud, without need to access the rock slope. A 3D dynamic model (DAN3D) was applied in order to
back analyze the runout of the events, enabling the calibration of the input parameters for the assumed
rheological models. These events are particularly significant, as occurred in a glacial basin which is under
observation since autumn 2001, because of a distinctive surge-type phenomenon of the Belvedere Glacier,
combined with a generalized instability of the Monte Rosa east face due to rapid deglaciation. 
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Influence of centripetal acceleration in the numerical modelling of
unconstrained granular materials
Gabriele Pisani (1) , Marina Pirulli (2) , Vincent Labiouse (3) , and Claudio Scavia (2)
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In the framework of a better understanding of the propagation of dry rock avalanches and related phenomena
that move across complex three-dimensional terrains, both physical experiments at a laboratory scale and
numerical simulations have been considerably improved in the past years. In order to determine the main
parameters which influence the propagation, the Laboratory for Rock Mechanics of the École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) has carried out an experimental campaign with dry granular material at small
scale. The benchmark laboratory test consisted in releasing an unconstrained volume of 40 l of granular material
from 1 metre height on a 45°-inclined panel covered with smooth PVC (forex) and joined to a horizontal plane
with a 0.5m-curved transition at the bottom of the slope. Final deposit characteristics such as runout, length and
width have been manually measured, while the deposit morphology and position of the centre of mass have been
derived from the projection of fringes with a specific image processing technique (Manzella and Labiouse,
2009). Test results have then been used to validate a numerical model based on a continuum mechanics
approach, the RASH3D code (Pirulli, 2005), which originates from a pre-existing model (SHWCIN) that is
based on the classical finite volume approach to solve hyperbolic systems using the concept of cell centred
conservative quantities, developed by Audusse et al. (2000) and Bristeau and Coussin (2001) to compute
Saint-Venant equations in hydraulic problems. An extension of SHWCIN to simulate dry granular flows using a
kinetic scheme was initially introduced by Mangeney et al. (2003). Within this numerical code, the material is
assumed to be incompressible and the depth-averaged Saint Venant mass and momentum balance equations are
solved in an Eulerian framework discretized on a triangular finite element mesh using a kinetic scheme based on
a finite volume approach (i.e., assuming the conservation of cell centred quantities). The complex rheology of
the modeled granular material is here incorporated into a single term describing the frictional stress that develops
at the interface between the flowing material and the bed surface. At the present time the following 4 rheologies
are implemented in RASH3D: Frictional, Voellmy, Quadratic and Pouliquen. To better simulate laboratory
results, the effect of the centripetal acceleration has been recently introduced in the RASH3D formulation to take
into account the normal stress increase due to the topography deflection, and the curvature radii in both the x and
y direction have been derived to evaluate the associated centripetal acceleration related to topographic changes
in dip and dip direction. Assuming a simple Coulomb-type cohesionless friction rheological law, the centripetal
acceleration integrated RASH3D code has been used to simulate the runout of the above described benchmark
case. The back-calculated frictional parameter (i.e., the dynamic basal friction angle) has then been used in a
sensitivity analysis aimed at numerically investigating and quantitatively estimating the role of the centripetal
acceleration on the final deposit characteristics (i.e., runout, length, width) by changing the curvature radius at
the bottom of the inclined plane. The carried out simulations have allowed the authors to draw some conclusions
on the influence that the centripetal acceleration has on the numerical computation of the runout and of the
centre of mass of the final deposit. The comparison with the previous version of the RASH3D code has finally
underlined that the main consequence of including the centripetal effect in the set of governing equations is a
significant lowering of the back-calculated dynamic basal friction angle needed to simulate the benchmark
laboratory test in a significant way. 
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Run-up of landslide runouts against protective barriers – a comparison of
the Particle Flow Code (PFC) and DAN
Alexander Preh (1) , Barbara Kuen (1) , Oldrich Hungr (2) , and Rainer Poisel (1)
(1) Vienna University of Technology, Institute Of Geotechnics, Engineering Geology, Vienna, Austria
(alexander.preh@tuwien.ac.at); (2) University of British Columbia, Department Of Earth And Ocean Sciences, Engineering
Geology, Vancouver, Canada;

Extremely rapid, flow-like landslides, such as debris avalanches, debris flows, flow slides, and rock avalanches,
are the most important landslide hazards, threatening human lives and infrastructure (e.g., Hungr et al. 2001).
Risk reduction can be achieved, for example, by means of designed protective structures. A common type of
active protective structure is a “terminal barrier,” a dyke or wall placed perpendicular to the expected motion of
the landslide and designed to absorb the landslide impact and force the motion of the avalanche to stop before
reaching the protected area. Several important quantitative parameters are required for the design of terminal
barriers: (i) run-up of a potential landslide against the face of the structure to ensure that the dyke crest is
sufficiently high to avoid overtopping; (ii) manner and geometry of deposition of slide material arriving into the
space upstream of the structure (“storage basin”); and (iii) static and dynamic forces exerted by the moving
debris on the face of the structure. Numerical modelling of landslide motion provides the means of obtaining all
of this design information, provided that models exist that are correctly verified and calibrated. Mancarella and
Hungr (2010) carried out a series of granular avalanche experiments involving rapid flow of dry sand in a flume,
arrested by a steep adverse slope. The barrier slope was varied and included a wall perpendicular to the flume.
These laboratory experiments have been back calculated by means of the Particle Flow Code (Itasca Consulting
Group) and the DAN Code. The purpose of the study was to verify if the codes used are capable of simulating
the behaviour of granular avalanches run-up against protective barriers. In order to achieve appropriate results
some modifications of the codes have been necessary. The original version of the numerical Lagrangian shallow
flow dynamic analysis (DAN) had to be improved by an original velocity-smoothing algorithm to prevent
numerical instability. In the case of PFC, the implementation of a rotational particle-particle damping has been
necessary to get results coinciding with the laboratory experiments. 
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Analysis and uncertainty quantification of dynamic run-out models
parameters for landslides. 
Byron Quan Luna (1) , Jose Cepeda (2) , Cees Van Westen (3) , Alexandre Remaitre (4) , Andre Stump (4) ,
Jean-philippe Malet (4) , and Theo Van Asch (5)
(1) University Of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands (quanluna@itc.nl); (2) Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Oslo,
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The main goals of landslide run-out modeling should be the assessment of future landslide activity with a range
of potential scenarios, and the information of the local populations about the hazards in order to enable informed
response measures. In recent times, numerical dynamic run-out models have been developed which can assess
the velocity and extent of motion of rapid landslides such as debris flows and avalanches, flow slides and rock
avalanches. These models are physically-based and solved numerically, simulating the movement of the flow
using constitutive laws of fluid mechanics in one or two dimensions. Resistance parameters and release volumes
are crucial for a realistic simulation of the landslide behavior, whereas it is generally difficult to measure them
directly in the field. Uncertainties in the parametrization of these models yield many uncertainties concerning
their frequency values, which must be addressed in a proper risk assessment. Based on the probability density
functions of release volumes and friction coefficients of a given landslide model, this work aims to
systematically quantify the uncertainties in the run-out modeling. The obtained distributions can be used as an
input for a probabilistic methodology where the uncertainties in the release volume and friction coefficients
(rheological parameters) inside the dynamic models can be addressed. This will improve the confidence of the
dynamic run-out model outputs such as the distribution of deposits in the run-out area, velocities and impact
pressures, important components for a risk analysis and regulatory zoning.
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Physical modelling of the propagation and deposition of rock avalanches –
Recent developments and results.
Claire Sauthier (1) , and Vincent Labiouse (1)
(1) École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (epfl), School Of Architecture, Civil And Environmental Engineering (enac),
Laboratory For Rock Mechanics (lmr), Lausanne, Switzerland (claire.sauthier@epfl.ch);

Rock avalanches are extremely rapid events involving a great amount of materials (ca. 1E06 m3). Even though
they are very infrequent, these processes cause total destruction along their path, leading to extremely serious
consequences in terms of life loss and economic impact (Hungr, 1990). Due to the rareness of well documented
events about rock avalanches, there is a lack of real case records of good quality on which back-analysis or code
validation can be performed. For this reason, although similitude requirements between site and laboratory
conditions are not easy to fulfill, physical modelling can constitute a significant mean to partly complete the
limited amount of site reliable data (Manzella & Labiouse, 2008). Unconstrained flow experiments of dry
granular material have been performed at the Rock Mechanics Laboratory of EPF Lausanne. Tests aim at
studying the influence of different parameters on the propagation and deposition mechanisms as well as on the
characteristics of the final deposit (e.g. runout and extension). They extend the range of values considered in a
previous experimental campaign (Manzella 2008) and focus on the analysis of the mass in motion. The existing
measurement device and processing technique (i.e. fringe projection method) was improved in order to increase
the reliability of the volume measurement and the computation of the position of the centre of mass of the final
deposit. The latest developments allow to use this method to follow the mass during its motion on the
experimental set up. Additionally, a new technique that allows tracking the mass front was set up and compared
to previous results with a commercial image analysis software. First experiments were carried out with a gravel
supposed to have the same characteristics as the one used in the past (Manzella 2008). However, some
significant differences were found, suggesting that the grading of the material has an influence on the runout and
on the position of the centre of mass of the final deposit. Other experiments were performed to extend the range
of values of volume, falling height and slope angle. The obtained results lead to reconsider some conclusions; for
example, contrary to previous observations, the volume is found to have an influence on the position of the
centre of mass of the final deposit.
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Objective reliability of empirical prediction of debris flow mobility on fans
Alessandro Simoni (1) , Matteo Berti (1) , Massimo Degetto (2) , and Carlo Gregoretti (2)
(1) Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra e Geologico-Ambientali, Universita' Di Bologna, Bologna, Italy
(alessandro.simoni@unibo.it); (2) Dipartimento Territorio e Sistemi Agro-Forestali, Universita' Di Padova, Padova, Italy;

Empirical mobility relationships can be used for preliminary debris flow hazard assessment. An adaptation of the
original relationships has been proposed for alpine debris flows (DFLOWZ model; Berti and Simoni, 2007).
Once a reference debris flow volume is chosen, the code DFLOWZ allows to estimate the area potentially
affected by the event based on the mutual relationships between channel cross-sectional area, planimetric area of
the deposit and overall volume. We propose some modification to the method in order to take into account
multiple flow paths on the depositional fan. In order to test the method and evaluate associated uncertainties, we
back-analyzed a dozen of DEBRIS FLOW events occurred in dolomitic region (North-East Italy), following a
single rainstorm event and ranging in volume from 3,000 to 50,000 m3. The performance of the method is
described by an objective reliability index based on DEM cell count. Our aim is: - evaluate the effects of
uncertainty associated with the empirical mobility relationships; - assess other possible sources of error or
violations of the assumptions that underlie the model; - test the newly developed multiple flow path algorithm.
Results indicate that a high-resolution DEM (≤ 2.5 m) is essential to get a reliable inundation prediction over a
fan. The code itself performs well, in a wide range of situations, demonstrating the conceptual correctness of
underlying assumptions. The most relevant source of error remains the uncertainty associated with the empirical
mobility relationships, due mainly to errors in experimental measurements of debris flow deposits. Their
improvement can be achieved through the collection of high quality field data of debris flow events. 
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Rheological parameters and uncertainty for runout prediction of rock
avalanches in volcanic and glacial terrains
Rosanna Sosio (1) , Giovanni B. Crosta (1) , Joanna H. Chen (2) , and Oldrich Hungr (3)
(1) Università Degli Studi Milano-bicocca, Scienze Geologiche E Geotecnologie, Milano, Italy (rosanna.sosio@unimib.it);
(2) Klohn Crippen Berger, Calgary, Canada; (3) University Of British Columbia, Earth And Ocean Sciences, Vancouver,
Canada;

Among all kind of landslides, rock avalanches are characterized by exceptional mobility and destructiveness.
Their mobility is well larger than explained by the real material properties such that it is usually expressed by
means of an “apparent” friction angle. When a potential source of instability is identified, hazard mapping
through runout analyses may be necessary to define which areas could be threatened by landslide propagation.
Nevertheless, due to the sudden evolution of the phenomena, and to the unfeasible use of the measurable
material properties in modelling perspective, a gap remain in the selection of the input values introducing large
uncertainty in the prediction. The spread between the real material properties and their effective counterpart
required by runout prediction is particularly high when the instability involves weak, partially saturated fine
materials, such as volcanic debris and/or the propagation evolves onto low resistant substrate, such as glacial ice.
This work focuses on the mobility of rock and debris avalanches evolving in glacial and volcanic environments
for hazard analyses purposes by providing a set of calibrated cases. We replicate the motion of historical rock/
debris avalanches using models which allow for different rheological models and earth pressure yield criteria to
be considered (McDougall and Hungr 2004, Chen and Lee, 2000). The events involved variable volumes
(ranging from few millions of m3 to km3) and they are well preserved so that their main features are
recognizable from satellite images. The events developed in a variety of settings and condition and they vary
with respect to their morphological constrains, materials, contact surfaces, and styles of failure. The post-event
topographies are extracted from the ASTER satellite grid, with a cell size ranging from 22 m to 30 m with
reference to the considered latitude. The pre-event topographies were reconstructed by modifying the original
terrain data in the area interested by the detachment and the deposition outlined by available maps and
morphological evidences. The event reconstructions and the back analyses are based on the observations
available from the literature (i.e. runout distance, impacted areas, flow velocities). We test the performance of
the Frictional and Voellmy rheologies and we define, for each rheology, a range of values for the parameters
which best replicate the propagation of the ice-rock avalanches. We also discuss the sensitivity of the model to
these values and the associated uncertainty Within each class of events, and irrespective of the variety of
conditions in which they occurred, the best fitting parameters span in a narrow interval. As an example, typical
values of the bulk basal friction angle (the sole parameter required in the frictional rheology) range within 3° and
7.5° for volcanic debris avalanches, within 6° and 12° for ice-rock avalanches. These values are significantly
lower than other rock avalanches which require values as high as 11° to 31°. The consistency of the
back-analyzed parameters is encouraging for a possible use of the model in the perspective of hazard mapping
while set of calibrated values can help the selection of model input parameter values for prediction and for
definition of uncertainty on zonation.
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Single or two-phase modeling of debris-flow? A systematic comparison of
the two approaches applied to a real debris flow in Giampilieri Village
(Italy).
Laura Maria Stancanelli (1) , Giorgio Rosatti (2) , Lorenzo Begnudelli (2) , Aronne Armanini (2) , and Enrico
Foti (1)
(1) University, University Of Catania, Department Of Civil And Environmental Engineering, Catania, Italy
(lmstanca@dica.unict.it); (2) University, University Of Trento, Department Of Civil And Environmental Engineering,
Trento, Italy;

Debris flow models are widely used by engineers in several contexts, particularly for hazard mapping or for
evaluating the effectiveness of risk mitigation works. However, a systematic comparison of performances of
different approaches is still missing. In this framework, a real debris flows event has been analyzed using two
different models: FLO-2D, which is a commercial code widely adopted by the international community and
TRENT-2D (Armanini et al., 2009), applied in several debris flows research. Both models are two-dimensional
in space and adopt depth-integrated flow equations. However, they assume different mathematical descriptions
of the phenomenon. The FLO-2D model is based on a mono-phase viscoplastic approach, based on an empirical
quadratic rheological relation developed by O'Brien (1996); moreover, it is not a fully two dimensional model
because when a channel is presented, it is simulated in a 1D domain and the results are then matched with the 2D
simulation routing on the floodplain. The TRENT-2D model is a fully two-dimensional and two-phase model
based on the physically based grain inertial rheology of Bagnold-Takahashi. Another important difference is that
in FLO-2D the bed is fixed, while in TRENT-2D the bed is mobile and completely coupled with the dynamic of
the mixture. On the other hand, this last model does not easily simulate the presence of inerodible zones inside
the floodplain because it is not possible to fix the bed in some computational cells. In order to highlight the
differences between the two methodologies, the two models have been applied to the alluvial event of October
1st, 2009, in the Messina Province (Italy). During such event, in few hours a very intense rainstorm caused more
than 600 landslides in an area of less than 50 km2. The landslides resulted in 37 fatalities and severe economic
losses, with damages to transportation infrastructures as well as to public and private buildings. In particular, in
the present work the case of Giampilieri village, the most damaged among the villages struck by the alluvial
event, is analyzed. Thanks to the availability of a large amount of data collected after the event, a back analysis
has been carried out: model parameters have been tuned up to obtain a good fitting between computed and
measured levels in several points of the village. Both models seem capable of reproducing the depositional
pattern on the alluvial fan. Nevertheless, for the FLO-2D model, the tuning of the parameters must be done
empirically, with no evidence of the physic of the phenomena. On the other hand, since the TRENT-2D
parameters have a more specific physical meaning, it is easier to choose the right calibration values looking for
them within an acceptable physical range. The time variation of several quantities (as the deposit, the velocities,
the volume of mixture involved in the event, etc) are then systematically analyzed in order to highlight the
differences in the global dynamic of the event as obtained from the two approaches with the tuned parameters.
Finally, the differences between the parameter values obtained from the back analysis and those obtained from
an a-priori estimate (a “blind” test) will be presented in order to evaluate the capabilities of the two models in a
predictive context. 
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Shallow landslides - runout modelling over large areas with SliDepot
Tobler Daniel (1) , Riner Rachel (1) , and Pfeifer Robert (1)
(1) Geotest, 3052, Zollikofen, Switzerland (daniel.tobler@geotest.ch);

In mountain regions many residential areas as well as important lifelines are exposed to potential shallow
landslide events. Spatial planning is one of the major key element in protecting from natural hazards and
requires a comprehensive assessment of the landslide processes. By applying process models the extend of
potential landslides can be calculated over large areas. The resulting maps provide a quick identification of
endangered areas with conflicts between hazards and land use. It is the base to set priorities for a more accurate
hazard assessment. Moreover, due to the importance of cost efficiency the planning of protection measures calls
for (more) detailed information about the intensity and probability of expected landslide incidents for a given
area. These information is calculated by the model SLIDEPOT. The GIS-based model SLIDEPOT simulates the
runout zones of landslide prone areas. The model is well approved in Switzerland as well as neighbouring
countries and South America. For each unstable cell a hypothetical volume of mobilised mass is defined (cf.
SLIDISP+). In a second step flow paths of the down slope moving masses are calculated. In contrast to other
GIS-based models, SLIDEPOT does not rely on a single-flow approach, which calculates the flow direction by
direct neighbourhood relationship. The software is capable of analysing multiple cells in a 20°-sector above a
potential runout area up to the extent of four cells. The potential runout cell will only be connected to the runout
area if the mentioned 20°-sector contains an instable cell or if the necessary initial volumes of mobilised mass is
guaranteed. Further the program also includes geomorphologic phenomena like convex topography. With this
approach the runout direction is simulated fairly realistic. For each calculation step the initial volume,
respectively the remaining volume is reduced by a local degradation factor. This factor is mainly determined by
the local slope gradient. Additionally the factor can be modified by the slope surface roughness, the water
content, the presence of forested and other spatial parameters. The model was developed by GEOTEST AG and
applied during the last 10 years for numerous projects. In combination with the SLIDISP+ software (modelling
of slope instabilities) SLIDEPOT allows to calculate decisive parameters for the dimensioning and optimized
positioning of protection measures. The aim of this presentation is to explain the software SLIDEPOT describing
the approach of runout modelling as well as further developments. In addition the application for an actual case
study will be presented; including all important steps from field investigation to modelling and the design of best
fit protection measures. 
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Comparison of runout of rock avalanches evaluated through distinct
element and finite diffirence method
Paolo Tommasi (1) , Paolo Campedel (2) , and Vincenzo Vacca (3)
(1) Cnr, Igag, Rome, Italy (paolo.tommasi@uniroma1.it); (2) Provincia Autonoma Di Trento, Geological Survey, Trento,
Italy; (3) Environmenta Lengineer, Sonnino, Italy;

In order to improve effectiveness of hazard evaluation related to rock avalanches in mountain areas, quantitative
analyses based on mechanical assumption about the behaviour of the rock mass during motion are mandatory.
Numerical methods for this type of modelling are still under improvement and their results are object of debate.
In this paper, Authors will try to give a contribution to the applicability of two radically different numerical
methods to a relatively simple case which often occurs on mountain slopes consisting of well stratified rocks.
The runout of dry rock avalanches produced by potential planar rockslides affecting a limestone formation is
evaluated by using two different approaches: distinct element and finite difference method. For this scope
PFC2D and DAN-W commercial codes will be used. Both method will be tested first, through a back analysis of
two historic events, and then applied for predicting three potential rock avalanches in the same area. While
analyses performed with the PFC2D code are based on independent measurements of structural parameters,
strength, energy dissipation and stiffness parameters of the rock mass, rehological properties used in DAN-W
analyses will be chosen according two different procedures: by fitting past events runout and by applying energy
dissipation coefficients obtained from fall tests conducted on the same slope. Finally results obtained will be
discussed also with respect to their implications on land use planning and risk mitigation. 
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Application of Numerical Modelling in Landslide Runout: A Review
Tuba Zahra (1) , Cees van Westen (2) , and Oguchi Takashi (1)
(1) The University of Tokyo, Centre for Spatial Information Science, Deptt. Of Natural Environmental Studies, The
University of Tokyo, Deptt. Of Natural Environmental Studies, Kashiwa, Japan (tuba.zahra@gmail.com); (2) International
Institute of Geo-information Science and Earth Observation, Faculty of Science, Universitiet Twente, Universitiet Twente,
Faculty of Science, C.J., Nederland;

Landscapes as living systems incorporate the inherent ability to ‘develop, operate and maintain’ themselves as
dynamic earth systems containing not only objects but stores of energy and matter, maintained by processes of
growth, decay, flow and transformations. Landslides being a mere product of this evolutionary system have
eventually turned into ‘natural hazards’ widely aggravated by anthropogenic interferences. The most essential
part of landslide hazard assessment revolves around the character of the failure and the post failure movement or
the runout of landslides emphasizing the accurate prediction of intensity and magnitude with special reference to
the runout behaviour. Numerical models capable of spatial dynamic modeling are being widely implemented to
represent the real world scenario. But owing to the presence of innumerable models the mathematical abstraction
of the mechanism of landslide runout remains a scientific quest. This paper tries to provide an insight in to the
various modeling approaches and the models with special reference to a case study of India using MassMov2D
model.
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